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GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGANONS OF AN ACTIVE MARGIN

Reconstruction of the Moiave Block
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INTRODUCTION
The Mojave Desert region is one of the geologically most
diverse and complex regions of the southwestem North
American Cordillera. We define the Mojave Desert as that area
between the Garlock fault to the north, the San Andreas fault to
the southwest, and the Colorado River to the east (Fig. 1). The
Mojave block is that part of the Mojave Desert that lies west of
the southem extension of the Death Valley fault zone (Glazner,
1990). This definition is primarily tectonic in scope.
This area forms the southwestemmost extent of
Precambrian continental North America and lies at the Present
plate edge formed by the San Andreas fault. Because the
westem part of North America has faced an oceanic plate since
late Precambrian time (Burchfiel and Davis, 1972), the Mojave
Desert and environs have seen achve tectonism over much of
the Phanerozoic. This leading edge position has resulted in
supelposition of most continental tectonic styles and regimes in
the Mojave Desert over the last 600 million years.
It has been a long-term goal of the authors to decipher this
history of superposition. The tectonic history of the Moiave
Desert divides rather nicely into Cenozoic events overprinting
Paleozoic and Mesozoic tectonism. Unraveling this story
necessarily involves using both young and old markers to
understand the strain significance of various deformational
events. We hope, in our process of reconstruction, that this is
done in an iterative rather than circular manner. Below we
dixuss important tectonic, magmatic, and depositional events
that have affected the Mojave Desert. This is followed by a
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1. Location of the Mojave block. Also shown

are several

important faults that are either observed (solid lines) or inferred
(dished lines). Black blobs are outcroPs of Pelona, Rand, and
Orocopia schists.

road log for a field trip that works backward in time, undoing
successive tectonic events.
SUMMARY OF GEOLOGIC HISTORY
Geologic Setting
Rocks of Precambrian to late Cenozoic age are exposed
across the Mojave Desert (Fig. 2). Precambrian basement rocks
are generally either -1700 Ma or -1400 Ma (Anderson et al., in
press), and are widely distributed across the Mojave Desert
(Martin and Walker, 1992; Anderson et al., in press).
Precambrian rocks of other ages, such as ca. 1.1 Ga diabase
sills, are present as well, but are of relatively minor exposure.
Upper Precambrian to Lower Permian miogeoclinal to cratonal
sLrata overlie the basement rocks (Fig. 2; Burchfiel and Davit
797?, 1975; Marhn and Walker, 1992;Stewatt and Poole, 1975).
The miogeoclinal/cratonal strata generally have southwest- to
south-trending facies Pattems. Deposits related to the
Devonian-Mississippian Antler Orogeny are not present in any
of the Mojave miogeoclinal/cratonal sections (Walker, 1988).
Paleozoic rocks of eugeoclinal affinity (e.g., continental
slope and rise deposits) are Present in the northem Mojave
Desert from the Alvord Mountain area to Pilot Knob Valley,
and across the Garlock Fault in the El Paso Mountains (Fig.2;
Burchfiel and Davis, 1975). There is a facies mismatch,
therefore, across the central Mojave Desert, with eugeoclinal
rocks to the north and west and miogeoclinal/cratonal rocks to
the south and east. As we will see below, the region of
mismatch has been a site of repeated tectonic activity.
Mesozoic strata consist of Early Triassic marine
sedimentary rocks and Middle(?) Triassic to Late jurassic
volcanic and epiclastic strata (Schermer, 1'993;'Nalker, 1987,
19S8). In addition, the furassic{retaceous magmatic arc
crosses the Mojave Desert (Fig.2; Barton et al., 1988; Kistler,
1974). Facies and magmatic pattems in Mesozoic strata
generally follow northwest trends across the Mojave Desert
iegion (Burchfiel and Davis, 1981; Hamilton, 1969; Hamilton
and Myers, 1966; Walker, 1987,1988), indicating that the
continental margin had a northwest to north trend during this
time. Orientation of the continental margin probably changed
in Late Paleozoic time due to truncation of the continental
margin accompanied by late-stage contractional deformation
and igneous activity (Burchfiel and Davis, 1981; Davis et al.,
1978; Walker, 1988).
Paleogene rocks are not known from the Moiave Desert,
whereas Neogene to Recent rocks are widely exposed. Most
Neogene sections include earliest Miocene (or possibly latest
Oligocene) volcanic rocks overlain by lower to middle Miocene
sedimentary, volcanic and epiclastic sections. These rocks were
deposited in basins formed by extensional faulting in and
around areas of metamorphic core complex development.
Extensional activity began at about 23 Ma from areas around
the Colorado River into the central Moiave Desert (Dokka,
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Figure 2. Geologic map of the Moiave Desert. Modified, based on our work, from Dibblee (1958a) and other sources.
1989; Walker et al., 1990a). Starting

50 Kilometers

in late Miocene time, the

Mojave Desert was transected by northwest-striking,
right-lateral strike+lip faults with local areas of east+hiking,
left-lateral strike-slip fauls (Garfunkel, 1974; Dokka and
Travis, 1990). Cumulative slip on these faults has been small.
This deformation was accompanied by contractional faulting
and folding across most of the region (Bartley et al., 1990).
Iate Paleozoic: Truncation of the Margin
Major changes occurred in the tectonic setting and
continental margin of the westem Cordillera in late Paleozoic
time. The Mojave Desert was dramatically affected by these
changes because it went from an inboard tectonic position in
middle Paleozoic time to a plate-margin position in latest
Paleozoic time. Stratigraphic sequences across much of the
region record Pennsylvanian to middle Permian platform
sedimentation conformable with older miogeoclinal/cratonal
strata. This pattem is broken for sections in the westem Death
Valley area and into the central and northeastem Mojave
Desert (Martin and Walker, 1991; Walker and Wardliw,lgSg)
where Pennsylvanian to middle Permian rocks consist of
turbidites and other deep water strata apparently deposited in
a continental borderland setting (Stone and Stevens, 1988;
Walker, 1988). Mojave eugeoclinal sections, which were part of
the Antler belt of Nevada and eastem Califomia during
Mississippian time, also show evidence for similar active basin
formation in Pennsylvanian and especially Early Permian time
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1978; Barton et al., 1988; Barth et al., 1'990; Miller et al., in
review). These plutons range in age from 245 Ma to about 220

(Carr et al., 1984).
Late Permian deformation and magmatism are recorded in
ranges in the westem Mojave Desert, with the best-understood
ages known from El Paso Mountains and the Victorville area.
ln the El Paso Mountains, Upper Permian volcanic and
volcaniclastic rocks as young as -260 Ma are deformed by
west-vergent folds and faults and cut by plutons as old as 247
Ma (Carr et a1.,7984; Walker, unpublished; Miller et al., in
review). Lr the Victorville area, rocks as young as Mississippian
are deformed and intruded by a pluton dated at 242lllda
(Miller, 1981; Walker, 1988; Miller et al., in review). Rocks
inferred to be Pennsylvanian/ Permian continental borderland
sediments in the Shadow Mountains are capped with undated
arcderived strata similar to those Present in the El Paso
Mountains (Martin and Walker, 7997;Martin, 1992).
From this evidencg it seems that eugeoclinal strata of the
northem Mojave were juxtaposed against miogeoclinal/cratonal
strata to the south by latest Permian time. The igneous activity
present in these areas, but absent elsewhere in the southem
Cordillera, serves to stitch these sequences together, as do Early
Triassic rocks (Walker, 7987, 7988).
The mechanism of iuxtaposition has been controversial.
Left-lateral, strike+lip truncation of the continental margin and
some portion of the craton has been proposed for the westem
Moiave Desert for late Paleozoic time (Davis et al., L978; Stone
and Stevent 1988; Walker, 1988). Altematively, extreme
telescoping along a preetsting continental margin has been
considered as the mechanism of juxtaposition (Poole, 1974;
Snow, 1992). We prefer the former mechanism and timing for
several reasons: 1) late Paleozoic shortening in the Mojave
Desert is westdirected rather than eastdirected as proposed
for the Death Valley area;2) I-ate Permian igneous achvity in
the westem Mojave Desert probably indicates that this area
shifted into a leading tectonic position during late Paleozoic
time; and 3) isotopic data for Permian plutons in the
eugeoclinal sections lack evidence for involvement of ancient
continental crust which would be necessary for the telescoping
model (Miller et al., in review). Hence, we intelPret truncation
of the westem margin of the Mojave Desert and associated
juxtaposition of miogeoclinal and eugeoclinal sections to be the
first major event to modify the region.
Triassic to Middle jurassic: Overlap and Arc Initiation
Shallow marine to nonmarine sedimentation across much
of the region retumed during Triassic time. Lower Triassic
rocks consist of calcareous shales, limestone, and local
conglomerate and sandstone, and their metamorphic
equivalents. Facies pattems for these rocks trend northwest
(Walker, 1987,7988). Early Triassic plutonic rocks are also
locally present (see above). The lower Triassic rocks rest
to unconformably on upper Paleozoic rocks in
paruconformably
-the
eastem Mojave and unconformably on deformed Paleozoic
rocks and Permo-Triassic plutons in the westem Mojave Desert'
There are no dated Middle Triassic to Middle furassic (ca.
to
775 Ma) stratified rocks in the Moiave Desert. Early
230
Triassic sequences give way upward into quartzose rocks
which are overlain by volcanic and volcaniclastic strata. These
volcanic rocks were interpreted by Walker (1987, 1988) to be
Middle Triassic in age and to indicate that the area was the site
of a magmatic arc of that age. Where dated, however, these
rocks consistently yield Middle jurassic ages (Busby-Spera,
1988; Graubard et al., 1988).
Triassic plutonic rocks are Present in the central and
southwestern Moiave Desert and surrounding areas (Miller,

Ma and have been interpreted to rePresent early magmatic
activity in the Cordilleran arc (Barth et al., 1990). Similar age
plutonic rocks are exposed northward into the Death Valley
irea and into the Walker Lane region (Dilles and Wright, 1988;
Snow et al., 1991).
No deformational events have been identified in the
Moiave block as Triassic to Early jurassic in age. To the east,
deformation in the Clark Mountains, previously considered to
be pre-200 Ma (Burchfiel and Davis, 197\, L987,1988) is now
considered to be Late Jurassic in age (Walker et al.,
unpublished data). Other structures, such as a fault in the
Cowhole Mountains (Burchfiel and Davis, 1981), are not
definitively dated. Although structures in the region may turn
out to be Middle Triassic to Early furassic age, none have yet
been clearly identified.
Early and Middle ]urassic: Plutons and Volcanic Rocks
Miadle |urassic (175 to 165 Ma) magmatic arc activity and
associated sedimentation are widespread in the Mojave Desert.
Rocks of the lower Sidewinder volcanic series are exposed from
the Victorville area to the Cady Mountains and consist of
intermediate to felsic volcanic rocks with intercalated quartzose
sandstone (Schermer and Busby, in press). This sequence is
dominated by intracaldera sections >4 km thick and local
exposures of thin (-1 km) sections. The age of these rocks is
constrained by a -170 Ma date at the base of the sequence
(U-Pb zirconi Graubard et al., 1988) and ages of around 166 Ma
in the upper part of the lower series (Schermer, Mattinson, and
Busby, ,rlpr6tirnea data). Similar age rocks, grouped with the
Delfonte Volcanics whose ryPe section is in the Mescal Range
(see below), are Present in the Cowhole Mountains
(Busby-Spera et al., 1987). Possibly coeval rocks are also Present
in the Soda Mountains (Grose, 1959), Cronese Hills area
(Walker et al., 1990b), Providence Mountains (Hazzatd, 1954),
and New York Mountains (Burchfiel and Davis, 1977). Volcanic
rocks are commonly associated with quartzose sedimentary
rocks in these areas. Walker (1'987, 1'988) interpreted the
quartzose sedimentary rocks at the base of the volcanic
sequences to be Middle Triassic in age, but it appears that an
age assignment of Middle jurassic is more consistent with
kt o*.t iges and regional stratigraphic relations (Marzolf, 199'l)'
Older voicanic rocks are exposed to the east in southem
Arizona, with some sequences dating back into the Early
|urassic (Tosdal et al., 1989). These older sequences seem to be
absent, however, across most of the Moiave Desert'
Middle Jurassic plutons are also common throughout the
region. A significant fraction of the Jurassic plutons q t!"
-region cluster with ages of 155 to 170 Ma (Karish et a1.,7987;
Watter et al., 1990b; Miller et al., in review). The plutons form
the southem continuation of the Sierran batholith into the
Mojave Desert. This belt continues southeastward into
southeast Califomia and Arizona.
Middle to Late |urassic: Extension and Shortening
The structural development of the |urassic arc is complex
and of both contractional and extensional character. Normal
faults cut the Lower Sidewinder volcanic series, resulting in
about 15% north+outh extension across the area where the
Lower Sidewinder section is exposed (Schermer, 1993)' Timing
of extensional activity is constrained to be between ca' 166 Ma,
the end of Sidewinder volcanism, and 150 Ma, the age of dikes
which crosscut the extensional faults (Schermer, 1993)'
Busby-Spera (19SS) interpreted the Lower Sidewinder series to
-5-
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have been deposited in an arc-graben depression that ran the
length of the Early and Middle Jurassic arc. Little direct
evidence for graben strucfures is present and the Sidewinder
sequence in the Mojave Desert owes its preserved thickness
largely to caldera activity (Schermer, 1993). Hence, extensional

deformation is post-extrusion rather than synextrusion, and
occurred during the interval 166 to 150 Ma.
Regional contrachonal deformation is present to the north
of the Sidewinder exposure belt. Deformation is typified by
mylonitic shear zones, thrusts faults, and probable thrusts that
verge to the east and southeast (Boettcher and Walker, 1993;
Davis and Burchfiel, 1973; Miller et al., 1991; Stephens et al.,
1993; Walker et al., 1990b). The shear zones and thrusts
generally place jurassic plutonic rocks over Mesozoic
sedimentary and volcanic strata. Hence, the zones place
structurally lower rocks over structurally higher ones.
Deformational fabrics developed under prograde metamorphic
condihons to greenxhist or amphibolite facies (Boettcher and
Walker, 1993; Walker et a1.,7990b; Miller et al., 1991). Timing
relations for this conhactile event are best bracketed in the
Cronese Hills area. Prekinematic plutonic rocks are dated at 166
+ 3 Ma and postkinematic granite is dated at 155 t 1 Ma,
giving a possible age range of 169 to 154 Ma (Walker et al.,
1990b). Timing relations in other areas are consistent with this
age, and are bracketed between ca. 170 to 148 Ma (Boettcher
and Walker, 1993; Miller et a1.,7997; Stephens et al., 1993).
Walker et al. (1990b) considered this deformational belt to be
continuous with the east Sierran thrust belt exposed north of
the Garlock fault.
Reconciling the evidence for essentially coeval
contractional and extensional deformation across this region
(bracketed between 169 and 154 Ma, and 166 and 150 Ma,
respectively) is crucial to understanding the late Middle
|urassic development of the area. Perhaps one of the most
critical relations is that exposed from the Iron Mountain area
southward to the northem part of Silver Mountain (Stops 8 and
9). At lron Mountain, rocks equivalent to the Lower Sidewinder
volcanic series were deformed under greenschist facies
metamorphic conditions during an episode of contractional
deformation (Boettcher and Walker, 1993). The deformational
fabrics are cut by a 151 + 10 Ma pluton. Lower Sidewinder
rocks at Silver Mountain, only about 10 to 15 km to the
southwest of Iron Mountain, are affected only by extensional
deformation. Hence, it is clear that Lower Sidewinder strata
experienced both the contractional and extensional events, and
that these events may not be completely isolated in areal
extent.

As described above, Permo-Triassic plutonic rocks that
intrude the eugeoclinal sections show no evidence for the
involvement of Precambrian continental crust. Middle |urassic
plutons (as old as 175 Ma), on the other hand, have Pb, Sr, and

Nd isotope rahos and zircon systematics that show strong
involvement of Precambrian crust in their genesis (Miller and
Glazner, 1994a; Miller et al., in review). This indicates that
stacking of eugeoclinal rocks onto miogeoclinal rocks and their
Proterozoic basement may have occurred between Early
Triassic and Middle Jurassic time (235 to 175 Ma). No structural
features in the Mojave Desert have yet been associated with
this time period. In the east Sierran thrust system to the north,
there is abundant evidence for some pre-180 Ma deformation
(Dunng L986; Dunne et al., 1978). If these structures continue
into the Moiave, they have since been obliterated by later
deformation and plutonism.
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Late ]urassic: Independence Dike Swarm
The late Middle to early Late ]urassic deformation was
followed by limited plutonism and volcanism of Iate |urassic
age. Late furassic granitoids are exposed in the Cronese Hills,
at lron Mountain, and in the Shadow Mountains (Boettcher and
Walker, 1993; Walker et al., 1990b). Other such granitoids, if
present, await identifi cation.
The most widespread Late lurassic igneous rocks are those
related to the lndependence dike swarm (IDS). The IDS consists
of a suite of north-northwest+triking, mafic to felsic dikes that
run from the eastem wall of the Sierra Nevada southward into
the Eagle Mountains of the Eastem Transverse Ranges (Chen
and Moore, 1,979;Jamx, 1989). These dikes commonly have a
quoted age of 148 Ma. Similar NNW striking dikes at Cronese
Mountain are dated at 152 + 1 Ma (Walker, unpublished data)
and at Black Mountain at about 150 Ma (Schermer, 1993).
Hence, some age range is implied for these rocks. Coeval mafic
plutons are locally exposed in the Shadow Mountains,
Goldstone area, and probably at Iron Mountain. The IDS
apparently fed lava flows of the Upper Sidewinder volcanic
series (Karish et al.,'1,987; Schermer and Busby, in press).
Cretaceous Arc
Regionally voluminous plutonism and important
deformation occurred across the Mojave Desert during
Cretaceous time. Cretaceous plutonic rocks are common in the
westem and eastem parts of the Molave Desert and are
scattered across the rest of the region. These rocks are typically
alkali feldspar and muscovite€arnet granites (Miller and
Clazner, in prep.) and differ significantly from the more
tonalitic Cretaceous rocks of the southem Sierra Nevada
(Saleeby et al., 1987; Ross, 1989). Most of the dated Cretaceous
rocks are [,ate Cretaceous in age. Cretaceous volcanic rocks are
only locally exposed in the eastem Mojave Desert where they
are preserved beneath thrust faults. As in the Sierra Nevada,
earliest Cretaceous (145-125 Ma) plutons are scarce to absent
(Glazner, 1991).
Cretaceous deformation is present across the Mojave
Desert. Mylonitic shear zones of latest furassic to Cretaceous
age are exposed from Ord Mountain to Tiefort Mountain . The
zones strike north-south at Ord Mountain and have a

shallowly-plunging lineation (Karish, 1983). At Iron Mountain
these zones are steep and strike northeast, again with a shallow
lineation. Shear sense indicators yield both dextral and sinistral
results, with dextral being somewhat more common. These
shear zones are present in rocks as yount as Cretaceous biotite
granite and are crosscut by 83 Ma dikes (Boettcher and Walker,
1993). At Tiefort Mountain, similar steep shear zones cut a -105

Ma pluton but are intruded by -82 Ma dikes (Stephens,
Schermer, and Walker, unpublished data). In addition,
Sidewinder rocks are folded about northwest-trending, upright
folds.

High grade metamorphic rocks and migmatites of
Cretaceous age are exposed from the Buttes to the Fremont
Peak area, where mineral assemblages record temperatures up
to 650"C and pressures on the order of 6 kb (Fletcher,
unpublished data). Monazite and zircon from leucosomes of
synkinematic migmatite in the Buttes yield ages around 95 Ma
(Martin and Fletcher, unpublished data), and zircon from
synkinematic garnet-muscovite granite at Fremont Peak gives
an age of 98 Ma (Miller et al., 1,992). Hence, deformation and
high-grade metamolphism occurred in the area during early
Late Cretaceous time.
The Rand thrust is exposed in the northwestem part of the
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triple junction (Glazner and Bartley, 1984). Isotopic ages
indicate that volcanism began abruptly across this belt at about
23 t 1 Ma (Glazner, 1990; Glazner and Bartley,1984).

Fig.3. Tectonic map of the central Mojave metamorphic
core complex (CMMCC). The zone of ductile deformation is
largely coextensive with outcrops of the Waterman Hills

granite. HH = Hinkley Hills; WH = Waterman Hills; MR =
Mitchel Range; CM = Calico Mountains; LM = kne
Mountain; MH = Mud Hills; GH = Gravel Hills; FP =
Fremont Peak; B = Buttes; IM = Iron Mountain; SAF = San
Andreas faul! GF = Garlock fault. Modified from Fletcher
and Bartley (in press).

Mojave Desert . This thrust places North America miogeoclinal
and related rocks (the johannesburg Gneiss) over the Rand
Schist, a complex of Mesozoic forearc strata' The timing of this
structure is best estimated as late Cretaceous. The Rand Schist
is cut by a postkinematic pluton dated at 79 t 1. Ma (Silver and
Nourse, 1985). The hanging wall of the thrust contains the
Buttes Cretaceous migmatite complex (95 Ma). Hencg we
intelpret the thrusting to have preceded the postkinematic
pluton, but postdated migmatization in the hanging wall in the
adjacent Butte/Fremont Peak area.

Early Tertiary: Quiescence and Cooling
The early Tertiary was a time of quiexence in the Mojave
btock. No rocks younger than Late Cretaceous and older than
late Oligocene have been identified, although Eocene and
Oligocene sedimentary rocks are known north of the Garlock
fault. This indicates that the region was a highland undergoing

extemal drainage (Hewett, 1954; Nilsen, 79fi. Hewett
estimated uplift of over 4 km, based on the thickness of
pre-Mesozoic strata outside the block and their absence within.
Coney and Reynolds (1977) proposed that the lack of
magmatism in spite of active subduction was a result of rapid,
flat subduction, with analogy to Part of the Andean margin
today, and Damon (7979) proposed that uplift resulted from
subduction of progressively younger lithosphere.
Late Oligocene to Early Miocene: Magmatism,
Extension, and Sedimentation
The Oligocene-Miocene boundary marked a dramatic
return of magmatism and tectonism to the Mojave block. At
about 22-24 Ma, volcanic rocks were erupted along an
east-trending belt that stretched from the westemmost Mojave
Desert inland to the Whipple Mountains and beyond (Glazner,
1990; Glazner and Bartley,1.984). The onset of magmatism was
accompanied by the onset of extensional faulting, as both swept
northwestward out of Arizona in concert with the Mendocino

Magmatism was accomPanied in the central Mojave Desert by
locally intense but areally restricted extension.
Volcanism, which locally produced piles up to several km
thick, was a combination of intermediate, Caxade-tyPe
calc-alkaline magmatism and bimodal accumulations of high-Ti,
mildly alkaline basalts and basaltic andesites with silicic tuffs
(Glazner, 1981; Glazner,'1990). Isotopic data indicate that
magmatism involved significant recycling of preexisting crus!
for example, rsrlesr ratios correlate positively with both SiO2
and distance inland (Glazner and O'Neil, 1989). The areal
correlahon probably reflects both an eastward increase in the
proportion of Proterozoic rocks in the crust, as well as changes
in the underlying mantle lithosphere. New data (Keith et al.,
1994; Miller and Glazner, 7994b) indicate that rocks from the
north<entral Mojave Desert, where eugeoclinal strata are
eSr/e€r and high 8p6, consistent
e:<posed, have uniformly low
with derivation from oceanic lithosphere.
Near Barstow, magmatism and intense crustal extension
were synchronous. The oldest volcanic rocks) are about 23-24
Ma, as i! the synkinematic Waterman Hills granite pluton in
the footwall of the Waterman Hills detachment fault (Fig. 3).
Extensional basin develoPment and accumulation of the
Pickhandle Formation began about the same time (Fillmore and
Walker, 7993ah; Walker and Fillmore, 1993; Bartley and
Glazner, in prep.). Field observations from the central Mojave
metamorphic core complex indicate that magmatism and
mylonitic deformation were closely linked. Mylonitization is
intense near synkinematic plutons and dikes (see Stops 1 and
3), and weak to absent elsewhere. The most intensely extended
rocks (as indicated by extreme distension and tilting of
upper-plate rocks) are only found in the area from the Mitchel
Range to the Buttes, roughly coincident with the areal extent of
the Waterman Hills granite.
The areal extent of extension is a topic of some
controversy. Dokka (1989) and Tennyson (1989) proposed that
much of the Mojave Desert, including virtually all of the
westem ("Edwards terrane") and most of the eastem ("Daggett
terrane") Mojave block, was extended in the Miocene. However,
as we show below (see Road log), much of the area included in
these regions was unaffected by extension and the dominant
form of deformation was actually crustal shortening' For
example, in the Kramer Hills, Dokka (1989) proposed that steep
Miocene strata reflect tilting above a shallow detachment fault,
but field studies (Bartley et al, 1,990; Dibblee, 7967a; Lirwr, 1992)
demonstrate that the strata and their basal nonconformity are
tightly folded, as are strata in surrounding ranges. There is no
structural or stratigraphic evidence for-Miocene extension in
the westem Mojave Desert.
In the eastem Mojave block, many ranges included in the
"Daggett terrane" are essentially undeformed (Glazner and
Bartley, 1990). Ctoser to Barstow, modest amounts of extension
are expressed by homoclinally tilted strata in the Newberry and
Cady Mountains (Dokka, 7986; Glaznet, 1988), but the
aggregate extension in these areas is likely to be small (a few
km or less), and field relations in the Rodman Mountains
indicate that homoclinal tilting there may be a result of
transpression (Dibblee, 1990; Sanner, 1985; Bartley and Glazner,
in prep.). We conclude that significant extension in the Moiave
Desert was restricted to the area northwest of Barstow.
Extension was probably accommodated laterally by a variety of
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addition, many of the units sampled were affected by intense
noncylindrical folding which makes standard structural
corrections inadequate (Bartley et al., 1990). Thus, further work
is needed to sort out the inferred rotations. Data from Wells
and Hillhouse (1989) indicate no rotation in much of the
Mojave block since eruption of the 18.5t0.2 Ma Peach Springs

northqn
lranslgr
Slructura

-/Molavo
Valley Fault

tuff.
Dokka (1989) proposed, on the basis of these data, that
extension in the Mojave Desert originally occurred with the
hanghg wall moving to the north, and that the current
northeast orientation of extension vectors resulted from
clockwise rotation. We view this as unlikely for several
reasons, including the consistent orientation of many structural
markers (e.g., tndependence dike swarm and Late Cretaceous
dikes), the parallelism of the present extension vector to those
in much of the rest of Califomia and Arizona (Bartley and
Glazner, 1991), and the observation that vertical-axis rotations
in the Colorado River extensional corridor are commonly
restricted to the hanging walls of normal fault blocks (Wells
and Hillhouse, 1989).
Middle Miocene to Recenh Sedimentation, Faulting
Transpression, and Volcanism
Following early Miocene extension, which was over by
Peach Springs tuff time (18.5 Ma), the central Mojave Desert
was the site of fluviolacustrine deposition of the lower Barstow
Formahon, upper Tropico group, and upper Hector Formation.
The Barstow Formation sits in angular unconformity upon
Pickhandle strata in the Mud Hills (Dibblee, 1968a), and
records quieter deposition and less volcanism. A similar
transition is recorded at Alvord Mountain to the east, where
the Barstow Formation overlies deformed lower Miocene Clews
Formation strata that were deposited in a hanging-wall basin
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Fig. 4. Map showing pre-Tertiary structural and strahgraphic
features that are offtet along the Mojave Valley fault (MVF), an
inferred transfer fault that bounds the CMMCC on the south.

From Martin et al. (1993).
transfer mechanisms (Fig. 4; Bartley and Glazner, 7997; Glazner

et al., 1992; Martin et al.,
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Large+cale extension (tens of km) near Barstow caused a
significant rearr.rngement of pre{enozoic structure and
stratigraphy. Glazner et al. (1989) showed that removing this
extension greatly simplifies the geology of the Mojave Deserq
for example, removing extension aligns the Independence dike
swarm and many other pre{enozoic markers (Glazner et al.,
1989; Martin et al., 1993).
Sedimentary rocks deposited
during extension vary greatly
depending on their position
relative to the extensional basin.
Fillmore et al. (in review) show
that three main basin types were
present: (1) the intrarift
Pickhandle basin, which received

3%X

Mohvey!9y-----

a thick section of coarse clastic
and volcanic detritus; (2) the

-a-nTactionat

tr"in

extrarift Tropico basin, which lay
to the southwest and probably
formed by flexure of the footwall
during extension; and (3)
intra-hanging wall basins to the
east, including the Clews basin at
Alvord Mountain and the Hector
basin in the Cady Mountains.
Various paleomagnehc
studies have produced a
confusing array of possible
Miocene vertical-axis rotations,
with studies in adjoining areas
commonly giving contradictory
results (Ross et a1.,7989;
Valentine et al., 1993). These
studies are typically forced to
rely on single stratigraphic unitq
where secular variation may not
be adequately averaged. In
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currently active; these continue to the northwest.
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(Fillmore et al., in review). We attribute this sedimentahon to
filling of extensional and flexural basins, coupled with thermal
subsidence.

Volcanism continued its northward migration. Volcanism
at the latitude of Barstow shut off about 18 Ma, although some
of the undated silicic plugs around Barstow could be younger.
Post-18 Ma volcanism was concentrated in the northem Mojave
Desert, northwest of Barstow (Burke et a1.,7982\, on the China
Lake and Fort lrwin military bases (Schermer, in prep.), and in
the Lanfair Valley area (Tumer and Glazner, 1991). This
volcanism is more clearly bimodal than that east of Barstow
(Keith et a1.,7994; Schermer, L. Keith, and Glazner, in prep.),
sits nonconformably on pre-Tertiary basement, and was not
affected by extension.
Southeast of Barstow, volcanism resumed after a hiatus of
10-20 Ma as isolated alkali basalt cinder cones and lava flows
(Wise, 1969). These lavas sit in angular unconformity on tilted
early Miocene strata. K/Ar dating indicates that most of these
volcanic rocks were erupted within the last 10 Ma (Glazner and
Farmer, 1993). They bear little relationship to current structure
in the region, and some were erupted through areas

undergoing active crustal shortening (Glazner and Bartley, in
press).

The dominant post+arly Miocene deformation comprises
strike+lip faulting and related transpression (Bartley et al.,
1990). Although it is commonly assumed that strike-slip
faulting began when the Gulf of Califomia opened, 4-5 Ma ago,

there is evidence that it began at least locally in the early
Miocene (Bartley et al., 1990). Transpressional structures are
ubiquitous across the Mojave block, and are superimposed on
extended rocks in the eastem part of the area.
Transpression and strike+lip faulting have shaped much of
the presentday topography of the Moiave block (Fig. 5). This
view is in shalp contrast to that of Dokka and Travis (7990),
who proposed that much of the topography is controlled by
transtension, which led to several large pull-apart basins. We
see several problems with their interpretation, the most
important of which is that many of the basins that they
consider to be pull-aparts are bounded by or contain
contractional structures. Specific examples of this include: (1)
the Mojave River valley south of the Calico Mountains, which
is bounded by steep dextral-reverse faults which carry the
mountains out over the valley (see Stop 4); (2) valleys in the
southem Moiave block, east of the San Bemardino Mountains,
where Dibblee (1967b, 1968b) mapped contractional structures
in Quatemary alluvium; and (3) Coyote Lake basin, northeast
of Barstow, where Meek (1990) showed that the basin is being
contracted. We thus reject the pull-apart intelpretation of
Dokka and Travis (1990) and note instead that contraction
caused by transpressional faulting has produced much of the
current topograPhy in the region.
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Road Log
DAY

O.

ASSEMBLE IN SAN BERNARDINO

Assemble at 7:00 P.m. at hotel for a brief introduction to the
trip. Leave San Bemardino at 7:30 to 8:00 p.m. and drive to
motel in Barstow. Each day will involve two or more hikes of
moderate length. Participants should bring canteens, sturdy
shoes, hat, sunscreen, etc.
DAY 1. THE MIOCENE TO RECENT STOR.Y
0.0 Road log begins at Interstate 15 and Barstow Road (Fig. 6).
This is reached from San Bernardino by driving north on
Interstate 15 to Barstow Road (State Highway 24n. EXIT

NORTH (to downtown).
0.8 (0.8) TURN LEFT at T-intersection with Main Street.
i.0 (0.2) TURN RIGHT (north) at First Avenue (to Highway
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58,

Bakersfield, Las Vegas, Fort Irwin); cross the Moiave River and
railroad yard and bend right (east) around the train station.
1.9 (0.9) TURN LEFT onto lrwin Road (to Highway 58,
Hinkley, etc.). This tum is approximately 100 m past the small
silicic plug that is capped by a white water tank. Proceed north
on Irwin Road. Continue north past two stop signs with
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Figure 7. Tectonic map of the Waterman Hills and Mitchel Range. From
Fletcher and Bartley (in press).

As we drive north, up the fan, the Waterman Hills and the
Mitchel Range loom prominently in the foreground. The
reddish area in the Waterman Hills, at 12 o'clock, is the
Waterman Mine (Stop 1-2). The near base of the Mitchel Range,
at 12 to 3 o'clock, is bounded by the northwest-striking,

rightJateral Harper Lake{ravel Hills fault system (Dibblee
1.960,7968a, 1,970; Fig. 7). This fault forms a prominent
lopographic lineament along the southwestem margins of the

Mitchel Range, Waterman Hills, and Gravel Hills.
4.9 (3.0) Enter Waterman Hills; cross Harper l^ake fault. As we
head into the pass between the Waterman Hills and Mitchel
Range, the Waterman Gneiss is exposed as greenish chloritic

with white layers of marble and felsite. Foliation
strikes northeast but has quite variable dips.
6.3 (1.4) TURN LEFT onto tood dirt road that leads to
microwave towers at summit of Waterman Hills.
8.0 0.n PARK at end of road, near gate to towers. Do not
block the gate. Stop 1. Waterman Hills detachment fault at the
microwave towers (Glazner, Bartley, Walker). Things to see: (l)
geographic overview of trip; (2) overview of late Cenozoic folds
and faults; (3) outstanding exposures of the Waterman Hills
detachment faul! (4) progressive mylonitization of footwall
granite approaching the detachment fault, and brittle
overprinting of this ductile fabric; (5) cataclasis and intense
hydrothermal alteration of hanging-wall rhyolites.
This stop provides an excellent vantage for an overview of
areas we will visit on the trip as well as outstanding exposures
of the Waterman Hills detachment fault WHDF). Glazner et al.
(1988) provide a more complete, although somewhat outdated,
guide to this area.
If due north is 12 o'clock, the Tehachapi Mountains lie at 9
o'clock; the pointed gray peak at 10:30 is Fremont Peak; the
reddish, rounded peak to the right of Fremont Peak is Red
Mountain; Black Mountain (basalt) is at 10:30 and Opal
gneisses
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Mountain (rhyolite and silicic tuff) is at 11 o'clock; the Mud
Hills lie at 11:30 to 1 o'clock; and the Calico Mountains lie at
2:30 to 3 o'clock. Barstow is to the south, built upon the nose
of the Lenwood anticline.
The Waterman Hills are bounded on the southwest by the
Emerson{amp Rock-Halper Lake{ravel Hills fault system,
which we crossed on our drive up here. This fault system is
the northwestem continuation of the system that broke in the
1992 Landers earthquake. Although direct evidence of
right-lateral movement is lacking in this area, fold axes in
metamorphic rocks of the Hinkley Hills and Mitchel Range are
bent in a rightJateral sense (Dibblee, 7960,797q. The Halper
Lake fault has accumulated 34 km of slip in this area, based
on correlations of contacts between the Hinkley Hills and

ot23
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Waterman Hills/Mitchel Range (Bartley et al., 1992). This is
similar to estimates along the Camp Rock fault to the
southeast (Hawkins, 1976;Dokka, 1983). Cenozoic strata
exposed along the fault are typically vertical. We infer that
much of the folding in the Waterman Hills area is related to
transpression along this fault system (Fig. 5).
Other important faults and folds cut the ranges adjacent to
the Waterman Hills. The major structure of the Mud Hills is
the Barstow syncline, a large west-trending fold formed at a
left-step in the Calico fault system (Dibblee, 1968a). Seven km
to the southwest, a fault (herein named the Mt. General fault)
bounds the southwestem side of the Hinkley Hills and Mt.
General and may have accumulated 5-10 km of right slip
(Bartley et al., 7992). Dibblee (1960) mapped a well-expressed
strand of this fault into the town of Barstow. Five km farther
southwest, the Lenwood fault cuts Quatemary alluvium.
Transpression related to these two faults formed the Lenwood
anticline, a large, complex fold set that tilted early Miocene
strata up to 75' or more, and poorly consolidated alluvium by
15" or more (Dibblee, 1960). Barstow is built upon this fold, and
parasitic folds on its flank run through the downtown area and
near our motel (Fit. 5; Dibblee 1960, and our reconnaissance).
The seismic potenhal of this deformation is unknown but
probably is significant, based on the magnitude of strain and
the apparent youthfulness of the sediments involved.
The WHDF is a regionally low-angle normal fault with
several tens of km of displacement. At the parking area we are
standing on intensely shattered rhyolite in the hanging wall of
the WHDF. Rhyolite from this locality gave an Ar/ Ar intercept
age of about 20 Ma (Fig. 8; Bartley and Glazner, in prep.). The
rhyolite under our feet is only a few meters thick; below it are
mylonites developed h early Miocene granite of the footwall.
This granite has yielded several U/Pb zircon ages of about22
Ma,$Ar/sAr biotite cooling ages of 20.1 and 20.9 Ma (Fig. 8),
and an apatite fission-track age of about 20 Ma (Boettcher,
unpublished), indicating exceedingly rapid cooling. These
mylonites are well exposed in a window on the south side of
the ridge we stand on. The WHDF rings the window and is
easily recognized by its juxtaposition of dark red to buff
rhyolites with bright green mylonites (Fig. 9a). Mylonite within
the window is highly altered and resembles fault gouge.
Rhyolite immediately above and mylonite immediately below
the fault are cut by numerous low-angle faults that are
subparallel to the main fault.
It is apparent from this location that the WHDF is a
complex surface. At the parking area the fault surface is
relatively horizontal, but the parking area is a culminahon from
which the fault surface dips in all directions. The portion of the
fault exposed around the window dips about 20" to the south.
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(a)

Harper Lake fault. Because S{ fabrics indicate top-to-northeast
shear, the fault surface initially must have dipped to the
northeast. Regionally, the WHDF is subhorizontal, as shown by
several klippen to the north and east and several windows
through the fault in the low ground northeast of the microwave
towers (Fig. 9b).
Geologic relations indicate considerable slip on the IAIHDF,
perhaps as much as 50-70 km (Glazner et al., 1989; Walker et
al., 1990). However, this slip disappears rapidly to the
southeast (see Summary of Geologic History, above). These
relahons, and offsets of several pre-Tertiary markers, led
Martin et al. (1993) to ProPose that extension is accommodated
laterally by a buried dextral transfer fault, called the Mojave
Valley fault, that serves to transfer slip between the Waterman
Hills system and coeval extension in the Colorado River
trough. The Mojave Valley fault, although never exPosed, must
run through the river valley south of here (Fig. 5).
The rhyolite that underlies the towers forms a plug
intruded into sedimentary rocks now exPosed on the eastem
side of this set of hills. Nowhere in the area are correlative
rhyolite dikes or plugs seen intruding footwall granite or
gneiss. We infer that the roots of these "decorpitated" plugs lie
somewhere under the alluvium to the southwest.
At this stcip we will traverse to the north and study the
progressive development of mylonitic lineation approaching the
WHDF. Mylonites exposed in this area are Pure L-tectonites
and record strongly constrictional strains (Fletcher and Bartley,
in press). We will also see how the lineation is disrupted by
briitle faults near the WI{DF and how S{ relations indicate a
top-to-northeast sense of shear. Excellent exPosures of the
mylonites are found in the roadcuts east of the parking area.
0.0 Retum to vehicles and drive back down the graded dirt
road
0.9 (0.9) PARK and hike south along a rough graded road that
traverses a low saddle. Stop 2. Upper plate of the Waterman
Hills detachment fault (Glazner, Walker, Bartley, Fillmore).
Things to see: (1) stratigraphy, sedimentology, and Provenance
of the Pickhandle Formation; (2) deformation of the upper
plate; (3) detachment- related mineralization at the Waterman
Mine.
At this stop we have crossed back into the upper plate of
the WHDF. The detachment is poorly exposed in the low
ground between here and the microwave towers. We have
parked on exotictlast conglomerate, a stratigraphically high
Miocene unit that here is luxtaposed along a normal fault with
stratigraphically low rhyolite flows. Exotic<last conglomerate
contains a rich assortment of clasts, all of which are exotic to
this area, including black metachert, banded calc+ilicate rocks,
white marble, and pelitic gneiss. All of the exotic rock types are
found in place at Alvord Mountain, 35 km to the ENE (Walker
et al., 1990a). Rhyolite flows make up the base of the exposed
section here and may be thicker than 1 km. All of the upper
plate units we will see on the hike are assiSned to the
Pickhandle Formation.
Walking south, we ascend K-metasomatized rhyolite flows
to a dark, vertical, ridge-forming flow. This flow is strongly
K-metasomatized andesite, the only intermediate or mafic rock
identified in this area. K-metasomahsm seen here is identical to
that in the Cady Mountains 80 km to the east (Glamer, 1988).
Immediately above (south of) this near-vertical andesite, the
lava flows are abruptly succeeded by volcanogenic mudflows.
This massive mudflow unit dominates the section from here
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Figure E. (a) U/Pb zircon data for several samples of the Waterman
Hills granite and related dikes from the CMMCC. These data indicate
an age of around 23 Ma. (b) ArlAr release spectra for biotite from two
samples of Waterman Hills granite and one of upper-plate rhyolite.
Ages 20-21 Ma, coupled with the U/Pb data, indicate extremely rapid
cooling probably as a result of rapid exhumation by Iaulting.

This culmination likely resulted from folding of an initially
planar surface, because the fault is subplanar away from the

up.
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Figure 9. (a) Exposure of Waterman Hills detachment fault at Stop 1. The view rs northwestward from near the microwave towers across the
wrndow; truck at right gives scale. Hanging wall is brecciated and metasomahzed rntrusive rhyolite. Footwall is early Miocene granite that has been
mylonitized, then shattered and cNoritized. (b) Two klippen of Tertiary rocks in the hanging wall of the Waterman Hills detachment fault, northern
Mitchel Range. (c) View looking east from the summit of hill 3050 toward the Waterman Mine, which is about 1.5 kilometers distant. View is along
vertical, east-striking beds on the notth limb of the syncline. Beddrng can be followed around the hinge of the fold until it strikes north-south at the
Waterman Mine. (d) Sandstone bed in upper sedimentary section cut by numerous extensional faults with 10-cm spacing.

Continuing south, we reach the hinge of the Waterman
syncline (Fig. 9c). Bedding strikes due west on the northem
limb of the fold and due south on the eastern limb. Here we
encounter a thin horizon of variegated, laminated, siltstone that
hosts bedded barite*ilver deposits. These deposits were
worked before and during major production in the nearby
Calico district, producing $1,700,000 worth of silver between
1880 and 1887. The mine has been idle since L887, except for
production of a small amount of barite recovered from mill
tailings in 1931 (Bowen, 1954). Excavations occur along steep,
mineralized veins in the rhyolitic mudflows and sedimentary
rocks. Some of the mineralized strata show mudcracks, ripple
marks, and other features indicative of shallow-water or
lacustrine sedimentation. Veins contain abundant barite and
jasper. Feiss et al. (1991 and in prep.) concluded that the ore
deposits formed in two pulses, each of which was terminated
by catastrophic emplacement of a megabreccia that shut down
the hydrothermal plumbing system.
Near the southemmost mine shaft, oscillation ripple marks

in sandstone intercalations indicate that the beds have been
tilted 25" past verhcal. Along the contact between rhyolite and
sedimentary rocks, bedding is vertical (Fig. 9c). Bedding dips
become gentler up+ection and average approximately 45' in
the upper parts of the Tertiary section. This up-section
shallowing may record growth faulting, but the severe
deformation exhibited by the beds makes any such
interpretation speculative.
On this traverse we will continue downstream and
up-section, passing from rhyolite mudflows through
volcanogenic sandstones and conglomerates to exotic
conglomerates and debris flows. Provenance of the exotic<last
conglomerate indicates that it was derived from Alvord
Mountain, 35 km east of the Waterman Hills (Walker et al.,
'1990a\, consistent with the large slip that we infer for the
WHDF. In the higher parts of the section, extensional faulting
is well illustrated (Fig. 9d).
At the end of the hike, walk east to the Waterman Mine,
where the vans will be waiting.
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a constrictional strain regime;
(2) field constraints on the
timing of Miocene

mylonitization; and (3)
deformational fabrics produced
by isostatic rebound of the
footwall.
From the parking area,
walk up the drainage to the
southwest (Figs. 10,11). Steep
northwest-striking cataclastic
zones are crossed at several
locations along the hike. The

faults contain both horizontal
and steep slickensides, and
typically record separations less
than 10 m. They are often
mineralized with barite and
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Figure 10. Tectonic map of the lr{richel Range.

0.0 Retum to vans and intersection of road to Waterman mine
and paved trwin Road; TURN RIGHT (south). This drive gives
a good view of Barstow and the Lenwood anticline.
?.5 (2.5) TURN LEFT (east) at stoP sign at Highway 58 (to
Needles, Las Vegas).

3.1 (0.6) TURN LEFT at next stop sign.
5.1 (2.0) Pass the defunct drive-in theater on the left and then
TURN LEFI onto dirt fiber optic cable road located
immediately past a small hill of steeply dipping Miocene
limestone on the left and Fem Drive on the right. Cross Harper
Lake fault again. Stay on fiber optic cable road, marked by
oran8e slgns.
6.0 (0.9) TAKE LEFT
FORK off of fiber oPtic
cable road.
6.7

Although both extensional
shear-zone segments record
constrictional strain, the shear
zone in the Mitchel Range
contrasts with the segment in
the Waterman hills. The
LS-tectonites in the Mitchel
Range record plane strain at the
grain scale and, as a result,

#

tliation and stretchins

contain a much better
developed foliation than those
in the Waterman Hills (Fig. 12).
They also record higher strain
magnitudes and stronger grain-size reduction (Fig. 12). Lastly,
the shear zone in the Mitchel Range is much thicker: the lower
boundary is not exposed in about 1 km of structural relief.
Fletcher and Bartley (in press) interPret the difference in strain
magnitude to reflect late-synkinematic emplacement of the
Waterman Hills granite.
Mesoscopic and macroscopic synmylonitic folds in the
Mitchel Range generally have axes oriented subparallel to the
stretching lineation and range in geometry from upright open
folds to recumbent isoclinal folds (Fig. 13). The open and
isoclinal end members of fold geometries are seen in outcrops
CENTFAL MITCHEL RANGE

Q.n rAKE LEFT

FORK off of main
road. At 9:30, ledges
are mylonitic layering.
8.7 (7.3) PARK here,
near claim marker, for
hike. Stop 3. Mitchel
Range mylonite zone
(Fletcher, Bartley,
Walker). Things to see:
(1) synmylonitic

deformahonal fabrics
and folds produced in

ouaternauattuvium

[El

t',4io"ene dacite porpphYry

LWI

Q.n rAKE RIGHT

l-@-l

FORK (main road).
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Figure 11. Geologic map of the central Mitchel Range showing hike and imPortant outcroP locations for stop 3.
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monoclinal kinkiand cleavage. The kink bands commonly
contain en echelon tension gash arrays and consistently display
northeast-side-up sense of shear. Bartley et al. (1990)
interpreted this fabric to have developed in response to
isostatic rebound of the footwall during tectonic denudation.
The sense of subvertical shear across the cleavage is consistent
with the migration of a "rolling hinge" through the footwall
(e.g., Buck, 1988; Hamilton, 1988; Wemicke and Axen, 1988).
The cleavage is most intensely developed in the
southwestdipping limb which has been rotated through
horizontal from its original northeastdipping orientation.
0.0 Retum to vehicles; retrace route to Highway 58.
8.7 $.n TURN LEFT (east) on Highway 58.
8.9 (0.2) TAKE ONRAMP to Interstate 15 (to Las Vegas).
13.8 (4.9) EXIT at Ghost Town Road; TURN LEFT (north) onto
Ghost Town Road. Heading north, the steep southem front of
the Calico Mountains is obvious. Lead Mountain is at 9 o'clock.
17.4 Q.6) TURN LEFT (north) at the entrance to the ghost
town area; drive 0.4 miles to parking area. Stop 4. Calico
Mountains (Glazner, Bartley). Things to see: (7) transpressional
kink folds; (2) correlation of sedimentary rocks in Calicos; (3)
nature of the Mojave River valley and the competition between
transtension and transpression in this region.
The cuts before you provide spectacular examples of
complicated kink folding in Miocene laminated siltstones (Fit.
14). Folds like these are widespread in the southem Calico
Mountains and probably account for several km of shortening.
Odginally interpreted as gravitydriven slump folds (Weber,
1980), recent work by Tarman and Thompson (1988) has shown
that they were formed by tectonic shortening. Such an origin is
consistent with their position at a major restraining bend in the
Calico fault (Fig. 5). The steep southem boundary of the Calico
Mountains is clearly defined by a set of reverse-right oblique
faults; the Calico Mountains are being thrust over the Mojave
River valley. This interpretation contrasts with that of Dokka
and Travis (7990), who intelpret the valley as a pull-apart
between separating blocks.
The siltstones at Calico are generally assigned, based on
lithologic similarity, to the middle Miocene Barstow Formation.
However, Feiss et al. (in prep.) argue that they are more likely
a lacustrine facies of the Pickhandle Formation. This argument
is supported by recent work by our group at Lead Mountain,
which lies between here and the Mitchel Range. The Lead
Mountain area contains a thin, folded sequence of air-fall tuffs
and limestones which lies nonconformably on biotite diorite.
I".ambert (1987) and Dokka et al. (1991) described this area as a
series of nested calderas, an intelpretation for which we and
Cox and Wilshire (1993) can find no supporting evidence.
&Ar/eAr dates of about 21.5 and 23.0 Ma on tuffs interbedded

at location A and B respectively (Fig. 11). Fletcher and Bartley
(in press) intelpret the folds of mylonitic layering to have been
initiated and amplified with hinges subparallel to the stretching
lineation during progressive noncoaxial shear. Therefore,
constrictional strain in this shear-zone segment was
accomplished by a combination of grain-scale noncoaxial plane
strain and larger scale folding. Noncoaxial plane strain
produced subvertical shortening and subhorizontal extension in
the azimuth of the transport direchon, and sy:rmylonihc folding
produces subhorizontal shortening perpendicular to the
transport direction (Fletcher and Bartley, in press).
The older age limit of mylonitization is constrained by
crosscutting relationships at location C (Fig. 11). The highest
hills in the Mitchel Range are capped by a macroscopic lozenge
of nonmylonitic rock which overlies highly strained mylonites
in the main shear zone. The untectonized block contains
porphyritic dacite dikes that yield a zircon-U/Pb age of 23.1 +
1 (Walker et al. 1990a). The dikes are subvertical and
northwest*triking in the untectonized block and are truncated
by the underlying mylonitic shear zone. Therefore the dikes
were probably emplaced during or before northeastdirected
mylonitization.
A thin horizon of mylonitic peraluminous granite crops out
at location D (Fig 11). Black ellipsoids of fine grained biotite
and chlorite are retrograded gamet porphyroclasts that were
used for R1/{ finite-strain
determinations (Fletcher and Bartley, in
press). The porphyroclasts commonly
have axial ratios greater than 50:1 on
faces oriented parallel to the lineation
and perpendicular to the foliation. The
ellipticity of markers on faces oriented
perpendicular to the stretching lineation
are significantly higher than those in the
Type II
Type 3
Type 22
Waterman hills.
mylonitic
Outcrops of
Figure 13. Tfuee dominant folds styles observed in the Mitche! Range are interpreted to represent
gabbro/diorite at location E (Fig. 11)
sequential development of folds. Type 1 folds nucleated with axes subparallel to the stretching
direction in response to Y-axis shortening. With continued shearing type 1 folds developed into
contain a subvertical southeast+triking
type 2 and 3 folds as outlined by Skiemaa (1989). After Fletcher and Bartley (in press).
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hills to the north are the Hinkley Hills, which lie
structurally updip from the Mitchel Range and are composed
2.4 (1.0) Low

Figure 14. Spectacular folding of Mocene siltstones at the parking lot of
the Calico ghost town. This style of folding is widespread in the Calico
Mountains and probably accounts for several km of shortening.
Sedimentary rocks here are generally assumed to correlate with the
Barstow Formatiory but are more likely correlahve with ihe Pickhandle
Formation. Cliff is approimately 30 m hrgh.

with the limestones (Walker and Fillmore, in preparation),
coupled with the presence of the 18.5 Ma Peach Springs Tuff at
the top of Lead Mountain, indicate that this sequence is
temporally equivalent to the Pickhandle Formation. Thus, we
inteqpret the coarse clastic strata at the Waterman Hills, the
limestones at Lead Mountain and north of Barstow, and the
siltstones here to be different facies of the Pickhandle
Formation. The Hector Formation of the Cady Mountaint
which is in part temporally equivalent to the Pickhandle
Formation (MacFadden et al., 1990), contains the same set of
Iithofacies (Woodbume et al., L974; Glazner, 1988).
0.0 Return to vehicles.
0.4 (0.4) TURN RIGHT (west) on Ghost Town Road.
1.5 (1.1) TURN RIGHT (west) on Yermo cutoff (paved)'
2.3 (0.8) TURN RIGHT (north) on Ft. Irwin Road. Low hills at
10-12 o'clock are comPosd of poorly consolidated, folded
alluvium. Dibblee (1970) mapped diPt of up to 40' in these
rocks. This area was the site of a swarm of 5 aftershocks
(M=4.04.n from the 1992 Ianders earthquake.
3.2 (0.9) Enter roadcuts in folded alluvium. Folds are obvious
for the next mile.
6.2 (4.0) Roadcut in chevron-folded Pickhandle or Barstow
Formation siltstones (look fast!).
6.4 (0.2) TURN LEFT (west) at intersection with Irwin Road.
This straight stretch of road gives an excellent view of the
domal form of the WHDF.
Retrace route through the Waterman Hills to the motel.
DAY 2. RECENT TO JURASSIC STORY
Assemble at vans and be ready to goby 7:30. The second
day will involve four to five short to moderate hikes.
0.0 tntersection of Main Street and First Avenue, downtown
Barstow. HEAD NORTH on First Avenue; cross the Moiave
River and railroad yard and bend right (east) around the train
station.
0.9 (0.9) TURN LEFT onto lrwin Road (to Highway 58,
Hinkley, etc.). Proceed north on lrwin Road.
1.4 (0.5) TURN LEFT (west) at stop sign on Highway 58.

of essentially the same pre-Tertiary basement rocks. However,
mylonitization is not as well developed and is strongly
partitioned into discrete zones of less competent rock like
quartzite and calcite marble. The Hinkley Hills are intruded by
a northwest+triking dike swarm. Several attemPts to date
these dikes isotopically have yielded lowprecision Tertiary
ages. We correlate them with lithologically similar Miocene
dikes in the Mitchel Range, Buttes and Fremont Peak. With
only a few exceptions in some of the eastemmost outcrops of
the Hinkley Hills, the dikes were emplaced after
mylonitization ceased, in contrast to the pre- or syn-tectonic
emplacement of dikes in the Mitchel Range. These conflicting
timing relations make it hard to draw simple cause-and€ffect
connections between ductile deformation and plutonism.
7.8 (5.4) ML General on left, with the yount/ dextral ML
General fault at its southwest base. Mt. General comprises
highly extended Tertiary strata that lie in fault contact with
mylonitic Waterman Hills granite. The fault contact is exposed
around the base of the mountain, but is locally cryPtic because
it has been intruded by late- or post-kinematic dacite.
11.3 (3.5) Hinkley Road. Low hills to north contain mylonitic
Waterman Hills granite. Lynx Cat Mountain, the craggy knob
4 miles distant at 2 o'clock, is largely nonmylonitic Waterman

Hills granite.

19.3 (8.0) Harper Lake Road. We will take this later today.
24.8 (5.5) Where the road goes from 4 lanes to 2 lanes, look at
3 o'clock (north) to view the steep southem face of Black
Mountain. This face was formed by a series of westdeflected,

right-reverse oblique splays of the Harper Lake fault. Halper
Lake (or Water) Valley is probably produced by this reverse
faulting as Black Mountain is thrust over the valley. Like the
Mojave River valley, it is unlikely to be a pull-apart basin
because it is bounded on at least one side by reverse faults (cf.
Dokka and Travis, 1990).
25.5 Q.n Enter long roadcut in poorly consolidated
Quatemary(?) alluvium. Strata in the walls of this cut are
folded into a long-wavelength anticline with an amPlitude of at
least 5 m. We infer that much of the subtle topography of the
westem Mojave Desert owes its origin to folding of this type.
32.0 (6.5) TURN LEFT (south) on Highway 395 in Kramer
|unction. RESET MILEAGE. Begin climb into Kramer Hills.
5.0 (5.0) Hills ahead are folded Miocene Tropico Group strata.
5.6 (0.6) Cresting the hills, the range front of the San Gabriel
and San Bernardino Mountains can be seen in the distance.
S.0 (2.4) TURN LEFT (east) onto dirt road.
8.1 (0.1) TAKE RIGHT FORK. Road is sandy in places but is
generally passable.
S.7 (0.6) MAINTAIN SPEED through sandy gully and tum left.
9.2 (0.5) BEAR 4s" LEF[.

9.3 (0.1) PARK at crest of small

hill near ProsPect

trenches.

Stop 5. Neogene folding in the Kramer Hills (Linn, Bartley,
Glazner, Walker). Things to see: (1) Cenozoic deformation
typical of the westem Mojave Deser! (2) intensely folded strata
of the lower Miocene Tropico Group and brecciated basement
rocks; (3) comparison of stratigraphy of extra-rift Tropico
Group with that of intra-rift Pickhandle Formation.
We see folded and faulted lower Miocene strata of the
Tropico Group at this stop (Fig. 15). The Tropico Group
consists predominantly of arkosic sandstone, tuffaceous
sandstone, limestone, dolostone, shale, and basalt, which were
deposited in a fluvial-lacustrine environment. These rocks are
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the typical sfyle of deformation here. Note also the strong
contrast in lithologic character between the intrarift Pickhandle
Formation (Stop 2) and the extrarift sedimentary rocks exposed
here. Walk northeastward to a syncline within the lower part of
the lower Tropico group. As we walk to north, we cross an
unexposed, northdipping reverse fault that places the basal
unit of the Lower Tropico Group against a limestone unit in the
middle part of the Lower Tropico. This fault is interpreted to
be an antithetic splay off of a basal d6collement located at the
basement-Tropico Group contact (Linn, 1992). From the center
of the syncline, look to the southwest and observe a tight
anticline located in a limestone-rich sequence. Note that the
syncline we are standing on can be traced through the wash in
front of us to the north side of anticlhe. Proceed to a hill
exposing the anticline and view the syncline on which we were

500 m

--/
Kqn

I

just standing.

0.0 Retum to vehicles; RETRACE ROUTE to Kramer Junction.
1.3 (1.3) TURN RIGHT (north) at Highway 395.

Quatemary: Qal-alluvium. Miocene: Mltsh-shale, Mltdu-upper
dolostone, Mltb-basalt, Mltss-arkosic sandstone, Mltlm-middle
Iimestone, Mltll-lower limestone, Mlttu-tuffaceous sandstone.
Cretaceous: Kqm-quartz monzonite. Pre-Mesozoic: met-undifferentiated metamorphic rocks. From Linn (1992).
Fig. 15. Geology of a portion of the southem part of the Kramer Hills.
Black circle is at stop location. Note the east-northeast-striking fault
(bold, dashed line), and associated folds within lower Tropico Group
rocks.

different from coeval rocks deposited in basins in the Barstow
vicinity (Fillmore et al., in review). Tropico Group rocks are
much finer grained, not as thicklytedded, and contain much
more carbonate, indicating that they were deposited in a
relatively stable and shallow basin. One hypothesis for the
formation of the Tropico basin is that it developed behind the
isostahcally uplifted breakaway of the WHDF (Bartley et al.,
1990; Fillmore et al., in review).
The main deformational features preserved in Tropico
Group rocks are east-striking reverse faults and associated tight
to isoclinal folds (Figs. 1$15; Bartley et al.,'1,990;Linn,1992).
Dokka (1989) and Dokka et al. (1991) drew a cross section
through this area showing a series of steeply tilted normal fault
blocks above a shallow, subhorizontal detachment fault, and
stated that tilted rocks in this part of the Mojave Desert are
highly extended. Field relations in the Kramer Hills, however,
demonstrate that the steep tilts are a result of the opposite
mechanism, i.e., regional north+outh crustal shortening.
Reconnaissance of virtually all of the exposures of Tertiary
rocks in the westem Mojave Desert by Glazner, Bartley and
Schermer, coupled with Dibblee's (1967) geologic mapping,
demonstrate that this tight foldint is ubiquitous, whereas
evidence for extension is absent. The Bissell Hills provide
another spectacular example of this style of deformation (Fig.
16b). In the central Mojave Desert contraction is overprinted on
early Miocene extension, but in the westem Mojave Desert it
appears to be the only Cenozoic deformational event (Bartley et
a1.,1990).

The precise age of deformation at the Kramer Hills is

poorly known, although the Saddleback basalt (20.3 Ma;
Armstrong and Higgins, 1973); and the Red Buttes andesite
(21.3 Ma; Dokka and Baksi, 1989) are folded.

Isoclinally folded shale exposed in the prospect pit shows

Figure 16. (a) Overhrrned antiform, north limb of Kramer Hills
anticline; view is to the west. First author for scale. This style of
deformation is typical of that seen in Tropico Group rocks in the
westem Moiave Desert. Commonly, the folds are even tighter (see
Bartley et al., 1990). Compare to extensional style of deformation seen
in the Waterman Hills (Fig. 9d). (b) Complex folding in finegrained
Iropico Group rocks, Bissell Hills (northwest of Edwards Air Force
Base). Third author for xale.
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Figure 17. Geologic map of the northwestem Buttes, Stop 6.

$.n

composed of metasedimentary rocks that include quartzitg
aluminous calcsilicate, homblendite, calcitic and dolomitic
marble, and pelitic migmatite (Fig. 17). These rocks contain a
subverhcal ENE+triking gneissic foliation that formed at

8.0
Approaching Kramer |unction, look to left at 9 o'clock
to see a ridge covered with static test stands for rocket engines.

This is Leuhman Ridge, an ENE-striking ridge of highly
brecciated Cretaceous granites. This feature may be the core of
an eroded anticline, similar to what the Kramer Hills might

look like if further denuded.
0.0 TURN RIGHT (east) onto Highway 58, heading back
toward Barstow, at Kramer ]unction. RESET MILEAGE.
5.0 (5.0) Enter roadcut in Quatemary anticline.
12.7 $.n TURN LEFT (north) at Harper Lake Road. Heading
north, Fremont Peak is at 11:30; Pilot Knob at 12:15; Black
Mountain at 1:00; Lynx Cat Mt. at 2:00; Waterman Hills at 3:00.
18.8 (6.1) Most Ranch.
19.6, (0.8) TURN LEFT on Hoffrnan Road (dirt); tum before
pavement tums. Continue across ditch and return to
pavement. The road follows the southem edge of a large array
of semicylindrical mirrors used for solar energy production .
21.8 (2.2) TURN RIGHT (north) at T-intersection with dirt
road. Heading north, Fremont Peak is at 11:00. Low
foreground hills to the left of Fremont Peak are The Buttes.
Take right fork to bypass small hill.
25.9 (4.1) TURN LEFT (west) onto good fiber optic cable road.
29.2 (3.3) PARK in hills. Stop 6. Footwal! rocks north of The
Buttes (Fletcher, Martin, Bartley). Things to see: (7) high-grade
deformation and evidence for P-T-t paths in the Cretaceous
magmatic arc; (2) westernmost exposures of Miocene
mylonihzation and plutonism in the central Mojave Desert; (3)
regional overview of the Tertiary tectonic events including the
Miocene pluton, Tropico/ Pickhandle relations to the
extensional breakaway, and later shortening.
We propose that the Buttes represent a southem exposure
of the core of the Cretaceous Sierran arc into the central
Mojave Desert. Based on similarities in style, metamorphic
grade, hming of deformation, and rock types, we correlate the
Buttes with metasedimentary rocks in the southem Sierra
Nevada batholith (e.g. Pickett and Saleeby 1993, Saleeby et al.
1987) and the Johannesburg gneiss in the eastem Rand
Mountains (Hulin, 1925).
From the parking area, cross the small drainage and
ascend the near hill to the ENE. This portion of the Buttes is

conditions in the uppermost amphibolite facies.
The leucosome in the pelitic migmatite is a peraluminous
granite that yields a concordant U/Pb monazite age of 95 Ma.
Boundaries between leucosome and melanosome are typically
diffuse, suggesting that the rocks record in situ partial melting,
as noted by Henry and Dokka (1992). Although leucosomal
layers are oriented parallel to the solid-state gneissic fabric in
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Figure 18. Petrogmetic grid showing the inlerred P-T-t path for gneissic
rocks in the northwestern Buttes.

the melanosome, they are internally undeformed, suggesting
that the melt was generated during deformation and
crystallized postkinemahcally. Similar fabric relations are seen
to the north at Fremont Peak (Miller et al., 1992).
At a locality a few km south of here, Dokka et al. (1988,
1991) intelpreted this fabric to be related to Miocene
detachment faulting. However, the fabric at that locality is
similar to that here: steep, crystalloblastic (not mylonitic),
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deformational history and constrains the retrograde
path to pass into the kyanite field. Thereforg early
cooling of these rocks probably was nearly isobaric
(Fig. 18).
This PTt path differs from the path that Dokka et.
al. (1991) and Henry and Dokka (1992) proposed for
this area. In contrast to isobaric cooling, they suggest
that the rocks record a two-stage history of isothermal
compression and isothermal decompression. Their
path begins at 830{50"C, 7 kb and successively goes
to 800'C 10 kb and 700-740'C,4.6-5.3 kb. The
differences between these two interpretations have
not been reconciled and we have not yet found a high
pressure (of the order of 10 kb) assemblage in the
pelitic migmatite that represents true equilibrium.
Hike downhill toward the next smaller ridge to
the southwest. This ridge is composed of a Miocene
dacite intrusion that is cut by a steep
northeast-striking mylonite zone (a nearby dacite dike
with similar field relations yielded a U /Pb zircon age
of 21,.9 t 1.4 Ma; Martin and Fletcher, unpub.). Thin
mylonite zones like this one are common and form
the only axial planar fabric to the macroscopic fold in
tlris area (Fig. 17). Therefore, the macroxopic
southwestplunging fold is likely to have formed in
response to greenschist-facies mylonitization. We
interpret the steep mylonite zones to represent either
1) discrete shear zones, structurally below the main
mylonite zone of the CMMCC, or 2) the westem
termination and transfer zone of the CMMCC.
29.2 Retum to vehicles; retum east along fiber optic
cable road.
31.5 (2.3) TURN RIGHT (south) onto dirt road,
parallel to road we came north on.
32.8 (1.3) BEAR RIGHT into The Buttes.
33.0 (0.2) PARK for hike. Stop T.Tertiary

Figure 19. Simplified geologic map of Iron Mountain. From Boettcher (1990).

intruded by Cretaceous granitoids/ and locally overprinted,
near Miocene dikes, by a shallowly dipping mylonitic fabric
like that seen at the next stop. The detachment fault inferred at
that locality by Dokka et al. (1988) is in fact an irregular contact
where Cretaceous granites invade the metamorphic rocks.
Gamets in the pelitic migmatite contain numerous
inclusions of biotitg plagioclase, sillimanite and quartz, and are
typically anhedral with embayments of quartzo-feldspathic
material and biotite. The gamet core and inclusion assemblage
yield temperature-pressure estimates of 700 + 50"C, 5 t 0.5 kb
and gamet rim and matrix phases yield 850 ! 60'C,9 r 0.5 kb
(Fig. 18). However, the gamet rims consistently have higher
Fel(Fe+Mg) ratios which should reflect decreasing temperature.
Therefore, we intelpret the gamet rims to be out of exchange
equilibrium with the matrix phases and the true PT path to
involve a decrease in temperature from the conditions recorded
by the core and inclusion suite.
The slope of the retrograde PT path is constrained by a
transition from sillimanite to kyanite stability. Kyanite does not
occur as inclusions in gamet but is found with biotite as the
product of a retrograde gamet{onsuming reaction.
Additionally, many elongate kyanite polphyroblasts are
randomly oriented and appear to overgrow the tectonic
layering. This suggests that kyanite grew late in the

mylonitization at The Buttes (Fletcher, Martin).
Things to see: (7) strain gradient in Miocene granite; (2)
monoclinal kink$and cleavage.
The granite exposed in these tors yielded a crude U/Pb
zircon age of 22 + 10 Ma and we correlate it with the
Waterman Hills granite which crops out 35 km to the east. The
granite in the Buttes is cut by northeastdirected SC mylonites
and a northeast+ide-up monoclinal kink$and cleavage which
are the dominant fabrics of the ductile shear zone in the
Mitchel Range and Waterman Hills. Scramble up the steep tor
to the northeast and notice the increase in fabric intensity with
elevation. The kink-band cleavage is found near the top of the
tor. Based on the strain gradient, we infer that the WHDF
passed iust above these exposures.
33.0 Retum to vehicles; return to north-south road.
34.2 (1.2) TURN LEFT (east) on dirt road.
35.2 (1.0) TURN RIGHT onto

dirt extension of Halper Lake

Road.

0.0 TURN LEFT (east) on Highway 58. RESET MILEAGE.
7.8 (7.8) TURN RIGHT (south) at Hinkley Road.
12.0 (4.2) TURN RIGHT (west) on Iron Mountain Road (poorly
paved). Follow Iron Mountain Road around the north end of
Iron Mountain. At this tum, the light colored, low hills to the
northwest consist dominantly of dolomitic marble with lesser
amounts of quartzite, calc-silicate gneiss, and muxovite-biotite
schist (Fig. 19). On the basis of comparison with rocks
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dexribed by Hazzard (1%n, Stewart (7970), and Stewart and
Poole (1975) in the Death Valley area, the metasedimentary
sequence is correlated with Cordilleran miogeoclinal rocks of
the Noonday Dolomite and lower part of the lohnnie
Formation. The metasedimentary sequence is intruded by
|urassic tonalite, Late jurassic gabbro dikes, two phases of

leucocratic granitg and undeformed peraluminous granite
pegmatites. A stock*ized body of late |urassic(?) homblende
diorite is Present in the central part of Iron Mountain and
commonly has a color index close to 65. Gabbrq with a color
index of 80 or higher, occurs as small bodies within the diorite.
Dikes of sheared biotite granite and a leucocratic biotite granite
(color index <5) that contains pods of abundant gamet and
muscovite intrude the homblende diorite body, gneissic
tonalite, and metasedimentary sequence. The |urassic Hodge

volcanic series (minimum age -164M4 U/Pb zircon; Boettcher
and Walker, 1993) is exPosed aPProximately 3 km to the south
of the metasedimentary sequence in low, variably colored hills
that are dissected by numerous gullies. At the extreme southern
end of the area, iust north of the Moiave River, an isotroPic,
pink-stained, equigranular Late |urassic granite (151 Ma, U/Pb
iircon) locally contains xenoliths of foliated metavolcanic rock.
The lack of Tertiary extensional features at Iron Mountain, and
elsewhere in the westem Mojave Desert (Bartley et al., 1990),
suggests that Iron Mountain is located west of the area of
Tertiary extension in the central Moiave Desert. If so, the
breakaway zone for Tertiary detachment faults in the central
Mojave Desert, Prior to late Cenozoic erosion, is located east of
Iron Mountain and west of the westemmost known exPosures
of Tertiary mylonitic rocks in the Hinkley Hills and Harper Dry
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Lake. Results from reconnaissance thermochronologic studies at
Iron Mountain are compatible with the inteqpretation that Iron
Mountain lies west of the main zone of Tertiary extension in
the cmtral Mojave Desert. Specifically, biotite 4Ar-sAr and
sphene, zircon, and apatite fission track analyses suggest that
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Iron Mountain cooled slowly from greater than -300'C at -65
Ma to less than -100'C by -30 Ma (Dokka et a1.,7991; |ones et
al., 1990). Thus, no significant tectonic unroofing occurred at
Iron Mountain during the period of maximum extension (22-20
Ma) in the central Mojave Desert. CONTINUE on Iron
Mountain road, bending left and then right.
16,.5 (4.5) TAKE DIRT ROAD TO LEFI,0.2 miles before rhe
end of the poorly'paved road.
76.7 (0.2) BEAR LEFT again onto road that parallels ridge of
dolomitic marble exposed on the north side of the road.
17.4 Q.n PARK at fork. BEWARE OF SOFT ROAD
CONDITIONT especially when tuming around. Stop 8.
Shatigraphy and deformation at Iron Mountain. (Boeftcher,
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Walker). Things to see: (7) metamorphic grade and style of
deformation; (2) plutonic rocks and their relation to the
deformation; (3) metasedimentary rocks and their possible

Micene

Granite (155 Ma)

LowerTriasic r?)
Metasedimenlary i]@ks

Figure 21. Geology of the Cronese Hills area; from Walker et al.
(1ee0b).

correlations.

Walk south to view metasedimentary sequence, gneissic
tonalite, and biotite granite exposed on isolated hill located in
the southem part of section 14 and northem part of section 23
(Fig. 20). The low granitoid outcrops contain xenoliths of
muscoviteiiotite schist with large (up to 1 cm), subhedral
gamet crystals and both euhedralprismatic and
anhedral-fibrolitic sillimanite. Sillimanite and biotite are locally
kinked and folded. Dolomitic marble is highly recrystallized,
with dolomite crystals commonly as large as 1 cm. The
equilibrium assemblage in the marble is dolomite + diopside +
forsterite + enstatite t phlogopite t calcite t quartz.
Continue walking south across dolomitic marble up the hill
until a prominent micaceous quartzite unit is reached. The
quartzite contains dark laminations of biotite, magnetite and
other heavy minerals and is commingled with isoclinally folded
tonalitic orthogneiss. Both quartzite and gneissic tonalite are
injected by Cretaceous (?) biotite granite; compositional
layering in the quartzite and tonalite gneiss is crosscut by the
biotite granite. All three units contain a younger mylonitic
foliation (parallel to gneissic foliahon but not folded) with an
elongation lineation that plunges shallowly to the northeast and
southwest. The mylonitic and gneissic foliations are crosxut by
83t1 Ma (U/Pb monazite) gamet and muxovite{earing
pegmatite dikes.
The laminations in the quartzite and the compositional
layering in the marble are probably primary bedding that has
been transposed during deformation and metamolphism. Four
other vitreous quartzite pods, generally less than 5 m thick and
25 to 500 m long, crop out along strike and locally contain a
biotite lineation that plunges shallowly to the northeast.
Sedimentary structures are not recognized and presumably
have been obxured by deformation. FLN folds (here defined as
first generation folds in the northem area) of the composihonal
layering in the metasedimentary sequence and gneissic tonalite
generally have steeply dipping, northeast+triking axial surfaces
and moderately plunging hingelines that trend either northeast
or southwest. These folds are commonly symmetric, tight to
isoclinal and occur on a meter scale. A large (wavelength of
hundreds of meters), tight fold (F1N) parallel to the trend of
the outcrop scale folds has been inferred in the northem area
based on repetition of distinctive quartzite layers and thicker

layers of marble. The metasedimentary rocks, gneissic tonalite,
and inferred fold in the northem area are now incompletely
preserved as a pendant surrounded by intrusions of
peraluminous granite that postdate the gneissic fabric and F1N
folds (Fig. 20). Retum to vehicles.
17.4 Return to vehicles and retrace route to Hinktey Road.
22.8 (5.4) TURN RIGHT (south) at Hinkley Road.
23.8 (1.0) TURN RIGHT onto good graded dirt road iust before
left bend in Hinkley Road.
24.0 (0.2) TURN LEFT AT FORK and PARK on east side of
quartzite ridge. Stop 9. Iron Mountain: Hodge volcanic rocks
(Boettcher, Walker). Things to see: (1) characteristic rock types,
fabrict and metamolphic grade of the Hodge volcanic rocks.
Resistant, desert-vamished quartzite exposed here belongs
to the Jurassic Hodge volcanic series (164 Ma minimum age,
U /Pb zircon; Boettcher and Walker, 1993). The dominant rock
type is a dark weathering, porphyritic quartzplagioclase$iotite
metavolcanic rock with a foliation that weakens to the
southeast. The metavolcanic rock is interlayered with
finegrained, white to light tan, strongly foliated
muscovite+ericite schist containing quartz- and chlorite-rich
layers and locally abundant elongate qua*z pebbles.
Additionally, resistant, desert-varnished quartzite boudins
occur within the muscovite-sericite xhist unit. The quartzite is
thicktedded (up to 1 m), contains greater than 95% quartz and
is commonly broken into angular fragments cemented by
hemahte or limonite at the ends of boudins.
Minerals typical of the greenxhist facies characterize the
Hodge volcanic series, in contrast to the much higher grade
(and coeval) metamolphism observed at the last stop. The
assemblage biotite + quartz + muscovite + clinozoisite +
plagioclase is typical of the metavolcanic rocks of the Hodge
volcanic series. Plagioclase commonly is altered to sericite and,
less commonly, calcite. Additionally, the muscovite-sericite
schist of the Hodge volcanic series appears to have been altered
to form fine-grained mica, characteristic light tan color, and
friable nature.
The proximity of the Hodge volcanic series to the
Sidewinder volcanic series and lithologic similarities suggest
that these series are correlative. The Sidewinder volcanic series
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39.1 (1.S) TURN RIGHT (north) as pavement ends.
42.7 (3.6) TURN RIGHT and cross small playa.
43.1 (0.4) PARK for hike. Stop 10. Deformation and
stratigraphy in the Cronese Hills shear zone (Walker, Martin,
Bartley). Things to see: (1) deformational fabrics and timing of
deformations; (2) comparison of metavolcanic and volcaniclastic
rocks with the Hodge volcanic series; (3) continuity of these
rocks and structures with belts to the east and west.
This stop is to examine rock types and structures in the
Cronese Hills shear zone (Figs. 21,22). We will insPect
mylonitic volcanic and epiclastic rocks, plutonic rocks, and less
deformed metasedimentary rocks beneath the shear zone,
described by Walker et al. (1990). Volcanic and volcanogenic

500 m
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Iurassic: Jid-Independence dike, Jf-felsite, Jfh-foliated hypabyssal
rocks, Jd-diorite, Jtg-tectonized granitoid, Jt-metatuff, Jv-metavolcanic and metavolcaniclastic rocks; Triassic(?): Mzs-meksedimentary rocks.
Figure 22. Geology of a portion of the Cronese Hills. Black circle is

field trip stop.

(U-Pb age on zircon from basal unit -170 Ma, Graubard et al.,
1988) is a dominantly pyroclastic unit with rare interbedded
quartz-rich and volcanogenic sandstones. Compositions are
mainly rhyolitic to dacitic, with less abundant exposures of
andesite (Bowen, 1954; Schermer and Busby, in press). The
Sidewinder volcanic series and the Hodge volcanic series are
separated by granitic plutons that intrude both series. The
closest outcrops of the two series are approximately 10 km
apart.

DAY 3. JURASSIC TO LATE PALEOZOIC

Assemble at vans and be ready to go by 7:30. The third
day will involve three moderate to serious hikes.
0.0 Road log begins at intersection of Main Street and
lnterstate 15. TAKE I-15 NORTH (toward Las Vegas).

Fort Irwin Road.
17.7 (73.1) Excellent folds in poorly consolidated Quaternary(?)
alluvium in roadcut. Along I-15, watch the roadcuts for folds.
23.3 (6.2) More folds in roadcuts.
26.3 (3.0) Green sedimentary rocks in low areas are Pleistocene

Manix Lake beds.
29.7 (2.8) Field Road exi! more folded alluvium. Many
overpasses seem to be situated to take advantage of anticlines.

GEOLOGICAL IWESTIGANONS OF AN ACTIVE MARGIN

37.3 (8.2) TAKE AFTON ROAD EXIT; HEAD LEFT (north)
across freeway. then TURN LEFT, following paved road.
Extensive deposits of Manix Lake beds. The offramp takes us to
a fossil beach ridge on the downwind side of pluvial Lake

N

0.6 (0.5) Cross Mojave River.
4.0 (3.4) Roadcut exposes folded and brecciated Pickhandle-age
Iimestones of the Lead Mountain sequence, iust before exit for

1

rocks seen at this stop are intelpreted to be Middle jurassic in
age based on: 1) similarity of the strata to the Sidewinder and
Hodge volcanic series (compare these rocks with those at Stop
9); and 2) limited U-Pb work on one metatuff within the
sequence. Plutonic rocks have been dated as Middle jurassic
(Walker et al., 1990b). Sedimentary rocks are correlated with
Lower Triassic strata in ranges to the east and west (Walker,
7987,7988; Walker et al., 1990b).
Deformation at this location is constrained to be late
Middle to early Late jurassic in age. Deformed plutonic rocks
that intrude the metavolcanics have been dated at 166 t 3 Ma,
and deformation fabrics and thrusts are cut by a postkinematic
pluton dated at 155 t 1 Ma (Walker et al., 1990). The
crosscutting relahonship will be viewed from a distance at the
next stop. Deformation is southeast directed as indicated by the
kinematics of the mylonitic fabrics and folds and thrusts in the
metasedimentary rocks beneath the shear zone. Deformation
occurred under greenschist facies metamorphic conditions. No
pressure-sensitive mineral assemblage was identified in the
pelitic schist, but gamet$iotite rim thermometry (Ferry and
Spear, 1978) on two samples gave temPeratures of 442 x.7"C
and 453 t 30"C, assuming a metamorphic pressure of 3 kb
(Bartley, unpublished data). A peak temperature near 450'C is
consistent with qualitative indications from mylonitic
microstructures and from mineral assemblages in other rock
compositions affected by the Cronese shear zone.
Start from the vehicles up the hill to the north of the
parking area. The first rocks encountered are conglomeratic
epiclastic strata containing severely flattened volcanic clasts.
Proceed up the hill and examine the deformed granitoid on the
south-facing slope. From this point turn north and follow the
crest line of the hill almost to its north end. Along the way, we
see strongly mylonitized rocks of volcanic and epiclastic origin.
The lineation in many of the rocks trends on averate northwest
and the foliation dips northwest. Shear sense indicators show
transport to the southeast.
Near the north end of the hill proceed into the wash to the
east and walk about 500m southward to the mine,/pit in
sericitic schist. Foliation here is refolded and contains a well
developed crenulation cleavage. Proceed to the south along the
spine of the ridge through deformed granitoids. Cross the
alluvium to the lithttolored ridge on the mountain to the
south. This is a felsite intrusion considered to be synkinematic
with the Cronese shear zone: it is mostly foliated but locally
cuts fabric in the metaplutonic and metasedimentary rocks.
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1

postkinematic granite at Dunn hill; (2) relations of Mesozoic
and Cenozoic rocks at Alvord Mountain.
At this stop, we consider crosscutting relations in the
cronese
Hills and regional structures aro-und the Cave
!f,,'jlt??*:'nfi"tsJ3:'|?,|,1",f3"""
Vlii"tsil"ii'iirl.'J#vDoar
Mountain/Mojave Rier area. The mountain just to the ENE is
Dunn hill, the westemmost of the Cronese Hitts. me
dark<olored rocks are Triassic (?) metasedimentary strata with
angular
locally abundant granitoid intrusions. The prominent layering
is
a mylonitic fabric similar to that observed at the previous
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Continue up the wash to where it opens and observe
conglomeratic calc*ilicate rocks. These strata occur beneath
shear zone, but
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southeast.

the low outcrops in
the foreground are lake beds of Manix Lake. This lake formed
along th-e Mojave River drainage when the river course was
blocked by deformation along lhe Manix fault zone. The

\
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2

-6;15

I-15 south,
toward Barstow.
RESET

MILEAGE.
8.2 (8.2) Field
Road exit; PARK

about 100 m

north of freeway
for overview.
Stop 11.
Crosscutting
relations seen

from Field Road
exit (Walker,

Martin, Bartley).
Things to see: (7)
relations of

Figure 24. Simplified geologic map of the area from Quartzite Mountain-silver Mountain to Stoddard Ridge, showing major
eruptive units and major strucfures.
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Mojave River drainage is also roughly the path of the main
transfer structure that links the central Moiave metamorphic
core complex to extension in the Colorado River trough (Martin
et al., 1993).
0.0 Retum to vehicles and RETRACE ROUTE TO BARSTOW.
CONTINUE SOUTH on I-15, through Barstow, and TURN
RIGHT (west) . RESET MILEAGE.
2.6 (2.6) TURN LEFT (south) at National Trails Highway.
7.7 (4.5) Hinkley Road.
26.2 (79.7) TURN LEFT (east) at Bryman Road (graded dirt).

White sericite quarries are visible to the southeast.
28.2

(2.0\ Cross gas piPeline road.

(0.9) Entering quarry area; TAKE SOUTH (RIGHT) FORK
toward main quarry.
29.5 (0.4) TURN SOUTH (right) at main quarry at T
intersechon. People in low<learance vehicles can park here and
walk along road as it heads south, then bends east again.
29.8 (0.3) lntersection with another dirt road heading south.
29.7

PARK.

Stop 12. )urassic Sidewinder volcanic rocks (Schermetl. Things
to see: (7) evidence for |urassic normal faults; (2) volcanic
stratigraphy; (3) general lack of penetrative deformation and
metamorphism of lower Sidewinder volcanic rocks.
Mesozoic volcanic rocks in this region, summarized in Fig.
23, include 1) the Middle Jurassic Lower Sidewinder volcanic
series, a 4.5 km-thick sequence of intracaldera ignimbrites
correlated from Quartzite Mt. to the Rodman Mts. (Fig 24); and
2) the Late Jurassic UpPer Sidewinder volcanic series,
composed dominantly of lavas, dikes (southern extent of the
L:rdependence dike swarm), and hypabyssal intrusions
(Schermer and Busby, in press). Deformation is divided into
three phases: 1) North-south extension in late Middle |urassic
time along high-angle normal faults. Uplift and erosion prior to
emplacement of the Upper Sidewinder volcanic series produced
an angular unconformity between gently dipping Upper
Sidewinder series and steeply northdipping Lower Sidewinder
series and Jurassic plutonic rocks. 2) Northeastdirected

?Yla(1

Jsr2

Stop 12 a6
tz

0
O Quaternary
Jqm Jurassic (?) intrusive rocks J-IJsl2 Tuff of Sidewinder Mtn.
hs Lavas, tuffs, sedimentary rocks ""
FG

I

Jsll

eno""ite lavas

-

1km
pumice compaction
foliation
mafic dike
depositional contact

fauhconlact
Tuff of Black Mtn.
Figure 25. Map of part of Silver Mt., showing normal faults cutting
Lower Sidewinder series and cut by Upper Sidewinder(?) mafic dikes
(black dots). Three generations of faults are Present, indicated by
circled numbers: 1: Gently N-dipping faults (rotated normal faults; 2:
moderately NW-dipping normal faults, and 3: subvertical
NNW-trending strite'slip(?) faults; see texi (or discussion. Field triP
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extension during emplacement of the Upper Sidewinder
volcanic series is indicated by the northwest trend of the dike
swarm and local normal faults. 3) Northeast- southwest
shortening produced northwest-trending folds and narrow
zones of Jtrong foliation in both Upper and Lower Sidewinder
series. Late Cretaceous plutonic rocks crosxut the normal faults
and folds and are undeformed, indicating that the earliest
Mesozoic contractional deformation in this region is latest
|urassic to early or middle(?) Cretaceous in age.
Normal faults cut the Lower Sidewinder series throughout
the region between Quartzite Mountain and the Rodman
Mountains. The faults typically strike east to northeast, and
stratigraphic throw ranges from a few hundred meters to >3
km (Fig. 24). These faults appear to be the earliest structures
that afiect the Lower Sidewinder series, and they probably
produced the moderate to steeP northward diPs tyPically
observed. Fault geometry, kinematics, and timing are best
constrained in the Sidewinder Mountain-Black Mountain region
(Schermer, 1993), but because these areas are difficult to access
on a field trip, we will observe similar faults in the Silver

Mountain region (Fig. 25).
At Silver Mountain we will see one of three spectacularly
exposed low-angle faults that dip gently north (15-25') and are
mirked by zones of quartz+ericite schist and gouge up to 30 m
thick (Fig. 25). Semiductile shear fabrics occur in rhyolite
ignimbriie adiacent to the fault zones where the rhyolite has
not been as extensively hydrothermally altered. Lineations
formed by stretched and broken phenocrysts and lithic
fragmenti and aligned white micas plunge down dip. Both
older-on-younger and younger-on-older relationships are
present in complexly faulted blocks, but beds typically dip
more steeply northward (35-50') than faults. Thicknesses of the
volcanic units in this area are uncertain and no markers are
present to determine fault offset. On a microstructural xale,
south-vergent shear fabrics are dominanf however,
north-vergent kinematic indicators were also observed'
The low-angle faults at Silver Mountain are cut by minor,

northeast+triking, northwestdipping normal faults (Fig.25)'
These in tum are cut by subvertical NNW+triking faults that
are interpreted to have oPPosite senses of strike+lip.
Crosscutiing plutons and dikes at Silver Mt. have not yet been
dated, however the age of the normal faulting event in this
region is restricted by the,-156 Ma ages of the youngest
ignimbrite and the correlation of cross<utting Middle jurassic
plutonic rocks based on field and petrographic characteristics
*ith thote dated by Karish et al. (1987) in the Ord-Rodman
Mts. at 166-177 Ma ($ArlsAr).
The kinematics of faulting at Silver Mountain indicated by
the south-vergent S/C relations suggest thrust+ense
displacement. Neverthelest because these are the earliest
structures to affect the Lower Sidewinder series, if beds are
rotated to horizontal, the faults dip steeply south and may be
intelpreted as rotated normal faults. This interpretation is
consistent with the observation that stratigraphic section is
omitted across the faults. The absence of folds in the volcanic
section at Silver Mountain argues against intelpreting the faults
as south-vergent thrusts. The significance of the
north-northwest trending faults is unclear; because they have
opposite senses of lateral displacement and similar trends, they
do not aPPear to rePresent an episode of strike+lip-faulhng but
m"y .epietent tear or transfer faults that accommodated

differential extension.
At this stoP we will view hydrothermally altered and

stop shown.
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Figure 25. Topographic and geologic maps of Stop 13 in the northem Shadow Mountains. Lithologic variation of map units is shown in the
stratigraphic columns in Figure 29.

sheared rhyolite ignimbrite and crosxutting mafic dikes in the
quarry faces. The small hill just south of the main road and just
east of the intersection where you parked has Jurassic(?)
porphyry cut by a dike; both these rocks cut the fault zone. In
the quarry wall you c.rn see the low angle northward dip of the
fault zone gouge (-15'). Lineations are difficult to see.
Walk up to the low ridge above the first quarry north of
the road and walk along the ridge. Several fault blocks of lower
Sidewinder units are present (Fig. 25\, including (in axending

stratigraphic order) crystal poor pumice and lithic lapilli
ignimbrite (Tuff of Black Mt.), pulple altered andesite lava and
purplish volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks, and, further N and
E, crystal-rich rhyolite ignimbrite with coarse quartz
phenocrysts (Tuff of Sidewinder Mt.). Head east along the
ridge to the next small quarry, then up to the higher part of the
ridge to the northeast. Note the weathered out fiamme or
lithophysae(?) in the rhyolite ignimbrite are not srrongly
flattened-this is the case nearly everywhere this tuff occurs,
except where it is locally densely welded or in a fault zone.
Where you can see a pumice flaftening foliahon (welding), it
dips at 3040'. As you head up the ridge observe both
depositional and faulted contacts. The depositional top of the
purple andesite lava is locally marked by a flow breccia. Keep
heading up the ridge to the first small knob above the contact

with the quartz-rich ignimbrite, which is the first place good
fiamme can be observed.
If there is time, descend to the road and into the next
major wash south of the road, following the fault zone (marked
by sericitized rhyolite). Good exposures of sheared rhyolite and
cross<utting dikes can be seen in gullies on the north wall of
the wash. The lineation trends NNW, and poorlydeveloped
S/C fabrics show S-vergent shear.
0.0 Retum to vehicles and retrace route to National Trails
Highway. Reset mileage at intersection of Bryman Road and
National Trails Highway. TURN RIGHT (north).
4.0 (4.0) TURN LEFT onto Silver Lakes Road.
4.2 (0.2) Cross railroad tracks.
5.0 (0.8) Cross Mojave River.
5.1 (0.1) TURN LEFT on Helendale Road. Excellent golf carts

on right.
6.5 (1.4) TURN RIGHT on paved Shadow Mountains Road.

Shadow Mountains dead ahead.
1,3.2 $.n TURN RIGHT (north) on Highway 395. Kramer Hills
dead ahead.
15.8 (2.6) TURN LEFT onto graded Princess Pat Mine road.
18.4 (2.6) GO STRAIGHT as main road bears left.
19.8 (1.4) BEAR RIGHT at fork. Continue to west and follow
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27 Simplified tectonic maP of the Shadow Mountains.
Frgtre
Approximate locations of stratigraphic sections A, D and C in Figure 29
are represented by transects A-A',B-B', and C-C', resPectively. Location
of field-trip stop in the northem Shadow Mountains is sigrified by star.
road as it bends to south.
20.8 (1.0) BEAR RIGHT around small hill.
21,.2 (0.4) PARK on west side of hill. Stop 13' Shadow
Mountains, area northwest of Silver Peak (Martin, Walker).
Things to see: (\) inferred Cambrian to Lower Mesozoic rocks
folded about an overtumed, gently inclined anticline; (2)
regional correlahon and Paleotectonic significance of this
stratigraphy and contractile deformation; (3) final summary of
trip from scenic vantage Point.
This hike begins in the overtumed limb of the map scale,
gently inclined, south-plungint, west-vergent Silver Peak
anticline (Figs. 26,27). Here, the transposition foliation [S1]
observed in these rocks strikes roughly east-west and dips
gently to the south and is folded about the Silver Peak
anticline, an F2 structure. Mesoscale Parasitic Z- and S-folds are
common in the upright and overtumed limb of the Silver Peak
anticline, respectively. 52 is often developed as an axial planar
pressure solution cleavage to these parasitic F2 folds. Along the
limbs of the Silver Peak anticline 52 is subparallel to parallel to
51 (Fig. 28a) and the two often cannot be distinguished. An
intersection lineation 51 x 52 is developed. A final phase of
open to tight, upright to west-vergent, north-south trending F3
folds overprints older folds (Fig. 28b). Locally, F3 folds also
develop an axial planar Pressure solution cleavage.
Biotite-sillimanite-gamet grade assemblages are recorded in
pelitic rocks in the northern Shadow Mountains and aPPear to
have developed during formation of 51; however, in most cases
these mineral assemblages and associated fabric are strongly
retrograded and recrystallized by subsequent static
metamolphism associated with emplacement of the
post-tectonic 148 Ma igneous comPlex (U-Pb zircon). U-Pb
geochronology on zircon from several pelitic and quartzite

Figure 28. Photograph of 51 and 52 on limb of Silver Peak anticline;
pen is parallel to 52. (b) Photograph of refolded F2 fold by F3 fold; note
that fold axes are coaxial. (c) Photograph of layered gabbro(148 Ma,
U-Pb zircon).

units containing amphibolite grade mineral assemblages
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we cross the axis of the
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Figure 29. Diagrammatic stratigraphic colunrn of the Shadow Mountains. Sections A, B, and C correspond to sections
within the Zabriskie
A-A' , F-B', and C-C' in Figure 27. Sechon A is a composite section of lithologic units in the upright limbs of the
quartzite. At the
Shadow Valley and Silver Peak anticlines. Section B is a composite section of units in the upright and overtumed
westward
bend h the
limbs of the Silver Peak anticline.
wash we will hike up
to the skyline ridge to
suggest that peak metamolphic conditions in these rocks
the south. Immediately upon leaving the wash we cross back
occurred about 161 t 10 Ma. These structural relahons and age
into the Carrara Formation. Approximately 7/3 the way to the
conshaints suggest that much of the contractile deformation in
top of the ridge we cross a blue calcite marble that belongs to
the Shadow Mountains is Middle to Late furassic in age.
Package 2 that is inferred to be Pennsylvanian-Permian in age
The dark homfels rocks in the vicinity of where the
(Martin and Walker, 1991; Martin, 1992). This unit and others
vehicles stop belong to unit 1 of Package 3 (Fig. 29) and are
along strike to the east on the south flank of Silver Peak (Fig.
inferred to be Permian-Triassic in age (Martin and Walker,
27\ are part of a much more extensively exposed and less
1991; Martin, 7992). We will hike to the south-southwest
deformed sequence of rocks found in the southern Shadow
downsection through the core of the anticline and then back
Mountains. Above the blue calcite marble we enter back into
up-section to the skyline ridge to a similar stratigraphic
the homfelsic rocks of Package 3. At the ridge crest we are
position in the up-right limb as we now stand in overtumed
afforded a view of the southem Shadow Mountains and the
limb.
San Gabriel and San Bemardino Mountains beyond.
Almost immediately, we cross out of homfels rocks of
Directly east along the ridge crest, approximately one mile,
Package 3 and into calcsilicate rocks inferred to belong to the
is Silver Peak, the white massive unit exposed there is the
Cambrian Carrara Formation (Fig.29; Martin and Walker, 1991;
Bonanza King Dolomite. On the south flank of Silver Peak is
Martin, 1992). Younger Cambrian, Devonian, and Mississippian
exposed the Shadow Valley anticline which is smaller than, but
units and Package 2 rocks (Fig. 29) are absent here and
geometrically similar to, the Silver Peak anticline. The Shadow
eastward along strike at this structural and stratigraphic
Valley anticline is interpreted to be a large parasitic fold on the
position in the overtumed limb. However, in the overtumed
upright limb of the Silver Peak anticline. The Bonanza King
limb to the west, Package 2 rocks are discontinuous and only
Dolomite and overlying calcite marbles are only found in the
appear as a continuous horizon in the upright limb of the fold.
vicinity of the Shadow Valley anticline and are not observed
The omission of younger Cambrian, Devonian, Mississippian,
elsewhere along the limbs of the Silver Peak anticline. This is
and Package 2 rocks along both limbs of this structure is
interpreted to be the result of the combination of the large
interpreted to be a result of attenuation and shear along
competency contrast between the Bonanza King Dolomite and
lithologic contacts during development of the Silver Peak
surrounding units and high strains along the limbs of these
anticline; however, missing section related to unconformities
folds during their formation. During progressive folding, the
cannot be precluded (Martin and Walker, 199L).
Bonanza King Dolomite and overlying marbles are inteqpreted
Continuing down-section through the Carrara Formation
to have been stranded in a rootless parasitic anticline-syncline
toward the core of the Silver Peak anhcline we cross into a
pair above the Carrara Formation on the upright limb of the
massive quartzite unit containing thin horizons of quartz$iotite
Silver Peak anticline.
xhis! this unit is correlated with the Zabriskie Quartzite
Across Shadow Valley, to the south, exposed in the next
(Martin and Walker, 1991; Martin, 1992). Interestingly, upon
set of hills is the main body of the Shadow Mountain igneous
careful inspection of the quartz-pebble quartzite along the wash
complex. The dark hill that has nearly vertical, south-trending
one can dixem a weak south-plunging lineation and given the
units is composed of layered gabbro (Fig. 28c). This gabbro has
VZDolomitemaae
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a U-Pb zircon age that is 148 Ma (Martin, 1992). The mafic
phases within this complex are both commingled with and

intruded by the granitic phases. The granitic phases have U-Pb
zircon ages that range form 148-144 Ma (Martin, 1992).
Numerous granitic dikes and smaller mafic and granitic bodies
are everywhere undeformed and clearly intruded all
compressional structures.

From this vantage point we will summarize the three day
field trip, at the end of which, time permitted, we will continue
the loop shown n Fig. 26, otherwise we will retum directly to
the vehicles.
End of road log
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Black Mountains Crustal Section, Death Valley
Region, California
DANIEL K. HOLM, Department of Geology, Kent State University, Kent OH 44242
TERRY L. PAVLIS, Deplrtment of Geology and Geophysics, University of New Orleans, New Orleans LA 70743
DAVID I. TOPPING, Department of Geological Sciences, A|-20, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
INTRODUCTION
The Black Mountains of Death Valley, Califomia contain
features which have long held the interest of geologists since
they were first described in the 1940's and early 1950's (Noble,

7947;Curry,1954; Noble and Wright,1954). With the initial
discovery and continued documentation of large-magnitude
extensional tectonism in the region (Anderson, 7977; Wright
and Troxel, 1973; Davis and Burchfiel,7973; Wernicke and
others, 1988; Snow and Wemicke,7989), there has been an
enthusiastic rejuvenation of interest in this range block. The
Black Mountains have in a short time become one of the best
studied metamolphic core
complexes in the westem U.S. The
purpose of this trip is to evaluate
the idea that the Black Mountains
may represent a nearly coherent
section of the pre+xtensional crust
unroofed by extensional tectonism.
Participants will critically
investigate important structural
relations, syntectonic intrusive
chronologies, and synextensional
deposihonal systems and integrate
these observations with published
geochemical, thermochronologic,
geobarometric and paleomagnetic
data. The results allow us to address
important queshons regarding the
timing, nature, and amount of both
footwall and hanging wall
deformation in a suPerbly exPosed
normal fault system.

Mountains (Figure 1). Overall, in this region, the cessation of
major extension has migrated from east to west (Wright and
others, 1984) with the main intervals of range-scale tilting and
unroofing having occurred as follows: Nopah-Resting Spring
Range, \2-9 Ma; Black Mountair s and Funeral Range, 10{ Ma;
oveqprinhng of the Black Mountains and ranges to the west
from 4 to 0 Ma (e.g., Wemicke and others, 1988).
ln contrast to the thick sequence of miogeoclinal rocks
present in surroundint ranges, the Black Mountains core
ionsists mainly of three anhformal folds (historically known as
the Death Valley "turtlebacks") of metamorphosed Precambrian

GEOLOGIC OVERVIEW
The Black Mountains lie in the
center of the Death Valley extended

region and along the westem
margin of the Central Death Valley
volcanic field (Wright and others,
1981). The region is dominated bY
westdipping normal faults
developed within the Cordilleran
miogeocline, a westward thickening
sedimentary prism of Eocambrian
through early Mesozoic age that
was shortened by east-vergent
folding and thrusting during the
late Paleozoic and Mesozoic.
Extension at the latitude of Death
Valley since -15 Ma has resulted in
the exposure of east-tilted sections
of Late Precambrian to Paleozoic

sedimentary and Tertiary volcanic
rocks which constitute the geology
of the ranges surrounding the Black

Figure 1. Regional setting oI the Black Mountains in the Death Valley region. large arrows depict a
thiee stage tectonic transport path oI the Amargosa Chaos basin. (1) Southwest- west-directed extension
between the Kingston Range block and the Ibex" Hill-Alexander HillsPanamint Mountains block from
105 to 7.8 Ma. (2) Northwest-directed extension between the Ibex Hills block and the Panamint
Mountains block from 7.8 Ma to the present. (3) Fifteen kilometers oI dextral shike-slip along the
Greenwater Valley{rard View fault from 7.E to 3 Ma. Outlined letters A, & and C refer to the
locations of stratigraphic sections in Figures 12 arrd 13. Abbreviations: NDV-FCF = Northern Death
Valley-Fumace Cieek fault GV-GVF = Greenwater Valley{rand View faul! SDVF = Southem Death
Valley faulq fC = fohnson Canyon; WSR = westem source region for the Amargosa Chaos basin; WSC
AmarSosa
= Warm Springs Canyon; ACBAM = Amargosa Chaos basiry Ashlord Mill area; ACBJW =
Chaos basiry Jubitee Wash area; BB = Buck*heat basin; SHB = SPerry Hills basin; 6pg = 7'8 Ma brittle
Amargosa detachment breakaway zone; KRG = Kingston Range granite pluton. See text by Topping
(below) for further discussion.
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rocks to the west and a
mid-Miocene and younger (<12
Ma) magmatic and volcanic
complex to the east. The
antiforms consist of a thick L-S
metamorphic tectonite (of
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Bad wat er

turtlBback

TERTIARY IGNEOUS UNITS

predominantly Precambrian

xhist, gneiss, and marble)
whose foliation is broadly
parallel to an overlying,
undulatory, detachment fault.
The lower plate Mioceae
plutons yield cooling ages and
barometric results which
suggest emplacement at depths
of about 10-13 Ma. Adjacent to
central Death Valley, the upper
plate consists of young (-6 to
<3 Ma) unmetamolphosed and
normal faulted sedimentary
rocks. [n southem Death Valley,
the upper plate consists of two
sedimentary sequences, an older
(10.5-7.8 Ma) far traveled
sequence correlative with
similar age rocks 35 km to the
southeast and a younger (7.8--4
Ma) sequence which records the
brittle unroofing of the Black
Mountains.
On the eastem flank of the
Black Mountaint and
occupying most of the
Greenwater Range to the east,
are a package of variably
faulted 10.54 Ma volcanic units.
These units have been described
by Haefner (1974) and more
recently by Wright and others
(1991) and Thompson and
others (1993). To summarize,
this package includes early
(10.5-9.5 Ma) calc-alkalic
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Figure 2. Simplified geologic map of the Black Mountains (modified after Holm and Wemicke, 1990) with
localities depicted for this fieldtrip.

CRUSTAL SECTION
HYPOTHESIS
(text by Daniel K. Holm)
Ranges on three sides of the Black Mountains, including
the Panamint, Nopah-Resting Spring, and Funeral Mountains
(Figure 1), are east-tilted fault slivers of the miogeoclinal
section whose eastern portions are unconformably overlain by
moderately to steeply tilted Tertiary strata and whose western
portions are metamolphosed and ductilely deformed (e.g.,

Labotka and Albee, 1988). The Black Mountains also exhibit
these features except that much of it is underlain by crystalline
rocks (Figure 2). In the southeastem part of the Black
Mountains, unmetamolphosed Precambrian Pahrump Group
and younger strata lie nonconformably on Precambrian
basement rocks (loc. C, Figure 2), over 30 km away from the
nearest exposure of Miocene plutonic and metamorphosed
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Eocambrian outcrops. The unmetamorphosed stratified rocks

are overlain in mild angular unconformity by 10.5$ Ma
volcanic and sedimentary strata that dip moderately to steeply
to the east. Approximately 1.5-20 km to the northwest, in the
middle of the range these same strata are complexly faulted
and extended, forming the Amargosa chaos (Noble,7947).
Northwest of the chaos, Miocene magmatic rocks, intruded into
amphibolite facies Eocambrian metasedimentary rocks and
middle Proterozoic crystalline schist and gneiss, are variably
faulted and ductilely sheared. Most of the crystalline rocks in
the Black Mountains, and in Particular the northwestem part of
the range, are well away from basal unconformihes of 10.5{
Ma strata.
At Ashford Canyon (loc. B, Figure 2), the Precambrian
nonconformity lies about 5 km away from the Miocene plutonic
rocks and metamorphosed Eocambrian strata (unit mp, loc. A,
Figure 2). However, Holm and Wemicke (1990) interpreted this
nonconformity as having been translated 15-20 km
northwestward away from tilted equivalent strata in the
southeastern Black Mountains (loc. C, Figure 2) along a system
of low-angle faults (the Amargosa chaos) mapped by Wright
and Troxel (1984). The crystalline basement rocks beneath the
chaos both to the northwest and southeast aPPear unbroken by
any major detachment system (although late normal
imbrication has occurred to the southeast) and these rocks are
thus intelpreted to be a structurally contiguous,
northwestdeepening section of the pre-extensional crust (Holm
and Wemicke,7990).
Exposure of the Crustal Section.
]uxtaposihon of the Panamint and Nopah-Resting Springs
blocks (Stewaft,7983; Wernicke and others, 1988; Snow and
Wemicke, 1989; Topping, 1993a), places the Panamint Range
above the intervening Black Mountains prior to Miocene
extension. Exposure of the crustal section occurred by
westerlydirected tectonic denudation as the Black Mountains
footwall pulled out from underneath the relatively rigid,
scoop+haped hanging wall of the Panamint Range. Denudation
of the Black Mountains occurred during the mid- to late
Miocene (10{ Ma). On the eastem flank of the crystalline core,
volcanic rocks deposited over the hme interval 144 Ma become
progressively less tilted and faulted with decreasing age
(Wright and Troxel, 1988). Strata -8-9 Ma old are locally
intensely faulted and steeply rotated, and are overlain in
angular unconformity by relatively undisturbed basalts and
fanglomerates that are about 4-5 Ma (Wright and others, 1983,
1984). In addition, a southeast to northwest progression of
cooling (from temperatures above 300oC to below 10ffC)
associated with unroofing of the crystalline core occurred at
-S.5{.5 Ma (Holm and others, 1992;Holm and Dokka, 1993).
The current predominantly low, eastward dip of the
detachment fault on the eastem flank of the range (Figure 2)
reflects eastward tilting of the range as the crustal section was
progressively denuded to the west.
Tertiary Plutonic Complex
Numerous Tertiary plutonic bodies have intruded the
Precambrian rocks of the Black Mountains. They were first
described in detail by Drewes (1953) and Otton (1977). They
have been subdivided by Holm (1992) into three groups based
on age and intrusive characteristics: 1) an 11.6 Ma
intermediate-mafic batholith (the Willow Spring Pluton), 2) the
-8.7 Ma Smith Mountain granitic complex (including a slightly
younger but similar silicic pluton which intrudes the complex),
and 3) volumetrically smaller dikes, sills and irregular shaped
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bodies of mafic to felsic composition of approximately 6{ Ma.
Willow Spring Pluton
The 11.6 Ma Willow Spring Pluton (Asmerom and others,
1990) is the oldest and largest single intrusion in the Black

6.gc

g.7b

Figure 3. Diagrammatic representahon of cross-cutting intrusive
relations in the Black Mountains crystalline core. Units are described in
the text. Darkest screen represents dominantly finer-grained hypabyssal
intrusions. Bold numbers represent ages (in Ma) with adiacent asterisk
representing unit dated. Supetscripts denote age determination
technique as Iollows: a, ll /Pb zircon (Asmerom and others, 1990); b,
ArlAr homblende; c, Ar / Ar biotite; d, ArlAr whole rock (all in Holm
and others, 1992).

Mountains, exposed over a 300 square kilometer region (unit
Tdw, Figures 2 and 3). Where the base of the pluton is exposed
(north of Sheep Canyon) it is essentially a sill which has
intruded just above the metasedimentary/Precambrian
basement contact, Ieaving a thin (50-150 m) sliver of
intercalated metadolomite, biotite xhist, and metaquartzite
(Otton, 1977) which currently forms a caraPace on the
turtleback antiform surfaces. Locally, the intrusion cuts out the
metasedimentary units and occurs directly on basement.
Although most of the pluton intruded above this contact,
mapping of the Copper Canyon antiform shows that, at least
locally, the pluton intruded beneath this contact as well (Holm,
1.992).

The Willow Spring Pluton is a heterogeneous,
intermediate-mafic batholith with rapid mineralogical and
textural variation over distances at both the outcrop scale and
thin-section xale (Drewes, 7963\. The main phase of the pluton
is a medium to moderately coarse-grained, dark greenish-gray
rock consisting of approximately equal amounts of plagioclase
feldspar (An.rm) and homblende with local variations having
up to 20% clinopyroxene and 30% biotite (Asmerom and others,
1990; Wright and others, 1991). A late+tage leucocratic phase
crossruts the main phase and contains inclusions of it. This
leucocratic phase commonly has a flow fabric and, although it
clearly postdates the main phase, it is cospatial with the pluton
and does not intrude the country rock as a separate unit.
Petrographically it consists dominantly of plagioclase (>55%),
10-15% coarse homblende crystals, 10-15% biotite (in part
replacing homblende) and up to 70'20% Potassium feldspar
and interstitial quartz (see Figure 4b in Holm and others, 1992).
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Total Al content in hornblende on a sample of this late
leucocratic phase (collected near Willow Spring) indicates a
pressure of 2.9+0.5 kbar or a depth of 10.6t1.8 km, if an
average dmsity of overburden of 2750 kg/m3 is assumed
(ohnson and Rutherford 1989).
Smith Mountain Granitic Complex.
Two large sill-like silicic plutonic bodies (collectively called
the Smith Mountain Granitic complex by Holm and others,
1992) have intruded the eastem portions of the Precambrian
basement and Willow Spring Pluton. Two homblende separates
(one from each pluton) gave concordant {Ar/sAr intercept and
plateau ages of 8.7x0.1 Ma (Holm and others, 1992) which were
interpreted as a near crystallization age. The Smith Mountain
Granite (unit Tgs; oti.rrin,7977; Wright and Troxel, 1984) crops
out along Smith Mountain south of Willow Spring and
continues southward hto the Confidence Hills Quadrangle. The
rock is a coarsegrained granite with much of the matrix having
grains larger than 4 mm. [t is generally porphyritic, containing
large (>1 cm) feldspar phenocrysts with rapakivi texture.
Variahons with coarse biotite and hornblende occur locally.
Coarse euhedral sphene, zircon, and magnetite occur as
accessory minerals. The coarsegrained nature of this intrusion
suggests it is not a hypabyssal pluton as described in Wright
and others (1991). Total Al content from rim analyses of
homblende from the Smith Mountain granite (also collected
near Willow Spring) indicates a pressure of 2.76+0.5 kbar or a
depth estimate of 10.0t1.8 km using an average overburden
density of 2750 kglm3 (Holm and others, 1992).
The Smith Mountain Granite is intruded by a
subhorizontal medium-grained pink to light ttay qtartz
monzonitic pluton with associated dikes (unit Tqm). Outcrops
of this pluton occur in southem Gold Valley and as sills and
plugs on Smith Mountain. It consists of predominantly equal
amounts of medium to finegrained orthoclase and plagioclase
with some sills containing rounded quartz phenocrysts. It is
apparently only slightly younger than the Smith Mountain
Granite as 7.9 Ma hypabyssal dikes (unit Tps dexribed below)
crosscut this body.
A large tabular shaped silicic body (unit Tm) similar to the
Smith Mountain Granite is exposed east of the Copper Canyon
antiform. It is pervasively injected near the base of the Willow
Spring Pluton as numerous subhorizontal interconnecting sills.
It is a generally white to gray rock of variable composition
(monzonitic to granitic), mainly medium to coarse-grained, but
also contains tray, finer€rained, feldspar porphyritic
variations. Biotite is the main mafic constituent but is not
abundant. Homblende occurs locally as large crystals
constituting up to 15% of the rock. A {Arl}Ar homblende age
of 8.7 Ma from this intrusion shows that it intruded at about
the same time as the Smith Mountain Granite (Holm and
others, 1992).
6-8 Ma Intrusions.

Hypabyssal dikes, plugs, and stocks of variable
composihon (from mafic to felsic) and which postdate the
Smith Mountain granitic complex are numerous throughout the
Black Mountains. The oldest of these late stage intrusions are
light gray biotite-feldspar porphyritic dikes of latite and
rhyolite composition (unit Tps). Coarse biotite and plagioclase
phenocrysts occur in an aphanitic matrix of potassium feldspar,
plagioclase, and quartz. These dikes are often crossrut by other
hypabyssal dikes of differing composition but are not seen to
cross{ut plugs or stocks of other hypabyssal intrusions. They
occur most commonly in subvertical orientations throughout

the Gold Valley area and near Smith Mountain. A unique
feature characteristic of these dikes is the development of a
mylonitic texture which is generally not visible in the
surrounding country rock. The foliation is generally subparallel
to the dike walls but in many cases its orientation is also highly
oblique to the margins. Ductile deformation of the dikes and
not the country rock might be a reflection of the rheologic
contrast between the quartz-rich latites and the mafic plutonic
rocks.

Hypabyssal intrusions younger than unit Tps include a

volumetrically large sill-like, red rhyolitic intrusion most
common in the northem portion of the crystalline core (unit
Tir), green nonporphyritic andesite dikes and sills (unit Tia),
dark green to black porphyritic andesite dikes (unit Tpa), light
grey to light green porphyritic andesite and dacite plugs (unit
Tpi), black basalt and finegrained diorite dikes (unit Tib), and
dark grey, porphyritic, dacite dikes (unit Ts) which only occur
on the Copper Canyon antiform. The ages of individual units
are not well<onstrained and intrusions of the same unit need
not necessarily be of the same age. Field relations show that
units Tia, Tpi, and Tir all intrude into highly faulted and
brecciated 8-9 Ma volcanic and older strata. One Ts dike from
the Copper Canyon anhform yielded an intercept eArT'Ar age
of 5.8t0.1 Ma and a Tib dike from the Badwater antiform
yielded a {Arl3Ar plateau whole-rock age of 6.3t0.1 Ma
(Holm and others, 7992). In addition, the hypabyssal nature of
these bodies sutgests intrusion at shallow depths after
unroofing of the central Black Mountains at 6.5{.5 Ma (Holm
and others, 1992). It seems likely therefore that, with the
exception of unit Tps, most of these late intrusions fall in the
6-7 Ma ate rante.
Figure 3 is a schematic synopsis of the cross<utting field
relations and age determinations for the Tertiary igneous units
in the central Black Mountains. Correlation of igneous rocks
from field mapping alone is extremely tenuous. For example,
although granites in the Greenwater Range (east of the Black
Mountains) appear similar to the Smith Mountain granitic
complex, age determinations show that these rocks are not part
of the same plutonic complex (however, see text by Pavlis
below). Age determinations in this area indicate a long-lived
Miocene intrusive history with ages of 11.6 Ma (Willow Spring
Pluton), -10 Ma-(Greenwater granites), -8.7 Ma (Smith
Mountain granitic complex), 7.9 Ma (hypabyssal latite and
rhyolite dikes), 6.8 Ma (porphyritic silicic dikes), and 6.3 Ma
(basalt and diorite dikes). In the crystalline core, volumetrically
large intrusions in the 8.7-11,.6 Ma range are dominantly
medium to coarse grained, whereas relatively small intrusions
in the 6{ Ma age have generally an aphanitic matrix
suggesting a hypabyssal depth of emplacement.
Contrasting Styles of Miocene Deformation
Field relations described below reveal important features
regarding the deformational history of the Black Mountains.
Miocene deformation on the easterl half of the range is
characterized by a zone of brittlely deformed rocks which
separates brecciated Upper Precambrian{ambrian units and
steeply tilted mid-late Miocene volcanic rocks from
Precambrian basement schist and midcrustal Miocene plutonic
rocks. In contrast Miocene deformation in the westem portion
is characterized by penetrative ductile deformation features and
by the iuxtaposition of brittle, upper plate, sedimentary rocks
with amphibolite grade Precambrian basement and
metasedimentary tectonites.
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Miocene Ductile Deformation.
The Miocene Willow Spring Pluton is locally intensely
ductilely deformed into both an L-tectonite and an L-S tectonite
exhibiting an S{ mylonitic fabric (Holm and Wemicke,7990;
Wright and others, 1991). Miocene ductile deformation is
concentrated in the northwestem portion of the range along the
Mormon Point and Copper Canyon antiforms. Outcrops of the
Willow Spring gabbro/diorite below the carbonate$earing
carapace of the Copper Canyon antiform are mylonitized into
an L-S tectonite which dips gently towards the northeast and
northwest, conformable with the foliation in the overlying
marble and interlayered basement schist. The gabbrodiorite is
distinguished from surrounding Precambrian rocks by its mafic
composition, its lack of quartz-rich leucosomes, and by the
presence of a lightgray, coarse, leucocratic phase which
appears similar to the leucocratic phase described above for
undeformed regions of the pluton. The lineation (stretched
plagioclase and homblende grains) plunges gently towards the
north-northwest. The extent of the gabbrodiorite beneath the
anhform topographic surface is difficult to axertain as it is
only exposed locally in canyons dissected into the antiform.
Outcrops of the deformed pluton were mapped by Holm (1992)
at 70-100 meters below the marble carapace and Wright and
others (1991) reported collecting a foliated gabbrodiorite
sample 120 m below the carbonate bearing layer on the
southern side of the Copper Canyon antiform.
ln the region west of Willow Spring in Gold Valley and
along the ridges north of Willow Creek, the pluton contairs
thin (<0.5-1.5 meter) moderately to steeply dipping mylonitic
shear zones which generally strike northeast. The lateral extent
of these shear zones is extremely difficult to maP in the steep
topography of the westem region. The zones are apparently
discontinuous as they often die out across canyons and down
ridge slopes or are cut out by later brittle faults. At Willow
Spring, a gently northwest dipping mylonitic foliahon and
downdip lineation exists in a porphyritic latite dike parallel
with the fabric of the deformed gabbrodiorite. A similar
looking dike collected just east of Willow Spring yielded a
biotite eAr/sAr age of 7.9 Ma (sample TPL-BIQ Holm and
others, 1992). This suggests that, whereas much of the ductile
deformation of the Willow Spring Pluton occurred prior to 8.7
Ma, at least some occurred after 7.9 Ma.
Ductile deformation in the younger silicic intrusions is
generally limited to cenhmeter scale microshear zones in the
Smith Mountain granihc complex and to the mylonitic foliation
in late dikes of unit Tps. Textural analysis of these dikes shows
typical grain size reduction and biotite fish structures
indicating that the foliation is not simply an igneous flow
fabric. Considering that these dikes intruded into rapidly
uplifting country roct it seems probable that their deformation
simply reflects local ductile flow (perhaps reflecting a strong
rheologic contrast of the dikes and country rock or due to
temporary elevated temperatures associated with dike
intrusion) in an overall brittlely deforming strain field.
Miocene Brittle Deformation.
ln the northern and eastem portions of the Black
Mountains, Tertiary volcanic rocks and Upper Precambrian to
Cambrian strata overlie the Miocene magmatic complex and
Precambrian crystalline basement rocks described above. North
of Copper Canyon, the contact has been completely intruded
out by a sill of porphyritic rhyolite. To the east, however,
intrusions of rhyolite are much less extensive and only locally
intrude the contact (and the rocks on either side) as small sills
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and plugs. Exposures of the volcanic/plutonic contact in this
region show that the contact is a gently (10-30p) northeast to
east dipping fault (Figure 2). Fault gouge and breccia
commonly extends for one to two meters into both the hanging
wall and footwall. The fault contact is in areas highly
mineralized and old mine pits and shafts are preferentially
located on or near the contact. East and northeast of the
Copper Canyon antiform, the topography is subdued and the
contact is not everywhere well-exposed. However, its faulted
character can be inferred from the steeply dipping hanging wall
strata which commonly strike at a high angle to the contact.
Surrounding the east side of Gold Valley, large chaotic
blocks of Upper Precambrian{ambrian strata lie athwart the
volcanic/plutonic contact. These blocks are separated from the
underlying rocks (which here also include Precambrian
crystalline basement) by a flatJying or gently eastward dipping
fault. These strata are exposed in discontinuous outcrops and
are highly brecciated. Brecciation in some outcroPs is so severe
that original layering is obliterated. The blocks consist of
largely unmetamorphosed sections of Upper Precambrian
Noonday dolomite and the lower portions of the |ohnnie
Formation, and the Cambrian Wood Canyon, Zabriskie,
Carrera, and Bonanza King Formations. All of these sections
are greatly thinned by faulting from their original thicknesses
but for the most part retain their proper stratigraphic order
(Wright and othert 1991), although their isolated occurrences
and brecciated nature make correlations somewhat uncertain.
These rocks represent the northward continuation of the
Amargosa chaos mapped and described in the Confidence Hills
Quadrangle to the immediate south (Wright and Troxel, 1984).
As with the volcanic/plutonic contact described to the
north, the contact in Gold Valley (and rocks on either side) has
been intruded by the late (-6-7 Ma) hypabyssal plutons
described above. The intrusions in Gold Valley are composite
with a more variable comPosition and appearance than iust the
unit Tir to the north, and are more like the late andesitic and
rhyolihc bodies which intrude the chaos to the south (Wright
and Troxel, 1984). They are distinguished from the older (-8.7
Ma) silicic plutons by their finergrained nature and their more
mafic composition; light gray and green dacitic varieties with
large euhedral plagioclase phenocrysts (unit Tpi, Figure 3) are
common. The intrusions are most extensive in eastem Gold
Valley where outcrops of Upper Precambrian{ambrian strata
are, in places, completely engulfed in them. Although
intrusions along the detachment have locally obxured its
laterally extensive nature (along with younger normal faulting),
these rocks provide excellent timing constraints on when the
faulting occurred. tn the Gold Valley region (Figure 2),8.7 Ma
midcrustal (8-12 km) silicic plutons are everywhere involved in
detachment faulting and -6-7 Ma hypabyssal bodies intrude
the detachment. These constraints indicate major unroofing
between -8.5 and 7 Ma, consistent with thermochronologic data
showing rapid cooling of footwall rocks in Gold Valley at
-8.5-7 Ma.
Role of the Brittle-Ductile Transition.
The country rock structurally above and below the Willow
Spring Pluton consists of Precambrian gneiss and schist with no
apparent differences (from field observations) that would
suggest a change in density. The similar emplacement depths
but very different styles of deformation of the Willow Spring
Pluton and the Smith Mountain granitic complex suggests that
entrapment depth of the Willow Spring magma may have been
controlled by a high-strength barrier represented by the
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brittleductile transition. Miocene ductile deformation in the
westem Black Mountains (between 11.5 and 8.7 Ma ) predates
significant cooling,/unroofing and brittle faulting associated
with extension. This is consistent with the general notion that
flattening of crustal*calg listric, detachment faults corresponds
to a rheological transition from cataclastic to crystalplastic
deformation mechanisms. In the Black Mountains, little
unroofing occurred during mylonitization at midcrustal levels
where the detachment orientation was subhorizontal.
Post-mylonitic rapid unroofing is attributed to passage of the
steep upper<rustal portion of the detachment through the
Black Mountains core (i.e., the rolling-hinge model; Figure 4).
Miocene-Quaternary Sedimentary Basins
Two isolated packages of late Cenozoic sedimentary rocks
(the Copper Canyon and Mormon Point Formations) are
exposed on the westem flank of the crystalline core (Figure 2).
They consist largely of thick deposits of conglomerate and
lacustrine rocks with subordinate amounts of interbedded
basalt flows, breccia units, and tuff layers. Both sequences dip
variably to the southeast and occur in the hanging wall of the
westerly dipping low-angle normal fault currently exposed
along the turtleback surfaces. They contain, in part, a record of
the unroofing history and deformational processes involved in
the formation of the Black Mountains.
Copper Canyon Basin.
Sedimentary rocks of the Copper Canyon Formation
(Drewes, 1953) exposed north of the Copper Canyon antiform,
form a pronounced angular unconformity with underlying
moderately to steeply tilted volcanic units exposed on the
northwest side of the basin. Two samples of the underlying
volcanic units give &Ar/eAr biotite ages of 7.5 and 6.1 Ma
(Holm and Lur 1991). The stratigraphy and sedimentology of
the formation has been described in detail by Drewes (7963),
C/rton (1977), and Scrivner (1984). To summarize, the formation
consists of over 3 km of rock dominated by coarse,
thick$edded to massive, red and brown, conglomerate and
sandstone, light green lacustrine depositE and basalt flows.
Interbedded with these units are several thin (<0.5-2 m thick)
lithic, vitric, and felsic tuff units and landslide/megabreccia
sheets. The formation is overlain in mild angular unconformity
by a coarse, southeast dipping fanglomerate dominated by
boulder+ize, subangular clasts of the Willow Spring Pluton.
This unit contains a megabreccia sheet comprised of plutonic
rock and a single white tuff layer near its base. The Copper
Canyon Formation and overlying fanglomerate were
syndepositionally folded into a SE-plunging syncline with an
axial surface roughly coplanar with the axial surface of a
synform in the underlying detachment surface.
Three age determinations have been recently obtained on
volcanic rocks within the Copper Canyon basin deposits. Biotite
from a two meter thick lightgreen lithic tuff unit exposed at
the mouth of Copper Canyon yielded a combined mean laser
fusion age (from twelve runs) of 5.7x0.2 Ma. A basalt flow
located about 700 m above gave a concordant &Ar/e/rr plateau
and intercept whole rock age of 4.9t0.1 Ma concordant with a
previously determined K-Ar whole basalt age reported in Otton
(1977). The white tuff layer in the fanglomerate overlying the
Copper Canyon formation yielded a laser fusion sArlsAr
mean age (on five runs) of 3.1t0.2 Ma.
Clast types in the conglomerate member of the Copper
Canyon Formation and in the overlying fanglomerate unit are
dominated by Miocene intrusive and volcanic fragments. Clast
composition from the lower to the upper part of the formation
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Figure 4. Schematic interpretation of deformation in the Black
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(stippled pattem). (C) Configuration just after unroofing of the Black
Mountains crystalline core by the migrathg hinge model. (D)
Large'scale clockwise rotation of the crystalline core after ca. 5.5 Ma,
resulting in pres€nt configuration of the range block (map view).

varies inversely with the structural succession of igneous units
currently exposed in the range. Clasts of rock units exposed
highest in the range are most abundant lower in the section,
whereas clasts of deeper seated intrusive rocks (Willow Spring
Pluton and younger granitic rocks) occur in greater proportion
higher in the section (Holm and Lua 1991). The lower 500 m
also contain clasts of Precambrian xhist and gneiss and lesser
amounts of limestone and quartzite. Fanglomerates overlying
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the Miocene Willow Spring gabbro/diorite was emplaced at
depths of -10km, and his studies provide new evidence that
the Willow Spring diorite and the Smith Mountain granite were
comagmatic intrusions. In addition, these studies show
evidence for increasing crystallization Pressures toward the
northwest in the plutonic rocks which supports the concept of
northwest directed transport along a master fault represented
by the Amargosa fault system.
3) Evidence for significant vertical axis rotation based on
paleomagnetic data from the plutonic complex (Holm and
others, 1993) together with prominent folding with axes parallel
to the extension direction (Mancktelow and Pavlis, in press)
strongly suggests that large amounts of dextral transcurrent
motion accompanied extension in the Death Valley system
(Serpa, 1993). This implies that the motions in the system are
highly threedimensional and probably involved not only large
amounts of extension, but components of oblique slip and
folding as well. A model preferred by our group (Mancktelow
and Pavlis, in press; Serpa, 1993, and in prep.) is a resurrection

the Copper Canyon Formahon are composed of over 90% of
granitic and diorite/gabbro clasts with only minor amounts of
younger volcanics and older metamolphic clasts.
KINEMATICS OF HTENSIONAL DUCTILE TO BRITTLE
STRUCTURES IN THE DEATH VALLEY EXTENDED
TERRANE
(text by Terry L. Pavlis)
The central Black Mountains are affected by a complex
system of extensional structures that range from high-grade
metamolphic structures to shallow-level faults. However, these
structures vary both spatially and temporally, and these
variations provide critical constraints on the extensional history
of the region. In the following section of this paper I
summarize the results of work by our group at the University
of New Orleans which includes published and unpublished
work by the author and my coworkers, [,aura Seqpa (University
of New Orleans) and Iawrence Snee (U.S. Geological Survey),
plus six Masters Theses (Bymes, 1991; Hogan, 1990; Meurer,
1992; KwneL 7990; My ers, 7992;
Cheng, 1992). Based on these
studies I summarize evidence

for three major interpretahons:
1) The Amargosa fault
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system and Black Mountains
frontal fault system (Figure 5)
are commonly considered as a
single detachment system that
frames the "metamorphic core"
of the Black Mountains.
Evidence is presented here that
the brittle structures of the
Amargosa and Black Mountains
frontal fault systems do indeed
comprise a detachment system
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Mormon Point
turtleback
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with unidirection transport.
However, evidence from rocks

structurally beneath the
Amargosa fault in the
turtlebacks suggest that
Miocene plutonic rocks of the
Black Mountains were
emplaced along a major
extensional shear zone that now
lies in the footwall of the
Amargosa fault system. This
shear zone is older than the
bulk of the movement on the
Amargosa fault and represents
a deeper level detachment
system than the Amargosa
fault. This shear zone is now
represented by highgrade
metamorphic fabrics in the

Death Valley turtlebacks where
younger folding and faulting
have produced sufficient
structural relief to expose the
floor of the pluton and the
shear zone beneath it.
2) Work by Meurer (1992)

supports the conclusion of
Holm and others (1992) and
Holm and Wemicke (1990) that
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. m-poles
. m-Pol6s
of a concept originally proposed by Hill and
. slip vectors
pole to slip
Troxel (1966). In this model, the northwest
surlaca
slip
directed extension and concurrent folding parallel
to the extension direction are a natural
consequence of distributed dextral shear.
General Shuctural Relationships
The most conspicuous structures of the Black
Mountains are a system of brittle faults that
frame the range on all sides. A critical feature of
this fault system is that different fault segments
Slip vectors from gouge
Kamb contours oi slip vectors from gouge
Slip vectors from gouge asymmetries,
are temporally and spatially distinct. The present
asymmetries,
asymmqtries, Amargos fault, north ol
Amargo* fault. Virgin Spd;gs (89DP-131)
'
Amargos lault, west of Virgin
Scotty's Canyon (90DP-2)
topographic escarpment along the westem face of
Springs Canyon (89DP2-21)
the Black Mountains is clearly the product of
Plio-Pleistocene faulting related to opening of the
Death Valley pull-apart basin (e.g. Hunt and
Mabey, 1963; Burchfiel and Stewart, 1966; Wright
and Troxel, 7974;*rpa and others, 1988). Recent
geophysical studies (Keener and others, 1993;
Cheng, 1992) indicate that this Plio-Pleistocene
fault system represents a group of high-angle
faults that crossrut older, low- to
moderate-angle, normal faults now exposed along
the Black Mountains front.
The Quatemary high-angle faults of the
Lower Virgin Springs Canyon
Black Mountains frontal fault system also
Figure 6. Equal area stereographic plots of slip vector data for four sites along the
truncate, but locally merge with, a
Amargosa fault. In all four examples shown the slrp vectors are determrned from
threedimensional array of low-angle, west- to
"m-poles" calculated from the intersection of the scaly cataclastic fabric of the gouge and
northwestdipping normal faults. These low-angle secondary shear surface (R and R'shears). The slip vector lies 9(P from the m-pole
faults carry erosional remnants of Mio-Pliocene
maximum in the fault plane. The lower three plots are from the site in Virgin Spring
canyon visited by the field trip.
sedimentary and volcanic rocks in their
hanging-walls indicating the transfer of these
rocks to the footwall of the Quatemary system. This
the basic data for the sites along the Black Mountains frontal
observation is commonly recognized (e.g., Wright and Troxel,
fault system are contained in Myers (1992) and Keener (1990).
1973;19M; Holm and Wemickg 1990, Holm and others, 1992,
Figure 6 shows summary data for four sites along the
Miller, 1991; Ellis and Trexler, 1991; Keener and others, 1993;
Amargosa fault. Several first order observations are apparent
Pavlis and others, 1993) as evidence that the low-angle faults
from these data:
represent deactivated, back-rotated equivalents of the
1) The Black Mountains frontal fault system is
Quatemary fault system. Moreover, this structural history
characterized by a relatively uniform NW directed transport in
indicates that the present system evolved through large+cale
line with slip vectors predicted from regional models for
block rotations in the Black Mountains as the footwall rocks
opening of the Death Valley pull-apart basin. However, in
were tectonically exhumed along the oblique+lip fault system.
detail slip vectors show distinctly different orientations with
However, there are significant differences in the interpretation
structural position. That is; northerly to northwesterly striking
of the nature of these rotations and the continuity in space and
fault segments are characterized by oblique slip motion with a
time between the low-angle faults of the Black Mountains
west to west-northwest trending slip vector whereas northeast
frontal fault system and other, low-angle faults in the central
striking fault segments are characterized by more northerly
Black Mountains that comprise the Amargosa fault of Nobel
trending slip vectors (Figure 5). This distinction in slip-vector
(1941). These faults collectively represent a system of nearly
trend presumably results from a combination of fault
flat, commonly gently eastdipping, faults that separate the
segmentation (Keener and others, 1993) and superimposed
Amargosa chaos from relatively intact crystalline rocks in the
gravitational effects along a rotated fault jog (Pavlis and others,
footwall.

Fault Kinematics in the Black Mountains
As part of a study of faulting processes in the region, we
conducted fault kinematic studies along both the Black
Mountains frontal fault system and the Amargosa fault. In
these studies we used two methods to determine the fault slip
vector: 1) a modification of the odd axis method of Krantz
(1988) using slickenlines from minor faults within the fault
zone; and 2) asymmetries between scaly cleavage and minor
faults in fault gouge. The theoretical basis for the first method
and its pitfalls have been developed by Myers (1992). The
second method is equivalent to the method used by Chester
and Logan (198n.
Results of these studies are summarized in Figure 5 and

1993).

2) The southwest dipping segment of the Amargosa fault
that extends from iust south of Mormon Point to Virgin Spring
canyon (Figure 5) is typically marked by a thick (1-20m thick)
gouge zone that allows relatively clear determination of slip
vector as well as shear sense. This segment is characterized
locally by an unusual black tourmaline mineralization that
superficially resembles pseudotachylite (Byrnes, 1990). Slip
vectors determined for this segment show a consistent west to
west-northwest directed hanging wall transport (Figure 5). This
fault segment is particularly well exposed in Virgin Spring
canyon (field trip stop 14, Figure 2) although at this site the
shear sense is complicated by gravitational sliding (see
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trip stop).
3) In upper Virgin Spring canyon, the Amargosa fault is

discussion of field

exposed as a nearly flatJying, gently northeastdipping fault
segment marked locally by thick gouge zones and characterized
by intensely faulted and brecciated hanging-wall units of the
Amargosa chaos; i.e., the type area of the'Virgin Spring chaos"
of Noble (7947). This fault setment also represents the eastern
limb of a broad antiformal warp in the Amargosa faulq the
Desert Hound anticline of Noble (1941). Asymmetries in gouge
at two sites along this segment provide clear evidence for a

northwesterly trending slip vector with top to the northwest
shear sense (Figures 5 and 6). In present coordinates this
apparent slip vector would imply thrust motion, but if the fault
surface is restored using the dip of overlying Pliocene
fanglomerates, the fault slip vector would indicate normal slip
along a westdipping fault.
4) To the east of Virgin Spring canyon the Amargosa fault
zone is not well exposed and data are too sParse to reach firm
conclusions on slip-vector trends, although shear sense
indicators in gouge at two sites suggest top to the northeast
slip.
5) To the southwest of fubilee Pass (just south of StoP 14)
a gently northdipping fault places Tertiary sedimentary rocks
and rock avalanche breccias atop Precambrian basement
(Wright and Troxel, 1984; Topping, 1'993a\. At this site a thick
fault gouge is developed and asymmetries in the gouge suggest
a top to northwest (sinistral) shear sense along the fault.
Slickenline data from rocks directly below the touge zone
indicate a northwest trending slip vector (Figure 6); i.e., left
lateral slip in modem coordinates.
6) The Amargosa fault is poorly exposed in most of the
Gold Valley region (Figure 5), but just south of Funeral peak
rocks directly below the fault show extensive development of
slickensides. Slickenline data from these rocks indicate top to
the north slip along this fault segment.
High-temperature structural and plutonic history of the
Black Mountains crystalline core
Plutonic History of the Black Mountains.
Throughout the central Black Mountaint Miocene plutonic
rocks are the dominant rock type beneath the Amargosa and
Black Mountains frontal faults (Figure 5). The intrusive
chronology is summarized in detail by Holm (this paper), but
because we differ on our interpretation of the intrusive history,
I present an altemative interpretation of the Plutonic sequence
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Figure 7. Stacked Ar/Ar age spectra for orthoclase from the Smith
Mountain granite showing the younging of ages from south to north.
Sample locahons are shown in Figure 5.
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below based on the work of Meurer (1'992).
The earliest, and most voluminous plutonic body of the
Black Mountains is a large mafic plutonic complex, the Willow
Spring Pluton (WSP), that ranges in composition from
homblende gabbro to quartz diorite (Holm and Wernicke, 1990;
Asmerom and othert 1990). This plutonic complex has yielded
two U-Pb zircon ages of 10.9*0.75 and 11.6t0.2 Ma (Asmerom
and others, 1990; Wright and others, 1991). I-arge granitoid
plutons subsequently invaded this plutonic comple4 but based
on our field work (Meurer and Pavlis, 1991 and Meurer, 1992)
we infer that one of these plutons, the Smith Mountain granite,
was emplaced while the Willow Spring pluton was still
partially molten. Three observations support this conclusion
(Meurer, 1992):
1) Although the granite clearly invades the gabbro,/diorite
over large areas, homblende diorite also clearly intrudes the
Smith Mountain granite in central Gold Valley. Thus, the two
plutonic bodies show mutually cross<utting relationships
suggesting that there is either more than one phase of mafic
plutonism or the two plutons are comagmatic.
2) Magma mixing textures are Prominent throughout the
WSP (e.g., Asmerom and others, 1990) suggesting mingling
between a mafic and felsic melt. A particularly prominent rock
type suggestive of magma mingling is exposed iust south of
Willow Spring where xenocrysts of quartz and K+par are
armored by rims of homblende (Meurer, 1992).
3) A small offshoot of the main body of the Smith
Mountain granite in Scotty's canyon yielded an orthoclase
qAr/eAr plateau age of 10.85t0.04 Ma (sample 89ftotty, Figure
7) which is a cooling age nearly indistinguishable from the
U-Pb age of the WSP reported by Wright and others (1991).
Argon correlation diagrams for this sample (not shown)
indicate atmospheric I Ar /x Ar suggesting that this plateau date
is not an excess Argon age (L. Snee, pers. comm., 1993).
Samples collected to the north of Scotty's Canyon yield
orthoclase ages that show a northward younging to 9.56t0.04
Ma at Smith Mountain (Figures 5 and 7), and -7 Ma near
Willow Spring (McKenna, 1990) - relationships consistent with
deeper levels and slower cooling to the north. At the site of the
oldest orthoclase date (89Scotty, Figure 7), the country rock to
the pluton show partial Argon loss in microcline (Meurer, 1992)
and Miocene zircon fission track ages (Holm and Dokka, 1993),
but preserve Precambrian muscovite ages (Meurer, 1992). Thus,
this offshoot of the pluton was aPParently emplaced into
country rock at temPeratures above closure temperatures for
zircon fission track but below muscovite K-Ar closure, and at
these temperatures the pluton must have cooled rapidly.
Typically K-spar ages are considered low-T cooling ages, but
because these K-spars are orthoclase rather than microcline
their closure temperature is presumably relatively
high-apparently higher than zircon fission track closure. Thus,
I suggest that the 10.85 Ma orthoclase age is a reasonable
approximation of the igneous age of the Smith Mountain
granite. This age estimate is problematic because Holm and
oAr/'Ar date from the
others (1992) reported a homblende
Smith Mountain granite near Willow Spring that was -1 m.y.
younger than the SgScotty orthoclase age, yet the adiacent
gabbro/diorite yielded older homblende ages; observations
implying the Smith Mountain tranite is distinctly younter. The
origin of this discrepancy is unclear and will require further
field work to clarify if there are geochronological problems,
multiple phases of the Smith Mountain granite, multiple phases
of the gabbro/diorite, or some combination of the three.
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Despite these problems, I suggest that the Willow Spring
Mormon Point

pluton and Smith Mountain granite are a comagmahc suite.
Following Meurer (7992) I suggest that the mafic pluton was
initially emplaced as a large intrusive sheet prior to the Smith
Mountain granite. Following emplacement of the diorite, the
thermal anomaly generated by plutonism (or regional thermal
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anomalies) produced the granite as a crustal melt that injected
intq and locally mingled with, the WSP prior to its final

crystallization.
Emplacement Depth for the Black Mountains Plutonic
Complex.
The Willow Spring gabbro/diorite contains abundant
leucocratic intrusive sheets and schlieren that contain the
proper assemblage for application of the igneous homblende
geobarometer of Hammarstrom and Zen (1986,). Figure 5
illustrates the results of Meurer's (1992) geobarometry studies
from the Willow Spri.S gabbro/diorite. The pressures are
calculated from an average of 15 to 24 microprobe analyses of
rim compositions and use the experimental calibration of
]ohnson and Rutherford (1989). Defective analyses from the
microprobe data were culled based on formula balance prior to
averaging for all four samples. Even after culling, the data
show a scatter in total Al of -t0.2. When this scatter is applied
to the barometer, pressure estimates calculated for individual
analyses vary by -t100 MPa. The origin of this scatter is
uncertain, but probably results from assumphons in the
geobarometer itself rather than from disequilibrium. That is,
Hollister and others (1987) noted that the barometer is only
well calibrated for high pressures and at low pressures
(<200MPa) other variables (fluid pressure and magmatic
temperature) might produce significant errors. Thus, because all
of these analyses are from low-P assemblages these cautions
must be applied to these data and the absolute pressure
estimates may suffer significant error. What is significant,
however, is not the absolute values of the pressure eshmate but
the trend in the data. Using the average of all analyses for each
site the data show a clear geographic trend of increasing
pressure from southeast to northwest with pressure estimates
of -310MPa near the Black Mountains front and pressures of
-180MPa at the southemmost exposes of the diorite in Gold
Valley. Moreover, these data also fit with the same trend from
published pressure estimates determined for both the Smith
Mountain granite and WSP near Willow Spring (280 and 290
MPa respectively, reported in Holm and Wernicke, 1990, and
Holm and others, 1992) and Meurer's (1992) southemmost
sample (180MPa) was collected just below Smith Mountain
where Wright and others (1991) reported an apparent pressure
of 170 MPa from the Smith Mountain granite using the
homblende geobarometer. These comparisons are critical
because they illustrate that in two cases, pressure estimates
from the Smith Mountain granite and the diorite are
indistinguishable in adjacent samples. Moreover, all of the data
together define a trend of increasing pressures toward the
northwest consistent with a decrease in cooling ages to the
northwest (Figure 5 and Holm and others, 1992), supporting
the conclusion that deeper structural levels are exposed to the
north.
Origin of the Death Valley turtlebacks: Ductile structures at
the floor of a Miocene pluton overprinted by faulting and

folding.
The Death Valley turtlebacks were first described by Curry
(1938) for the geomorphic e:gression of low-angle curviplanar

fault surfaces exposed along the Black Mountains frontal fault

Figure 8. Cross.section form Mormon Point to Copper Canyon
turtleback (BB" in Figure 5) constructed perpendicular to F2 fold axes.

system. Subsequent work by Wright and others (1974) and

Otton (1977) redefined the structures in the context of
extensional tectonics, but more recent detailed studies (e.g.,
Miller, 7991,1992; Holm and Wemickg 1990; Pavlis, 1991,;
Wright and others, 1991; Holm and others, 1992, 1,993;Pavlis
and others, 1993; and Mancktelow and Pavlis, in press) force

critical re-evaluation of the turtleback structures. In particular,
the turtleback structures are now clearly recognized as
composite structures that originated as ductilely deformed
rocks developed at high-T metamorphic conditions as recently
as Miocene and were subsequently ovelprinted by brittle
faulting as they were exhumed by extensional faulting along
the Black Mountains front.
On the xale of the entire Black Mountains, the most
fundamental feature of the turtlebacks is their structural form
in which doubly-plunging, northwest*outheast trending
antiforms are defined by anticlinorial arches in an upper
amphibolite facies foliation. These anticlinoria expose
Precambrian basement and metamoqphosed miogeoclinal rocks
in their cores with a surrounding "cover" of Miocene plutonic
rock (Figure 8). This observation suggests the turtlebacks
represent the deformed floor of the Miocene plutonic complex,
and that the deformational history in the turtlebacks is at least
in part of late Cenozoic age and related to extension of the
Death Valley region (Pavlis, 1991).
The earliest post-Precambrian deformation recognized in
the turtlebacks (D1) produced the main metamolphic foliation
(S1) and variably developed elongation and mineral lineation
(L1). At Copper Canyon and Mormon Point turtlebacks (Figure
8), D1 was associated with upper-amphibolite facies
metamoqphism (Pavlis, 1991 and unpublished) and involved
both metasedimentary rocks of the Cordilleran miogeocline and
Proterozoic crystalline basement. Dl foliation and lineation
extend across the structural contact between the metamoqphic
complex and into the structurally overlying Willow Spring
pluton (Figure 8) indicating that the D1 fabric is at least in part
of Miocene age and is syntectonic with emplacement of the
plutonic complex (Pavlis, 1991 and in review).
D1 strains in the metamorphic complex beneath the
plutonic complex were clearly large because basement was
remobilized and isoclinally folded together with overlying
cover. Moreover, transposition of layering is virtually complete
in both basement and cover and sheath folds are well
developed locally in marbles. Fabric asymmetries are well
developed throughout the Badwater turtleback (Miller, 1991)
and along the westem side of both the Copper Canyon and
Mormon Point turtlebacks. These asymmetries all indicate
noncoaxial strain during D1 with a shear sense of top to the
northwest.
The main foliation (S1) in the turtlebacks is warped into a
series of conspicuous folds (F2) that have long been recognized
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in the turtlebacks (e.g., Hill and Troxel, 1956, Drewes,l96nThese F2 folds range in scale from wavelengths of a few meters
to -4 km and vary in style from open warps of 51 to
sub-isoclinal folds associated with a second foliahon (S2) axial
planar to the F2 folds. However, F2 axes parallel the prominent
mineral and elongation lineation developed on the 51 foliation
and systems of F2 folds produce the anticlhoria which define
the doubly ptunging form of the turtlebacks. At the Mormon
Point turtleback where these structures have been mapped in
detail F2, folds are highly noncylindrical with curved aial
surfaces which have dips ranging from vertical to gently
dipping. Metamorphic assemblages associated with D2 vary
spatially and suggest deformation under falling temPerature
c-onditions. Major retrograde shear zones are limited to the
northwestem closures of the turtlebacks and are subparallel to
the brittle faults which form curviplanar surfaces of larger
wavelength and lower amplitude than the F2 folds of the
turtlebacks. That is, faults and retrograde shear zones cut uP
structural section into plutonic rock within the synclinorial
closures and merge with the

high6rade foliation in the
northwest closure of the antiform.
Together these relationshiPs
imply that the turtlebacks record a
deformational sequence in which D2
closely followed, or was
diachronous with, D1 deformation.
D1 apparently records a high-T
deformation in a shear zone
developed beneath the Miocene
pluton during its emPlacement and
early cooling. Some of this
deformation may have been during
Mesozoic thrusting (e.g., Otton,
L977; Holm, 1992) but the continuitY
of fabrics from the metamorPhic
complex into the overlying plutonic
complex implies that most, or all, of
the D1 fabric is the Product of
Miocene extension. The localizahon
of this deformahon at the base of
the plutonic comPlex is imPortant
because this surface is not
equivalent to the Amargosa fault,
but lies below the fault and is older
than most or all of the motion on
the Amargosa fault. Thus, the D1
turtleback structures rePresent a
deeper level, ductile detachment
surface that was probably operative
prior to, and following, the
emplacement of the WSP.
As this system cooled the D1
shear zone was warPed bY

shortening parallel to layering and
perpendicular to the extension
direchon to produce the D2
deformation. As a result, F2 folding
isolated the synformal portions of
the shear zone and forced the
nucleation of structurally higher
level, but lower-temperaturg
mylonitic shear zones that are now
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west-derived

largely limited to the antiformal, northwest plunging portions
of the turtlebacks. The tight F2 folding was completeby -73
Ma when a suite of Post-metamolphic andesitic to mafic dikes
were injected perpendicular to the F2 fold axes (Wright and
others, 1991; Holm and others, 1992). However, some
longer-wavelength folding apparently continued after iniection
of these dikes because rocks as young as Pliocene are folded in
the hanging wall of the Copper Canyon turtleback (Holm and
Lu(, 1991) and large+cale warps in the Amargosa fault such as
the "Desert Hound anticline" (Figure 5) of Noble (1941) are
related structures.
probably
- The kinematics
of D2 deformation suggests that northwest
directed extension and northeast directed shortening were
occurring simultaneously and probably rePresent a complete
continuum from high-T, mid<rustal deformation to
supracrustal conditions. Wemicke and others (1988) recognized
this kinematic pattem on a regional scale and suggested that it
indicated a regional constrictional strain. However, a simpler
explanahon is provided by a model of distributed transcurrent
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motion as first sutgested by Hill and Troxel (1956). tn this
model, northeast directed shortening and northwest directed
extension are a consequence of distributed dextral
transtension. Moreover, significant amounts of distributed
dextral shear are consistent with paleomagnetic data (Holm
and others, 1993) which sugtest large vertical axis rotations
within the Black Mountains, and allow reconstructions based
on large offuets paleogeographic markers (e.g., Wemicke, L9gg;
Topping, 1993a; Wemicke, 1993) without requirements for
extreme amounts of crustal thinning (e.g., Se1pa, 1993;
Mancktelow and Pavlis, in press). That is, in a zone of
distributed dextral shear, displacements on extensional faults
cannot be related directly to crustal thinning because the strain
is both threedimensional and noncoaxial.
THE AMARGOSA CHAOS BASIN: IMPLICATIONS FoR
THE EVOLUTION OF THE SOUTHERN DEATH VALLEY

REGION FROM 10.5 Ma TO THE PRESENT
(text by David f. Topping)
In the following sections, I will summarize results of my
work in the Amargosa Chaos, Buckwheat, and Sperry Hills
basins (Figure 1). Strata in these Miocene basins iange in age
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from approximately 10.5 Ma through 4 Ma and recoid the -
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magnitude and style of extension in the southem Death Valley
region. A portion of my work has been published (see
Topping, 1993a) with additional new material presented
below. All reported ages in the text and figures below are +2
sigma and all reported paleoslopes are t1 sigma; all ages
without citations are from Topping (1993a).
The Amargosa Chaos basin (Figure 9) is located in the
southern Black Mountains on the southeastern side of Death
Valley, California. These strata were assigned to the Jubilee
Phase of the Amargosa Chaos by Noble (1941) and comprise a
1.5-2 km section that lies depositionally on the locally highly
attenuated Proterozoic sedimentary sechon (the Virgin Spnng
Phase of the Amargosa Chaos (Noble, 1941)). Both the
Proterozoic and the overlying Miocene basin strata are in fault
contact with the metamorphic basement rocks of the southern
Black Mountains along the Amargosa detachment fault and
younger higher-angle faults that cut the detachment. Results
summarized from Topping (1993a): (1) The sediments of the
Amargosa Chaos basin record the evolution of two distinct
extensional system+ the first eisting from 10.5 to 7.g Ma and
the second existing post-7.8 Ma. (2) 10.5-7.8 Ma strata within
sections preserved in the Amargosa Chaos, Buckwheat, and
Sperry Hills basins are correlative (Figures 10 and 11).
Correlative rocks in these basins are referred to in this paper as
the Greater Amargosa Chaos-Buckwheat-Sperry Hills bisin or
GABS basin. Noble (1941) originally correlated GABS basin
strata from Death Valley to the Kingston Range as part of the
Jubilee Phase. (3) Prior to 10.5 Ma, the southern panamint
Mountain-Alexander Hills-Ibex Hills block was adjacent to the
Kingston Range block. The footwall of this extensional system
was the Kingston Range block on the east and the hanging wall
was the Panamint Mountains-Alexander Hills-Ibex Hills block
on the west. (a) The Greenwater Valley4rand View fault and
the brittle Amargosa detachment disrupted this earlier
extensional basin at approximately 7.8 Ma. (5) Fifteen km of
dextral strike*lip motion occurred along the Greenwater
Valley4rand View fault between 7.8 and 3 Ma. (5)
Stratigraphic ties within the Amargosa Chaos basin limit slip
the Amargosa detachment proper to 15-18 km (occurring
9n
between 7.8 Ma and 6.3 Ma in the eastern Black MountainJand
7.8 Ma and 4.5 Ma in the westem Black Mountains). (Z) The

GRAIN-SIZE

Figure 10. Columrs illustrating the correlahve stratigraphy (A) found near
Ashford Mill tn the Amargosa Chaos basin and south of Ibex pass in the
Sperry Hills basin. Age for the Iahte at the base of the Ashford Mill
sechon is from Topping (7993a), age for the latite at the base of the Ibex
Pass section is from J.P. Calzia (pers. comm., 1992). See caphon for Figure
9 for an explanation of R, K,, K, K, and S. Abbreviation: CLS =
charophyte limestone. Grain-size abbreviations: S =
medium-grained sand; C = cobbles; B = boulders.

sil!

nrS =

detachment is cut by a series of higher-angle domino style
faults that, like the detachment, appear to decrease in age to
the northwest (Figure 12); cumulative slip on these faults is
approximately i0 km. (8) The total amount of extension within
the southem Black Mountain block is 25-30 km between 7,8 Ma
and 4(?) Ma. (9) An additional transport of 15 km of the
Panamint Mountains to the northwest has occurred from 4(?)
Ma to the present. (10) By summing all offsets between 10.5 Ma
and the present, the total tectonic transport between the
Kingston Range and the southem Panamint Mountains is 70
km, similar to that obtained by Stewart (1983) and Wernicke
and others (1988).
Although the brittle Amargosa fault can be no older than
7.8 Ma, extension at deep levels within the Black Mountains
began prior to 7.8 Ma (Holm and Wemicke, 1990; pavlis,
above). Unroofing of the Black Mountain core began around
10-11 Ma (Holm and Dokka, 1993), synchronous with the
initiation of the GABS basin on a fault in the footwall of the
younger Amargosa detachment (Topping, 1993a). The age of
the brittle Amargosa detachment is constrained as follows: (1)
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Haefner (1974) in the hanging wall from an 8.7 Ma pluton in
the footwall (Stop 2-1) (Holm and others, 1992).
Pre-7.8 Ma Stratigraphy in the Greater Amargosa
Chaoe-Buckwheat-sperry Hills (GABS) Basin and its

Implications

basin

@!

I
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SECTIONS

Formations.
The age of the regional
unconformify below the GABS basin

SECTIONS

I

Chaos Ridge, Point of Rocks
Amargosa Chaos basin

AN ACITVE MARGIN

Immediately underlying the southemmost exposed GABS
basin strata is a highly faulted sequence of latite flows exposed
in the vicinity of Warm Springs Canyon in the southem
Panamint Mountains (13.55t1.64 Ma, Ar/ Ar homblende), at
Ashford Mill in the southem Black Mountains (13'01t0.42 Ma,
Ar/ Ar biotite) (Stop 1-1), and near Ibex Pass (12.3t0.6 Ma,
K/Ar whole rock, I.P. Calzia, Pers. comm., 1992) (Stop 1{). The
12-14 Ma sequence of latites nonconformably overlies the
Proterozoic sedimentary rocks regionally; in the southem
Panamint Mountains it also overlies the Permian Anvil Spring
Formation south of the Butte Valley fault
(see Figure 5 in Topping, 7993a). To the
north, the latite is missing and basin
strata unconformably overlie the Stirling
Quartzite (Stop 1-2) and Wood Canyon

Miocene basin strata in both the hanging wall and footwall of
this structure are correlative through 7.8 Ma (ToPPing, 1993a).
(2) East of the Copper Canyon turtleback, at the deepest
structural level of the brittle Amargosa detachment, the
Amargosa fault separates the 8.5-7.5 Ma Shoshone Volcanics of

Chaos
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-

strata and correlative regional volcanic
units (Figure 1) is approximately 10.5 Ma
based on the following evidence
described from west to east: (1) The
basal part of the Trail Canyon volcanic

Amargpsa R. Canyon
(China Ranch Beds)
Sperry Hills basin

-

sequence above this unconformity in the
east<entral Panamint Mountains is
10.5t0.6 Ma (Rb/Sr, biotite-whole rock,
McKenna and Hodges, 1990). (2) The
lapilli tuff unconformably overlying the
latites in Warm Spring CanYon is
10.3t1.0 Ma (zircon fission-track, ZFT);
clasts from this unit are found in the
lowermost westderived conglomerates
in the basin. (3) The lowermost tuffs in
the Amargosa Chaos basin 100-200
meters above the basal unconformity
(correlative with the Rhodes Tuff of
Wright and Troxel, 1984) are 9.7t1.0 Ma
and 9.2t0.8 Ma (ZFT). (4) The dacite
flow that underlies the Rhodes Tuff and
nonconformably overlies the Proterozoic

I

I

s.ztt

!1
I
9.81r0.02 Ma

I

10.311 .2 Ma

GRAIN.SIZE

Figure 11. Columns illustrating the correlative stratigraphy G) found in Charlie's Pride Wash in
the Amargosa Chaos basin and in the Buckwheat basin; and, the correlahve stratigraphy (C) found
at Chaos Ridge-Point of Rocks in the Amargosa Chaos basin and in the Amargosa River Canyon
west of Rainbow Mountain in the Sperry Hills basin. The letters t1-t9 indicate the 9 individual tuffs
identified in and near Charlie's Pride Wash; ages in this section are zircon fission-tra& ages
reported in Topping (1993a). Ages ln the Amargosa Canyon section are from Scott and others
(l!gE). See captio" ior Figure 9 for an explanation of R, K, K, $ and K.. Abbreviation: CLS =
charophyte limestone. Grain-size abbreviations: S - sil! mS = medium-grained sand; C = cobbles;
B = boulders.
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sedimentary rocks in the hanging wall of
the Amargosa detachment in the
southeastem Black Mountains is 10.4t0.6
Ma (K/Ar, biotite, Wright and Troxel,
1984). (5) The dacite flow at the base of
the northem Sperry Hills basin is
10.3t1.2 Ma (K/Ar, Scott and others,
1983). (6) The lowermost tuff in the
Sperry Hills basin (correlative with the
Rhodes Tuff) is 9.81t0.02 Ma (ArlAr,
Scott and others, 1988). Interfingering
west- and eastderived alluvial fan
conglomerates, four eastderived
rock-avalanche deposits (the four
rock-avalanche deposits comPrise 50% of
the basin by volume), playa sediments,
ash-flow tuffs, and charophYte
limestones make uP the 10.5-7.8 Ma
basin strata (Figure 9). Westderived
conglomerates dominate the
southwestem Portion of the Amargosa
Chaos basin, whereas eastderived
conglomerates dominate the northeastem
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channels with the method of Topping (1993b). Average
paleoslopes calculated for the westem fan systems are more
gentle (1.610.3') than those calculated for the eastem fan
systems (2.7x0.6'). These observations, in conjunction with the
clast population trends in the basin (see below) indicate a
half6raben geometry for the GABS basin with the depocenter
and active bounding fault on the eastem margin of the basin
(the southwestern flank of the modem Kingston Rarge) from

Figures 10 and

-.
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The changing clast composition of the eastderived
conglomerates records the tectonic denudation of the upper

10.5 to 7.8 lt/.a.

The modal clast composition of the westderived sediments

in the basin did not change through hme and reflects the
erosion of a hanging wall dipslope whereas the composition of
the eastderived sediments did and reflects the erosion of an
actively uplifted footwall. Clasts in the west-derived
conglomerate include: (a) a suite of volcanic rocks, (b) rocks
from the Anvil Spring Formation (a Permian fusulinid
packstone exposed in the southern Panamint Mountains), and
(c) upper Proterozoic quartzites. The three source units for
these clasts have occurred together from 14 Ma to the present
only in the vicinity of Warm Springs Canyon in the southem
Panamint Mountains, where 12-14 Ma volcanic rocks
nonconformably overlie both the Anvil Spring Formation and
Proterozoic sedimentary rocks, which are, in tum, in fault
juxtaposition along the Mesozoic Butte Valley fault ([ohnson,
1957; Topping, 1993a). Thus, the westderived conglomerates
exposed in both the Amargosa Chaos and Buckwheat portions
of the GABS basin can be tied to the southern Panamint
Mountains (Stop 1-3b).

@,@,@:;:lHffi::T:ifjI;

Proterozoic sedimentary rocks and the underlying Pahrump
Group sedimentary rocks intruded by the 12.5t0.5 Ma (Hewett,
1956) Kingston Range granitic pluton in the footwall.
East-derived conglomerate 1, an older (10.5 to -9 Ma)
conglomerate, dominated by clasts from the |ohnnie Formation,
Stirling Quartzite, occurs in the lower part of the Amargosa
Chaos, Buckwheat, and Sperry Hills basins. East-derived
conglomerate 2 (-9 to 7{ Ma) unconformably overlies
eastderived conglomerate 1. This unconformity always occurs
above the -9.5 Ma Rhodes Tuff and below the first of the
Kingston Range granite/Crystal Spring Formation
rock-avalanche deposits described below. Eastderived
conglomerate 2 includes clasts in decreasing order of
abundance: Kingston Range granite, Beck Spring Dolomite,
Crystal Spring Formation, 1,2-1,4 Ma latite, Kingston Peak
Formation, Noonday Dolomite, fohnnie Formation, and Stirling
Quartzite.
A section of at least eight individual ash-flow tuffs and
marginally reworked tuffs occurs in the upper part of the
pre-7.8 Ma basin strata, ZF'l ages range from 7.7 to 8.5 Ma with
the composite age being 8.0t0.4 Ma. This upper tuff sequence
is correlative with tuffs in the 8.5-7.5 Ma Shoshone Volcanics,
the uppermost part of the Trail Canyon volcanic sequence
dated at 8.1t0.8 Ma at Johnson Canyon in the east<entral
Panamint Mountains, the upper tuff in the Buckwheat basin,
and the upper tuff sequence in the Sperry Hills dated at
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Figure 12. lnterpretive cross-sections through the southem Black Mountains parallel to the tectomc transPort direction (simplified
frJm Topping in prep.). Based on Topping (unpub. mapprng), Wright and Troxel (1984), Wright and others (1991), Wright (1968),
Noble and WiigtrilfiSa;, and Jennings and others (1952). Outlined letters A, B, and C refer to the locations of stratigraphic
sections in Figu-res 10 and 11. See caption lor Figu.re 9 for an exPlanation of & K,, K, K, S, K, Ir4 ana F' Abbreviation: VSP =
Virgin Spring Phase of the Amargosa Chaos in associahon with the brittle Amargosa detachment.

rocks of the
Crystal
Spring
Formation
and Beck
Spring
Dolomite is
the Kingston
Range

pluton. (5) A
survey of all
the regional
Miocene

granitic
plutons
indicates the
closest

hand+ample
and
thin-section
match

between the

rock-avalanche deposits and the Kingston Range pluton. The granite in
the rock-avalanche deposits contains two rock types, a phase
dominated by feldspar phenocrysts and phase dominated by
round quartz phenocrysts. The Kingston Range granite pluton
consists of two phases, a feldspar PorPhyry and a quartz
porphyry {.P. Calzia, pers. comm., 1993); it is the only

8.36t0.48 Ma (ArlAr, Scott and others, 1988) and 7.64.4 Ma
(diatom zone, f.P. Calzia, written comm., 1993).
Granitic Rock-avalanche deposits from the Kingston Range.
Three major rock-avalanche deposits composed mainly of
Kingston Range granite and rocks of the Crystal Spring
Formation and Beck SPring Dolomite occur above the -9.5 Ma
tuff and below the -8 Ma tuff sequence in the southem part of
the Amargosa Chaos and Sperry Hills basin. It is likely that the
lower three rock-avalanche events occurred between 9 and 8
Ma. Evidence for the 9 Ma bound, summarized from Topping
(1993a), is as follows: (1) The deposits occur above the 9.711.0
Ma tuff (Stop 1-3a). (2) A 10.rt1.0 Ma pre+lide, shattered latite
dike occurs in the Crystal Spring Formation portion of the
second rock-avalanche deposit (Stop 1-3a). (3) Apatite
fission-track ages from the granitic portions of the
rock-avalanche deposits of 9.5+1.8 Ma (Stop 1-3b) and 8.8+2.2
Ma (Stop 1-3a) and an aPatite fission-track age from the
western margin of the source pluton in the Kingston Range of
9.1+7.4 Ma require a post-9 Ma avalanche age. The fourth event
overlies the 8.6-7.7 Ma tuff sequence and occurred at
approximately 7.8 Ma as deduced by intelpolation between

Miocene granite pluton in the region containing quartz
phenocrysts. (6) The Kingston Range pluton is the only
regional pluton that matches the rare'earth element Pattem of
the granite in the rock-avalanche deposits (See figure 9 in
Topping, 1993a). (4 The zircon and apatite fission-track ages in
the iock-avalanche deposits only match the ages obtained from
the Kingston Range pluton. (8) The portions of the
rock-avilanche deposits which remained in the Sperry Hills
basin when faulting stepped westward to the brittle Amargosa
detachment are still within 20 km of the Kingston Range (Stops

74,'t-n.

The mere occurrence of a rock-avalanche deposit in an
extensional basin requires that the active fault, regardless of its
current angle, be originally steePer than the angle of intemal
friction of the material, in this case, steePer than 30 degrees

dated volcanic units.
Evidence for a Kingston Range pluton source, summarized
from Topping (1993a), is as follows: (1) While the
rock-avalanche deposits are interbedded with both the
eastderived and westderived conglomerates, the rock types in
the rock-avalanche deposits only match those in the bracketing
eastderived conglomerates. (2) Grooves at the bases of the
deposits indicate an east-west transPort direction. Grooves
unfortunately are bidirectional indicators, but can be used in
coniunction with observation (1) to indicate an eastem source.
(3) Kinematic indicators in the clay gouge beneath the deposits
indicate an east-to-west transPort direction (D. Cowan, in
progress). (4) The rock-avalanche deposits contain both granite
and Proterozoic Crystal Spring Formation and Beck Spring
Dolomite strata intruded by dikes of the same granite. The only
Miocene pluton in the southem Death Valley region that

(Topping, 1993b). Unlike creeping btock-glide landslides, which
ao not run out into a basin, but stop when their center of
gravity reaches the toe of the slope (for example, see Braddock,
1978), rock-avalanches are catastroPhic, inertial events that
occur within minutes, reaching peak velocities of 100 m/s, and
do experience relatively long runouts. The maximum possible
rrnorrt distance of rock-avalanches can be empirically related to
deposit volume (Topping, 7993a). The volumes of the three
Kingston Range granite rock-avalanche deposits in the GABS
basin require that the rock-avalanches could have traveled no
farther than 10 km from the Kingston Range granitic pluton.
Since three of the rock-avalanche deposits are interbedded with

westderived conglomerates (Stop 1-3b), these deposits
traversed at least half of the basin, so the inferred original
basin width could be no more than about 20 km, similar in
width and morphology to modern Death Valley. This places the
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Panamint Mountain block no farther than 20 km from the
Kingston Range through 7.8 Ma. Presumably, the Panamints
were immediately adjacent to the Kingston Range at 10.S Ma.
Post-7.E Ma stratigraphy in the Amargosa Chaos Basin
and its Implications
The post-7.8 Ma section in the Amargosa Chaos basin is
approximately 1.5 km thick. This sechon is dominated by
eastderived conglomerate 3 and records the initial breakup up
of the GABS basin, uplift of the metamorphic basement along
the Amargosa detachment, and subsequent uplift of the
Shoshone Volcanics. The clast composition of eastderived
conglomerate 3 changes rapidly up section: (1) the lowest
portion (-7.5 to 6.5 Ma) is dominated by clasts derived from
the Crystal Spring Formation, Beck Spring Dolomite, and the
stranded Buckwheat-Sperry Hills basin in the footwall of the
brittle Amargosa detachment (Stop 1-5), (2) the middle portion
(-5.5 to 6 Ma) is composed only of metamolphic basement
clasts (Stop 1-5), and, (3) the upper portion (-6 to 4.6 Ma) is
dominated by metamorphic basement, Shoshone Volcanict
Sheephead Andesite of Wright and Troxel (1984), and basalt
clasts (Stop 14a).
Three rock-avalanche deposits occur in this section (Figure
9). The lowermost is composed of Sperry Hills-Buckwheat basin
strata and is dominated by Kingston Range granite
rock-avalanche deposit material, westderived conglomerate,
and charophyte limestone (Stop 1-3a). The second is composed
of metamorphic basement and is inferred to have occurred at
approximately 5.3 Ma as interpolated from bracketing volcanic
units (Stop 1-5). The uppermost rock-avalanche deposit is
composed of rocks from the Shoshone Volcanics (Stop 14a).
The inveshgated section is capped by the Funeral basalt dated
at 4.610.3 Ma (K/Ar, whole rock, L. Wright, pers. comm., 1993)
east of Virgin Spring Canyon and 4.9*0.1 Ma (ArlAr, Holm
and Lux, 1991) in the Copper Canyon basin to the north. A
potenhal feeder dike for this flow cuts the Amargosa
detachment east of Virgin Spring Canyon (Noble, 1941; Wright
and Troxel, 1984) indicating cessation of movement on the
detachment by 4.5 Ma in the westem Black Mountains.
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rock-avalanche volume). Also, note clast composition for
comparison with the conglomerates at Stop 1{. The clasts are
dominated by Kingston Range granite and latite, with lesser
amounts of Beck Spring Dolomite, Crystal Spring Formation,
and metamorphic basement.
North of the wash, on the horizon, the section is: Ashford
latite (base not exposed), eastderived conglomerate 2 (20 m),
first Kingston Range granite rock-avalanche deposit (50 m),
eastderived conglomerate 2 (20i0 m), second Kingston Range
granite rock-avalanche deposit (50-100 m), eastderived
conglomerate 2 (0-20 m), and third Kingston Range granite
rock-avalanche deposit (150-200 m). At stop 1{, we will
examine identical stratigraphy in the footwall of the brittle
Amargosa detachment at Ibex Pass, 35 km to the southeast. To
the east, the Crystal Spring Formation-metamoqphic basement
nonconformity in the hanging wall of the brittle Amargosa
detachment is visible. According to Holm and Wemiclie (1990),
this nonconformify (locality B on Figure 2) has been translated
15-20 km northwestward away from equivalent rocks in the
southem Black Mountains (locality C, Figure 2).
30.7 BACKTRACK down the gravel road to the paved road
and TURN LEFT.
35.9 PARK and look to the north.
Stop 1-2. Basin basal unconformit5r and Amargosa detachment
view. At this stop, we will view the basal unconformity of the
northem part of the Amargosa Chaos basin. This ridge is the
only location where the westderived sediments of the
Amargosa Chaos basin lie depositionally on the proterozoic
sedimentary rocks, specifically the Stirling euartzite. The 12-14
Ma latite flows that usually occur between the Proterozoic
sedimentary rocks and overlying Miocene strata are missing. In
the foreground a S0-m-thick Kingston Range granite
rock-avalanche deposit can be seen interbedded with
westderived conglomerate. To the east, the northdipping
Amargosa detachment separates pre-7.8 Ma Amargosa Chaos
basin rocks on the left ftranging wall) from the basement on the
right (footwall). Kinemahc indicators in this fault zone indicate
a top-to-the-northwest sense of displacement (see Pavlis,
above). The visible hanging wall stratigraphy is: Kingston
Range granite/Crystal Spring Formation rock-avalanche deposit
(base not exposed), deformed eastderived conglomerate 2 (5
m), Kingston Range granite/Crystal Spring Formation
rock-avalanche deposit (135 m), westderived conglomerate (92
m), 7.8t0.8 Ma (ZFT) Shoshone Volcanic equivalent tuff (50{0

Road Log
1

Objechve: to examine evidence for northwestdirected

transport of hanging wall basin sediments and to reconstruct
timing and amount of extension in the southem Black
Mountains. The mileage is given as cumulative mileage.

0.0 LEAVE Shoshone. DRryE NORTH on highway
1.5 TURN LEFT on highway 178.

127.

29.2 At Ashford Mill, TURN RIGHT on the second gravel
road. Watch for sand traps.
30.7 PARK. Note, the road is usually impassable 0.2 miles
prior to this in 2wd.
Stop 1-1. Ashford Mill Area-Amartosa Chaos basin. At this
stop, we will investigate the lowermost portion of the
southwestem margin of the Amargosa Chaos basin (Figure 10).
Walk up the road to the wash and turn right. The section we

will examine is, from bottom up, as follows: (1) 13.01t0.42Ma
Ashford latite flow with columnar joints (base not exposed), (2)
Kingston Range granite rock-avalanche deposit (54 m), (3)
Interbedded conglomerates and sandstones (eastderived
conglomerate 2), fluvial and debris flow in origh (25 m), (4)
Kingston Range granite rock-avalanche deposit (50-100 m), (4)
Interbedded conglomerates and siltstones (eastderived
conglomerate 2) (0-20 m), and (5) Kingston Range granite
rock-avalanche deposit (200 m). The granite in the first
rock-avalanche deposit yields a 11.9t0.8 Ma ZFT age.
We will focus on the vertical zonation in texture through
the lower rock-avalanche deposit. From bottom up: (1) Grooves
are present on the base of the slide, indicating the
rock-avalanche transport direction. (2) The lower 0.5-1.5 m of
the megabreccia is composed of silt- to coarse-sand-sized
graint most of which are granite, with some incorporated
substrate (latite) and clasts not present in the immediate
substrate (metamorphic basement); this zone is equivalent to
the mixed zone of Yamold and Lombard (1989). More substrate
material is incoqporated into the base of the megabreccia when
the substrate is less competent, e.g., fluvial sediments rather
than latite flows. As we will see later today, rock-avalanche
induced deformation can penetrate the underlying substrate for
more than 10 meters when the substrate is less competent. (3)
Clastic dikes of mixed zone material are locally injeited up into
the overlying megabreccia. (4) Above the lower mixed zone, the
{eposil is monolithologic, with the degree of fracturing
decreasing toward the top of the deposit. The basal 2 m are
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pulverized and are equivalent to the disrupted zone of yamold
and Lombard (1989). In the interior portion of the
rock-avalanche deposit, the clasts are interlocking and highly
angular, with minimal rotation between clasts.
, Look carefully for the diagnostic round quartz phenocrysts
of the Kingston Range granite at this and future stops (qr.ruitz
phenocryst bearing granite typically comprises only 107, of the

Wright, L.A., Drake, R.8., and Troxel, 8.W., 19E4, Evidence for
westward migration of severe Cenozoic extensiory southeastern
Great Basiry California: Geological Society of America Abstracts
with Programs, v.76, p.707.
Wright, L.A., and eight others, 1991, Cenozoic magmatic and tectonic
evolution of the east-cenhal Death Valley region" Califomia:
Geological Society of America Annual Meeting Guidebook, San
Diego Califomia, p. 93-'127.
Yamold, I.C., and lombard, 1.P.,7989, A fucies model for large
rock-avalanche deposits formed in dry climates, in Colbum, I.p.,
Abbott P.L., a.rrd Minctu |., eds., Conglomerates in basin analysis:
A symposium dedicated to A.O. Woodford: pacific Section Society
of Economic Paleontologists and Mineralogisk,, v.62, p. 9-31.

DAY

2

m).

35.9 CONTINUE driving east on the paved road.
37.3 PARK on the right side of the road in the alcove in the
granite megabreccia. Walk north to the right margin of the
calico<olored rock-avalanche deposit.
Stop 1-3a. Chaos Ridge and Charlie's pride Wash traverse. At
this stop, we will traverse a portion of a rock-avalanche deposit
comprised of Crystal Spring Formation and Kingston Range
granite (Figure 13). Chaos Ridge (named by Noble, 1941) owes
its chaotic appearance to the fact that it is composed of two
stacked rock-avalanche deposits that have been cut by young
northeast+triking, northwest-sidedown, high-angle normal -
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will focus on the lower of the
two rock-avalanche deposits.
faults. We
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500 meters
g
Beck Spring Dolomite. .t
We will enter the slide
f,l^^^i^r,
Dolomite hlnaLc
blocks 4r
Noonday halnmi+a
approximately 100-150 m above the base
Folded -8 Ma lacustrine
basem_ent blocks,f,t
and traverse slowly down-section.
charophyte
€I'
(1-3a-1) The first items of interest are the
latite
preserved intrusive relations between
9.7+1.0 Ma ash layer in
the Kingston Range granitic dike and
west-derived
quartzite of the Crystal Spring
Formation. Even though the entire mass
I
is fractured to cobble+ized fragments,
J.'
chilled margins can be detected
't...""f
preserved within fragments and
followed across and meters of outcrop.
I
I
(1-3a-2) Observe the sharpness of the
preserved contact between the granitic
dike and the diabase. (1-3a-3) Foresets
----=-stop
1-3a...
within the Crystal Sp.i.g quartzite are
preserved and can be followed for tens
of meters across highly fractured, but
intemally unrotated, material. (1 -3aa)
Shattered 10.2t1.0 Ma
We will walk across the largest intact
latite dikes in rockblock in the deposit, measuring 100 by
avalanche deposit
20 m, composed of mudstone from the
Crystal Spring Formation. Pre+lide latite
dikes yielding a 10.2t1.0 Ma (ZFT) cut
linearly across this block.
.i
I
(i-3a-5) View to the northwest. A
probable finger of this rock-avalanche
deposit can be seen overlying rotated
beds of westderived conglomerate. This
rock-avalanche was probably deposited
in a preexisting canyon cut through the
LEGEND
rotated beds. Clay gouges are found
E;''j.;*--'.{ElEast-derivedconolomerate
rock-avalanche deposlts
ln
Unlts
the
beneath this slide and gouge
@
(nigr,ty def ormed-beneath
Crystal Spring Formation
rock-avalanche deposits)
asymmetries indicate westerly transport
rin.-or"ined granitic dites
r..TTt-ii
f
ffil aABASE (-1. 1 ca siils and dikes)
direction down this canyon. We have
West-derived
conglomera'te
EIlil
[B]] xingston Ranse sranite ffictenrueuaea
been traversing the Chaos Ridge-Point of
l::!::!:l I 6-7.7 lvla tuff seouence
E
I .ARBONAT E MEMBER (stronatolitic
Rocks sechon (Figure 11). This section is
Stratiqrapnic unit highlighted in
urt".orphic basement @E limestone, dolomite, locally talc bearing) l-il
ffi
River
with
the
Amargosa
correlative
| ^ | Figur"s 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
Base of rock-avalanche
r!_-:1_!_?:_1_4LOWERMEMBER(btackmudstone)
@.
oeposrl
Canyon section in the Sperry Hills basin
Walking tour stop
rI
N rowea,r,rnr,ra E R @ u aftzite)
40 km to the souttreast. Rock-avalanche
ff::'3,.,fl"ffi::,'".
deposits typically thicken at the distal
Figure 13. Detailed map of the area oI Stops L-3a and 1-3b simplified from Topping (unpub.
margin and have a longitudinal teardrop
mapping). See caption Ior Figure 9 for an explanation of R" K, K, $ and K,.
molphology (see Yamold and Lombard,
1989). We are standing near the
ZW age and a 8.8t2.2 Ma apatite fission-track age.
interpreted distal end of a -10-km-long rock-avalanche deposit.
Walk east along the north side of the rock-avalanche
All features observed here occur in the thinner proximal
deposit to the crest of a hill to get a view north (1-3a{). From
portions of these deposits exposed in the Amargosa River
the hill, one can see the Charlie's Pride Wash section to the
Canyon.
(Figure 11). This section is correlative with the section in
north
traversed
rests
unconformably
on
The deposit we have
the Buckwheat basin 15 km to the southeast. Part of the
rotated beds of westderived conglomerate. Walk east up the
rock-avalanche deposit we are standing on can be seen
wash until you come to the 19-m-thick section of westderived
overlying eastderived conglomerate 2 above the tuff east of the
conglomerate (1-3a{) dominated by debris flows and including
wash.
Farther to the right, a younger rock-avalanche deposit
(ZFT)
walking
up
wash
to
a
tuff. Continue
the
a 9.7*.1.0 Ma
capped by blocks of westderived conglomerate and charophyte
saddle between the two rock-avalanche deposits. (1-3a-7) A
limestone is visible. This deposit was presumably derived from
west-verging fold in the -8 Ma charophyte limestone, together
the Sperry Hills-Buckwheat basin stranded in the footwall as
with nearby grooves and gouge asymmetries at the base of the
faulting stepped westward onto the brittle Amargosa fault at
deposit,
indicate
an
east-to-west
overlying rock-avalanche
7.8 Ma. Farther to the north, the underlying Proterozoic
transport direction for the overlying rock-avalanche deposit.
sedimentary rocks are visible. The contact between the basin
Poorly elposed, deformed eastderived conglomerate 2
strata and the Proterozoic sedimentary rocks is a fault with
immediately overlies the limestone. The granite in the
top-to-the+outheast displacement. This fault involves all basin
a
overlying upper rock-avalanche deposit yields 11.9t1.2Ma
1
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basement gneiss that has undergone intense hematitic
alteration. Such alteration is typical of this portion of the

-6 Ma.

Walk to the northeast, crossing blocks of Noonday

dolomitg Beck Spring Dolomite, and metamolphic basement.
(1-3a-9) Locally, tuff beds correlated with the 8.6-7.7 Ma tuff
sequence and interbedded westderived conglomerate crop out

beneath the rock-avalanche deposit. Walk down Charlie's Pride
Wash toward the road. (1-3a-10) On the right wall of the wash,
the base of the 270-m-thick rock-avalanche deposit is repeated
by numerous northwest+idedown, high-angle normal faults.
Look for grooves on the exposed base and asymmetries in the
underlying gouge. East of the wash, this deposit rests on a
mixed zone over 10-m-thick.

Walk to the vans and have lunch.
Stop 1-3. Point of Rocke. At this stop, we will investigate the
type section for the westderived conglomerates. The bottom of
this section is the hummocky upper surface of a Kingston
Range granite rock-avalanche deposit, which is modified by a
minor east-sidedown normal fault near the road (Figures 11
and 13). The granite in this underlying rock-avalanche deposit
yields a 11.5t0.8 Ma ZFT age and a 9.5t1.8 apatite fission-track
age. The overlying stratigraphy is: (1) westderived
conglomerate (89 m), (2) massive tuff (74 m) yielding a 7.8+0.8
Ma ZFT age near the top of the tuff, (3) westderived
conglomerate (84 m), (4) Kingston Range granite rock-avalanche
deposit (135 meters), (5) westderived conglomerate (18 m), (6)
eastderived conglomerate 2 (200+ m).
Debris flows comprise most of the westderived section;
fluvial channel-fill and sheetwash deposits comprise the
remainder. Paleocurrents determined from the fluvial beds
indicate a westerly source; paleoslopes for this section are
1.7t1.0o. Only three major clast types are represented here: (1)
Terhary volcanic (mostly latite, andesite, welded tuffs, and
lapilli tuffs), (2) Proterozoic quartzites and siltstones, and (3)
Permian fusulinid packstones. This clast population source is
unique to the southem Panamint Mountains. Angular
fragments of rock.avalanche derived(?) granite also occur here,
unique among all the westderived sections.
37.3 CONTINUE driving east on the paved road.
38.6 TURN LEFT on a faint gravel road. Beware of sand traps!
40.1 PARK.
Stop 1-4. Top of Amargosa Chaos basin section and Virgin
Spring Canyon. (14a) At this stop, from the parked vans/ we
can see the upper portion of the Amargosa Chaos basin up
through the 4.6t0.6 Ma (L. Wright, pers. comm./ 1993) Funeral
Basalt on the hill to the northeast (Figure 9). One can readily
make out the bright yellow Shoshone Volcanic rock-avalanche
deposit near the bottom of the hill and, if the litht is right, the
thin 5.2t0.6 Ma (ZFT) ash layer half way up the hill. The
conglomerates here are eastderived conglomerate 3 dominated
by metamolphic basement, Shoshone Volcanic, and Sheephead
Andesite clasts.

(1ab) Walk from the vehicles toward the mouth of Virgin
Spring canyon and proceed through the mouth of the canyon.
Past the mouth the stream turns to the left. As we proceed
along the south wall we will first pass a series of thin gouge
zones with asymmetries indicating a top to the northwest sense
of shear. As we continue on we can see a spectacular view of
what is probably the best exposure of the Amargosa fault
surface. Rocks above the fault are Crystal Spring Formation and
overlying Noonday Dolomite, in proper strahgraphic order, but
both are highly brecciated and attenuated by faulting. The fault
surface itself is marked by a narrow (0.5 to 2 m thick)
multicolored touge zone and below this gouge is Precambrian

Amargosa fault and is distinct from the chloritic alteration
recognized at deeper structural levels along the Black
Mountains front. A spectacular feature seen on the cliff face is a
system of east dipping normal faults (with one west dipping
conjugate) that cut and displace the brecciated Crystal Spring
Formation, but the faults themselves bottom in the gouge along
the Amargosa fault. These large scale faults are mimicked by
smaller scale fault sets that displace the xaly cataclastic fabric
in the gouge. The asymmetry between these minor faults and
scaly fabric of the gouge were used to determine the slip vector
for this fault using the method of Chester and Logan (1987).
These fault geometries and fabric asymmetries together suggest
that the latest motion on this setment of the Amargosa fault
was top to the southeast (Figure 6). This shear sense is opposite
to the typical northwest transport seen elsewhere on the
Amargosa fault (Figure 5), and as inferred by large*cale
reconstructions of apparent offsets (e.g., Holm and Wemicke,
1990; Topping,'1993a).Indeed, less than 1 km up the canyon
from this site, thick gouge units show clear evidence of top to
the northwest slip on that segment of the Amargosa fault. We
suggest that the apparent southeast directed motion at this site
is the result of late-stage, gravitationally driven motiont
possibly related to folding of the Amargosa detachment
surface. tmmediately to the south of this site, a high-angle,
southdipping normal fault system drops the Tertiary
sedimentary rocks down with respect to this site (see above).
40.1 BACKTRACK down the gravel road to the paved road
and TURN LEFT
41.9 PARK and walk left up the prominent gully on the north
side of the road.
Stop 1-5. Metamorphic basement rock-avalanche deposit. Note
that we have dropped down-section 300 m from Stop 14a. At
this stop, we will briefly walk up section to the base of the
metamorphic basement rock-avalanche deposit (Figure 9).
These conglomerates are eastderived conglomerate 3, are
predominantly fluvial, and are eastderived as indicated by
paleocurrents calculated from clast orientations. Paleoslopes
calculated for this part of the basin are quite steep (1.7) and
steepen dramatically up section to the base of the
rock-avalanche deposit (4.0'). Clast populations change quickly
up-sechon as well. We will walk through conglomerates
containing Buckwheat-Sperry Hills basin, Beck Spring
Dolomite, and Crystal Spring Formation clasts uP into
conglomerates composed only of metamorphic basement clasts.
This clast-type transition is interpreted to reflect the tectonic
denudation and exposure of the Crystal Spring
Formation-metamolphic basement nonconformity in the
footwall of the Amargosa detachment 11 km to the southeast in
the Talc-Ibex Hills at about 6.5-7 Ma. The first occurrence of a
metamolphic basement clast is usually within 50-100 m of the
base of the slide; metamorphic basement clasts comprise only
6.2% of the clasts 20 m below the rock-avalanche deposit, but
comprise 48.4% of the clasts 5 m below the rock-avalanche
deposit. Also, the last occurrence of any Kingston Range
granite as clast material is 5 m below the slide. The
rock-avalanche is not derived from the local basement, as
indicated by the lack of compatibility of ZFT ages from the
rock-avalanche deposit with the local basement south of the
road (see Topping, 1993a and Holm and Dokka, 1993), and is
interpreted to have a source area east of Confidence Wash, 9
km to the southeast.
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Formation, and Noonday Dolomite in the hanging wall
(McMackin, 7992). ln the immediate foreground, the folded 10.5
Ma basal unconformity of the Sperry Hills basin is visible. To
the southeast, we can see our last stop. To the northeast,
diagonally cufting across the vista from left to right is the
dextral Greenwater Valley€rand View strikeslip fault zone
with approximately 15 km of offset intelpreted to have
occurred between 7.8 and 3 Ma.
88.7 BACKTRACK down the gravel road and TURN LEFT on

41.9 CONTINUE driving east on the paved road.
62.9 TURN RIGHT on highway 727 toward, Shoshone.
80.0 As we drive over Ibex Pass, we are driving across a
northwest-trending, southeast-plunging syncline in the Sperry
Hills basin and underlying Proterozoic{ambrian sedimentary
rocks and 12-14 Ma latites.
S1.3 TURN RIGHT on a gravel road. TURN RIGHT at the fork
near the microwave relay station.
82.9 PARK and walk to the north for 15-20 minutes up the
leftmost gully toward the apparent high point on the granite
ridge on the skyline.
Stop 14. Base of Sperry Hills basin. At this stop, we will
investigate the lowermost portion of the southwestem margin
of the Sperry Hills basin. The stratigraphy here, as will become
apparent, is virtually identical to the stratigraphy at Stop 1-1
(35 krn to the northwest) with the addition of 20 m of
deformed eastderived conglomerate 2 at the base of the basin
(Figure 10). The section here is as follows: (1) highly faulted
latite sequence, (2) Highly deformed conglomerates and
siltstones (20 m), (3) Pulverized Kingston Range granite
rock-avalanche deposit (150-200 m), (4) Highly deformed
conglomerates and siltstones (20 m), (5) Kingston Range granite
rock-avalanche deposit, lower one-third pulverized grading
upward into a fractured slab (50-100 m), (5) Mildly deformed
conglomerates and siltstones (20 m), (7) Kingston Range granite
rock-avalanche deposit, lower 20 m pulverized grading upward
into a fractured slab (200 plus m).
Tuff correlative with the -9.5 Ma Rhodes Tuff is found
locally above the highly faulted latite sequence and below the
lowermost granitic rock-avalanche deposit on this ridge, but we
will not see it on our traverse. The conglomerates here are
correlated with eastderived conglomerate 2, note the similarity
of the clast composition with Stop 1-1. The underlying latite is
12.3t0.5 Ma (K/Ar, l.P. Calzia, pers. comm./ 1992), the granite
in the rock-avalanche deposits is 12.6t0.6 Ma (K/Ar, |.P.
Calzia, written communication, 1993), and the granite in the
rock-avalanche deposits yields a 12.3t0.8 Ma ZFT age.
82.9 RETURN to the highway and TURN LEFT. Make sure to
take the left fork at the first junction.
86.5 TURN LEFT on gravel road (past Ibex Pass)

highway

127.

105.4 Shoshone, end of day

1.

DAY 2
frjective: to examine intrusive relations and the contrast in
deformational style (from east to west) across the deepest
exposed portions of the crustal section.
0.0 LEAVE Shoshone. DRIVE NORTH on highway 127.
1.5 TURN LEFT on highway 178.
7.3 TURN RIGHT onto the Greenwater Road.
25.2 TURN LEFT off of the Greenwater Road.
30.4 PARK.
Stop 2-1. Sheep Canyon Hike. Don't forget to take your lunch
as we will not be seeing the vans again until we reach the floor
of Death Valley. We are parked at about 5800 feet on exPosures
of an 8.7 Ma monzonitic body which pervasively invades the
Willow Spring Pluton to the west and north. With this hike we
can traverse from the eastem side of the Black Mountains
crystalline core to the westem side and observe the change in
Miocene deformational style from brittle on the east to ductile
on the west.
As we begin the hike we are walking iust below the
contact of the Shoshone Volcanics and the underlying Plutonic
complex. Here we can see fault rocks developed in the
monzonite that include breccia and gouge. As we proceed
downward (and also further beneath the contact) the plutonic
rocks are deformed along discrete fault zones. As we descend
to an elevation of -4600 feet we ascend a ridge (to avoid a
dryfall) and are afforded an excellent view of the Amargosa
detachment fault which here include brecciated Bonanza King
Formahon. At about 4030 feet we come uPon a stream
intersection. Looking back to the east we see a cliff of Bonanza
King which has been intruded by a rhyolite sill near the fault

88.7 PARK.
Stop 1-7. Sperry Hills basin-Kingston Range Overlook. We
will end our day with an overlook of the Sperry Hills basin

contact.

and Kingston Range to the east. We are very near the basal
unconformity of the Sperry Hills basin and are standing east of
the brittle Amargosa detachment breakaway zone (Figures 1
and 12). To the west, we can see the eastdipping Crystal
Spring Formation, Beck Spring Dolomite, and Noonday
Dolomite. The Crystal Sprhg Formation- metamorphic
basement nonconformity in the footwall of the brittle Amargosa
detachment is just west of the crest of the Ibex Hills; the
Buckwheat basin section in the hanging wall of the Amargosa
detachment just west of the Ibex Hills.
To the east, on the horizon, we can see the Kingston Range
pluton, the interpreted source for the granite/Crystal Spring
Formation rock-avalanche deposits. The Kingston Range granite
is 12.5t0.6 Ma (Hewett, 1955) and yields a 12.6x;1.0 Ma ZFT age
and a 9.1t1.4 Ma apatite fission-track age. On the left
(northem) margin of the pluton, the granite intrudes the
metamoqphic basement in the footwall of the -14 Ma Kingston
Range detachment and the overlying section of northeast-tilted
Crystal Spring Formation, Beck Spring Dolomite, Kingston Peak

For the next 3.5 km (or down to an elevation of about 2600
feet) we progress through the plutonic complex and can
observe the intrusive sequence of monzonitic sills into the

gabbrodiorite. Locally in the gabbrodiorite we will see
spectacular magma mixing textures. Note that there is no
ductile deformation in the plutonic complex until about 2600
feet where we will have lunch. At about 2600 feet we see our
first exposure of ductilely deformed gabbrodiorite as well as
exposures of marble overlying Precambrian gneiss. The contact

here is highly faulted. The origin of this faulting is problematic
as the fault cannot be traced for more than a km or so. At 2480
feet we see exposures of basement, quartzite and marble with
the marble showing extensive metasomatic rePlacement to
gamet/diopside. We are currently at the southeastemmost
closure of the Copper Canyon antiform. As we proceed down
canyon we observe excellent exPosure of the quartz-rich
basement gneiss and schist. Note the characteristics of the
basement for later comParison with tectonites derived from the

plutonic complex.
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right. ]ust before this bend we can see several examples of
folding of the foliation (representing F2 folds) in the basement

1.5 TURN LEFT on highway 178.
5.4 PARK on the right side of the road.
Stop 3-1. View of Chocolate Sundae Mountain. To the north

and marbles related to development of the Copper Canyon

antiform. At the tum we are located along the southwest side
of the Copper Canyon antiform where foliated and lineated
metadolomite and metasiltstone separate Precambrian basement
(to the northeast) from the Willow Spring Pluton (to the
southwest) along a northwest trending zone of ductile shear.
As described by Holm and Wernicke (1990) and Wright and
others (1991), a parallel foliation exists in both the basement
and pluton and locally extends 50-100 meters on either side. A
gently (<20') northwest plunging lineation is visible in this
shear zone in both the gabbrodiorite and carbonate layer.
Shear sense indicators consistently indicate dextral motion. As
we continue down, the canyon turns to the left and we cross
out of the deformed basement and marbles and into the Willow
Spring pluton. As we leave the marbles compare the
well-foliated, biotite-rich mylonite with basement seen
previously. We interpret this rock to be highly deformed
Willow Spring Pluton.
Away from the pluton/marble contact towards the
southwest, the pluton is penetratively mylonitized into an
L-tectonite. The lineations plunge moderately towards the north
and northwest. They are crosscut by gently southeast dipping
dikes of monzonitic and granitic composition (which extend
from 8.7 Ma plutons) and by younger hypabyssal mafic to
silicic dikes of variable orientation. At an elevation of about 600
feet, we cross into a zone of chloritic cataclasites. These rocks
where developed by brittle deformation along the Mormon
Point low-angle fault system. Pavlis et al. (1993) inteqpreted
these rocks as a product of seismic slip with implosion
brecciation as a dominant process.
End of Day 2. Drive to Shoshone.

DAY

3

Objective: On day 2, we observed a locality where the
Amargosa fault cuts intrusive rocks with homblende cooling
ages as young as 8.7 Ma (Holm and others, 1992) indicating
that at that locality the Amargosa fault is younter than 8.7 Ma;
a conclusion consistent with Topphg's (1993a) analysis of
syn-extensional basin systems along the Amargosa fault.
However, in the classic Amargosa chaos area, mapping by

Wright and Troxel (1984) indicates that the most intensely
deformed "Virgin Spring phase" of the chaos is depositionally
overlain by 9-70 Ma volcanic rock, but that these rocks were in
tum highly faulted by subsequent deformation. Thut in that
area it would appear that the motion on the Amargosa fault
was primarily, if not entirely, pre-10 Ma. These distinctions in
apparent field relahons will be the primary focus of this day of
the field trip as we travel from the area mapped by Wright and
Troxel to visit a site where the volcanic rocks overly the chaos
to a site in the north<entral Black Mountains where the
volcanic rocks are clearly in fault contact with the underlying
plutonic complex. A major goal of today's trip will be to
dixuss the problem of the age of the Amargosa fault.
Specifically, does the fault vary spatially in age - e.g., as might
be expected by passage of a rolling hinge as suggested by
Holm and others (1992); do the apparently contradictory
relations imply two distinct periods of motion on the Amargosa
fault; or are there differences in behavior with differences in
structural level - e.g., do the cover rocks remain relatively
intact while underlying rocks are shattered by faulting
processes?

0.0 LEAVE Shoshone. DRIVE NORTH on highway

127.
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are varicolored exposures of the Shoshone Volcanics (8.5-7.5
Ma) which rest nonconformably on a large granite body (the
Chocolate Sundae Mountain Granite). Gravels locally mark this
contact but generally ash-flow tuffs lie directly on the plutonic

rocks (8. Troxel, pers. comm., 1993). This granite yielded a

biotite {Ar/DAr plateau age of 9.7510.2 Ma and two zircon
fission-track ages of 8.7x.1,.2 Ma and 7.510.8 Ma. The contact
relations and age information indicate that the granite was
unroofed and exposed between 9.5 and -8 Ma. Eastward dips
of the overlying volcanic sequence suggest that half (-15") of
the hlt of the block occurred prior to -7 Ma
5.4 CONTINUE on highway 178 west into Death Valley.
11.6 As we drive west, we see that the Shoshone Volcanics are
much more highly faulted than the overlying basalts, implying
a significant amount of normal faulting between about 8.5-7
Ma. As we continue along this road we are driving
approximately along the detachment fault. In this region, biotite
Ar/ Ar dates from basement rocks in the footwall yield middle
Triassic ages, whereas zircon and apatite fission-track ages
show a progression of younging towards the northwest in the
Miocene (15 Ma to 8.4 Ma).
18.5 TURN RIGHT onto the gravel road to Rhodes Spring.
After only about 100 meters take the left road. Continue along
this road past the abandoned building and proceed up the
wash until the road ends at a major stream intersection.
19.8 PARK and hike up the wash toward the north to a low
Pass.

Stop 3-2. Rhodes Spring. As you proceed up the wash you will
first pass the Amargosa fault with altered Precambrian gneiss
in the footwall and variably brecciated Stirling and Wood
Canyon Formations in the hanging wall. At this site the fault
and portions of the hanging wall are intruded by a thin sill of
rhyolite of unknown age, the Thermometer rhyolite of Wright
and Troxel (198a). The Wood Canyon and Stirling Formations
comprise the "Virgin Spring Phase" of the chaos that are here
overlain by the -9.6 Ma Rhodes Tuff and the 8.5-7.5 Ma
Shoshone Volcanics. This contact was mapped by Wright and
Troxel (1984) as a depositional contact of Rhodes tuff onto the
Virgin Spring chaos. Their interpretation was that the Rhodes
Tuff and Shoshone Volcanics were a syntectonic deposit that is
less deformed than the underlying chaos, implying that motion
had occurred on the Amargosa fault prior to deposition of the
Rhodes Tuff. An altemative explanation might be that the
brecciation simply decreases upsection from the detachment
and that the major motion on the fault is post-Rhodes Tuff.
How can we distinguish between these hypotheses?
19.8 RETURN to the main road.
21.0 CONTINUE WEST into Death Valley.
45.3 PARK on the right side of the road.
Stop 3-3. Overlook of Mormon Point turtleback. We are
located between the Mormon Point and Copper Canyon
turtlebacks. Beneath the Mormon Point turtleback, the
basement rocks (biotite schist and gneiss with variations of
feldspar augen gneiss, homblende gneiss and granitic gneiss)
are p€netratively deformed and commonly contain a mylonitic
foliation (and locally lineation) that is subparallel to the
antiform surface; this fabric continues for several hundreds of
meters beneath the topographic surface of the antiform (best
seen on the northeast side of the turtleback). The Mormon
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Point turtleback (and the Copper Canyon turtleback to the
north) has a carapace of intercalated carbonatg
quartzofeldspathic biotite schist, and quartzite which forms
much of the antiformal topographic surface. This package of
rocks has been correlated to the UPPe. Precambrian Noonday
and fohnnie Formations (Otton, 7977). T"he metamolphic
assemblage suggest a minimum temPerature of metamorphism
of 550qC with a probable temPerature in excess of 650"C (Holm
and Wemicke, \990; Meurer, 1991). These rocks are isoclinally
folded and locally interfolded with the underlying gneiss and
schist (Holm, 1992). Homblende from the Mormon Point
turtleback is completely reset by intrusion of the Willow Spring
Pluton. A concordant plateau and intercept&Ar/eAr age on
biotite indicate post-intrusive cooling through about 300'C at
8.1t0.1 Ma, similar to the hme of cooling at Willow Spring in
Gold Valley.
The Mormon Point turtleback was the obiect of detailed
gravity and magnetic studies (Keener and others, 7993), a
seismic reflection survey (Cheng, 1992), arrd studies of both the
ductile and brittle structures associated with the turtleback
fault-fold system (Pavlis and others, 1993; Mancktelow and
Pavlis, in press). The key features to note at this stop are an
overview of some critical relationships including:
1) Quatemary fault xalps are prominent along the
mountain front, but vary spatially in their structural positions
in that the NE trending normal fault segments lie well in front
of the bedrock excarpment whereas along oblique slip segments
bedrock is exposed virtually at the mountain front. Far up on
the slope of the Mormon Point turtleback, a low-angle normal
fault system is spectacularly exposed with two distinct grouPs
of late Cenozoic fanglomerates exposed in the hanging wall.
2) Geophysical studies (Keener and others, 1993) indicate
that the Quatemary scalps mark high-angle faults that cut-off
the low-angle faults in the subsurface.
3) Rocks along the westem, prominent ridge of the
Mormon Point turtleback are a remarkably thick exposure of
brecciated marble and chloritic cataclasites that lie directly
beneath the brittle normal fault segmens of the Mormon Point
low-angle fault. These fault rocks, as well as the chloritic
cataclasites in lower Sheep Canyon that we saw yesterday,
were intelpreted by Pavlis and others (1993) as an implosion
breccia generated at an ancient seismic barrier. A critical
question for dixussion is whether this process may have given
rise to some of the complexities of the Amargosa chaos.
4) Also visible on the upper portions of the Mormon Point
turtleback are the highgrade marbles that lie beneath the
Miocene Willow Spring Pluton. If we were to walk up the first
canyon to the east of Mormon Point, we would be able to see
large, eastward vergent F2 folds in marbles that refold the main
LS tectonite fabric that is associated with intense D1
deformation. All of the metamorphic rocks at Mormon Point
are at high grade with sillimanite-Kspar assemblages in pelitic
rocks and forsterite in marbles.
45.3 CONTINUE NORTH on CA 178.
49.2 PARK on the side of the road.
Stop 3-4. Roadside View of the Copper Canyon Formation. At
this stop we look (from the road) at the >3 km thick, -6-3 Ma
sedimentary package of the Copper Canyon Formation which
dips to the southeast and is detached from the underlying
Precambrian rocks of the Copper Canyon turtleback. The
footwall rocks below the Copper Canyon Formation cooled
rapidly from temperatures above 300t at around 6.5 Ma (see
sample 89-CC, Holm and others, 1992; Holm and Dokka, 1993).

The amount of westward displacement of the Copper Canyon
Formation is poorly constrained. The variation in clast
composition described above suggests, however, that theses
rocks are not greatly displaced from their original
paleogeographical position considering that they consist
entirely of lithologies present nearby in the exposed footwall.
The clast types in these deposits likely record late erosional

strippint (post 6 Ma) of the central Black Mountains footwall
rocks following tectonic denudation at 10-5 Ma. Clasts of the
Precambrian basement rocks and silicic plutonic rocks at the
base of the Copper Canyon Formation sutgest they were
exposed to erosion by -6 Ma. The first aPPearance of Willow
Spring Pluton clasts suggests exPosure occurred later, between
5.7 Ma and 4.9 Ma (Asmerom and others, 1990).
Although difficult to see from this position, we note that
the basinal strata are syndepositionally folded into a
SE-plunging syncline (as mapped by Drewes, 1963) with an
axial surface roughly coplanar with the axial surface of a
synform in the underlying detachment surface. The thick
sequence of eleven basalt flows in the middle of the formation
(Otton, 1977) are erosionally truncated on the limbs of the
syncline and are overlain by less tightly folded strata of the
upper Copper Canyon Formation and overlying fanglomerate.
This simple observation suggests that the Death Valley
turtlebacks are Miocene and younger folds (antiforms) of a
major detachment surface (as originally suggested by Hill and
Troxel, 1955) and not Pre-existing undulatory features formed
prior to extension (e.g., Wright and others, 7974). On both the
northeast side and southwest side of the Copper Canyon
antiform are mylonitic rocks of the Willow Spring Pluton
whose orientation are subparallel to the turtleback surface.
lnvolvement of folded Miocene age mylonitic tectonites in the
footwall of the detachment further suPPorts Miocene and
younger folding. We will get a different view of the Copper
Canyon Formation at the last stop of the day at Dante's View
(time permitting).
49.2 CONTINUE NORTH on CA178.
61.1 Without stoPPing be sure to look as we Pass the Badwater
turtleback, the northemmost of the three Death Valley
turtlebacks.

87.5 Intersection with cA 190. TURN RIGHT. We are driving
east out of Death Valley through tilted sedimentary rocks of the
Fumace Creek Formation.
98.5 TURN RIGHT on the road to Dante's View.
1,06.2 At a trailer parking lot TURN LEFT and continue south
on the unpaved Greenwater Road. To our left (east) are
volcanic rocks of the central Death Valley volcanic field (Wright
and others, 1981). On our right (west) are the gentle slopes of
the eastem side of the Black Mountains. Along this slope is the
contact of the volcanic terrane and the underlying plutonic
terrane.

109.0 TURN RIGHT and go to an old mine site (Fumace Site).
110.9 TAKE THE RIGHT FORK.
112.8 PARK on the road near Fumace Site and walk 1.25 km
southeast along the unexposed contact between the volcanic
units (to the northeast) and the plutonic terrane (to the
southwest). Stop on the southeast side of a prominent knob of
red rhyolite.
Stop 3-5. Furnace Site. The PurPose of this stop is to allow
participants to directly examine the low angle fault contact
between the underlying plutonic terrane (11.6 Ma Willow
Spring Pluton and 8.7 Ma silicic plutons) and the overlying
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Stop 3{. Dante's View. Here we are afforded a tremendous
view southward across the Copper Canyon basin to the Copper
Canyon antiform and the plutonic terrane to the east. The
gray€reen rock overlying and to the east of the Copper
Canyon turtleback and basin are exposures of the Willow
Spring Pluton. The light gray rock on the ridge of the range are
the younger silicic plutons. Nearer to us visible to the southeast
are reddish exposures of shallow rhyolitic intrusions. Dante's
View is located at the southem end of the northemmost
turtleback, the Badwater turtleback. Mica cooling ages from the

8.5-7.5 Ma Shoshone volcanic units at one of its most northem

exposures. In general, the topography in this area is subdued
and the fault contact is not well+xposed. However, from the
map relations its faulted character can be inferred from the
moderate to steeply dipping volcanic hanging wall strata which
commonly strike at a high angle to the contact. The fault
contact on the eastem side of the Black Mountains is in areas
highly mineralized and old mine pits and shafts are
preferentially located on or near the contact. Such is the case at
this particular locality where the contact has been dugout,
leaving an exposure of the fault which dips 19p to the
northeast. Here brecciated rhyolite flows of the Shoshone
volcanics overlie gouge and breccia of the 8.7 Ma quartz
monzonitic pluton. The gentle slope to the southwest is
composed predominantly of the Willow Spring Pluton. Two
samples of the Willow Spri.g Pluton collected from the other
side of the ridge (samples DKH-FS and DH€780 of Holm and
others, 1992, and Holm and Dokka, 1993) yielded cooling ages
of 7.0t0.1 Ma for biotite, 7.5x.7.2 Ma for sphene and 6.3t0.6 Ma

for zircon, indicating rapid cooling of the footwall from
temperatures >300qC at 7.0{.0 Ma.
112.8 BACKTRACK to Dante's View road.
119.4 TURN LEFT to Dante's View.
125.2 PARK at the panoramic vista of Dante's View.

Badwater turtleback are substantially older than micas from

both the Copper Canyon and Morman Point turtlebacks to the
south. The dissimilar cooling ages suggest that rocks making
up the Badwater turtleback lay at a shallower level in the crust
prior to intrusion of the Willow Spring Pluton and the onset of
unroofing than were the rocks of the two southern turtlebacks.
Therefore, the Copper Canyon turtleback terrane would
represent the deepest exposed level of the Black Mountains
crustal section. Holm and others (1992) hypothesized that the
Badwater turtleback may be allochthonous with respect to the
southem two turtlebackl having been translated
northwestward in the direction of overall regional extension
(similar to the Amargosa chaos rocks). [n support of this, we
note that the terrane between Dante's View and the Copper
Canyon turtleback is much more disrupted by late northeast
oriented faults than is the terrane to the south (Drewes, 1953).
End of Day 3. Retum to San Bemardino, CA.
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New Approaches to Ichnofabric and Trace
Fossil Analyses: Examples from Mesozoic and
Ceno zoic Outcrops of Coastal California
MARY L. DROSER, Dept. of Earth Sciences, University of California, Riverside, CA 9?521'
DAVID I. BOTIIE& Oept. of Geological Sciences, University of Southern Califomia, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0740
85.8 (0.4) BEAR RIGHT (but do not

INTRODUCTION

Diego

Road).

exPoses the Eocene Torrey and

10S.8 (0.1) TURN RIGHT at ligh! stay under sign for Sunset
Cliffs Blvd.,continue on Sunset Cliffs Blvd.
113.5 (2.4) Keep right.
114.0 (0.5) Park along Cliff. Stop 2. Introduction to the
Ichnofabric Concept. The record of biogenic structures in
sedimentary rocks typically consists of a variety of identifiable
trace fossils associated with a background of unidentifiable
bioturbation structures, which in previous studies have
commonly been termed burrow mottling. The object of most
ichnological studies to date has been to document, identify, and
interpret these identifiable trace fossils in a sedimentary unit
(elite trace fossils; Bromley, 1990). Assemblages of trace fossils
have then commonly been synthesized for paleoenvironmental

Delmar Formations. This outcrop provides an excellent
laboratory for examining lateral variations in ichnofabric at
various scales, from core to laterally extensive outcrops. The
contribution by Tang discusses lateral variability in extent of
bioturbahon as measured by ichnofabric indices. New
techniques for examining burrow morphologies will also be
explored through discussionp of Ophiomorpha (Anderson
contribution).
The second stop, Sunset Cliffs, just north of San Diego
exposes deep sea fans of the Cretaceous Point Loma Formation.
In these strata, and Zoophycos co-occur with a variety of other
well preserved trace fossils. This outcrop was crucial in the
debates during the early development of the ichnofacies
concept and continues to be important today for understanding
environmental distribution of trace fossils. We will use it to
demonstrate the broad environmental range of Ophiamorpha in
sandy substrates as well as a backdrop for discussions on
onshore-offshore trends in the history of benthic
macroinvertebrates (Bottjer and Droser contribution).

Road Log
This road log starts at the San Bernadino Hilton,
Hospitality Lane, San Bernadino off of lnterstate 10 east.
Distances are in miles.
0.0 (0.0) TURN RIGHT on Hospitality Lane from San

Bemadino Hilton Parking lot.
0.1 (0.1) TURN RIGHT on Waterman.
0.2 (0.1) TURN RIGHT onto Interstate 10 west.
0.S (0.6) TAKE [rterstate 215 south towards Riverside.
7.3 (6.5) EXIT at lnterstate 215 south/50 west (sign for San

Diego).
1,2.7

(5.4) KEEP RIGHT, get on lnterstate 215 south towards

San Diego and Interstate 15.
16.0 (3.3) March Air Force Base on left.
42.5

(26.5) Road merges with Interstate 15 south.

74.8 (32.3\ EXIT onto Valley Road.
75.1 (0.3) TURN RIGHT at light and continue on Valley past
shopping center, stay in middle or left lanes; keep straight past
reservoir on left.
84.7 (9.6) Continue shaight at stop sign.
85.4 (0.4 Stay on 58; conhnue straight through town of Rancho
Santa Fe.

58.

91.1 (5.3) Pull in to parking lot for Solana Public Beach and
park. Stop 1 Retum out of parking lot onto S8 going east.
92.1 (1.0) GET ON Interstate 5 south.
9S.5 (6,.5) Keep right on lnterstate 5 south.
108.7 (10.1) Get off on Sea World Drive Exit (also Tecolote

Ichnofabric and ichnofacies analyses are a rapidly evolving
area of ichnology. The focus of this field trip is to demonstrate
new approaches to ichnofabric and trace fossil analyses in
various environmental settings. We will focus on terrigenous
clastic environments, both nearshore and deep sea fan. We will
visit two main localities. The first, Solana Beach, approximately
15 miles north of San

tum right); keep on

analysis in the context of ichnofacies.
This total record of sedimentary rock fabric resulting from
bioturbahon has recently been termed ichnofabric. Ichnofabric
was first defined as "that aspect of a sediment's texture and
intemal structure that arises from bioturbation and bioerosion
at all xales related to the level of biological input" (Ekdale and
Bromley, 19S3). It includes discrete identifiable traces fossils,
along with mottled bedding, all produced through the activities
of organisms forming surface tracks and trails, and infaunal
burrows (and borings). While dixrete idenhfiable trace fossils
provide important sedimentological and paleoenvironmental
information, a great deal of data can be lost by recording only
this fype of information.
Ichnofabric Indices: Evaluation of Extent of Biofurbation.
Ichnofabric studies have involved a variety of approaches (e.g.
Bockelie, 1991; Bromley, 1990; Ekdale and Bromley , '1983, 1991;
Ekdale et al., 1984; Pollard et al., 1991). Our studies have been
concemed with that aspect of ichnofabric which records the
extent of bioturbation in sedimentary rocks. Identifiable trace
fossils contain important sedimentological and biological
information, however they cannot be used to document extent
of bioturbation. Classification schemes of ichnofabric based on
the amount of disturbed original sedimentary fabric have been
proposed a number of hmes (e.g., review in Droser and Bottjer,
f fa;, trrt none of these approaches included a standardized
field and laboratory methodology for semiquantitatively
measuring ichnofabric.
To allow the collection of data on ichnofabric that is
comparable between different facies within and between basins,
as wt[ as between facies of different ages, Droser and Bottier
(1986) developed the ichnofabric index (ii) methodology, which
allows the semiquantitahve ranking of ichnofabric. Through
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Figure 1. Recognition of ichnofabric indices. A, Schematic diagrams of
ichnofabric indices 1 through 5 for strata deposited in shelf
environments. B, Schematic dtagrams of ichnofabric indices 1 through 5
for strata deposited in high-energy nearshore envlronments and
dominated by Skolithos. C, Schemat'ic diagrams of ichnofabric indices 1
through 5 for strata deposited in high-energy nearshore environments
and dominated by Ophioruorpha. Ichnofabric indices (ii) are defined
(Droser and Bot$er, 1986) as follows: 1) No bioturbation recorded; all
original sedimentary struchrres. 2) Discrete, isolated trace fossrls; up to
10 percent of original bedding disturbed. Burrows are generally
isolated, but locally overlap. 3) Approximately '10% to 40"/, ol origrnal
bedding disturbed. Burrows are generally isolated, but locally overlap.
4) Last vestiges of bedding discemible; approximately 40-60 percent
dishrrbed. Burrows overlap and are not always well defined. 5)
Bedding is completely dish:rbed, but burrows are still discrete in
places and the fabric is not mixed. Ichnofabric index 6 is utilized only
where mixed layer burrowing is preserved and thus, discrete trace
fossils are not observable. This is typically the case in deep-sea
sediments.

1988a, 1989b).

Mapping Ichnofabric Indices - Large-scale Lateral Variations
in Extent of Bioturbation. Solana Beach Torrey sandstones
display strongly variable pattems of ichnofabric because there

ABC

are large-scale channel sands with almost no bioturbation
intermixed with strata that show extensive bioturbation. We
have made a preliminary study of these Torrey Sandstones to
attempt to assess the utility of ichnofabric indices for lateral
mapping. In order to do this we took panoramic photographs
of the beach cliff outcrops and on them mapped the broad
fields showing characteristic ichnofabric indices. Our initial

examination of numerous outcrops of different sedimentary
facies natural categories of ichnofabric, based on the degree to
which original physical sedimentary structures were disrupted
by biogenic reworking, from no bioturbation (ii1) to contplete
reworking (ii5), were defined (Figure 1). These indices can be
represented by schematic diagrams
("flash cards") such as those shown in
Figure 1, which have been developed for
a number of sedimentary facies (Droser
and Botger, 1986, 7989a, 1991). By using
a standardized scheme for recording
ichnofabric data on preserved extent of
bioturbation, this information becomes
amenable for comparative studies and
syntheses of ichnofabric between facies
within one basin, several basins of the
same age, or basins of different ages.
In outcrops or split cores,
ichnofabric indices can be recorded in
vertical sequence in a manner similar to
the continuous logging of other
properties, such as rock color or
lithology. On outcrop, ichnofabric is
measured either during or as an adjunct
to measurement and description of
stratigraphic sections. Because
ichnofabric varies laterally, a standard
field-of-view for recording ichnofabric
indices in vertical sequence analysis
should be maintained (Droser and
Bottjer 1986, 7988a,1989a,b.) Most of the
work to date on measurement of
ichnofabric indices has been toward
Figr'rre 2. Panoramrc photographs of Torrey Sandstone strata, Solana Beach south of Solana Beach
elucidating the nature of trends in the
main parking lot. Largescale areas showing simrlar extent of bioturbation are dehmited by black
record of extent of bioturbation found in
lines. Ichnofabric indices that most closely summarize extent of biofurbation rn each broad
early Paleozoic strata, in order to
vertically mapped area are indicated. At thrs cliff localty the base is characterized by strata with
understand the early biotic history of the recorded ii5, which rs overlatn by strata best characterizedby ilL, both whrch are
of
cut by channel
infaunal habitat (Droser and Bottjer,
strata best charactertzed by ii1. Grerlap of two photos is best determined by nght person m upper
photograph is in the same position rn the lower photograph.
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Lateral Variability of Ichnofabric in the Eocene Torrey
Sandstone, Solana Beach, California
CAROL M, TANG,

of Geological Sciences, University of Southem California, Los A

ABSTRACT
Variability in the amount of bioturbation present in
sedimentary rocks can Provide information about the biological
and physical factors which control bioturbation. However, this
variability in the geological record has not bcen studied in the
past.

Using the ichnofabric index (ii) methodology and a grid 4
m by 1.4 m (8 columns and 4 rows of boxes 50 x 35 cm), the
amount of bioturbation was recorded at eight localities of the

cA

90089-0740

Torrey Sandstone at Solana Beach and the ii values were
analyzed with non-parametric statistical tests. To test the
reproducibilify of this technique, two ii readings were taken
and compared. Six of the eight grids exhibited no significant
differences (p<0.05 and p<0.01). This suggests that when using
the ii technique, two readings should be taken to test
reproducibilrty. To test the validity of the ii methodology with
coies, ii values from a 50 x 35 cm field of view were comPared
with those froln a 8 x 35 cm subset of the larger square. At
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a=0.001, no statistically significant differences existed
between the two readings. This suggests that the use
of the ii method on core-sized materials is as valid as

on larger fields-of-view.
Statistically, there were very highly significant
differences (p<0.001) in ichnofabric between localities
along the 400 m outcrop. To test small-scale lateral
variability, the ii values between columns within a
single site were compared. At seven localities, at
a=0.05, there were significant differences between
columns. In one grid, however, there were significant
differences (p<0.05). These results suggest that there
is statistically significant variabiliry in ichnofabric at
both large and small scales in the Torrey Sandstone
at Solana Beach.

INTRODUCTION
The ichnofabric index (ii) methodology was
developed by Droser and Bottier (1986) to semiquantitatively describe the amount of bioturbation
Figure 1. Ichnofabric rndex gnd mounted onto chff wall. The grrd rs 4 m x 1.4 m.
present in sedimentary rocks. These ichnofabric
Each box within the grrd rs 50 cm x 35 cm and the core-srzed stnps along the ends of
indices were first developed using a field-of-view 50
the grrd are 8 cm w,rde.
cm wide and 35 cm high (Droser and Botqer, 1986).
Ichnofabric indices can be logged for outcrops and in
cores fust as one would log other sedimentary characteristics
erosion. Although large unbioturbated channels cut into thc
such as color, grain size, lithology etc.
underlying burrowed beds, all the sites studied here are

Bioturbation and the resulting ichnofabric depend on their
sedimentary environments (Ekdale et al., "1984, Bromley, 1990).
The ichnofabric in sedimentary rocks depends on several
biological and physical factors (Ekdale et al., 1984). Biological
factors include the types of organisms present, their
adaptations for burrowing, numbers of organisms, and the ratc
of bioturbation, whereas physical factors include scdimentation
rates, constancy of sedimentation, presence of episodic beds,
composition of substrate, oxygen content, and water depth
(Droser and Bottjer, 1993). Since these factors can vary laterally
one would expect the amount and style of bioturbation to vary
laterally as well. However, ichnofabric variability has not been
studied in any detail in the past.
Using these non-parametric statistics, this study (1) tests
the reproducibility of the ichnofabric index technique, (2) the
validity of applying the technique to core materials, and (3) the
variability of ichnofabric in a nearshore environment at both
large and small scales. Once the variability of ichnofabric is
understood, workers can better constrain the limitations of the
ii methodology and investigate the physical and biological
factors which control bioturbation processes.
STUDY AREA
Ichnofabric indices were logged for the Eocene Torrey
Sandstone exposed at Solana Beach, Califomia. Here, thc
Torrey Sandstone is composed of two facies: one represents
sub-aqueous dunes and tidal channels and the other facies
consists of large channels created by episodic stornl events
(Boyer, 7974). T\e first facies is bioturbated, dorninated by
Ophiotnorpha, and contains both discrete and general biogenic
mottling. The channels, however, consist of large-scale
crossbeds and are typically non-bioturbated. Previous
large-scale ichnofabric studies conducted in this area indicates
that vertical variation in ichnofabric is large due to the episodic
deposition of event beds (Bottyer and Droser, 1991).
ln this localify, the lowermost bioturbated beds arc
laterally very persistent and can be traced horizontally for long
distances. These beds are highly bioturbated and the burrows
are welldefined especially during winter nronths due to cliff

contained complctely rn thc lower bioturbated muddy
sandstonc.

PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
An ii grid was constructed front string and thin PVC
tubrng (Fig. 1). Thc grid ntcasures 4 m in width and 1.4 m in
height. It consists of 8 columns and 4 rows which include 32
iields-of-r'iew, each measuring 50 cm wide by 35 cnt high. In
addition, along the two edge'columns of the grid, a 8 cnr wide
column was constructed and used in sites 4S-165 @ut not in 1S

and 2S). This colunrn is designed to represent the average
diameter of a cttre. This 8 cnr wide swath is a subset of the
larger 50 cm wide field-of-view.
Table 1. l.ocatron of srtes studred.

Number

Distance horizontally
from Solano Beach
main ramp (m)

above sand

1S

47

150

2S

72

150

4S

122

156

Site

Distance
(cm)

8S

222

120

10s

272

110

125

322

100

145

372
422

60

165

70

This grid was placed at 8 locatirxrs at nteasured intervals
along the bcach. The initial startint point was selected based
on a random number and nreasured out from the walkway
leading from the Solana Beach parking lot onto the beach. The
locality information is listed on Table 1. The total interval
studied is 400 m in length.
For sites 51 and 52, the ichnofabric grid was placed at 150
cnr abovc the sand. In other localities, a dice roll detcrmined
the height at which the grid was placed (Table 1). By
introducing randontness into the sanrpling procedure, any bias
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Droser and Bottler (19S6) but rather on the combination of two
ii values. This is referred to as the "ii sum value."

Table 2. Ichnofabric rndex values for each locality.

RESULTS

COLUMN ii

(ruLZlL5.I

f,

corE

ri

ReProducibilitY of Results
The Wilcoxon matchcd Pairs test was applied to the two ii
readings to test the likelihood that the two numbers are
statistiially similar to one another. At sites 1S (T=18, N=11),25

N=4, 45 (T=20, N=e), 1aS (T=9, N=9) and 165 (T=15,
N=9). for a two-tailed test at a=.05, there were no significant
differences between the two readings. However, at 10S where
T=24 and N=15, at a=0.05, there were significant differences
between the two ii values. At site 83 (T=22, N=23), statistically
significant differences exist at a=0.01.
Difference Between Core-Width and Larger Fields-Of-View
The Wilcoxon matched pairs test was applied to test
whether significant differences exist between ii sum values in 8cm-wide boxes and S0<m-wide boxes. Due to the small
number of ii sum values which exhibited differences (srnall N),
only site 8S was amenable to statistical analysis by itself' For
8S, T=-14 and N=7 and at cv=0.05, there is no statistical
difference between the two readings at Site 85.
All the ii values at all sites (except 15 and 25 where no
data were available) were then combined and the Wilcoxon
matched-pairs test was again used to compare the values in
corediameter and 50<m diameter ficlds-of-view ' T=129'5,
N=23 and at a=0.05, there are no statistical differences between
ii values from the two different field-of-view sizes'
Variability Within 4 m, Between Columns Within One Grid
The Friedman two-way analysis of variance was conducted
to test small-scale lateral variability. The ii values in each
column within one grid were comPared to one another' At all
sites except for 10S (7 out of 8 localities), X2,<14.07 meaning
that no significant differences were found bctween columns at
o=0.05. At 10S, however,X2.=15 meaning that there is a
significant difference in ii values between columns in this one
location (0.02<P<0.05).
Variability Between Sites
The Kruskal Wallis one-way analysis of variance was used
to compare all ii values from one locality with the ii values in
alt the other localities. H=1246 with 7 degrees of freedom' At
a=0.001, there are very highly significant differences between
the ii values in each site.
DISCUSSION
In testing the reproducibility of the ii method, the
statistical results indicate that at 75% of the localities, the two
ichnofabric index measurements were not significantly different
from one another. However, in two of the eiSht localities, there
were significant differences between the two readings'
Therefore, the reproducibiliry of the ichnofabric index
technique is not always satisfactory although 75%
reproducibility is not Poor comPared to many other geological
(T=4,
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that may arise from the grid placement was climinated.
The grid was nailed uP onto the cliff walls and the ii value
for each field-of-r,iew, including the 8 cm wide columns, was
recorded. After scoring all 32 large fields-of-view and the 8
corediameter boxes, all boxes were rescorcd immediately to
reproduce the analyses (Table 2). In fields-of-view where large
concretions or holes existed, no ii reading was attemPted.
Ichnofabric index values recorded in this study ranged fronr ii2
to ii5. Thus, all areas studied had undergone some
bioturbation.
In the following discussions about data analyses, I have
used the sum of the two ii values recorded to rePresent the
amount of bioturbation Present in a field-of-view- Thus the
analyses were not conducted on ii valucs as first defined by

techniques.

Tlre two localities which exhibited significant differences
between the two ii readings were both analyzed late in the
evcning when light conditions change quickly This may have
contributed to the poor reproducibility of the ii values' This
suggests that workers using this ichnofabric index technique
sno"ta conduct illeasurements in sirnilar environmental
conditions when possible. In addition, workers should always
take at least two ichnofabric index values to tcst their precision
However, these procedural guidelines are theoretically
applicable to most scientific mcthodologies and not this one
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technique in particular.
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core-width fields-of-view were evaluated. Although previous
studies have applied the ichnofabric index method to core
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porosity, the preservation of primary sedimentary features and
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other sedimentary characteristics in the geological record. These
types of studies can even be used to investigate our own
research techniques, such as how and where to measure
sechons and how many cores it takes to characterize a deposit.
The use of the ii methodology and non-parametric statistics caa
help geologists better evaluate and understand the variability
in the amount of biofurbation in different environments and
hme periods.

A New Approach to Utilizing Geometric Configurations of
Ophiomorpha nodosa in Facies Analyses: An Example from the
Eocene Torrey Sandstone, Southern California
BRIAN G. ANDERSON Dept. of Earth Sciences, University of California, Riverside, CA 92521
ABSTRACT
Ophiomorpha occurs as vertical shafts that may be

interconnected by tunnels, twodimensional and/or tiered
mazes, or extensive threedimensional boxworks. The
architectural style of Ophiomorpha can be easily assessed by
approximating inclinations of the burrow components relative

to bedding, categorizing the orientations as either vertical,
inclined, or horizontal and then plotting these data on a V-I-H
temary diagram.
In order to test the role of physical controls on the
geometry of Ophiomorpha, O. nodosa were examined in tidal
channel facies of the Eocene Torrey Sandstone, southern
California. Burrow geometry of O. nodosa in the Torrey most
closely resemble threedimensional boxarorks, comprised of
proporhonally more horizontal elements. These results indicate
that variations in the geometric configuration of O. noilosa are
primarily controlled by physical energy levels and nature of

deposition. Recognition of different burrow architectures
provides additional information useful for characterizing
paleoenvironments and thus facies analyses. Moreover, this
kind of data could potentially offer important insight into the
behavioral response of Ophbmorpha progenitors to changing
physical conditions associated with deposition.

INTRODUCTION
The study of trace fossils provides a unique window into
both physical and biological processes operating within a
depositional setting. Unlike many body fossilt which are
subject to post-mortem transport and can recur in different
depositional environments, trace fossils are virtually always
preserved in situ and commonly facies restrictive. Because of
these attributes, they are sensitive paleoenvironmental
indicators, and therefore can be used in conjunction with
sedimentologic information to characterize physical conditions
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that govem deposition. More specifically, recognition of
variations in a single ichnospecies or an assemblage of trace
fossils can facilitate an understanding of changes in nature of
deposition (Ekdale et al.,7984; Howard 1975). Indeed, there
are a number of previous investigations that have employed
trace fossils for the PurPose of delineating relahve rates of
sedimentation, as well as discerning depositional and/or
erosional events (Hallam and Swett, 1966; Howard,1977;Boyd,

t
I

I
Solana B@ch

ffi
ry\ ffi
flm

sional tiered
networks, which
are characterized

by a main
gallery of

Of particular interest in this context is Ophiomorpha nodosa,
which occurs in a myriad of ancient settings (Bottjer et al.,
1988). Significant variability in the architectural style of O.
noilosa networks has been documented. A number of studies
suggest that these differences correspond to disparate physical
parameters goveming deposition and thus recognition of O.
noilosa conhgurations can provide information useful for
reconstucting paleoenvironments. (Frey, 1990; Frey et al., 1978;
Hill, 1981). The objective of this paper is to further test this
hypothesis by studying Ophiomorpha in the Eocene Torrey
Sandstone of southem Califomia and to introduce methodology
which facilitates identification of burrow configurations.
STYLES OF BURROW ARCHITECTURE
Through description of numerous Ophiomorpha and
modem analogs, such as burrow systems constructed by
callianassid shrimp, one likely progenitor of Ophbmotpha, Frey
et al. (1978) proposed an informal classification scheme of the
most commonly occurring configurations (Fig. 1). This xheme
is based on the types and arrangement of components
comprising the burrows, and recognizes three primary
architectural styles: mazes, shafts and boxworks. Mazes occur
B. R.gular lleze

threedimen-

primarily

7966).

A. Shrfts

as either

.

i-0 Km

.

Localiiiea

horizontal
tunnels
connected to the
substrate-water
interface by

inclined or
vertical shafts,
or twoFigure 2. Study area showing approximate

tdattles alon[
nodua were

beach cliff wtere^Opft

studied.

iomorpha

dimensional
forms consisting
nearly entirely
of horizontal
tunnels oriented

parallel to
as either
classified
further
can
be
geometries
bedding. These
regular, irregular or meandering, depending on the degree to
which the components are ordered. Boxworks are also
threedimensional systems, however, they are differentiated
from tiered mazes in having no gallery. Boxwork
configurahons may exhibit ProPorhonally more inclined and
vertical components, a predominance of horizontal components
or subequal proportions. Like mazes, boxworks may be regular
or irregular. There are also vertical shafts that either occur
discretely or are interconnected by horizontal and/or slightly
inclined components. In either case, vertically oriented
components are most dominant in these forms.
STUDY AREA AND GENERAL STRATIGRAPHIC SETTING
The Eocene Torrey Sandstone is best exposed as a
wave<ut cliff at Solana
Beach, which is located
approximately 30 km
north of San Diego,
Califomia (Fig. 2). The
Torrey contains
abundant,
well-preserved O. nodosa
throughout most of the
outcrop. Ophiamorpha
burrows were examined
at 8 different sites along
the beach cliff, ranging
in distance laterally

D. Raguler Boxwork

C. lregular llaze

G. Meander Maze

from 25 to 100 m.
Lithologies of the
Torrey Sandstone are
representative of a
marginal marine
environment. The lower
portion is composed
primarily of 0.5 to 1.0 m

Figure 1. Informal classification scheme of Ophiomorpha burrow
configurations and modem analogs. A: Vertical comPonents are most
predominate in the network. B and C: Two-dimenstonal regular and
irregular networks consisting nearly entirely of turmels. D:
Three'dimensional polygonal system of vertical, inclined and horizontal
elemmts. E: Irregu.lar three-dimensional burrow networks. F: Series of
finite tunnels forming a main gallery connected to the substrate-water
interface by shafts. G: Two-dimensional system of sinuous turmels.
(from Frey et a1.,197E).

thick, fine- to
coarse-grained, large
scale, tangentially
crosstedded sandstones
(Fig. 3), many of which
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Figure 3. Generalized strahgraphic
section of the Eocene Torrey Sandstone,
Solana Beach, California. (redrawn
from Warme, 1991).
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Tidal Ghannel Sandstones

exhibit reactivation surfaces. Although minor, thin muddy
interbeds are present between the sandstones. Warme (1991)
has interpreted the sandstone beds as being originally
deposited within a high energy tidal channel environment.
Overlying these strata are thick channel-fill sandstones, lens
shaped bioturbated mudstones, and unfossiliferous,
non{ioturbated mudstones, which are part of an estuarine
system. The channel-fill structures truncate underlying hdal
channel sandstones, and in some places completely crbss<ut all
facies of the Torrey.
Becau se

exposed,

*","#lH.:?*fl""rl.mati

and horizontal

V

burrow elements
between sites
were corrected

for by
normalizing the
data to 100%.
Proportions of
the three
variables were
then plotted on
a "V-I-H"
temary diagram

ons are

it is",oftentimes difficult or even impossible to identify

burrow architecture. Typically, outcrop is limited to
twodimensions and consequently only a cross+ectional view
of the burrow configuration is available for study. The only
way to examine the geometry of the burrow system is to either
make serial sections or find a way to evaluate burrow networks

in
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(see Fig. 5). The

I

ln order to overcome the problem mentioned above, this

Figure 4. Burrow orientation diagram used to estimate inclination
angles in outcrop. Orientations in plane of the paper not shown.
(modified after Berger, Ekdale and Bryant,1979).

6

Figure 5. V-I-H temary diagram
configurations of O. nodosa in tidal channel facies
of the Eocene Torrey Sandstone. V=vertical,
inclined,
display the

cross-section.

paper presents a new method that enables the worker to easily
assess geometric configurations of O. nodosa. Burrow
geometries recognized by Frey et al. (1978) can be differentiated
from one another in outcrop cross-sections, if orientations of
individual components can be determined relative to bedding
surfaces. The form of any single burrow component
approximates a cylinder, which appears as an ellipse in twodimensions when cut tangenhally at a given angle. Various
elliptical shapes of differing eccentricity can be produced by
cutting a cylinder at different angles. If the angle at which a
cylindrical burrow is cross<ut and its orientation within a twodimensional plane are known, then the plunge can be
determined. By generahng a series of ellipses cut tangentially at
selected angles, a burow orientation diagram was constructed
Gig. a). The diagram is divided into three fields based on
burrow inclinahon: predominantly vertical (60-90), inclined
(30{0) or horizontal (<30'). With this diagram, the worker can
easily estimate the orientation of a burrow component by
simply matching the shapes observed in a vertical outcrop face
to ones on the diagram, and then recording whether they are
vertical, inclined or horizontal. It is necessary that burrow
orientations are collected only from outcrop faces that are
pelpendicular to bedding when using the diagram.
Burrow orientation data were collected from only the tidal
channel sandstones, so that comparisons could be made within
a single facies. For purposes of this study, burrows were
measured within a 1.4 m high by 2 m wide field of view at
each of the sites. Differences in abundances of vertical, inclined

showing

value of this
diagram is that
it provides a
means by which
to graphically

H=horizontal.

I=

variables
simultaneously
and hence characterize the geometric configurations occurrint
in similar or different facies.

,B'.Tt'ii:?,[s

In total more than
were recorded rrom
the 8 sample sites. Normalized data plofted on the V-I-H
tgmary diagram do not vary significantly (Fig. 5), suggesting
that the geometrical configuration of the Ophiomorpha 6urro*
networks are similar among the different sites. If the data are
combined, overall proportions of vertical, inclined and
horizontal elements are 23.4"/,, 26.7% and 49.9"/, respectively. It
is reasonable, therefore, to infer that configurations occurring in
the tidal channel facies of the Eocene Torrey Sandstone likely
resemble threedimensional boxworks, comprising
proportionally more tunnels than inclined or vertical shafts.
This intelpretation is further supported by the V-t-H plot. That
is, for each sample site the data fall closer to the horizontal
apex of the diagram than the other two apices.
It has been demonstrated that certain styles of Ophbmorpha
configurations, are indicative of physical energy levels, as well
as the relative rate and nature of sedimentation (Anderson and
Droser, 1993; Frey et al., 1978). In higher energy settintt
vertical and inclined components should be most frequent,
whereas the predominance of tunnels reflects quiet water
environments. IrVhere deposition is rapid and continuous, it is
predicted that O. nidosawl\l consist oi threedimensional
boxworks. [n contrast, twodimensional or tiered mazes
correspond to conditions of slow, continuous or discontinuous
sediment accumulation. Furthermore, settings that experience
episodic deposition, such as during a storm event, should
contain either discrete or interconnected shafts and/or
boxworks comprised of proportionally more vertical and
inclined elements.
Ophiamorpha configurations in the tidal channel facies of
the Torrey Sandstone determined by the V-I-H method are
consistent with the predictions just described above. Tidal
channels form by lateral migration of meander bends at the
distal portion of river inlets, connecting lagoons to the open
ocean (Reinson, 1992). In this type of setting, sediment
accumulation rates may be relatively fast. Additionally,
deposition typically proceeds rather uninterrupted, because the
sediment supply remains fairly constant as meanders
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INTRODUCTION
Perhaps the best known geologic application of trace fossils
is as paleoenvironmental indicators. Seilacher (1964
demonstrated that certain suites of trace fossils, characterized
by similar trace morphology and hence tracemaker behavior,
typically result in strata deposited under similar depositional .*aitior'tt. Each characteristic suite is an ichnofacies, and each
ichnofacies is named for a typical comPonent trace fossil' These
generally include lhe Ttypanities (hard substrata), Glosstfungttes
(firm suLstra ta), Skolithos (nearshore shift ing substrata),
Cruziana (shelf above storm wave base), Zoophycos (outer

continental shelf and slope) and Nereites (deep sea) marine
ichnofacies. The ichnofacies concept is generally applied in
paleoenvironmental analysis by comparing the trace fossil
iontent of a sedimentary unit to the suites of traces considered
characteristic of each ichnofacies. The unit in question is then
inferred to have been deposited under conditions similar to the
conditions tyPical of the ichnofacies with the closest matching
trace fossil comPosition.
Since the formulation of the ichnofacies concept literally
hundreds of studies have used this approach in
paleoenvironmental analysis. Yet, the application of the concept
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has not proved to be as
straightforward as is
typically presented in
sedimentology textbooks.
Early in the history of
utilization of this approach

macroinvertebrates (e.9., Bottjer and Jablonski, l9B8; jablonski
and Bottjer, 1991)
As for body fossils, earlier studies had demonstrated that
several trace fossil genera did not have a static environmental
distribution through time. For example, irregular echinoid
burrows (Scolicia) were shown by Frey and Seilacher (1980) to
follow a paleoenvironmental pattem through time that, as
would be expected, parallels that of the irregular echinoids.
This pattem shows originahon in jurassic shelf environments
and migration into the deep sea in the Cretaceous.
Studies of trace fossils in an ichnofacies context had
indicated that several other trace types with distinctive
molphologies also probably had not had a static
paleoenvironmental distribution through time. In particular,
Zoophycos arrd Phiomorpha, which had been described as
characteristic of specific ichnofacies, were reported by a
number of studies from anomalous environmental settings (e.g.,
Osgood and Szmuc, 1972;Kem and Warme, 1974). Bottjer et al.
(1988) expanded upon these earlier reports on Zoophycos and
Ophbmorpha to produce timeenvironment diagrams for each of

paleontologists noted that
sometimes trace fossils

which one would expect to
characteristically occur in

different ichnofacies
occurred together in the
stratigraphic record. Kem
and Warme (1974) made
one of these early reports
for occurrences of
Ophiomorpha and Zoophycos

found together in deep+ea
fan strata of the Upper
Cretaceous Point Loma
Formation exposed near
San Diego. Since at that

ZOOPHYCOS
Figure 1. Zoophycos fimeenvironment
diagram. Verfical axis is in millions
of years; each box has a duration of
10 my. Horizontal axis shows
paleoenvironmental categories.
Presence of Zoophycos indicated by a
black bot absence indicated by a box
with stippling. White boxes; no data
available. Data base the same as in
Botger et al. (198E); modified from
Bot$er et al. (1988).
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these ichnogenera (Figs. 1,2).
Zoophycos, a complex spreiten structure with two basic
forms (helicoidal and planar; Hantzxhel, 1975) occurs
throughout most of the Phanerozoic (Fig. 1). The oldest data

|rme Ophiomorpha was
considered to be
characteristic of relatively
shallow-water
environments, and
Zoophycos of relahvely
deep-water environments,
Kem and Warme (1974)
considered these
occurrences to indicate that
individual trace fossil taxa
could not be used for
paleoenvironmental
interpretations. The second
stop of our field trip will
be to examine these Point
Loma Formation strata at

point for Zoophycos (480490 ma) reported by Bottjer et al.
(1988) is from Lower Ordovician strata deposited in inner shelf
environments (Fig. 1). Because data are sparse for this time
interval, this apparent environment of first occurrence should
be viewed with caution. By the Early Silurian (430-440 ma),
Zoophycos was present in slope and deep basin environments,
and was present in nearshore environments by the Early
Devonian (390400 ma) (Fig. 1.). Zoophycos was fairly common in
nearshore habitats through the remainder of the paleozoic, after
which time it is unknown
from these environments
(Fig. 1). The youngest inner
SL*E
dB
IDOLE
xaR.
and
middle shelf
AXODEP sH[F
sEr IXf,ER
sH&,
smE
Mgf,

occurrences (80-90 ma) are
Late Cretaceous in age and

Sunset Cliffs, to observe
the trace fossils in these
rocks, and to discuss the
role that they have played
as the ichnofacies concept has evolved.

the youngest outer shelf
occurrence (20-30 ma)
dates from the Oligocene
(Fig. 1). Zoophycos has
remained common in slope
and deep basin
environments since its first
Paleozoic occurrence in

ONSHORE-OFFSHORE PATTERNS
Increasing knowledge of the body fossil record, coupled

with the development of physical sedimentological criteria that
can independently be used for evaluating ancient depositional
environments, has slowly led to the realization that fossils of
many marine invertebrate taxa first appear in sedimentary
rocks deposited in one environment, but that, through time,
they can migrate into other environments, or retreat from
environrnents in which they once occurred. Although earlier
studies had given some indication that such pattems exist, they
were initially recognized to be very significant for benthic
invertebrates at the paleocommunity level in the Paleozoic (e.g.,
Sepkoski and Sheehan,1983; Sepkoski and Miller, 1985) and the

Mesozoic (jablonski and Bottjer, 1983). These pattems of
paleoenvironmental change for body fossils have been
investigated using timecnvironment diagrams, which have
time as the vertical axis and environment as the horizontal axis.
Subsequent investigations have shown that such pattems can
also be recognized for individual higher taxa of benthic

OPHIOMORPHA

Figure 2. Ophiomorpha time
environment diagram. Vertical axis is
in millions of years; each box has a
duratron of 10 my. Horizontal axrs
shows paleoenvironmental
categories. Presence ol Ophiomorphd
indicated by a black box, absence

indicated by a box with stippling.
White boxes; no data available. Data
base the same as in Bot$er et al.
(19E8); modified from Botger et al.
(1e88).
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that setting (Fig. 1).
This
paleoenvironmental pattern
for Zoophycos shows at
least a 150-Myr history of
common occurrence in all
environments examined by
Bottier et al. (1988), until
its disappearance from
nearshore environments at
the end of the Paleozoic,

followed by subsequent
retreat from shelf
environments in the
Cretaceous and Cenozoic.
The Neogene and present

occurrence of Z,oophycos in slope and deep basin settings (Fig. 1)
conforms to the environmental conditions defined for the
Zoophyws ichnofacies. Prior to the study by Bo$er et al. (1988)
there had been indications in the literature that such an
onshore-ofbhore pattem existed for bophycos (Frey and
Pemberton, 1985; Seilacher, 1986).
Ophiomorpha, a threedimensional branching burrow system

with pelleted burrow linings (Hantzschel, 1975), occurs
primarily in the Mesozoic and Cenozoic (Fig. 2). The oldest
known occurrence, however, is in Lower Permian strata
deposited in nearshore environments (270-280 ma)
(Chamberlain and Baer, 1973). By the late jurassic Ophiomorpha
was present in inner shelf environments (150-160 ma), and by
the mid{retaceous (90-100 ma) was present in middle shelf to
slope and deep basin environments (Fig. 2). Since then
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Goldring (1993) argues that reliance upon the ichnofacies
concept has become outdated, as more sophisticated specific
approaches to analysis of the ichnologic record have evolved.
He advocates an integrated analysis of individual traces, suites
of trace fossils, and ichnofabric for the fine+cale resolution of
paleoenvironments needed in modern depositional analysis.
Awareness by sedimentary geologists of onshore-offshore
trends, discussed above, or of the points raised by Goldring
(1993), will serve to spur discussion on utility of the ichnofacies
concept. Use of trace fossils in paleoenvironmental analysis has

traveled a long way from answering the simple question "what
was the water depth?", which, unfortunately, is still all many
sedimentary geologists think biogenic sedimentary structures
will tell them. Application of the ichnofacies concept to the
trace fossils in a sedimentary rock is a good start in ichnological analysis, but twenty-five years after its development,
ichnology offers many additional approaches to paleoenvironmental analysis available to the sedimentary geologist.

it

generally has occurred in all the environments studied by
Bottjer et al. (1988), although it has remained most common in
its original nearshore habitat (Fig. 2).
Over a period of 170 Myr Ophiamorpha progressively
appeared in more of$hore environments, from the oldest
known occurrence in the Early Permian nearshore to its midCretaceous appearance in slope and deepiasin settings.
Therefore, Ophiomorpha, typically thought to be a common
component of the Skolithos ichnofacies, was restricted to
environments with bathymetric characteristics of this
ichnofacies only during the first two-thirds (120 Myr) of its
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Structural and Stratigraphic Relations of
Mississippian Rocks at the Nevada Test Site
IAMES C. COLE, U.S. Geological Survey, Denver, CO 802254046
IAMES H. TREXLE& IR and PATRICIA H. CASHMAN, University of Nevada-Reno, Reno, NV 89557{138
MARK R. HUDSON,U.S. Geological Survey, Denver, CO 802254046

Road Log

(total Cambrian to Jurassic stratigraphic thickness about 9500

OVERVIEW
This field trip will afford an opportunity to examine parts
of the Upper Devonian through Lower Pennsylvanian sections
that are usually haccessible to the general scientific community
because they lie within the Nevada Test Site (NTS). Relations in
the Mississippian rocks are especially complex and have been
intelpreted under different conceptual models with contrasting
implications for paleogeography, tectonics, and regional
hydrology. The complicating factors are: 1) NTS spans a major
facies change from the western, siliciclashc Antler forelandbasin turbidite sequence to the eastem siliclastic and carbonate
shelf sequence; 2) east-vergent and west-vergent Mesozoic
thrusts are presen! 3) new evidence indicates sitnificant preMiocene extension, in part older than middle Cretaceous, and
possible major strike*lip faults; 4) concealment by Miocene
volcanic cover; and 5) ovelprint by Miocene and younger
extension and strike+lip faulting.
This trip will not reconcile all competing structural or
paleogeographic models, but rather aims to critically examine
some important field relations and discuss the consequences of
differing interpretations. Stratigraphic, paleontologic, and
sedimentologic evidence will be examined to evaluate
contrasting paleogeographic reconstructions of Mississippian
time, which provide important constraints on structural
restorations. At the same hme, major structures will be viewed
and evaluated to provide better understanding of the timing
and magnitude of events that have affected the present
distribution of Mississippian (and other) rocks.
BETWEEN LAS VEGAS AND MERCURY NEVADA
There will be no stops on the first aftemoon during the
drive from Las Vegas to the Nevada Test Site, but important
aspects of the regional geologic setting are well exposed along
US 95 and are described in this road log narrative. Major eastand southeast-vergent thrust strucfures of the Mesozoic Sevier
orogenic belt are identified near [-as Vegas. Farther northwest
along the Las Vegas Valley, these features are progressively
more obscured by the extensional overprint of middle-Tertiary
listric faults and synorogenic sedimentary basins. Original
depositional facies and thickness changes in the Eocambrian to
Pennsylvanian section are highlighted from southeast to
northwest, as the trip route crosses the hingeline between the
North American cratonic shelf and the offshore marine basin.
0.0 (0.0) BEGIN trip at the exit from McCarran [ntemational
Airport, Las Vegas; PROCEED WEST On Tropicana Avenue
from the comer of Swenson Street. University of Nevada-Las
Vegas campus on right.
1.6 (1.6,) ENTRY RAMP (R) to northbound I-15
5.0 (3.4) View to the right of Frenchman Mountain on the far
east edge of the Las Vegas basin. Eastwarddipping homoclinal
section of Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks that are
typical of the Colorado Plateau{rand Canyon sequence
deposited on the stable platform of the North American craton

ft/2900 m; Rowland, 1987). Cambrian Tapeats Sandstone at the
base of the mountain rests on Proterozoic Vishnu schisf skyline
crest is Mississippian Monte Cristo Formation; |urassic Aztec
Sandstone is the youngest Mesozoic unit preserved in this
section on the east side of the peak.
7.0 (2.0) EXIT RAMP (R, then L) to northbound U.S. Highway
95, toward Mercury and Tonopah
8.5 (1.5) View ahead at the base of the southem Spring
Mountains shows the late Cretaceous Keystone thrust fault that
places browngray Cambrian Bonanza King Formation dolomite
on top of orange jurassic Aztec Sandstone (Axen, 1987). The
Spring Mountains are only moderately affected by Cenozoic

extension and have remained a relatively intact block that
contrasts with all surrounding areas.
14.0 (5.5) View ahead of Gass Peak at the southem end of the
Las Vegas Range. Summit and foreground slope consist of an
overtumed syncline of brown, ledgy limestone of the

Pennsylvanian-Permian Bird Spring Formation in the footwall
of the Gass Peak thrust faulq the base of the thrust plate is
Eocambrian Stirling Quartzite (not exposed in this view). Fossil
Ridge the lower, prominently banded black-and-white ridge
behind Gass Peak, exposes the Cambrian Nopah Formation of
the Gass Peak thrust plate (Maldonado and fthmidt, 1990).
Hanging-wall, thrust, and overtumed footwall all dip about 30o
north-northwest, and probably reflect the original inclination of
the underlying footwall ramp.
24.3 (10.3) |unction with Kyle Canyon Road (Nevada157).

CONTINUE NORTH on U.S.
28.0

Q.n

95.

Between Gass Peak and Fossil Ridge (to right at

about 4 o'clock), middle Tertiary conglomerate, lacustrine
limestone, and sandstone represent synorogenic deposits within
an extensional basin that formed as the southem end of the Las
Vegas Range was oroclinally deformed adjacent to the Las
Vegas Valley shear zone. Interbedded volcanic ash layers
indicate the deposition may have begun in early Miocene time
and that differential tilting (extension) was pronounced during
the middle Miocene (Guth and others, 1988).
29.5 (i.5) To the right on the westem slope of the Sheep
Range, one can see a large part of the Paleozoic section that is
similar to the section at the Nevada Test Site (NTS: fig. 1), and
noticeably thicker than the platform s€quence exposed at
Frenchman Mountain (Eocambrian to lower Pennsylvanian
section at the NTS is about 35,000 fU 11,000 m). The two
prominent black cliff bands at the base of the slope are the
Ordovician Ely Springs Dolomite, repeated by a dextral-normal
oblique+lip fault along the front of the range. Above this level,
a thick zone of medium-gray dolomite that extends to the
skyline comprises the Silurian and Devonian section. A little
farther ahead on the northwest slope of the Sheep Range, one
can see a representative section beneath the Ely Springs,
consisting of: light tan Eureka Quartzite over thick, brown-gray
bedded limestone of the Ordovician Pogonip Group, on top of
thick dolomite of the Nopah Formation (prominent black and
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oroclinal bending and dextral slip on the Las Vegas Valley
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shear zone.
38.0 (0.3) View to ritht of the Desert Range (3 o'clock) and of
the Pintwater Range (ahead at 1 to 2 o'clock). These two tilted
fault blocks of the Cambrian to Devonian carbonate section
were sequentially extended away from the Sheep Range on
listric normal faults (Guth, 1981). The average tilt of the
Paleozoic formations is progressively steeper as one Passes
from the Sheep Range to the Desert Range to the Pintwater
Range. Middle Miocene volcanic ash is preserved in relics of
local syntectonic basins between these ranges and records the
time of greatest extension (Guth and others, 1988).
43.0 (5.0) The Pintwater Range (2 o'clock) is broadly anticlinal,
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though much complicated by Tertiary down-to-the-west
faulting on the west side; Guth (1990) inferred that the flexure
may reflect an underlying ramP in the lower decollement
surface of the Gass Peak thrust.
49.0 (6.0) View ahead of the Spotted Range; light tan beds of
the Ordovician Eureka Quartzite exposed in a narrow anticlinal
ridge in the lower foothills; Silurian to Devonian rocks exPosed
above to the skyline. On the back side of the crest, Cambrian
Bonanza King Formation is faulted over MississiPPian
limestone and Chainman Shale along the Spotted Range thrust
(Bames and others, 1982).
50.5 (1.5) Town of Indian Springs. Pennsylvanian and Permian
Bird Spring Formation on the south (left). The east-west
orientation of the Las Vegas Valley at this point reflects the
great 90o oroclinal bend at the northwestem termination of the
Las Vegas Valley shear zone, where differential extension
across the fault diminishes to near zero.
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Figure 1. Generalized strahgraphic column for preTertiary rocks of the
Nevada Test Site vicinity (Cole and others, 1989; Guth, 1990; Cashman
and Trexler, 1994). Scale applies to Devonian and older units; thickness
of Carboniferous units is shown schematically'

white stripes in the upper Part; silty and brown in the lower
part). Thick bedded and more massive dolomite of the Bonanza
King Formation forms the lowermost slope.
33.1 (3.5) ]unction with the road to the Com Creek Ranger
Station of the Desert National Wildlife Range. The rounded
light-tan outcrops of finegrained sandstone and siltstone
immediately east of the road were deposited in marsh
environments during late Pleistocene time. Similar deposits are
exposed along the highway for the next 30 miles on the
margins of the Las Vegas Valley. Although once thought to be

a

lakebed deposits, Quade (1985) demonstrated that the
depositional environment was not lacustrine, but was rather the
result of high-stands of the regional ground water table during
Pleistocene pluvial periods. Ground water emerging along
spring lines nurtured abundant vegetation that formed a barrier
to coarse debris moving down the alluvial fans but allowed
sand and silt to accumulate downslope. These marsh dePosits
show only minor Quatemary offsets, as along the Holocene
fault scalp at the Com Creek ranger station.
37.7 (4.6) |unchon with Lee Canyon Road (Nevada 156);
CONTINUE NORTH on U.S. 95. In the northem Spring
Mountains west of here, the Wheeler Pass thrust fault is the
westward continuation of the Gass Peak thrust fault exposed in
the Las Vegas Range to the southeast (Guth, 1981). The 40 km
offset of this Cretaceous marker is the result of Neogene

N
10

km

5 miles

@_

{3y

Figure 2. Sketch map of the Nevada Test Srte area showing roads and
locatrons of Field TriP stoPs.
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(biotite and homblende K/Ar; Barnes and others, 1982).
8.1 (3.6,) Stop 1-1: FRENCHMAN FLAT OVERVIEW (fig. 3).
This stop provides a general introduction to structural settings
of the southern NTS, and particularly to the main
deformational events.
Middle Miocene ash-flow tuffs erupted from the SWNVF
(15-9.5 Ma) are exposed west of this site in the valley bottom.
East-northeast trending strands of the Rock Valley fault system,
which define the southern margin of the Frenchman Flat
structural basin, postdate the volcanic deposits. The high area
to the north marks a structural culmination along the French
Peak accommodation zone (fig. 3), a relatively little extended
belt between the west-tilted Yucca Flat basin to the north and
the east-tilted Frenchman Flat basin to the south (Hudson,

IO

1992).

The trends of the Ranger Mountains to the east and the
Spotted Range to the south define the 90o oroclinal bend at the
northwest end of the Las Vegas Valley shear zone. Oligocene
and (possibly) early Miocene sedimentary rocks are strongly
folded and faulted within this orocline, but middle Miocene
deposits are only mildly tilted and show no paleomagnetic
evidence of major vertical-axis rotation (Hudson and others,

00

7994).

@
0

l0

20

i0

{0 hm

116-00

Figure 3. Simplified geologic map of the Nevada Test Sire region
showing mapped and inferred localions of Mesozoic thrusis and other
major tectonic features. BRT=Belted Range thrust (Caskey and
Schweickert, 7992); FP Az=French Peak accommdation zonei
RVF=Rock Valley faulf SRT=Spotted Range thrus! YF=Yucca fault.
Kg=Cretaceous granite pluton.

68.9 (18.4) TURN NORTH to Mercury and the Nevada Test
Site.
59.5 (0.6) Skull Mountain ahead on th'e left at 10 o'clock

displays subhorizontal strahfication of Miocene volcanic units
of the Southwest Nevada Volcanic Field (SWNVF). The hills
beyond Mercury camp (at 10 o'clock) show ledgy gray beds of
the Ordovician Antelope Valley Limestone overlain by the
white and orange Eureka Quartzite and the black Ely Springs
Dolomite. Gray Silurian dolomite caps the ridgeline.
72.5 (3.0) NTS ENTRY GATE and Badging Office (on right).
DAY ONE
0.0 (0.0) Depart USGS Core Library; PROCEED NORTH on

Mercury Highway (he.2).
1.9 (1.9) Mercury PasE north<entral Spotted Range. Strata here
are east+outheast tilted Ordovician-Silurian (on left) and
Silurian-Devonian (on right). Intense brecciation is due to
multiple events including middle Tertiary strike+lip faulting
that accompanied the oroclinal bending of the range (Guth,
1990), and Quatemary oblique slip adiustments along the Rock
Valley fault system.
4.5 (2.6) South end of Frenchman Flat. Oligocene-Miocene
basin deposits are exposed in the low hills to the left and right.
The older part of the sequence contains tuffs dated at 26 Ma

Mississippian rocks south of here in the footwall of the
Spotted Range thrust are chiefly shelf carbonates and
Chainman Shale and are about 300 m thick (total preserved;
Bames and others, 1982). The nearest Mississippian rocks to the
northwest in the CP Hills (about 10 km from here) are
considerably thicker and all Chainman Shale.
10.2 (2.7) Faulted andesite-rhyodacite lavas on the left were
erupted from the 13 Ma Wahmonie volcanic center nearby to
the west. The Wahmonie Formation contains the only
intermediate composition volcanics in the SWNVF.
14.1 (3.9) function with the Cane Springs Road.
77.6 (3.5) The CP Hills on the left expose a complex
assemblage of multiply deformed Eocambrian to Paleozoic
rocks beneath tilted panels of Paintbrush Tuff (12.7 Ma), which
are further described in the road log for Day Three. WesFtilted
Cambrian carbonate rocks near the highway (L) lie structurally
above Mississippian and Pennsylvanian strata; both
contractional and extensional faults are involved.
20.6 (3.0) Control Point ("CP") compler; operational center for
the nuclear testing program. Yucca Flat, site of most of the
underground tests and some of the early atmospheric
experiments, is the broad valley to the north (fig. a). This
structural basin is a local extensional domain that formed after
eruption of the youngest Timber Mountain volcanics (post-11.4
Ma). These rocks and the underlying Paleozoic formations are
tilted to the west on numerous eastdipping faults that define
the structural style of the basin and the Halfpint Range along
its eastem side. The main fault trends northward along the
west side of the highway and joins with the late Pleistocene
Yucca Fault (fiC. q near the north end of the basin and
continues beyond the skyline, just to the right of the prominent
flat-topped Oak Spring Butte. The 13.7 Ma Grouse Canyon Tuff
that caps the butte is displaced more than 400 m down to the
east at this point (Rogers and Noble, 1969), but most of the
terrane west of the fault, including western Yucca Flat and the
high ranges along its westem margin, comprise a stable block
that remained essentially unextended during and following
volcanic activity (Hudson and others, 1994).
22.0 (1.4) Tippipah Highway. TURN WEST (left).
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Trexler, 1994). Grouse Canyon, the maior gap in the range at 10
o'clock, generally follows the course of a pre-volcanic stream
channel that was filled by the Redrock Valley Tuff (15.2 Ma).
39.0 (5.1) TURN LEFT on the dirt road access to Captain |ack
Canyon (fig.a). The view of the White Rock Spring area due
north shows additional examples of paleotopography buried
beneath the oldest Miocene volcanic units. PROCEED 0.9 miles
west into the canyon.
39.9 (0.9) Stop 1-2: Captain ]ack Canyon. PARK at the "Y" in
the jeep trail opposite the first major cliff on the south. This
stop examines sedimentological and depositional characteristics
of iome of the finergrained parts of the Eleana Formation. The
middle part of the Eleana is exposed in resistant ribs that trend
roughly at right angles to the canyon. Finegrained, thin
turbidites are well exposed a short distance uP{anyon from
this spot, where laminated siltstones show good examples of
soft+ediment slumping. A short distance down<anyon, pebbly
mudstone beds show rip-ups of laminated siltstone and fluid
injection features. These finegrained sediments are interpreted
to have been deposited in inter<hannel settings within a midor inner-fan position.
In the creek bottom, a biotite lamprophyre dike intrudes
the Eleana Formation. Similar mafic dikes are known to intrude
the Paleozoic rocks at several NTS localities, one of which has
been dated at 101 Ma (Cole and others, 1993). This intrusive
event coincides with the emplacement of small middle
Cretaceous granite stocks in the vicinity (Naeser and
Maldonado, 1981), and indirectly establishes a younter-age
limit for the (thrust-related) tilting of the Mississippian section
here. RETURN to the highway.
40.8 (0.9) Rejoin the Tippipah Highway and TURN NORTH
(left).

StoP

Figure 4. Generalized geologic map of the Yucca Flat area (after Cole
and others, 1989). BRT=Belted Range thrusf CFdarpetbag fault;
CfC{aptarn lack Canyon; CPH=CP Hills; FF=Frenchman Fla!
GC{rouse Canyon; MM=Mine Mountairy O6B=Oak Spring Butte;
RC=Redrock Canyon; SM=Shoshone Mountain; YF=Yucca fault.

24J (2.0\ Mine Mountain is straight ahead. The geology of this
area is covered in detail in the road log for Day Two'
257 $.n Junction with Mine Mountain Road. CONTINUE
NORTH.
27.7 (2.0) On the left at 9 o'clock, the prominent color change

(gray over redirown) coincident with the break in slope of

Mine Mountain marks a maior low-angle normal fault contact
between Silurian-Devonian dolomite (above) and Mississippian
shale and conglomerate (below). See Day 2 road log for
exPlanahon.
30.8 (3.1) Intersection with the Pahute Mesa Road; CONTINUE
NORTH. "Area 1 Batch Plant" and drilling equipment yard on
the left. The nearby hills to the west are Part of Syncline Ridge,
a north-northwest trending chevron fold that encloses the
Pennsylvanian part of the Tippipah Limestone (the youngest
Paleozoic rocks preserved in the NTS region), an age-equivalent

of the Bird Spring Formation.
33.9 (3.1) Northern end of Syncline Ridge (fig. 4). Ridges and
canyons on the left in the Eleana Range expose a thick part of
the eastdipping type section of the (mostly) Mississippian
siliciclastic Eleana Formation (Poole and others, 1961).
Mississippian Chainman Shale underlies the pediment east of
the Eleana Range (see accompanying article; Cashman and

42.6 (1.5) Area 12 Camp. Eleana Formation conglomerates crop
out in low exposures just south of the highway. The Rainier
Mesa tunnels complex in this area was the site of the first
contained underground nuclear explosion in 1957.
42.8 (0.2) The blocky dark gray outcoPs low on the slope to
the south are Ordovician Antelope Valley Limestone. They
overlie the Mississippian Eleana on a low-angle normal fault
zone composed of brecciated dolomite (age unknown).
44.3 (1.5) Stop 1-3: Tongue Wash. PARK along the highway
opposite exposures of the Eleana Formation in the creek bottom
to the east. This stop examines coarse turbidite deposits of the
Eleana Formation, and reviews comPlex structural relations
within the footwall of the Belted Range thrust system.
The Eleana here is stratigraphically low in the section and
includes siliciclastic conglomerate, litharenite, and subordinate
lithic siltstone. The conglomerate is dominated by chert and
quartzite clasts in massive, clast-supported beds that have
channeled bases. The litharenite beds are amalgamated and
exhibit Bouma facies TA-B and TA{. The siltstone beds are
ripple-laminated, with some convolute lamination. Some of the
fine siltstones have wood debris on bedding surfaces. These
strata are intelpreted as channel<omplex deposits of submarine
fans.

The view to the northwest across the valley shows westdipping Silurian-Devonian Sevy Dolomite interpreted as a
horse block within the Belted Range thrust system. |ust out of
view over Rainier Mesa to the northwest, Eocambrian Wood
Canyon Formation quartzite forms the sole of the main thrust

plate. Drill hole ER-12-1 was spudded in the Devonian
dolomite in the foreground and Penetrated 3588 feet of an
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exhemely faulted, jumbled section that includes rocks ranging
from Ordovician to Mississippian in age. Such complexity is
most likely the result of extensional shingling of a previously
thrust section. The structural shuffling may be older than
middle Cretaceous because conodont CAI data show an
increasing hydrothermal oveqprint downward toward a 101-Ma
lamprophyre at the bottom of the drillhole (Cole and others,
1.993;10At/3eAr plateau age from phenocryst biotite).
TURN AROUND here and RETRACE the route around the
north end of the Eleana Range
46.8 (2.5) Lntersechon with Rainier Mesa Road on the left.
CONTINUE SOUTH on Tippipah Highway.
47.8 (1.0) To the east on the far side of Yucca Flat, the
prominently banded ridge exposes the Cambrian Bonanza King
Formation, part of the homoclinal, westdipping section of
Eocambrian through Silurian rocks within the Halfpint Range.
There is a 10o to 20o angular discordance between the
Paleozoic rocks and the Tertiary tuffu (as old as 26 Ma), but a
similar amount of the hlting is younger than 11.4 Ma and
related to the formation of the modem Yucca Flat basin.
53.4 (5.6,) TURN RIGHT on the dirt road at the north end of
Syncline Ridge and proceed east on good dirt road that passes
just south of the small outlying limestone ridge.
54.4 (1.0) Stop 1-4: Drill pad for Well IJE.L7e. This stop
examines the lithology and depositional characteristics of the
upper part of the Mississippian Chainman Shale.
This hole was drilled n 7976 to explore the Mississippian
Chainman Shale (previously designated "unit f" of the Eleana
Formation; Poole and others, 1951) for engineering studies
related to radioactive waste isolation. The hole was cored
continuously to a depth of 3000 feet (about 900 m), and consists
almost entirely of mudstone and sparse quartz arenite beds.
Pediments to the west are underlain by Chainman Shale up to
the Eleana Range front, where a major thrust fault (possibly a
footwall splay of the Belted Range thrust system; fig. 4) is
inferred to join the dissimilar Mississippian facies assemblages
of the Eleana and the Chainman. A higher level minor thrust
within the Eleana Formation is exposed on the hillslope to the
south of Red Canyon (hangingwall anticline is plainly visible).
The upper plate of this minor thrust contains part of the Eleana
that is interpreted to have been deposited farther to the west
(nearer the Antler orogenic source area) than the rest of the
formation in the Eleana Range (see accompanying article;
Cashman and Trexler, 1994).
Near the drill pad, resistant quartzite beds within the
upper Chainman Shale are preliminarily corelated to the
Scotty Wash Quartzite (Westgate, 1932) of eastem Nevada (A.
Titus, written commun., 1993). To the east, limestone of the
Lower Pennsylvanian (late Morrowan) Tippipah Limestone lies
disconformably on the Chainman Shale (Late Chesterian; Titus,
1992). Southwest of the drillpad site, the southward diverging
trends of Syncline Ridge and the Eleana Range front emphasize
the structural discordance related to thrusting. RETURN to the
main road by the same route.
55.4 (1.0) REIOIN the Tippipah Highway; TURN SOUTH.
58.3 (2.9) Pahute Mesa Road intersection; TURN WEST.
61.6 (3.3) Junction with Buckboard Mesa Road. BEAR RIGHT
and remain on Pahute Mesa Road.
62.0 (0.4) Stop 1-5: "Gap Wash" - Upper Chainman quartz
arenite beds. This stop examines depositional characteristics
and paleocurrent indicators within the quartz arenite beds of
the upper Chainman Shale.
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Three prominent and laterally persistent beds crop out
north and south of the road. Well preserved sedimentary
structures include small scale crossstratification, trough crossbeds, and some oscillation ripple stratification. Sedimentary

structures in these three beds suggest a shallowing-upward
sequence. Bidirectional indicators in the upper quartz arenite
suggest some tidal influence. The dominant transport direction
is southwest (see accompanying paper; Cashman and Trexler,
1994). CONTINUE WEST on Pahute Mesa Road.
62.6 (0.6) Stop 1{: "EAST RIDGE". This stop examines a
distinctive lithologic assemblage within the siliciclastic Eleana
Formation, and provides an opportunify to summarize
paleontologic data regarding age and depositional
environments.
Strata of the upper Eleana Formation are exposed in gullies
on the east side of the low ridge south of the road. Dominant
rock types include carbonate<last turbidite, spiculite, and
argillite. The spicules are from shallow marine sponges, and are
Mississippian in age (8. Murchey, written comm., 1993).
Radiolaria in a spiculite bed in East Ridge north of the road are
younger than Osagean (B. Murchey, written comm., 1993).
Foraminifera from the interbedded limestone are upper
Chesterian (B. Mamet, written commun's, 1989 - 1993). WALK
about 0.25 km south to examine typical Eleana Formation rock
types and depositional structures.
63.3 Q.n Stop 1-7: "CASTLE VALLEY", named informally for
the prominent block of Tippipah Limestone at the north end of
the valley (fig. 5). This stop examines complex fault relations
among the Chainman Shale, Eleana Formation, and an exotic
block of Tippipah.
The ridges to the east and west of this small valley are
composed of resistant Eleana Formation, but the valley floor is
underlain by Chainman Shale. The contact between the two

Figure 5. Geologic sketch map of field relations in the southem Eleana
Range at "Castle Valley", Field Trip Stop 1-7.
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Chainman Shale. A 3000-foot cored hole (UE25a-3) was drilled
through the Chainman in 1978 and encountered more than 150
feet of recrystallized carbonate rock at the bottom (Maldonado
and others, 1979), which may mark the Devonian base of the
Chainman facies in this area (see accompanying paper;
Cashman and Trexler, 1994).
TURN OBLIQUELY LEFT (north) on this dirt road.
29.5 $.n jackass Divide. Proceed north and descend into Mid
Valley with Shoshone Mountain on the left; middle Miocene
volcanic rocks (younger than 13.5 Ma) on the upper slope dip
10o to 15o west on top of gray,ledgy outcrops of Devonian
limestone and dolomite that dip 30o west.
30.9 (1.4) Stop 2-2: Shoshone Mountain. This stop provides an
overview of the upper Devonian and lower Mississippian
section that may be transitional between the Eleana Formation
turbidite facies to the northwest and the shallow-water
carbonate-platform facies of the Spotted Range to the southeast.
The Devonian section in the lower slope of Shoshone
Mountain (10 o'clock) starts with well$edded, brownish gray
Simonson Dolomite that was deposited in shallow water and
contains abundant algal stromatolites and bioherms;
dolomitization was largely secondary. The break in slope at the
base of prominent cliffs marks the approximate contact with
the overlying Guilmette Formation that consists chiefly of
shallow-water biohermal limestone. Brown-tan sandstone lenses
are common near this contact. The same section forms most of
the upper structural Plates at Mine Mountain, visible ahead to
the northeast. Above the Guilmette at Shoshone Mountain, a
partial section of the earliest Mississippian(?) exposes palegreen siltstone and shale, platy limestone, and black bedded
chert lenses, all of which may correlate in Part with the thin
Early Mississippian limestone units in the Spotted Range
(Bames and others, 1982). The highest preserved unit of
greenish quartz siltstone and calcareous shale at Shoshone
Mountain probably correlates with the Chainman Shale.
Mine Mountain is straight ahead along the road. On the
left skyline (11 o'clock) reddish$rown hills of the Eleana
Formation form a gentle anticline. [n the center of Mine
Mountain, the gray rounded hills consist of Simonson and
Guilmette carbonates that dip about 40o northwest and lie in
structural contact above a gently eastdipping fault on top of
the Eleana. Variations on this structural style will be seen along
the road as it traverses Mine Mountain.
35.2 (2.5) "T" intersection. TURN RIGHT on Mine Mountain

units in some Places is demonstrably high-angle, in other places
apparently low-angle, and in other areas is covered. The
"castle" of Tippipah Limestone under the tuff at the northwest
end of the valley overlies both Chainman and Eleana rocks
along a low-anglg extensional fault contact.
WALK NORTH about 1 km and examine the complex fault
relationships among Eleana, Chainman, and Tippipah strata
(fig. 5). At the head of the valley, gully exposures show both
low-angle and high-angle contacts between Eleana and
Chainman; the high-angle contact terminates against the lowangle extensional fault beneath the overlying Tippipah.
TURN AROUND and RETURN to Mercury.

DAY TWO
0.0 (0.0) Begin at USGS Core Library. DRIVE SOUTH 0.3 mile

to junction with the jackass Flats Road; TURN EAST (RIGHT)
and proceed past the gas station.
6.1 (6.1) The Specter Range ahead on the left at 10 o'clock
displays the Spotted Range thrust (Sargent and Stewart, 1971).
The fault dips gently northward and traverses the low, flat
pass; the footwall to the left consists of steeply overtumed
Pogonip Group pale yellow Eureka Quartzite, and dark gray
Ely Springs Dolomite. The hanging wall to the right carries
gently inclined Bonanza King Formation.
10.9 (4.S) Skull Mountain, on the ritht of the highway, and
Little Skull Mountain on the left are both composed of middle
Miocene ash-flow tuffs capped by 10 to 8.5 Ma basalt flows.
Rock Valley in the foreground follows the trend of the Rock
Valley fault system that displays down-to-the-north Quatemary
scarps, but left-lateral offsets of Miocene and older units. On 29
[wre,7992, a 5.4 magnitude earthquake with an epicenter near
Little Skull Mountain had a focal mechanism consistent with
normal faulting on a northeast-trending structure (Harmsen,
1994), and is thought to have been triggered by the Landers
earthquake in the westem Moiave.
12.8 (1.9) The range on the left at 10 o'clock in the middle
distance is the Striped Hills, which exPoses a steeP to
overtumed, north-facing section that ranges from Eocambrian
Wood Canyon Formation, on the left, through the Ordovician
Pogonip Group, on the right. The northdirected overtuming in
the Striped Hills is enigmatic, and may result from structural
crowding within the oroclinal bend of the Specter RangeSpotted Range.
18.1 (5.3) Yucca Mountain and |ackass Flats ahead. The
buildings ahead on the left are the operations center for the
Yucca Mountain Proiect. The Timber Mountain caldera
complex, source of most of the younger S\AINVF volcanics, is
locaied just over the crest of the brightly<olored Calico Hills to
the north. On the left, beyond the crest of Yucca Mountain, is
the summit of the Bare Mountain structural block.
Mississippian siltstone, shalg and sparse chert litharenite and
conglomerate beds (correlated with the Eleana Formation; Carr
and Monsen, 1988) are exposed beneath a south-vergent thrust
that carries Cambrian Zabriskie Quartzite. This thrust may
correlate with the Belted Range thrust (fig. 3) discussed at Stop

Road.

36.7 (1.5) On the slope to the right, the prominent color change
from redtrown below to gray and blocky above marks one of
the major low-angle normal faults.
3S.6 (0.9) Stop 2-3: Mine Mountain Pass (fig. 6). WALK

SOUTHEAST up the dirt track to the knob of quartzite. This
stop examines fault kinematic indicators and related
information conceming the tectonic significance of the Mine

1-3.

21.1 (3.0) CONTINUE NORTH past abandoned guard station.
23.8 e.n Stop 2-1: Intersection with the Saddle Mountain
Road (unmarked intersection). Calico Hills ahead on the left are
a broadly domiform exPosure of pre-Tertiary rocks capped by
orange and pink strongly altered Miocene volcanics. Here, slabs
and small blocks of Silurian and Devonian dolomite rest on
low-angle faults (mostly normal) above the Mississippian

Mountain extensional comPlex.
This quartzite within the lower Guilmette Formation rests
in fault contact atop the Eleana Formation; the fault dips 15o
southeast at this location. Quartzites along this ridge crest are
abundantly striated and extended on shallow to moderately
dipping normal faults. The dominant sense of movement
determlned here is top-to+outhwest (fig. 6). Families of normal
faults with top-to-southwest or toP-to-northeast sense are
common at the base of upper-plate blocks throughout the Mine
Mountain area (fig. 7). Although initial iuxtaposition of older
on younger rocks must have occurred during Mesozoic
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dipping Guilmette limestone at the summi! immediately below
is a thin slab of Eleana, which in tum is underlain by Simonson
dolomitg with more Eleana below in the red{rown lower
slope. These structural relationships are further complicated
here by younger, high-angle strike-slip faults (fig. 5; Cole and
others, 1989).
41.4 (2.2) TURN LEFT (north) on the Tippipah Highway.

423 (1.4) TURN LEFT on an obscure dirt track (1{C Road),
fust before the culvert. Follow the track due west toward Mine
Mountain.
43.2 (0.4) To the north at 2 o'clock, the Sevy Dolomite lies on
Eleana Formation on a 32o westdipping fault. To the left at 10
o'clock, a color break two-thirds of the way up the slope marks
a low-angle fault contact between westdippint (above) and
eastdipping (below) sections of the Simonson Dolomite.
PROCEED WEST up the wash past the open chain
barricade (Gate 1{C) on the dirt road. {CAUTION: the next
mile is a narrow unimproved track through dense vegetation in
the dry stream bed and may be gullied or washed out. Fourwheel drive and high clearance is recommended.)
44.3 (1.1) Stop 2-4: "Slick Drard'. A short hike here leads to
some exceptionally preserved low-angle normal fault surfaces
within the Mine Mountain extensional fault complex.
WALK 500 m south-southwest along the contact between
Sevy Dolomite (above) and the Eleana Formation (below) that
marks the trace of one of the low-angle normal faults (fig. 5).
TURN LEFT In the small gully marked by the prominent,
slickensided, high-angle, oblique+lip fault surface on the right.
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Climb over the low divide, and enter a small amphitheater
referred to as "Slick Draw". On the ritht is the upper surface of
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a brecciated dolomite slab that was overridden by Eleana
Formation. Proceeding southeast, one crosses a small highangle fault that repeats this slab, and the upper surface of this
eastem block displays large-scale, polished, fault mullions.
Grooving, milling, and chemical alteration on the fault surfaces
imply a moderate depth of burial. Lineations and secondary
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Figure 6. Geologic map of the Mine Mountain area, western Yucca Flat
(after Cole and otherg 1989). Vector arrows show upper-plate sense-ofmotion determined from detailed fault-slip studies (Hudson and Cole,
1993). Miss=Eleana Formation and Chainman Shale(?), undivided;
Dg{uilmette Formation; Ds=Simonson Dolomrte; DSsl=Sevy and
la}etown Dolomites; C-O=Eureka Quartzite and older unrts.

structures
suggest top-tothe-northeast

motion on this
system at this
location.

thrusting, the upper-plate rocks at Mine Mountain were
strongly modified by extension prior to Miocene volcanism.
Southwest-trending striations on the quartzite ridge are
locally overprinted by northwest-trending striations (fig. 7) that
are probably related to younger left-lateral strike+lip faults,
which are shown to of6et the low-angle faults in the basin to
the southeast.
The view to the southeast from this location shows the
overall westdipping, continuous nature of the SilurianDevonian sechon in this parhcular upper-plate block. The
views toward the east and northeast show different facing
direchons in separate fault blocks, and highlight the complex
relations that arise from extensional oveqprinting on the
Cretaceous thrusts. Retum to vehicle; PROCEED Down Mine

Mountain Road.
39.2 (0.6) The small brick kiln on the right side of the road is a
mercury retort from the 1930's that apparently was never used
(there is no record of production from any of the shafts or adits
at Mine Mountain). Mining seems to have explored brecciated
rock that contains disseminated barite and minor sulfides of
lead and zinc.
The prominent gray knob straight ahead exposes south-

Higher up on
the slope to
the east, a
separate slab
of brecciated

dolomite
moved
northeast on

top of the
Eleana. Finer
scale structural

Figure 7. Lower-hemisphere stereographic
projection of fault-slip data for a representative site
in the northem Mine Mountains (Hudson and
Cole, 1993). Arrow decorations on slip-line symbols
(solid dots) show sense of upper-block motion
determined for that faul! sense of strike'slip
motion is shown by double-headed arrow
decoratron (where known).
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faulting following thrusting, and to indicate that the upper
plate dolomites extended "in place" above the deformed Eleana
substrate. WALK BACK to parking spot and CONTINUE
NORTHWEST on the dirt track.
44.5 (0.2) The view to the north shows a low.angle fault
between dolomite and Eleana that is cut by a high-angle fault
that brings the Redrock Valley Tuff (15.2 Ma) down into
contact with the older rocks on the east. The 15o westdiPPing
top of the Redrock Valley Tuff is conformably overlain by a
coarse boulder conglomerate deposited by a Miocene river
system. Antithetic faults to the west repeat this sequence.
45.2 Q.n Tuff of Yucca Flat (15.1 Ma) crops out by the road.
45.8 (0.5) TURN RIGHT (east) on the power line road.
47.5 0.n TURN LEFT (north) at intersection with Tippipah
Highway.
49.7 (2.2) TURN RIGHT (east) at intersection with Pahute Mesa
Road.

il.6 (3.e\ TURN

LEFT (north) at intersection with Mercury

Highway.
60.3 $.n BEAR RIGHT On the "2{3 Road" toward the "700
Gate". Stay on the main road and Follow signs for "DETOUR
TO GATE 700" as the road bends east and then north.
63.6 (3.3) At the bend in the road, cross the lO-meter late
Pleistocene scalp of the Yucca fault to the north. On the right is
the crater rim of the SEDAN event, a 1962 "Plowshare"
experiment to investigate the non-military use of nuclear
explosions for excavation.
64.4 (0.8) TURN LEFT on the "10{2" road.
66.0 (1.5) BEAR LEFI on the main road at the "Y".
66.8 (0.8) TURN LEFT on the

dirt track about

100 meters south

of the end of the paved road. Cross the fault scalp of the Yucca
fault-Butte fault system as it bends toward the northeast. The
mine dump straight ahead was produced during 1970's
excavations into the Cretaceous Climax granite stock for
nuclear tests and nuclear waste storage investigations.
PROCEED WEST on dirt road through chain barricade Gate 81C and north into Oak Spring Wash.
68.4 (1.6) Stop 2-5: Trench across the Tippinip fault. This stop
examines evidence for the sense and magnitude of slip on the
Tippinip fault, a major pre-middle Cretaceous structure that
marks the eastem outcroP limit of Mississippian rocks at NTS.
WALK EAST up the dirt track north of the excavated
trench and climb the bulldozer trail southward to the trench.
The Tippinip fault marks a major structural boundary within
the Paleozoic rocks, but its origin and significance remain
enigmatic. The east (uphill) end of the trench exposes finegrained, light gray sheared limestone of the Ordovician
Pogonip Group dipping 75o€5o west (uprighf Houser and
Poole, 1950; USG$ 1983). Most of the trench exposes black,
finegrained, calcareous and siliceous siltstone of the
Mississippian Eleana Formation that dips 50o€5'west
(overtumed). Thin beds of limestone within the Eleana are
metamoqphosed and display decussate pale green amphiboles;
thus, the overtuming of beds and the main movement on the
Tippinip Fault must be older than intrusion of the Climax stock
to the east at 101 Ma (Naeser and Maldonado, 1981).
The fault zone is marked by about one meter of sheared
and altered rock that dips steeply west. Although kinematic
indicators are lacking at this locality, the overturned Eleana,
minor structures nearby, and regional considerations suggest
the Tippinip is a reverse fault with considerable throw. North

offiE*Figure 8. Geologic sketch map of the northem Yucca Flat area in the
vicinity of the Tippinip fault, based on Houser and Poole (1960) and
mapping by the first author. BF=Butte faul! BRT=Belted Range thrust;
CF=Carpetbag faulb OSB=Oak Spring Butte; TF=Tippinip faul!
YF=Yucca fault.

of Oak Spring Butte along the trend of this fault, a buried
thrust was inferred by Rogers and Noble (1969) to explain the
juxtaposihon of dissimilar middle Devonian facies (fig. 8). A
similar reverse-fault mechanism is still favored, although
substantial strike+lip faulting may have also occurred, as
suggested both by bending and structural thinning of
formations in both fault blocks.
Reverse direction and PROCEED SOUTH about 1500 feet
down Oak Spring Wash to a prominent gully on the right hand
(west) side.
68.s (0.1) Stop 2-6: MISSISSIPPIAN SECTION WEST OF OAK
SPRING WASH. Atypical lithologic and depositional
characteristics of the middle Mississippian part of the Eleana
Formation are examind at this stop. A short walk up this gully
system passes down-section through part of the eastdipping
(upright) Eleana Formation west of the Tippinip Fault. Dark
greenish$lack micaceous+iliceous shale beds show common
sinuous trace fossils on bedding surfaces. An underlying
section of about 80 m of chert-pebble conglomerate (thickens
markedly to the west) is underlain by a very thick section of
moderately sorted fine sandstone and graygreen shale. Feeding
trails and interference-type ripple marks suggest unusually
shallow-water environments for this part of the section. The
high mica content in some of the Eleana shales is unusual and
suggests a greater eastem (cratonic) source component than
was inferred at Stop 1-2 in the Eleana Range to the south.
RETURN TO MERCURY CORE LIBRARY. End of Day 2.
DAY THREE
0.0 (0.0) DEPART USGS Core Library; PROCEED NORTH On

Mercury Highway.
16.2 (16.2) Stop 3-1: Roadside overview of the CP Hills. As
the Mercury Highway tums northwest toward the Control
Point (CP) Pass, a panorama of the major elements of the CP
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18.5 (0.4) TURN UfEST (left) on a dirt road toward the electric
power substation. (This tumoff is also located 3.5 miles south
of the junction of the Mercury Highway and the Tippipah
Highway in Yucca Flat).
19.1 (0.5) Substation; PROCEED NORTHWEST toward the
water tank on a good jeep trail from the west side of the fenced

enclosure.
20.3 (1.2) Cross north-trending feep trail above the water tank;
CONTINUE STRAIGHT AHEAD on a moderate jeep trail in
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the shallow drainage channel.
2'1.0 Q.n Black outcrops across gully on right are Papoose
Mountain member of the Cambrian Bonanza King Formation.
21.3 (0.3) End of jeep trail. WALK NORTH AND WEST across
alluvial wash to light gray outcrops of brecciated dolomite and
brecciated quartzite (fig. 9).
Stop 3-2: Extensional fault relations. This stop will examine
disthguishing characteristics of thrusts, low-angle extensional
faults, and high-angle normal faults.
Well bedded, unfolded Chainman Shale west of (below)
brecciated dolomite dips 25o east and is truncated by a planar
fault surface that dips 40o east (variable between 35o and 70o
west). The extent of brecciation in the hangingwall dolomite
decreases noticeably to the east (structurally upward) and
suggests that this fault is an extensional structure that postdates the original stratigraphic inversion caused by thrusting.
The absence of cleavage and folding in the Chainman indicates
that this is a new extensional fault and not a reactivated thrust.
Farther north, Mississippian carbonate turbidite (abundant
crinoid columnals) within the Chainman is exposed beneath the
extensional fault, which dips gently eastward at this point.
Continuing northward along this ridge, a small block of
brecciated Cambrian dolomite rests on Chainman shale to the
west and on maroon micaceous shale of the Carrara Formation
to the east. This structural relationship confirms that the
extensional low-angle faulting postdates the thrusting. Oolitic
limestone within the Carrara contains trilobite debris and

High-angle DolBal foult
bu-anEle
normai routt
i'lhowrnginchnati6n)

ct
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Figure 9. Geologic sketch map of the central CP Hills arga, based on
mapping by McKeown and others (1976) and Caskey (1991), and
reconnaissance by the first author. Pt=Tippipah Limestone;
Mc=Chainman Shale; Cb=Bonanza King Formation; Cc=Carrara
Formation; CZw=Zabrtskie Quartzite and Wood Canyon Formation.

Hills geology is displayed on the left side of the road. Two
landmarks in the foreground include the water tank above the
Device Assembly Facility (DAF; new underground facility
where future nuclear devices are to be assembled prior to
testing) and the electric power substation.
The CP Hills in general expose some of the more complex
geology of the Nevada Test Site (fig. 9), resulting from
Sevier(?)-age westdirected thrusting, post-thrust extensional
faulting, post-volcanic tilting on high-angle faults, and

ellipsoidal cryptaltal coated clasts (oncolites).
Stop 3-3: Fault contact between Chainman Shale and Carrara
Formation. At this location, well bedded tan quartzite and
orange sandy limestone of the Chainman Shale dip 50o-60" east
(overtumed) beneath a fault zone of brecciated quartzite and
dolomite that bounds thin{edded shale and fossiliferous
limestone of the Carrara Formation that dips 25o east.

Quaternary(?) landslides (McKeown and others, 7976; Caskey,
1991). The post-volcanic faulting, expressed in the west-tilted
ridge of tuff beyond the power substation and a similar westtilted ridge on the skyline left of the water tanlg appears
related to the French Peak accommodation zone discussed on
Day 1. The faults that bound these ridges show extremely
variable displacement along strike in this area of structural
culmination.
Between these two ridges of volcanic rock, gray Cambrian
Bonanza King dolomite and red Cambrian Carrara Formation
limestone/siltstone crop out around a central fenster that
exposes brown Mississippian Chainman Shale and gray
Pennsylvanian Tippipah Limestone. Many contacts within this
Paleozoic terrane are low-angle extensional faults that postdate
the thrusting and predate 13 Ma and younger Miocene
volcanism.
18.2 (2.0) Junction with access road to the DAF (left);
CONTINUE on Mercury Highway.

Slickenside lineations on subhorizontal shear planes in the
footwall quartzites indicate a N50-70E/S50-70W transport
direction, probably during thrusting. The fault at this location,
however, seems to be a younger down-to-the-east, eastdipping
normal fault that places Carrara of the thrust hangingwall
against Chainman Shale quartzite of the thrust footwall.
Following up the small gully to the north-northwest along
the fault contact between Chainman and Carrara, bedding
relations in the two fault plates remain similar to those
described below. At the ridge line, a low-angle normal fault
above the Carrara cuts out section beneath brecciated Bonanza
King dolomite. DESCEND NORTHWESTWARD along the
strike ridge of clean quartz arenite within the Chainman Shale.
Stop 3-4: Overturned folds in the thrust footwall. In the gully,
northeastdipping quartzite beds of the Chainman Shale show

cross-bedding relations that indicate they are overtumed (see
also Caskey, 1991). Traversing south and east along the gully,
these quartzite beds define anticlinal+ynclinal folds that are'
strongly overturned toward the west and are interpreted as
west-vergent structures of the Cretaceous Sevier thrust-fault
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system (Caskey and Schweicke*, 199?\. Farther down this gully
to the south, westdipping quartzite beds are clearly upright
within the lower limb of a major overtumed syncline beneath

the thrust. EXIT GULLY And CONTINUE SOUTHWARD
across eastdraining washes to the prominent gray hill.

Stop 3-5: Chainman Shale'Tippipah Limestone contact. The
upper Chainman Shale at this locality includes sParse
biichiopods (Nripidomella neaailensb\ that define its age as latest
Chesterian (latest Mississippian; Titus, 1992). The basal
limestone beds of the overlying Tippipah Limestone are late
Morrowan in age (late Early Pennsylvanian) and indicate a
significant gaP in time. The contact between the two formations
is conformable but is marked by a thin discontinuous chertpebble lag deposit at the base of the Tippipah. The amount of
early Pennsylvanian erosion is variable from place to place in
the Nevada Test Site area, but the marine submersion and
establishment of the Bird Spring Formation+quivalent
carbonate shelf seems to have been essentially synchronous
(Titus, 1992; Miller, 1989).
RETURN to parking area; Retum to Mercury, AND Exit
Nevada Test Site.
End of field hip
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The Case for Two, Coeval, Mississippian Sections at the
Nevada Test Site
PATRICIA H. CASHMAN and IAMES H. TREXLE& ]R., Department of Geological Sciences, University of Nevada, Reno
ABSTRACT

episode is long-lasting and highly varied in the Great Basin. In

At the Nevada Test Site, Mississippian skata previously
known as the Eleana Formation can be subdivided into two,
coeval, stratigraphic units. We suggest that these units be called
the Eleana Formation and the Chainman Shale. These two units
are in fault contact, have similar age ranges, and have differing
(not adjacent) sedimentary settings and sources. The
recognition of, and distinction between, these two units allows
a more detailed reconstruction of the paleogeography of the
region. The nature of the original fault contact between them is

poorly understood, but will have significant impact on regional
tectonic reconstructions.

INTRODUCTION
Rocks of the Antler foreland basin crop out in a belt that
extends from Idaho to southem Nevada (Fig. 1); they are

interpreted to document the L,ate Devonian - Early
Mississippian emplacement of the Antler allochthon onto the
carbonatedominated margin of North America (e.g., Poole and
Sandberg, 1991). The sedimentological signal of this tectonic
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Figure 1. Mississippian paleogeography of the Great Basin (modified
after Poole and Sandberg 1991) showing the Antter foreland trend, and
the study area.

southem Nevada and southeastem Califomia, the upper
Devonian strata are continental-margin carbonates and
calcareous quartz sandstones. These strata go by a variety of
formation names, but in the area of the NTS are generally
mapped as Devil's Gate Formation. The lower Mississippian
section in this area depositionally overlies the Devonian
carbonates; it typically comprises fine-grained clastic rocks
locally interbedded with carbonates. These strata are commonly
referred to as the Narrow Canyon and Mercury limestones in
the southem NTS (Poole and others, 1961), the Narrow Canyon
Limestone and Monte Cristo Group at Indian Springs (Stevens
and others, 1991), the Chainman Shale in the Spotted Range
and Pahranagat Range in Clark and Lincoln counties, and the
Tin Mountain Limestone, Perdido Formation, and Rest Springs
Shale in the Death Valley area in Califomia (Poole and others,
1961; Poole and Sandberg,799l; Stevens and others, 1991;
Stone, 1984). Ln central Nevada, names commonly used for
Lower and middle Mississippian rocks include the Pilot Shale
(in part), |oana Limestone, Tripon Pass Limestone, Dale Canyon
Formation and Chainman Shale. Upper Mississippian strata
include both the Diamond Peak Formation of central Nevada
and the upper part of the Chainman Shale of eastern Nevada.
The Eleana Formation (as originally defined), which crops
out on the NTS and the adjacent Nellis Bombing Range
represents a stratigraphic anomaly in this regional geology.
Initially described by johnson and Hibbard (1957) as clastic
rocks of inferred Mississippian age the Eleana Formation
includes coarse conglomerate, sandstone, pebbly mudstong and
an upper sequence of bioclastic limestone and spiculitic chert.
A stratigraphic study of the Eleana Formation by Poole and
others (1961) confirmed the Mississippian age and was the
basis for a composite stratigraphic column (2400m minimum
thickness) from four measured sections. This column includes
ten members, labelled'a" through "j", distinguished on the
basis of grain size and composition of clastic material.
Our work shows that rocks mapped as oEleana
Formation" include two separate, probably time*quivalent,
units. The distinctive coarsegrained rocks of the Eleana Range
comprise siliciclastic and bioclastic turbidites of units oa"
through "i" of Poole and others (1961). We suggest that the
name'Eleana Formation" be restricted to this unique unit. The
mudstone section, with minor interbedded quartz arenite and
limestone near the top, that makes up nunit j" (Poole and
others, 1961) was derived from a different source, and
deposited in a different environment. In keeping with the
regional lithostratigraphic nomenclature, we call it the
Chainman Shale.
In this paper, we will briefly review the lines of evidence
for the existence of two separate Mississippian sections at the
NTS, and then summarize the intemal stratigraphy of each,
focussing on characteristics that pertain to regional
paleogeography.
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EVIDENCE FOR TWO SEPARATE UNITS
We have previously suggested (Cashman and Trexler,
1991) that the Eleana Formation could be subdivided into two
separate and coeval units; further work has resulted in five
lines of evidence that support this interpretation.
1. Fault Contacts Between the Eleana and the Chainman
Where the Chainman Shale is in contact with the Eleana
Formation (as revised), the contact is always a fault. On the
west side of Yucca Flat, the contact usually coincides with the
topographic break at the eastern front of the Eleana Range,
with the Chainman forming the pediments adjacent to, and east
of, the Eleana Range. Different members of the Eleana
Formation are in contact with the Chainman along the length of
the range, and in some places bedding in the range strikes into
the Eleana / Chainman contact. Where the fault contact is
exposed, it is most commonly a vertical (apparently strike-slip)
fault. The contact is sub-horizontal in some places, however,
and local evidence suggests that a low-angle fault is the oldest
fault contact between the units (see stop 1.7 in the
accompanying field guide). Note that there is also a low-angle
fault within the Eleana Formation which duplicates the Eleana
section; this is dixussed in more detail below.
2. Coeval Ages for the Eleana and the Chainman
The rocks of the Eleana Formation and the Chainman Shale
were deposited during the same hme period (as old as Late
Devonian to I-ate Mississippian) (Fig. 2). Even though fossils
are absent from most of the siliciclastic sections in both the
Eleana and the Chainman, both appear to be deposited on Late
Devonian dolomite or limestone, and both contain Late
Mississippian faunas in the upper, more fossiliferous, parts of
their respective sections.
The Eleana lies unconformably on late Devonian dolomite
in the type sechon at Carbonate Wash (Fig. 3) (Poole and
others, 1951), but the contact is interpreted to be conformable at
Bare Mountain (M. Carr, pers. comm., 1993). Corals in a
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Figure 2. Approximate thickness and bioshatigraphic control of the
Chainman Shale and Eleana Formation at the NTS.

limestone<last conglomerate near the bottom of the clastic
Eleana section at Carbonate Wash are Late Devonian in age
(Poole and others, 1951). The siliciclastic turbidites of the lower
part of the Eleana Fm have not yielded datable material, but
the overlying spiculites and bioclastic turbidites contain
Mississippian spicules and radiolaria (B. Murchey, written
comm., 1992-3), Chesterian foraminifera (8. Mamet, written
comm., 1989-93\, and Late Mississippian macrofossils (Poole
and others, 1961; Poole and Sandberg, and references cited
therein, 1991).
The base of the Chainman Shale is not exposed at the
surface on the NTS, but in the UE25a#3 drillhole at the Calico
Hitls the Chainman depositionally overlies undated carbonate
rocks that are tentatively correlated with local Devonian
limestones. This contact may be equivalent to the conformable
contact exposed nearby at Shoshone Mountain, where an
anomalous shale and limestone unit ('Ml" of Orkild (1958))
overlies Late Devonian dolomite and limestone. Note that the
Shoshone Mountain / Calico Hills Devonian-Mississippian
contact is very unlike the unconformity reported by Poole and
others (1951) at Carbonate Wash, where basal Eleana limestone
conglomerate unconformably overlies dolomite breccia. The
mudstone section of the Chainman Shale at Red Canyon Wash
has yielded Kinderhookian-Meramecian palynomolphs (T.
Hutter, written comm., 1989-90), but no other datable material
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has been found. The upper part of the Chainman, which
contains quartz arenite and limestone interbedded with

lower section, loresets

lower section, lineations

mudstone, yields late Chesterian to Morrowan foraminifera (B.
Mamet, wriften comm., 1989-93), Chesterian to Morrowan
ammonoids (Titus and Manger, 1992), and late Mississippian
macrofossils (Poole and others, 1961; Poole and Sandberg,"1997,
and references cited therein; B.R. Wardlaw, written comm.,
1989-90).

3. Different Clastic Provenance of the Chainman and Eleana
Sandstones in the Eleana are chert litharenites, and
sandstones in the Chainman are quartz arenites (Cashman and
Trexler, 1991). There is no convergence of composition (e.g.,
increasing chert content in the quartz arenite) in the vicinity of
the contact, as would be expected if this were a gradational,
intraformational contact.
4. Separate Sources of Sediment Based on Paleocurrent

upper section, imbrication
12 stations

8 stations

N=50

N=44

Reconstructions

7 stations

Paleocurrent indicators are absent in the mudstone of the
Chainman. Those measured in the quartz arenites at the top of
the Chainman section show modes in mulhple opposing
directions (Fig. a). Quartz sand was transported toward the east
and southeast, and toward the west and northwest. Locally,
quartz arenite horizons include bidirectional sediment
transport and transport to the northeast. All of these
paleocurrent indicators are low-energy depositional features,
and there is no indicahon of the influence of a paleoslope.
Paleocurrent indicators in the Eleana are bimodal (Fig. 5),
showing that sediment was transported both to the southeast
and to the south+outhwest. All of the indicators are associated
with turbidity currents, and all are an expression of paleoslope.
The higher energy features (basal xour and current lineations)
indicate south and southwest flow and are associated

N=66
Upper plate
lineations

4 stations

2 stalions

N--8

N=29

Figure 5. Paleocurrent summary: Eleana Formation. Upper and lower
structural plates are duplicate sections of the Eleana, now juxtaposed
on a low angle fault. Lineafions include flutes, grooves, and channel
axes, and are associated with siliciclastrc conglomerate. Imbrication is
restricted to heterolithic conglomerate. Foreset cross-lamination is
associated with Bouma facies T".

Upper quartzite beds
2stations,N= 56

exclusively with siliciclastic turbidites. Lower enerty features
within turbidites (imbrication and cross-bedding) generally

Middle quartzite beds

lstation,N=7

Lower quartzite beds

2stations,N=

imbrication

31

bi-directional lines = orthogonal
to oscillafion ripple crests
trends = tabular cross-sets

Figure 4. Paleocurrent su[unary: Chainman Shale.

indicate southeast flow, and are found in both siliciclastic and
heterolithic turbidites. The stratigraphic implications of these
petrologic associations are discussed below.
5. Different Depositional Environments of the Eleana and
Chainman
Sediment grain size and primary sedimentary structures
suggest depositional environments for the Eleana and the
Chainman that could not have been adjacent. The Eleana clastic
section was deposited in an energetic submarine fan system,
while the Chainman sediments were deposited on a quiet,
muddominated, ramped margin that was influenced by tidal
flow late in its history. These intelpretations are dixussed in
more detail below.
CHAINMAN SHALE
The Chainman Shale at the NTS consists of an unknown
thickness (but at least 900m) of siliciclastic mudstone, overlain
by at least 80m of interbedded mudstone, quartz arenite, and
limestone (Fig. 5). Based on core (UE25a43 in the Calico Hills)
it appears to have been deposited on undated (Devonian?)
limestone, probably gradationally. It is overlain by a
shallowing-upward carbonate slope to platform sequence,
represented by the Pennsylvanian Tippipah Limestone (Miller,
1989). The contact is disconformable (Poole and otherE 1961;
Titus and Manger, 1992).
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Mudstone of the Chainman is dark
gray to black and monotonous; it is
characterized by abundant swelling clays
and by a lack of bioturbation. The
mudstone is dominantly quartz silt and
illite+mectite, with lesser amounts of
kaolinite, pyrophiilite, and chlorite
(Herring and others, 1993). The mudstone
is locally calcareout especially in upper
parts of the section. Rare siltstone beds in
the lower part of the section contain
starved ripples, and frequently exhibit softsediment deformation. Grains in these
lower siltstones, like those in the siltstones
and sandstones at the toP of the section,
are monocrystalline quartz.
The upper 80m of the Chainman
contains several coarsening-upward cycles
of mudstone (including swelling clays),
laminated and crossdedded siltstone, and
clean, crossJcedded quartz arenite. Minor
lE
8
silty and sandy limestone is interbedded
locally. This part of the Chainman is
o fossiliferous and bioturbated; it is latest
@
Mississippian to early Pennsylvanian in
Figure 5. Measured
age (Fig. 2). Paleocurrent indicators in the
section in the
siltstones and sandstones are low-energy
Chainman Shale at
features that record oscillatory flow and
drillhole UE17e.
bidirectional trends typical of tidal currents
fig. a). There is a sequence boundary
between the Chainman and the
disconformity
as
a
expressed
overlying Tippipah Limestone, with varying amounts of
Chainman section missing below the synchronous (late
Morrowan) base of the Tippipah (Poole and othert 1961; Titus
and Manger, 1992). However, in a slide block at the south end
of Syncline Ridge, ammonoid biostratigraphy documents a
complete section across the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian
boundary (Titus and Manger, 7992), so the uppermost
Chainman is Pennsylvanian. The sandy upper part of the
Chainman probably correlates with the Scotty Wash Quartzite
described to the northeast in the Pahranagat Mountains and in
the Pioche area (Westgate, 1937).
We interpret the Chainman Shale here to have been
deposited on a muddy continental margin. The lack of biogenic
activity and fossils indicates a poorly mixed water column'
Abundant illite+mectite swelling clays suggest an eolian
volcanic ash component (Herring and others, 1993). The siltand sand+ize sediment was moved in a variety of directions on
a low-energy, flat shelf (based on paleocurrent indicators).
Grain composition (quartz arenite) suggests that the sediment
was derived from a mature continental source and not from the
Antler allochthon. The uPPermost part of the section records a
shallowing upward succession that may be consistent with an
established eustatic sea-level fall (Ross and Ross, 1987) at the
end of the MississiPPian.

meters
900

a"B's
6e{

ELEANA FORMATION
The Eleana Formation is dominated by coarse siliciclastic
sediments (at least 900 m thick) in the lower part, and by
bioclastic sediments (at least 700 m thick) in the upper part
(Fig. 4. It lies unconformably on Devonian dolomite at
Carbonate Wash (Poole and others, 1961), but neither the base
nor the top of the section is exposed on the NTS. At Bare
Mountain, the Eleana lies gradationally on upper Devonian

carbonate beds (M. Carr, pers. comm., 1993)
The siliciclastic rocks range from conglomerate and pebbly
mudstone to siltstone, but sand+ize or coarser sediments
predominate. Clasts are primarily chert and quartzite, but also
include limestone, phosphate, vesicular basalt, and a variety of
clastic sedimentary rocks. Conglomerates (both clast*upported
and matrix-suPPorted) occur in lenticular complexes intelpreted
as filling channels uP to a kilometer in width and tens of
meters in thickness. Clasts exceed 20 cm in maximum
dimension. There is evidence of scour along channel margins
and bases, and of pebble imbrication within the channels, most
commonly at the bases. Sandstone and pebble conglomerate is
found in massive to graded beds; small-scale tabular crossbeds
occur locally.
Paleocurrent indicators in the Eleana Formation are
bimodal (Fig. 5) and vary with stratigraphic position and with
turbidite composition. Those formed under high-energy
conditions (flutes, grooves, current lineations, margins of
channelt and some pebble imbrication) document sediment
transport to the south+outhwest. These features are associated
with;iliciclastic turbidites low in the section. Foresets and
some pebble imbrication document sediment transport to the
southeast. Heterolithic conglomerates higher in the section
(those containing vesicular basalt, limestone, and sandstone
clasts in addition to chert and quartzite) are associated only

with the southeastdirected paleocurrent indicators.
The bioclastic section includes carbonate grainstone,

spiculitic chert, micrite, siliceous argillite and mudstone' The
cirbonate grainstone is coarse-grained bluegray limestone
containing rounded chert (and locally phosphate) pebbles,
limestone clasts from subjacent strata, and bioclastic debris' The
bioclastic material dominates, and includes broken and whole
crinoid columnals, corals, and gastropod and brachiopod shells'
Some of the grainstone beds are graded; a few exhibit foresets'
These are interpreted to be carbonate turbidites. The spiculite
occurs as beddid chert, interbedded chert and argillite, and as
the matrix in graded beds of calcareous bioclastic debris' The
mudstone occurs interbedded with limestone or chert, and it is
commonly bioturbated, in places extensively.
Sourie areas for the bioclastic sediment in the upper
Eleana section are not clearly defined. Paleocurrent indicators
are rare in the bioclastic section and are restricted to
imbrication of pebbles; where present, they trend southeast
Gig. ). Limestone clasts contain Kinderhookian foraminifera
(Mimet, pers. comm., 1993), and Kinderhookian limestones are
known or',ty to the east of the NTS (Poole and Sandberg, 1991)'
Arguments based on structural restoration (below) suggest that
easiemmost Eleana strata are closest to the carbonate source'
We propose that during Chesterian time siliciclastic debris
continued to be supplied from the northwest, interfingering
and intermitng witn carbonate detritus and spiculitic mud

from the northeast.
A thrust fault in the southem Eleana Range (first
recognized by Orkild, 1963) stacks two slices of the Eleana
basii stratigiaphy. The upper plate was emplaced eastward
onto the lo*ei piate, based on the asymmetry of the associated
hanging-wall unticli.,e. Both plates contain a lower siliciclastic

section-and an uPPer bioclastic section, and the transition from

siliciclastic to bioclastic was synchronous (as documented by
the biostratigraphy of the first bioclastic horizon)' However,
there are te'r".il significant differences between the two plates
which provide some insight into the threedimensional
geometry of the Eleana basin (Fig. 7) (Trexler and Cashman,
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in the upper and lower struchrral plates of the Eleana Formation; sections measured are from the northem and central

1993, and in prep.). ln the upper plate, the siliciclastic sechon is
coarser, and the heterolithic conglomerates appear much lower
in the section. Both sections contain an upper bioclastic section,
but the upper plate contains more spiculite and less calcarenite
than the lower plate.
We interpret the siliciclashc Eleana Formation to have been
deposited as a submarine fan in a low-relief but

topographically persistent, south+outhwest trending trough.
This trough was filled axially by siliciclastic turbidites and was
also filled laterally by sediments (including heterolithic
conglomerates) derived from the northwest. The upper thrust
plate represents the axial part of the trough, while the lower
plate represents a more eastem, off-ats position. Sediments
derived from the westem source (identified by the presence of
basalt clasts) appear much lower - and therefore arived much
earlier - h the upper plate section. The synchronous change to
biogenic sediments records the shutting off of the siliciclastic
source. The bioclastic section in the upper plate contains more
chert, and less (and finergrained) carbonate turbidites than the
lower plate, indicating that the lower plate was closer to the
carbonate shelf that was the source of the calcareous debris.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
The Eleana Formation section at the NTS records the axial
filling of an south-southwest elongate trough by a submarine
fan. Low in the section, turbidites flowed in from the northeas!
higher in the section, an increasing number of turbidites came
from the northwest. An abrupt change from siliciclastic to
bioclastic deposition in early Chesterian time signals an
attenuation of the siliciclastic source, and the establishment on
the shelf of a healthy carbonate platform that provided
carbonate debris to the Eleana basin. This event included

erosion and resedimentation of detritus from strata as old as
Early Mississippian.
fn contrast, the Chainman section at the NTS records the
Early Mississippian(?) flooding of a carbonatedominated
continental margin with fine mud and silt, followed by
deposition of fine-grained siliciclastic debris in a restricted
basin. The coarser sediments at the top of the Chainman section
document the shoaling of the basin, or eustatic sea-level fall.
This was followed by local erosion (in Early Pennsylvanian
time), and then late Morrowan subsidence with reestablishment of a carbonate platform. There is no evidence in
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Herring D.M., Trexler, 1.H., lr., and Cashman, P.H.,7993, Evidence for

the Chainman section for the early Chesterian event (marked
by the arrival of carbonate debris) that is so marked in the

local volcanism in Mississippian continentat-margin strata in
southwestem Nevada (abs'): Geological Society of America,
Cordilleran and Rocky Mountain Sections Annual Meetinp

Eleana.

The two Mississippian sections at the NTS do not reflect a
single, simple orogenic history. The recognition of the
Chainman Shale here bridges a gap in the record of the
Mississippian continental margin between the Chainman east of
the NTS (in the Spotted Range and Pahranagat Range) and the
Perdido Formation and Rest Springs Shale west of the NTS. tn
contrast, the Eleana Formation records a southem extension of
the Antler foreland basin. This part of the basin continued to
receive deep-marine, coanse clashc sediments in the early
Chesterian after the Antler foreland basin ceased to exist farther
north (Trexler and Cashmarr, \997), constraining the
paleogeographic reconstructions of this basin (Trexler and
Cashman, in prep.). The fault that iuxtaposed the Eleana and
Chainman is a significant tectonic feafure that has not been
recognized previously. The present contact documents a
complex deformation history : a sub-horizontal fault aPPears-to
be the oldest porhon, but it is only locally preserved; vertical
(strike*lip) and younger low-angle faults compose most of the
present boundary. The age and tectonic sryle of this fault, and
others like it in the area, are the focus of ongoing work.
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INTRODUCTION
The Transverse Ranges geomorphic province lies nearly

normal to the northwest+outheast structure and topographic
trend of Califomia (Fig. 1). The ranges were formed as a result
of north+outh compression associated with the 'big bend" of
the San Andreas fault near Frazier Park. tn the central portion
of the Transverse Ranges, west of the San Andreas fault, lie the
San Gabriel mountains, a pre{enozoic crystalline basement
block which was rapidly uplifted during the Quaternary.
The San Gabriel Mountains are bounded on the north and
east by the San Andreas and San |acinto fault systems (Fig. 2).
The Sierra Madre and Cucamonga fault zones form the
southem boundary of the range and extend from about San
Femando to the Cajon Pass near San Bemardino. Although the
fault zones appear to be part of a continuous frontal fault
system, they are bisected by the San Antonio fault in San
Antonio Canyon (Fig. 2). The westem setment from San
Femando to San Antonio Canyon is normally referred to as the
Sierra Madre fault and the eastem segment from San Antonio
Canyon to the Cajon Pass fault is referred to as the Cucamonga
fault zone (Morton and Matti, 1987)
The steep, rugged, southem face of the San Gabriel
mountains which forms the north rim of the Los Angeles basin

was recognized as a fault scaqp as early as 1905 (Amold and
Strong, 1905; Mendenhall, 1908) and given the name Sierra
Madre fault by Kew (1924). The Sierra Madre fault was thought
to be a normal fault until Hill (1930) effectively demonstrated
the reverse or thrust nature of the faulting, at least near San
Femando. The Cucamonga fault zone has also been
demonstrated to be a northdippint reverse or thrust fault
(Morton and Math, 1987).
The frontal fault system has had a complex history.
Geological evidence such as faceted ridges, welldefined scarps,
deeply incised alluvial fans and faulted alluvial terraces along
the fault zone attest to rapid uplift. Simultaneous uplift of the
San Gabriel mountains along the entire length of the fault zone
appears to have been precluded, however, by the arcuate or
lobate geometry of the fault system. To add to the complexity,
even though elevations in the eastem San Gabriel mountains
are at least twice those found in the western part, known
historical seismic activity has occurred only on more westerly
portions of the fault zone or on faults that intersect the fault
zone (Bortugno, 1986). This recent activity includes the 1971
(M=6.4) San Femando earthquake, the only earthquake with
ground rupture directly related to the Sierra Madre faul| the
1988 (M=4.6) and 1990 (M=5.2) Upland earthquakes, which
were left-slip,
oblique reverse
Figure 1

-

lndex map and road log

O

Field stop location

earthquakes on
the San ]ose

fault; the

1988

(M=4.9) left-slip
Raymond fault
earthquake; and

the 1991
(M=5.8) Sierra
Madre
earthquake.
These

earthquakes

provide
seismological
evidence that
the range is still
rising and

moving
southeastward
relative to the
Los Angeles

basin on gently
to moderately
dipping thrust
and reverse
faults (Allen
and othert
1973; Kamb and
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others, 1973).

Uplift of the eastem
San Gabriel mountains has
exposed at least four
separate and distinct
basement terranes. These
have been classified as the
San Gabriel, San Antonio,

Cucamonga, and the
Pelona Schist (Baird, 1955;

"2

Ehlig, 1981; Dibblee 1982;
May, 1986). Each terrane is
comprised of a distinct
suite of rocks separated in
time and lithology by

",,>

either faults or

mylonitized amalgamation
zones.

This field trip will
focus on the tectonic
history, structure, and
geology of the southem
frontal fault boundary of
the San Gabriel mountains.
Table 1 is a summary of
tectonic events related to

a
Glendora

UPland

Figure 2 - Simplified regional map showing major fault systems (modified after Dibblee. 1982).

Table I. Summary of tectonic events related to the development of the San Gabriel Mountains
EFOCH/P8nJOD

MYA

PLATE ACTIVITY
(Atwater 1970,1989)

GEOLOGIC EVENT
Feulting on lhc Sicne Mdn md Cucmongr feult zones
Madre earthqualg 199G1988 Uplod eathquake, 1988 Raymond earthquake, 1971

Holeme

1991 Sierra

earthquake
1,m1,750 - lrt6t

$arPfoming event in younger alluvium (Morton & Matti
Sm Antonio Cayon slidc (He:ber 1976, 1997; Vrabel 1988

PleistG6e

0.011

Pacific Plate mov6 northw6t

Sd Femildo

r€lative to North Ameticm Plate

19E7)

Trffiverse Rilg6

nrpid uplifc of Srn Grbriels
13,m - Earli6t ground ruPture in alluvium (Morton & Matti 19ff4
Fomation of alluvial fm od sil Dimd Fm alon8 rmte front

Comprsion

Mrior eubeidcna .nd *dimentrtion in Los Angeles Besin
Displacmot on sa Antonio Cmyon fault (?) (Ehlig 1981)

Opening of Gulf of Califomia

in

Sm cabriel fault abodoned
Begin uplift of San Gebriel mounl.ins
Puente Fm deposited
9)
Displacmmt along proto Cucoonga fault (?) May & walker
Initiation of Southem Califomia Basin; Topaga Fm dePosited
Glodora volcais (Shetton 1955) quartz moMnite steks (17-26 M4 Hsu 1963)

1

Iiltirtion of rthl l.tcrd

6hert
Developmmt of early Sm Andrem fault (?) (Crowell 1975)

Olittroe

overridint of Ect
29

Pacific

Ris

Ma - Pacific Plate interacts with
Nor0r Americm Plate

subduction of Farallon Plate

Pale8me

55

Thrusting - sup€rposition of

Ma Ehlig
southcm

Cretac&us

sa

Gabrie!

sil

Antonio md cucmonga terlues over Pelona schist (5E5-52

1981)

Cdifoni. Brlholith

Quartz diorite plutoN intrude 5a Gabriel tneiss (Hsu et al 1963)
Metmorphic overprinting (mitmaiit6, mylonites)
Jutaposition of sm Gabriel Cucmonga md Sm Antonio terril6

Choge in Kula Plate direction
Spreading between Kula ad Farallon
Plat6

Pelona Schist protolith (?) (Ehlit 1981)

P6sive Continental

Mrrgin sdim.ni.tion

Paleoaic

Protolith to Sm Antonio met6edimmts (?) (Eltlig 1975)
Prolith to cucmonga terrme (?) (Barth et al 1992)

Prembrim

570

Unkrown

Orogenic eventa
se Cabriel gneiss (1670 115 Ma) (Ehti8 1981)
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others, 1987). The Clamshell-Sawpit fault forms
one of several salients which define discrete
segments within the overall fault zone and may
limit the maximum size of earthquakes that can
occur along the Sierra Madre fault zone (Crook
and others, 1987). According to Morton (1973),
the Clamshell-Sawpit fault zone becomes the
frontal fault zone to the west of Santa Anita
Canyon, but is masked by alluvium of the San
Gabriel Valley. The height of the mountain front
suggests vertical displacement of about 1220 m

(Morton,

Figwe 3 - Fault map of the Eastem San Gabriel Mountains (modified after
Cramer and Harrington, 1987).

the development of the San Gabriel mountains. Stops 1-5 relate
to faults and terraces along the Sierra Madre fault portion of
the mountain fron! Stops 6-9 focus on the San Antonio faul!
the San Gabriel fault, the Evey Canyon fault and fault-bounded
terranes; stops 9-12 relate to recent (Cenozoic?) uplift along the
Cucamonga fault zone and follow the fault's trace to an
uncertain demise near its juncture with the northwest-trending

1973).

The magnitude Sierra Madre earthquake
occumed at 7:43 a.m. PDT on June 28, 1991, about
11 km miles north of the city of Monrovia at a
depth of 12.3 km (EERI, 1991). The magnitude
was calculated from an estimate of 3 x 10r ergs.
The source duration was about 1.5 seconds
indicating, for an event of this magnitude, a
relatively large stress drop. From inversion of
broadband recordings on the TERRAxope Array
in southem California, the seismic moment was
estimated to be 3 + / - 1, x 102{ dyne<m. The
strike, dip and rake angles were estimated to be
234", 65" and 74o respectively, representing nearly
pure reverse faulting on a plane dipping to the north-northwest
under the mountains (EERI, 1991). The location and mechanism
of the mainshock, the geometry of the aftershock distribution,

San Jacinto fault zone.

Road Log

PLIOCENE (?)

Leave San Bemardino and travel west on lnterstate 10
toward Los Angeles. Near Pomona, stay to the right in order to
access the 210 Freeway North. Travel north, then merge to the
210 Freeway West. The field trip and road log will begin at the
intersection of the Santa Anita Drive and the 210 Freeway.
0.0 (0.0) EXIT at the Santa Anita offramp and continue north to

UPPEF
TIIOCENE

IVIODLE

IVIOCENE {?)

Elkins Drive.
1.1 (1.1) TURN RIGHT on Elkins Drive and go east to
Highland Avenue.
1.8 (0.4 TURN LEFT on Highland Oaks Drive and go north ro
the entrance to Arcadia Wildemess Park.
2t4 (0.6) Stop 1: Wilderness Park, Santa Anita. The Sierra
Madre fault extends both east and west from Wildemess park.
Here, a spectacular ergosure of banded gneiss is thrust over
large-boulder, unconsolidated Quatemary alluvium. At some

places, as much as a meter of gouge and crushed rock
generated from the gneiss marks the fault zone.
The area between Monrovia and Santa Anita Canyon
contains the juncture of the Sierra Madre fault zone and the
Clamshell-Sawpit fault zone (Fig. 3) which trends northeast to
Camp Rincon on the West Fork of the San Gabriel River 16 km
away (Morton, 1973). Exposed at the mouth of Santa Anita
Canyon, the 915 m-wide Clamshell-Sawpit fault zone consists
of parallel and anastomosing northwarddipping reverse faults
that may have experienced possible left*lip in the past. The
northemmost of these faults dips 35o north and places gneissic

Figure 4 - Stratigraphic column for Glendora volcanics
(modified after Shelton, 195).

rock over unconsolidated alluvium (Morton, 1973; Crook and
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and the surface projection of an inferred
fault plane suggests a surface fault trace
approximately coincident with the
Clamshell-Sawpit fault zone (Hauksson
and jones, 1991; Wald, 1992). Since this
was a low-magnitude, deep seated
earthquake, however, no surface ruPture
was expected and none was found (EERI,
1e97).

Bighl dip lauh

Southeast of Santa Anita canyon, the
Sierra Madre fault zone enters what is

called the Monrovia outlier where

it

becomes the most comPlex sYstem of
frontal faults in this area (Crook and
others, 7987). Here, the Sierra Madre fault
zone trends southwest to Pasadena and is
locally called the Raymond fault (Fig, 3)
which is an east-northeast striking leftlateral strike+lip fault (Eckis, 1934). The
magnitude 4.9 Raymond earthquake of
December 3, 1988 occumed on this fault.
The northem branch of the Sierra
Madre Fault zone (Fig. 3) trends to the

Figure 5 - Idealized pull-apart basin (modified after Crowell, 1974):

west where it is plainly visible as nearly vertical and steeply
dipping faults. It then enters the mountains and joins the San
Gabriel fault zone in Big Tujunga Canyon.
2.4 Q.n GO SOUTH on flighland Oaks Avenue to Elkins
Avenue.
2.9 (0.5) TURN RIGHT and go west on Elkins Avenue to Santa

Anita Drive.
3.4 (0.4) TURN LEFT and go south on Santa Anita Drive.
4.9 (1.5) CONTINUE under freeway overPass, TURN LEFI
onto the 210 Freeway and head east. North of the 210 Freeway
at Duarte is a groundwater barrier which extends east and west
between Santa Anita Canyon and Azusa. This barrier is
interpreted to be the Duarte fault, and may locally rePresent
the southemmost fault in the Sierra Madre fault zone (Morton,
1973). Between Azusa and Duarte, two exploratory wells were
drilled about a mile and a half south of exposed granitic rock.
Miocene Glendora volcanics were found at 2110 m and the
normally overlying Topanga Formation at a depth of 2240 m.
Basement rocks of the San Gabriel Mountains reach 914 m feet
above the valley floor. Dixounting erosion, the vertical
displacement appears to be on the order of 3140 m (Morton,
1,973).

The San Gabriel River is confined by a channel from the
mouth of San Gabriel Canyon to the Santa Fe flood control
dam. The dominant alluvial feature of this area is the San
Gabriel River fan which consists of sand and gravel, cobbles
and boulders, and ranges in depth from 20 m from its aPex to
1185 m in its deepest part. This area is important because sand
and gravel are one of the most valuable natural resources of
the Los Angeles Basin and are widely used for construction. [n
7992, the construction agtregate production in the Los Angeles
Basin was over 29 million metric tons (Shumway, 1993). To the
north of the river, a hillside is being mined for crushed rock.
Along the hillside slopes are scars from small landslides,
many of which occurred during heavy rains. Distribution of
landslides in this part of the San Gabriel Mountains aPPears to
be govemed by the degree of fracturing and slope angle of the
rock (Morton, 7973). Because of rapid uplift, most of the
basement rocks are well to highly fractured and slopes are
moderately to extremely steep. The San Gabriel mountains are

therefore subiect to landslides. South-facing slopes are less
weathered and contain less humic matter than do north-facing
slopes so landslides and rock falls occur with more frequency
on southfacing slopes while northfacing slopes are subiect to a
greater number of debris flows (Morton, 1973).
Landslides and other landscape characteristics are used by
Tinsley and others (1982) to determine classes of tectonic
activity along the mountain front. The area from Arroyo Seco
near Pasadena to San Antonio Canyon is moderately to slightly
tectonically active. The morphology of areas east and west of
this sector indicates a high rate of tectonic activity.
17.0 (72.2) EXIT 210 Freeway at Lone Hill Avenue and go
north on Lone Hill Avenue to Alosta Avenue.
17.6 (0.6) TURN RIGHT and go east on Alosta
Avenue/Foothill Boulevard to San Dimas Canyon Road.
79.6 (2.0) TURN LEFT at San Dimas Canyon Road and go
north to Sycamore Canyon Road.
19.9 (0.3) TURN LEFT on Sycamore Canyon Road.
20.4 (0.5) Stop 2: Sycamore Canyon. PARK along side of road.
The Glendora volcanics are the eroded remnants of a Middle
Miocene volcanic field whose original extent was probably at
least thirty-five miles from north to south and almost as much
from east to west, and which Shelton (7946,7955) mapped as a
Iarge area of faulting and sliding.
During the Early Miocene, the Los Angeles Basin was a
pull-apart basin developing as a distinct northwest-trending
embayment (Fig. 5) somewhat larger than the presentday Los
Angeles Basin. Sediments eroding from an emerging San
Gabriel highlands during the Early to Middle Miocene (12-16
Ma) formed the Topanga Group (Fig. 4), the first major
sedimentary unit in the Los Angeles Basin. The Topanga Group
does not outcrop in Sycamore Canyon, but rocks correlated
with this formation are exposed north of Azusa' These rocks
consist of over 700 meters of bouldery sandstone and minor
siltstone interbedded with 30 meters of basaltic lavas in the
southem part of the area (Shelton, 1955). The highest exposed
beds contained fish scales that were probably either uPPermost
Luisian or lowermost Mohnian (Shelton, 1955). During the
Middle Miocene the Los Angeles Basin subsided rapidly due to
continued rifting and by Late Miocene the Puente Formation
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was being deposited (Fig. a). As the San Gabriel Mountains
continued to rise and the San Gabriel Valley became a distinct

structural entity, coanse igneous and metamolphic debris were

alluvium.
22.6 (0.5) CONTINUE on San Dimas Canyon Road, past
Golden Hills Road, driving north toward the San Dimas
Canyon Dam. Notice the fractured and chaotic look to the
rocks in the large basement slide on the left.
23.6 (1.0) Stop 3: San Dimas Canyon Dam. PULL OVER and
park on San Dimas Canyon Road before the dam in the tumoff
on the right.The San Dimas Canyon Dam was built in '1922 as a
gravity arch flood conEol dam. Sediment buildup is a problem

and the reservoir is drained and sediment removed
periodically. The abutments are in basement rock but on the
right side of the road it is apparent that a large amount of
sliding has occurred. A fault mapped as trending N30E
(Shelton, 1955) through this site appears to have truncated an
early (?) westerly-trending strand of the Sierra Madre fault.
TURN AROUND and retum south on San Dimas Canyon Road
to Golden Hills Road.
24.6 (1.0) TURN LEFT onto Golden Hills Road. Cross the
canyon and note the tilted terrace deposits which appear to
contain anomalously few volcanic clasts considering their
proximity to volcanic rocks to the north. Continue to Wheeler
Avenue.
25.0 (0.4) TURN RIGHT on Wheeler Avenue and continue

south. The 15-meter change in slope between Aldersgate and
Ruggles Streets is mapped as a scalp on a strand of the Sierra
Madre fault (|ohnson and others, 1986). Continue to Baseline
Road.
26.6 (7.6) TURN LEFT on Baseline Road and go east. The
Sierra Madre fault is mapped at the base of the hills iust to the
north and bends south around basement rock (|ohnson and

othert 1986). Leroy Boys' Home is a juvenile home located in
the fault zone.
28.1 (1.5) CONTINUE STRAIGHT AHEAD onto the dirt road
at the juncture of Baseline Road and Williams Road. (Watch
carefully for oncoming traffic.)
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28.2 (0.1) Stop 4: Old Rock Quarry, Laverne. PULL OVER and
park at the chain gate. The Sierra Madre fault is mapped at the
base of the scarp which is crushed gneissic basement rock
(fohnson and others, 1986). Water wells in the wash to the
south of this fault have encountered basement rock at 140 m
below the surface (personal communication, C. Serrq 1993),
indicating large relief. Whether this relief is due to the
basement complex reverse faulted over alluvium or an
unconformity sloping to the south is debatable; however, just
opposite the inflow to the debris basin to the east is a terrace
deposit of older alluvium in which a fault contact dipping
north 84o can be located (fohnson and others, 1986). TURN
AROUND and retum to Baseline Road.
28.3 (0.1) TURN LEFT onto Williams Road and continue to

shed into the basin. Deposition exceeded subsidence and by
early Pleistocene, the central Los Angeles Basin had
accumulated 5500 m of sediments (Biddle, 199i). Late
Pleistocene lowering of sea level caused the entrenchment of
rivers, some to as deep as 75 m.
The connection between the Glendora volcanics, the Puente
formation and the San Gabriel basement rocks is not clear.
Miocene faults which may have originated as normal faults
may have been affected by right lateral movement on the San
Gabriel fault system during the Late Miocene-Early Pliocene.
These faults may then have been reactivated as the Sierra
Madretucamonga fault zone (personal communication,
Nourse, 1993). The Puente formation is usually found lying

conformably over the Topanga Formation, but here in
Sycamore Canyon are faulted over the Glendora volcanic
sequence by a later (?) strand of the Sierra Madre fault. The
apparent offtet of Puente Formation sediments along the fault
is a minimum of 15.5 meters (personal communication, Herber,
1993). TURN AROUND. Retum south on Sycamore Canyon
Road to San Dimas Canyon Road.
20.7 (0.3) TURN LEFT on San Dimas Canyon Road, driving
around the zone of faulting and sliding on the left.
22.7 (7.4) CONTINUE on San Dimas Canyon Road past the
San Dimas Golf Course. To the right is a terrace of older
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College Way.
28.5 (0.2) TURN LEFT at College Way and go east. College
Way, which soon changes name back to Baseline Road, will
cross over the groundwater basin divide between the Santa

Ana River drainage and the San Gabriel River drainage (Eckis,
1934). This feature shows up prominently on the Bouguer
gravity map (Biehler and others, 1988).
28.8 (0.3) CONTINUE PAST Webb Canyon Road. The Webb
School and Alf Museum are located north of here in the fault
zone. Descend the terrace and cross Thompson Creek. The
Sierra Madre fault is mapped north of here.
29.8 (1.0) CONTINUE PAST Mountain Avenue. On the terrace
to the left is Claraboya, an exclusive area of Claremont. Note
that Mountain Avenue rises steeply as it crosses the fault line
xarp and climbs up onto the basement uplift.
30.1 (0.3) CONTINUE on Baseline Road, past Indian Hill
Boulevard. A prominent scarp on a golf course just south of
Indian Hill is related to the Indian Hill fault (Fig. 3), a
significant groundwater barrier. Eckis (1928) mapped Indian
Hill as a midfan mesa and postulated that the fault extends
southeast to the San Jose fault, and projected it easterly to the
Red Hill fault on the Etiwanda fan. CONTINUE on Baseline
Road to Mills Avenue.
31.1 (1.0) TURN LEFT on Mills Avenue and go north.
31.8 (0.7) CONTINUE on Mills Avenue past Alamosa Street.
The approximate location of the Sierra Madre Fault is mapped
in the alluvium north of here.
32.2 (0.4) TURN RIGHT as Mills Avenue curves and becomes
Mt. Baldy Road. Continue to stop sign at Via Padova.
32.5 (0.3) TURN LEFT onto Via Padova and travel north. These
are the Padua Hills, an uplifted basement block covered partly
with terrace deposits. Note that much of this apparent
Quatemary terrace material is deep residual soil.

Approximatety 0.4 km to the south is the epicenter of the 1990
Upland earthquake (Fig. 6). Continue to just before Padua
Road.

33.3 (0.8) Stop 5: Palmer Canyon Road. TURN RIGHT into the
parking area just before reaching Padua Road and walk up
Palmer Canyon Road to the first steep roadcut. Across the
canyon to the northwest is a contact between reddish{rown
terrace deposits and light<olored granitic basement rock. Note
also the change in vegetation. Units such as these can be seen
all along the mountain range front and have been mapped as
the San Dimas Formation (Eckis, 1928). They consist of poorly
consolidated gravel, sand, silt and clay and are generally
differentiated from younger deposits by the reddish$rown
color caused by weathering. Clasts in the San Dimas formation
in the roadcut to the east are angular and composed of granite
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Because rocks of the Middle Fork Complex

appear to have been offset from similar rocks to
the east of the San Antonio Canyon fault,
strike-slip movement of several kilometers
Cucamonga
San Jose Fauh
epicenter
along the San Antonio Canyon fault has been
Fault
postulated (Ehlig, 1981; May, 1986). The last
movement on the fault is unknown, but was
prior to present terrace alluvium, so may date
around pre-late Pleistocene (Ehlig, 1981). Two
"horsetail faults" which may be related to the
San Antonio fault pass through Evey Canyon
lt
t t/
/ /
'/
and appear to be the end of the San Antonio
Canyon fault (Fig. 3).
,
The 1988 (M=4.6,) and 1990 (M=5.2) Upland
earthquakes were separated by only 2 km
horizontally and 4 km vertically (Hauksson and
Figure 6 - Schematic diagram of epicenter and focus of 1990 Upland earthquake.
Iones, 1991), and may have occurred on
segments of the San |ose fault (Fig. 6). The San
l-i]
1km
L-Ll Youngtr ailuvium
L_
]ose fault can be traced for L8 km in Part as a
-_. , ---1
groundwater barrier from its abutment with the
l'...'l
Older alluvium
Cucamonga fault in the north to the San fose
l-::l
Puente Ftrmation
Hills in the south (Hauksson and Jones, 1991).
1.",,1
Crelaceous quiltz diorite
I,',..I
The fault has no surface ruPture but apparently
l..cuts alluvium of unknown (Quatemary?) age in
Myloniles
l^:^-:
an old exploratory trench iust west of Califomia
University, Pomona (personal communication,
Polytechnic
rising
State
and metamorphic rock which was shed from the rapidly
this fault is related to deformation along
How
Herber,
1993).
Dimas,
locality
in
At
the
tyPe
San
Mountains.
San Gabriel
the range front is not clear but it is possible that this fault and
portions of an Elephas imperator (?) skeleton of Pleistocene age
faults such as the Raymond fault transfer slip away from part
were found (Eckis, 1928). Even though the elevated distribution
of the mountain front to the south (Hauksson and |ones, 1991).
dip
many
of
uplift,
the
of
of these units implies significant
Cramer and Harrington (1937) sutgest that the San |ose fault
these units is no greater than a few degrees; therefore, they
and the Walnut Creek fault are maior active tectonic features
appear to have been relahvely undisturbed by tectonic
that accommodate the northerly movement and rotation of the
processes. Where dips are locally as much as 50o, posttectonic block between the San |acinto and Elsinore fault zones.
to
vehicles.
RETURN
is
inferred.
depositional deformation
The
slip rate along the San |ose fault, although unknown, must
Road.
33.3 (0.8) CONTINUE on Padua Road to Camp Baldy
much
less than the slip rates along the San facinto (8-12 mm
be
the
right.
in
road
cuts
on
formation
Dimas
Note the San
Ziony and Yerkes, 1985) and Cucamonga faults
per
year,
33.5 (0.2) TURN LEFT onto Camp Baldy Road and go east. The
(convergence rate of 5 mm per year, Morton and Matti, 1987)
basement complex in this area is part of the Middle Fork
which have surficial Holocene offset (Hauksson and jones,
Complex mapped by May (1986,). CONTINUE to Mt. Baldy
1991). The 1988 and 1990 earthquakes ruptured only a 4-km
Road.
long segment of the 18 km San |ose fault. Therefore, the
34.0 (0.5) TURN LEFT onto Baldy Road and go north.
presence of 14 km of unbroken fault, the abrupt cessation of
34.8 (0.S) Stop 6: San Antonio Dam. PULL OVER on Baldy
deep aftershocks within two weeks of the 1990 earthquake, and
Road at the tumout just north of the San Antonio Dam. The
a stite of constant stress suggest that a moderate+ized
San Antonio Dam is an earth-fill dam constructed in 1956 for
earthquake of magnitude 5.0 to 6.5 is possible, with a rupture
flood control of the 68 km2San Antonio watershed. fust south
length of at least 14 km and possibly 18 km (Hauksson and
of this location, the San Antonio fault intersects the Sierra
Iones, 1991).
Madre fault zone. Following the nomenclature of Morton and
34.8 (0.8) CONTINUE north on Mt. Baldy Road. Quatemary
Matti (1987), this is the eastemmost trace of the Sierra Madre
terrace deposits consisting of brown, coarse, sandy cobblefault zone. The Cucamonga fault zone begins at this point and
boulder gravels are in road cuts for the next 3.1 km.
a major trace is mapped in alluvium south of the dam. The
36.0 (1.2) Pass Shinn Road on the right.
prominent reverse fault in quartzite northwest side of the road
36.2 (0.2) The gated road on the left leads to an abandoned
may connect with a fault at the northern edge of Marshall
marble
quarry in the Middle Fork Complex. CONTINUE north
a
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of
of
with
the
northemmost
edge
also
and
Canyon
through
both tunnels. Note river terraces both up and down
faulting and sliding.
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Note also the existence of landslide debris in the
canyon.
The San Antonio Canyon Fault (Fig. 3) trends N30E and is
Hog Back landslide is a 5 x 1d m3,
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river
it
most
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difficult to trace within San Antonio Canyon because
failure which initiated along adversely
key
block
prehistoric,
and
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gravels.
debris,
landslide
alluvium,
by
is covered
the ridge crest on the west side of
near
valley
dipping
ioints
Where visible, it is marked by a broad zone of pulverized and
(Herber,
7976,798n. The slide was
Antonio
Canyon
San
hydrothermally altered rock. To the east of the fault are
of the base of the preundercutting
stream
perhaps
caused
by
quartz
numerous intrusions of the Stoddard Canyon
on a nearby fault or
an
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triggered
by
slope
and
slide
similar
has
no
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San
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To
monzonite.
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debris
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course. [,ake sediments built up north of the dam and reached
about 75 m in thickness before the slide was breached on its
eastem edge by the stream.
40.7 (4.5) TURN LEFT onto Glendora Ridge Road.
41.6 (0.9) Stop Z Cow Canyon Saddle. TURN RIGHT into
pullout at Cow Canyon Saddle. Cow Canyon was formed by
the San Gabriel fault which probably originated as a major
transform fault between the Pacific and North American plate
boundaries between 12 and 14 Ma (Crowe11,7975,1981). As the
fault developed during the Miocene, the fault scarp grew facing
to the southwest and the San Gabriel Mountains stood
structurally higher to the east (Ehlig, 1981). During that time,
the San Gabriel fault probably connected to the San Andreas
fault system northwest of the 'big bend" area around Frazier
Park. It then swung southeastward around the restraining bend
through what is now the San Gabriel Mountains and may have
terminated as far south as Baja California (Crowell, 1974).
About 5 Ma, right slip movement on the fault ended and the
fault became dormant.
North of Mt. Wilson in the San Gabriel mountains, the
fault bifurcates into a north and south branch (Fig. 2) The north
branch trends due east until it is truncated by the San Antonio
fault in San Antonio Canyon. The south branch of the San
Gabriel fault becomes part of the Sierra Madre fault zone on
the south-facing front of the San Gabriel Mountains. Truncation
of the San Gabriel fault by the San Antonio fault in San
Antonio Canyon has been explained by the northward
movement and uplift of the Cucamonga block, the area
bounded by the San Antoniq Cucamonga, San Jacinto and San
Andreas fault zones (Figs. 2 and 3). Although several fault
zones can be suggested as eastern extensions of the San Gabriel
fault within the Cucamonga block, deformation and movement
within the Cucamonga block appears to have eliminated any
older trace (Cramer and Harrington, 7987). Quatemary activity
on the San Gabriel fault is probably the result of regional
compression of the Transverse Ranges, and not strike+lip
faulting (Stitt, 1986). During the 7971 San Femando earthquake,
the zone of rupture dipped beneath the western San Gabriel
Mountains, ignoring the San Gabriel fault at depth.
Crystalline rocks of the San Gabriel Mountains are divided
into four basement terranes. These are the San Gabriel, San
Antonio, Cucamonga and Pelona Schist (or Baldy) terranes
(Ehlig, 1981; Dibblee, 1982;May,1986). The oldest rocks are the
1670 Ma San Gabriel Gneiss, a gneiss-migmatite complex
formed from rocks of unknown origin.
To the east of San Antonio Canyon, the San Antonio
terrane consists of granitic rocks with roof pendants of
Paleozoic or Late Proterozoic (?) quartzite, marble, dolomite,
argillite, xhist, gneiss and migmatites which reached a total
thickness of approximately 2150 m (Ehlig, 7975,1.981) (Fig. 8).
The metasediments of the San Antonio terrane are grossly
similar to dated miogeoclinal sequences in southem Califomia
and upper Precambrian{ambrian rock types of the southem
Great Basin and westem Mojave Desert. No fossils have been
found, however, and metamoqphism has masked stratigraphic
relations (May and Walker, 1989).
The Cucamonga terrane is an elongate belt of MidCretaceous, compositionally banded gneisses and granulites
exposed in the southeastem part of the San Gabriel mountains
(Fig. 8) and may represent a lower crustal section
metamoqphosed at granulite facies (Barth and others, 1992).
The Pelona Schist, or Baldy Terrane of May and Walker
(7989), is a sequence of quartzofeldspathic schist, subordinate
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greenschist and metabasite, minor metachert, marble, and
serpentinite (Ehlig, 1958, 1981; Evans, 1982; Jacobson, 1983; May
and Walker, 1989) which was metamorphosed to greenschist
facies during thrusting beneath continental rocks under

moderately high pressure/temperature conditions, apparently
excising the lower crust through much of what is now southern
and southeastem Califomia (Haxel and Dillon, 7978;Yeats,
1981; Ehlig, 1981). The protoliths of these rocks appear to be of
oceanic origin, but their age is unknown (Ehlig, 1981).
In the Late Cretaceous, the San Gabriel, San Antonio and
Cucamonga terranes were juxtaposed along steeply dipping,
east-west trending, left-lateral ductile shear zones represented
by mylonite belts (May and Walker, 1989). During a second
(Paleocene) episode of deformation, these terranes were
supelposed above the Pelona Schist. The terrane boundary,
known locally as the Vincent Thrust, is characterized by a thick
zone of mylonitic rocks (Ehlig, 1981; May and Walker, 1989).
Outcrops of the Pelona Schist are very well exposed on the
road to San Antonio Falls, west of Manker Flats.
Early Cretaceous biotite-homblendenuartz diorite plutons
intrude the San Gabriel Gneiss and the San Antonio Canyon
metasediments. The quartz diorite is a light gray, mediumgrained, phanerihc rock containing plagioclase, qvaftz,
homblende and biotite, with some orthoclase (Hsu and others,
1953). Some of these plutons have been hydrothermally altered
and chlorite and epidote are common secondary minerals.
Cenozoic hypabyssal dikes intrude most basement rocks of
the eastem San Gabriel mountains. They are nearly vertical and
generally trend northwest. Dikes of diabase, andesite and
quartz latite are pres€nt but dikes of andesite composition are
dominant (Hazelton and Nourse, 1993). Cross<utting
relationships show that the less abundant, high silica units
were initially emplaced during two or more pulses of magmatic
activity, followed by four additional pulses of increasingly
quartz-poor magma. The contacts between the dikes and their
host rocks suggest that the dikes were emplaced during
progressive unroofing of the basement complex. The dikes may
have served as mid<rustal conduits which fed overlying
volcanics during magmatism that preceded the opening of the
Los Angeles Basin (Hazelton and Nourse, 1993). A quartz latite
dike can be seen on the left side of the road south of the Hog
Back landslide scarp but its relative age is unknown because of
lack of cross<utting relationships with other dikes. On the
mountainside to the east are large, rounded, orange masses.
Some of these are xenoliths of overlying oxidized
metasediments incolporated into quartz monzonite plutons;
others are oxidized portions of the quartz monzonite intrusions
(personal communication, Herber, 1993).
Cow Canyon appears to be a gap through which most the
the San Antonio river drainage once flowed southwest before it
was blocked by a rock avalanche with an initial volume of
about 1.28 x 108 m3(Vrabel, 1988). Preliminary slope stability
analysis suggests that the avalanche, consisting primarily of
metasediments, fi rst experienced northdirected failure into
Kerkhoff Canyon; thereafter, a bed of ice on the Kerkhoff
Canyon floor may have provided a mechanism for transporting
the slide mass at a high velocity westerly across San Antonio
Canyon to block Cow Canyon. The slide may have been caused
by an earthquake on the San Andreas, the San Jacinto, or the
Cucamonga fault zones, any of which could have produced
ground acceleration of 0.5 g at the slide location (Vrabel, 1988).
TURN AROUND.
41.5 (0.9) RETURN to to Glendora Ridge Road. Continue to
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Figure 7 - Generalized geologic map of the F'stem San Gabriel Mountains
(niodifreo after Morton] 1975, andMay, 1986).
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Mt. Baldy Road.
42.5 (0.9) TURN RIGHT at Mt. Baldy Road and proceed south
down Mt. Baldy Road through the two tunnels.
45.8 (4.3) Stop 8: Evey Canyon Fault. PARK in pullout to
right. The Evey Canyon fault strikes S21E and dips 58W
(p-ersonal communication, Herber, 1993). ln the fault zone is a
i'-tlZ meter thick basal shear zone under a larger 50 m crushed
zone of altered homblende-plagioclasegneiss, lesser deformed
gray marble, and mafic dikes. Matti and others (1985) suggest

ttl"i ttrit fault was part of a "proto{ucamonga" fault system

-

along the southem edge of the Cucamonga terrane that was the
eastJm extension of the Miocene Malibu Canyon-Santa Monica
fault system (FiS. 2). The concave area to the northwest of the
fault represents a scar of an
otd landslide now largelY
eroded, in the San Gabriel
terrane. Quaternary terrace
deposits Present on toP of
road cut to the west, but
lacking on toP of the road
cut to the east, suSSest
possible postQuatemary

movemenb altemativelY,
perhaps substantial erosion
has occurred (personal
communication, Herber,

outcrop. The triangular+haped area between San Antonio
Canyon on the west and the San facinto fault on the east is
known as the Cucamonga block (Fig. D.Bounding the southern
border of the Cucamonga block is the Cucamonga terrane, an
elongate belt, 2 km by 20 km long which grades northward and
southward into belts of mylonitized and retrograde
amphibolite-facies gneiss as much as 1 km wide (May and
Waiker, 1989) (Fig. 8). Rocks to the south are covered by
alluvium. The amalgamation zone between the Cucamonga
terrane and the San Antonio terrane is located on the east side
of the road at this location (personal communication, Herber,
1993). Field relations and isotopic ratios for the Cucamonga
terrane imply a wide range of protolith ages from Early
Figure 8 - Generalized terrane map of the Eastern San Gabriel Mountains
(niodified after N'lorton, 1975. and May, 1986).
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46.8 (4.3) CONTINUE

SOUTH to Shinn Road.
47.0 (0.2\ TURN LEFT on
Shinn Road.
49.2 (2.2) StoP 9: The
Cucamonga Terrane. PULL
OVER into pullout at right.
Walk east across road to
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Proterozoic to Phanerozoic (Barth and others, 1992). The
Cucamonga terrane rocks were intruded in the Late Cretaceous
by granitic rocks as the Cucamonga terrane was amalgamated
with the southem margin of the San Antonio terrane.
Mylonihzed units were subjected concurrently to retrograde
amphibolite-facies metamoqphism.
Because the Cucamonga block is the eastemmost point of
the San Gabriel mountains and is next to an achve plite
boundary it is being moved northward by horizontal shearing.
The central and westem parts of the block, however, are
megtinq resistance to northward movement so are being
uplifted vertically. These movements explain why topographic
relief is greatest in the western part of the block and decreases
to the east within the block (Cramer and Harrington,.lggZ). To
the west the zone is truncated by the San Antonio faulg to the
east, the zone extends to Lytle Creek. Although the main trace
of the Cucamonga fault is mapped in the alluvium to the south
of the mountain front, many subparallel faults exist such as the
low-angle fault in basement rocks in the road cut to the
southeast. The Black Belt mylonites mapped by Alf (1.943,1945)
are north of this area. RETURN to vehicles.
49.2 (2.2) CONTINUE east as Shinn Road becomes Mountain
Avenue. CONTINUE straight as Mountain Avenue becomes
Euclid. To the left, note the water tower, tules and scaqps in the
hillside. Mountain Avenue parallels the trace of the active
Cucamonga fault to the south, an east-west striking zone of
reverse and thrust faults that forms the southem boundary of
the eastem San Gabriel Mountains. Temporal and structuial
relations suggest that faulting has occurred intermittently on
various strands and may have shifted from one part of the
zone to another distributing faulting throughout a relatively
wide (up to I km) zone in most places (Morton and Matti,
1987). Where faulting occurs in the crystalline basement rock,
fault gouge layers range in thickness from 1 cm to several tens
of centimeters. Most faults dip north at moderate anglel and
the plunge of slickensides in gouge indicates that latest
movements were dip+lip (Morton and Matti, 1982). Where
faulting occurs in a 500 m wide zone along the mountain front,
reverse and thrust faults have placed basement rock over
alluvial units. This is most easily seen in Deer Canyon and East
Etiwanda Canyon where cataclasite is thrust over older
alluvium. Finally, faulting has occurred within the euatemary
alluvium which flanks the mountains.
50.5 (1.3) CONTINUE on Euclid to stop sign at 24th Street.
CONTINUE straight south to 19th Street.
51.8 (1.3) TURN LEFT on 19th Street and go east. CROSS
Cucamonga Wash and continue 100 m to Sapphire.
53.3 (1.5) TURN LEFT on Sapphire. Go north to Almond
Avenue.
55.3 (2.0) TURN LEFT on Almond Avenue then TURN

IMMEDIATELY RIGHT and enter Skyline Estates.
55.4 (0.1) Stop 10: Skyline Estates. Pull over to curb and
PARK. The San Femando earthquake of 79Zl accelerated the
need for uniform criteria for placing structures in active fault
zones. The Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone Act was signed
into law on December 22, 1972 and provided policies and
criteria to assist cities, counties and state agencies in

prohibiting the location of developments and structures for
human o(cupancy across the trace of active faults (Hart, 19g0).
The Act establishes Special Study Zones, and official maps are
published to aid those who wish to build near areas of active
faulting. Since 7977, the policy of Special Studies Zone
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administrators has been to position Special Studies Zones
boundaries about 500 feet away from major active faults and
about 200 to 300 feet away from welldefined minor faults.
Exceptions to this policy exist where faults are locally complex
or where faults are not vertical (Hart, 1980). An active faull is
defined as one that has had surface displacement within
Holocene time (last 11,000 years). A potentially active fault is
one that has shown surface displacement during Quatemary
time (last 2-3 million years). Because an area of active faulting
is presumed to be underlain by active branches of that fault,
specific criteria of the State Mining and Geology Board prohibit
construction of buildings for human occupancy within 50 feet
of an active fault (Hart, 1980, Appendix B). Skyline Estates was
designed subsequent to enactment of the Alquist-priolo Act
and the developer has complied with the requirements of the
Act. To the east is a development of view homes built north of
this xarp. RETURN to vehicles and continue to Almond Street.
55.5 (0.1) TURN LEFT on Almond Street and go east to Via
Verde Street.
55.8 (0.3) TURN LEFT on Via Verde Street and drive to end of
culde-sac. Note house on east side of culde-sac. Crading has
changed the fault xarp, but a cross section by Herber (1i75)
shows that the house is located approximately at the toe of the
natural fault sca1p.
56.1 (0.3) RETURN to Almond Avenue. TURN RIGHT and
drive west to Sapphire Street.
56.4 (0.3) TURN LEFT on Sapphire Street and go south to

Hillside Road.
56.7 (0.3) TURN LEFT on Hillside Road. The main break in the
foreground is the main fault xarp and corresponds to the
contact between the basement complex and alluvium. West of
Cucamonga Canyon, the basement complex/old alluvium
contact is a break in slope generally not the trace of the fault
but instead a fault line scalp (personal communication, Herber,
1993).

58.2 (1.5) IOG RIGHT on Amethys! then TURN
IMMEDIATELY LEFT and continue on Hillside Road to
Hermosa Avenue.
59.1 (0.9) TURN RIGHT on Hermosa Avenue and go south to
Highland Avenue.
60.3 (1,.2) TURN LEFT on Highland. Note the Deer Canyon
Fan. There are no recent fault xarps in the fan surface but
several small fault strands cut older alluvium north of the fan
head. Continue to Etiwanda Avenue.
63.8 (3.5) TURN LEFT on Etiwanda Avenue.
64.8 (1.0) CONTINUE PAST Red Hill fautt scarp on right. This
is the scarp trace that Eckis (1928) felt was related to the Red
Hill, Indian Hill and San |ose faults. At about this point, the
trend of the Cucamonga fault changes from east to northeast,
suggesting that the Red Hill fault is controlling the orientation
of the eastem end of the Cucamonga fault between Bullock,s
Canyon and Lytle Creek, or that the left lateral Red Hill fault
truncates the Cucamonga fault at Bullock's Canyon (Cramer
and Harrington,7987). Left lateral movement of the Red Hill
fault may be due to its proximity to the strike-slip San Andreas
fault zone where there is less resistance to the northward
movement of the eastem San Gabriel mountains by the
Peninsular Ranges (Cramer and Harrington, 1,987).
66.0 (1.1) Stop 11: East Etiwanda Canyon. PARK at juncture of

Etiwanda Avenue and unnamed powerline road. Hike north
over three fault strands and observe reverse fault placing
basement rock over older alluvium in wash. Walk south and
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Faulting has rec.rrred episodically throughout the late Tertiary
ana mJst of the Quatemary. The oldest iaulting is in the north
part of the fault zone, whi[e younger faulting (Strands A, B and
-; occ.rrt father south. Strand A breaks older Quatemary
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alluvial units. Strands B and C are south of Strand A and form
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road and PARK. Seismic refraction data (Bull and others, 1979)
indicates that a fault coincides with the steeP terraced front of
the Duncan Canyon Bench. It is assumed that this fault is the
eastemmost exposure of the Cucamonga fault. PreQuatemary
reverse displacLments wjthin the fault zone have iuxtaposed
crystalline basement rock against 9v91tum9d beds of upper
Tertiary sedimentary rock. Beyond this point,-the Cucamonga
fault may interact with the northwest-oriented, right-lateral,
faulhs of the San jacinto fault zone which include the
strike-slip-C*yo.,
Lytle Creek, Meyer Canyon, San facinto, and
Duncan
GIen Helen iaults. The eastern terminus of the Cucamonga fault
is unclear, however, because Holocene deposits of the Lytle
Creek fan conceal any fault strands that may be present
(Morton and Matti, 1987).
72.2 (0.5) CONTINUE east on Summit to Sierra Road.
73.8 (1.6) TURN RIGHT and go south under freeway overPass.
24.4 (0.6) TURN LEFT and up the onramp to Interstate 15.
CONTINUE on Interstate 15 North to Interstate 215 South.
n.6 @.2) EXIT onto tnterstate 215 south and CoNTINUE ro

The latest movement on Strand C occurred before
deposition of a unit which may be as old as 1750 to 1000 years.
tt e tatest faulting may also hive occurred mainly on Strand C
in the eastem fS tm of the Cucamonga fault zone, rather than
throughout the entire 25 km length (Morton and Matti, 1987)'

By reionstruction of alluvial and faulting history on the Day
C-anyon and East Etiwanda Canyon alluvial fans, Morton and

Matii (1984 have estimated that the

typic_al

ground-rupturing

66.0 (1.1) TURN AROUND and head south on

io., or.rl

EXIT onto Interstate 10 East. Immediately move to

right lanes'
92.6 (1,.n EXIT onto waterman Avenue NoRTH' Follow
offramp and curye north onto waterman Avenue'
93.0 (0.4) TURN LEFT at Hospitality Lane. HILTON HOTEL is
on the left.

Etiwanda

SUMMit AVCNUC.
67.4 (1.4) TURN LEFT on Summit Avenue and go east to
Duncan Canyon Road.
and go
ortu
Canyon Road
l/urtLilr Ldrryurl
on Duncan
71.7 (4.3) TURN LEFT ult
5v
^uou

This guidebook was compiled from a number of sources;
in particular, two other guidebooks by Herber (1976) and
fohnson and others (1985) provided much excellent material.
Discussions with Drs. Lawrence J. Herber and fonathan A.
Nourse were invaluable and their unpublished maps were
useful in clarifying geological problems. They also acted as
reviewers of this field guide and greatly contributed to its
improvement.
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Drape Folds in the Highly Attenuated Colorado
River Extensional Corridor, California and
Arizona
BARBARA E. IOHN, Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming 82071
KEITH A. HOWARD U.S. Geological Survey, 345 Middlefield Road, I'iS 975, Menlo Park, Califomia 94025
ABSTRACT
Allochthonous pre-Terhary basement rocks above Miocene
detachment faults in the Colorado River extensional corridor
are segmented into hlt blocks and capped by disharmonically
folded cover sequences. Structurally thick (>5 km) blocks of
plutonic and gneissic basement rocks above the regionally
developed Chemehuevi detachment fault are faulted and tilted.
ln contrast, the relatively thin (-2 km) cover of supracrustal
rocks drape over and around the fractured tilt btocks
comprised of basement rocks. We interpret the resulting
plunging folds in the cover rocks as forced (drape) folds that
formed in response to fault segmentation of the basement
rocks. Originally horizontal Proterozoic diabase sheet-like
intrusions provide key markers of deformation in the basement
rocks. They show that the basement blocks are tilted
homoclinally, in contrast to the drape-folded cover.
The folded cover rocks consist of pre-folding early
Miocene volcanic rocks and overlying middle Miocene
sedimentary rocks that accumulated during the faulting, hlting,
and folding. The Miocene rocks exhibit folds above

large+cale Miocene extension involving the upper and middle
crust was accomplished along brittle northeastdipping
detachment faults. These faults cut gently down+ection in the
direction of tectonic transport from a headwall breakaway to
the west, in the area of the Turtle, Stepladder, and Old Woman
Mountains (Howard and fohn, 1987). Low-angle normal or
detachment faults are exposed around the domal core
complexes in the central part of the corridor, including in the
Whipple Mountains (Davis and others, 1980; Davis, 1988; Davis
and Lister, 1988), Chemehuevi Mountains (fohn, 1987a), and
Sacramento Mountains (McClelland, 1982; Spencer, 1985).
Transport direction of the upper plate of each fault, where
known, was to the northeast (Davis and others, 1980; John,
7982; Howard and others, 1982a,b; Spencer, 1985). Cumulative
slip on the fault system increases to the northeast across the
corridor and totals an estimated 40-75 km (stretching factor
A=1.7 to 4) (Howard and fohn, 1987; Hillhouse and Wells,
1991). Regional field relations indicate that the basal
detachment faul(s) cut initially to depths of 10 to 15 km, which
is the paleothickness of the Crossman upper-plate block in the
Mohave Mountains (Fig. 1) above the regionally developed

blockiounding faults in the basement rocks. The folds are
analogous to drape folds above basement<ored uplifts in

regions of continental shortening deformation. Bedding-plane
faulting and flexural slip helped accommodate anticlinal
folding. Local reverse faulting helped accommodate synclinal
folding. The folding, rotation, and local compression of cover
rocks in regions of continental extension reflect complications
above briftle faults that divide structurally deeper
non+tratified rocks into blocks. Miocene intrusions occupy a
gap at a comer where the draped cover did not fully
accommodate the brittle block boundary in underlying
crystalline rocks.

INTRODUCTION

trip is to examine drape folds formed
during Miocene extension in the Colorado River extensional
corridor, part of the southem Basin and Range province in
eastern Califomia and western Arizona (Fig. 1). The trip will
focus on spectacular exposures of folds and upended blocks of
The pulpose of this

continental crust above Miocene detachment faults in Topock
Gorge of the Colorado River, and in the adjacent Chemehuevi
Mountains, Califomia, and northem Mohave Mountains,
Arizona. We will contrast the relative behavior of tilted
basement and folded syntectonic cover rocks that underwent
extensional tilting and rotation. Supracrustal cover rocks <2.5
km thick are folded over and around the comers of adjoining
fractured but rigid basement blocks. The folds exhibit sheared
stratigraphic contacts, have amplitudes >2 km, and plunge
steeply.

GEOLOGIC FRAMEWORK
The late Cenozoic deformational history of the eastem
Mojave and westem Sonoran Deserts is dominated by extreme
crustal extension along the 10O-km-wide Colorado River
extensional corridor (Howard and John, 1987). Regionally,

Figure 1. Regional setting of the central part of the Colorado Rrver
extensional corridor. Lower plates of metamorphic core complexes are
shaded dark. Post-extensional deposits are unshaded. Insert shows
position in the Colorado River extensional corridor.
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The Chemehuevi and Mohave
Mountains lie in the central Part of
the Colorado River extensional
corridor (Fig. 1). The ranges are
underlain by Proterozoic through
Tertiary igneous and metamorPhic
rocks. Three middle Tertiary
low-angle normal faults (from
structurally deepest to the most
shallow), the Mohave Wash,
Chemehuevi, and Devils Elbow
faultt cut down-section through
these rocks in the northeasterly
direction of tectonic transport, and
together record unidirectional
extension of the upPer and middle
crust in the Chemehuevi Mountains.
Of these faultt the Chemehuevi
detachment fault has the greatest
regional significance and is the
youngest.

I

Granitoids and gneiss
above the chemehuevi fault
(Crelaceous and Proterozoic)

Slip on each of the low-angle
normal faults resulted in

northeastward (040"{60) transPort
of the hanging walls inferred from
/-strike and dip ol bedding
directional indicators that include
T
\
stnke and diD ol
offset markert striae, drag folds,
80)N Proterczoicdiabasesheet
minor faults within related
^t
+
cataclasites, and the dominantly
syncline
anticline
southwest dip of Tertiary strata in
-+Figure 2. Geologic sketch map of the Topock Gorge area. Numbers are field-triP stoPs.
the region [ohn, 1'987a,b). Separation
CDF=Chemehuivi detachment fault, DEF=Devils Elbow fault, PPF=Powell Peak fault, BBF=Gold Dome
along the Mohave Wash fault as
blo&-bounding fault system.
measured by offset Cretaceous
plutonic contacts is 2 km, and
separation along the higher Chemehuevi detachment fault is
Chemehuevi-Whipple detachment fault system. Geologic and
,15 k..r. Apparent separation along the structurally higher
seismic-refraction data (Howard and others, 1990; McCarthy
Elbow fault is also many kilometers.
Devils
and others, 1991) suggest that the fault system lies at a depth of
At
outcrop xale, each of the detachment faults is
and
is
rooted
Mountains
less than 3 km under the Mohave
planar, but viewed at maP scale, both the
approximately
and
Mountains
Hualapai
the
unbroken
under
further east
Mohave Wash and Chemehuevi detachment faults are
Colorado Plateaus. Miocene extension in this region therefore
corrugated parallel to the slip direction (|ohn, 1987a). Dips on
occurred along an east-rooted, asymmetric shear system in the
each of these detachment fault therefore vary from horizontal
deep
The
(Howard
1987).
and fohn,
upper and middle crust
or very gently inclined along the troughs or crests of the
rise
diapir-like
isostatic
and
by
stretching,
by
crust responded
corrugations, to as much as 40" on the steeper flanks or
in the central zone of core complexes where the greatest loads
strike*lip parts of the faults $ohn, 1987a). Wavelengths of the
were tectonically removed (McCarthy and othert 1991; Wilson
corrugahons vary from 200 m to 10 km, and amplitudes range
and others, 1991).
from 30 to 400 m. These undulations are broad mullion
at
23
the
region
began
in
stretching
of
crustal
Initiation
structures that developed during fault slip (fohn, 1987a). Broad
Ma. This estimate is based on several tyPes of data including
north-northwest+triking antiformal and synformal undulations
the K-Ar ages of the oldest volcanic units in the synextensional
of the fault surfaces are orthogonal to, and suPerimPosed on,
and
Howard
Martin,
1985;
(Brooks
and
Tertiary basins
|ohn,
the corrugations (fohn, '1987a).
1987; Spencer and Reynolds, 1991), crystallization ages of the
Two adjacent tilt blocks, here called the jackpot and
oldest synextensional plutons in the lower plate of
blocks, lie above the Devils Elbow fault in the
Tumarion
1988;
metamolphic core complexes (Anderson and others,
Mountains (Fig. 2). The blocks are separated
Mohave
northem
ages
cooling
and
the
oldest4Ar/sAr
1990),
Foster and others,
by a northeast-striking system of steep transfer faults. A
related directly to denudation of footwall rocks $ohn and
siructurally higher low-angle fault, the Powell Peak fault,
Foster, 1993; Foster and others, 1990). The period of rapid
superposes yet higher structural slices to the east over the
extension that led to formation of the metamorphic core
Tumarion block. Oligocene(?) and Miocene volcanic and
about
region
by
in
this
ceased
complexes and adjacent basins
sedimentary deposits lie both unconformably on and in fault
13-14 Ma, based on the age of untilted volcanic rocks and
contact above the pre-Tertiary crystalline basement rocks in the
thermochronology (Howard and fohn, 1987; Davis and Lister,
hanging walls of the structurally higher faults.
1988; Richard and others, 1990; Foster and others, 1990,1,99'],.;
1991;
and
othert
Spencer and Reymolds,799l; Simpson
Iohn
and Foster, 1993).
detachment laull
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Figure 3. Topographic map of the area of Fig-ure 2 showing field-trip routes and stops (from Topock 15' quadrangle). Contour interval is 40
ft.

Rock Unib Involved in Tertiary Deformation
Pre-Tertiary Crystalline Rocks
Gneissic rocks in the footwall to the Chemehuevi
detachment fault consist of strongly foliated, variably
mylonihzed, layered orthogneiss and paragneiss of proterozoic
age. These amphibolite-facies rocks form a coherent, gently
(15') southwestdipping sequence in the eastern part of the

Chemehuevi Mountains and a steeply dipping (60"-90"),

northeast+triking zone in the northern part of the range. Both
the gently and steeply dipping mylonitic gneisses are
dominantly L-S tectonites with a subhorizontal
NE-SW-trending mineralelongation lineation.
The Chemehuevi Mountains Plutonic Suite of Late
Cretaceous age (fohn and Mukasa, 1990) intrudes the layered
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numerous faulttounded blocks along the Colorado River and
is well exposed in the area around The Needles and River
Island (Figs. 2,3) . The volcanic units vary in composition
laterally; they commonly include andesitic to dacitic lahars low
in the section, basalt and plagioclase-phyric ("iackstraw")
andesihc or latitic flows at intermediate levels, and fine6rained
mafic flows in the upper part. A basal arkose is locally Present.
ln The Needles area (Fig. 4), the basal part is formed of
volcanic agglomerate composed of andesitic to dacitic blocks
and ranges in thickness from a few meters to over 100 m. High
in the sequence is a tuffaceous conglomerate, as much as 140 m
thick, thai contains cobbles of volcanic and gneissic rocks. In
southem and eastern parts of the northem Mohave Mountains,
mafic and intermediate flows dominate the lower volcanic
sequencg which also contains rare rhyolitic lava flows and
Ueaaea tuffs (Nielson, 1993). Most lava flows and sills in the
middle and upper parts of the sequence are sparsely phyric,
microphyric, or aphyric, and probably had mafic compositions
(Niels-on and Beratan, 1990). Rare rhyolitic flows with perlitic
bases interfinger with mafic flows.
A mafic lava flow from the northem Mohave Mountains
was dated as 19.8t0.5 Ma (in age whole rock K-Ar, Nakata et
al., 1990). The lower volcanic sequence is therefore assigned an
early Miocene age. However, the sequence is poorly dated and
may also possibly include Oligocene rocks.
Peach Springs Tuff
The Peach Springs Tuff of Young and Brennan (1974)
overlies the lower volcanic sequence concordantly or with
slight angular discordance. In Topock Gorge between the

mylonitic gneisses and underlies most of the southem and
central Chemehuevi Mountains below the Chemehuevi fault.
The suite forms an irregularly zoned, laccolithshaped plutonic
body that includes homblende$iotite granodiorite, porphyritic
biotite granodiorite, two-mica granite, and gamet-two-mica
granite (]ohn, 198fu, 1988). The suite is beheaded by the
detachment faults.
Crystalline rocks that are allochthonous to the
Chemehuevi and Devils Elbow fauls consist of nonmylonitic
Proterozoic gneisses and granite intruded by ophitic
Proterozoic diabase sheets and by Mesozoic granitoids
including unib correlated with the beheaded Chemehuevi
Mountains Plutonic Suite. An allochthonous member of the
Chemehuevi Mountains Plutonic Suite intrudes an undated
biotite quartz diorite pluton that will be visited between Stops
1.2 and 1.3.
Tertiary Synextensional Rocks
Volcanic and sedimentary rocks of Oligocene(?) and
Miocene age ring the Chemehuevi Mountains and crop out
along the westem margin of the Mohave Mountains above the
Chemehuevi and Devils Elbow faults. These rocks lie both
nonconformabty and in fault contact above the crystalline
rocks. The deformed Tertiary rocks are divided into three major
lithologic sequences, from oldest to youngest, a lower volcanic
sequence of mainly mafic and intermediate lavas, the Peach
Springs Tuff of Young and Brennan (7974), and an upper
sedimentary sequence of syntectonic conglomerate and
megabreccia containing thin interbedded lava flows and tuffs.
Deposition of the upper sedimentary sequence was controlled
largely by the
syntectonic
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Chemehuevi and Mohave Mountains, the tuff fills a

provide key markers for

paleochannel to a thickness greater than 160 m thick at The
Needles, but thins to 2 m or is absent over adjacent
paleotopographic highs. Over a paleohigh near the Colorado
River gaging station (Stop 1.3 and 2.1), the thin tuff rests
directly on the basal agglomerate unit of the underlying lower

deformation in the
hanging-wall basement
rocks. The diabase sheets are
thought to have been
originally horizontal
(Howard, 1991) and are now
rotated to subvertical dips

volcanic sequence. The upper part of the tuff commonly is cut
by massive travertine veins (as much as 40 cm thick), and the
upper surface of the tuff locally has 2 to 3 m of sharp relief or
is capped by caliche<emented conglomerate. These features
suggest a period of hot+prings activity, weathering, and

around the
northwest-striking regional
tilt axis, which is
perpendicular to the
extension direction (Fig. 2).

erosion prior to deposition of the upper sedimentary sequence.
This conclusion is further supported by the buttressing of

younger sedimentary deposits against the Peach Springs Tuff
(Stops 2.3 and 3.2).
ln the northem Mohave Mountains, the Peach Springs
Tuff is a prominent cliff-forming unit, locally up to 160 m thick.
The Peach Springs Tuff ranges in thickness locally; its upper
levels are commonly brecciated, and it is locally absent due to
Miocene erosion.
The Peach Springs Tuff is a regionally extensive ash flow
tuff that Nielson and others (1990) dated usingoAr/3eAr at
18.5t 0.2 Ma. Paleomagnetic results within the Chemehuevi

The diabase sheets now

strike and dip uniformly
parallel to rare, structurally
intact, basal Tertiary strata

Figure 5. Block diagram that

that cap the basement
blocks. Because they are
paleohorizontal markers in
the crystalline basement
rockt the uniform
orientations of the diabase
sheets indicate that the
blocks of basement rocks
have been homoclinally
tilted to the southwest
approximately 90". This
homoclinal tilt constrasts
with the folded cover units
that cap the blocks (Figs. 5,

illustrates schematically the folds
and northem Mohave Mountains confirm its regional
draped around the boundary
correlation (Wells and Hillhouse, 1989).
between the Jackpot and Tumarion
Upper sedimentary sequence
tilt blocks. These two blocks of
A sequence of sedimentary rocks overlies the Peach
basement rocks are each tilted 90"
Springs Tuff with local angular discordance (Fig. 2). These
and ride on the underlying Devils
rocks are 250 to 2000 m thick and are dominated by
Elbow and Chemehuevi faults.
Folds in the Tertiary cover rocks
conglomerate or sedimentary breccia. The sequence includes
align with a transfer fault that
less abundant monolithologic breccia and sandstone and rare
forms the boundary between the
interbedded siltstone, silicic tuff, and basalt flows (Miller and
6).
two blocks. Intrusive rocks fill a
john, 1988,1993). Landslide megabreccia deposits are
The folded cover
gap in the keel of the draped
prominent in Topock Gorge, particularly within a major
materials
include massive
sl,ncline.
syncline (Stop 2.3). The upper s€dimentary sequence is dipping,
volcanic rocks that lack
folde4 and faulted and was deposited rapidly during tilting
intemal angular
and extensional deformahon (Miller and fohn, 198S, 1993).
unconformities. Depositional contacts in the lower part of the
cover rock sequence are commonly sheared. Stratigraphically
DRAPE FOLDS
higher units within the cover rocks commonly have more
Forced or drape folds can form where layered cover rocks
gentle dips and fewer faults. The stratified cover rocks drape
respond to fault offsets in deeper unstratified rocks. Folds of
around comers of adjoining basement blocks as plunging folds
this rype have been widely described from compressional
that have amplitudes as great as 2 km. Fold limbs that overlie
basement uplifts in the Rocky Mountains (e.g., Steams, 1978)
and less widely described along strike-slip
faults (Cool 1978) and over steep normal faults
(Garfunkel and Bartov, 1,977; Ameen, 1.988;
Withjack and others, 1990). The Topock Gorge
area is one of several areas in the southem
Basin and Range province that displays
plunging drape folds (Howard and John, 1991).
We inteqpret these folds as draped above the
edges of basement blocks as they tilted and
were offset during the progress of tectonic
extension (Fig. 5).
Upended blocks of non-mylonitic
Proterozoic granites and gneisses ( >5 km thick)
in the hanging walls of the Chemehuevi and
Devils Elbow faults crop out on either side of
Topock Gorge. These blocks are tilted and
TERTIARY VOLCANIC SECTION
PROTEROZOIC DIABASE SHEETS
faulted, but not folded. In contrast, the
relatively thin cover (-2 km) of Tertiary
Figure 6. Equal-area plots (lower-hemisphere projection) contrast the uniform orientation
sedimentary and volcanic rocks drapes over
of Proterozoic diabase sheets in the basement rocks of the Jackpot and Tumarion blocks
and around the fractured but rigid basement
compared to the similar, but less regular, orientation of bedding in overlying Tertiary
(Figs. 2,4). Proterozoic diabase sheet intrusions
cover rocks. Contoured (2-sigma contour interval) by the Kamb method using Stereonet
version 4.15 by Allmendinger.
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Bouse Formation (Metzger and Loeltz,
7973).

The late Miocene and Pliocene
Bouse Formation has been described in
the area by Metzger and Loeltz (1973).
The Bouse consists of a basal unit of
white marl,0.2 to 8 m thick, and an
overlying unit, as much as 15 m thick, of
interbedded green and yellow clay and
silt and pink sand. The Bouse Formation
is considered to record deposition in an
estuary of the proto4ulf of California
and to include deltas deposited from the

earliest throughgoing Colorado River
prior to 3.44 Ma (Buising, 1990). The
\\\ a"aai*
Bouse is exposed at levels of less than a
few hundred feet above the river bed
60"r\ kult, showing dip
downstream from, upstream from, and
Figure 7. Geologic map of the Needles Mountain intrusion (Stop 1.5). See Figure 3 for location
in Topock Gorge. This indicates that the
approximate course of the future Topock
in the time of the Bouse estuary.
already
established
was
Gorge
section
of
show
attenuation
blocks
basement
faults between
are locally derived
Formation
Bouse
the
Overlying
along abundant approximately bedding-parallel faults. Flexural
and Pleistocene fluvial
Pliocene(?)
well
as
as
piedmont
folds
large
These
slip, therefore, helPed accommodate folding.
travels,
These river
River.
Colorado
the
ancestral
deposits
from
and
Needles
at
The
River
the
Colorado
along
are best exposed
clay,
sand,
gypsiferous
pinkish
deposits include interbedded
in the Blankenship Wash area.
containing
gravel
cross$edded
silt,
and
clast-supported
the
Miocene intrusions commonly fill a comer gap where
well-rounded coUbtet and pebbles of quartzite, limestone, and
draped cover rocks did not fully accommodate the brittle block
other distant rock types. Deposits of river-polished boulders, as
(Figs.
The
rocks
5,7).
crystalline
in
underlying
boundary
large as 1 m, are perched on a ridge 25 m above an abandoned
intrusions resemble the position and shape of a gap that
(Fig.
8).
channel at River tstand in Topock Gorge. Riverlaid pebbles 60
formed in drape-fold exPeriments by Ameen (1988)
m above Lake Havasu define another abandoned channel 1.5
the
upper
within,
locally
Unconformities at the base of, and
km east of Picture Rock. The finer grained river deposits locally
during
was
deposited
it
show
that
sequence
sedimentary
resemble the Bouse Formation. The upper, mostly fine-grained
tectonism, and the Presence of landslide megabreccias sugtest
parts
of these deposits (subunits D and E of Metzger and
are
most
substantial local topographic relief. The megabreccias
1973) were considered by Metzger and others (1973) to
Loeltz,
the
above
draped
the
syncline
area
of
abundant in the core
be equivalent to the Chemehuevis Formation of Longwell
Gold Dome fault system, which suggests that their Presence
(1936), which previously had been called the Chemehuevis
may relate to a growing fold. On the other hand, facies
by t-ee lffO8). The Chemehuevi Formation (Longwell,
Gravel
sequence
relations in the lower part of the upper sedimentary
discontinuously from Lake Mead to Yuma
1953)
extends
when
underlying
deposition
its
at Blankenship Wash indicate
of over 550 km' Bell and others (1978)
a
distance
Arizona,
developed
had
there
syncline
a
before
tilted,
but
were
rocks
the Chemehuevi Formation as 0'1-0'2(?)
age
of
the
interpreted
(Fig. e).
paleomagnetic polarity, degree of soil
normal
its
on
Ma,
Lased
POST.EXTENSIONAL DEPOSITS, EVOLUTION OF
alluvial-fan deposits, and Th-U and
underlying
on
development
TOPOCK GORGE, AND LANDSLIDE DAMMING OF THE
Pa -U dating of a contained fossil mammoth tusk and of
COLORADO RIVER
overlying s&ls. Other mammoth discoveries in the area have
Topock Gorge is one of several canyons cut where the
ted to the suggestion that parts of the formation are as old as
lower Colorado River crosses small mountain ranges, which are
0.3{.5 Ma (Agenbroad and others, 1992).
interspersed with broad basins. The gorge follows near to the
At two lbcahties on the Arizona side of Topock Gorge,
of
the
wall
boundary between the footwall and hanging
pink sands that we correlate with the Chemehuevi Formation
Chemehuevi detachment fault, suggesting that this maior
interfinger abruptly with rubble and poorly sorted
structural break helped guide the Colorado River and
conglomerate consisting wholly of clasts derived from
predecessor streams (Fig. 2). The river dates from the Pliocene,
in
the
region,
about 10 m.y. after cessation of maior extension
and its evolution is recorded by the Post€xtension sedimentary
deposits. Abandoned channels, marked by distinctive river
gravels, circumnavigate bedrock hills both east and west of the

_\ ,,

\

ri

\

/\- A

lgneousfoliation

Metamrchic lotialion

present river course

Undeformed sedimentary deposits ranging in age from
late Miocene to Holocene unconformably overlie the
synextensional sequences. These units include alluvial-fan
deposits, the Bouse Formation, ancient and modem fluvial
deposits of the Colorado River, and dune sands. The oldest

Figure E, A drape'fold exPeriment in which a layer of wax, 3 cm thick,
wis deformed above two sliding blocks of wood (Ameen, 19E8)' Note
the gap that {ormed below the keel of the forced syncline' The Needle
tvtountain intrusion aPPears to occuPy a posrtion analogous to the gaP'
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Highlighb en route to Stop 1.1
ENTER I40 eastbound (S) at'I"
Street in Needles, and EXIT right on

j

U.S. 95 (1.2 miles) toward Parker. The
domal Sacramento Mountains (at 3

Imb --\
N
\i

o'clock) and Chemehuevi Mountains
(ahead left) are windows of footwall
(":
crystalline rocks, surrounded by
lowlands that expose hanging-wall
'ti
rocks. At 3.8 miles VEER RIGHT
(southwest) at the junction (following
U.S. 95) . At mile 6.8, the road begins
to climb gradually through exposures
of cataclasite in the footwall of the
Chemehuevi detachment fault. At 2
o'clock, the footwall in the southem
Sacramento Mountains (between
Lobecks Pass and Monumental Pass)
comprises a suite of granitoid rocks
(here informally called the Sacram
sequence), including homblendite and
Figure 9. Geologic maP of the Blankenship Wash area, Mohave County, Arizona. Geologic mapping
gabbro, diorite, granodiorite, and
by f.M.G. Miller, B.E' John" and K.A. Howard. Map units in order of generally increasing age ire as
granite. These rocks intrude
follows: Qq=alluvium (Quatemary), Qoa= e16u. alluvium (Quatemary), Q=Chemehuevi Formation
Proterozoic gneiss and granite (dark
(Quatemary), Tc=conglomerate and sandstone (Mocene), Tb=basalt (Miocene), Tmb=megabreccia
rocks on the high westem horizon) and
(Miocene), Tp=Peach springs Tuff of Young and Brennan (1974),Tv=lower volcanic sequence
are texturally and mineralogically
(Miocene).
similar to dikes and small stocks in the
northem Chemehuevi Mountains that
chlorite-rich, altered granitic rocks from the footwall below the
have yielded a U-Pb zircon age of -19 Ma (Palais and john,
Chemehuevi detachment fault exposed in the metamolphic core
unpublished data). Locally, the Sacram sequence intrudes
complex of the Chemehuevi Mountains across the Colorado
Proterozoic gneiss with a steeply dipping mylonitic fabric.
River. These two localities are east of River Island, and on the
Approaching Lobecks Pass 10.6 miles beyond I40, TURN LEFI
northeast shore of Blankenship Bend. Fluvial pebble
(E) 0.6 miles beyond the gas compressor station, and follow the
conglomerate overlies the rubble and sands. The rubble is
dirt road 0.4 miles. PARK and walk due south 0.1 miles over
pebbly at the River Island locality and bouldery at Blankenship
the small hill to Stop 1.1.
Bend, with boulders as large as 1-2 m. The rubble probably
Stop 1.1. This stop s€rves as an introduction to the
records local debris flows that flooded or dammed that
Chemehuevi Mountains, and central part of the Colorado River
ancestral Colorado River.
extensional corridor (Howard and fohn, 7987;lohn,1987a). The
The discovery of these rubble deposits suggests an answer
stop is in Miocene alluvial-fan deposits that dip 3040'west
to the long+tanding question of whether the Chemehuevi
into the Chemehuevi detachment fault (Fig. 1). These deposits
Formation is fluvial or lacustrine in its origin. Arguments
include clasts of the 1.4{a anorogenic granite and associated
against the lacustrine hypothesis until now have centered
rocks, 1.1{a ophitic diabase dikes, and members of the
around the lack of a natural dam that could have ponded the
Tertiary(?) Sacram sequence, derived from the footwall to the
river (Lee, 1908; Longwell, 1,936, 7946, 7963; Metzger and
Sacramento{hemehuevi detachment fault system 5 { km to
others, 1973). Iandslide dams such as the one or ones recorded
the west. The fault is marked by a gently northdipping surface
in Topock Gorge could be expected to be commorr occurrences
of hemahte+tained ultracataclasite, with welldeveloped striae
where the Colorado River traverses this and other mountainous
aligned ENE.
canyons along its course. We speculate that the Chemehuevi
Highlights between Stops 1.1 and 1.2
Formation may include deposits formed by quiet water behind
RETRACE route to U.S. 95, TURN RIGHT (N) 6.4 miles to
temporary dams that formed at various times in the canyons
the junction with Five-mile Cut-off. TURN RIGHT on this
traversed by the lower Colorado River.
paved road for 1.4 miles and JOIN I40 eastbound (towards
Kingman). Much of the next 5 miles of the highway is built on
the swelling clays of the Miocene and Pliocene Bouse
Formation, deposited in an estuary at the time the Gulf of
DAY 1
Califomia
was formed. Irregularities in the road surface are the
The first day of the field trip serves two purposes. The
result of swelling of the clay after heavy 1992 rains.
first is to gain an overview of the highly extended, central
At 3 o'clock lies the northern range front of the
Colorado River extensional corridor looking at one part of the
Chemehuevi
Mountains, and the Whale Mountain area. Whale
detachment fault system exposed in the Chemehuevi
Mountain
is
underlain
by steeply foliated mylonitic rocks, in
Mountains. The second is to look in some detail at upended
the footwall to the Chemehuevi detachment fault, that contain a
hanging-wall blocks above that fault system, contrasting the
subhorizontal NE+triking stretching lineation. This fabric was
relative behavior of tilted basement and folded cover rocks
interpreted as a product of reorientation of Proterozoic and
during their extensional hlting, rotation, and syntectonic
Mesozoic
fabrics during Late Cretaceous sinistral shear along a
deposition.
t:,,1

(+,
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steep shear zone that links gentlydipping ductile fabrics in the
Chemehuevi Mountains with those in the Sacramento

Mountains north of Monumental Pass $ohn and Mukasa, 1990)'
The Mesozoic mylonitic fabric has been ovelprinted by brittle
effects of the Tertiary extensional deformation. Whale Mountain
itself is a klippe above the structurally deepest Mohave Wash
fault. Where slip can be determined by slickensides and offset
plutonic contacts, the hanging wall above the, Mohave Wash
iault is offset 2 km to the NE relative to the footwall.
In 6.5 miles, cross the Colorado River on I40. As you
cross the river you will see The Needles on the right,
spectacular pinnacles of steePly west-tilted, synextensional
volcanic, hypabyssal, and sedimentary rocks that are
structuraUy;bove the Chemehuevi detachment fault you have
At 1.4 miles
iust seen. The Needles are today's destination.
beyond the Colorado River a steep fault cuts late Pleistocene
fluvial deposits in roadcuts on the north side of the highway'
Quatemary faults are rare in this part of the Basin and Range
province.
- CONTINUE 1.3 miles to Exit 2, Needle Mountain Road'
EXIT RIGHT and GO RIGHT (south) 1.5 miles along a the dirt
road toward The Needles. Park and PrePare for a rugged
allday hike.
Stop 1.2. The hike (Figs. 2, 3) will take us across two large
tilted blocks (Fig. 5) of Proterozoic and Cretaceous basement
rocks separated by the Gold Dome transfer fault system' These
features all lie in the hanging walls (upper plates) of the Devils
Elbow and Chemehuevi faults that proiect under them. Faults
in the upper-plate basement rocks are expressed as crush
zones. Steeply dlpplng early Miocene volcanic units cap the
southwest sides of the blocks and define a steeply plunging
syrcline 2 km across where they drape around the comer
between the two blocks (Fig. 5). The traverse will cross a
Miocene synformal intrusion that lies where a comer gap could
be expected to form between the two basement blocks and their
draped cover. Orientations of steeply hlted Proterozoic diabase
sheets can be examined which provide additional evidence that
both basement blocks were tilted 90' to the southwest during
Miocene extension of the hanging wall of the Chemehuevi
detachment fault.
Highlights between Stops 1.2 and 1.3
Walk 1.6 km (1 mi) south along a ieep trail to a gate that
prohibits vehicular entry into the Havasu-National Wildlife
Refuge wildemess area. This route (Figs. 3, 4) traverses
Proteiozoic and Mesozoic gneiss and granitoids intruded by
Tertiary dikes and broken by small faults. Along the traverse
yo., *itl be climbing up section withil a tilt block that is
ieferred to here as the fackpot block. Part of the traverse is in
Early Proterozoic (-7.7 Ga) gneisses, which are intruded by
coaisegrained granite (1.4? Ga) and ophihc diabase sheets (1'1
Ga). About half of the first mile will be within an undated
pluton of finegrained biotite quartz diorite. This pluton is
probably MesoLoic in age; it is intruded by medium-grained
LioUtu 1t homblende) granodiorite that we consider to be part
of the displaced roof of the Chemehuevi Mountains Plutonic
Suite exposed in the metamorphic core complex of the
Chemehuevi Mountains to the west. Terhary intermediate and
mafic dikes cut the older rocks. just beyond the refuge gate,
turn right downstream and follow the big wash SW through
exposures of the quartz diorite and the gneisses.
In 300 m, cross into Miocene volcaniclastic rocks in the
first of two northwest+triking fault zones that postdate the
drape folding, block rotation, and transfer faulting. Both of the

fault zones are here marked by volcaniclastic rocks in fault
slices that are bounded on both sides by inwarddipping faults
against footwalls of pre-Tertiary granitoids. The volcaniclastic
.&kr ure the lowest Miocene unit. Bedding dips steeply' ln
another 300 m along the wash, the second (more southwestern)
of the two fault zones will be encountered; 1.2 km northwest of
here, this fault zone cuts the underlying Devils Elbow fault and
offsets it down to the northeast, in the direction of extension' ln
another 100 m along the wash, we Pass back into Proterozoic
rocks, which are here part of a brecciated coarsegrained
granite body.
After ioO m farther in the wash, we again encounter early
Miocene volcanic rocks, here in locally faulted depositional
contact against basement granite. Ahead, the volcanic unit on
the ridgJ(Peach Springs Tuff, 18.5 Ma) dips 50' to the
southwest.
Stop 1.3 (optional, same as Stop 2.1). Either tum southeast up
a big wash-toward Stop 2'4, or continue downstream to Stop
13,;hich is optional as it will also be visited tomorrow from
the river (Stop 2.1). If continuing by foot to Stop 1.3, continue
downstream in the wash another 1.2 km toward the gaging
station on the Colorado River; above the wash to the left (S),
the Peach Springs Tuff loses its welding and progressively
thins northwestward to 2-3 m. The thin tuff here contrasts with
a thickness of 160 m at a site 2 km to the southeast (Stop 1'4)
where the tuff fills a large paleochannel. Conglomerate and
landslide breccia that overlie the tuff record rapid deposition
during the extensional faulting.

ilear the mouth of the wash, chloritized granodiorite of
the Chemehuevi Mountains Plutonic Suite in the footwall of the
Devils Elbow fault rises to the right (N). Both the Devils Elbow
and Chemehuevi plates truncate downwhrd against chloritic
brecciated gneiss in the footwall of the Chemehuevi
detachmen[ fault. These green footwall rocks are exposed near
the stream gating station on the river. Retrace your path 1'2
km up the wash.
Highlights between Stops 1.3 and 1'4
Veer right (SE) up a maior wash toward fackpot Sprhg'
This wash follows the locally faulted, steeP-totvertumed,
southwest-facing unconformity between Miocene volcanic rocks
and pre-Tertiary basement rocks. In about 1'5 km at the |ackpot
mine ladit on the left), we encounter again the postdraping
northwest€triking fault zones. Much brecciation and
deformation are Present. [n another 0.5 km, past a narrows in
the wash, follow a ieep road up the hill to the right (S)' You have lust crossed into-the Tumarion tilt block. To the right of
the road, dark<olored rocks of the lower volcanic sequence are
faulted against lighter colored basement gneiss along a
60"-westdipping strand of the transfer fault system that
bounds thilackpot and Tumarion blocks (Fig' 3)' Follow the
leep trail 400 m to the ridge crest.
Stop 1.4. The volcanic sequence on the left forms the
attenuated south limb of the Topock syncline. This highly
faulted limb is aligned with the Gold Dome fault system that
bounds the two blocks of underlying basement rocks (Figs' 2
and 3). Bedding locally strikes northwest, which is highly
oblique to the mapped formational boundaries where they
wrap around the fold.
At the ridge crest near Gold Dome Mine, you will face-an
overhanging cliff formed by the Peach Springs Tuff' The tuff
here is uUot,t f eO m thick and is underlain by volcanic<last
conglomerate and interbedded basalt localized in the
palJochannel. The tuff and the underlying recessive-weathering
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conglomerate dip steeply (70{0) and define a steeply
west-plunging syncline. Unlike the highly faulted bisal unit of
volcanic rocks, the Peach Springs Tuff wraps smoothly around
this syncline. Small reverse faults that offset ttre tuff jhow that
minor compression occurred in the syncline as it formed. We
inteqpret the syncline as draped above the inside comer
between two rigidly deformed southwest-tilted blocks of
basement rocks. In our intelpretahon the fold was forced in
response to offret between two blocks of upper-plate basement
rocks as the blocks tilted (Fig. 5). The rtghi(Nw) limb of the
syncline homoclinally overlies the fackpot tilt block. [n contrast,
the left (S) south limb of the syncline is aligned along the Gold
Dome fault system that bounds the Jackpot block agiinst the
Tumarion block to the southeast. Both the fold and the small
reverse faults within it formed during crustal extension.
Complementary anticlines bound both exterior comers of
the Tumarion block to the south (Fig. 2). As these anticlines are
approached, abundant neartedding plane faults are apparent
on the attenuated drape-fold limbs. The faulring is highiy
comple:,; and fault orientations in the area plot as shotgun
pattems on stereograms. The compledties no doubt partly
reflect a succession of fault generations that formed is tiliing
and consequent draping proceeded. The neartedding-plane
faults evidently accommodated flexural slip and atteriuation of
the fold limbs.
The Peach Springs Tuff is a simple cooling unit (Buesch
and Valentine, 1.986; Wells and Hillhouse, 1989; Hillhouse and
Wells, 1991). Yet within it, dips fan upsection from 60-70" at the
base to -35" at the top. This fanning of dips within a single
cooling unit cannot be due to growth faulting during
deposition. lnstead we infer that the structural draping caused
not only the big fold, but also allowed stratigraphiiaUy nigner
parts of the section to dip less than lower parts.
Highlights between Stops I.4 and 1.5
RETRACE the jeep trail 400 m to the last big wash. tf time
allows, first CONTOUR RIGHT (S) through leucocratic
.Proterozoic gneisses of the Tumarion block (Fig. 3). In and
around a steep-walled gully, a major strand of the
block$ounding Gold Dome fault system is exposed as crush
zones within gneisses where Proterozoic diabase sheets are
distorted and fragmented. This strand of the fault system
generally dips - 40" west. To the southwest 1 km, another fault
strand bounds basement rocks against the attenuated limb of
Miocene volcanic rocks; this strand dips steeply and the gneiss
footwall is a chloritic breccia. A short traverse cross{ountry
into the Tumarion block will bring you to uncrushed
northwest+triking sheets of the Proterozoic diabase. The
orientation of these sheets is consistent thoroughout most of the
Jackpot and Tumarion blocks, and shows that both blocks were
hlted homoclinally. Equal-area plots (Fig. 5) show the uniform
orientation of the diabase sheets in both blocks compared to the
much less uniform orientation of overlying Tertiary units. We
argue that the original orientation of the diabase sheets was
subhorizontal. This argument is based on the parallelism of the
diabase sheets to basal Tertiary strata where they are present in
the same structural blocks, and on the regional orientation as
described by Howard (1991). Both tilt blocks are therefore
rotated about 90" around an axis that strikes northwest. The
southwest direction of tilt parallels hlt direction present
throughout much of the Colorado River extensional corridor
(Howard and |ohn, 1987). Tilhng was away from the direction
of upper-plate movement above the major regional detachment
faults.
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From the main wash we will follow the Gold Dome fault
system northeastward. Climb 300 m northward cross<ountry
past the right (E) side of a dark pinnacle of Miocene
subvolcanic intrusive rocks, and continue 500 m northeastward
down a gully and onto another dark ridge formed by a
Miocene hypabyssal intrusion (Fig. 7).

Stop 1.5. This intrusion, here called the Needle Mountain
intrusion, consists of biotite-bearing, intermediate<omposition
rocks emplaced at shallow crustal level. Analysis of this
rock-type indicates SiO2 content 58'/. by weight. The K2O
content is 15 times the Na2O content, indicating potassium
metasomatism, which is common in many Tertiary volcanic
rocks in the region. The intrusion has a complex synformal
shape and includes numerous dikes and foliition<oncordant
sills. It is faulted complexly, but less than adjacent proterozoic
gneisses. This relation sugtests that it was emplaced during the
Tertiary deformation event.
- We intelpret this intrusion as occupying a synformal gap
that formed where the draped volcanic cover rocks did noi fully accommodate deformation in underlying basement blocks.
Gaps of this sort have plagued drape-fold experiments in the
laboratory Fig. 7), which has led to the suggestion that the
experiments do not accurately reproduce natural force folding
(Ameen, 1988). The intrusion lies at the comer between the
]ackpot and Tumarion tilt blocks and their volcanic cover rocks.
Crush zones representing strands of the block-bounding Gold
Dome fault lie fust east of the intrusion.
Highlights between Stops 1.5 and 1.2
Continue northward 500 m descending to a maior wash.
Several Proterozoic diabase sheets crop out near here, all with
northwest strikes and steep dips. Tum left (W) within gneisses
of the fackpot block and follow the main wash downstieam 1
km. Tum right (N) up another wash (look for feep tracks) a
short distance to the Refuge gate, and continue 1.5 km along
jeep trail (the moming's route) to Stop 1.2 and the vehicles. If
time allows we will examine the orientation of diabase sheets
500 m west of Stop 1.2 in the Jackpot block.
DRIVE BACK to I40, TURN RIGHT (east) toward
Kingman 6.7 miles. At Exit 9, TURN RIGHT (south) toward
Lake Havasu City on Arizona highway 95. CONTINUE 19
miles to Lake Havasu City.

DAY

2

trip is devoted to an overview
of the cover rocks involved in the drape folding. We will travel
The second day of the field

by boat and view cross-sections across these steeply
SW-plunging folds. Most of the day will be speni on the
Colorado River in rugged Topock Gorge with no access to
luggage. It will be necessary to have water with you in the
boat.

Leaving the Holiday [nn, tum right on London Bridge
Road, then veer left onto Mesquite Ave. Cross Arizona 95 and
continue to Lake Havasu Ave. Tum right, and make another
right at Swanson Ave. Continue toward Lake Havasu, and stop
at the boat launch area by the lake shore. We will be boarding
a Bluewater Charters boat at the dock for our trip through
Topock Gorge.
Topock Gorge was explored by the lves expedition in
1858, which was undertaken by the War Department for the
purpose of determining the navigability of the Colorado River.
Exploration was by a small steamboat built in Boston and sent
by schooner around the Hom to San Francisco, then back

around Baja California to the Gulf of Califomia and the mouth
of the Colorado. Lt. Ive's (1861) colorful description of the
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dirt road on the left (N) side of the wash to exposures of the

approach to Topock Gorge ("Mojave Caflon") from the south
was made before Lake Havasu flooded this valley behind
Parker Dam:
To-day has been perlectly serene, and the atmosphere
indescribably soft and limpid. For several milers the river
assumed a new asPect, being straight and broad, having
high banks, and presenting a placid unbroken sheet of
water - not a bar being visible above the surface. To one
viewing the noble looking stream from the bank, it would
have appeared navigable for vessels of the heaviest
draught but the depth of water was scarcely sufficient to
enable the Explorer to pass without touching.
Entering the foot hills of the Moiave Range the channel
was again torfuous, and after traversing a narrow pass the
Needles came in view directly in front. As we approached
the mouth of the caflon through the Molave mountains, a
roaring noise ahead gave notice that we were coming to a
rapid, and soon we reached the foot of a pebbly island,
along either side of which the water was rushing
enveloped in a sheet of foam.
After armding a few yards a harsh grating noise wamed
us that we were uPon a rocky shoa!, and Captain Robinson
at once backed the Explorer out and went uP in a skiff to
reconnoitre....Thete was danger that the after part of the
boat in passing might catch upon a rock, and the bow be
swung around by the rapid current against another with
such violence as to knock a hole in the bottom. An anchor
was carried to a Point some distance uP stream, and a line
taken from it to the bow. This line was kept taut, while,
with a high Pressure of steam, the Explorer was forced up
the rapids, once or twice trembling from stem to stern as
she grazed uPon a rock, but reaching the still water above
without sustaining damage.
A low purple gateway and a splendid corridor, wrth
massive red walls, formed the entrance to the caflon. At the
head of this avenue frowning mountains, piled one above
the other, seemed to block the way. An abrupt run at the
base oI the aPParent barrier revealed a cavern-like
approach to the profound chasm beyond. A scme of such
imposing grandeur as that which now Presented itself I
have never before witnessed. On either side maiestic cliffs,
hundreds of feet in height, rose perpendicularly from the
water. As the river wound through the narrow enclosure
every turn developed some sublime effect or startling
novely in the view. Brilliant tints of purplg greery browry
red, and white illuminated the shrpendous surfaces and
relieved their somber monotony. Far above, clear and
distinct upon the narrow strip of sky, hrrrets, spires, iagged
stahre-like peaks and grotesque pinnacles overlooked the
deep abyss.

Although the present trip will pass through the Topock
Gorge twice, the field guide is written with stops Progressing.
dowirstream from the upper end of the gorge starting from the
I40 highway bridge. Stop 2.1 is 1.8 miles downstream from the
I-40 bridge along the east shore of the Colorado River in
Topock Gorge, and is the same as oPtional Stop 1.3' The upper
pait of Topock Gorge is along the Chemehuevi detachment
iaull nocls along the right bank (W) lie in the footwall to the
fault, and are mostly altered and brecciated gneisses and
tranitic rocks of Proterozoic and Mesozoic age. The rocks on
the left bank (E) lie in the hanging wall and are comPosed
mainly of alluvial fan dePosits.
Stop 2.1. Continue down river to the gaging station.
Depending on river level, it may be necessry to disembark the
boit at the small beach to the south of the wash (at the gaging
station), and climb uP over the small hill composed of
Colorado River gravels, to dexend into the main wash. WALK
0.2 miles up the main wash from the river. Climb up the small

Chemehuevi detachment fault. The fault itself dips 12" toward
the east, and superposes biotite granodiorite (Late Cretaceous
Chemehuevi Mountains Plutonic Suite) and numerous
(presumed tilted) subhorizontal mafic dikes of Tertiary age in
the hanging wall, against homblendeiiotite granodiorite
(Chemehuevi Mountains Plutonic Suite) and Proterozoic
gneisses cut by subvertical mafic dikes. The fault is
iharacterized as a zone uP to tens of meters thick, of altered
cataclasite and ultracataclasite derived from both the footwall
and hanging wall.
RETURN TO THE BOAT and continue 0.8 miles
downstream, crossing the river to Stop 2.2. It is best to land at
the tip of the small peninsula iust south of the sandbar, and
make your way through the salt cedar along small burro trails
to the main wash.
Stop 2.2. The purpose of this stop is to view an exposure of
the Devils Elbow fault, which lies structurally above the
Chemehuevi and Mohave Wash faults. From the west river
bank, WALK southwest up the main wash 0.5 miles (0.8 km)'
Exposures on the right (N) include the Peach SpringsTuff
above older mafic volcanic rocks. At the stream fork, KEEP
LEFT and follow the burro trail 0.3 miles (0.5 km) over the low
saddle through Colorado River gravels that unconformably
overlie altered and fractured granitic rocks in the hanging wall
of the Chemehuevi detachment fault. Red rocks to the E are
altered Tertiary volcanic rocks, with interstratified sedimentary
breccia and megabreccia deposits above the Devils Elbow fault'
The fault at thii exposure dips -35o east, with well preserved
slickenside striae plunging 33" down dip. Although poorly
constrained, slip on the Devils Elbow fault is several kilometers
to the east-northeast (fohn, 1987a).
RETURN TO THE BOAT. Before leaving look across the
river (E) to the high peaks on the skyline, which are a dip slope
in the Peach Springs Tufl the base to the syntectonic
sedimentary succession. Exposures of the Peach Springs form
the spectacular, well defined syncline (seen on Day 1), whose
hinge plunges moderately toward the SW. The core of the
ry.titin" is fittea with the coarse sedimentary breccia and thick,
irregular, megabreccia deposits, made up almost exclusively of
crytt"llitt" clasts, exposed between Stops 2.2 and 2'3'
Stop 2.3. Continue down river 1.2 miles to the small bay at the
river bend near Pulpit Rock. The bay marks the head of an old
abandoned channel of the Colorado River that veers southeast
into Arizona and bounds the east side of River Island'
Disembark in the small inlet behind (E) the long sandbar at the
east wall of the bay and climb north up the rocky slopes

directly above.

Ti" p.rtpot"
associated

of this stoP is to look at a variety of features

wlih ttre syncline and associated sedimentary rocks,

including reverse faulting that has accommodated the synclinal
folding, buttressing of tocally derived conglomeratic
sedimintary rockslgainst the Peach Springs Tuff, exposures of
two megabreccia dePosits, and spectacular, small-scale, drag
folds associated with emPlacement of these deposits'

Highlights between Stops 2'3 and

2'4

The gorge downstream between Pulpit Rock and River

Island cuti ttrrough gently to steeply southwestdipping
volcanic and sedimentary rocks, sliced by numerous high-angle
and low-angle faults. These Miocene rocks lie nonconformably
above lightiolored Proterozoic Sneiss€s and Sranites,- all in the
hanginglwalls of the Chemehuevi and Devils Elbow faults,
*niih yo" have iust seen. Beyond Devils Elbow, rocks on the
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right (W) are dominantly the Peach Springs Tuff and the lower
volcanic sqluenca cut by numerous down-to-the-east normal
faults. Rocks in the vertical wall along the east bank (left)
include post-Peach Springs sedimentary breccia and
megabreccia deposits. At the southem end of River Island, very
coarse river gravels are exposed beneath the hogback composed
of the Peach Springs Tuff. The large sand dunes banked up
against the lower volcanic sequence are reworked (windblown)
deposits derived from the Chemehuevi Formahon.
As we progress down river, we will pass through a series
of forced folds associated with the large, upended, tiked blocks
of crystalline rocks. The shatified rocks drape around the
corners of adjoining basement blocks forming the moderately to
steeply plunging folds with amplitudes as great as 2 km. As we
continue down river, we will pass through several other
exposed fold hinges.

Stop 2.4. Stop 2.4 is at Picture Rock on the east side of the
Colorado River downstream 4.0 miles by boat near the lower
e-nd of Topock Gorge. Picture Rock is a site of petroglyphs
drawn by the Mohave lndians (Aha-Makaao). ft ey citi it
Hum-Me4homp, "'Ilte rock where the river once chumed to
make this place inaccessible to the living". The illustrations
were etched/ percussed onto an outcrop of the lower volcanic
sequence and include early representations of bighom sheep,
water, snakes, and the sun, as well as later renditions of horses
with riders. Picture Rock was apparently an early trading site
between the very nomadic Chemehuevi tndians who roamed
the area west of the Colorado River and the Mohave Indians
that lived here on the east side of the river.
Picture Rock is a part of a sequence of east+triking mafic
and intermediate volcanic flows, which locally overlies "a very
thin basal arkose that rests directly on the proterozoic basement
rocks. The lavas are unconformably overlain locally by the
Peach Springs Tuff and succeeding syntectonic sedimentary
rocks that are exposed in Trampas Wash directly to the west
and in Blankenship Wash to the south and east.
1.3 miles downstream at Mohave Rock (a small island of
megabreccia near the east shore of the river) , veer east into the
channel and follow the bank to the southem end of the
peninsula and Stop 2.5. Mohave Rock reputedly was used by
steamship captains to winch their boats up the rapids described
by Ives that were flooded when Parker Dam wasbuilt and
Lake Havasu formed. Rowboats were sent upriver carrying the
ships anchor, which was attached to Mohave Rock and hauled
in, moving the ship slowly up the rapids toward smoother
water.

Stop 2.5. DISEMBARK the boat and CLIMB NORTH up the
h front of you. The purpose of this stop is to briefly
introduce the very broad fold that in part controlled the
development of the sedimentary succession Blankenship basin
large hanging-wall basin above the Chemehuevi detachment
fault in the Blankenship Wash area. The morning of Day 3 will
be devoted to a detailed look at the eastem limit of this
hanging-wall basin associated with extension.
Climb north up the slope toward a low summit at
elevation 540 ft. The slope erposes west- to northwest-striking
conglomerate above the Peach Springs Tuff. To the west of the
small summit (along the Colorado River) are two faulted
megabreccia deposits interstratified with the conglomerate. To
the north lies the roughly west-striking Peach Spring Tuff
against which these sedimentary rocks are gently buttressed,
and to the east, the east margin of this small hanging-wall
basin is defined by the prominent north+triking ridge
slope

composed of the Peach Springs Tuff. Retum to the boat and

continue toward the London Bridge and Lake Havasu City.
Highlighb between Stop 2.5 and Lake Havasu City
Continue down river around Blankenship Bend in the
upper reaches of Lake Havasu. At the upstream curve of
Blankenship Bend on the Arizona side of the Colorado River
are exposures of pinkish sands that we correlate with the
Chemehuevi Formation of Longwell (1963). These sands
interfinger abruptly with greenish rubble and poorly sorted
conglomerate consisting wholly of bouldery clasts derived from
chlorite-rich, altered granitic rocks from the footwall exposed in
the metamorphic core complex of the Chemehuevi Mountains
across the Colorado River. The interfingering suggests that this
rubble represents a landslide dam across the ancestral Colorado
River, behind which the pinkish sands were deposited. The
presence of the Chemehuevi Formahon may therefore record
quiet water behind temporary dams in the canyons traversed
by the lower Colorado River.
On the west side of the Colorado River at Blankenship
Bend is a gently dipping vesicular basalt flow, interstratified
yitn the upper part of the sedimentary section that makes up
the Trampas Wash and Blankenship basins. This flow has been
correlated on both sides of the river (based on REE chemistry),
tying the two basins together at a late stage in their
deposihonal histories. We will look brieifly at this basalt and
the sedimentary section tomorrow (Stops 3.2 and 3.3). The
white cliff exposures along the east shore of the Colorado River
are gently dipping Miocene conglomerate derived from the
felsic members of the Chemehuevi Mountains plutonic Suite to
the west. These are unconformably overlain by lake deposits of
the Chemehuevi Formation. Continue downstream 10.4 miles to
Lake Havasu City and the London Bridge.

DAY

3

The third day of the field trip is devoted to a more
detailed look at the structures associated with the broad fold of
Blankenship basin. We will look briefly at the sedimentary
succession that makes up that large hanging wall basin above
the Chemehuevi detachment fault in the Blankenship Wash
area. We will be walking for the moming, but will retum to the
vehicles for lunch @ring water).
Leaving the Holiday Inn, TURN RIGHT on London
Bridge Road, and again VEER LEFT onto Mesquite Ave. At
Arizona 95 TURN LEFT toward Kingman. As you drive north
on Arizona 95 the main mass of the metamorphic core complex
of the Chemehuevi Mountains, and the footwall to the
detachment fault system lies at 10 o'clock. At 3 o'clock, the
structurally thick (15 km) Crossman tilt block that forms the
high Mohave Mountains, above the regionally developed
detachment fault system seen at Stops 1.1, 1.3, and 2.I.
Continue on Arizona 95 for 9.7 miles. At mile post 192 lust
beyond a right tum in Arizona 95 (1.3 miles), look for a gate on
the north side of the highway. EXIT LEFI (N) and continue on
the well-graded dirt road for 1 mile. Park at the end of the long
ridge composed of the Peach Springs Tuff, where the road
bends around toward the left (W) and enters a small dry
stream bed (Fig. 9). Do not continue up the fork to the radio
facility on the ridge top.
Stop 3.1. Leaving the vehicles WALK due north over the low
ridge composed of Miocene conglomerate and Quatemary
gravel. Along this route the Peach Springs Tuff was completely
eroded away locally where paleo<hannels filled by the upper
sedimentary sequence cut against the pre-Peach Springs
volcanic rocks. From the top of the interwash highs, look
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northeast at moderately westdipping panels of the Peach
Springs Tuff repeated along numerous down-to-the-northeast
normal faults. At least two spectacular drag synclines are
associated with these faults (Nielson, 1986,). Continue north 0.7
miles acroas the second large gully. At the wash tum right and
head upstream (E) around the prominent ridge composed of
the Peach Springs Tuff. Continue east to the stream iunction
coming from the north (0.2 miles). At this point, you are in the
lower volcanic sequence. From the stream junction, climb
toward the northwest up the slope beneath locally overhanging
outcrops of the Peach Springs Tuff. This cut in the Peach
Springs Tuff marks one of the small displacement reverse faults
that accommodates folding of the tuff, and a change in strike
from N to WNW. The fault dips moderately northwest and
juxtaposes
ttre tuff against underlying tuffaceous sandstone.
Cross the ridge and walk downslope towards the west,

dropping into the very small wash below. Continue
downstream (W) 1.0 miles through a well$edded sequence of
sandstone with local conglomeratic interbeds. Along much of
the traverse to Stop 3.2, this succession strikes WNW to E, and
buttresses gently against the underlying southdipping Peach
Springs Tuff to the north.
Stop 3.2. Atong the west side of the gully at thigh level, note
the three or four small imprints in siltstone. These are
hoofprints from camels that roamed the area during the middleMiocene. Continue to the west around the comer to outcrops of
volcanic megabreccia interstratified in the sedimentary
succession. The megabreccia shows a good buttressing
relationship against the Peach Springs Tuff to the north and
forms a very thin deposit (< 50 meters thick) that extends for

over 2 km along strike within this section.
Stop 3.3. Continue downstream 0.3 miles to the maior junction,
turn left and head back upstream toward the southeast 0.5
miles. Climb out of the wash. Once on the Quatemary fan
deposits continue due south to the maior wash, and the small
outcrops of amigdaloidal basalt. This basalt is within the upper
part of the sedimentary sequence and helps define the broad
fold that makes up the Blankenship basin. Continue uPstream
toward the east to the Peach Springs Tuff at Stop 3'1. RETURN
TO THE VEHICLES, and RETRACE your route back out to
Arizona 95. TURN LEIT (E) and drive 9.8 miles to I40. At the
intersechon cross the overPass and HEAD WEST toward
Needles and on to San Bemardino.
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INTRODUCTION
The Sierra El Mayor is located in northeastem Baja
Califomia, Mexico, within the northern portion of the Gulf
Extensional Province (Figure 1). Extension in this region is
associated with the rifting of the Gulf of Califomia and
transtensional motion along the Pacific -North American plate
boundary (Gastil and others, 1975; Stock and others, 1991). This
extensional tectonism has produced a metamorphic core
complex with similar characterishcs to the core complexes
formed throughout the Cordillera (Cony, 1980; Davis, 1980).
The core complex in the Sierra El Mayor is comprised of a non
- metamolphosed sedimentary cover that are separated from a
metamorphic-plutonic basement by a detachment fault system
(Figures 2 and 3). Syntectonic deposition of the sedimentary
cover rocks indicates that initial infilling of the gulf was on an
active detachment surface.
Cenozoic uplift of the range has been accommodated by
the interaction of strike+lip and normal faults (Barnard, 1968;
Mueller, 1984). The Holocene faulting has been superimposed
on the Tertiary extensional fault system, exhuming a portion of
the Gulf of Califomia's tectonic floor.

Tertiary extension was accommodated along north+outh
oriented normal faults and a low-angle shear zone /
detachment fault system with top-to-the-west relative
movement. Initiation of detachment faulting associated with
Tertiary extension is poorly constrained, but is believed to have
begun in the middle to late Miocene. Extensional faulting
continued into the Pleistocene and, based on upper-plate
geometries, is considered to be active at middle to lower upper
crustal levels.
The Paleozoic (?) metamorphic basement rocks have been
deformed by a pre-Late Cretaceous deformation event. Ductile
structural fabrics produced by this deformation are pervasive
throughout the basement and exhibit a pronounced east-west
orientation. This ductile fabric is overprinted by a cataclastic
fabric associated with Tertiary east-west directed extension.
Field evidence suggests that the two east-west oriented fabrics
were formed during seParate eventt and that the similar
orientation is not due to re-alignment during Tertiary
extension.

Figure 1. a) Location map showing the northem Portion of Gulf
Extensional Province (shaded), northeastem Baf a California, Mexico,
and maior lault systems of the region (modified after Stock and others,
1991). b) enlargment of Figure 1a showing main physiographic
features adioirung Sierra El Mayor, and access route to study area.
Intersection of dirt road and Mexican Highway 5 is location of EIA
Lopez Matoes. Dirt road follows Canada David Wash. (Modified after
K. Mueller, 19E4)
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description of the principal structural and stratigraphic features
will be presented under the general geology section.
Subsequent sections will address the structural fabric associated
with the pre-Iate Cretaceous deformation (D,), Tertiary
extension, and a discussion summarizing the timing of events.
GENERAL GEOLOGY
The Sierra EI Mayor core complex is divided into three
syntectonic
primary domains based on differences in structural style and
deposihonal history
thermal histories: unmetamolPhosed sedimentary cover,
recorded within the
detachment fault system, and metamorphic-plutonic basement.
sedimentary cover
The basement is further subdivided into a middle and lower
stratigraphy. It is our
plate by an extensively developed cataclastic shear zone,
goal to show how
informally referred to as the basement shear zone (bsz) (Figures
these features relate
3, and 4)- The detachment fault system consists of the bsz and
to the formation and
the overlying Canada David Detachment Fault (CDD), which
infilling of the Gulf
separates the sedimentary cover from the underlying basement
of Califomia. tn
rocks (Figure 2).
addition, we will
SedimentarY Cover
examine the ductile
The sedimentary cover is comprised of late Miocene to
structural fabric
early Pliocene marine strata of the Imperial Formation, and
within the
non-marine fanglomerates and deltaic deposits of the
metamorphic-plutoni
Plio-Pleistocene Palm Spring Formation. These formations are
c basement rocks
unconformably overlain by Quatemary alluvium, lacustrine,
and discuss the
and aeolian deposits. This stratigraphic package provides an
influence, if any, this
excellent record of the extensional history associated with the
fabric had on the
development of the Sierra El Mayor metamolphic core complex
kinematics and
and infilling of the adjoining Laguna Salada subbasin.
orientation of the
Imperial Formation.
subsequent Tertiary
The Imperial Formation was first named by Hanna (1926)
extension.
and later redefined by Woodring (1932). The Imperial
ln the following
Formahon is dominantly a marginal marine and marine deposit
sections of this
(Bell{ountryman, 1984) that records the transgression of the
article a brief
gulf seas in late Miocene to early Pliocene time (Stop 4).
Within the field area, the basal contact of the
formation is always found in fault contact with the
metamoqphic-plutonic basement. Deposition was
SYMBOLS
synchronous with faulting as recorded by the
interfingerin g sedimentary breccias, c on glomerates, and
i::: :: ":;' ::::: !:;
fault slices of the basal Portion of the formation. Similar
concealed
syntectonic conditions of interfingering fanglomerates,
Low anste nornal tautt
i- - "'
megabreccias, and debris flows, have been observed in the
awtoximate
t6ce
Fish Creek (Kerr, 1982), Coyote (Bell{ountrymen, 1984),
Los angle tault
and Cucapa (Bamard, 1958i Isaac, 1987) mountain ranges.
illi.i,:;"'"''"''
The upper contact with the Palm Spring Formation is
!
Fotiations
+
-F
commonly faulted by a combination of low-and
high-angle normal and oblique-slip faults. The contact is
gradational when not faulted.
Three distinct mappable units were recognized in the
rto
area: a conglomerate unit, a sedimentary
field
F2 fold axis
f> ro
di.eclion and amounl
megabreccia, and a yellowish to greenish silty mudstone,
with interstratified sands and coquinas. Along the basal
Mine.al lineations
+ ro ...ll+
portion of the tmperial Formation outcroPs of gypsum
beds and interlayered turbidite sands are present. Isaac
Gotd mine
,a
(1987) dexribed three similar units in the northem
approximately 40 km north of this study area.
Cucapas,
aYPsum mine
X
She also observed low-angle fault contacts between the
concoaled
Imperial Formation and basement rocks. Bamard (1968)
....,.,-,'
""
Lithotogic contact
approximate
did not consider the conglomerate unit as part of the
Imperial Formation, but rather as a stratigraphic
cQdatlonat contact
equivalent or older unit. Bell{ountryman (1984) working
,,,1,,'tllt,tt,tt,,,tillll",ll
in the Coyote Mountains further to the north, included
,-u,^n
similar conglomerates within her Imperial Formation
AB'
facies A.
The pulpose of
this trip is to share
our present
understanding of the
Sierra El Mayor
detachment fault
system and the
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360
240
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variable
thickness are
developed
beneath this

black fault
layer. The fault
cuts a variety of
basement

lithologies and
the

development of
this alteration
Figure 3. Geologic cross-section A-A'. Location of cross-section and explanatron of units shown on Figure 2.
appears to be a
function of rock
Palm Spring Formation.
type in the footwall. Chlorite and epidote alteration are best
The Palm Spring Formation (named by Woodring, 1,932)
developed within the amphibolites and the quartz-mica schists.
marks the transition from marine to non-marine conditions in
Hematitic alteration is randomly concentrated both above and
the Pliocene as the gulf seas retreated in front of prograding
below the fault, and no recognized lithologic preference was
Colorado River deltaic deposits (Dibblee, 1984). Downs and
delineated.
White (1958) assigned a late Pliocene and early to middle
Metamorphic-Plutonic Basement.
Pleistocene age to the Palm Spring Formation based on an
Exposed within the footwall of the CDD fault is a
invertebrate fossil assemblage (Guthrie, 1990).
structurally intricate assemblage of tectonized Paleozoic (?)
The Palm Spring Formation is distributed continuously
metasedimentary rocks (Figures 2,3, and 4). The
throughout the northem and westem part of the field area,
metasedimentary rocks were metamorphosed to upper
forming an arcuate map pattem from the northeast corner to
amphibolite grade prior to and synchronous with the
the westem margin. The upper boundary of the formation is an
emplacement of felsic igneous rocks of probable late Mesozoic
angular unconformity, with a westward dipping homoclinal
to early Tertiary age, and migmatized by the introduction of
surface of Quaternary terrace deposits and alluvium overlying
melt and partial melting. The granitic rocks are predominantly
northward tilted Palm Spring Formation facies rocks. The lower
granodiorite, but range in composition from tonalite to
contact with the Imperial Formation is described above.
monzogranite. They have intruded metasedimentary rocks in
The thickest sechon of the Palm Spring Formation occurs
the form of dikes, sills, laccoliths, and irregularly shaped
along the north bank of Canada David, where it is the
stocks, resulting in an intimate intermixing of the two rock
dominant lithology of the Cerro Colorado (Figure 4). To the
types. Multiple intrusions of granitic rocks are indicated by the
south and west, the unit thins due to faulhng and erosion. The
complicated cross<utting relationships of the dikes, as well as
Palm Spring Formation is mapped as one single unit (Figure 2),
different degrees of deformation imposed on the various
however, four facies were delineated in the area of the Cerro
granitic rocks. The youngest of the granitic intrusives based on
Colorado (Stop a).
crossrutting relationships has a discordant ffiPb,/8U zircon
Younger Gravels.
age of 78.3+.4 1 Ma.
The remaining sedimentary units in the field area consist
Homblende Andesite and Diorite Dikes. Tertiary (?)
of Quatemary terrace deposits, fanglomerates, and alluvium.
andesitediorite dikes cross{ut the granitic and
These units were only mapped when they completely covered
metasedimentary rocks and are found structurally beneath the
Tertiary and older rock units. At least four different terrace
CDD fault. The dikes are similar to andesitic dikes in the Sierra
levels consisting of sands and conglomerates of locally derived
de los Cucapas which Bamard (1968) thought might be feeders
basement clasts have been uplifted relative to present alluvial
to the Colonia Progreso volcanics. He based this correlation on
surfaces in the Sierra El Mayor.
the similar composition and texture between the two volcanic
Canada David Detachment Fault.
rocks. The Colonia Progreso volcanics have been dated by
The CDD is a major structural feature which juxtaposes
K/Ar methods at 15 Ma+0.8 Ma (Bamard, 7968). The andesite
late Miocene-Pliocene and Plio-Pleistocene unmetamolphosed
dikes in the Cucapas trend predominantly northwest, which
sedimentary cover against footwall Paleozoic (?) basement
Bamard (1968) intelpreted as a period of northeast extension.
rocks consisting of upper-amphibolite grade tectonites. The
Andesites ranging in age between 14 and 25 Ma are common in
CDD has a sinuous fault trace that dips to the north, west, and
the northem gulf region and in the Salton Trough (Hawkins,
southwest, defining a northwest trending antiform that
1970; Minch and Abbott, "1973; Gierde,1982; Ruissard,7979).
parallels the antiform as defined by the foliation within the
The Sierra El Mayor andesites may be the same generation as
basement (Figure 5). The CDD fault is recognized by a
the other Miocene volcanic rocks in the Salton Trough region,
diagnostic black cataclastic to ultracataclashc zone that has an
but until geochronologically constrained, the only age control is
average thickness of 0.5 to 1 m. This cataclastically deformed
that they are older than the Imperial Formation (approximately
zone has been progressively comminuted by a penetrative set
6.3 Ma) and younger than granitic dikes that have a dixordant
*Pb1?3*U zircon age of 78.3t.4 1. Ma.
of anastomosing low-angle conjugate fractures. These fractures
bound granitic and metamorphic phacoids and lenses of
The dikes are more prevalent on the northem side of the
cataclasitg giving the layer a highly cleaved appearance (Figure
field area in the vicinity of Monte Blanco Dome, where they
6). The fractures are commonly filled by secondary fiberous
follow pre-existing anisotrophies in the basement rock and can
gyPsum.
be traced for over a kilometer. However, the dikm are most
Discontinuous zones of chlorite and epidote alteration of
commonly found in discontinuous sections with variable
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orientations cross<utting the basement
fabric. No well defined trend was
recognized, as in the CucaPas.
Only a few diorite dikes were found
and they occur in the southem portion of
the field area. They are shaqply truncated by
low-angle faults associated with the
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basement shear zone.
Lower and Middle Plates.
The basement shear zone (bsz)
separates the basement rocks into a lower
and middle plate. The middle plate is

structurally positioned within the hanging
wall of the bsz and foorwall of the CDD
fault. It consists of a highly deformed
layered sequence of folded metasedimentary
rocks that are faulted by numerous
low-angle layer parallel faults (Figure 2, and
3). Faults tend to parallel lithologic contacts
for variable distances before they eithet die
out along the contact or cut across the
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stratigraphic section. Cataclastic breccias
and microbreccias are developed along the
layer parallel faults. Within the more
incompetent layers, ultracataclastics are
developed. Alteration contrasts occur across
some of these faults, with hematitically
altered rocks above and chlorite-epidote
alteration below. Many of the faults bound
lenses of relahvely non+heared basement
rock, and when traced laterally merge into
the basement shear zone (BSZ). Striations
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predominantly trend east-west, but vary in
rake between 0" and 90o.
Some faults are subparallel to the axial
surfaces of F,-, folds and may have been
thrust faults prior to extension. However,
the latest movement was in a normal sense
opposite to the vergence direction of the
folds, based on offset lithologic layers and
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fold limbs.
The lower plate rocks are within the
footwall of the bsz and consists of a
relatively undeformed tonalitic laccolith that
is capped by a thin veneer of gamet gneiss
and amphibolite. Layer parallel faults are
also found within the lower plate, but are
not as pervasive as in the middle plate.
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Basement Shear Zone (BSZ).
The BSZ is folded into a northwest
trending antiform over the Monte Blanco
Dome (Figure 3). The shear zone flanks the
dome on both the north and south, with
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structural dips of approximately 10' and
25o, respechvely. Remnants of the bsz are
also found along the dome's crest, and to
the east. Along the western flank of the
dome the bsz is truncated by the CDD fault.
The dome's surface is a smooth, arched,
planar feature (Figure 5), with foliations that
are horizontal at its crest and steepen in dip
as the they approach the exposed shear
zone along the basal flank of the dome
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horizontal shear zones (Figure

7).

Pre-t ate Cretaceous Deformation
The oldest structural elements are recognized in the
metamolphic rocks of the basement, and are F1 folds that were
produced during a D, deformation event. These folds trend

''.f

A

west to northwest and verge both to the southwest and
northeast. The F, folds are typically cylindrical, nonparallel,
asymmetric, tight to isoclinal, and inclined to recumbent.
Subsequent attenuation parallel to the hinges in the direction of
maximum elongation is recognized by the development of
pinch and swell structures with neck lines perpendicular to F,
hinges, and boudinage and stretching lineations parallel to the
F, hinges.

A penetrative foliation parallels the axial surface of the F,
folds and is the dominant planar structural element in the
metasedimentary rocks. The foliation is a combination of
compositional banding (Sr) that was transposed into parallelism
with the axial surfaces (S) of F, folds. This composite foliation

Figure 6. a) Photograph of Imperial Formation mudstone (in
foreground) and eroded fault surface of Monte Blanco hrrtleback
structure. b) Photograph of Imperial Formation-basement contact
(Canada David Detachment Fault). Black cataclasitic gouge zone
covered by muds. c) Close,up of black cataclastic Bouge that has been
comminuted by anastomosing low-angle conjugate fractures. Imperial
Formahon above zone and basement rocks below covered with slope
wash.

(Figure 5). The BSZ is a zone of intense deformation whose
intemal structural fabric is dominated by extensional features.
The structural fabric varies within the zone, and in places the
zone is highly chaotic in appearance with large blocks or rafts
of identifiable lithology rotated to various degrees by a
complex network of high- and low-angle normal faults. l,Vhen
the zone is well developed, no single lithostratigraphic unit can
be recognized and the bsz consist of a stacked system of

is referred to as $-, (Figure 5). The transposition was facilitated
along shears that tend to intersect the inflexion points and
hinges of the F, folds, resulting in rootless and intrafolial folds
and abundant fishhook structures.
Hinges to F, folds plunge gently to the W-NW and to the
E-SE, and are parallel to subparallel to the strike of the q-2
foliation planes. L, elongation lineations parallel F, hinges and
are defined by parasitic microfold hinges, intersection lineations
produced by the intersection of the microfold limbs with the
compositional layering, and mineral lineations defined by
rodding and elongated mineral grains. The F, structural
elements are pervasive and homogeneous on the macroscopic
xale, and have a remarkable consistent east-west orientation
(Figures 5 and 8).
F, folds are not as clearly defined as the F, folds and are
characterized by a considerable variation in style and
orientation at the mesoscopic scale. However, the predominant
F, folding is co-axial with F, folding and is considered to
represent late stage folding of a single progressive phase of
deformahon (Figure 8).
Tertiary Extensional Strucfu res
Tertiary extension was accommodated by the progressive
evolution of high-angle normal faults and fractures into an
intricate low-angle detachment fault system. The development
of this extensional fault system has occurred by rotation of
earlier formed normal faults and fault blocks into their present
shallow dipping orientations. The detachment fault system
consists primarily of the bsz and the CDD fault.
The interaction of the normal faulting is recognized on the
centimeter to meter xale where it is intimately associated with
the formation of asymmetric boudinage. The boudinage is best
developed within the bsz where the boudins dominantly
consist of granitic clasts that are surrounded by a matrix of less
competent metasedimentary rock. Displacement along the
normal faults typically produced drag folds in the
metasedimentary rock, with antiformal folding of the footwall
and synformal folding of the hanging wall rock. In areas of
penetrative faulting the folds become S-shaped in response to
their relative hanging and footwall position, and are displaced
across successive faults producing asymmetric boudins. The
body of these boudins are inclined and the tails merge with the
bounding fault surfaces. When this fabric is well developed it
results in a series of stacked, horizontal to westerly inclined
shear zones (Figure 7). Displacement along these low-angle
surfaces continued in conjunction with the high-angle faults, as
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Figure 7. Photographs showing various structural fabrics in Basement Shear Zone. a) and b) show asymmetric boudrnage and development of $C
fabric (see text for discussion) c) broken; d) chaotic; and e) tectonic melange struchrral fabrics.

recognized by mutual cross<utting relationships between
low-and high-angle faults. The width of the individual shear
zones vary, mainly as a function of thickness of the

incompetent lilhologies. The upper and lower boundaries of the
shear zone grade into broken chaotic zones. These broken
zones grade into mappable lithologic units (Figure 2).
The asymmetric boudins formed between closely spaced
normal faults produced a mesoscopic S{ fabric as described by
Lister and Snoke, (1984). This fabric, when coupled with other
kinematic indicators is used to determine a top-to-the-west
movement direction. This is consistent with initial down to the
west displacement on the earlier formed normal faults, as well
as indicated by striations on fault surfaces.
The CDD is a relatively sharp, thin, cataclastic zone of
dislocation that juxtaposes the sedimentary cover against the
metamorphic-plutonic basement. The metamorphic layering
and granitic dikes immediately below the fault have been

rotated into the fault producing overtumed folds. Portions of
the dikes were observed attenuated into boudin trains with
only meters of displacement. \A/hen these boudin trains
intersect the fault surface they are truncated and displaced an
unknown distance. Similar circumstances occurr in the upper
limbs of the overtumed folds. These kinematic indicators are
consistent with the a top-to-the-west sense of movement. The
nature of the underlying basement rock truncation suggests
considerable movement has occurred along the fault.

High-Angle Faults.

A conjugate system of high-angle (dips > 45') listric and
planar normal faults cut the basement into a series of tilted
fault blocks. The faults consistently strike 30" to 40 o east and
west of north, with the greatest concentration striking north
and dipping to the west. The basement rocks are thoroughly
brecciated due to the penetrative nature of the faulting and
fracturing. Displacement across individual faults is commonly
174 -
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Figure E. Equal area stereonet proiections
Fr, F, and L, structural elements.
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Note
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rocks was prior
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Cretaceous dikes
below), but an
actual lower age
has not been
determined.
They are
believed to be
pre- to

between 10 and 40
The rake of fault
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u=4otS89

lateral component of
movement or a later
reactivation in an
oblique or lateral
sense along some of
the faults. Chatter
marks also stepped
down the dip of the
fault plane, but these
kinematic indicators
were commonly
ambiguous due to
the eroded and
brecciated nature of
the surfaces.
The high-angle
normal faults cut
and are truncated by
the CDD fault.

lU

with
amphibolite
grade (M,)
metamolphism
and D,
deformation.
Compositionally

similar
2-80ciS28E

granodiorite
dikes cross<ut
the S1.2 foliation.
These dikes are
folded by tight

to open
Figure 9. Equat area stereonet proiection of higlrangle normal faults showing orientation of
principal strain axes. (X)=maximum elongation
direction.(Y)=minimum elongation direction.
(Z)=intermediate elongation direction. (See text
for discussion)

Preliminary work

indicates that the
faults above the
CDD have a more
northeasterly trend than the maiority of high-angle faults below
the CDD. However, the style of faulting is the same, implying
episodic development of these faults within an evolving stress
field. The majority of the high angle faults are down-thrown to
the west, whereas, the less well developed antithetic coniugates
dip to the east. The high-angle faults both coalesce and
cross<ut the basement shear zone.
The poles to the coniugate high-angle normal faults were
plotted on equal area stereonets to determine the orientation of
principal strain directions associated with the normal faulting
(Figure 9). Strain directions are reported in relation to the
present day coordinate system. The maximum elongation
orientation associated with normal faults in the basement and
sedimentary cover are 4o at S 89 W, and 0o at N 60 W,
respectively (Figure 9). This east-west elongation direction is
consistent with kinematic indicators within the bsz and along
the CDD fault surface.

DISCUSSION
An early phase of intrusive pegmatitic granite and
granodiorite dikes were involved in the F, isoclinal folding and
are now parallel with t-, foliation. The emplacement of these

northwest
trending F, folds
that are coaxial
with F, folding.
However, some

of the

cross<utting
granitic rocks are not folded, suggesting that intrusion of the
granitic rocks outlasted the main phase of -deformation. These
mPb/zj&lJ zircon age
late stage granodiorites have a dixordant
of 78.3x.4 1 Ma, which is interpreted as an uPPer age limit on
the D, deformation. There are low-angle faults that cut the
unfolded dikes, but it has yet to be resolved if these are D1
structures or faults associated with subsequent Tertiary
extensional or Quatemary strike-slip deformation. If these
prove to be D1 structures, then D1 deformation continued past
the last pulses of Cretaceous magmatism.
Timing of metamolphic mineral growth based on textural
evidence shows that upper amphibolite grade metamorphism
of the Paleozoic (?) metasedimentary rocks was Pre- to
syntectonic with the formation of D1 structures. Mineral
paragenesis established that M1 metamorphism occurred under
iow pretrrre, high temperature conditions (530'C to 660 C' and
2.5 to 4.0 I(b). These Pressures are approximately equal to
depths of 7 to 14 Km, assuming a geothermal gradient in the
45{0'C/Km range. Therefore, the contemPoraneous ductile D1
deformational fabrics are considered to have formed at these
depths during the late'Early to Late Cretaceous.
D, structures developed along an intricate deformation
path, with considerable layer parallel shortening followed by
layer parallel stretching. Flattening perpendicular to the $-2
foliation was dominated by pure shear processes as indicated
by the extensive development of symmetric boudinage parallel
to the F,-, hinges. This style of extension and boudin formation
is contrasted by later superimposed asymmetric boudinage,
that indicates a change to simple shear processes of
deformation associated with brittle Tertiary extension (D). The
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late phase, unfolded granodiorite dikes commonly crosscut the
S,-, foliation in the attenuated neck areas of pinch and swell
structures. Therefore, the development of these east-west to
N70W/S70E ductile extensional fabrics was prior to the Late
Cretaceous. Additional work is needed to determine the degree

of influence this structural fabric had on the kinemahcs and
orientation of Tertiary extension. The possibility that the
Cretaceous ductile extensional fabric acted as a strain guide for
subsequent episodes of crustal extension is an intriguing idea.
Kinematic indicators associated with the CDD, bsz, and
early phases of the high-angle normal faults are all consistent
with each other and indicate top-to-the-west directed extension.
This extension direction is in relation to the present day
coordinate system and is consistent with regional extensional
tectonics.

Dokka and Merriam (1982) working in the Puertecitos area
to the south reported two intervals of east-west directed
extension, with the first most intense episode occurring
between 17 and 9 m.y. ago. A less intense period of extension
is younger than 5 m.y. b.p. Stock and Hodges (1989) working
immediately to the north of the Puertecitos area, documented a
12 to 6 Ma period of east-north-east directed extension.
Although the timing of extensional events in the Sierra El
Mayor area is enigmatic, it is not unreasonable to consider a
middle to late Miocene age of initiation. This is based on: 1) the
development of extensional structures prior to and synchronous
with the deposition of the Mio-Pliocene Imperial Formation, 2)
on syn-intrusive (?) homblende andesite dikes that may
correlate with the 15t0.8 Ma Colonia Progreso volcanics
(Bamard, 1968), and 3) regional hming of extension.
The Main Gulf Escalpment on the east side of Baja
Califomia is delineated by eastward dipping normal faults. The
escarpment has approximately 5 Km of separation (Gastil and
others, 7975;Slyker,1970), and based on hanging wall
geometries and a sinuous fault trace is considered to be listric
at depth (Hamilton, 1951; Gastil, 1968; Brown, 1978). To the
west of the escaqpment in the central part of Baja Califomia
there is no known evidence for Miocene extension, and to the
east lies the highly extended terrane of the Gulf Extensional
Province (Gastil and others, 1975; Stock and Hodges, 1989).
Based on these observations, the Main Gulf Exalpment is
intelpreted to be the breakaway zone to a detachment system
that floors the Gulf of Califomia. The detachment faults
exposed in Sierra El Mayor are considered to be an exhumed
early phase of this fault system.
Mio-Pliocene and Plio-Pleistocene sedimentary rocks were
deposited synchronously with the brittle upper crustal
extension, recording an episodic extensional history. Early
phases of extension associated with the development of the bsz
uplifted footwall basement and created associated basinal lows.
With continuing extension the bsz was truncated and upliftd
within the CDD footwall. Synchronous with this period of
faulting, the Imperial Formation was being deposited along the
down dropped hanging wall of the CDD fault. Base level was
probably highly variable, changing rapidly as faulting
progressed. Initially, basins were filled with shallow seas that
evaporated, creating the gypsum deposits in the westem part
of the field area. As faulting continued, local areas were
downdropped as indicated by the deposition of the turbidite
sands. tn the northem portion of the field area shallow water,
near shore marine, or lagoonal depositional environments
persisted. These areas were subjected to the high energy influx
of debris flow and fanglomerate deposits. Outcrops along the
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CDD exist where sedimentary breccias and conglomerates
interfinger with marine sands and muds containing shallow
water marine fossils such as oysters and corals. The locally
derived rounded pebbles and pebble conglomerates that are
intermixed with marine sands and muds are considered to
have been rounded in a beach environment. Faulting and
subsidence continued as thick sequences of Imperial Formation
mudstone accumulated.
Towards the end of the Pliocene faulting waned, and
relatively flat-lying deltaic deposits of the Palm Spring
Formation prograded into the low lying basin. Sometime after
deposition of the Palm Spring Formation, and prior to the
deposition of Quatemary gravels, another episode of low -angle
faulting took place. This is recognized by the low-angle fault
between the Imperial Formation and Palm Spring Formation,
and the highly attenuated and tilted Palm Spring Formation
deposits. During this time a change to northwest directed
extension occurred, as suggested by the orientation of the
normal faults that cut Plio-Pleistocene sedimentary rocks. This
northwest extension direction is compatible with late Miocene
to recent transtensional motion associated with the
Pacific-North American plate boundary. This style of
extensional faulting ceased prior to the deposition of the
unconformabley overlying Quatemary terrace gravels.
Continued uplift of the Sierra E[ Mayor is suggested by the
occurrence of at least four different terrace levels in relation to
the present alluvial surface. The maiority of the uplift
associated with the Sierra El Mayor has occurred within the
Quatemary along a combination of active strike-slip and
normal faults (Mueller, 1984). These faults include the Cerro
Prieto, [mperial, Elsinore, Brawley, and laguna Salada fault
zone. In addition, the San Pedro Martir fault, Sierra Juarez fault
zone, and the San Felipe fault are active features associated
with the Main Gulf Escarpment (Stock and others, 1991) (Figure
1).

Road Log
DAY

1

trip starts at the
Calexico-Mexicali Intemational border crossing. Once across the
border TRAVEL SOUTH on Highway 5 for 30.4 miles to the
road sign for Eja Lopez Mateos. TURN RIGHT (west) onto a
well graded dirt road (Figure 1b).
31.1 (0.7) Head west on the dirt road for 0.7 miles. The road
crosses a canal and tums to the left. Here the road splits as it
enters the village of Lopez Mateos. STAY TO THE RIGHT.
31.4 (0.3) At approximately 0.3 miles, you come to the
community center of Lopez Mateos (green building). TURN
RIGHT and head for the gravel pits. This is a well traveled dirt
road. lmmediately past the community center there is a cable
down across the road. DRIVE OVER THE CABLE and continue
on road (you are now heading in a southwest direction).
39.7 (8.3) The dirt/gravel road follows the canada david
drainage. There will be numerous spurs off the main gravel
road. STAY ON THE BEST TRAVELED PORTION OF THE
ROAD. lf you need four wheel ilrioe, then you're not on the nmin
road.The brown colored rocks on your right consist of
quartzofeldspathic gneiss and xhists. These rocks are
pervasively intruded by felsic granitic dikes, most commonly
granodiorite.
At 8.3 miles you will come to a drainage divide, the road
climbs the divide from left to right. Amphibolites are
00.0 (30.4) The road log for the field
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interlayerd with the quartzofeldspathic gn'eiss and the granitic
rock is now fairly abundant.
51.3 (11.6) Once on top of the divide FOLLOW THE ROAD
WEST for 11.6 miles. The road stays in the approximate center
of Canada David wash. To your left you will see a continuous
section of amphibolite at the base of the northwest trending
ridge line. This is the northem flank of Monte Blanco Dome.
Oepenaing on currerrt road conditions, Four wheel driae may be
nridrd Toriectbns of thb road. The last 0.6 mile will be through a
narrow sandy section of the wash, with amphibolites on both
sides of the road. Stop 1 will be at the end of this narrow
sechon where the wash begins to widen. You will be at the
approximate contact between mudstones of the Imperial FoimaUon and the metamolphic-plutonic basement, which at
this locality consists of gamet gneiss and amphibolite.
Stop 1 - CAMP at Canada David Detactment Fault. Base camp
will be set up in the Canada David Wash at the contact
between thebasement rocks and the overlying sedimentary
cover rocks. Here we will hold an orientation meeting. All of
the main features we will see on this trip are visible from this
locality, the sedimentary cover rocks, Canada David
detachment fault, and portions of the basement shear zone.
From the camP you will take a series of short hikes. The FIRST
HIKE will be east into the narrow sandy section of the wash.
Here brittle extensional structures are overPrinted on the
ductile structural fabric within the basement rocks. Rock units
will include PZl (gamet gneiss) and PZ2 (amphibolite). Topics
of discussion will include metamorphism of the basement
rocks, development and timing of S,-2 foliation, F, folds, L,
lineations, and the extensional structures that are superimposed
on this ductile fabric (Figure 10).
Stop 2. At the east end of the wash, structurally up sechon,
you will see a portion of the basal shear zone that is folded and
Lventually overtumed and truncated by the overlying Canada
David detactment fault.
Stop 3. Hiking back towards camP on the north side of Night
Staiker Ridge. Here you will see sedimentary breccias that
interfinger with Imperial sandstone and mudstone' The breccia
contains locally derived basement clasts within a sandstone
matrix. This breccia can be correlated to other sedimentary
breccias and pebble conglomerates that occuPy a similar
structural position along the trace of the Canada David
detachment fault. The breccias contain corals (Dichocena aff' D
meniami), and giant oysters indicating a shallow water
nearshore depositional environment. The breccias are
interpreted to represent mass wasting associated with
movement on the Canada David detachment fault into the
nearshore gulf marine deposits of the Imperial Formation'
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DAY TWO
Stop 4 .Leaving the base camP, you will HIKE NORTH to
Cerio Colorado. On this hike you will walk stratigraphically
up+ection through the marine mudstones of the Imperial
Formation and the overlying terrestrial deposits of the Palm
Spring Formation. The Imperial formation has been dated
.,tilizing marine invertebrates as Pliocene (Hanna, 1926;
Durham and Allison, 1960; Walker, 1967; Quinn and Cronin,
1984), Walker (7967) based his Pliocene-age on faunal evidence
collected just north of the field area. Other workers have dated
the Imperial as late Miocene/early Pliocene (Stump, 1972:lngle,
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7974), and as Miocene (Woodring, 1932). johnson and others
(1983) assign a 4.3 Ma age for the basal Imperial based on
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paleomagnetic studies in the Fish Creek-Vallecito Mountains'
imperial marine deposits have been observed to
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stratigraphic section you will cross into a tectonic window
where the Imperial Formation is in low-angle fault contact with
the overlying Palm Spring Formation. The contact between the
Imperial Formation and the Palm Spring Formation is largely
fault controlled, with low-angle normal faults being the most
prevalent. An excellent example of the low-angle fault
relationships is exposed within an Imperial window on Cerro
Colorado (Figure 11). The fault is recognized by the angular
discordance between tilted bedding in the Palm Spring
Formation (average bedding dips approximately 45") and
shallowly inclined strata in the Imperial Formation. Shearing is
concentrated within claystones of the Imperial and clay layers
within the Palm Spring Formation. A penetrative cleavage is
developed within the clays, and phaciods of sand lenses are
distributed throughout the cleaved clay matrix (Figure 11). The
Imperial-Palm Spring fault surface is commonly folded and cut
by high angle faults that tend to parallel the bedding in the
Palm Spring Formation (Figure11).
Stop 5. HIKING WEST From the base camp along the south
margin of Canada David Wash, you will follow the trace of the
Canada David detachment fault. Along this hike excellent
exposures of the cataclastic, planar,and continuous nature of
the fault zone, as well as kinematic indicators within the
underlying basement rock, can be seen.
DRryE WEST for 1.7 miles from the base camp. Within the
Canada David wash you will see an exposure of the Palm
Spring Formation along the south margin of the wash.
53.0 (1.4 Stop 6. Here the Palm Spring Formation is highly
extended in a westerly direction along a combination of
low-and high-angle normal and oblique-slip faults. The faults
dip to the west and east cutting the formation into large truck
and trailer sized sandstone boudins that are surrounded by
sheared clays.

Figure 11. a) Photograph of Palm Spring Formation in fault contact
with underlyrng Imperial Formahon. Note offset of low-angle fault
contact (arrow) by hrgtrangle beddrng parallel faults in Palm Springs
Formahon. b) Close,up view of fault contact. Note sandstone phacoids
in Imperial Formation mudstone (lower right).

stratigraphically interfinger with the Fish Creek Gypsum
(Stump, 1972;Kerr and others, 7979;Pappaiohn, 1980; Dean,
1988). Dean (1988) dated the Fish Creek Gypsum as 6.3 Ma
using calcareous nannoplankton. Based on these relationships,
Guthrie (1990) included the Fish Creek Gypsum as a lens in the
basal Imperial Formation. Stratigraphic relationships similar to
those described at the Fish Creek Mountains are preseent
within Sierra El Mayor.
The Palm Spring Formation has been divided into four
facies in this area, PS1.4. These facies are a gradational
sequence ranging from the stratigraphically lowest, fine-grained
aeolian and fluvial sands to the stratigraphically highest,
boulder conglomerates. The upper facies Pl3 and PS4 are a
stratigraphic equivalent to the Canebrake Formation. Dibblee
(1954) defined the Canebrake Formations as a coarse-grained,
marginal conglomerate facies to the Imperial and Palm Spring
Formations. Mapping in the Sierra Major field area has not
revealed that the conglomerates of the Cerro Colorado
interfinger with the Imperial Formation, so the units were
mapped as separate facies of the Palm Spring Formation.
Approximately half way through the Palm Spring

Low-angle faults are ubiquitous throughout the Palm
Spring Formation, with the majority dipping to the west.
Shearing is concentrated in the clay layers. These layers are
commonly discontinuous and pinch out along strike into
discrete bedding planes. Sandstone beds have been attenuated
into discontinuous isolated lenses, sometimes tens of meters
long, suggesting considerable tectonic thinning of the
formation. Follow dirt/gravel road to end of wash, staying next
to south margin of the wash.
55.2 (3.2) At 3.2 miles the road tums left and parallels the trace
of a quatemary fault. Follow road for approximately 0.5 miles
and then turn up (east/left) the wash, referred to as Gypsum
Mine wash. Follow wash until it dead ends at the basement
contact. Stop 7. Here you will see the remains of an old
gypsum mining operation. The gypsum is interlayered with
turbidite sands and is part of the basal lmperial Formation
which is juxtaposed against the basement by the CDD fault.
Structurally below the fault is a thin cover of broken
metasedimentary units that sit directly above a chaotic section

of the basal shear zone.
HIKE NORTH to the second wash from Gypsum Mine Wash.
Stop 8. Here you will see excellent exposures of the Basal
Shear Zone that are approximately 30 feet thick. The basal
shear zone at this locality displays the megascopic S{ fabric
(discussed in text).

DAY

3

Stop 10. From base camp, HIKE SOUTH and follow any of the
drainages that have eroded down through the turtleback
structure on Monte Blanco Dome. Here you will see that the
core of the dome consists of a relatively fine grained
118 -
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granodiorite laccolith. Foliations along the margins of the
loccolith are parallel to the St-2 foliations with the overlying
metasedimentary units. As you hike up the drainage and
deeper into the core of the laccolith, the laccolith becomes
non-foliated. Dikes from the laccolith crosstut the ductile
fabric in the basement metasedimentary rocks and in tum are
truncated by the basal shear zone. These are the late phase 78.3
t.41 Ma. dikes.
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Road Log
DAY 1: ACROSS THE INLAND EMPIRE RIVERSIDE TO
VICTORVILLE CALIFORNIA. (S.G. Wells, T. Williamson and
K. Kendrick, U.C. Riverside; ].C. Tinsley, U.S.G.S.) Quaternary

stratigraphy of San Timotzo Badlands, C-ajon Canyon anil upper
Mojaoe Rioer Valley: unilerstaniling Quaternary tectonics,
paleoseismicity, fluoial geomorholo gy and peilogenesa. Friday,
March 18, 1994. Distancs 91 miles. 6 stops.
The first day's excursion emphasizes (1)

Quatemary stratigraphy, soil
chronosequences, and landxape evolution of
the San Timoteo Badlands and their use in
determining slip rates along the San ]achto
fault zone near Redlands; (2) hench
stratigraphy, paleoseismicity studies, and
tectonic geomorphology along the San
Andreas fault zone at the Matthew's Ranch
near Devore; (3) alluvial stratigraphy, soil
chronosequences, and complex pedogenic
processes on fluvial terraces in Lone Pine
Canyon, Cajon Pass; (4) Late Neogene
geologic history of the Victorville Fan as well
as the Cajon and Mojave river systems near
Cajon Summit, N of San Bemardino Mts.; (5)
late Quaternary fluvial history of the upper
Mojave River in Summit Valley, N flank of
the San Bernardino Mts.
0.0 (0.0) BEGIN road log at Days lnn
parking lot at 1510 University Drive in

W

9ZS,

Menlo park, CA

S7131

southbound on I-215.
2.2 (0.6) Box Spring Mountains between 10:00 and 12:00. These
mountains are part of the southem Califomia batholith and of
two major lithologies: an outer zone of foliated quartz diorite
(tonalite) and granodiorite and an interior of massive quartz
diorite (Bonsall Tonalite). Interstate grade passes through
exposure of Bonsall Tonalite; note foliated nature of rocks and
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Stop Location and
Number from guide
Route of Trip
Rivers and Streams
lnterstate Highways
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Uplands and
PfOminent PeakS

Urbanized areas

Riverside.
0.05 (0.05) TURN RIGHT onto University
Ave, proceed E on University Ave.
0.3 (0.25) Intersection with Iowa Ave;
proceed straight ahead on University Avenue

which traverses dissected Pleistocene
alluvium (unit Qoa of Morton, unpubl. map).
This alluvium is comprised of NW-sloping
alluvial fans which drain Box Springs
Canyon directly east of UC-Riverside campus

'4

(directly ahead).

Station.
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0.5 (0.2) TURN RIGHT onto I-215

southbound.
0.75 (0.25) MERGE WrTH r-215
SOUTHBOUND. UC Riverside campus on
the left and UCR's Agricultural Experimental
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1.0 (0.25) Pennsylvania Ave overcrossing.

Proceed on I-215 southbound.
1.6 (0.6) El Cerrito Drive overcrossing; keep
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13.1 (0.2) At 11:00, San Jacinto fault trace trends NW. Note
small, southwest+loping drainage basins developed along the
fault zone at the southem flank of the Badlands. The evolution
of the badland topography has been suggested to be the result
of the uplift of the Mount Eden and San Timoteo Formations
past a compressional left bend along the right-lateral San
]acinto fault (Morton et a1.,7990; Morton and Matti, 1993; see
Kendrick, this volume). Morton et al. (1990) observed a
systematic increase in drainage basin length and size with
increasing distance from the left bend, suggesting a long-term
constant slip rate along the San Jacinto fault zone. A latest
Quatemary soil chronosequence for the valley floor and inset
fill deposits of these badland watersheds approximately 2 km
southeast of this point is given in Wells et al. (this volume).

on Hiway 60,
5.9 (0.6) View at 1:00 of Mt. San |acinto (elevahon = 10,831 ft)

and at 11:00 is Mt. San Gorgonio, southem Califomia's highest
summit (elevation = 11502 ft).
6.35 (0.45) Heacock overcrossing, continue on Hiway 60.
7.25 (0.8) Perris Ave overcrossing, continue east on Hiway 60.
S.5 (1.25) Box Springs Mts. at 9:00. Dissected and deformed
Pliocene to Pleistocene continental sedimentary beds form the
San Timoteo Badlands on the low skyline straight ahead. The
sedimentary rocks underlying the Badlands are over 3600 m
thick and are composed of the Mount Eden and San Timoteo
formations, spanning late Hemphillian through Irvingtonian
time. These sediments record depositional and structural events
between the San Jacinto and San Andreas fault (Fraser, 1931;
English, 1953; Matti and Morton, 1975; Reynolds and Reeder,
1985, 7997; Albright and Woodbume, 1993).
9.35 (0.85) Nason Street overcrossing. Continue east on Hiway

13.5 (0.4) Road climbs into San Timoteo Badlands.
13.6 (0.1) Note near vertical beds of San Timoteo and Mt. Eden

60.

9.8 (0.45) Excellent view of deformed beds of the San Timoteo
Formation from 10:00 to 12:00.
10.15 (0.35) Moreno Beach Road overcrossing. Continue east on

iault zone. The microseismicity sutgests that the San |acinto
fault zone is presently the main locus of plate motion south of
the Transverse ranges, and not the San Andreas fault (Hutton
et al., 1991). Estimates of the slip rates range from 1.7 to 23

mm/yr (Brune, 1968; Shaqp, 1981; Prentice et al., 1986;
Wesnousky et al., 1989; Rockwell et a1.,7990; Kendrick et al.,
1993; Kendrick et al., this volume). The lower values aPPear to
be inconsistent with the total geologic displacement of 24 km

ACTTVE MARGIN

along the San jacinto fault (Sharp, 1'96\ bur may be low
because they reflect part of the displacement measurable across
the fault zone. Such slip rates are only a small component of
the estimated plate rate of 48 mm/yr (DeMets et al., \987).

dark, pancake shaped inclusions.
2.3 (0.1) Watkins overcrossing; continue southbound on I-215.
Merge into left lane because the freeways are about to split;
don't be left in the lurch.
3.15 (0.S5) Box Springs overcrossing; continue southbound on
I-215. Interstate grade decreases upon axending to the 520-m
Perris erosional surface (Morton and Gray, 1971).
3.75 (0.6) Bear left on Hiway 60 towards INDIO. Hiway 60
traverses dissected Pleistocene alluvium (unit Qoa of Morton,
unpubl. map) and related buried pediment surfaces.
4.45 (0.75) Day Street overcrossing. Welcome to Moreno
Valley.
5.3 (0.85) Frederick Street/Pigeon Pass overcrossing. Proceed E

Hiway 60, our road descends from Pleistocene alluvium to
Holocene alluvium (unit Qya, of Morton, unpubl. map).
11.2 (1.05) Prepare to exit right onto Redlands Blvd.
1i.3 (0.1) EXIT RIGHT at Redlands Blvd./Theodore St. exit.
11.6 (0.3) TURN LEFT onto Redlands Blvd. at base of ramp.
Proceed N, crossing over HwY 50.
1,2.2 (0.6) Cross-street is Ironwood. Continue E on Redlands as
road ascends broad Holocene alluvial plain (unit Qya, of
Morton, unpubl. map).
72.9 Q.n Redlands Blvd. crosses the trace of San )acinto fault
zone near its intersection with Highland Ave. The San facinto
fault zone is the seismically most active structure in southem
Califomia at all magnitudes less than 7 and strikes for more
than 200 km, paralleling the plate boundary (Hutton et al.,
1991). The fault zone has produced at least nine events of Mt >
6.0 since 1890, averaging approximately 10 years for a
recurrence interval. The edstence of a seismic gap near the
town of Anza, southeast from our location, enhances the
potential for a large, damaging earthquake on the San ]acinto

AN

Formations and paleosols developed within the interbedded
fl uviatile sandstones and conglomerates.
13.7 (0.1) Road crosses axis of broad asymmetric east-plunging
anticline.
13.8 (0.1) Road descends into San Timoteo Canyon.
13.9 (0.1) High skyline is San Bemardino Mountains. Low
skyline with trees and water tank is the Q3 surface of Kendrick
(1993), estimated to be 305-700 ka on the basis of soil
correlahon (see Kendrick et al., this volume).
14.0 (0.1) Buried soils overlain by conglomerates of the San
Timoteo Formation exposed in cuts along right side of road.
15.2 (1.2) San Timoteo Formahon dipping gently N; exPosures
are at 9:00 in the N wall of San Timoteo Canyon.
15.4 (0.2) TURN LEFT onto San Timoteo Canyon Road' The
San Timoteo Creek drainage basin is located on the margin of
two geomorphic provinces, the Transverse and Peninuslar
Ranges. The creek drains west and joins the Santa Ana River
southeast of the City of San Bemardino.
15.9 (0.5) San Timoteo Creek to right. The creek is best
described as an arroyo, an incised channel with steep walls.
Cooke and Reeves (1976) suggested that the arroyo formation
in the San Timoteo drainage basin was the result of
anthropogenic and climatic factors that were initiated in the
Iate 1800's.
15.35 (0.45) Live Oak Canyon oPens to the right. Yucaipa

Creek drains Live Oak Canyon, where only the largest-order
drainages are incised. Small tributary drainages are not incised'
This is opposite of many field relations observed in the western
U.S. where arroyo incision is discontinuous and within small
tributary drainage basins. This relation suggests that San
Timoteo Creek (local base level) controlled arroyo development
(UCR Geomorphology Seminar class, unpubl. data, 1993).
16.5 (0.25) Southem Pacific Railroad on right.
17.5 (0.9) TURN RIGHT onto Alessandro Blvd. and proceed N

into Redlands.
18.55 (1.05) TURN LEFT onto West Sunset Drive. Road is on
the Q3 surface of Kendrick (1993, this volume).
18.95 (0.4) Park along the left side of West Sunset Drive' Exit

vehicles for overview of geomorphic surfaces developed in the
San Timoteo Canyon region at Stop 1. Stop 1' Soils
chronosequence and tectonic geomorphology of the San
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Timoteo Badlands and Northern San )acinto fault zone
(Kendrick, 1993; Kendrick et al., this volume). Retum to
vehicles and retrace route to San Timoteo Canyon Road.
19.35 (0.4) TURN RIGHT onto Alessandro Blvd. and descend
into San Timoteo Canyon.
20.35 (1.0) TURN RIGHT onto San Timoteo Canyon Rd. and
proceed down valley.
21.3 (0.95) View of the Q3 surface (Kendrick et al., this
volume) developed on the top of bluffs along northem valley
wall.

Railroad.
22.45 (0.15) Road crosses San Timoteo Creek.
22.85 (0.4) Road winds along the base of the N

wall of San
Timoteo Canyon. Note that height of canyon wall decreases
abruptly down valley where Redlands fault crosses San
Timoteo Canyon.
23.4 (0.55) Road makes 90degree right tum and traverses
Holocene alluvium (unit Qya, of Morton, unpubl. map).
23.8 (0.4) TURN LEFT Onto Barton Road. Be caretul of heavy
traffic on Barton Road. (Use the central sissy Iane as needed.)
Immediately migrate into the right lane of Barton Road and
proceed 1/4 mile to stop light at the junction with Califomia
Street. San Timoteo Canyon opens onto a broad Holocene

alluvial plain.
24.2 (0.4) TURN RIGHT onto Califomia Street. Proceed N on
Califomia through surviving orante groves.
25.2 (7.0) Junction with Redlands Blvd. Road iogs 50 feet to
right. Cross Redlands Blvd. and continue N on Califomia
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28.9 (0.3) TAKE SECOND ON-RAMP For northbound I-215
exit. View at 10:00 is of Greek Orthodox Church constructed on
top of pressure ridge within the San Jacinto fault zone.
29.4 (0.5) I-215 crosses the Santa Ana River that heads into the
San Bernardino Mountains to the east.
29.5 (0.1) Merge left into middle lane of I-215.
30.3 (0.8) Holocene terrace riser of Santa Ana River at 10:00.
30.95 (0.65) Mill St. ove{pass; Norton Air Force Base is to right.
Proceed N on I-215.
3'1.7 (0.75) 2nd St. overcrossing.
32.3 (0.5) 5th St. overcrossing. Remain in center lane of I-215.
33.0 (0.4 Freeway divides ahead with Hiway 30 bearing right
toward mountain resorts; prepare to bear left on I-215 toward

21.85 (0.55) Refuse Road goes left to access the County landfill,
which is cut into Ql surface. On the right, San Timoteo Creek
truncates the toes of Holocene alluvial fans eroded from gullies

developed in the south-facing wall of San Timoteo Canyon.
Road crosses near inferred trace of NE-trending Redlands fault.
View N shows Cajon Pass at 12:00 separating the San Gabriel
Mountains at 11:00 from the San Bemardino Mountains at 12:00
to 2:00.
22.30 (0.45) Road bends to right and crosses Southem pacific

.1994

Barstow.
33.3 (0.3) BEAR LEFT on northbound I-215.
33.85 (0.55) Pass Muscubiabe Road Exit. Proceed northbound

on I-215.
34.2 (0.35) Pass Hiway 30 West and Highland Avenue
overcrossing. Proceed N on I-215.
35.0 (0.8) The Shandin Hills at 2:00 are underlain by siliceous
Pelona Schist that is intruded by Miocene granitic dikes.
36.1 (1.1) I-215 passes through outcrop of Shandin Hills
exposing Pelona Schist. The Pelona Schist is the most landslideprone basement rock unit in the Inland Valley of southem
California, and small (30-200 m wide) landslides are typical on
the Shandin Hills (Morton and Sadler, 1989). University
Parkway exit and Califomia State University San Bemardino,
hosts of the 1994 GSA Cordilleran Section meeting.
37.2 (1.1) At 2:00, the eastem fork of the Califomia Aqueduct
exits from the front of the San Bemardino Mountains, crossing
the San Andreas fault zone.
37.65 (0.45) I-215 crosses the Califomia Aqueduct.
38.3 (0.65) San Andreas fault zone is visible from 1:00 to 2:00
as it passes through the foothills of the San Bernardino

Mountains.

Street.

38.75 (0.45) Ignore the Palm Avenue Exit. Note the trace of the
San Andreas fault between 1:00 and 3:00. Proceed N on I-215.

25.45 (0.25) After crossing under I-10, TURN LEFT onto I-10
westbound.
25.85 (0.4) Ramp joins I-10 westbound. PROCEED 1AIEST on I-

39.8 (1.05) Shutter ridges and right lateral offset of streams
occur between two strands of San Andreas fault at 2:00.
40.3 (0.5) lnterstate parallels Cable Creek on the right and its

10.

27.0 (1.15) Tippecanoe Avenue ovelpass. Continue westbound
on I-10.
27.3 (0.3) jurupa Hills, part of the southem Califomia
batholith, at 12:00.
27.95 (0.65) Waterman Avenue undercrossing. Southwest from
this point near the Southem Pacific railroad, Wesnousky et al.
(1991) traced an offset, buried Holocene channel within 3dimmsional trenches in order to assess the rate of slip on the
northem San Jacinto fault zone. They calculated 1.7 to 3.3
mm/yr of slip and that it has been 54 to 90 years since the last
large earthquake occurred along this part of the San facinto

fluvial scalp eroded into Holocene alluvial fans (unit Qhf of
Weldon, 1985) overlying late Pleistocene alluvium (unit Qoad
of Weldon, 1986, is estimated to be 55 ka).
41.8 (1.5) Ignore Devore overcrossing. Proceed N on I-215
which climbs onto the toe of latest Pleistocene and early
Holocene alluvial fan (unit Qoa< of Weldon, 1986).
42.15 (0.35) Ignore the I-15 South ramp. Proceed N on I-215;
road climbs back onto late Pleistocene alluvium (unit Qoad of
Weldon, 1986). Broad surface on alluvium is called Devore
Heights.
42.5 (0.35) Cross under I-15 overpass. Prepare to enter onto I15 north.

fault zone.

42.8 (0.3) MERGE RIGHT at junction of I-15 andl-275. Watch

28.3 (0.35) MOVE into right-hand land of I-10; prepare to exit

for *afic and prepare to take Kenwood Avenue Exit!

onto I-215. At this overpass the single column bridges have
been retro-fitted for strong ground motion but not primary
displacement. Note that the San Jacinto fault zone passes the
northeastern part of the interchange.
28.6 (0.3) EXIT RIGHT onto first northbound I-215 on-ramp

43.35 (0.55) EXIT RIGHT at Kenwood Avenue. Proceed to base

of exit ramp. East-west trending Peters fault cuts late
Pleistocene alluvium to right.
43.65 (0.3) TURN LEFT onto Kenwood Avenue at base of

ramp. Proceed west under I-15 overpass.

toward Barstow.
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(0.25) TURN RIGHT onto Cajon Blvd. (Old Hwy 66). Get
your neotectonic kicks on Route 56!
44.0 (0.1) Proceed up Caion Canyon via Cajon Blvd. which
traverses Holocene cut and fill terraces as well as tributary
alluvial fans. Cajon Creek is on the left.
44.1 (0.1) Rugged peaks of San Gabriel Mountains at 11:00.
44.5 (0.5) Road ascends then descends late Holocene alluvial
fan of tributary canyon. Isolated remnants of late Pleistocene to
early Holocene alluvium (unit Qoa< of Weldon et al., 1986) can
be sem in cuts.
44.9 (0.3) TURN RIGHT onto Matthews Ranch Road (narrow,
lJane blacktop road; follow sign) and proceed up Pitman
Canyon. It is i private road, with advance permission required
to enter. Immediately west at 9:00 and adiacent to Cajon BIvd'
are deposits of the 1938 flood (unit Qal-o of Weldon, 1986).

Andreas fault. Terrace sequence of Lone Pine Canyon is to the
left and across Caion Creek.
50.2 (0.8) TURN LEFI onto Swarthout Canyon Roadi road
descends onto 1938 flood deposits. At 4:30, outcroP exPoses
Late Cretaceous to Paleocene San Francisquito (?) Formation
deposited on granitics which are, in tum, in fault contact with
Miocene Calon Valley Beds (formerly the Punchbowl Fm)
(Woodbume, 1991).
50.3 (0.1) Cross low water bridge over Caion Creek' Road
ascends onto Cajon Creek terrace Qt7 (Weldon, 1986).
50.6, (0.3) Cross tracks of Southem Pacific railroad tracks
(SPRR). Road ascends onto Caion Creek terrace Qt5 (Weldon,

44.0 (0.10) Pass gate.

houses.

43.9

45.05 (0.05) MAKE SHARP LEFT and

1985).

50.8 (0.2) Road crosses active trace of San Andreas fault to
right of houses, offsetting Qt1 deposits (Weldon, 1986) behind
51.1 (0.3) Cross railroad track. Stop sign at crossing' Be careful,
especially if the wind is blowing. Trains coming ilown'graile ilo not
make much noise anil can be on top of you aery quickly.
51.15 (0.05) Pavement ends and dirt road up Lone Pine
Canyon begins.
51.45 (0.3) Pass the lower entrance to las l-ake parking lof' TURN
RIGHT into parking area for Lost Lake, a sag pond along the

axend surface of

Holocene alluvial fan mantling late Pleistocene to early
Holocene alluvium. Directly ahead is Cajon Mountain with a
amphitheater-shaped source area for a large dissected
avalanche deposit, composed of gneiss and marble. The San
Andreas fault cut the medial part of the deposit and has offset
the avalanche sediments approximately 700 m (Morton and
Sadler, 1989); see Seitz, this volume, for more information.

San AndreaJfault. Studies of the Lost Lake stratigraphy by
Weldon and Sieh (1985) indicate slip rates of 35 mm/year'
51.7 (0.25) Tum right and drive 0.15 miles and park on the
ritht side of the gravel road. Approximately half-way between

45.25 (0.2) Enter tunnel under I-15.
45.3 (0.05) Bear left through gates; continue to ascend
Holocene alluvial fan.
45.35 (0.05) Road crosses lobes of Holocene debris flows; see
Seitz, this volume, for additional information.
45.75 (0.40) TURN RIGHT onto dirt road.
45.85 (0.10) Park in oPen sPace near barns; do not block roads'
We will hike from this point to examine Holocene stratigraphy
exposed in trenches and geologic features developed along this
sh;d of the San Andreas fault. Stop 2. Paleoseismicity and
earthquake geology of San Andreas fault zone (see Seitz and
Weldon, this volume).Retum to vehicles. Descend Matthews
road toward Caion BIvd.
46.35 (0.5) Make right tum and proceed through tunnel under

throught

I-15.
45.80 (0.45) TURN LEFT, crossing abandoned lane of old Route
66.
45.85 (0.05) TURN RIGHT onto Caion Blvd. Continue upgrade

adjacent to Cajon Creek.
47.4 (0.55) Road descends onto 1938 flood deposits (unit Qal-o
of Weldon, 1986) of Cajon Creek.

(0.2) Road crosses deeply incised Cleghom Canyon'
53.9 (0.2) Exposures of white arkose beds with red paleosols in
53.7

Miocene Caion Valley beds (Woodbume, 1991) on the left'
54.4 (0.5) Between 9:00 and 11:00 on distant skyline is the head
of the Victorville Fan, a Pleistocene geomorphic feature isolated
from its source terranes in the San Gabriel Mountains owing to
lateral displacement on the San Andreas fault and subsequent
capture by the Caion Creek drainage system.
55.25 (0.85) Cross under I-15 and make LEFT TURN onto

48.65 (0.6) As Cajon Blvd. bears to right, many cut and fill
sequences are exposed on left across Caion Creek. Well-layered

siliceous and miia-rich Sreenstone facies rock of Pelona Schist
in exposures along right side of road.
49.1 (0.45) Strath terraces of Cajon Creek on left. "Blue Cut" is
where numerous rock falls have buried unmaintained lanes of

entrance ramp at Cleghom Road.
55.4 (0.15) Merge onto I-15, stay in right lane and prepare to
exit at Cajon |unction (Palmdale-Silverwood Lake) exit'
56.0 (0.5) Prepare to exit.

grade gamettearing greenstone facies of Pelona Schist crop out

N of fault.
49.4

(0.3) Cajon Blvd. crosses currently active strand of San

53.1 (0.5) Cross lower set of railroad tracks'
53.5 (0.4) Intersection with Caion Blvd. TURN LEFT onto

Calon Blvd.

47.75 (0.35) Road axends tributary alluvial fan and buried
terrace deposits of Caion Creek.
48.05 (0.3) Road traverses late Pleistocene to early Holocene
alluvium (unit Qoa< of Weldon, 1986) terrace deposit'

old Route 66. Cajon Blvd. crosses rightJateral Punchbowl fault,
an old abandoned strand of the San Andreas fault. Higher-

last right tum and the parking spot, the road passes
i swale that contains the trace of the San Andreas
-The
parking spot is on the Qt3 surface of McFadden and
fault.
Weldon (1986).
51.S5 (0.15) Parking sPot on right. Park here for Stop 3' We
will be hiking from this point to examine soil trenches and soilgeomorphic ielations on fluvial terraces of Lone Pine Canyon'
Stop 3. Terrace stratigraphy, soil chronosequences, and
complex soil development on terrace landforms (see Harrison
et al., this volume).
52.25 (0.4) Return to cart descend Lone Pine Canyon' Pass
lower entrance to Lost Lake Parking lot, and retrace route to
Cajon Blvd. ADIUST MILEAGE
52.6 (0.35) Pavement begins. Cross upper set of railroad tracks'

th-e

56.3 (0.3) EXIT RIGHT at Palmdale-Silverwood Exit ramp'
56.6 (0.3) Note stop sign at base of ramp; TURN RIGHT onto
Hwy 138 toward Silverwood Lake. Cross Wagon Train Road'
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Weldon, 1986; Meisling and Weldon, 1989).
63.9 (1.6) Silverwood Ranch House Restaurant on the left.
64.2 (0.3) Crossing Holocene alluvial fans graded to the floor
of Summit Valley.
64.6 (0.4) TURN LEFT onto Hwy 773. Summit Valley fault
zone is north of road.
65.25 (0.65) Fire Station to right.
55.4 (0.15) Surface at 9:00 to 11:00 was interpreted by Meisling
(1984) to be Qt2, and equivalent to unit Qoa-e of Weldon (1986)
which is assigned an age of 500-700 ka by Weldon (1986).
65.5 (0.1) Road bends 90 degrees to right.
65.7 (0.2) Road bends 90 degrees to left then crosses Summit

56.65 (0.05) Iate-Miocene to early Pliocene Squaw peak thrust
fault (Weldon, 7986) places granitic rocks against Ndipping

Miocene Crowder Formation,
57.0 (0.35) Note excellent exposures of the Crowder Formation
as we climb through Crowder Canyon.
57.3 (0.3) Gr right skyline is the 700 to 500 ka surface (unit
Qoa-e of Weldon, 1986). Hwy 138 proceeds east through
badlands of Crowder Canyon. At 10:00 is the head of the
Victorville Fan. This fan is a sequence of distal to medial
alluvial fan sediments that were shed N across the San Andreas
fault zone from distinct source areas in the San Gabriel
Mountains and from the westem San Bemardino Mountains
into the Mojave Desert as a broad bajada (Weldon, 1986). The
modem analog of this style of deposition occurs today NW of
Cajon Pass where streams have not been captured by the
deeply dissected, south-flowing Cajon Canyon or the
entrenched north-flowing Mojave River. Near here, the
Victorville Fan deposits overlie the Miocene Crowder
Formation. The Victorville Fan is comprised of timetransgressive Pleistocene deposits containing Irvingtonian
faunal remains; the stratigraphic components of the Fan are
designated the Harold Formation, the Shoemaker Gravels and
Levi Noble's Older Alluvium. Near Cajon Summit, the
Brunhes-Matuyama magnetic polarity reversal (about 0.73 Ma)
occurs just above the base of Noble's Older Alluvium.
57.6 (0.3) ROAD NARROWS. It is a winding road, so drive

carefully and remember to navigate prudently because
oncoming recreational vehicles towing boats and other delights
may stray from their half of the roadway.
57.95 (0.35) Road ascends onto broad surface which is the top
of late Pleistocene to early Holocene alluvium (unit Qoa< of
Weldon, 1986).
58.5 (0.55) Cross drainage. Note that it is difficult to discem
Quatemary fills from the Crowder Formation in this vicinity.
58.7 (0.2) Hiway 138 re-axends onto late Pleistocene to early
Holocene alluvial surface.
59.7 (1.0) Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe railroad (AT&SFRR)
grade on left.
59.9 (0.2) Crest of the "original" Cajon Pass (the other pass on
Interstate 15 is actually designated "Cajon Summit" and is
about 2 miles NW of here). Park on left shoulder of paved
road; be careful of oncoming traffic as you are crossing the
road to park. We will overlook Cajon Creek drainage to the
west, Summit Valley to the east, and the Victorville Fan to the
north. Stop 4. Overview of Pleistocene history of Victorville
Fan and Evolution of Cajon Creek drainage basin (see Tinsley,
this volume). Retum to vehicles and proceed east on Hiway
138 toward Summit Valley.
60.1 (0.2) Descend into Summit Valley via Horsethief Canyon,
a tributary to the Mojave River. At 12:00 are the San
Bemardho Mountains. Power line at 3:00 traverses the 700-500
ka surface of Weldon et al. (1981, 1986) mapped as unit etzby
Meisling (1984). Note that in the upper Mojave River drainage
basin unit Qoa-e lies significantly closer to local base level than
it did in the Cajon Creek watershed.
60.75 (0.65) San Gorgonio Massif of the San Bernardino
Mountains at 1:00.
61.6 (0.85) Silverwood Country Store on the right.
623 Q.n The long narrow ridge on the right above the surface
the road traverses is surface of unit Qoae (Meisling,1984;
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Creek.
65.8 (0.1) White fences surround the Los Flores Ranch
66.25 (0.45) Construction is

on

left.

for the upgraded Califomia

Aqueduct system. The Miocene Crowder Formation underlies
the Quatemary alluvium in the western region of Summit
Valley and is intelpreted to depositionally overlie the
Cretaceous granitic bedrock along the mountain front. From
7:00 to 11:00 is an eroded surface of the Victorville Fan and the
south-facing bluffs of Summit Valley.
65.4 (0.15) Overflow channel from Silverwood Reservoir.
66.6 (0.2) Road crosses channel of West Fork of Mojave River.
68.4 (1.8) Road ascends alluvium-mantled Phelan peak
deposits (formerly mapped as volcanogenic eastern facies of
Crowder Formation of Meisling, 1984). A volcanic ash in the
Phelan Peak deposits has been dated at approximately 3.8 my
in the eastem part of Summit Valley (Meisling and Weldon,
1989). From this point east, the floor of Summit Valley is
underlain by the Pliocene Phelan Peak deposits that

unconformably overlap the northern flank of the San
Bemardino Mountains (Meisling and Weldon, 1989). High
isolated surface remnant to north of Hiway 138 is the Qt2 (700500 ka) surface of Meisling (1984).
59.8 (7.4) White fence on left encloses outcrop of Qt2 surface of
Meisling at 8:00 to 9:00. Fence encloses Los Flores Ranch.
70.2 (0.4) Road crosses Grass Valley Creek. Surfaces on either
side of road are mapped as Qt1 (55 ka alluvium of Meisling
(1984). Recent mapping shows that these surfaces are
stratigraphically complex and are overlain by much younger
sediments (see Williamson, this volume).
70.6 (0.4) TURN LEFT onto unnamed paved road; the entrance
to Mojave River Forks County Park is opposite this tum on the
right. We are to be on County Park properby, and you must
obtain permission to access this land from the Park Director.
Follow paved road toward group campsite.
70.9 (0.3) Group campsite of Mojave River Forks County Park.
Park in the circle. We will hike from this point to examine
fluvial terraces and alluvial stratigraphy of Grass Valley Creek.
Stop 5. Late Quaternary alluvial stratigraphy of Grass Valley
Creek and implications for Upper Mojave River geomorphic
history (see Williamson and Wells, this volume). Retum to
vehicle and retrace route to junction with Hiway 173.
71.25 (0.35) TURN LEFT Onto Hwy 773. Proceed north

towards Hesperia.
7'1.65 (0.4) Road tums right. Excellent exposure of Victorville
Fan sequence on the left, across Mojave River. Paleomagnetic
studies in these Mojave River bluffs discem the BrunhesMatuyama reversal at approximately 0.73 Ma.
72.2 (0.55) TURN LEFT onto Lake Arrowhead Road and
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which only a few are included in the road log.
79.85 (7.75) lntersection of Main St. and ! Avenue; proceed
westbound on Main St.
80.65 (0.8) Main St. crosses Third Avenue; our route continues
westbound on Main St. through Hesperia towards Interstate 15.

proceed towards Hesperia. Hiway 173 continues directly ahead,
tuming into a dirt road and ascending N side of San

Bemardino Mountains.
72.45 (0.25) Road bends right and crosses the Mojave River.
Earth fill dams block Mojave River drainage. This area of
Summit Valley serves as the Mojave River Forks Reservoir,
capturing the large floods that result from anomalous winter
precipitation in the San Bemardino Mountains (Enzel et al.,
1989; see Wells et al., this volume).
73.0 (0.55) Roadcut exPoses early Pleistocene sediments of the

with Cottonwood Ave.;
proceed westbound on Main St.
83.75 (1.3) View of San Gabriel Mountains from 9:30 to 11:00.
84.15 (0.4) Main St. crosses the Califomia Aqueduct.
84.6 (0.45) Intersection of Main St. and Mariposa Ave. Prepare
to tum right after intersection on I-15 northbound toward
82.45 (1.S) lntersection of Main St.

Victorville Fan.
73.15 (0.15) TURN RIGHT onto Corps of Engineers causeway
road and note view into the upper Mojave River Valley. Deep
Creek, the third major tributary of the Upper Moiave River,
enters from the prominent canyon at 3:00. PARK in a circle at
road to facilitate exit. We will overview the confluence of Deep
Creek with the Mojave River and dixuss the flood history and
late Quatemary geology of the upper Mojave River drainage
system. Stop 6. Late Quaternary geology of the upper Mojave
River valley and historic flood history of the Moiave River
(see Wells et al., this volume). Retum to vehicles and Lake

Barstow.
84.65 (0.05) RIGHT TURN onto [-15 toward Barstow.

84.9 (0.25) Merge with I-15 north. Road trends northward and
descends the Victorville Fan towards the desert dwellings of
Victorville and tomorrow's engagement with the Moiave River.
87.S5 (2.95) Pass the Luceme Valley and Bear Valley Road
overpasses. Continue N on I-1.5.
90.35 (2.5) Prepare to exit right from [-15 at the Hwy 18Palmdale Road Exit.
90.55 (0.2) EXIT RIGHT on the Highway 18-Palmdale Road
exit. The Green Tree Inn is tonight's lodging. The Green Tree is
the Best Westem Motel located on the right side of I-15 at

Arrowhead Road.
73.35 (0.2) Dexend onto terrace of Mojave River, mapped as
53 ka Qt1 by Meisling (1984).
74.35 (1.0) Road axends and dexends terrace Qt1 of the

Palmdale Road.

Moiave River.
74.7 (0.35) Road crosses Holocene alluvial fan that buries low
terrace of the Mojave River and grades to the modern
floodplain of the Mojave River. Broad, braided channel of
Mojave River reflects the geomorphic influence of large
magnitude floods that drain from the San Bemardino
Mountains.
75.75 (1.05) Hesperia Lake Park on the right. Victorville Fan on
the left. A large, beheaded valley that dissects the Victorville
Fan enters as tributary to the Mojave from the left. All large
dissected drainages which head on the Victorville Fan surface
are beheaded as the Mojave River incised and captured
drainage in the Summit Valley area during the past 500,000
years (Meisling, 79U).
76.45 Q.n Road traverses a prominent geomolphic surface

90.05 (0.3) TURN LEFT onto Mariposa Road. Green Tree Inn is
straight ahead.
90.85 (0.1) TURN RIGHT onto 7th St. Proceed slowly as route

turns right onto Greentree Blvd.
90.9 (0.05) TURN RIGHT onto Greentree Blvd. and
IMMEDIATELY RIGHT AGAIN into parking lot of Green Tree
Inn.

DAY 2: DOWN THE MOIAVE RMR FROM VICTORVILLE
TO BAKER, CALIFORNIA. (S.G. Wells an4 K.
Anderson,U.C.Riverside; J.C. Tinsley, U.S.G.S,).Qua ternary
stratigraphy of the Mojaae Rioer drainage: understanding
gr ouidzoa ter hydrolo gy, paleohyd r olo gy, and paleoclinute. Sahtrday,
March 19, 1994. Distance: 152.3 miles. 6 stops.
The second day's tour emphasizes (1) Late Neogene
stratigraphy, geomorphic evolution of the Molave River, and

within the Victorville Fan.
n35 Q.9) Road crosses Antelope Valley, another large

regional ground-water hydrology in the Moiave River Valley
neir Victorville; (2) Quaternary tectonics of the Camp Rock

beheaded drainage that dissects the Pleistocene Victorville Fan.
Antelope Valley presently heads near Caion Pass where it is
beheaded by the upper Moiave River drainages near Horsethief
Canyon in Summit Valley. Antelope Valley briefly was a main

tributary of the Mojave, prior to diversion into Summit Valley
(Meisling, 1984, p. 101). Unpublished mapping by Williamson,
Connell, and Wells shows that Antelope Valley contains many
terraces that are not Preserved along the more powerful Moiave
River to the east. Presumably, lateral erosion during large flood
events have been capable of obliterating many of the equivalent
late Quatemary terraces along the Mojave River.
n.7 Q.35) At intersection with Rock Springs Road, which
merges from the right, bear to the left. You are now on Main
St., and are to ascend the Victorville Fan. Welcome to Hesperia.
7S.0 (0.3) Climb onto erosionally modified surface of
Pleistocene Victorville Fan.
7S.1 (0.1) Peach St. intersection. Proceed westbound on Main
St. For next 6.6 miles, route traverses several cross streets of
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fault zone and its influence on the Moiave River evolution, near
Barstow; (3) Quatemary geology and luminescence dating of
eolian activify of sand ramP at Soldier Mountain near Camp
Cady; (4) Quatemary basin evolution, lacustrine history, and
paleontology of ancient pluvial Lake Manix near Afton Canyon;
tS) tut" Quatemary lacustrine history and paleoclimatology of
pluvial take Mojave, soil chronosequence on Holocene beach
iidges and new results in tt dating of soil carbonates at
northem end of Silver Lake playa near Baker'
0.0 0.0) tersection of Greentree Blvd., St. Andrews St., and
eastem end of Green Tree Inn parking lot. TURN LEFT onto
Greentree Blvd. and get into center lane.
0.1 (0.1) LEFT TURN onto 7th St.; prepare to make right turn
onto I-15 entry ramP.
0.15 0.05) RIGHT TURN onto I-15 northbound toward
Barstow.
0.3 0.15) Merrge onto I-15 northbound. Oro Grande Mts are
dead ahead.
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1.4 (1.1) Mojave Drive exit. Dissection

in this part of the
Victorville Fan deposits is related to incision oi the Moiave

peaks of the San Gabriet Mountains dominate the skyline to the
west.

River.
2.3 (0.9) Begin descent

Q.n At 1:00, dissected early Pleistocene (?) alluvial fan on
skyline. At 10:00, bluffs on west side of Mojave river showing
sedimentary s€ction containing white lacustrine sediments with
interbedded buried soils.
6.8 (0.4) Riverside Cement Plant dead ahead.
6.5

into Mojave River valley.

2.6 (0.3) EXIT RIGHT at D St. Road cuts expose distal fan
deposits of Victorville Fan and nine interbedded lacustrine
sediments of Power (1989).
3.0 (0.4) Make LEFT TURN onto National Trails Highway (old
route 65) at base of off-ramp.
3.4 (0.4) Cement plant straight ahead. Outcrops on left expose
sands and conglomerates interbedded with silt and clayey
lacustrine deposits described by Power (7989); these lake beds
record a closed basin setting, contrasting with the throughgoing Mojave River corridor of today.
3.8 (0.4) Pediments at 12:00 to 2:00 surround the flanks of the
Oro Grande mountains.
4.7 (0.9) Electrical power lines and power station.
4.75 (0.05) Air Base Road to the left goes to George AFB.
Continue on National Trails Highway.
5.0 (0.25) Spectacular perspective view of Oro Grande
Mountains pediment which has been dissected by the Mojave
River to form the Lower Narrows at Victorville. Field
observations suggest that this pediment may be exhumed; the
pediment thus would underlie the Victorville Fan deposits and
originally would have formed in the Neogene. Similar relations
will be seen on Day 3 in the eastern Mojave Desert where
widespread pedimentation was initiated during the Miocene.
5.1 (0.1) Begin descent onto Mojave River valley floor.
5.3 (0.2) Road bridges over Mojave River. At this point, the

7.3 (0.5) City limit of Oro Grande.
8.1 (0.8) Road crosses under Santa Fe railroad tracks.
8.5 (0.4) View north across Mojave River valley; note thick
accumulations of manufactured carbonate dust on ground and
coating outcrops. So much for meaningful analyses of
pedogenic carbonate hereabouts.
9.5 (1.0) Lost Hawg Saloon on left.
10.8 (1.3) Road crests a small alluvial fan. Barbose Road on

right. Bluffs on west side of the Mojave River

expose a middle

(?) Pleistocene sedimentary section containing white lacustrine

sediments and interbedded fluviatile deposits.
11.8 (1.0) National Trails Hiway traverses distal parts of late

Quatemary alluvial fans.
12.1 (0.3) View of the Palisades Ranch at 9:00.
12.55 (0.45) LEFT TURN onto Bryman Road toward Palisades
Ranch and Silver River Ranch.
12.85 (0.3) Cross AT&SFRR tracks. STOP and look both
directions!
12.9 (0.05) PROCEED STRAIGHT AHEAD onto graded gravet
road. Road crosses late Holocene alluvial fan that veneers a

Holocene terrace of the Mojave River.
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form irregular, prominent skyline at 12:30 and low prominent
ridge at 1:00 immediately left of Calico Mountains is Daggett
Ridge; from 2:00 to 3:00 are the highlands of the Stoddard

Dirt road descends off late Holocene alluvial fan

onto Mojave River floodplain deposits.
13.25 (0.25) Pass through Palisades Ranch gate and park on
levee of Mojave River. Floods of the winter of 7993 destroyed
the access road to Palisades Rahch, directly ahead. This is
private property and permission must be gained. We will
overview Mojave River valley to dixuss recent hydrogeologic
investigations of U.S.G.S. Stop T.Quaternary stratigraphy and
ground-water Hydrology of the Palisadee Ranch area, Mojave
River valley (see Martin, this volume). Retrace stePs to
National Trails Highway.
13.7 (0.45) Cross AT&SFRR tracks. STOP and look both
directions!
14.0 (0.3) TURN LEFT onto National Trails Highway.
14.2 (0.2) Road crests Holocene alluvial fan deposits derived
from the Silver Mountain area. An unconformity is visible at
9:00 in the bluffs west of the Mojave River.
1,6.5 (2.6) At 10:fi) are the communities of Stlver Lakes and
Helendale; here the Palisades bluffs of Moiave River grade into
gentle slopes as Buckhorn Wash mters the Moiave River Valley
as the major tributary from the Kramer Hills region. At 12:00 is
Iron Mountain. To the right of the road, an escarpment is
developed in Pleistocene alluvial fan deposits derived from
northern regions of Silver Mountains.
17.5 Q.n Dissected Pleistocene alluvial fan deposits on the
right.
17.9 (0.4) Vista Road leads to communities of Silver Lakes and
Helendale to left. Proceed N on Nahonal Trails Highway.
18.7 (0.S) At 12:00 on the low skyline, white units west of the
Mojave River are vitrlite marl deposits (Reynolds et al., 1989).
Mojave Marl Company actively mined these deposits in the
1920s and 1930s (Bowen, 7954; Wright et al., 1953) for soil
addihves. The sedimentary sequence in this region lies south of
the Helendale fault and includes brown playa silts and marls
interfingering with fluvial sands and conglomerates which are,
in tum, overlain by 4-5 m of thick siliceous marl (Reynolds et

Mountains and Stoddard Ridge; at 3:30 is the trace of the
Helendale Fault along the south margin of Brisbane Valley,
truncating the northem end of the Silver Mountains.
21.65 (0.25) Intersection with Bonanza Trail road and National
Trails Hwy. Proceed towards Barstow on National Trails

Highway.
22.00 (0.35) A view of westem Mojave Desert pediment dome
at 9:00 and barely visible on skyline at 8:30 are the Kramer
Hills.
22.35 (0.35) Intersection with Indian Trail to left; proceed
straight ahead on National Trails Highway.
23.3 (0.95) Rodeo Road on right, channel of Moiave Rive
visible on left.
nI Q.4) Road begins descent into Moiave River valley. View
counterclockwise from 12:00: Calico Mountains at 12:00;
Waterman/Mud Hills region at 11:00; Iron Mountain from
10:00 to 11:00. Note dissected piedmont along northem end of
Iron Mountain.
24.15 (0.45) Roadcut through Pleistocene fan deposits.
25.0 (0.85) Highlands of Stoddard Ridge and Mountains at
3:00.

26.0 (1.0) Pediments and dissected Pleistocene alluvial fans to

right of road.
26.9 (0.9) Road parallels Mojave River and the northem end of
Iron Mountain.
28.6

Trails Highway.
29.4 (0.45) The skyline between 9:00 and 10:00 are the Gravel
Hills and Black Mountain in distance. At 10:00 is Mt. General,
which is low isolated mountain near valley floor. From 10:00 to
11:00 are the Waterman/Mud Hills. At 11:30 are the Calico

a1.,1989).

right exPose Pleistocene and possibly
older gravels and fan deposits derived from northem Silver
Mountains. Rock promontory at 10:00 (Point of Rocks) exPoses
complex of volcanic rocks which is intersected about 200 ft
subzurface by USGS wells installed for water monitoring and
sampling and located west of Mojave River and west of the
Helendale fault (Peter Martin, USGS, oral communication,
1993). The relatively shallow depth to rock is typical of much of
the Quatemary section along the Moiave River corridor.
19.4 (0.4) Road climbs away from the river through Pleistocene
fan deposits.
20.0 (0.6) Road crests onto Pleistocene alluvial deposits of
Brisbane Valley. The mapped trace of the northwest-trending
Helendale Fault passes beneath us near here.
20.6 (0.5) View of Waterman/Mud Hills region at 11:30 in the
distance. Note first maior occurrence of vamished stone
pavements in landscape on left side of road. These features
become more regional in extent at progressively lower
19.0 (0.3) Roadcuts on

elevations.
21.4 (0.8) Panoramic orientation proceeding clockwise: 9:00 =

Pleistocene lake beds and vitrlite mines form low white cliffs in
distance;9:30 = buildings of Helendale Airport in distance;
10:00 to 11:00 = Iron Mountain; 11:00 to 12:00 is the
Waterman/Mud Hills region in distance; Calico Mountains

Mountains. Fluvial xalps form on dissected Pleistocene alluvial
fans on right side of road.
31.3 (1.9) View of communities of Lenwood and Barstow
ahead in distance. Daggett Ridge at 2:00. The northwesttrending Lenwood Fault lies along the southwestem flank of
this ridge.
32.45 (1.15) Intersection with Country Club Drive. Uplifted
Tertiary sediments at 2:00 mark the trace of the Lenwood Fault
at base of Daggett Ridge.
33.0 (0.55) City Limit of Lenwood; elevation approximately
2200 ft.

33.4 (0.4) Stop sign at Main Road. Proceed ahead on National

Trails Highway.
34.8 (1.4) lntersection with Citrine Road; proceed ahead.
Waterman Hills with radio facility is at 10:00. At 8:30 is view of

Mt. General.
35.9 (1.1) Intersection with Woodhill Avenue; proceed on
National Trails Hiway.
36.2 (0.3) Entering the outskirts of Barstow. View of dissected
pediment across Moiave River at 9:00.
37.0 (0.8) I-15 interchange at Bums Brothers truck facility.
Santa Fe railroad switchyard on the left. B Hill is at 11:30' B
Hill is a Miocene dacitic intrusive, one of several small
structures along the Mojave River near Barstow.
37.55 (0.55) Stoplight and road iunction. Proceed straight ahead

-727 F

Q,.n Road climbs onto Pleistocene alluvial fans.
(0.15) Junction with Hinkley Road. Proceed on National
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on National Trails Highway.

USGS Open-File Report 93-568).

38.3 (0.75) Intersection with Avenue A. Proceed ahead through
Barstow.

44.0 (0.9) Solar One Power Plant at 11:30.
44.6 (0.6) EXIT RIGHT at Nebo Road.
44.85 (0.25) TURN RIGHT onto Nebo Road.
44.90 (0.05) RIGHT AGAIN onto Pendleton Road. Proceed
west on Pendleton Road.

38.4 (0.1) Cross flank of B Hill. Road begins descent into
downtown Barstow. Continue straight ahead through Barstow.
38.75 (0.35) Cross 1st and 2nd Avenues in downtown Barstow;
access to Hiway 58 to the left, proceed ahead on National Trails

45.1 (0.2) Pavement ends. Pull off on right and park in circle to
facilitate exit. We will hike from this point to observe field
evidence and geomorphic expression of a fault that would
bridge the gap between the mapped extent of the Camp Rock
fault to the southeast and the Halper Lake fault to the
northwest. This structural trend is the subject of ongoing
neotectonic investigations by Tinsley and Cox. Stop 8.
Neotectonics and hydrologic influence of northern Camp

Hiway.
38.95 (0.25) Cross Barstow Road; access to I-15 to the right,
proceed on National Trails Hiway.
39.45 (0.55) Cross

Muriel Drive.

39.7 (0.25) Road crests on Pleistocene Older
(fanglomerate) of Dibblee (1950).

Alluvium

40.2 (0.5) Intersection with Roberta St. to the right.
40.25 (0.05) To right is the entry ramp for I-15 southbound

toward San Bemardino. Crossing over I-15.
40.35 (0.1) Stop

light and intersechon with entry ramp for I-15
northbound toward las Vegas, Nevada to the right. To the left,
access to Barstow Station and one of the world,s busiest
McDonalds.
40.45 (0.1) Intersection

with Cal St. Barstow Mall ahead on
right.
40.9 (0.45) After crossing under I40, TURN RIGHT onto
entrance ramp of I-40 eastbound toward Needles.
41.1 (0.2) Merge onto I-40 eastbound.
41.5 (0.4) For the next few miles, the Mojave River flows
eastward along the southern flank of the southem Mitchell
Range. The desposits immediatedly north and south of the
river are chiefly Quatemary sand and gravel deposits of the
throughgoing Mojave River and alluvial fan deposits of
tributary ephemeral drainages. The hilly terrain north and
south of the Mojave River contains eroded alluvial fan gravels
and conglomerates of presumed Miocene to early pleistocene
age (Cox and Wilshire ,1993).
The oldest rock in the Mitchell Range is mainly quartz
diorite plus other granitoid lithologies of probable Jurassic or
Cretaceous age. Recent mapping by Cox and Wilshire (1993)
also identified a body of slightly metamorphosed metavolcanic
rocks located northwest of Elephant Mountain. These
metavolcanics contain chiefly silicic flows and ash-flow tuffs
with minor amounts of andesitic or basaltic rocks that are
correlated with upper Triassic or Lower jurassic rocks which
are widespread in the mountains south of Barstow. The
Mesozoic rocks are overlain by Tertiary deposits. The Tertiary
includes thin upper Oligocene or lower Miocene red
conglomerate and sandstone intelpreted as the correlatives of
the Jackhammer Formation of adjacent ranges and a thick
sequence of overlying sedimentary and volcanic rocks
correlated with the Pickhandle Formation of adjacent ranges.
(Cox and Wilshire, 1993; see also Bortugno and Spittler, 1986).
Elephant Mountain at 11:00 is composed of rhyodacite of
probably middle Miocene age. At 12:00 to 1:00 are the
Newberry Mountains in distance, and 1:00 to 2:00 are the Ord
Mountains.
42.25 (0.75) Exit to U.S. Marine Corps Logistics Base to right,
proceed on I40 eastbound.
42.5 (0.25) Quarries on left are
alluvial fans.

48.1 (0.05) Cross AT&SFRR tracks. STOB LOOK and LISTENT
Road narrows and proceeds north toward Mojave River.
48.5 (0.4) Cross channel of Mojave River.
48.9 (0.4) Pass access road to CAL-NEV Pipeline complex and
tank farm.
49.7 (0.2) Road climbs onto terrace of Mojave River.
49.3 (0.2) Pass entrance to Yermo Annex of U.S. Marine Corps

Logishcs Base.
49.5 (0.2) Calico Mountains and Calico Ghost Town ahead

from 12:30 to 1:00. Mud Hills at 11:00, and Elephant Mountain
9:00.

50.55 (1.15) Intersection with Yermo Road, prepare to tum
right on entry ramp to I-15.

50.7 (0.05) TURN RIGHT onto I-15 entrance ramp. Proceed

northbound on I-15.
51.0 (0.3) Merge onto I-15.
52.0 (1.0) Playa deposit on left is rather linear and may be
formed owing to tectonic uplift on an unmapped fault that
exhibited some post-Landers seismic activify. Calico Mts are

in distal part of Pleistocene

43.1 (0.6) Highway passes through U.S. Marine Corps Logistics
Base (MCLB) at Nebo.

Rock Fault or Harper Lake fault (see Tinsley and Cox, this
volume). Retrace route to Nebo Road.
45.3 (0.2) TURN LEFT onto Nebo Road and pass under I40.
Route is again on the National Trails Hiway.
45.7 (0.5) lntersection with access road to U.S. Marine Coqps
Logistics Base. Proceed ahead on National Trails Hiway.
46.0 (0.3) Route parallels low terrace and floodplains of Mojave
River that are veneered by alluvial fan deposits.
46.9 (0.9) At 9:00 is Elephant Mountain with the Calico
Mountains in distance. Road has climbed onto Pleistocene
alluvial fan deposits.
48.05 (1.15) Intersection with Daggett Road. TURN LEFT onto
Daggett-Yermo Road.

A detailed (xale 1:12,000) geologic map
of the MCLB by Brett Cox and Howard Wilshire is available as

bounded by the Calico Fault, a structure that we will cross
further along our route.
53.2 0.2) Pass Calico Road exit to Yermo and continue on I-15.
53.7 (0.5) The Calico Mountains, named for the variegated
colors due to the complex structural relations between Miocene
continental sedimentary and volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks
(cream and bright green colors) and dark reddish brown
Miocene volcanic rocks. Calico Ghost Town, now a tourist
center, was a camp for silver mining from 1882 to 1896 and
then a borax mine site.
54.4 Q.n Dissected alluvial fan deposits drape northem flanks
of Calico Mts.
54.8 (0.4) Yermo Road exit, proceed eastbound on I-15.
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Mountains lie to the south at 3:00.
69.0 (0.55) Camp Cady Ranch is at 9:30.
69.35 (0.35) Dirt road junction. ROUTE BEARS LEFT at 45
degrees to our previous trend.
69.5 (0.15) Intersection of Mojave Trail and Fort Cady Road,
continue on Mojave Trail. Pass Califomia DF&G Camp Cady
Wildlife Area on left.
70.0 (0.5) Exposures at 11100 are Pleistocene Manix Formation
(see Jefferson, this volume) exposed along the dissected course
of Mojave River.
70.7 $.n Intersection of Moiave Trail and Troy Road near
Cady Spring. PROCEED TO LEFI towards mine and spoils pile
at 11:30 at base of Soldier Mountain' Soldier Mountain as well
as many low hills along the northwestem Cady Mountains are
composed of Mesozoic metavolcanic rocks as well as Miocene
volcanic and sedimentary rocks.
77.2 (0.5) |unction with dirt track. TURN RIGHT into open-pit
excavation. Park cars. We will hike from this point to observe
strahgraphic and dating studies of sand ramp exposed in
quarry. Please use caution while in quarty. Stop 9. L,ate
Quaternary stratigraphy of Soldier Mountain sand ramp (see
Lancaster, this volume). Retum to vehicles and RETRACE route

55.8 (1.0) California Agricultural Inspection station to left and
on westbound I-15 lane. Calico lakes development to the
south. Excavation of Rancholabrean fauna yielded a
radiometric date of 12,8N + /'9C0 yr BP in lacustrine sediments

upstream from Calico fault, suggesting that fault activity
resulted in ponding at this time (Reynolds and Reynold+ 1985).
56,.8 (1.0) Pass Minneola Road off-ramp. Sedimentary sequence
in this area contain interfingering Pleistocene (?) fluvial and
lacustrine deposits deformed along the Calico fault (Reynolds
and Reynolds, 1985) .
57.7 (0.9) North of our route exists the Calico Early Man site,
where a controversy has raged as to whether lithic fragments
are properly interpreted as geofacts or artifacts.
5S.2 (0.5) View from 10:00 to 11:00 is uplifted lacustrine and
alluvial fan beds. Newberry Mountains can be seen at 3:00 and
Cady Mountains visible at 1:00.
59.9 $.n The Manix Fault exposed in road cut, places lightcolored Miocene siltstone against Pleistocme Manix Formation
(Reynolds et al., 1989). The Manix Formation consists of
lacustrine and fluvial sediments deposited within and adjacent
to pluvial lake Manix from approximately 500 to 19 ka (see
Jefferson, this volume).
60.3 (0.4) Overpass crosses I-15.

62l Q.n Nowdefunct recreational site of Lake Dolores on left;
Harvard Hill on right at 2:00. Ahead I-15 crosses onto late
Quatemary deltaic plain sediments of within the Lake Manix
depositional basin (Meek, 1989a). Coyote lake playa is north of
I-15 in distance and is northemmost extent of pluvial Lake
Manix.
U.2 (2.2\ Prepare to take exit ramP.
U.4 (0.2\ EXIT RIGHT at Harvard Road exit.
647 (0.3) TURN RIGHT onto Harvard Road'
54.8 (0.1) Stop sign at Yermo Road and Harvard Road. Proceed
south on Harvard Road, crossing AT&SFRR tracks.
65.1 (0.3) At 9:30, sand rampe drape westem end of Cady
Mountains.
65.35 (0.15) lntersection with Cherokee Road, proceed south on
Harvard Road. Harvard Hill at 2:00 composed of Miocene
volcanic and sedimentary rocks.
6,6.3 (0.95) Intersection with Manix Road, proceed south.
66.6 (0.3) Road descends into Mojave River Valley. Bluffs
expose Pleistocene Manix Formation.
67.2 (0.6) Road crosses active channels of Mojave River. Note
eolian deposits and coppice dunes in channel. Road ascends
onto fluvial terrace of Moiave River. Although a higher terrace
(deltaic plain of Meek, 1989a) of the Moiave River lies ahead,
we will tum left onto Mojave Trail.
67.45 (0.25) TURN LEFT onto Moiave Trail (graded dirt road).
67.7 (0.25) Road crosses meander and fluvial terrace of Mojave

to Harvard Road.
71.8 (0.6) Troy Road-Mojave Trail junction. At least three postlatest Pleistocene Lake Manix fluvial terraces are visible and are
mapped by Meek (1989a) as alluvial terraces.
72.5 Q.n Active eolian dunes mantle the fluvial terraces inset
into the Pleistocene Manix Formation.
72.95 (0.45) Cady Road and Mojave Trail intersection. Continue
on Mojave Trail. Clockwise view from this point Newberry
Mts at 72:0Q;2:00 is Elephant Mountain; 2:00 to 3:00 are the
Calico Mountains At 2:30 in the low foreground is Harvard
HiII.
74.0 (1.05) Fremont Road-Moiave Trail iunction, proceed west.
74.5 (0.5) function of Bobcat Lane and Moiave Trail, proceed

west.
75.0 (0.5) Harvard
Harvard Hill Road.

Hill

Road iunction. TURN RIGHT onto

River.

75.15 (0.15) Mojave River channel and floodplain that may be
actively inundated during spring discharges!
76.15 (1.0) Manix Road and Harvard Hill Road iunction.
Continue north on Harvard Road.
n\. Q.95) Cross Cherokee Road and continue north.
n.6 Q.5) AT&SFRR; stop, look, and listen. Prepare to tum
right on Yermo Road.
77.65 (0.05) TURN RIGHT onto Yermo Road and proceed east.
7S.45 (0.8) Road traverses uplifted Neogene volcanic and
interbedded fanglomerates and lacustrine deposits in low
ridges to north of t-15.
78.85 (0.4) Low ridge consists of east-tilted Neogene

68.45 (0.75) Mojave Trail crosses Fremont Road; continue east

fanglomerate.

on Mojave Trail. At 9:00 are the Alvord Mountains with
uplifted and gently deformed Neogene fanglomerates resting
upon deformed Miocene volcanic rocks which, in tum, overlie
older granihc and metamolphic rocks. Cave Mountain is the
prominent pyramidal peak at 11:30; low, intensely dissected

79.65 (0.8) Soldier Mountain at 3:00, site of Stop 9. Prepare to

tum right.
80.7 (1.05) TURN RIGHT on

exPoses deformed Tertiary and
Ridge. Manix Fault passes
Buwalda
of
sediments
Quatemary

iidge fronting Cave Mountain

through the southeastem portion of Buwalda Ridge. Cady

Mountaint composed of granitic basement overlain by Miocene
volcanic and volcaniclastic deposits, are at 12:00. The Rodman

Alvord Mountain Road.
with caution, dirt

80.75 (0.05) After crossing AT&SFRR tracks

road bears slightly left. DO NOT make hard left onto frontage
road that parallels tracks.
80.85 (0.1) Dirt road makes "S" tums.
S1.0 (0.15) BEAR RIGHT, staying on main dirt road. Road
straightens and heads towards Soldier Mountain at 12:00.
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81.4 (0.4) Road traverses Pleistocene Manix Formation

90.25 (0.9) Yermo Road ascends ridge of Neogene sedimentary

([efferson, this volume) and pluvial lake Manix deltaic plain of

rocks mantled by Quatemary eolian deposits and alluvium.
Prepare to tum left at the Field Road exit ramp for I-15.
90.5 (0.25) TURN LEFT on Field Road, then immediately
TURN RIGHT onto [-15 northbound entry ramp.
90.7 (0.2) Merge with I-15 northbound toward Las Vegas,
Nevada. Panoramic view of Manix Basin with Cady Mountains
from 1:00 to 2:00 and Cave Mountain at 12:00.
91.5 (0.8) Tributary to Mojave River dissects Manix Formation.
93.9 (2.4) Rest Area exit ramp.
94.3 (0.4) Rest Area entry ramp.
95.7 ('1.4) At 2:00, a view into the lower end of deeply eroded
Lake Manix Basin and Afton Canyon through which the
Mojave River flows. White buildings along the AT&SFRR are
commercial plants at Dunn.
97.2 (7.5) Crossing green lacustrine beds of Manix Formation.
Shrink-swell behavior of lake deposits causes wavy highway
pavement. Volcanic ash is exposed as a thin layer in Manix

Meek (1989a).
81.7 (0.3) Road descends into shallow linear depression near
trace of the Manix fault.
82.0 (0.3) Road descmd into channel inset into Manix
Formation.
82.1 (0.1) Road ascends onto post-[-ake Manix alluvial surface
(deltaic plain surface of Meek, 1989a).
82.45 (0.35) FAA Vortac facility at intersection with dirt road.
CONTINUE STRAIGHT AHEAD and to right of facility.
82.6 (0.15) Transmission pole to left of road; falling dunes of
Soldier Mountain at 1:00.
82.7 (0.7\ Road intersection, BEAR LEFT.
83.2 (0.5) Road parallels fence on right side of road.
83.4 (0.2) Incision of post-pluvial deposits of Lake Manix by

Mojave River exposes Pleistocene Manix Formation in bluffs
south of fence. Panoramic view from this point includes:
pyramid*haped Cave Mountain at 11:30 and from 12:00 to 2:00
are the Cady Mountains. Low dissected ridge in middle ground
and below Cave Mountain is Buwalda Ridge.
83.5 (0.2) Public road end at gate, park cars in circle to
facilitate exit. Do not cross onto private property or block road.
Directly ahead is the Knob, a promontory around which the
Mojave River meanders shalply. Such features, along with
multiple fluvial temaces, argue against catastrophic incision of
the Lake Manix basin and nickpoint retreat along the Mojave
River as suggested by Meek (1989b). We will hike from this
point to examine the stratigraphy and paleontology exposed
along the bluffs of the Mojave River between the Ifuob and
Camp Cady. Stop 10. Shatigraphy and the Pliocene and
Pleistocene History of Lake Manix Basin (see jefferson, this
volume). Retum to vehicles and retrace route to Yermo Road.
84.45 (0.85) Dirt road continues ahead, BEAR RIGHT on dirt
road toward Vortac facility.
U.7 (0.25) Proceed north past Vortac faciliry.
85.65 (0.95) Road crosses under transmission line; Alvord
Mountains at 12:00.
85.2 (0.55) BEAR LEF[.
86.5 (0.3) After road crosses AT&SFRR tracks, TURN RIGHT
onto Yermo Road and proceed east.
87.3 (0.8) Yermo Road descends into Manix Wash valley,
tributary to Mojave River.
87.7 (0.4) Dissection of Manix Wash exposes Pleistocene Manix
Formation (see Jefferson, this volume). Meek (1989a,b) suggests
that surface or subsurface flow from Coyote lake basin
mlarged the Manix Wash after catastrophic draining of Lake
Manix during the latest Pleistocene.
88.6 (0.9) Road ascends out of Manix Wash valley.
89.35 (0.75) Exposure of west-tilted Neogene fanglomerates. At
2:30 Manix Fault passes through southem part of Buwalda
Ridge in the middle ground. The Manix Fault is a 38-km long,
east-northeast hending strucfure of uncertain sense of
movement (McGill et al., 1988). Most evidence suggests that the
predominant movement has been strike slip, however vertical
uplift causes local angular unconformities (McGill et al., 1988).
Deformation of Pliocene through late Pleistocene sediments are
visible near the confluence of the Manix Wash and Mojave
River; minor historical surface displacement across the Manix
fault suggests activity continues to present (McGill et al., 1988).

Formation.
98.0 (0.8) EXIT RIGHT from I-15 to Afton.
98.2 (0.2) TURN RIGHT at top of exit ramp and proceed south
across Dunn Road, Our route traverses a latest Pleistocene
beach ridge of Lake Manix for the next 0.5 miles.
98.6 (0.4) Pass desert dwelling on left with outcrop of Neogene
megaclast fanglomerate on left.
98.7 (0;l) Road winds around west flank of Neogene
conglomerate outcrop. View at 9:30 is the Neogene megaclast
fanglomerate. At 12:00 are dissected Pleistocene fanglomerates
and lacustrine beds of Manix Formation at the base of the Cady

Mountains. At 2:00, the view is upstream up the Mojave River
toward last two previous stops.
99.5 (0.8) View directly ahead is into Afton Canyon.
Stratigraphic and geomorphic relations indicate that Afton
Canyon formed after approximately 14 ka due to rapid and
catastrophic draining of Lake Manix (Meek,7989b). Although
the radiometric age of the Anadonfa (pelecypod) shells collected
from beach ridges associated with the high stand of Lake
Manix seem reasonable, a significant amount of field evidence
suggests that the erosion of Afton Canyon was not a
catastrophic geologic phenomenon (see Wells, this volume).
100.1 (0.6) From 9:00 to 10:00, the light-toned dissected outcrop
below the horizon is a dissected latest Pleistocene beach ridge
marking the high stand of Lake Manix.
100.3 (0.2) Road traverses dissected Manix Formation.
100.6 (0.3) Road descends into Manix Formation (?)
fanglomerates containing welldeveloped paleosols. The
fanglomerates underlie the lacustrine beds, predating any
freshwater filling of lake Manix from the Moiave River.
101.1 (0.5) Road No. AF325 forks to right and descends to
Mojave River. BEAR LEFT on main road and clirnb up onto the

fluvial

terrace.

101.2 (0.1) Road turns left and emerges onto a terrace.

At

3:00

on the southem side of the Mofave River, the Manix Formation
sequence includes: dark<olored alluvial fan deposits capping
greenish gray lake beds, which in tum overlie a sequence of
fanglomerates. Note prominent welded buried soil within the
fanglomerates. This soil marks the boundary between the
Pleistocene Manix Formation and the underlying Pliocene and
Pleistocene deposits informally designated the Moiave River
Formation by Nagy and Murray (1991). See also |efferson (this
volume). The designation of these deposits as the "Mojave
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River Formation" is perhaps unfortunate or misleading, for
these deposits bear no genetic relation to the Mojave River in
terms of provenance or depositional regime.
101.3 (0.1) Road axends onto higher fluvial terrace within
dissected Manix Basin.
101.4 (0.1) TURN RIGHT into Afton Canyon Group Campsite,
circle vehicles and park. We will dixuss stratigraphy and
dissection of Manix Basin and formahon of integrated channel
of Mojave River from overlook. Stop 11. Hydrology and
geomorphic processes of Moiave River system in Afton
Canyon area (see Wells and Enzel, this volume).RETRACE
route towards I-15.
102.3 (0.9) Ascend onto pedimented and alluvial-veneered
sediments of Manix Formation. Note welldeveloped desert
pavements on surfaces mantling the beveled Manix Formation.
102.75 (0.45) BLM RoadAF2S3 to right yields access to latest
Pleistocene beach ridge.
105.75 (3.0) Entry ramp for I-15 northbound. TURN RIGHT
towards Baker, Califomia and Las Vegas, Nevada.
106.0 (0.25) Merge onto I-15. Road ascends from Manix Basin

through tilted Neotene fanglomerates.
106.5 (0.5) Roadcut exPoses high-angle, east-west trending
fault that offsets Neogene fanglomerates.
107.9 (1.4) Road descends through basin filled with Quatemary
interstratified eolian and alluvial fan deposits.
109.3 (1.4) Anomalous scarPs at base of Cave Mountain are
visible at 3:00 and are formed both in eolian and alluvial fan
deposits.

1i0.0

(0.4 Note contrasting piedmonts along base of Cave

Mtn: those with sand mantles versus those with debris-flow
sediments.
110.8 (0.8) Road descends into Cronese Basin

with Cat

Mountain on left and Cave Mountain on the right. The East
Cronese Lake playa was inundated for 5 to 6 months owing to
the Mojave River floods of 7993. Prior to man-made alterations
of the Mojave River as it exits from Afton Canyon to the
southeast, the Mojave River could flow either north into Soda
Lake playa and/or into East Cronese l-ake playa. Water depth

117.7 (0.80) Rasor Road exit. Continue towards Baker on I-15.
118.6 (0.9) From 2:30 to 3:00 is a clockwise view of the

Providence Mountains and the Granite Mountains forming the
skyline, and light brown terrain of the Devil's Playground area
and Kelso Dunes below the skyline.
119.9 (1.3) Road descends relative undissected late Pleistocene
and Holocene fans into Soda take basin. The microwave tower
dead ahead is atop Turquoise Mountain in the Halloran Hills.
1,21.7 (1.8) At 11:00 is the crest of the eastem Soda Mountains,
consisting of Neogene sedimentary and volcanic rocks.
123.4 $.n ZZYZX road exit and route to presentday site of
BLM and CSUF's Desert Study Center and former site of "Doc"
Springer's Zzyzx Mineral Springs and Health Resort from 1944
to 7974. View of Soda Lake basin ahead. Regional view
includes: Old Dan Mountain range at 1:30; Providence
Mountains form high Peas at 2:00; Granite Mountains at 2:30
with Devil's Playground and the Kelso Dunes in the
foreground.
124.5 (1.1) Road cuts through linear ridge of tilted Neogene
fanglomerate with clast provenance unrelated to the local Soda
Mountains.
125.6 (1.1) I-15 traverses another linear ridge of Neogene
fanglomerates that is parallel to the trace of the inferred
continuation of the Southem Death Valley fault zone, or eastem
boundary of Eastem Califomia Shear Zone (ECSZ) (Brady,
1988, Brady and Dokka, 1989). Transtensional steps within the
ECSZ produce depositional basin such as Soda hke playa
(Skirvin and Wells, 1990).
126.8 (1,.2) Road descends steeP piedmont consisting of late
Pleistocene to Holocene alluvial fans derived from Soda
Mountains. Desert town of Baker, California looms ahead.
128.0 (1.2) Late Holocene alluvial fans prograde onto playa
floor. Pliocene-through Quatemary volcanics of the Cima
volcanic field are visible on the distant horizon from l:00 to
3:00.

128.6 (0.6) EXIT RIGHT for the town of Baker.
129.0 (0.4) Road crosses Soda Lake playa, site of

pluvial Lake

must exceed 2 meters before East Cronese lake will overflow
into West Cronese Lake playa, north of Cat Mountain.
Shoreline features are visible on bedrock and Quatemary
deposits along the base of Cronese (Cat) Mountain (Brown,
1989). Drover (1978) obtained dates of approximately 5.4 ka
and 3.5 ka from shoreline tufa and from lacustrine clays at a
depth of 5.9 m, respectively. Brown (1989) found similar
lacustrine histories between East Cronese lake and Silver Lake

Moiave that existed between approximately 22 ka to 8.5 ka with
two high and persistent lake stands at 18 ka to 16 ka and 13.7
ka to 11.4 ka. At 10:00, a quarry oPeration is working the latest
Pleistocene beach ridge of Pleistocene Lake Mojave; these
deposits contain abundant ostracodes (L. Ceriotuberosa) Brown,
1989; Brown et al., 1990).
1,29.2 (0.2) Exit ramp crosses over I-15. Proceed into town on
Baker Blvd.
129.7 (0.5) Royal Hawaiian Motelto left, our final destination of

playa.

second day.

113.9 (3.1) Floodwater channel from Moiave River crosses

129.75 (0.05) Cross Mojave River channel that connects Soda

beneath t-15 and drains into East Cronese lake playa. During
peak discharge periods, floodwaters are diverted by man-made

Iake playa with Silver Lake playa. Pluvial lake Mofave

structures near the Sinks of the Moiave River at the mouth of
Afton Canyon into this region
114.05 (0.15) Basin road exit. Continue on I-15.
115.3 (1.25) Road axends across piedmont composed of
interstratified late Quatemary eolian and alluvial fan deposits.
The Soda Mountains comprise the highlands north and south
of I-15. The mafor lithologies of the Soda Mountains include
Paleozoic and Mesozoic metamorPhosed sedimentary and
volcanic rocks intruded by Mesozoic granitic rocks.
116,.9 (1.5) Wash dissects late Quaternary alluvial fan deposif
note subdued and vamished bar and swale topography.

consisted of two sedimentary basins: Soda Lake (upstream) and
Silver Lake (downstream). Subsurface data reveal that Soda
Lake's basin was deeper than Silver Lake's basin during most

of the pluvial lake history. Ancient floodwaters of the Moiave
filled Soda Lake basin first, then overflowed into Silver Lake
basin. Effective water storage of both lake basins was reduced
by infilling with lacustrine and playa sediments during the
latest Pleistocene and early Holocene. Greater sedimentation
rates in Soda Lake basin have resulted in a higher elevation of
playa surface in recent times. Historic floodwaters Pass over
Soda Lake into Silver Lake playa before hydrologic ponding
backfills Soda Lake.
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129.9 (0.15) function with Baker Blvd. and }twy 127. TURN
LEFT onto Hwy 127 toward Death Valley.
130.7 (0.8) Baker High School on right. Soda Mountains on left.
Shorelines and beach ridges of latest Pleistoceae Lake Mojave
can be seen along inselbergs of the Soda Mountains where they
abut the playa surface.
131.6 (0.9) Baker Ailport on left. Avawatz Mountains at 11:00.
The Halloran Hills are at 2:00.
732.2 (0.6) Hwy 127 traverses Holocene alluvial fans which
have prograded across deposits of Pleistocene lake Mojave.
132.75 (0.55) I-atest Pleistocene Iake Mojave beach ridge
parallels Hwy 727, about 40 m to right of highway.
133.3 (0.55) Road makes slight bend to right. Silver Lake Playa

visible at 10:00.
734.2 (0.9) Eroded remnant of Pleistocene beach ridge at about
2:00-

l3/.g Q.n Callbox on left. At 10:00, a Neogene sedimentary
sequence (Avawatz Formation) dips northward and off of
Avawatz Mountains.
137.2 (2.3) At 9:00, wave<ut shorelines of Lake Mojave are
visible on light<olored marble promontory across the surface

of Silver Lake playa.
737.8 (0.6) Site of defunct town, Silver Lake, along route of
Tonopah Tidewater railroad line . During the Mojave River
floods of 1916, Silver Lake was inundated by lake water and
the railroad ultimately was abandoned. The historic lake of
7916-17 was 3.4 m deep (Wells et al., 1984). Road to left crosses
playa surface.
138.8 (1.0) Road ascends onto latest Pleistocene-early Holocene
beach ridge complex of Tidewater Basin (Brown , 1989; Brown
et al., 1990).
138.9 (0.1) Road crosses small basin developed between two
pluvial l-ake Mojave beach ridges, forming the Tidewater Basin.
The highest beach ridge is at an elevation of approximately 287
m and correlates with the "A" wave cut shoreline of Wells et al.
(1987). The lower beach ridge is at an elevation of
approximately 285 m and correlates with the "B" wave cut
shoreline of Wells et al. (1987).
139.1 (0.2) TURN LEFT onto a road that traverses the highest
beach ridge (287 m elevation) that is inferred to have formed
by the lake Mojave high stand period of 18 ka to 15 ka. No
faunal samples or radiocarbon dates have been determined on
this beach ridge.
139.3 (0.2) Road crosses outcrop of Precambrian and Paleozoic
metasedimentary lithologies that occur as roof pendants in
Mesozoic intermediate intrusive rocks, collectively referred to
as diorite (Brady, 1990).
139.6, (0.3) At 9:00 is bedrock salient composed of Paleozoic
marble referred to at the "Castle" (Brown, 1989). Extensive
waverut benches and cliffs formed by Lake Mojave are
developed on the southem and westem side of the "Castle."
Immediately to the right is "Spillway Bay" and the overflow
route of pluvial Lake Mojave. During the two maior lake stands
water drained southward to southern Death Valley via Silurian
Valley. Road traverses the 285-m elevation beach ridge.
139.65 (0.05) Road forks. BEAR RIGHT.
139.9 (0.25) Road parallels 285-m elevation beach ridge on the
right. This ridge is of the high stand of pluvial Lake Mojave.
140.1 (0.2) Pull to right of road and park cars at El Capitan
beach ridge complex. Prepare to hike from this point and
discuss pluvial Lake Mojave history, soil formation on beach
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ridge deposits, and some new radiocarbon dating results on
soil carbonates. Stop 12. History of Late Quaternary pluvial
take Mojave, Holocene soil formation on beach ridges, and
radiocarbon dating of pedogenic carbonate, El Capitan beach
ridge complex. (see Wells et al., this volumel McFadden et al,
this volume). Retum to cars and proceed west on dirt road.
140.3 (0.2) Road crosses under power lines and rejoins power

line road.
140.4 (0.1) At 11:00, a prominent waverut cliff (shoreline A) of
Lake Mojave high stand is approximately 11 m above playa
floor .
140.7 (0.3) Road climbs over Holocene alluvial fans as it circles
the northem end of Silver lake Playa.
141.0 (0.3) Road ascends low divide developed on
metamorphic and intrusive rocks, thence to descend into Bench
Mark Bay.
141.3 (0.3) Road traverse beach ridge of Pleistocene Lake
Mojave where geoarcheological studies of Orr and Warren
(1971) pioneered the lacustrine chronology of Lake Mojave.
They also demonstrated that prehistoric Native Americans
occupied this site over 10,000 years ago!
141.4 (0.1) Curvilinear beach ridge trends to the left, arcing
away from the road.
141.85 (0.45) Road junction. Power line road continues to west.
TURN LEFT and drive east along well-graded gravel road
towards Silver Lake and Highway 127. Route passes beneath
the power lines again.
141.95 (0.1) Road passes small telecommunications station on
left. From 11:00 to 12:00, the skyline is dominated by elements
of the Cima volcanic field. The high peaks at 12:30 are the
Providence Mountains; Old Dad Mountain range is at 1:00. The
Granite Mountains are at 1:30. From 2:00 to 3:00 are the Soda
Mountains.
142.5 (0.55) Road passes Silver lake quarry in late Pleistocene
beach bar of Lake Mojave, and site of numerous radiocarbon
samples of Orr and Warren (1971) and Wells et al. (1987,1989).
Road bends to left and begins to traverse Silver Lake playa.
Wave<ut features of shorelines A and B are observable in the
bedrock outcrop to the left of the road.
143.0 (0.5) The floods of 1993 put about 0.3 m of water onto
Silver Lake playa, making this road impassable for several
months. During the highest recorded flood (1916), water in this
part of the playa exceeded 3 m in depth.
144.2 ('1.2) Historic (?) beach ridge of Silver Lake playa trends
across the road.
144.3 (0.1) TURN RIGHT onto Highway 127. Retracing steps

toward Baker.
144.7 (0.4) The berm of the Tonopah and Tidewater Railroad
trends across the playa to the right of the highway. The
railroad was part of F. M. "Borax" Smith's design for the
transport of borate products from the Death Valley region. The
tracks for the railroad were laid here around 1906 but were
abandoned by 1939, having been flooded at least four times
during that period.
1.52.7 (7.4) function with Baker Boulevard. TURN RIGHT and
proceed west to the Royal Hawaiian Motel.
152.3 (0.2) TURN RIGHT into Royal Hawaiian Motel parking
lot. End of Day 2 road log.
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DAY 3: ACR.OSS THE EASTERN MOIAVE SCENIC AREA,
BAKER TO BAKE& CALIFORNIA (S.G. Wells and K.
Anderson, U.C. Riverside; j.C. Tinsley, U.S.G.S.). Understanding
desert larulscnp evolution through Quatetnary stratigraphy arul

dating. Srnday, March 20,7994, Distance: 150.5 miles [excludes
retum mileage from Barstow to San Bemardinq Californial, 5
Stops.

The last dayt excursion will emphasize (1) the results of
new Quatemary dating methods and their application toward
understanding volcanic stratigraphy and eruptive history of a
polycyclic, Strombolian basaltic center in the Cima volcanic
field; (2) the use of cosmogenic exposure dating in
understanding desert Pavement formation on volcanic and
alluvial fan surfaces on the Cima volcanic field; (3)
luminescence dating results and the evolution of the Kelso
dune field; and (a) the Quaternary stratigraphy of, and soil
chronosequences on, alluvial fans, the influence of lithology
and eolian sediments on pedogenic Processes, and the
evolution of desert Pavemmts on the piedmont of the southern
Providence Mountains, near Kelso.
0.0 (0.0) TURN LEFT, or east, onto Baker Blvd. (Business I-15),
departing Royal Hawaiian Motel. Bridge crosses floodwater
route between Soda Iake playa to south and Silver Lake playa
to north.
0.2 (0.2) Intersection of Baker Blvd. and Kelbaker Road. TURN
RIGHT onto Kelbaker Road and proceed south out of Baker.
0.35 (0.15) Cross I-15 ovelPass.
0.5 (0.15) Cattle guard.
0.65 (0.15) Road curves left. Notice the "East Mojave Scenic
Area" sign along the right side of the road; sign is located

approximately at the elevation of one of high stands of pluvial
I-ake Mojave (elevation = 285 m). A subdued beach ridge
composed of grils trends to the southwest, and a radiocarbon
date on an Anadonta califurniensis (pelecypod) shell in growth
position in this beach ridge yielded l2,O2O+ /'t3A yr BP (Wells
et al., 1989; Brown, 1989).
1.3 (0.65) Road to County refuse site on righq we follow
Kelbaker Road.
2.35 (1.05) Cattle guard. On the sky line, Old Dad Mountain at
1:30 and the Cowhole Mountains at 2:30 flank the northern
edge of the Devils Playground. Climbing dunes bury the north
flank of Little Cowhole Mountain at 3:00. For the next several
miles the Kelbaker Road crosses distal Holocene and late
Pleistocene alluvial fan deposits from drainages heading in the
Cima volcanic field, which lies approximately 15 miles to the
east. Well-varnished basaltic cobbles and boulders xattered on
fan surfaces have been transported several kilometers across
slopes of less than 2 degrees.
6.3 (3.95) Road jogs right and ascends in a straight line
towards southem part of Cima volcanic field. Impressive view
of pediment domes that form a maior part of the landscapes of
this region. Pediment domes are cut on three maior rock types
in this region: (a) Mesozoic plutonic such as the Cretaceous
Teutonia Quartz Monzanite of Cima Dome, (b) Precambrian
and Paleozoic metamorphic rocks forming roof pendants in
plutonic rocks, and (c) Neogene sedimentary rocks that date
from >18 Ma to about 11-10 Ma. The pediment domes
apparently started forming after Neogene basin filling ceased
around 11-10 Ma (Skirvin and Wells, 1990). late Miocene and
Pliocene basaltic flows follow topographic lows around the
flanks of the
domes,
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dot skyline from 11:00 to 72:30, Old Dad Mountain range from
1:00 to 2:30, Bristol Mountains on distant skyline from 2:30 to
3:00, Cowhole Mountains in middle ground, the San
Bemardino Mountains are visible (on clear days) at 4:00, and
the Soda Mountains and Soda Lake playa are at 5:00.
10.6 (3.9) SLOW DO}/N for an abrupt 90 degree curve to the
right near large inselbergs of granitic gneiss. Road crosses
active depositional part of piedmont, as flood waters and
hyperconcentrated flows transport large clasts along drainage
lines. Hyperconcealtratd flows were observed moving such
clasts during the winter storms of 1983. The road is graded
and/ or reestablished by CALTRANS after such flood events.
11.9 (1.3) Road traverses xattered remnants of late pleistocene
fans that are characterizedby darkly varnished metamorphic
and basaltic clasts forming weak stone pavement. Looking back
on the left between 7:00 and 9:00, the Granite Springs pediment
dome can be seen just below the basalt<apped mesa on the
skyline. Capping basalt flows are Pliocene. Rugged hills on the
right, the northmost salient of Old Dad Mountain, are
underlain by Precambrian metamorphic rocks (|ennings, 1961).
12.6 Q.n E:rposures of late Pleistocene alluvial remnants that
are tentatively correlated to alluvial fans mapped in the Cima
volcanic field by their degree of soil profile development (unit
QB of Wells et al., 7990). Such fans have been recently dated at
approximately 80 ka by cosmogenic Hea methods discussed in
Wells et al., this volume.
13.0 (0.4) Road passes through exposure of middte pleistocene
alluvial fan remnants (unit Qf2 of Wells et al., 1990) that are
heavily armored with large basaltic cobbles and boulders
derived from flows in the Cima volcanic field. An alluvial fan
is inset into a 320 ka basaltic flow, and a 170 ka basaltic flow is
inset into deeply dissected channel on the fan. Thus, the fan
was deposited sometime between 170f.20 ka, and may correlate
with Qoa€ alluvium of McFadden and Weldon (1982) in Cajon
Canyon and upper Mojave River region.
13.45 (0.45) Kelbaker Road crosses 170 ka flow at road level
and skirts the westem end of two flows dated (higher to north
and slightly lower one to the south) at 580 ka and 320 ka,
respectively.
13.8 (0.35) Middle Quatemary basalt flows impinged upon

eastem flank of Old Dad Mountain, damming Willow Wash

which flows through the gap. Flows overlie middle to early
Pleistocene alluvial fan unit Qf1 of Wells et al. (1990); note

distinct baked zone at flow/fan contact.
14.4 (0.6) Excellent view of southem Cima volcanic fietd:
Pliocene flows on skyline at 8:00; Vent M, a 700 ka scoria cone
complex at 9:00; "Big Vulcan" or Vent G at 9:30; lava-filled
canyon at 10:00; degraded 500 ka scoria cone (with notch in
top) of Vent F; dark basalt flows and xoria cones of Black
Tank or Vent A at 11:00; Kelso Mountains and Radar Ridge
form skyline from 11:00 to 12:00; northem Old Dad Mountain
range from 1:00 to 3:00. Quatemary fans forming the piedmont
to the left have been dated using interbedded basalt flows
(Wells et al., 1990). These alluvial fans of this region are
underlain by Miocene (approximately 20 Ma to 11 Ma)
eastward-tilted fanglomerates, playa sediments, and
interbedded volcanic flows and megatreccias. The Neogene
sedimentary rocks have been faulted against precambriin
through Quaternary rocks, and the fault zones are
predominantly NW-trending right-lateral shear zones (Skirvin
and Wells, 1990). These shear zones represent the eastemmost
limit of the Eastern Califomia Shear Zone as well as
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Quatemary faulting. Only one or two faults appear to offset
Quatemary flows in the Cima volcanic field.
15.3 (0.9) Dirt track on the left of the road provides 4-wheel
drive access to youngest basaltic flow (Black Tank, or "A,'
volcanic center) seen as dark, fresh-looking volcanic flow.
o{r/sAr and K-Ar dates (Turrin and Champion, 1990) yield a
weighted-average age of 100 ka for Black Tank flows, whereas
recent thermoluminescence and cosmogenic Hea dates yield
ages between 8.5 and 18 ka (Wells et al., this volume).
17.0 O.n Road bears left near ridge of Neogene
fanglomerate.

17.5 (0.5) TURN LEFT onto dirt road; this portion of the
excursion may require 4-wheel drive if wash has been recently
active. Avawatz and Paniment ranges above Death Valley can
be seen in distance at 9:00.
17.8 (0.3) Dirt road descends into active channel of Willow
Wash. Clreck the conditions of the wash before uossing in non4wheel ilrioe oehicle. Many a oehicle gets strandeil here!
17.85 (0.05) Road ascends onto a middle Pleistocene flow with
welldeveloped stone pavement underlain by pedogenically
altered eolian silts. Basalt flow acts as a trap for windblown
fines that over time bury the flow surface with a loess
(accretionary mantle) (Wells et al., 1985; McFadden et al., 1986).
18.4 (0.55) Contact between middle Pleistocene basalt flow and
18 ka tephra sheet from Black Tank cone. Gullied black tephra
sheet overlies deeply eroded early Pleistocene vent of Black
Tank center at 9:00. Resistant agglutinate exposed in early
Pleistocene vent. Reddish scoria cone at 11:00 is the youngest
vent at the Black Tank center, dated at approximately 10 ka by
TL methods (see Wells et al., this volume).
18.7 (0.3) Contact between 18 ka tephra sheet and 10 ka scoria
cone at 9:00.
18.9 (0.2) BEAR LEFT onto dirt track, stopping near the
summit of a low scoria mound. We will hike from this point
and dixuss (a) experimental dating techniques are coupled
with detailed field studies to elucidate the eruptive history of a
small polycyclic, Quatemary basaltic center and (b) stratigraphy
and soil development of accretionary eolian mantles on basalt
flows. Stop 13. Quaternary geology of the Black Tank volcanic
center (see Wells et al., this volume) and eolian accretionary
mantle stratigraphy on Quaternary basalt flows.Return to
vehicles and retrace route to Kelbaker Road.
20.35 (1.45) TURN LEFT onto Kelbaker Road and climb up
piedmont mantled with Holocene and late Pleistocene alluvial
fans.

21.0 (0.65) 560 ka flow from Vent E is at 9:00. This middle
Pleistocene flow drained down ancestral Willow Wash; note
minimal change in base level during the past 500 ka.
22.3 (1.3) TURN LEFT (north) on dirt road at junction of
Kelbaker Road with Aikens Cinder Quarry haul road. Black
Tank volcanic center at 10:00, Vent P (6a0 ka) and Vent Q (330
ka) at 12:30, Vent R (700 ka) at 1:00, and Vent K (990 ka) ar 1:30
punctuate the skyline.
239 (1.6) Corral on left. Vent C, the low cone in the left
foreground at 1.0:30 is a spatter cone blanketed with a variety
of basaltic bombs.
24.5 (0.6) Road curves around eroded margin of the 560 ka
flows from Vent E to the left and along dissected middle
Pleistocene alluvial fans to the right.
25.0 (0.5) Gullied flank of Vent E from 9:00 to 10:00.
25.9 (0.9) Road skirts the distal edge of middle Pleistocene
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origin of pediment domes.

flow f on the right. The relatively featurelesg well-vegetated
flow surface contrasts sharply with iagged and barren surface
of flows derived from the late Pleistocene Vent I, barely visible
in the middle ground at 10:00.
26.6 Q.n BEAR LEFI onto narrow dirt track toward Vent [.
26.8 (0.2) Drive past corral on the left and pull off the track
and park. We will hike from this point observing stone
pavements and their development on basaltic lava flows.Stop
aHe dating of
14. Evolution of desert pavements; cosmogenic
(see
Wells
et al., this
flows
lava
basaltic
and
desert pavements
volume). Return to vehicles and retrace route to Aikens Qrarry

Road cuts across piedmont of Kelso Mountains.
This point along the route offers a fine geographic
overview: from 9:00 to 12:00 North and South Providence
Mountains; 12:00 is Granite Pass; from 12:00 to 1:00 are the
Granite Mountains on skyline and Kelso dunes in middle
ground; from 1:00 to 3:00 are the Kelso Mountains. Deformed
Paleozoic carbonates form eastem salient of the Kelso
Mountains immediately right of road. Note well developed
stone pavements on east-sloping piedmont from Kelso
Mountains at 2:00. Field observations suggest that these fans
maybe equivalent in age to the 80 ka fans in the Cima area. The
infamous desert dwellings of Kelso are in Kelso Wash valley

Q.n
43.4 Q.n

39.7

road.

277 (0.9) TURN RIGHT onto Aikens Quarry Haul road.

floor at

31.5 (3.S) TURN LEFT at junction with Kelbaker Road, and
proceed up piedmont through Joshua Tree forest.
31.9 (0.5) Graded road to right (an AT&T cable sign on right)
Ieads to Radar Ridge Old Dad Mountain, and Devils

11:00.

43.7 (0.3) Cattle guard. Road traverses early Holocene alluvial

fan with degraded bar and swale topography and moderately
developed pavements.
44.4 Q.n Excellent view of Kelso Dunes at 1:00 (see Lancaster,
this volume).
45.0 (0.6,) Road traverses distal piedmont with inter-fingering
alluvial fan and eolian sediments.
45.5 (0.5) Kelbaker Hiway traverses several channels of Kelso
Wash for next 0.5 miles.
45.8 (0.3) Active channel of Kelso Wash.
45.35 (0.05) Kelso{ima road intersection with Kelbaker Road;
PROCEED AHEAD ON KELBAKER ROAD. Infamous Kelso
Depot, presently undergoing renovations, on left and potential
site of headquarters of proposed new National Monument.
45.9 (0.05) STOP at Union Pacific railroad tracks. Proceed with

Playground.
32.2 (0.3) Thin veneer of Holocene alluvium derived from
griis) buries soils developed on Pleistocene alluvial fans. Lack
of fan surfaces probably reflects ease with which streams can
erode gri.is+ize Parent material.
33.6 (1.4) From 9:00 to 10:00 is an excellent view of middle to
early Pleistocene vents of southeastem Cima volcanic field.
34.0 (0.4) Low hills directly ahead are Neogene fanglomerates
consisting of monomict boulder conglomerate derived from
quartz monzonite source areas (unit 5b of Neogene basin-fill
sequencg Skirvin and Wells, 1990).
34.6 (0.6) Road cut exPoses southeastdipping Neogene

caution.
46.5 (0.6) Cattle guard.
467 (0.2) Road bends to south, crossing Holocene alluvial fan

fanglomerate of mixed lithologies.
34.7 (0.1) Cattle guard.
34.8 (0.1) Road axends through Neogene fanglomerates

occupying low pass between Kelso Mountains on the right and
MarL Mountains directly ahead and to the left. Early Pleistocene
volcanic vents of Cima volcanic field at 9:00.
35.7 (0.9) Road bears to right and descends into the Kelso
Wash valley. Spectacular rugged peaks on the skyline ahead
are Providence Mountains. Providence Mountains consist of a
Proterozoic craton of gneiss and granite that is overlain by
Paleozoic and lower Mesozoic clastic and carbonate strata of
continental shelf origin (Hazzard, 1954; Hewett, 1956). The
mountains are also composed of Late jurassic and Cretaceous
granitoids that are part of a voluminous Mesozoic plutonism in
this region. The Fountain Peak Rhyolite is a silicified, flowbanded rhyolitic intrusive and extrusive body that forms some
of the high peaks in the North Providence Mountains; this
formation is either |urassic in age (Miller et al., 1985) or
Tertiary in age (Hazzard, 1954). Extensive Tertiary volcanism
and extensional tectonics gave the mountains the configuration.
36.3 (0.5) Marl Mountains on left, Kelso Mountains on right.
Road on Pleistocene alluvial fans and their well developed
soils.
37.4 (7.1) Road traverses an active unnamed wash that

commonly floods and requires CALTRANS maintenance.
37.9 (0.5) Skyline from 9:00 to 10:00 are the Mid Hill,
consisthg of Cretaceous, coarsegrained, porphytic biotite
monzogranite (Mid Hills Adamellite of Beckerman et al., 1982).
39.0 (1.1) Cedar Wash and Kelso Wash drain southwest,
parallel to Mid-hills and Providence Mountains range fronts.
Union Pacific railroad trends down-valley, and is the same
railroad that W. M. Davis traversed when he speculated on the

deposits derived from Providence Mountains and interbedded
eo[ian dune and sand sheet deposits from the Kelso Dune and
Devil's Playground area. Note vegetation differences between
gravelly fan deposits and sandy eolian deposits.
477 (1,.0) Road traverse Holocene eolian sandsheet and dune
deposits.
48.2 (0.5) Cross wash back into Holocene alluvial fan deposits.
48.85 (0.55) Road has ascended into Holocene interbedded
eolian and alluvial fan deposits (see Lancaster, this volume;
McDonald, this volume). View from 9:00 to 10:00 of Paleozoic
and lower Mesozoic sedimentary rocks and Fountain Peak

Rhoylite of Providence Mountains.
49.3 (0.45) Prepare to tum left.
49.4 (0.1) TURN LEFT onto Vulcan Mine Road. Road note
maintained, proceed with caution.
49.65 (0.25) TURN RIGHT onto dirt track to Rex Road. This
road is closed as this area is part of Witdemess Study area; be
careful not to drive off road. Park cars along side at
intersection of Rex Mine dirt track and Vulcan Mine Road. We
will hike from here to observe soil formation and stone
pavement formation on alluvial fan surfaces of differing age
ind lithology as well as the geomorphic evolution of the
piedmont. Stop 15. Quaternary evolution of North Providence
Mountains piedmont, influence of lithology and dust flux on
pedogenesis, and stone pavement Processes along the Rex

(see McDonald and McFadden, this volume; Sena
et al., this volume). Retum to vehicles and retrace route to
Kelbaker Road.
4g.g (0.25) lntersection with Kelbaker Road, tum left and

MinJnoaa
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proceed up piedmont across Holocene alluvial fans and
interbedded eolian deposits.
50.2 (0.3) Unnamed washes draining region between North
and South Providence Mountains.
50.3 (0.1) Exposure shows Holocene interbedded alluvial fan
and eolian deposits.
51.8 (1.5) From 2:fi) to 3:00 are east-west trending, steep
complex dune ridges in the Kelso Dune field. These dunes are
referred to as the "singing" dunes due to a low-pitched sound
produced as people walk on the steep parts (lee sides) and
cause the sand to avalanche. Movement of sand grains and
compaction of the loose grains apparently creates this lowpitched sound.
52.1 (0.3) At 9:00 is a view of Vulcan Mine near the low pass
(Foshay Pass) between North and South Providence Mountains
and near the base of mountains. The Vulcan Mine is an openpit developed along a magnetitetearing, magnesium*ilicate
skam that is fault<ontrolled along the contact between
intrusive rocks on the south (a syenite-toquartz monzonite)
and carbonates on the north (Goldfarb et al., 1988). The Vulcan
Mine was operated by Kaiser Steel Corp. from 1,942 to 'J,947,
yielding 2.6 million tons of blast-fumacegrade iron ore. This
ore was shipped to the Kaiser steel mill in Fontana, Califomia.
53.3 (1.2) Road traverses distal portion of piedmont of South
Providence Mountains. Low pass between these mountains and
Granite Mountains on skyline from 12:00 to 2:00 is Granite
Pass. The pass formed as a result of differential weathering
along sheared Mesozoic plutonic rocks. The Providence and
Granite mountains are two of the highest ranges in the Mojave
Desert and exceed 2000 m in elevation.
53.7 (0.4) Slow down prepare to tum right on the Kelso Dunes
access road.

53.85 (0.15) TURN RIGHT heading west.

54.0 (0.15) Another excellent locahon for geographic
orientation: Southem Califomia Gas pump station for pipeline
at 9:00; at 12:00 in the low and middle ground are the Bristol
Mountainsi from 12:00 to 2:00 Kelso Dunes; from 2:00 to 2:30
are the southem md of Old Dad Mountain Range that are
buried by climbing and falling dunes of Devils Playground; the
eastem boundary of the Eastem Califomia Shear Zone in low
pass from 2:30 to 3:fi); at 3:00 are Neogene fanglomerates
forming the crest of the Kelso Mountains; at 3:30 are the Marl
Mountains; at 4:00 is an excellent view of Cima Dome with the
rugged peaks of Ivanpah Mountains just beyond in the
distance. For the next mile the road traverses distal alluvial fan
deposits interbedded with eolian sand sheet deposits on the

Granite Mountains piedmont.
55.2 (7.2) Road traverses an isolated, subdued remnant of a
Iate Pleistocene alluvial fan; note color change in road due to
increased reddening of soil developed on Pleistocene alluvial
fan. Note the absence of stone pavements on pediments lacking
heterogeneous mixture of resistant rock types such as those
seen on the Providence Mountains piedmont.
55.6,5 (0.45) Corral and water tanks.
56.0 (0.35) From 9:00 to 10:00 are deeply dissected
Tertiary/Quatemary (?) fanglomerates along the base of the
northern Granite Mountains. The apices of these fanglomerates
grade to elevations of valley floor remnants high in the Granite
Mountains. It is possible that these Neogene fanglomerates
remain in close proximity to their original source area,
something that is not typical of most Neogene fanglomerates in
the Mojave Desert. Extensional tectonics and strike slip faulting
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have displaced many fanglomerates from their original source
areas. Transverse dunes from 1:00 to 2:00 can be seen along
the southem flank of the high Kelso Dunes ridge.
56.7 Q.n TURN RIGHT into parking areas and park. Stop 16.
Quaternary ggology and luminescence dating of the Kelso
Dunes (see l-ancaster, this volume). Retum to vehicle and
retrace route to Kelbaker Road.
56.9 (0.2) Skyline geology of the North Providence Mounrains;
Fountain Peak Rhyolite overlying Paleozoic carbonates at 12:00
and at 12:30 is Foshay Pass, separating North and South
Providence Mountains. Skyline geology of South Providence
Mountains from 1:30 to 2:00 are dominated by Mesozoic
intrusive rocks composed of quartz monzonite, syenites, and
quartz syenites. At 9:0C Cottonwood Wash, which traverses
though thick eolian sediments of Kelso Dunes, heads in Granite
Mountains at 2:30.
59.5 (0.6) lntersection with Kelbaker Road. TURN RIGHT and
proceed south.
59.6, (0.1) Intersection with paved road into Southem California
Gas pump station facility.
59.7 (0.1) Southem Cal. Gas pipeline road. Prepare to tum left.
59.8 (0.1) TURN LEFT onto transmission line access road.
Proceed east on transmission line road.
60.0 (0.2) Road traverses Holocene alluvial fans derived from
South Providence Mtns.
60.3 (0.3) Pull off to right side of road before enterint channel
dissected onto fan. We will hike across alluvial fans of different
ages from this point. Stop 17. Pedogenesis and soil
chronosequence of the South Providence Mountain piedmont
(see McDonald and McFadden, this volume).Retum to cars and
tum vehicles around within confine of road and avoid further
damage to fragile desert surfaces.
60.7 (0.4) lntersection with Kelbaker Road. TURN LEFT. Watch
carefully for fast moving vehicles.
51.2 (0.5) Road bears left, heading straight towards Granite
Pass. Piedmont of Providence Mountains at 10:00 exhibits
multiple pediments mantled with late Pleistocene to Holocene

alluvial fans.
62.3 (7.1) Road traverses distal ends of alluvial fans derived
from South Providence Mountains.
62.8 (0.5) Road traverses a nameless wash.
63.8 (1.0) At 9:00 dissected pediments slope away from
southem part of South Providence Mountains.
65.2 (1.4) Welldeveloped pediment pass at 10:00 between
South Providence Mountains to the north and Horse Hills to
the south. Note classic core-stone weathering exhibited by the
Mesozoic intrusive rocks. This core-stone weathering is
characteristic of Cretaceous quartz monzonites which tends to
be less jointed than the Jurassic intrusives. Kelbaker Road
climbs through dissected Pleistocene alluvial fans derived from
the South Providence Mountains. Note complex soil and
landscape relations exhibited in road cuts along this portion of
the route.
66.7 (1.5) Dirt road to right leads to UC-Riverside's Granite
Mountains Preserve and Domers Cabin.
65.8 (0.1) Granite Pass. furassic syenogranites of the Horse
Hills to the left, and Cretaceous quartz rrronzonites of Granite
Mountains to the right.
67.0 (0.2) From 2:00 to 3:00 is spectacular view of bedrock
landforms developed in the Cretaceous quartz monzonite of the
Granite Mountains, including corestones, tors, inselbergt and
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southeast sloPing pediments.
67.2 (0.2) Ridge on left side of road is composed of Neogene
(?) fanglomerates.
67.6 (0.4) For next mile Kelbaker Road traverses several
deeply incised washes draining the southern flank of the
Granite Mountains. Drti.g moist El Nifto winters such as that
of 7993, these streams are typically in flood due to high rainfall
in the 2000-m high Granite Mountains.
67.8 (0.2\ Unnamed wash that flows during El Niflo winter

floods
58.0 (0.2) Unnamed wash. Also active during winter storms.
68.1 (0.1) Intersection with dirt road crossing Kelbaker Road,
giving access into Granite Mountains to the right, and Horse

and Hidden Hills to the left.
68.9 (0.8) Power line.
59.2 (0.3) At 9:00 is Vanwinkle Mountain composed of Miocene
volcanic rocks that rest uPon a beveled plutonic bedrock
surface which slopes southeast and away from Granite
Mountains. It appears that this volcanic sequence rests uPon an
early Miocene pediment that slopes southeast away from
Granite Mountains similar to the orientation of Quatemary
pediments. At 3:00 is an excellent view of core+tones, tors, and
pediments on the south flanking slopes of the Granite
Mountains. Contrast this side of the Granite Mountains with
the deeply dissected alluvial fans on the north side to these
mountains.
70.4 (1.2) Note green sign on right on dirt road to transmission
tower. This road gives access to granite cove and the UCRiverside's Granite Mountain Reserve where ecological research

and other types of fieldtased science are conducted. You must
obtain permission from UC-Riverside's Natural Reserve System
prior to entering this area.
70.8 (0.4) An excellent oPPortunity to get acquainted with the
regional geography of this part of the Moiave Desert: at 2:00 in
the distance are the San |acinto Mountains; at 1:00 in the
distance are the San Bemardino Mountains; at 9:00 are the
Clipper Mountains on skyline; at 9:30 are the Ship Mountains;
from 1O:OO to 11:30 are the Marble Mountains in the middle
ground; from 11:30 to 1:00 are the Old Dad and Bristol
Mountains; and the Granite Mountains are to the right.
72.7 (7.3) Road traverses through core+tones and inselbergs'
As road descends piedmont, buried and exhumed pediment
surfaces are visible along southem flanks of the Granite
Mountains. Buried pediments are typically mantled by a thin
veneer of Holocene and/or Pleistocene alluvial fan sediments'
73.2 (7.1) Unnamed wash.
73.7 (0.5) At 3:00 is a spectacular view of exhumed and
dissected pediments of Willow Spring Basin and Sheep Corral
washes at base of Granite Mountains.
74.05 (0.35) Road bends to south; begin to SLOW DO\ fN.
74.35 (0.3) TURN RIGHT onto I40 westbound on-ramP
towards Barstow. Say "sayonara" to the Eastem Moiave Scenic
Area.
74.6 (0.25) Merge with I40. Note stream caPture through
inselberg of Brown Buttes on right side of road as you merge.
75.1 (0.5)
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Willow Wash.

75.6 (0.5) Road cut exPoses welldeveloped soils formed in

Pleistocene alluvial fan.
76.3 Q.n At 2:00 is a view of the pediment pass between Old
Dad Mountains (part of Bristol Mountains and not to be
confused with Old Dad Mountain range near Cima) and

AN
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Granite Mountains. This pediment Pass is the inferred site of
the eastern boundary of the Eastern Califomia Shear Zone
(Brady and Dokka, 1989). Little Quaternary displacement is
visible along the Granite Mountain fault (Davis, 192.
n.g 0.6) [40 crosses Budweiser Wash, draining north into the
Devits Playground and tributary to Kelso Wash. Several road
cuts along I40 expose Miocene volcanic rocks of OId Dad
Mountains for next few miles.
80.6

Q.n

I-40 traverses through dissected Pleistocene alluvial

fan that buries a pediment surface cut onto Miocene volcanic
rocks. This valley contains a toPographically low drainage
divide between tributaries of the Budweiser Wash system that
flow north into Soda Lake basin and the Orange Blossom Wash
that flows south into the Bristol Lake basin.
82.6 (2.0) I40 continues to pass through dissected Pleistocene
alluvial fans. Washes drain north and are tributary to
Budweiser Wash
84.6, (2.0) I-40 passes into Bristol Mountains where road cuts
expose Miocene volcanic rocks.
36.55 (2.05) Road traverses wash flowing south through
bedrock gaps into the Bristol Lake basin.
57.4 (0.75) Faulted Miocene rocks in road exposure to south of

I40.
alluvial fans are well preserved
in these embayments within the Bristol Mountains. Contrast
these piedmonts with those in the Cima volcanic field and
90.5 (3.1) Dissected Pleistocene

southem Granite Mountains areas where Pleistocene fans are
typically buried by Holocene alluvium.
g29 (2.4) Unnamed wash heading in Bristol Mountains drains
south into Bristol Lake basin.
94.2 (1.3) Note coarse stone Pavement that caps Pleistocene
alluvial fan deposits along this stretch of I40.
96.5 (2.3) Eolian sediments mantle flanks of low hills to the
right and overlie welldeveloped soils formed in Pleistocene

alluvial fans.
97.8 (7.3) I40 traverses piedmont sloping north and west into
Broadwell Lake Playa.
9S.1 (0.3) Broadwell Lake Playa at 2:00. Cady Mountains at
skyline in distance at 1:00. Newberry Spring and Rodman
Mountains on horizon at 12:00.
101.25 (3.15) Exit ramp to desert hamlet of Ludlow, one of
few locations to gas up vehicles in this part of the world'
Proceed west on [40.
101.7 (0.45) At 3:00 is good view of Broadwell Lake playa'
This valley has along with the Bristol Dry Lake valley to the
south have been hypothesized to be ancient overflow routes for
the Moiave River or an overflowing Death Valley Lake system'
Recent surface and subsurface investigations by Brown and
Rosen (1992) do not substantiate these hypothesis. The Moiave
River has apparently always remained in its northerly position'
106,.3 (4.6) Stream<uts exPose welldeveloped soils in
Pleistocene alluvial fans from 2:00 to 3:00.
109.4 (3.1) Overpass crosses I40. At 11:00 is a good view of
late Quatemary Pisgah Crater and its associated lava flows that
drain both south into Lavic lake and west into Troy lake and
the Mojave River valley. Pisgah Crater is a symmetrical cinder
cone composed of xoriaceous basalt, and its lava flows vary
from pahoehoe to aa in surface texture. This area has been used
for remote sensing by NASA and the USGS. since the 1960s
(Seigal and GillesPie, 1980).
110.1 (0.4 Lavic Lake at 9:00 formed in depression surrounded
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by Bullion and Lava Bed Mountains.
712.7 (2.6) Cinder cone of Pisgah crater at 9:00 is mined for
light-weight aggregate. Cady Mountains at 2:00 are composed

Cordilleran Section meeting of the Geological Society of

of granitic basement overlain by Miocene volcanic and
volcaniclastic deposits. Studies in the southwestem Cady
Mountains suggest three periods of Miocene and younger
deformation (Dokka et al., 1991). The Calico Mountains, which
our route passed on Day 2, are visible at 11:30 in far distance.

We would like to express our appreciation to Y. Kazenstein
and J. Knott for their assistance in preparing these road logs,to
Mr.B. Matthews for access to his property in Pitman
Canyon,and to Mr. R. Older for access to his property at
Palisades Ranch. Thanks to Mr. R. Carrico and everyone at the
Moiave Forks Regional Campground for their continued
cooperation and access to the property.
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113.7 (1.0) AT&SFRR overpass crosses I40.
114.0 (0.3) I-40 descends onto lava flows from Pisgah Crater.
116.0 (2.0) Road cut expo,ses Pleistocene (?) alluvial fan
deposits. Rodman Mountains from 9:00 to 10:00 and Newberry

Mountains at 11:fi).
116.8 (0.8) I-40 descends onto Troy Lake valley, the

southemmost part of pluvial Lake Manix.
118.25 (1.45) Hector Road exit to right, proceed west on I40.
Newberry Mountains at 12:00, Elephant Mountain at 12:30 and
Calico Mountains at 1:00.
119.2 (0.95) Dissected playa deposits of Troy Iake.
119.5 (0.4) Road climbs onto Pisgah crater lava flows.
122.1(2.5) I-40 Rest Area exit.
122.65 (0.55) I-40 descends off of Pisgah Crater lava flows and
onto Troy [,ake sediments.
123.2 (0.55) At 10:00 a Pleistocene basalt flow whose vent is
within the Rodman Mountains visible along Kane Wash valley
which separates the Rodman and Newberry mountains. I40
crossing playa of Troy Lake.
127.0 (3.8) Newberry Springs exit to right. Welcome back to
the Mojave River Valley to the north. At 3:00 in middle ground
is Soldier Mountain, site of Field Stop 9, Day 2.
131.5 (4.5) National Trails Highway exits to right, proceed west
on I40.
132.3 (0.8) Road ascends onto alluvial fans flanking the
northem part of Newberry Mountains. Elephant Mountain at
1:00 and Calico Mountains at 2:30.
134.8 (2.5) From 10:00 to 11:00 deeply dissected Neogene
fanglomerates flank the northem end of the Newberry
Mountains.
137.8 (3.0) Barstow-Daggett aiqport exit, proceed west on I40.
138.1 (0.3) At 1:00 is the Solar One power plant.
141.1 (0.3) View includes Barstow at 12:00, Mojave River at
12:30, and Elephant Mountain at 2:00.
142.65 (1.55) Daggett exit to right, continue westbound on I40.
145.3 (2.65) Nebo Overpass (Site of Stop 8,Day 2).
145.5 (0.3) I-40 crosses trace of Halper Iake/Camp Rock fault.
147.3 (1,.n U.S. Marine Corps Logistics Base exit, we proceed
west on I40.
148.9 (1.6) East Main St. exit and I-15 northbound junction.
Continue on I40 west.
1.49.7 (0.2\ Barstow city limi! welcome back to Barstow.
MERGE into left lane.
149.9 (0.8) Prepare to merge with I-15 southbound. Stay in left
Iane.

150.25 (0.35) MERGE with I-15 southbound. Watch for
southbound haffic as two congested interstate highways merge!
150.5 (0.25) Highway 247 ent to right, as I-15 ascends onto
uplifted Pleistocene sediments along northem flank of Daggett
Ridge. Road Log for Day 3 ends; follow t-15 south from
Barstow to San Bemardino (approximately 75 miles) for 7994
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9oil Development in Valley Floor Deposits along the Southern Margin of the

Timoteo Badlands, Riverside County, California

S.G. WELLS, S.D. CONNELL and T.N. WILLIAMSON, Dept. of Earth Sciences, University of Califomia, Riverside,

INTRODUCTION

1

San

CA 9252t

SOIL MORPHOLOGY

Soil stratigraphic studies conducted along the northeast
margin of Moreno Valley, Riverside County, provide
preliminary age constraints for Holocene alluvial sequences
developed on the southem flank of the San Timoteo Badlands.
Thls study focuses on the soil stratigraphy and geomolphology
of Holocene valley fill sequences along the southern mirgin oi
the San Timoteo Badlands. The Pleistocene geomorphology and
soil stratigraphy of the badlands area is dixussed by Kendrick
(1994; this volume). No radiocarbon dates are available for the
Moreno Valley site, therefore, age estimates are assigned on the
basis of comparisons of soil profile descriptions to welldated
soil chronosequences in southem Califomia (Rockwell and
others, 1990; Weldon and McFadden, 1987). The occurrence of
at least two buried soils suggests a fairly complex Holocene
geomorphic history of incisional and aggradational events. Lack
of preservation of these surfaces within the badlands is
attributed to the relatively high rate of erosion occurring within
the San Timoteo Formation. Geomolphic surfaces are, however,
relgrded 1s paleosols buried by fans along the southem margin
of the badlands.

Three pedons (soil profiles) were identified and described
(Figure 1; Tables 1 through 4). The trench excavations expose
late Quatemary terrace, alluvial fan and colluvial deposits
overlying the Plio-Pleistocene San Timoteo Formation. At each

pedon location, field dexriptions of soil molphology and
landscape conditions were recorded and useii to establish
detailed soil stratigraphic relations. These relations were used
to interpret and assign age estimates for geomorphic surfaces
and soil stratigraphic units.
Soil profiles were described at sites reflecting the most
stable landscape position (i.e., surfaces displaying evidence of
little or no erosion or deposition) in orderlo minimize
problems associated with soil-profile variability for a given
geomorphic surface. Soil profiles were described using U.S. Soil
Conservation Staff (1951, 7975, and 1992) field terminology with
revisions after Birkeland (1984). Soil properties described for
each pedon include depth, thickness, dry and moist color,
texture, structure, dry and moist consistencg clay film
development, clast content, root and pore development,
pedogenic carbonate development and morphology (Gile and
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Figure 1. Gmeralized location maP of soils described in this report.
Modified from U.S.Geological Survey 7.5-minute topographic maPs oI
the Sunnymead and El Casco Quadrangles. The symbol "+" denotes
Section comers.

others, 1966), lower horizon boundary characteristict and
horizon designation. Colors were described using Munsell
notation. The vertical arrangement of soil horizons and
associatd properties was described from the surface down to
parmt material or to the base of the trench. Where Parent
material was not exPosed within the excavahons, comParisons
of soil color were made relative to Parent material using
alluvium from nearby active drainages. Parent material is
composed of pebble to boulder alluvium derived from San
Timirteo Forniation bedrock and overlying finegrained alluvial
fan and colluvial deposits. No detailed surficial geologic
has been performed in this area.
mapping
ihe similarity of parent materials (reworked San Timoteo
Formation), climatic environment and the close proximity of
described pedons allows for comparisons of soil development
on different geomorPhic surfaces without encountering
problems normally associated with different rates of soil
development in different Parent materials. This allows for
compaiison of soils developed on landforms of different ages

within different drainages.

Major morphologic characteristics of the surface and buried
soil horizons aie given in Tables 1 through 4. The trench
excavations are at least 150 m in length. Soil horizons persist
laterally over the distance of the trench excavations and
provid6 ample opportunity for the selection of pedon sites
issociated *ith stable geomorphic surfaces.
Surface soils developed on three alluvial landforms of
different ages reflect, in part, different landxape positions and
relative height above local base level. Soils exhibiting the least
development (Table 1) are associated with an alluvial fan
surface located at the mouth of an unnamed canyon west of the
junction of Theodore Road and lronwood Avenue (Figure 1).
Soils of intermediate development (Table 2) are associated with
a small alluvial fan derived from valley side slopes that
overlies fluvial terrace deposits of the landfill canyon drainage
(Figure 1). Soils associated with the oldest landform examined
are-described in Table 3. This landform consists of a fluvial
terrace that is overlain by colluvium and valley-side slope
alluvial fans within the Ironwood Road drainage. Soils
developed on the three different landforms are tentatively used
to define a soils chronosequence on the basis of similarity
among the parent material, elevation, regional topography,
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regional vegetation, and past climatic changes.
- Pedon 1 ltabte 1) is approximately 198 cm thick and is
characterized by a 51 cm thick B horizon overlying a 109 cm
thick Bk horizon. The depth to pedogenic calcium carbonate
accumulation, defined by the top of the uPPermost Bk horizon
in the soil profile, is about 89 cm below the ground surface.
This soil overlies two buried soils defined below'as Paleosol I
(Table 1) and Paleosol II (Table 4).
Pedon 2 was described in an excavation located in an
unnamed canyon south of the landfill (Figure 1). Th-e soil is at
Ieast 368 cm thick and is characterized by a 23 cm thick B
horizon overlying a series of Bk horizons at least 320 cm thick.
The depth to-the zone of pedogenic carbonate accumulation is
about 48 cm beneath the surface.
Pedon 3 (Table 3) is characterized by a 109<m thick Bw
horizon and a series of Bk horizons with a total thickness of at
least 107 cm. The depth to the zone of pedogenic carbonate
accumulation is about 175 cm. This soil exhibits subangular
blocky to blocky structure with thin clay film bridgq anq
colloids on some grains. The base of this profilg @k5) exhibits
moderately thick [o thick clay films on clasts. Paleosol II (Table
4) is a buiied soil described in the same excavation as Pedon 1.
This soil is 274 cm below ground surface.
The buried soils described in Tables 1 and 4 were not used
directly in this study for chronologic control of the surfaces.
The upper boundary of these buried soils define primary _
bounciiirg surfaces 6etween soil stratigraphic units and reflects
ancient stable land surfaces that were subsequently buried.
Buried soils cannot be used directly to date the present land
surface; however, they can be used to define stratigraphic units
and to provide clues as to the geologic history of stability and
sedimentation at a given site. Morphologic profiles of the
paleosols are summarized in Tables 1 and 4. $ weakly
developed, truncated soil (Paleosol I) is buried approximately108 cm below the surface (Table 1). Paleosol I is characterized
by a weakly developed Bw and B horizon and moderately
thick, wealily developed Bk horizons. The maximum carbonate
morphology within the Bk horizon is a weak stage I.
Snahgrapfically below Paleosol I is a more stron:gly developed,
truncited paleosol (Paleosol II; Table 4). Paleosol II is
characteriied by a series of Bwk horizons with a cumulative
thickness of 114 cm. It should be noted that the thickness of
this Bwk is very similar to that of the terrace soil described in
Pedon 3 (Table 3), suggesting that Paleosol II may be
approximately equivalent in age to the surface soil described in
fe'<lon 3; hoviever, Paleosol II is less develope{ than Pedon 3.
This may be due to continuous exPosure of Pedon 3 at the
surface. This correlation is tentative and requires further study.
REGIONAL SOIL CORRELATION AND AGE ESTIMATES
The relative age of a geomorphic surface can be estimated
on the basis of soil-profile development and landscapestratigraphic position relative to other soils and landforms
(Birkeland, f9A+). Age estimates of these soil stratigraphic-units
are derived by correlation of described soil profiles with dated
soil chronosequences in similar physiographic-settings..
Previous studies in the Transveise Ranges and inland basins of
San Bemardino and Riverside counties (Bull, 1991; McFadden
and Tinsley, 1982; McFadden and Hendricks, 1985; McFadden
and Welddn, 1987; McFadden and others, 1991; Harden and
others, 1986; Harden and Matti, 1989; Harrison and others,
1990; Rockwell and othert 1990; Wells and others, 1987) yield
gross age estimates (Table 5) based on the following relations:.
Surface soils with color B (Bw) horizons are found on primarily
mid to early Holocene (3 to 11 ka) deposits and landforms
and are no[ found on late Pleistocene (greater than 11 ka)
deposits or landforms.
Argillii (Bt) horizons are developed locally on mid to early
Holocene deposits and landforms.
For drier regions, maximum carbonate morphology for calcic
horizonl in middle to early Holocene deposits and
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landforms rante from stage
as an average
stage I+) and stage II to II+
for the latest Pleistocene
(Gile and others, 1966;
Wells and others, 1987).
Age estimates are
based on correlations to the
Anza, Caion Pass and
Silver Lake (Mojave Desert)
soil chronosequences.
Rockwell and others (1990)
provide a radiocarbon
dated latest Pleistocene
through Holocene soil
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Pass regions and moister than the

Silver lake sequence, soils in the study
area site may be correlated to the Anza
and Cajon Pass regions. Lr the Anza
area, Rockwell and others (1990)
demonstrate that soils dated younger
than about 9.5 ka are characterized by
maximum profile development
expressed as a 23 to 25 cm thick Bw
horizon. Similarly, in the Cajon Pass
region, Harrison and others (1990)
have demonstrated that soils dated at
approximately 8.4 ka have maximum
profile development expressed as 18
cm thick Bw horizons. In both areat
soils which have been dated as latest
Pleistocene (greater than 10 ka) are
characterized by Bt horizons that are
treater than 25 cm thick. Based on
similar soil-profile development, a
tentative correlation is made between
the soil at Pedon 3 and soils developed
in unit Q3a (between 1 and 9.5 ka) of
Rockwell and others (1990) and in unit
Qt3 (between 7.9 and 9.3 ka) of
Harrison and others (1990). Soils
developed in surficial deposits at
Pedon 2 and at Pedon 1 may be
correlative to soils developed on unit
Qt4 (approximately 7 ka) and
stratigraphically younger surfaces for
the Cajon Pass area (Harrison and
others, 1990).

DISCUSSION
Pedons 1 through 3 exhibit
progressive increases in soil
morphological properties indicating
that the associated landforms are
progressively older. These properties
include thickness and color of A and
AB horizons, Bw horizon development,
pedogenic clay accumulation, and
calcic horizon development. Variability
in depth to zone of pedogenic
carbonate accumulation suggests the
presence of cumulic soil conditions or
variable climatic conditions. For these
types of soils and the climatic setting,
the depth to calcic horizon
development has been empirically
determined to range from 25 to 50 cm
(Arkley, 1963). Cumulic soil profile
development (slow, progressive burial)
and enhanced runoff from local slopes
may explain the greater depth to
pedogenic carbonate at Pedon 3. k'r
addihon, the sandy Parent material at
Pedon 3 may result in greater
permeability and translocation of
pedogenic carbonate deeper within the

soil profile.

An additional morphologic
difference observed in Pedon 3 is the
presence of moderately thick- to thick
clay films on large clasts and as
bridges between skeletal grains
attached to the large clasts. Such clay
development suggests significant clay
translocation through the soil profile.
However, clasts exhibiting clay
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coatings are typically
found at the base of a
fluvial gravel sequence

€

within the trench. Clay
films are discontinuous
and randomly

distributed on clast
surfaces. These clay films
do not appear to be
genehcally related to the
subjacent horizons of
this pedon. The thick
clay films may occur as
remnant coatings on
clasts that have been

reworked from older,
much better developed
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Timoteo Formation.
The presence of at
least two buried soils in
the trerch excavations
indicate episodic
sedimentation over
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strongly developed B
horizons in Paleosol II
than Paleosol I or the
associated surface soil
(Pedon 1) indicates a
longer period of surface
stability and
pedogenesis. Greater
rates of alluvial fan

sedimentation could
have occurred in more
recent times at this site
than during the time
when Paleosol II formed
at the ancient land
surface. The presence of
these paleosols suggests
a period of early
Holocene to latest
Pleistocene landscape
stability following an
episode of incision
during the late
Pleistocene.

CONCLUSIONS
Surface soils
summarized in Tables 1,
2, and 3 exhibit
progressive changes in
the molphological
properties on
progressively higher and
older landforms and
associated surficial

deposits. These soils
form a chronosequence
on the basis of similar

parent material,
elevation and regional
topography, flora, and
climatic history; thus, the
primary factor governing
the soil profile properhes
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soils, such as the
paleosols within the San

ancient stable alluvial
fan surfaces. More
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Tentative correlations with dated soil sequences yield age
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estimates (Table 5) of early Holocene for the surface soils
described in Pedon 3, middle to late Holocene for sediments
described in Pedon 2, and late Holocene for those described in
Pedon 1. Field observations of clast weathering in Pedon 3
support an ate estimate of Holocene; however, these clasts may
be-derived from reworked Pleistocene paleosols exposed in the
region. Clasts of diverse lithology within the profile exhibit
litile physical signs of weathering other than clast splitting. In
contrast, clasts in nearby late Pleistocene sediments exhibit
significantly greater physical weathering affects (D. Morton,
per. com., 1992).
' Buried soils found in excavations along the southem
margin of the San Timoteo Badlands provide clues to the
geomorphic history of the area. The Holocene geomorphic
history is not well preserved in the San Timoteo badlands due
to high erosion rates; however, marginal areas have a higher
potential for preservation of older geomolphic surfaces due to
burial by alluvial fan sedimentation. A considerable Holocene
geomolphic history is exposed within canyons that are incised
into the badlands or may be buried beneath fans along the
margins of the badlands.
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should be time of formation. These soils lack radiocarbon age
control, therefore, age estimates are based solely on correlations
with nearby soil sequences of Anza, Cajon Pass. The climate of
the study area is intermediate the relatively moist Anza and
Cajon Pass and the arid Silver Lake. Soil<orrelated age
estimates based on the Anza and Caion Pass chronosequences
may underestimate soil ages at the study area. Correlations to
the Anza and Cajon Pass areas are also complicated because
these sequences are found in moister environments that do not
exhibit pedogenic carbonate accumulation. Independent age
control 1s required to confirm correlations to these soil
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( 1984). Calcium carbonate morphology from Gile and others
1966). Age conelations based on comparison with soil chronosequences in Cajon Pass
(McFadden and Weldon, 1987; Harrison and others, 1990), Anza (Rockwell and others,
1990) and Silver Lake (Wells and others, 1987).
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TABLE 5. Age estimates of soils described along the northeastem margin of Moreno
Valley based on soil profile development. Generalized soil profile descriptions from field
descriptions. Profile terminology follows Soil Survey Staff ( 195 1, 1975, 1992) with
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Soils and Slip Rates along the Northern San ]acinto Fault

Qe.pr of Earth Sciences, University of Califomia, Riverside CA 92521; L. MCFADDEN, Dept of Geology, University
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New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131; and D. MORTON, U.S.G.S., University of Califomia, Riverside eA 92521
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ABSTRACT
The degree of soil development associated with
geomoqphic surfaces in San Timoteo and Reche Canyons, near
the San Jacinto fault in the San Timoteo badlands, is
comparable to that of nearby, dated soils and allows correlation
of the surfaces. We have dexribed and sampled twenty soil
profiles, including four surface soils and two buried soils
associated with surfaces in San Timoteo Canyon (Q1{a), and
two surface soils associated with two surfaces in Reche Canyon
(Q2,Q3). Soil development indices, based on field descriptions
as well as laboratory analysis, allow us to compare these soils
to each other and to dated soil chronosequences at Cajon Pass,

Merced, and Anza.
The San Timoteo badlands include preserved surfaces
intermediate in soil development to those at Cajon Pass, and do
not preserve a record of the major Late-Pleistocene to Early

Holocene aggradational event present elsewhere in the region.
ln spite of the variability of the surfaces in this study area, soil
development is similar to that of soils at other sites. With time
the profiles develop progressively thicker argillic horizons and
increase in rubification, total mass of clay and crystalline iron
oxides, and content and thicknesses of clay films.
We use weighted means of soil development indices and
rubification index values to compare the soils of this study to
those at Cajon Pass, Merced, and Anza. We estimate widerange ages using the maximum limits of these values: 27.5- 305
ka for Q1, 67-570 ka for Q2, and 305-700 ka for Q3 and Q4. We
determine best estimates of age by directly correlatint soils of
this study to those with the same degree of soil development in
the closest dated chronosequence, Cajon Pass. This method
constrains the time of formation of the Q1 surface to between
27.547 ka and the Q2 surface to 4347 ka, and does not change
the age estimates of the older surfaces.
Distinctive clasts are present along a limited section on the
NE side of the San Jacinto fault, and are preserved on two
surfaces within Reche Canyon, on the SW side of the fault.
Subsequent displacement along the fault has offset these clasts
approximately 1 and 4 km. Age estimates based on
comparisons of soil development constrain slip rates on the San
facinto to 7-1,3 mm/yr since the formation of Q3, and 13-26
mm/yr since the formation of Q2.

INTRODUCTION
The need to evaluate earthquake potential has led to an
increased need to develop methods for estimating ages of
surficial sediments. Numerical methods of dating such as
radiocarbon, are best, but the material required is commonly
not available. Recent work explores methods that use more
available data, in an effort to calibrate these methods to known
ages, and develop them into tools for correlation and dating.

Among these methods are the degree of soil development
(Harden, 1982; Birkeland,1984; Harden and Matti, 1989) and
geomolphic analysis (Bull and McFadden, 7977;rNells et al.,
1988; Menges, '1,990; Morton et al., 1990).
Long-term slip rates are useful for determination of fault
Kilometers

Figure 1. Index map, showing the location of the shrdy area, and
chronosequences for comparison.

segmentation and seismic gaps (Wallace, 1981), and to establish
probabalistic seismic risk maps (Wesnousky, 1987; Sykes and
Nishenkq 1984). The long-term slip rate on the northem part of
the San facinto fault near Riverside and San Bemardino,
Southem Califomia (figure 1), is at best poorly known. The rate
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Figure 2. Map
showing
geomorphic
surfaces studied,
locahons of soil

profiles,
reconstruction of
displaced gravels
along the fault
(Morton and Matti,
1993). Map after

chronology that allows correlation of geomorphic
surfaces in the San Timoteo Badlands (figure 2), as
well as to nearby surfaces with known ages. This
Morton
information provides age estimates for surfaces offset
along the northern section of the San facinto fault
(Morton and Matti, 1993). These age estimates enable us to
improve the slip rate previously determined by Morton and

Matti (1993).
Sfudy Area and Previous Work
The San Timoteo Badlands are underlain by Pliocene to
Pleistocene deposits of the Mount Eden and San Timoteo
Formahons (Fraser, 1931; English , 1953; Matti and Morton,
1975), deposited between 5.4 and 1.3 Ma (May and Repenning,
1982; Morton and Matti, 1993).

Wilhin the study area are two major drainages, San
Timoteo and Reche Creeks, which flow to the northwest (figure
1). We consider geomoqphic surfaces to be mappable landscape

elements formed during a discrete time period, after the
definition of Ruhe (1956). The preserved surfaces within the
two canyons are aggradational and associated with tributary
streams (figures 2,3). These surfaces appear to grade to axial
fluvial terraces that have since been removed by erosion. Slopes
on these surfaces range up to 10 degrees, inclined toward the
axial streams. ln San Timoteo Canyon these surfaces include Q1
and QZ and in Reche Canyon Q2 and Q3, determined on the
basis of soil development. San Timoteo Canyon incises a higher
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phic surface that is laterally continuous to the north (Qt3,4).
Both canyons contain a younger surface that is not isolated
from the active stream and is subject to active fluvial and

colluvial processes (figures 2,3).
Vegetation in the San Timoteo Badlands is a soft chaparral
(coastal sage scrub) community, and includes coast sagebrush
(Artembia californica), black sage (Saloia mellifera) and white sage
(Salaia apiana) (Clark, 1979). Climate is mediterranean, with 6070% of the precipitation occurring during winter months. The

mean annual temperature and rainfall

are'lT C and 36 cm

(Clark,7979).
Tectonic Setting
The high levels of historic seismicity of the San Jacinto

fault show that it is the most active strand in the San Andreas
system south of the Transverse Ranges (Sharp- 1962 Thatcher

et al., 1,975; Hutton et al., 1991). A 24-km, rightJateral offset of
distinctive metamolphic rocks in the Peninsular Ranges (Shaqp,
1967) is the maximum offset recognized along the fault. Near
Anza (figure 1) offset gravel beds that overlie deposits of the
Bishop ash are used to infer a minimum slip rate of 8-12

NE

mm/yr (Sharp, 1981) and soils
developed on offset alluvial fans suggest
temporally variable rates of slip
spanning 6-23 mm/yr (Rockwell et al.,
7986,7990).

Two slip rates have been
Q3
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relatively low
rate of siip for the section of the San Andreas fault+
southeast of Cajon Pass, as compared to sections to
to be due to the
is
interpreted
the northwest,
accommodation of a significant amount of regional
slip on the San |acinto fault (Weldon, 1986, Morton
and Matti, 1993). However, the distribution of the
total regional slip across these two faults is not well
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Figure 3. Schematic cross section, showing surfaces and associated soils (shaded) of San Timoteo
and Reche Canyons. Surfaces are projected into the plane of the page, oriented SW-NE.
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determined for the northern segment of
the San jacinto fault. Prentice and others
(1986) estimated a slip rate of 6-13
mm/yr for the San Jacinto fault in Reche
Canyon, on the basis of pattems of
laterally displaced streams. To the north
in San Bemardino Valley, the offset of a
buried channel and detrital charcoal
associated with the channel combine to
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give a minimum slip rate of 1.7 - 3.2 mm/yr (Wesnousky et al.,
1989).

Because geomorphic expression of the northem end of the
San |acinto fault is not as well defined as that of the southem
end, Matti and others (1985) propose that slip transfers from
the San Andreas to the'San facinto fault in the area of the San

Jacinto Valley. Within the limits of the uncertainties of the slip
rates for this segment it is not clear how and where the slip

might be transfering.
Displacement of Alluvial Deposits
The upper part of the San Timoteo Formation contains a
distinctive clast assemblage derived from the Santa Ana River
drainage, in the San Bemardino Mountains (figure 1). These
clasts appear on both sides of the fault within the Reche
Canyon drainage basin (Morton et al., 1986; Morton and Matti,
1993). On the NE side of the fault, the upper part of the San
Timoteo formation is present along a limited segment of the
ridge line, and it has been eroded and redeposited across the
fault in the units associated with the Q2 and Q3 surfaces
(Morton, 7978b;hgure 2). Morton and Matti (1993) estimate
right-lateral displacements from sources of about 1 km for the
Q2 surface, and 4 km for the Q3 surface. The determination of
the displacement of this unit along the fault is affected by
subsequent erosion, either of the northem boundary of the
upper part of the San Timoteo Formation, or of the geomorphic
surfaces. Because erosion rates within the badland region might
be high, and are unknown, it is difficult to assess the
uncertainty of this offset. For the purposes of slip rate
determination, an arbitrary uncertainty of 0.1 km is assigned. In
spite of this uncertainty, this displaced unit provides the
potmtial to confirm the slip rate of Prenhce and others (7986),
and to establish an additional slip rate for a longer period for
this section of the fault.
Regional Studies for Comparison
Soil development can be a useful indication of the age of a
surface if the other major soil-forming factors, including parent
material, climate, vegetation and slope, are constant flenny,
1941). Absolute ages from soils of one area may provide age
estimates for similar, undated soils elsewhere.
Studies of soil development in southem California include
those associated with a welldated sequence of fluvial terraces
in Cajon Pass (Weldon, 1,986; McFadden and Weldon, 1987;
Harrison et al., 1990), alluvial fans near Yucaipa (Harden and
Matti, 1989), and other regional studies (Bull et al., 1.979;
McFadden and Hendricks, 1985; Ponti, 1985; McFadden, 1988;
Rockwell et al., 1990). Ages determined for soils at Cajon Pass
and Anza are valuable for estimating ages of similar soils in the
San Timoteo Badlands. The soils developed on a series of
fluvial terraces near the Merced area, in central Califomia,
(Harden, 1982) provide additional age limitations for the soils
in the San Timoteo Badlands area. Overall, the maior soilforming factors are similar amont these areas, allowing
comparisons between the degree of soil development.

horizon indices (Harden and Taylor, 1983). An index of
rubification (Rr), calculated using Munsell soil colors is also
included for comparison.
RESULTS

Geomolphic surfaces of different ages in this study area
can be distinguished by the degree of soil development,
relative topographic position above the active stream, and
degree of dissection. Soils associated with four such surfaces in
San Timoteo Canyon are morphologically welldeveloped, and
have a systematic increase in rubification, indicated by the soil
hues with increasing age. Clay content of the argillic horizons
also increases with age indicated by the thickness and
abundance of clay films.
The total amount of iron oxyhydroxides, as well as the
distribution and form of the iron oxides may be reliable
indicators of the relative duration of pedogenesis (Birkeland,
1974). Several studies show that the form of pedogenic iron
oryhydroxides appears to change with increasing soil age
(Alexander, 1974,Torrent et al., 1980, Birkeland et al., 1980,
Arduino et a1.,7984, McFadden, 1982, McFadden and
Hendricks, 1985, McFadden and Weldon, 1987), from the
poorly crystalline to amorphous iron oxides (including
ferrihydrites) extracted by the oxalate method (FerO.o)
(McKeague and Day, 1,966), to the more crystalline forms such
as hematite and goethite, extracted by the citratedithionitebicarbonate method (FerOrd) (Mehra and fackson, 1960,
McKeague and Day, 1965).
The soils in the San Timoteo Badlands region display a
generally similar pattem of iron distribution to that observed
throughout southem Califomia (McFadden, 1982, McFadden
and Hendricks, 1985, McFadden and Weldon, 1984. With
increasing age total iron (FerOrT) increases, the ratio of total
ferrous to total ferric iron (FeO/FerOg) decreases, and the ratio
of FerOrd to FerOrT increases. These trends are similar, though
less pronounced, than those reported in the Cajon Pass
(McFadden and Weldon, 1987). The ratio of FerO.d to FerOrT
tends to be higher for most soils in the San Timoteo area,
relative to the similarly developed regional soils (including
Cajon Pass, Little Tujunga Canyon, Arroyo Seco Canyon, San
Gabriel River, Day Canyon, Duncan Canyon and San Gorgonio
Wash).

The rubification of the soils is closely correlated to the fype
and amount of iron oxide species present. Torrent and others
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For this study we described soil profiles in backhoe
trenches, handdug pitg and natural exposures. Properties
measured in the field for each soil horizon include color,
texture, structure, dry and wet consistence, and clay films (Soil
Survey Staff, 1951, 1975; Birkeland, 1984). We analysed selected
soils for particle size, bulk density, and pH in the laboratory.
One soil profile associated with each geomorphic surface was
analysed by selective dissolution for iron oxides and
oryhydroxides (see Kendrick, 1993 for details of methods used).
We also calculated the soil development index (Harden,
in this study area. Profile indices were
determined to an arbitrary depth of 20 cm into the Cox horizon
and adjusted for the content of gravels in each soil. For
comparison we calculated the soil development index to an
arbitrary depth of 400 cm, determined the weighted rneans of
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Figure 4. Total percent iron accumulation with increasing age for the
soils in San Timoteo Canyon.
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(1980) developed an index (Rr) that is based on the Munsell

color of the soil. For the maximum color for the soils in this
study area Rr clearly increases with increasing relative age, as
deteimined by relative topographic poaition, and degree of
dissection of the surface (figure 4). This trend suggests an
increase of hematite (5 YR- 10R) relative to goethite (10YR)
with increasing age.
Indiceg of Soil DeveloPment
The soil development index (SDI) gerierally increases with
age of the surfaces in San Timoteo Canyon. Variability of mean
vilues of SDI is reduced when the weighted means are
calculated for the SDL In this study, values of Rr, the weighted
means of rubification, clay films, and the SDI best correlate
soils associated with a sirigle geomoqphic surface. We use the
weiehted mean of SDI and Rr values for comparison with
esta6lished chronooequences, because these are most easily
obtained from published results.
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of clay and crystalline iron oddes.
The content and composition of iron oxides in these soils
display a similar pattern [o those of the regional soils (table 3;
fieurd 4-5; McFadden,7982, McFadden and Hendricks, 1985,
t icFadden and Weldon, 1987). One of the differences between
and the regional soils is the overall
the soils in this study
'poorly<rystalline
iron oxides (including increased content of
ferrihydrite), and generally higher values of the Fe2Oro/FerOgd
ratios. This is similar to the characteristics of the iron otdes in
the soils on San Gorgonio Wash terraces, where McFadden and
Hendricks (1985) sufgested that this pattem could be the result
of slightly lower precipitation, and cooler winter temPeratures.
Lowe-r piecipitation w-ould result in less leaching, and- a lower
rate of chemical alteration. A lower rate of chemical alteration
might slow the rate of alteration of ferrihydrites to more stable
heiratite and goethite forms. Decreasing relative humidity also
slows the rate-of transformation, but ultimately results in
increased hematite relahve to goethite at temPeratures between
28o and 45o C (Torrent et a1., 1982)' Soil temPerature aPPears to
be the dominant control on the rate of transformation of
ferrihydrite to more crystalline iron oxides (Kampf and
Schw6rtmann,7982). Thus it would be expected that the more
rapid transformation caused by slightly higher temperatures of
ttri San Timoteo badlands probably dominates over the effects
of decreased relative humidity. Walker (1983) reported oxalateto dithionite-extractable iron ratios for selected soils of the
Merced chronosequence that are also low in comparison to
The
those observed in-many of the soils in southem Califomia. -.
Merced chronosequence also has a lower annual precipitation,
compared to mosf sites studied in southern Califomia, but has
a comparable temPerature.
A secondary effect of the lower precipitation is the
potential for aciumulation of silica in the soil profile, due to
incomplete leaching of the byproducts of weatherin-9. High
activity rates of silica inhibit the transformation of ferrihydrite
to hematite in laboratory studies (Carlson and Schwertmann,
1984), presumably by a6sorption onto the developing crystal.
This effect increases the stability of ferrihydrite, and thus raises
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in the oldest and youngest soils is not as distinct in San
Timoteo Badlands as it is in the regional soils analyzed by

McFadden and Hendricks (1985). There is also a more subtle
trend of decreasing ratio of FerOro/Fe2Oad. Both of these
differences could reflect a shift in the time of maximum
accumulation of FerO3o that would result from the climatic
conditions. A maximum accumulation of FerO.o in older soils
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SAN TIMOTEO
BADLANDS

CAJON PASS

The soils in the San Timoteo Badlands study area are well
developed and, with increased duration of pedogenesis, attain
progressively thicker argillic horizons, increases in amounts
ltra"tni.muises of clay Elms, increased rubificahon, and
increases
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Figure 5. Changes with depth of the ratio of total ferrous to total ferric
iron (FeO/ FerO., for a) soils in the San Timoteo Badlands; b) Holocene
and latest Pleistocene soils in the Cajon Pass chronosequence
(McFadden and Weldon, figure 5); and c) Iate and Middle Pleistocene
soils of the Caion Pass chronosequence.

as compared to the Caion Passchronosequence, would be consistent with both a lower rate of
chemical ilteration, and an increase in ferrihydrite stability.
Estimates of Age
These soils are similar to other soils in southem California,
and we estimate their ages on the basis of comparison of soil
development indices (iniludine the rubification index values
(Rr) an'd weighted means of thi total SDI), as well as the

in the San Timoteo study area,

Dattem of pedoeenic iron accumulation.
The m'ean ialues of Rr and the weighted means of the SDI
are calculated for each surface (figure 5). Correlations with
Cajon Pass, Merced and Anza chionoseq_u,ences allow broad
ase estimates of 27.5-305 ka for Q1, 43'570 ka for Q2, and 305760 ka for Q3 and Q4 in the San Timoteo Badlands' These are
the most conservative age ranges for these soils.
The characteristics 6f the ioils associated with Q1 and Q2
indicate similarities of both of these soils to Qoad, in the dated
Caion Pass chronosequence (McFadde-n an{ Weldon, i987). The
Rr'values of the soil issociated with Q1 indicates that it does
not exceed the developmental stage of Qoad (55112 ka), so a
more reasonable upper limit to iti age would be 67 ka. The soil
associated with Qi has characteristics that are similar to those
of Qoad, so a best estimate would be 43 to 67 ka.
Formation of GeomorPhic Surfaces
The terraces in this study area have experienced a more

'
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complex history than the relatively rapid uplift and isolation of
the surfaces in Cajon Pass. Evidence fbr thil is seen in the
presence of buried soils and the deformation and tilting of both
buried and surface soils. This complexity has probably"
increased variability of these soils relative to ti.,o"e de'veloped
elsewhere over the same interval of hme. In spite of this '
variability, the mean soil development of the surfaces in the
San Timoteo study area correlates well with that of soils
developed regionally.
A major difference between the sequence of surfaces in the
San Timoteo Badlands and the pattem bf surfaces observed
regionally (Mctqdden, 1982, McFadden and Hendricks, 1985,
McFadden and Weldon, 1982 Weldon, 1986, Bull, 1991) is ttre
lack of preservation of a major late-pleistoceneearly Holocene
lggfldationll event and corresponding geomolphii surface.
Weldon (1986) argues for a climatic origln for this
fSgjad3tiolal unit. Similar surfaces woirld be expected to form
in the San Timoteo Badlands if the aggradationai event is
entirely a response to climatic, rathei than tectonic,
perturbations, and if the response hme is similar in both areas.
It is possible that this unit i5 present in the badlands, but
buried beneath the modem villey fill, suggesting a different
response than in Cajon Pass. Thi's aggradi"tional"unit is timetransgressive in th9 Cajon Pass region, with aggradation
occurring
fp! i" the upper part oT the draina[i (Weldon, 1986).
Because of this time-hansgressive depositional response, it
would be plausible that aggradation -occured later'in the San
Timoteo area, and a younter unit might represent this climatic
perturbahon.
Altemately, the differences in drainage basin characteristics
could account for this deposihonal differdnce between Cajon
Pass and the San Timoteo area. The drainage basins of S#
Timoteo and Reche Canyons are smaller, at-lower altitude, and
receive less precipitation than that of Caion pass, all factors that
would tend to result in less runoff and less sediment yield.
This might favor deposition of a smaller volume of sediments
in response to the same climatic signal. The unconsolidated
nature of
slo-pes in the San Timoteo Badlands provides
.the
more sediment for transport, but the corresponding increase in
infiltration tends to decrease overland flowind ruioff, as
compared to the slopes in the San Gabriel and San Bemardino
Mountains. The net result of drainage basin and sediment
characteristics might be a more subdued response to the same
climatic perturbation.
Another possibility is that the latest Pleistocene climate
might have caused increased erosion in the San Timoteo
Badlands area, but with_no resulting sediment storage in the
valleys. The deposition from this ev-ent , therefore, rileht be
recorded only in the alluvial fans of Reche and San Timoteo
Canyons.
The issue of tectonic versus climatic control on the
formation of terraces and alluvial fans can be resolved only
with many more ind-ependently dated deposits in the region.
During the period of time_ represented in this study, theie are
more surfaces prese-nt in San Timoteo Badlands thin in Cajon
Pass, but whether the intermediate terraces in San Timoteo
Badlands formed in response to tectonism, or whether the San
Timoteo Badlands are more sensitive to smaller climatic
perturbations cannot be determined without additional age

control.
Estimates of SIip Rates
-estimate
Slip rates are based on the best
of displacement
across a fault zone, divided by the best estimate of the age of
the surface that is offset. The best reconstruction of the "
displacement of the distinchve clast assemblage yields offsets of
1 km for Q2, and a minimum of 4 km for e3-(Niorton and
Matti, 1993). These displacementt combined with the best
estimate of the age of the surfaces, 43 47 ka for e2,305 -700
lor Q3, results_ in slip rates between 6 - 13 mm/yr since the
formation of Q3, and 13 -26 mm/yr for Q2.
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These long term slip-rates support the suggestion of
previous workers (Weldon, 1986; prentice et al., 19g6; Morton
and Matti, 1993) that the San Jacinto is accommodating a
significant proportion of the slip along the San Andreis fault
system.
lhat th9 slip rate is as large as it is suggests either that
the transfer of slip from the San Jicinto to the Sin Andreas is
9!!y.ri"g farther north than previously suggested (Matti et al.,
1985), or that the minimum ilip rate io th6-south does not
represent the entire slip rate. CONCLUSIONS
The degree of development of soils in the San Timoteo
region, determined from field descriptions and laboratory
analysjs, is similar to that of the soili developed in the Cajon
Pass-chronosequence and other regional soili. Comparison of
the degree of development to soilJ of known age cin yield
estimates of age.
Differences between the soils, as evidenced by the iron
content and composition, at San Timoteo Badlands and Cajon
Pass are similar to the slight differences seen in other regions of
southem California and San Gorgonio Wash, with presuired
lower leaching rgtes, because of iligtrUy less annuai
precipitation at San Timoteo Badlands and San Gorgonio Wash.
The San Timoteo Badland region contains presdrved
surfaces that are intermediate in ige to those ai Cajon pass.
Additionally, th9 S1n Timoteo study area lacks the major latest
Pleistocene- Early Holocene aggradational unit that is pervasive
elsewhere in the region. Differences in tectonic historiei, or
different.responses to the same climatic perturbations could

account for these differences.
. {g" estimates based on the degree of soil development,
though necessarily.!Igud, can refine the slip rate proposed by

Morton_and Matti (1993). This provides a slip rate determined
from a better<onstrained age estimate than ihat of prentice and
others (1986), and encompaising all strands of the San Jacinto
fault, unlike the estimate of Wesnousky and others (1989).
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The Paleoseismology of the Southern San Andreas Fault at Pitman Canyon, San
Bernardino, California
G. SEITZ and R. WELDON II, Un

al Sciences,

of Geol

E

oR,97403-'t272

The san Andreas *"f;'"$X*ffcanyon creates a welldefined scarp in late Holocene alluvium. Rapid sedimentation
at the fault during at least the past 1400 y has produced a
greater than 6 m thick sequence of debris flow and stream
deposits interbedded with peat layers. We find
microstratigraphic and microgeomolphic evidence for multiple

ground-rupturing events. Preliminary intelpretationt based on
detailed surficial mapping and 10 trench exposures, reveals 7
and probably 8 events during the past 1150 y and -4 m of right
lateral slip for each of the past 2 events, which postdate 1665
A.D. While lateral offsets on earlier events are not yet resolved,
facies mismatches suggest they are large. These findings result
in a recurrence interval of -150 y and a -24 mm/y slip rate.
Inferring that the most recent event occurred in 1812, which is
consistent with dating and extemal evidence, constrains the
accumulated slip at Pitman Canyon to over 4 m. This tends to
confirm recent hypotheses that there is a high potential that the
next great earthquake on the Southem San Andreas Fault will
include rupture of the San Bemardino Mountains "segment".

INTRODUCTION
Figure 1. Paleoseismic srtes along the Southern San Andreas Fault.
The San Andreas Fault is one of the most likely sources for
large magnitude earthquakes in southem Califomia, which
could affect over 10 million people in the adjacent Los Angeles
Metropolitan area (Fig. 1). Knowledge of the timing, location,
study are that the 1857 rupture did not extend this far
and size of past earthquakes has been most valuable in
southeast, and that offset stream terraces are the result of a
forecasting future earthquakes (WGCEP, 1988). The only two
Holocene slip rate of 24.5 r 3.5 mm/y. Its paleoseisnric record
historical earthquakes that occurred on the southem San
with evidence for the last event and poorly constrained
Andreas Fault were the 9 January 1857 Fort Tejon event and
multiple older events is less conclusive and more typical of
the 8 December 1812 San ]uan Capistrano event (]acoby et al.,
trenching studies. Previous work in the San Bemardino region
7987), and geological investigations are the only means by
to the south is limited to two studies (Harden and Matti, 1989;
which to extend the record of past earthquakes.
Correlating paleoseismic records from several sites along
DATE
the fault is the only means of determining the extent of
Possible Paleoseismic Record Correlation
rupture
and
the
ground
completeness of the record. Study of

A'D'

deformed microstratigraphy and microgeomolphology has
yielded the most accurate prehistoric earthquake records.
However, since geologic conditions which record past
earthquakes in a resolvable manner are rare, studies resulting
in records of more than a few welldated events are the
exception. Even though the San Andreas Fault is probably the
best studied fault in the world, a summary of paleoseismic
site records and possible event correlations (Fig. 2)
demonstrates the importance of additional sites to
understanding the past behavior of the fault. While the results
presented here are preliminary, it is clear that future work at
this site will contribute significantly in determining the
timing, correlation and size of events along the San Andreas
Fault, and will aid in assessing the seismic hazard in this
highly populated area.
PREVIOUS WORK
Pitman Canyon is located along the southwest flank of
the San Bemardino Mountains, 10 km northwest of San
Bemardinq Califomia (Fig. 1). The two longest paleoseismic
records on the San Andreas Fault exist 26 and 48 km to the
northwest of Pitman Canyon near Wrightwood (Weldon,
1991; Fumal, et al., 1993) and at Pallett Creek (Sieh, 1978;
1984; Sieh et al., 1989), respectively. Exceptional site
stratigraphy has allowed the recognition of at least 12 events
at each site. These two sites are located on what has been
defined as the Mojave segment of the San Andreas Fault
(Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984; WGCEP, i988). The
nearest paleoseimic site to Pitman Canyon is located 4 km to
the northwest near Lost Lake in the Cajon Creek drainage
(Weldon and Sieh, 1985). Two important results from this
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Figure 2. Possible paleoseismic record correlation along the southem San
Andreas Fault. Bold honzontal lines represent rupture extents, vertical
lines show the reported dating uncertainties of events. At Pitman Canyon
the vertical lines show the range between the best estimates of dated event
bounding layers, the true uncertainties are considerably greater. Events
recogrrized at different sites are commonly regarded as correlated when
their event dating uncertainties overlap, which is probably not always
valid. The prehistoric event dates are estimates that are largely constrained
by the most certain Pallett Creek and Wrighiwood records. (E=event).
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with

less certainty by
determining similar
but less certain slip
rates. The only
paleoseismic site to
the south is 130 km
southeast on the
Coachella Valley
segment near Indio
(Sieh, 1985), where 4
events were

recognized between
1000 A.D. and 1700

A.D.

fanglomerate, Qao-c - alluvium (17,000-5,000
BP), Qao-d - alluvium (55,000 BP), usually
associated with a geomorPhic surface
graded to Caion Creek, Qls, Qlsg - Iandslide
deposits, Tur and Tub - unnamed Tertiary
sedimentary rocks, Psb-Mid-Tertiary-age
Pelona schist, gn-I-ate Cretaceous-age
undifferentiated gneiss, m-limestone.

Previous
geologic mapping at
Pitman Canyon was
done by Weldon
(1986, Fig. 3); an
exceptional post-fire
exposure drew his
attention to now
overgrown
geomorphic offsets.
The ongoing work
on the site to date
has focused on
characterizing the

microstratigraphic
deformation and
microgeomorphic
offsets.

GEOLOGIC
SETTING
Near Pitman
Canyon two active
branches of the San
Andreas Fault Zone
are exposed (Fig. 3). Both the North Branch and the San
Andreas Fault (-South Branch) juxtapose different rock tyPes,
but only the San Andreas Fault has experienced significant
lateral displacements during the late Quatemary (Weldon and
Sieh, 1985] Weldon, 1986). A slice of unnamed Tertiary-age
sedimentary rocks and associated basement rocks exists
between thise faults with dioritic gneiss on the northeast side
of the North Branch and Pelona Schist southwest of the San
Andreas Fault. A variety of Quatemary-age sedimentary units
span the
Extensive
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ult-parallel, downh-ill -facing
scarp exists appioximately 5O m n6rtheast of the fault near the
shuiterridge. fhe rougnly arcurate shape of this scalp and

A secondary,

PITMAN CANYON SITE

fault zone.

AN

canyon wall about 50 m southwest of the San Andreas Fault,
where landslide deposits overlie older alluvium.
The San Andreas Fault creates a downhill-facing scarP in
young alluvium on the floor of Pitman Canyon (Fig. 3,4). The
icalp extends across the entire canyon floor decreastlt ,;..
heieht from approximatelv 7 m on the northwest side of the
.u.Iyor, to apfroxlmately'0.5 m on the southeast. This decrease
is ai least in bart attributed to the current location of the active
channel aloni the southeast edge of the canyon floor supplying
an increased amount of sediment, mainly as debris flows, to
the scalp area and obscuring the sca1p. A restraining.bend
across the site towards the northwest may also contribute to
this increase in scalp height.
The groundwater flow is not fully unders-tood, but
trenches,-borings taken by the owner, Robert Mathews, surface
exposures, andshallow seismic refraction surveys conducted as
pait of this study, suggest that the flow is la_rgely controlled by
ihe bedrock top6graphy and fault barriers. Groundwater rising
on the uphill siae of the scarp in the central portion of the
canyon froduces marshes that accumulate thick peat deposits,
which airpear to assist in constructing the scarp by aggradation.
Since thi: peat only accumulates on the uphill side of the scarp
it creates i bench,-which, due to its flatter gradient and
increased surface roughness as a result of dense vegetation,
caDtures more sediment.
' The fault scarP does not exist at a central shutterridge
where a section oiinterbedded debris flows, fluvial sands and
oeats deoosited durine at least the past 1400 years to the
iresent faps onto oldei landslide deposits and is cut by the
iault. Thii landslide is inferred to have occurred approximately
25 ka ago based on its offset (Weldon, 1985). The late
Holoceie-aee units have been correlated between trenches and
have a com"ponent of dip to the northwest in the same direction
as the trend^ of the fault-scarp. Here the fault zone consists of
en 6chelon left*tepping breiks on the order of 10 m in length,
which trend more northerly than the scarp.
The trench 6 exposure (Fig' 5) across the 5 m high scarp
immediately northwest of the shutterridge reveals co-mplex
faulting extending across a zone from the scarp to 13. m.
upslop6 from the top of the scarp. The faults generally dip-to.
tlie n6rtheast showing normal separations. A mafor recent fault
break located 2.3 m upslope from the top of the scalp affects
the scalp moqphology by creating a bench. This may suggest
that an upslope-migration of faulting facilitates the scarp
formation. tnit berictt becomes more prominent immediately to
the northwest of trench 6. Most of the faults become more
horizontal as they approach the scarp face.

Rasmussen 1982)
that have addressed
the seismic hazard

Figure 3. Geologic map of the Pitman
regioo modified from Weldon (1986). Units:
Qal-active alluvium, QM-Holocene
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Debris Flow Lobe Offset 7-8 m

Contour lnterval 1 meter relative elevation

Figure 4. Map of the Pitman Canyon site.
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flatter downhill surfacebelow it suggests a landslide origin. A
tectonic origin is possible, in which the central block between
the two scarps is being downdropped, and/or rotated, and/or
p_ulled-away fro-m the upper scarp. Similar pull-apart structures
(Fumal et al, 7993), or smaller scale fault blirck roiations (Terres
and Sylvester, 1981) both associated with shallow detachments
have been reported elsewhere. If this or consistent seismic
triggering is confirmed- through trenching, this feature may

provide additional evidence of past events.
EVENT RECOGNITION AND DATING

_ Both microgeomorphic and microstratigraphic evidence for
iave been found at this siie. The steep
topograpfry and-high sedimentation rate result in a very ictive
geomolphic surface, in which a strong preservational bias for
surface elpression of the most recent geomorphic features
exists. Significantly different amounts of offsei on geomorphic
features were interpreted to be the result of different numbers
of events. ln the trench exposures, event horizons were
recognized by fissure fills, upward termination of faults,
folding, and an incremental down-section increase in
separation. The stratigraphic section contains peat layers which
range in thickness to more than 2 m. Twelve ionveniional
ridiocarbon age det-erminations were obtained from peats and
dendrochronologically calibrated (Stuiver et al., 1993i and we
use the best estimates for this discussion (Fig. 5). All dates are
stratigraphically consistent
We infer that several geomoqphic right lateral offsets of 3
to 4 m were caused by the most recent event (event 1). About 1
km and 5 km to the northwest, similar 4 m offsets exist in
Purdue and Lone Pine Canyons, respectively (Weldon and Sieh;
]fA!. Wa{o-n, _1,98n. A debris flow levee is offset 4t0.5 m (Fig.
4). It is unlikely that this offset occurred by deflection of the debris flow because the xaqp is low in this area. Analogous
modem debris flow levees are present in the active chainel
and generally have a straight trend for tens of meters. There is
a small channel offset about 3+0.5 m, 15 m to the northwest of
the levee offset. An older debris flow lobe (Fig. a), which post
dates an underlying peat (1665 A.D.), appears to be offset'7{
m. Additional surveying and trenching is planned to better
characterize this offset. The only events since the beginning of
the historic record in -1,769 A.D. are the 1857 and 1812
earthquakes. Weldon (1985) showed that the 1857 rupture did
not reach the Lost Lake trench site. Jacoby and otheri (ll8f
using dendroseismological data placed the 1812 event on a
portion of the San Andreas fault of at least 12 km near
Wrightwood. Since there is only one paleoseismic event -1690
A.D. at the two sites to the north and south (Wrightwood and
Indio) during this interval, we infer that event 1 fu 1812 and
event 2 may be -1590 A.D. These events are also expressed in
the stratigraphic record in trenches 3 through 6 (Fig. 5; trenches
4 and 5), with fault breaks and fissure fills that extend into the
surface soil A-horizon, inferred to be the result of the event 1,
and in trench 5 with a fault break and fissure fill that extends
into a buried soil correlated to peat 10, inferred to be the result
of event 2.
We have only exposed a small fraction of the excellent
record near the shutterridge (Fig. 4), but see tentative evidence
for a number of events. "Events" are numbered mainly for
illustrative pulposes to locate the preliminary evidenie in the
stratigraphic section. Currently some of the events are based on
upward termination of rupture, which at other sites (Fumal et
al., 1993) was shown to be unreliable.
ln trench 4, peat 20 that was dated at about 1440 A.D. has
a normal sep-aration, of 1.8 m, east-side down. This separation
was summed across two major breaks. Because the beds have a
consistent component of dip in the direction of the fault trend,
and the fault zone has a minor component of reverse slip and
walping, we can use the normal separation to estimate a
minimum of right-lateral slip. At least 15.5 m of lateral slip has
occurred since peat 20 was deposited, of which about 8 mpaleoseismic ev-ents

1994 c.S.A. CoRDILLERAN SECTIoN GUIDEBooK

occurred since some time after 1665 A.D. (events 1 and 2). The
remaining at least 7.5 m of slip therefore occurred between
1440 A.D. and 1655 A.D., indicating at least 1 (event 3) and
probably 2 events (event 4) took place during this time interval.
An underlying peat 30 (trench 4) that was dated at about
1260 A.D. shows a down-section increase in separation,
inferring that it exists at depth northeast of the fault. This
indicates at least one additional event betweerr 1250 A.D. and
(event 5). Upward termination of faults below peat
1140 A.D.
30 (trench 4) and a possible fissure fill at a comparable level in
trench 6 (Fig.5, m 15) are evidence for a possibie event
between -1100 A.D. and 1260 A.D. (eveni 6). In trench 4, faults
break peat 35 but not the overlying peat 33 placing an event
between 890 A.D. and -1100 A.D. (event 7).-Belowpeat 35
fissure fills and termination of faults exist, placing it least one
event prior to 890 A.D.(event 8). Evidence for events 6 through
8 was found on both trench 4 walls. In trench 6, there is
pervasive folding, termination of faults, and fissure fills below
a peat dated at 1158 A.D., evidence for multiple events that
most likely include events 7 and 8.

DISCUSSION
Within the dating uncertainties the timing of the last 4
events- is compatible with the Wrightwood record and suggests
extending the 1812 and 1590 A.D. events south into the Sin
Bemardino region and with extending a 7690 A.D. and perhaps
even a 1450 A.D. event from Wrightwood to Indio (Fig.-2).
Additional C-14 dates, and the application of ordering and
sedimentation constraints (Biasi and Weldon, 1994a in press;
1994b in review) should reduce the timing uncertaintiei
considerably.

A tentative estimate of an average recurrence interval and
slip rate is possible by considering the occurrence of 7 or 8
gyelts {r the past 1150 y, and applyirrg 7{ m of slip between
1665 A.D. and 1812. This results in an average recuirence of
about 150 y and a slip rate of about 24 mm/y. These results
agree with the best constrained Holocene slip rate of 24.5t 3.5
determined at Cafon Pass (Weldon and Sieh, 1985) about
^m/y
4
km to the northwest. Also the average recurrence interval is
similar to the longer term 135 y recurrence interval determined
at Wrightwood and Pallett Creek. Applying the Holocene slip
rate to the elapsed time since the inferred last event in 1812
results in an accumulated slip of 4.4 + 0.6 nr, which is about
the estimated slip per event. An additional fact that a plausible
Ionger term slip rate of 24 to 28 mm/y results by extending the
-4 m slip for the last two events to all possible inferred events
supports both the approxinrate number of events and the
estimated averate slip per event.
Studies ranging from reevaluation of recurrence records
(Biasi and Weldon, 1994b), seismicity pattern changes (faume
and Sykes, 1992), and studies that model static stress changes
resulting from the 1992 Landers earthquake (Harris and
Simpson, 1992; Stein et a1.,7992) all point towards an increased
earthquake potential. Pitman Canyon is a paleoseismic site with
a potential event record similar in duration to Pallett Creek and
Wrightwood. Preliminary evidence yields consistent dating and
abundant stratigraphic evidence by which to extcnd the Sin
Andreas Fault record fully onto the Sarr Bernardino Mountains
segment. Study here will provide essential data by which to
address event correlation with adjacent paleoseismic sites and
to assess how often this reach of the San Andreas Fault
luptures in major events, and evaluate fault-rupture models.
Demonstrated slip for the last two events combined with an
estimated slip rate and elapsed time since the last event
indicate the potential for a great earthquake on this portion of
the fault.
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Spatial Variability of Soils on Terrace Treads in Cajon Pass
I.PJ. HARRISON, Dept of Geoscience, New Medco Tech, Socorro, NM 87801; L.DMcFADDEN, Dept of Geology, University of New
Metco, Albuquerque, NM 87131; R.J. WELDON, Dept of Geological Sciences, University of Oregori, Eugene, 6i< gZOag; and K.I.
KENDRICK.DepI of Earth Sciences, University of California, Riverside, CA 92521
The use of soil parameters as a tool for correlation and for
providing relative ages of surfaces in geomorphic studies has
increased significantly in the last twenty years. The ubiquitious
nature of soils and the demonstrated morphological and
chemical changes that occur in soils over time have been the
maior reasons for the application of soils to diverse geological
studies. There is no single pedogenic parameter that can be
analyzed to give the specific durahon of pedogenesis (ie soil
age). Lrstead, soil parameters are measured on surfaces that are
dated by other independent methods, such as radiocarbon
dating, which permits development of a soil chronosequence
$enny, 1941). Soils from undated surfaces can be compared to
soils of the chronosequence and, an estimate made of the age of
the surface. Two sources of error are inherent in using the
establishment of a chronosequence to provide such data: the
errors of the dating method used to establish the age of the
surfaces comprising the chronosequence ends, the error arising
from the variation of the soil parameters on the supposedly
isochronous surfaces. Further error can arise due to the
difference in the soil forming environments between the soil
chronosequence and the area where the undated surfaces are

or more specifically which soil parameters best reflect the
degree of soil development. Soil properties develop and change
at different rates through time, although most are thought to
change at a logarithmic rate (Coleman and Pierce, 1981;

located.

This study focussed primarily on the sources and nature of
spatial variability of soils on isochronous surfaces.
The question arises as to how to define soil development,

Figure 1. Map of terraces in shrdy area Location Diagram.
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represent depositional Processes rather than pedogeni-c
prbcesses an-d thus this is not an adequate measure of soil
ievelopment in this environment. However, a close correlation
exists 6etween the silt and clay content and a more general
index of soil development (Hirden, 1982) for the. soils in Caion
Pass. The soils also show pedogenic features such as

3
o
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a
=

horizonation which is sufficient to distinguish them from
pedogenically unaltered sedimentary deposits.
^ ihe teqre.tce of terrace surfaces in Lone Pine Canyon (Fig'.
1) has several advantages for studying tempor3l and spa-tial soil
variability: the ages oflhe surfaces have been well established
(Weldon, 1986) (1able 1) and a chronosequence of soils has
been described and analvzed (McFadden and Weldon, 1987).
This allowed a greater emphasis to be placed o-n the spatial
variability of th6 soils. Thii study was confined to four surfaces
of late Pleistocene and Holocene age Qt1, Qt3, Qt3a, and Qt4.
These surfaces have the most tightiy constrained ages which
ranges over a time span of less-than 1500 years. This is the time
peri-od over which significant changes in the rate of soil
development have been identified and thus in which soil
parameters would best reflect variation in surface age.
Spatial variation in soil properties arises through variation
in soii forming factors. The maiirr changes in the soil forming
factors in this area are:

Figure 2. Soil chronosequences using a) all soils and b) onJy bar soils.

Bockheim, 1980; Birkeland, Tg84). The development of a soil

property is typically, initially rapid, but thereafter the rate of

aPPears to be little change in
the prriperty over an extended period of time. For examp_le, in
Mediteiranban climates, the organic carbon content of soils
builds up very quickly and reaches a steady state or even
declines withir i few'thousand years, wheieas the changes in
the forms of iron in soils continue for over a hundred thousand
years (McFadden and Weldon, 1987). Thus it is difficult to find
in individrral soil property which can be used to clearly rlefine
soil development ovei a time period of up to several hundred
thousand years. One attemPt to resolve this problem is througtr
the use of-several soil properties, including morphological and

aevilofmeni ilecreases unhl there

development index (Harden, 7982).
Soil development indices reflect the
influence of more than one
pedogenic process can be used to
iharacterize soil development over a
long period of hme. However, theY
can-6e less sensitive to temPoral
pedogenic processes than a single
-soil
ploperty. McFadden and
Weldon (1987) showed that the most
sensitive indicator of soil
development in the Cajon Pass
chronosequence is the profile mass
of silt + clay in the soil. The bulk of
the sitt and clay in the soils in Cajon
Pass has been attributed to eolian
deposition, as there is little evidence
of chemical alteration of the soils.
Furthermore, the soils have
sienificant increases in the content
of"fines relative to the alluvial
sediments in which they formed. It
can be argued that the silt and claY
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variation of the soils is shown by
the boxes in the data. It is clear ihat

r

l

there are numerous functions which

could be drawn to satisfy the data
here. Using only swale soils

E

o
a

considerably reduces the size of
data range indicating that soils
developed in swales show a greater
variability than do those developed
in bar sites.
The effect of the size of the data
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E
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base on accuracy of
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chronofunctions
The original chronofunction of
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Figure 5. Changes in profile silt + clay for soils on the colluvial apron from the pelona Schist.

1)

2)
3)
4)

.

Differences in parent material
between soils forming on bars and
those forming in swales.
Deposition from adjacent sideslopes
onto the lower terrace tread.
Deposition from degrading terrace
xaqps onto the lower terrace tread.
qe effect of ephemeral drainage
channels from adjacent sideslopes
that have developed across the
terrace tread after the surface is
abandoned by the maior stream.

Differences in parent material between
soils forming on the bars and those

forming in the swales

Thirty-five soils were dexribed on
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Figu.re 5. Plot of

four surfaces (Qt1, Qt3, Qt3a, Qt4) to
compliment those previously described by McFadden and
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profile silt + clay for soils on the etl-et3 catenas.

Weldon (1987). Soils were dexribed on bir and swale sites, the
ptofile mass of silt and clay calculated and used to enhance the
chronofunction calculated by McFadden and Weldon (19gn. A
chronofunction was calculated using all the soils (Fig. 2a) and
another just using the soils from bai sites (Fig. 2b). fhe
uncertainties in the age estimates and the vaiiation induced by

U

McFadden and Weldon (Fig. 3a)
was compared to that developed
from the McFadden and Weldon
data and the extra soils described in
this study (Fig. 3b). The original
chronofunction appears to follow a
poyel function, and the plot for all
soils does not vary significantly
from the original, suggesting that
increasing the data base has not
improved the accuracy of the
derived chronofunction. However,
whereas the first plot appears to fit
the data adequately, that is not the
case for the second plot. The

increased data base has strongly indicated the presence of a
pedogenic threshold which can'not be adequatLly modelled by
a univariant continuous function. Instead, s:uch data is better '
described by a step function.
Multivariate analyses of the chronosequence data
Given that univariant functions may not adequately
represent soil development multivariate
techniques were applied to aid in correlations.
Discriminant function analysis was used to
determine if the groupings of the soils as
determined by the surface on which they are
located is the same as the grouping based on soil
properties, ie groupings of soils based on surface
age are compared with the allocation of the soils
to one of the same groups based on soil
properties (Table 2). In Table 2a both bar and
swale soils were used, and for the 13 soils
described on surface Qt1, 10 of them were
allocated to Qt1, 1 to Qt3, and 2 to Qt3a and 0 to
Qt4 based on soil properties. When only the soils
developed on bar sites were used (Table 2b) all 6
of the bar soils on Qt1 are assigned to Qt1 on the
basis of the soil properties. The data base (two
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cummulic soil develoPment.

Table 1. Ages of terrace surfaces in [,one Pine Canyon.

Degradation of Terrace risers
Recently, soil catenas have been
as a correlative and relative
usd
present
Weldon.
study
(
I
987:
and
)
Terrace Surface age Age constraints McFadden
(!tsBP)
dating tool in geomorPhic studies.
Furthermore, as terrace risers
Two radiocarbon dates provide minimum age consrrainti predates last eanhquake providing maximum
215
Qr6
degrade small colluvial aProns
age constraint
+ 385
prograde out onto the lower terrace
-75
lread and as has been shown in this
and slip rate of 24.5 + 3.5 mm yr-'
from
offsel
faulr;
eslimated
age
inferred
Andreas
7
by
the
San
I
Offser
50
Qr{
+ I 200
based on offset of older and younger teraces. Limits are C I 4 dates on Qr3 and Qt5 which brackel it in
study, deposition will affect
age
Dedosenesis on the terrace tread.
- I 100
surface
which
this
bracker
and
ages
ofsurfaces
are
lhe
constraints
ft.sJto evaluate the changes in soil
>
Age
8350
Qt3
Qt4
Qr3a
< 7150
development down a terrace riser
and to determine the extent of
(2tr
Lost Swamp debris were deposired on Qt3 as soon as Lone Pine Creek abandoned the surface; five
83jO
radiocarbon dates in basal clal's ofLost Swamp are used to infer the age ofthe surface
+ 900
progradation of the colluvial aProns
- 500
butbnto the lower terrace tread,
Six radiocarbon dates in rhe Qr I deposit pemir estimale of surface age based on rale of fill: age is
I 2.400
four catenas of soils were described
Qrl
+ I 200
consistenl s'ith offlet on the San Andreas Fauh
down terrace risers. The age of the
- ll00
terrace riser is the same as the lower
terrace tread. Three catenas were
soils) is not sufficieart for Qt3, but there is a significant
described down the Qt1Qt3 riser (8300 years) (Fig. 6) and one
difference between the soil grouPing on soil properties for the
on the Qt3Qt4 (7'l.OO years) riser (FiC. 7).When comparing soils
soils on Qt3a and Qt4. It should be stressed that these two
on different catenas it is important that the soils be clearly
surfaces differ in age by less than 1500 years. Thus,
located. The terms shouldef backslope etc. are useful for
multivariate techniques aPPear to be better suited for
describing slope segments but are imprecise. These terms can
correlating surfaces using soil properties than is the univariant
apply to X slg'nifica"nt segment of the slope and soil
chronosequence aPProach.
ciriricteristicl may change from the top to the bottom of the
setment. In this siudy soils were located according tothe
The influence of deposition from sideslopes
asiumed original position of the vertical terrace riser. This
Soils were described down the long profile of two small
point has b&n deiermined using the scalp degradation model
colluvial aprons which prograde out onto the Qt1 surface and
of Hanks and Andrews (1989).
compared witn tne degiee of soil development on the Qt1
A similar pattem of soil distribution was observed on all
terralce tread. The colluvial aProns prograde from slopes of
catenas. Soils topographically highest on the backslope are the
different lithologies, one of Pelona Schist and the other of Cajon
most weakly devel-op6d, and the degree of soil develoPm€nt .
Formation, a Miocene sandstone. The depth profiles of the soils
increases downslope, attaining a maximum downslope of and
on the colluvial apron (Fig. a) show that the soils are very
within L0 m of thri point of inflection. Downslope of this point
cummulic close to the hillslope at the apex of the apron. With
the degree of soit d-evelopment decreases until the lower slope
increasing distance away from the hillslope the cummulic
apron
soils
on
the
colluvial
The
decreases.
soil isindistinguishable fiom the lower terrace tread soil. This
nature oithe soils
point marks ttre extent of progradation of the^co-lluvial apron
are more strongly developed than the older soils on the Qt1
hom the degrading terrace riser. For the Qt1Qt3 riser, the
terrace tread, wi[h the degree of soil develoPment decreasing
progradatioi had extended 21 m horizontally from point of
with increasing distance fiom the hillslope. Even at a distance
strongly
still
more
soils
are
the
inflection and for the Qt3Qt4 riser, 10 m.
of 25 m from the hillslope
developed than is the airerage for soils developed on Qt1,
r.rgge.^ting that the influence of slope Processes extends beyond
Table 2. Discriminant function analysis of soils on four terrace treads'
tt",itiistatce. There is no clear morphirlogical or topographic
and
the
Discriminant function analysis (DFA)'
apron
the
colluvial
boundary between the surface of
terrace tiead. This makes it very difficult to identify areas
(a\ .1ll soils
where slope Processes may be affecting soils-on a terrace tread.
Identifyin^g tlie systematic'variation in soils down the colluvial
Qr4 Total
Qt3a
Qtl
Qt3
apron and compirlng it to the soils developed on the terrace
l3
2
0
I
l0
tread may be one of the few ways to achieve this.
Qrl
6
0
3
03
The pattem of soil distribution is different on the colluvial
Qr3
9
3
5
l0
apron frdm the Pelona fthist (Iig. 5). The soil at the- apex of the
Qt3a
7
6
I
00
cbfluvial apron is more strongly developed than is the average
Qr.l
for soils on ttre Qtf terrace tread, but the next soil is less
6
35
4
I
lt
Total
developed than the Qt1 soils. Soil development then increases
with iricreasing distance from the hillslope. The opposite from
(b) Bar soils
the pattem observed on the colluvial apron from the Cajon
Forriration. We believe that two different Processes are
Total
Qt3
Qt3a
Qr4
Qrl
operating in this sequence. The soil closest to the hillslope (SB
it
Si; is a iomple* soii containing at least one buried soil, and
6
0
600
Qrl
is possible that SB 32, 10 m downslope, is the upper part of a
2
I
0r0
Qr3
complex soil profile and that a buried soil exists at some depth
5
I
0r3
Qt3a
in the profile. The soils SB 21 and 22 have cummulic depth
4
4
000
Qr-l
profiles for silt and clay suggesting that increasing soil
6
t7
Total
623
ievelopment away from the hillslope may reflect the input of
fines from the achve channel of Lone Pine Creek.
"The rows are the grouping according to the surface on which
Episodic erosion from transport limited slopes of Pelona
the soils were described. The columns are the allocation of
from
schist produces buried soils whereas continuous erosion
the soils to surfaces according to the soil properties.
weathering limited slopes of the Caion Formation is reflected in
Age conlrol on terrace surfaces in Cajon Pass
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Ephemeral sheam activity across the terrace tread
Ephemeral streams have been active on the Qt1 surface
since abandonment by Lone Pine Creek. Weldon (1985)
identified clasts of the Cajon Formation in swales on the et1
surface. Soil development is significantly less some swale sites
than the average for Qt1 soils in suggesting that these sites
were active after Qt1 was abandoned by the main stream
(Harrison et al., 1990).
Conclusions
, Inset terrace sequences are frequently used to establish soil
chronosequences which are then used for soil correlations and
relative aging of surfaces. This study has shown that there are
several geomolphic process€s that operate on terrace surfaces
after abandonment by the major stream. These processes impart
a system-atic variahon in soil .levelopment to what is generally
regarded as a isochronous surface. Some of these proc-esses do
have a geomorphic expression which can be used-to constrain
sampling sites. However, as was shown for the colluvial
aprgns, tlre boundaries of these land forms are not always
obvious. The only way to be sure of identifying the limiis of
these processes_ is by a systematic evaluation of soil variability.
One or two soils on a surface are insufficient for this purpose.
A large soil data base also enables the use of multivaiiate
analyses which allows more accurate soil based correlations
and relative aging of surfaces.
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7, Stop 4

INTRODUCTION
At Stop 4, atop Cajon Pass on Highway 138, we have
axended Crowder Canyon to the drainage divide that today
separates northward-flowing sheams such as the Mojave River
from the westwarddraining streams such as Cajon Creek
which flow to the Pacific Ocean. lnterstate 15 crosses this
divide at Cajon Summit several kilometers north-northwest of
here, which will be on our retum route. Here, the focus of our
field trip will shift from the San Jacinto and San Andreas faults
and aspects of their rich Neogene geologic history to an
gmphasig on the geomorphology and Neogene history of the
Mojave River basin. However, the San Andreas fault has
influenced the evolution of the Mojavg River. The sedimentary
geology of Cajon Valley, Summit Vall'ey, and the Victorville fin
shows that-the pattems of deposition and changing source
terranes reflect the Neogene tectonics. We who are working in
the area today find ourselves especially indebted to the
insightful contributions of researchers who have studied the
geology of this complicated area. Thus, I will begin with a
summary of Cajon Valley geology and then discuss the
evolution of the Victorville fan and its constraints on the
evolution of the headwaters of the Mojave River. This broad
overview is supplemented by the contributions of other authors

contained elxwhere in this volume. A succinct summary of the
geology of Cajon Valley was published by Woodbume (tflt;,
and I've borrowed mercilessly from his dixussion.
CAJON VALLEY STRATIGRAPHY
The earliest record of a sedimentary basin in Cajon Valley
is contained in the marine sediments of the late Cretaceous and
Paleocene San Francisquito (?) Formation. The San Francisquito
section is approdmately 400 feet thick; the lower half of th-e
section is composed of basal conglomerate and turbidites; the
upper half is composed of brown shaley sandstone and pale
graywacke sandstone (Woodbume, 1991, p.49). We passed an
outcrop of this unit near Swarthout Canyon Road (a[ mile 50.2)

9402

where beds of the San Francisquito (?) Formation rest on
granitics which are, in tum, faulted against Miocene Cajon
Valley beds (formerly the Punchbowl Formation; see
Woodburne, 1997, p.50). The type section for the San
Francisquito Formation is located near Valyermo (Dibblee,
1967), some 40 km NW of the fault$ounded exposures in
Cajon Valley and on the southwest side of the San Andreas
Fault. As questions linger conceming the lithologic similarity of
the late Mesozoic and early Cenozoic rocks at the type section
and the San Francisquito Formation(?) in Cajon Valley, I've
retained the query.
_A second glimpse of shallow marine conditions preserved
in Calon Valley is afforded us by the fossiliferous Vaqueros
Formation of late Oligocene and early Miocene age. The
Vaqueros Formation crops out in the southem half of Cajon
Valley, where it rests nonconformably on crystalline basement
rocks and is unconformably overlain by the Cajon Valley beds.
Post-Vaqueros uplift amounting to about 4000 feet is thus
indicated by the present elevation of Cajon Valley.
In the middle Miocene, uplift west of the Cajon Valley
fault shed debris eastward, depositing a clastic wedge
designated as the Cajon Valley beds. Following Noble (1954b),
Woodburne and Golz (1972) attributed the Cajon Valley beds to
the Punchbowl Formation (type locality is in the Devil's
Punchbowl, located 25 km NW of our Stop 4 and southwest of
the San Andreas Fault). In the type locality, Woodbume (1991)
notes that the unit is of Clarendonian and Hemphillian age
and differs in age and facies from the Caion Valley beds, which
are of Hemingfordian and Barstovian age. Thus, the unit is not
suitable for demonstrating offset along the San Andreas fault as
was once proposed by Noble, 1954b). Meisling and Weldon
(1989) referred the Calon Valley beds to the Cajon Formation,
but stopped short of fulfilling the requirements for a formal
stratigraphic designation. Consequently, the considering these
rocks as the Cajon Valley beds is geographically precise,
suitably informal, and follows the practice of Woodburne
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Fission-track dating of volcanic ash deposits contained in the
Phelan Peak beds suggest that the unit is mainly Pliocene;
combined with the matnetic stratigraphy, the age ranges in age
from 4 to 1.8 m.y. NotC that this Phelan Peak unit truncates the
Crowder Forma[ion, the Cajon Valley beds, and the Squaw
Peak fault, and thus restricts the time of activity on the Squaw
Peak fault to the interval spanning 9.5 to 4 m.y. Part of the
Phelan Peak deposits conttin detritus derived from the San
Gabriel Mountains, indicating that the San Andreas fault was
active by at least 3 m.y. and has been per,sistently--passing the
source terrane past Caion Valley and the Victorville Fan.

Sec16-3N/5W

:

:
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THE VICTORVILLE FAN
Sedimentation derived from the San Gabriel mountains
became locally dominant during early and middle Pleistocene
time. The Pleistocene deposits are rePresented by the time-

I

transgressive, upward<oarsening sequence consistin g of the
Harol-d Formation, the Shoemaker Gravel, and the Older
Alluvium of Noble (195aa). These deposits comprise the

t
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Oya - Alluvium IHolocene and Late Pleistocene]; includes active
streams and terrace deposits (Ot1 , Ot2) of Meisling (1984)

F-.ri;l
Ir:r.,i

l

Ooa - Older Alluvium of Noble (1954) [Middle Pleistocene]

ffi

Os - Shoemaker Gravel IEarly Pleistocene]

lii;iiiii.lliiil

Oh - Harold Formation IEarly Pleistocene]

m

Tc - Crowder Formation

r

Kg - I/esozoic granitic rocks and crystalline
basement of San Bernardino Mts.

Dashed line shows inlerred, buried contact
Figure

1.

Map showing generalized stratigraphic relations
near Stop 4. Composited from l\,'leisling and Weldon (1985).

Figure 1. Map showing the geology near StoP 4 at Cajon Pass, after
Meisling and Weldon (1989).
(1ee1).

'

alluvium of the Victorville fan and record a reversal of
drainage from the tectonically evolving San Gabriel Mountains
and Sair Bemardino Mountains (see Meisling and Weldon,

first occurrences of clasts
of Pelona Schist and Mt. Lowe granodiorite deposited in and
across Caion Valley (Foster,7980, p. 95). The tectonicallyelevated [opography represented by the San Gabriel Mountains
and the Sai deniar'aino'Mountainicreated the setting in which
the Mojave River and its northwarddraining tributaries have
evolved. Caion Creek is fighting back, however. During thepast 500,000 years or so, Caion Creek has eroded headward
into Calon Villey and beheaded the Victorv'ille Fa-n, redirecting
some of the drainage from the Moiave Desert to the Pacific
1989). Locally these strata contain the

Ocean.

For the detailed stratigraphic framework for the Pleistocene
Victorville Fan, we are ind=ebfed to Meisling (1984) and Weldon
(1986), who have worked out much of the geochronology of theCafon Valley and Summit Valley areas. The work is synth^esized
in Meisling-and Weldon (1989) and Weldon and others (1993).
On their liork hangs the temporal control for the abandonment
of the Victorville fan and the development of the Molave River.
The following 3 figures connoting the essence of the
stratigraphy ire lifted as noted from their published work and
convdy thqtime-transgressive nature of the Victorville Fan
alluviil deposits, chiehy on the basis of mammalian fossils and
magnetic stratigraphY.
"Fisure wis
t
composited from Meisling and Weldon (1989)
and sh-ows the generaiized geology surrounding Caion Pass -near the headwird reaches of Crowder Canyon. The Victorville

Parts of the Cajon Valley beds (unit 4 of Woodbume 1991)
contain Sidewinder volcanic rocks derived from a
Moiave Desert source (located presumably near
Viciorville), thus indicating a southwesterly- or
westerly-flowing drainage a regime which was
reversed during the Pleistocene.
The Cajon Valley beds are overlain by rocks
termed the Phelan Peak beds (Meisling and Weldon,
1989) but which formerly were attributed to the
Crowder Formation by Woodbume and Golz (7972).
The Crowder Formation (Dibblee, 1967) formerly
was thought to unconformably overlie the Caion
Valley beds funchbowl Formation; see Woodbume
and Golz, 1972). Subsequently, Foster (1980) showed
that the contact was a thrust fault. Woodburne and
Golz (1972) divided the 3000 feet of chiefly arkosic
sandstones and conglomeratic sandstones that
mainlv comprise the Crowder Formation into 7 units.
Of th;se, Cr'owder Formation units 5 and 7 are now
referred to as the Phelan Peak beds of Meisling and
Weldon (1989) and units 1-5 are retained as the
Crowder Formation.
Meisling (198a) and Weldon (1986) conducted
Figure 2. Generalized map of the Cajon Valley area, showing basic stratigraphy and
paleomagnetic studies of the Phelan Peak deposits'
key stratigraphic sections, after Weldon and others, ('1993) trg.7.
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Figure 3. Magnetic shatigraphy of the Victorville fan, after Weldon and others (1,993), tig.7

fan deposits are exposed in the bluffs north of us. These
deposits overlie the Crowder Formation and consist of the
Harold Formation, the Shoemaker Gravel, and the Older
Alluvium of Noble (1954b).
Figure 2 is ftom Weldon and others (1993) and shows the
Iocalities of the late Pliocene and Pleistocene stratigraphic
sections measured and sampled for paleomagnetic studies by
Weldon (1985) and Meisling (1984). The reader is referred to
Meisling and Weldon (1989) and to Weldon and others (1993)
for details of sampling and of the paleomagnetic analyses. The
area of figure 1, which contains our Stop 4, is shown for

from Crowder Canyon northwest to Largo Vista through upper
C-aion Valley. The time-transgressive nature of the deposits as

reference.

Figure 3 is swiped directly from Weldon and others (1993)
and shows the magnetic stratigraphy of the Victorville Fan

they become younger to the northwest is clearly shown by the
migration of the Brunhes-Matuyama magnetic boundary
downward through the stratigraphy. At the Crowder Canyon
section, close by our Stop 4, the Brunhes-Matuyama boundary
is in the lower part of Levi Noble's Older Alluvium; at Phelan
Peak it occurs in the Shoemaker Gravel; at Puzzle Creek it
occurs in the Harold Formation; and at Largo Vista it occurs in
the uppermost beds of the Phelan Peak beds. The magnetic
stratigraphy is also consistent with fission-track age
determinations on Pliocene volcanic ash deposits and vertebrate
fossils as well as the magnetic stratigraphy of the Phelan Peak
Formation (see Weldon and others, 1993; Meisling and Weldon,
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1989).

As we descend from Cajon Pass through Summit Valley,
we will be especially concemed with the Quaternary terraces
along the tributaries to the Mojave River (see Williamson, this
voluhe). We will emerge onto the Victorville fan at Hesperia.
The upper strata of the Victorville Fan near Hesperia and nearAdelairto and George Air Force Base contain Irvingtonian fossil
assemblages (see Reynolds, 1989). As these sections aPPear to
be normally magnetized, the age of the tnvingtonian is
probably greater than 450 ka but less than the age of the
Brunhes-Matuyama reversal.

CONCLUSION
The Victorville Fan is essentially an early Pleistocene
feature. The capture of the headwaters of the Victorville Fan by
Cajon Creek has developed during the past half-million years,
approximately. The incision of the Victorville Fan by thg
Mopve River near its present headwaters also has developed
within this temporal framework. As the Moiave River has not
left a dishnchve suite of terraces along its Present course,
probably owing to its rather substantial stream power, lhe
historv of the dissechon of the Victorville Fan and the details of
the d6velopment of the headwaters of the Mojave River beyond
the basic framework sketched by Meisling (1984) will have to
be pieced together from the records preserved in the tributary
valleys, where terraces are conserved (see Williamson, this

volume; Wells, this volume).
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Geomorphic Surfaces of Grass Valley Creek: Understanding the Geomorphic
Evolution of the Upper Mojave River

T. N. WILLIAMSON and S. G. WELLS, Dept. of Earth Sciences, University of Califomia, Riverside, CA 92527

INTRODUCTION

The Mojave River is the largest drainage system 1fS00 k1)
in the Mojave Desert (Enzel, et al., 1989). Originating in the San
Bemardino Mountains, the river's evolution is linked to the
uplift of the Transverse Ranges and the tectonics of the San

Andreas Fault (Meisting, 1984). The long term history of
incision of the Mojave River headwaters has not been
oreviouslv investisated. Flow at the headwaters is dominant
iEnzel, et'aI., 1989) and ultimately provides the base-level
control for the entire drainage system. The Pleistocene
gradients were controlled by tectonic activity (Meisling, 1984).
in order to understand the tectonic and climatic history of the
drainage basin, the incision of the Moiave River headwaters
must b-e analyzed. The Moiave River and its four tributaries,
Horsethief Cieek, West Foik Moiave River, Grass Valley Creek,
and Deep Creek (Figure 1; Table 1; Figure 2), have variable
terrace sequences. Each tributary differs in the number of
surfaces exposed and the relahon of these surfaces to the
current channel morphology. Surface correlation between the
tributaries is difficult and may suggest differing histories of
incision. My main objective is to establish a local Quatemary
chronology of geomolphic surfaces along the upper Mojave
River anii its tributaries in order to differentiate between
periods of stability and incision in the headwaters. This work
will focus primarily on fluvial terraces, but requires an
understanding of the relahon between these terraces and
adiacent alluvial deposits. A second obiective is to identif
causes of base level and depositional environment change
within the drainage system.
Geomorphic surfaces are a Part of the landscape that is
"specifically defined in space and time ...with an associated

sediment body" (Ruhe, 1975), thus recording cycles of
deposition and incision. Terrace surfaces, with adiacent alluvial
fan surfaces grading to these, are exPosed along the Upper
Moiave Rivei and in Summit Valley along the tributaries.
Meisling (1984) mapped two sets of terrace surfaces in Surnmit
Valley on the basis of relative height above base level and
degr6e of surface preservation. Both surfaces were correlated to
th&e in Cajon Pais (McFadden and Weldon, 1987) by degree of
soil development. The older surface, designated Qt-2
(Quatemary terrace 2), was correlated to the Qoae (Quatemary

Table 1. Drainage basin area and source area lithology of Moiave

River headwater tributaries (Figure 2)
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approximately 20 meters above the active
channel (Meisling's Qt-2, 1984). There is also a
series of topographically lower surfaces. These
lower surfaces vary slightly in height above
base level and in their degree of dissection.
Also, soil profile descriptions on three of these

surfaces show differences in parent material
and degree of soil development (Table 2). Only
I?r
the Crass Valley Creek area has exposures of
uoP !'
multiple terrace surfaces and the sedimentary
deposits associated with them, in close enough
*,"uf
proximity for differentiation and correlation.
ldentification of the differences between these
sedimentary deposits is necessary for several
reasons. Differentiation of sediment sources for
each deposit will separate recycled Pleistocene
a\9
sediments from local drainage basin sediments.
Estimating flow regime at the times associated
with these deposits will identif changes in
3t"*o
stream power and discharge. This will
distinguish fluvial sediments from alluvial fan
q
sediments and debris flows. The relation
between these deposits and their geomolphic
SAN BERNARD,NO,UOU,V,A;
surfaces must be understood. It will also
distinguish buried abandoned surfaces from
continuous deposition, identifying periods of
\.:1,
incision. Ultimately, this will allow
Figure 1. location Map. lnterstate 15 shown for reference. Mojave River rs speckled to
identification of periods of aggradation of the
illushate the width of the channel in this area.
Upper Moiave River.
RELATION OF SURFACES AND DEPOSITS
Crass Valley Creek is the smallest
older alluvium e) surface in Cajon Pass and an assigned age of
headwater tributary of the Mojave River. [t drains a portion of
approximately 500 ka. Preserved mostly in westem Summit
the northwestem San Bemardino Mountains and flows north to
Valley, these deposits contain clasts of Pelona Schist, so are
inteqpreted to be derived from the San Gabriel Mountains and
the Cajon Pass drainage (Meisling, 1984). A topographically
lower surface was designated Qt-l, correlated to the Qoad
surface in Cajon Pass and an assigned age of approximately 55
ka. Weldon, et al. (1981) indicated that Qt-1 included several
distinct terrace levels and alluvial events, but did not attempt
3ssJ rEr_yor3g-E"Jg-7
to subdivide or correlate them.
The work presented here is part of an ongoing Master's
thesis study. A consistent terrace surface is apparent at
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Table 2 -- Descriptions of soil development on three surfaces th-at were originally
drainage. basin map (Figure 2) for
ia*tin.a ai Qt-f (Meisling, 1984). See(Figure
3) for surface designations' Soils
map
io"rtiort and Quaternary [eologic
described after USDA'SCS (1974).
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Pliocene(?) sediments (Meisling's
eastern volcanogenic facies of the
Crowder Formation, 1984; Phelan
Peak Formation of Meisling and
Weldon, 1989) and the active
channel sediments. A malorirY of
these deposits overlie the
Pliocene sediments and aPPear to
be horizontal, with no indication

of deformation. The upper
contact of the Pliocene sediments
appears to have a downstream
dip of approximately 10',
suggesting continued deformation
after the surface had been
beveled. [n places, the upper
contact of the Pliocene sediments
disappears below the active
stream channel. The same beds,
based on apparent deformation
and cross bedding, reaPPear
farther downstream several feet
above the active channel.
At least three dePositional
units are exposed in the terrace
risers between the current base
level and the topographically
highest surface, each with
possible facies variations. These
preliminary units are defined on
the basis of changes in grain sizg
sorting, and degree of
rubification. Some of the deposits
are matrix supported with quartz
monzonite clasts uP to
approximately one-half meter in
diameter; sediments that may
have been derived from within
the Grass Valley Creek drainage
basin. Other deposits are well
sorted with clasts of varying
lithologies from 10-20 cm in
diameter; suggesting a different
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source. [n contrast, clasts in the active stream channel have a
larger range of clast size and include lithologies not found in
the headwater source area. However, the largest clasts (up to
two meters in diameter) are quartz monzonit-e. Because tlie
Grass Valley Creek source area consists of only quartz
mo-nzonite, any other lithology must be either'reiycled
Tdiment or dep-osits from another drainage area,'for example
the West Fork Mojave River.
The soil development in the exposed deposits also varies
throughout the str-e-am channel. Rubificationippears to increase
wjtll dglr-th, regardless_of stratigraphy, continriiirg into the top
of the Pliocene beds. However, it is arguable whether this is^the
result of only one perid of soil develdpment. Table 2b is a
description ofsoil-developme_nt on the highest surface along
Grass Valley- Creek (su-rface Qad in Figuie 3), to a depth oI
approximately o-1e and one-half meters. However, the abrupt
increase in rubification three meters below this surface suggests
that modern soil may be developing over a buried soil (ini6t of
Flgure 3). The presence of a buried soil would require
abandonment and stability of this surface prior to later
aggradation. It is possible that each of the-se terrace surfaces,
including the Pliocene sediment strath surface, might have been
abandoned long enough to begin soil developmenl. This will
limit any attempt to fit the modem surface into a soil
chronosequence based on degree of soil development.
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along Grass Valley Creek indicate a complex history of incision
and aggradation in the drainage system.
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SUMMARY

. The Grass Valley Creek terrace remnants document stages
of evolution of the Mojave River that have yet to be elucida-ted.
Several cycles-of aggradation and incision are represented,
along with stable and abandoned surfaces. Meisling's (1984)
work suggest that these surfaces were abandoned approximately 55 ka and that the area has been relatively stable
since that time. However, the deposits and surfaces exposed

Southern California Basins Regional Aquifer

P. MARTIN, U.S. Geoloeical Survev. San

CA

INTRODUCTION

_ The regional aquifer+ystem
Califomia basins covers an area

analysis study of the southem
of 75,000 squire miles (fig. 1).
!h9 ;tudy 3rea includes 89 hydrologic units as defined by ttre
Califomia Department of Water Resources (1964) (fig. 1) ;nd
referred to in this report as drainage basins. These basins can
be grouped according to common iharacteristics and relations
into coastal and desert basins.
The objective of this RASA study is to analyze the major
problems and issues that affect the use of ground water in
southem Califomia including: (1) ground-*ater overdraft, (2)
ground-water contamination, (3) seawater intrusion, (4)
quantity and distribution of recharte (5) inter-aquifer flow, and
(5) conjunctive use of ground water and surface water. Because
of the large size of the study area and the large number of
basins involved, it is impractical to study these problems and
issues in each basin. Therefore, selected basins will be studied
to determine the major geohydrologic processes and human
activities that control or influence these problems or issues. At
least one coastal and one desert basin will be intensively
studied.
The studies will involve assembling available
geohydrologic data into a geographic information system (GIS),
defining the regional geohydrology and geochemistry, and
developing ground-water flow and solute-transport models to
help understand the ground-water flow systemi. Information
obtained from these intensive studies should aid in the effective
m,rnagement of the ground-water resources of these and other
basins in southem Califomia. The study was started in'1984;
however, it was suspended immediately. The study was
restarted in 1990 and is scheduled for completion in 1995.

REGIONAL ENVIRONMENT
The region has a varied climate, ranging fronl very wet to
very dry; however, the entire region shares the characieristic of
dry summers. About 85 percent of the annual precipitation falls
between November and April, with only 5 percent bf the
annual total falling during the 4 hottest months (funeSeptember) (Thomas and Phoenix,'1976, p. E2). Precipitation
va.ries markedly from year to year and the region is subject to
relatively long periods in which precipitation and runoff are
significantly above or below the longterm mean. Because of
the variabilify of precipitation and runoff, ground water is an
extensively used resource throughout the region.
The drainage basins include an assemblage of waterbearing and non-water$earing materials. In the coastal basins
the non-water$earing materials consist predominantly of
folded and faulted sedimentary and metamolphic rocks. The
water+earing materials are in structural lowlands or valleys
and consist of unconsolidated to poorly consolidated deposits
of gravel, sand, silt, and clay. These deposits range in thickness
from less than 100 feet to more than several thou-sand feet and
form the major coastal ground-water basins. Ground-water
movement between adjacent ground-water basins is limited
because non-water-bearing sedimentary and metamolphic rocks
surround and underlie the basin.
The area of the desert basins includes the Mojave Desert,
the Colorado Desert, and the valleys and ranges of the Creat
Basin. These basins are separated from the Pacific Ocean by a
series of mountain ranges. These mountain ranges cause the
Pacific storms to drop their water on the coastal side of the
mountains, resulting in arid conditions east of the mountains.
The desert region is made up of valleys and closed basins
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economic activities. As in all of the coastal basint urbanization
since the late 1940's has resulted in the transfer of agricultural
lands to residential and commercial uses, especially in the
O>arard Plain. The climate of the drainage basin rantes from a
moist Mediterranean type near the Pacific Ocean to a neardesert type at the extreme eastem boundary.
Of the 2,010-square-mile drainage basin, only about 310
square miles in Ventura County is underlain by water-bearing
deposits. These deposits are the main source of water for
agiicultural and municipal supply in the basin. The main
watertearing deposits are unconsolidated alluvial and fluvial
deposits of Holocene age, unconsolidated alluvial and marine
deposits of late Pleistocene age, and unconsolidated to partly
consolidated marine and continental deposits of late Pliocene to
mid-Pleistocene age. Orogenesis during the mid-Pleistocene
produced intense-folding, faulting, and uplift. An erosional
unconformity separates the folded older deposits from the
overlying uridisturbed or gently folded younger depositsBeneith the Omard Plain this unconformity surface has been
used to divide the water$earing deposits into upper and lower
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Figu.re 1. Study area of the Southem Califomia Basin Regional AquiferSystem Analysis.

separated by hills and low mountains. The valleys and basins
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Agricultural and petroleum production are the chief
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rr,co.rrolidated to partly consolidited alluvial
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and basin-fill deposits that form the ground-water basins. Nonwatertearing igneous and metamorphic rocks form the hills
and mountains that surround the ground-water bashs.
Significant ground-water movement between basins occurs only
where the non-water$earing rocks do not extend above the
water table.
INTENSIVE STUDY OF REPRESENTATIVE BASINS
The coastal basin selected for intensive study is the Santa
Clara{alleguas basin, and the desert basin selected is the
Mojave basin (fig. 1). These basins are affected by most of the
major problems and issues that have been idenhfied for study'
Both blsins have existing geohydrologic data bases-an
essential factor in determining the major geohydrologic
processes and human activities that control or influence these
problems or issues. [n addition, water-management agencies in
both basins have ongoing cooperative Programs with the U.S.
Geological Survey. These cooperative programs will fund the
collection and analysis of some of the detailed geohydrologic
data needed to successfully answer the study obiectives. Santa

Clara{alleguas Basin
The Santa Clara{alleguas basin extends from the Pacific
Ocean on the west to the Mojave Desert on the east and covers
about 2,010 square miles. The topography consists of
altemating synclinal valleys and anticlinal hills. The valleys and
hills merge to the west with the Omard Plain. Almost 90
percent of the drainagetasin surface has rugged topography;
ihe remainder is occupied by the valley floor and the coastal
plain. The Santa Clara and Calleguas Rivers and their
iributaries drain to the Pacific Ocean. This study will
concentrate on the wateriearing deposits of the part of the
Santa Clara{alleguas bash in Ventura County (fiC. 2).

aouifer svstems.
' Und'er predevelopment conditions, ground-water
movement in both the upper and lower aquifer systems was
from recharge areas along the Santa Clara River to discharge
areas near the coast. Ground water discharged by underflow
through offshore outcrops, as base flow to streams near the
coast, and by evapotranspiration in lowlands along the coast.,
Ground-water pu^mping near the coast has caused water levels
to decline below sea level in parts of the upper and lower
aquifer systems. These water-level declines have resulted in
seiwater intrusion through outcroP areas in submarine canyons
near the coast. Seawater intrusion was first suspected in the
early 1930's and became a serious problem in the 1950's. The
most serious seawater intrusion octurred in the upper aquifer
system. On the basis of chloride data collected from monitor
*ells, the County of Ventura Public Works Agency (1990)
estimated that in 1990 more than 23 square miles of the O><nard
aquifer (principal watertearing zone of the upper aquifer
system) was intruded by seawater (fig. 3).
To control the seawater intrusion, local agencies have
adopted a management plan to (1) decrease pumping.from the
upp-er aquifer system; (2) increase pumping from the lower
aluifer system; (3) increase recharge of surface water; and (4)
re'd,rce giound-water pumping by 25 percent. Most of the Santa
Clara{illeguas study will involve analyzing the effectiveness
of this management plan.
Mojave Basin
The Mojave basin is in the Mofave Desert region of
southem Caiifomia and covers about 5,100 square miles (fig. 1).
The area of interest for this study includes about 3,340 square
miles of the basin west of Afton Canyon. Although the Moiave
basin extends east of Afton Canyon (fig. 2).
The Mojave basin is an alluvial plain sloping gently
northward and eastward. The plain consists of valleys and
closed basins, separated by hills and low mountains. The
climate of the basin is tyPical of arid regions of southem
Califomia; it is characterized by low precipitation, low
humidity, and high summer temPeratures. As- in similar desert
regions in the southwestem Part of the United States, the
Molave basin has accelerated in population growth since the
1960's. The proximity of the basin to the highly urban Los
Angeles arei has stimulated recent population growth in excess
of 5 percent per year. Water supplies in the basin are derived
almost entirely from ground water.
The Moiave Rivei is the principal stream traversing the
study area and is the main source of recharge to the underlying
aqui-fers. Alluvial material beneath the floodplain of the Moiave
River constitutes the most productive aquifer in the basin and
yields much of the ground water pumped from the basin. The
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feet thick. The deposits consist of boulders,
gravel, sand, and silt. Except where igneous and
metamorphic rocks crop out, older alluvium and
fan deposits underlie most of the basin. The older
alluvium and fan deposits are as much as 1,000
feet thick, and contain most of the ground water
in storage. Partly consolidated to consolidated
sedimentary rocks of Tertiary age underlie the
older alluvium and fan deposits in most of the
basin. The Tertiary sedimentary rocks include
some watertearing units; however, the water
they contain is mostly of poor quality and yields
from wells generally are low.
About 80 percent of the total ground-water
34'30'
recharge in the basin is believed to be from
leakage of floodflows in the Mojave River along
its 100-mile reach between the San Bemardino
Mountains and Afton Canyon. There is some
recharge from minor tributary streams along the
San Bemardino Mountain fron! as residential
development has increased, recharge from septic
systems also has become a source of recharge.
Recharge from direct infiltration of precipitation
0
10 b
x
40 50 MILES
D(PI-AI.{ATION
is insignificant.
I]NCONSOLIDATED
Ground-water pumping historically has been
0 l0 m 9 40 50 50 70 KIIOMETERS
DEFOSN]S
from wells along the Mojave River. Development
in recent years has moved some of the pumping
coNSoLTDATED
away from the river. An imbalance between the
Erntjs\ris ROCKS
quantity and distribution of pumpage and
recharge has created serious overdraft conditions Figure 2. Mojave Basin.
in many areas. Local management agencies
would like to supplement natural recharge to the
Mojave River- to help alleviate the overdraft conditions. A
Seawater Intrusion
thorough.undergQnding of ground-water and surface-water
Seawater intrusion is probably the main problem affecting
relations is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of this
the utilization of ground viater in'the Santa ilara{alleguas manatement option..This study will concentrate on
basin. Agencies r&ponsible for management of seawater
investigating the exchange of water between the river and the
intrusion"in the bas'in presently use 160 mgll (milligrams per
underlying and surrounding deposits.
hter) chloride as the ciiterion [o determine"ihe position of the
PROGRESS AND RESULTS
seawater front. On the basis of this criterion, it had been
The Santa Clara{alleguas basin was the initial basin
estimated that in 1989 more than 23 square miles of the O>orard
selected for intensive study. Work on this basin began in
aquifer of the upper aquifer system was intruded by seawater
October 1989 and is scheduled for completion h &iptember
(County of Ventura Public Works Agency, 1990). Many of the
1993. Work on the Mojave basin began in October 1991 and is
wells used to determine the seawater front are abandoned
scheduled for completion September 1995. This report dixusses
irrigation supply wells or old steel<asing monitor wells.
only the progress and results of the Santa Clara{alleguas basin
Waterquality data from more than 40 wells installed as
study because work has only recently begun in the Mbyave
part of this study and results of direct-current resistivity
basin.
soundings completed for this study show that the area affected
by seawater intrusion is less than originally believed. TraceMultiple-well Monitoring Sites
element data used in conjunction with stable-isotope data
To analyze the major geohydrologic processes and human
revealed that the source of elevated chloride concentrationt in
activities that control or influence the major problems or issues
at
least some wells, is leakage of seawater from the overlying
for
study,
there
is
a
need
to
aquifercollect
or
depthTlected
perched aquifer through failed casings or sanitary seals (Izbicki,
dependent data. Most of geohydrologic data available,
1991). In other wells, irrigation return may be the cause of the
however, are from wells that are perforated only in the upper
elevated concentrations.
aquifer or are perforated through several aquifers. Data from
Prior to this study, seawater intrusion into the lower
these wells are inadequate to characterize the threedimensional
aquifer system was not considered a serious threat, and
hydraulic and waterquality properties of the study area.
ground-water pumping was shifted from the upper to the
Since the start of the project in October 1989, the U.S.
lower aquifer system. Previous investigators believed that there
Geological S_urvey_has constructed 20 multiple-well monitoring
was a 200-year supply of freshwater stored in the lower aquifer
sites in the Santa Clara{alleguas basin. A typical monitoring
system offshore. Data from one of the monitoring sites,
site consists of three to five 2-inch polyvinyl chloride
installed at Port Hueneme near the mouth of a submarine
monitoring wells installed at different depths in the same hole.
Perforated intervals of the different wells are isolated from one
canyon (fig. 3) indicate that seawater already has intruded the
lower aquifer system through outcrops in the submarine
another by low-permeability bentonite grout. These monitoring
sites make it possible to collect aquifer- and depthdependent
canyon. The lower aquifer system outcrops in the submarine
canyon less than two miles offshore.
data such as hydraulic head, water quality, and hydraulic
properties.
Ground-water pumping from the lower aquifer near Point
Mugu (fig. 3) also has resulted in elevated chloride
concentrations in samples from wells. In this part of the basin,
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the horizontal migration of ocean water through the lower
aquifer system probably is not the source of the elevated
chlloride concentrations-the lower aquifer system lies against
consolidated Tertiary rocks on the selward side of an unnamed
fault near Point Mu!u. Plots of the ratios of chloride to iodide
as a function of chloride indicate that seawater is not the source
of elevated chloride concentrations in this part of the basin
(Izbicki, 1991). Data obtained from a monitoring site installed
as part of this study indicate that high<hloride brines from the
underlying Tertiary rocks are the source of the elevated

spreading does recharge the upper aquifer system, but
waterrecf,arged since the early 1950's has not yet reached the
coast. Water-from most wells-in the lower aquifer system does
not contain tritium, and it must have been recharged Prior to
the early 1950's. Carbon-14 age dates, estimated from samples
from w6lb in the lower aquifer system more than one mile
downgradient of the rechirge site, range from 900 to about
25,00dyears before present. These data indicate that the lower
aquifeisystem is not effectively recharged by surface

chlorides.
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Neotectonics and Hydrologic Influence of the Harper Lake-Camp. Rock Fault near
the Nebo Annex of the Mirine Corps Logistics Base, Barstow, CA
I.C. TINSLEY and B.F. COX, U.

S.

, g+S pfiaatefield Road, l,tls'975, Menlo Park, CA 94025

better sorted and more rounded than the clasts carried by the

INTRODUCTION
By way of catalyzing discussion at this field triP stoP, we
summarize recent findings conceming one of the Mojave
Desert's prominent northwest-trending structures, the Harper
Lake{amp Rock fault zone, including its tectonic setting,
geophysicil evidence conveying its probable cumulative right-

tributary streams.
Exactly when the Moiave River established its_present
course easl of Barstow remains to be determined. However, the

i'ateiaidisplacement, and is geomolphic expression. If
trenchingitudies on the Marine Corps Logistics Base (MCLB)
Nebo Annex progress well, we may obtain a Holocene and late
Pleistocene sequence of fault displacements for one trace of the

fault zone.
The brief discussion that follows is presented on the basis
of recently published geologic maPPTg near the_MCLB-by Cox
Harper lakeonioine studies of the Halper
and Wilshire (1993) and ongoing
Camp Rock fault by Cox and Thsley. Several older geologic
[n particular,
mapi encompass the study area and vicinity. In
maps
Parhcular, tthe
reaier is refCrred to Dibblee's (1970) map of the Daggett 15minrrlo
whirh shows the
thp configuration of the
quadrangle, which
minute arrrdranolp
Hamer Lake
t-ate and Camp Rock faults as conceived prior to the
Harper
wor^k of Cox and Wilshire (1993). The hills north of the Nebo
Annex (southern Mitchel Range) were mapped originally by
McCulloh (1965) and more recently by lambert (798n.
GEOLOGIC FRAMEWORK
The Mojave River and its associated late Quatemary
deoosits and terraces lie about 1.5-2 km north of us. The river
*h R*ting young alluvial fans occuPy an east-west trending
corridor Uounaea on the north by diverse Mesozoic and
Cenozoic rocks of the southem Mltchel Range and on the south
by deeply dissected, folded and faulted old fanglomerate
deposiis'that are exposed in the ridges directly south of us. In
thii part of the desert, one can readily distinguish the arkosic
alluvium of the Moiave River from the volcaniclastic alluvium
of tributary alluvial fans. The abundant feldspar in the river
deposits .dflectt the prevalence of granitic roiks in the
heidwaters of the Mbiave River, which lie far to the south in
the San Bemardino Mountains. On the other hand, the copious
volcanic detritus in the tributary fans is derived from Mesozoic
and Tertiary volcanic rocks that blanket much of the central
Mojave Desert south and east of Barstow. The relatively fartraveled clasts transported by the Mojave River generally are

east-trending topographic trough through which the river now
flows appar6nU! formea during the late Miocene or Pliocene,
as indic-ited by-convergent paleocurrent trends in old, dissected
fi" on opposite sides of the river
fanglomerate ieposits [t
"t
lunit QTg of Coi and Wilshire,7993). The outcrops of
ianglome-rate near our present vantate Point contain imbricated
clas-ts that record northward-flowing paleocurrents. The clasts
are composed of nearly equal amoun[s of Tertiary and
Mesozoii volcanic rocks; presumably nrost of these materials
were eroded from Daggeft Ridge and adiacent hills situated
south of us, where the lower Miocene stratigraphic section
includes volcanic flows and volcanogenic debris-flow breccia,
interbedded with thick units of conglomerate and landslide
breccia containing detritus of Mesozoic volcanic rocks (Dibblee,
1970). Although iire base of unit QTg is not exposed here, . .
about 5 or 5 [m to the south, the fanglomerate unconformably
overlies Miocene strata that are correlative with the Barstow
Formation. The profoundly dissected deposits of unit QTg .
locally are mantied by strongly eroded remnants of petrocalcic
soil horizons and desert pavements.
Geologic structures near the MCLB Nebo Annex reflect at
least threelignificant episodes of regional crustal deformation'
First, metavicanic roclis in the soutlrem Mitchel Rangg newly
identified by Cox and Wilshire (7993), contain structures
produced by a Mesozoic episode of crustal shortening.. Second,
iertiary seciimentary and volcanic rocks exposed north of the
Moiave River were iaulted, folded, and tilted as a result of
..,r!t"l extension that affected the central Mojave Desert during
the early Miocene. The Waterman Hills detachment fault is the
principil agent of this episode of crustal extension (Glazner
'ur,a otne.r,"r989; Dokka, 1986, lg}g). A third episode of crustal
deformation produced several faults that cross the- Moiave
River within ind near the Nebo Annex. These faults are part of
the regional system of northwest-tlendi.ng riSht-lateral strikeslip fa-ults thai traverses the centrallVloiave Desert. This fault
syitem probably originated during Pliocene or late Miocene
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time and is active today. The Landers earthquake of June 28,
1992, occurred on elements of this system loiated more or less
along strike southeast of the Nebo Annex (Hart and othert
1993).

ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS
Two deposihonal regimes have produced suites of alluvial
deposits which unconformably overlie the presumed Miocene

fan gravels of unit QIE. These regimes are
Mojav_e River and (2)-the tributary alluvial
fans that flank the Mojave River.
The Moiave River deposits are mapped as two subunits by
Cox and Wilshire (1993): an unvegetated unit that is associated
with active channels (unit QmJ and a moderately vegetated set
of low stream terraces (unit Qm,). Winds blowin-g froin the
southwest mobilize the Ioose channel deposits and create a belt
of eolian sand deposits (unit Qs of Cox ind Wilshire, 1993) that
mantles low fans and terraces north of the Mojave River.
The tributary fan deposits mapped by Coi and Wilshire
(1993) were designated from oldest to youngest as follows:
Map unit QIa, (Pleistocene and Plioceire?), inachvg
characterized by strong dissection and erosion of soils and
to. early_Pleistocene

(t) mg throughgoing-

desert pavemerrts;

Map unit Qa, (Pleistocene), inactive, fan surfaces are
moderately dissected. Preserved pavements are tight with
moderately- to well-varnished clasts;

Map unit Qa, (Pleistocene and Holocene), occasionally flooded,
undissected^to slightly- dissected
-alluvial depositj. Mapped
as subunit Qa* if weakly to moderately developed soils
and desert vamish are present. Mapped as subunit earo if

deposits lack conspicuous soil development or desert
varnish.
Map Unit Qa. (Holocene), alluvium of achve channels of

alluvial fans.
NORTHWEST.TRENDING STRIKE-SLIP FAULTS
NEAR NEBO ANNEX

Five northwest-trending strike+lip faults were mapped
gros-sing the Mojave River near Nebo and were designited
Faults A_E by Cox and Wilshire (1993). These faultsl which lie

along thetrend-of the Harper Lake{amp Rock faults, are part
of a broader belt of young rightJateral strike+lip faults thit
1llces up the central Mojave Desert. The findingi of Cox and
Mlshire (1993) contribute to the understanding of the strikeslip fault system in fwo ways. First, their mapping clarifies the
local geometry of faulting near Barstow, indiaefinE that the
!l"p"I Lake- fault merges southward with the Camp Rock
fault. Second, their report describes previously unrdcognized
evidence of Holocene slip-along this segment of the Hirper
Lake{amp Rock fault. Other maior faults in this belt inilude
the Helendale and Lenwood faults to the west, and the Calico
fault to the east. Any lingering doubts about the potentially
active nature of these faults were dispelled by the landers
earthquake which produced a remarkable series of surface
ruptures-along more southerly segments of the Camp Rock
fault and along associated structuies yet farther to the
southeast.

Fault A is mapped on the basis of a faint, nearly
continuous NW-trending lineament that coincides with a fault
visible in the field as shear planes that dip steeply (80{5_ NE)
and which cut unit QIg. This zone also slightly disturbs
overlying Pleistocene alluvial fan deposits of unit ear. Late
Pleistocene and Holocen_e units Qa, and Qan do not appear to
be significantly affectedly Iault A. There is some ge-olphysical
evidence for extending Fault A to the northwest on the basis of
a recent direct<urrent resistivity survey conducted along the
active channel of the Mojave River (A. Zohdy, written
commun., 1992). This survey shows a lateral dixontinuity in
resistivity at a depth of about 150 m. The fault is presumed to
have rigtrt-lateral displacement but a lack of piercing points
makes the determination of the amount of slip unceitiin. Fault
A is presumed to merge with Fault B near where I-15 crosses
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the Mojave River at Barstow.
Fault B is mapped on the basis of faint lineaments visible
in aerial photography and occurs within unit QTg in the hills
southeast of the MCLB. However, ravines and ridges
apparently are not offset, and unit Qa, appears to be
unaffected. Thuq Fault B appears to be i bre-Holocene feature.
Its mappe{ trace is control[ei by a lateral'discontinuity
determted by. a surface resistivity profile conducted along the
Mojave River (A. Zohdy, written commun., 1992), which suggests that deep rocks are displaced downward as much as
300 m on the southwest side of the fault. Resistivity logs in
water wells located along the Mojave River show strata are
similar on each side of the fault from depths of about 100 m to
the ground surface, indicating that alluvium shallower than 100
m is not disp-laced vertically across the fault. We have no age
control at 100 m depth in this reach of the valley.
There is reasonably convincing evidence foi significant
rightJateral strike-slip displacemeit across Fault B-and Fault C
south of Interstate 40, where these faults are parallel and
closely spaced. Aeromagnetic surveys (USGS;1982) show that a
9-km-long WSW-trending aeromagnetic ridge is truncated at its
west end by these fault strands. The mapped position of this
truncation is on the Marine Corps Firing Ranfe. The westward
continuation of the ridge appears to have been displaced about
2.4 km to the northwest by faults B and C. Andy Griscom of
the USGS suggests that the magnetic anonraly is produced by
Tertiary volcanic rocks located below the QTg fanglomerate.'
Stratigraphic features within unit QTg north of the Mojave
River were interpreted by Cox and Wilshire (1993) to indicate
that this unit can be offset not more than 0.85 km along Fault
C. Thus, if Fault C had no displacement prior to deposltion of
unit QTg, Fault B likely accounts for at least 1.5 kurof rightlateral displacement. A 90-m-high east-facing escalpment-that
forms the ultimate projectile trap on the Firing Range likely
was produced by lateral displacements along iaults-B and C
which horizontally offset a northward-sloping surface,
combined with warping of deposits of unit QTg near the faults.
Fault C is the most active trace and is well expressed
hydrologically and geomorphically. It forms a hydiologic
barrier within unconsolidated alluvial deposits of the Mojave
River within 6 m of the ground surface. During a recent period
of flow, the Moiave River bed was observed to be dry diiectly
east of Barstow. Flow reappeared at the ground surface along
Fault C. A drop in ground water level of about 3 m occurs northeastward across the fault (Peter Martin, USGS, oral
commun., 1993). The quality of riparian vegetation flanking the
floiav_e Riverdeclines northeast of the fault. Geomorphically,
fault C is readily visible as a northeast-facing air-phoio
lineament that clearly offsets units QTg and Qa, with the latter
sometimes exhibiting as much as 2m vertical separation (Cox
and Wilshire,1993). At our stop, two adjacent east-trending
ridges in unit QTg each are offset right-laterally about 50& m.
Southeast of here within the Firing Range, strata in unit QTg
dip from 15_ to as much as 70_ near the fault trace. About 0-.5
kT north of here, high-angle shears striking 340'and dipping
85o are observed in the south wall of a gravel quarry. Evidence
suggestive of Holocene displacement was found between the
Santa Fe railroad tracks anil the active channel of the Moiave
River near the present easteffl end of the MCLB golf course.
Pre-1950 aerial photography reveals a northwest-irending

lineament consisting of a northeast-facing low scarp thai
appears to cut alluvium of unit Qar. The lineamenf probably
originally had a greater extent, but construction of the railroad
and the Marine base itself has seen the evidence bulldozed.
Construction of sewage aeration ponds across the trace in about
1950 destroyed all surface evidence of faulting north of the
railroad tracks.
We recently verified the existence of Fault C with a trench
excavation laid out generally perpendicular to the fault trace in
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longish repeat times of several thousands of years, a finding
likely to b-e compatible with the initial studies of repeat times
for fiults that rtiptured during the Landers earthquake.
Fault strands A, B, and C pass beneath buildings and other
civil works on the MCLB Nebo Anner; and they could produce
significant damage if reactivated in a future earthquake. We
concur with Haulsson (1993) that the post-Landers seismicity
north of the Mitchel Range does not preclude the possibility of
significant ground-ruptuiing earthquakes occ.urring_northw_est
oithe tanders ruptuies along the Camp Rock and H,arper l.ake
trend. Furthermoie, the long repeat times of about 9000 years
recently discovered to characterize some of the faults causing.
surface rupture during the Landers earthquake (Rockwell and
others, 1993) indicate that the issue of what is a potentially
significant seismic source requires careful reevaluation. The
Linders earthquake has focused much attention upon the
tectonics of thii region. We look forward to reporting our,
ongoing studies oithis complicated piece of the earth and to
heirinf the findhgs reported by other investigators presently
working within and around the surface faulting caused by the
Landers earthquake.
This repori is preliminary and has not been reviewed for
conformity *ittr U]S. Geological Survey editorial standards and
geographic or stratigraphic nomenclature. Use.of stratigraphic
ferms G purely for the convenience of the reader and in no way
establishes or formally defines any stratigraphic unit.

disturbed ground east of the golf course. The trench exPoses
evidence o-f multiple episodes of right-lateral faulting, along
with some degree of transpressional deformation along the
trace, thereby accounting for the low scalp observed in the air
photos. At this writing, we are awaiting results of radiocarbon
itating of displaced horizons exposed in the trenching. The
distuibed chiracter of the ground near the trench limits the
utility of soil-profile analysis to constrain the age of latest
faulting.
Fault D and Fault E thus far lack evidence of young
displacement. Units Qa2 and Qa. are not disturbed !f th-ese
faults in localities north or south of the river. Fault D splays
from Fault C immediately north of the river. Cox and Wilshire
interpreted the fault's location southeast of the river on the
basis of a resistivity survey (Zohdy, written commun', 1992)
conducted along Ord Mountain Road southeast of the MCLB,
and on the basii of an air-photo lineament. No estimate of the
total lateral displacement along Fault D is obtainable. Fault E is
poorly constrained south of the river; resistivity and
ieromagnetic surveys suggest that the southwest side of the
-displaced
down relative to the northeast side. Southeast
fault is
of the map area, offset ridges on the lorth flqlk of the
Newberry Mountains suggest that 0.15 km of lateral
displacement may have occurred on fault E (8. F. Col
unpublished mapping).
Aggregate Slip on the Fault Zone near the Nebo Annex
Cox and Wilshire (1993) combined the geophysical and
geologic measures of strike-slip offset to estimate the total
displacement of the Harper Lake{amp Rock fault zone near
the Nebo Annex. These heasures include 2.4 km of lateral slip
determined on the basis of a magnetic anomaly offset by faults
B and C, an additional 0.15 km on fault E, and 0.38 km that is
inteqpreted for several additional minor faults east and west of
the main fault zone. Recall that faults A and D are not
constrained for lateral displacement, so the sum of the inferred
offsets (2.9 km) is a minimum. This figure is not out of line
with estimates of 4.04.5 km for total lateral displacement on
the Camp Rock fault (Dokka, 1983, Table 1; Cox and others,
7987, p. 1g-ZZ). Bartley and others (1992) have estimated about
34 krir of lateral slip on the Harper Lake fault north of
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CONCLUSIONS
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E5gq.h Inshtutg Universiry of Nevada
SOLDIER MOUNTAIN SAND RAMP

Inkoduction

Deposits of eolian sand are widespread in the Mojave
Desert, and occur in relation to welld-efined regional- and
local*cale sand hansport corridors that extend-from source

in the westem and central Mojave toward depositional
sinks to the east and south (Smith, 1984, Zimbelma?r and
Williams, 1990). Evidence indicating that eolian activity has
been both more extensive and more intmse than it is it present
occurs throughout the region (e.g. Smith, 1962 Tchakerian,
1992) and includes: dormant vegetation+tabilized dune systems
and sand sheets, relict sand ramps, and eolian sand depoiits ln
alluvial fan sequences. Figure 1 iummarizes the current
knowledge of the distribution of these features in the central
Mojave DT"*. Other evidence for past eolian activity includes
eolian sand mantles on beach ridg* at Silver lake @eils and
McFadden, 1987) and ventifacts covered by desert vamish
areas

(l,a.ity,7992).

. The timing of these episodes of enhanced eolian activity is,
however, poorly constrained. Thermoluminescence (TL),
optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) and infrared
stimulated luminescence (IRSL) dating techniques can provide
the-means to develop a chronology of periodiof eolian activity
and dune formahon by measuring the hme since burial of
sediments and/or stabilization of areas of dunes (for a recent
review see Wintle, 1993). Because luminescence dating provides
an age for the time since burial of sediments, results iom dune
areas that are subject to mulhple periods of remobilization
record the last time a dune was active and the record may be
quite short as at Kelso (Wintle et al., in press). By contrait,
periods of eolian activity do not appear to have dimificantlv
reworked pre-existing deposits of l-ind ramps so tf,at they '
provide a long record of episodic eolian accumulation.
Sand ramps are topogiaphically<ontrolled accumulations
that re_present the amalgamation of deposits of eolian sand,
talus derived from adjacent mountain slopes, as well as fluvial
and colluvial sediments
f
-(Tchakerian, f92). They provide an
excellent and mostly well-exposed stratigraphic-r6cord of late
Quaternary eolian d-epositional episodes-in the Mojave Desert,
recognized first by Smith (1967).

Soldier Mountain sand ramp lies between elevations of
approximately 540 and 600 m against the northem part of the
Cady Mountains on the east side of the Mannix Baiin just
south of the-Mojave River. Its stratigraphic relation to high
stands of Lake Mannix (maximum elevltion 543 m, (Mee-k,
1989) is uncertain. The sand ramp has a maximum thickness of
25 - 30.m and is cut by gullies where runoff from adjacent
slopes has concentrated at the bedrock - sand interfaie on its
northem and southem.edges: The surface of the ramp is
covered by a m-antle of angular small boulder- to gravel-sized
clasts composed of schist <ierived from Soldier Moirntain. In
places, the truncated Bt horizon of a paleosol is exposed. The
upperm-ost parts of the ramp adjacent to and east of the peak of
Soldier Mountain (772 m) aie composed of active sand. '
The stratigraphy and sediments of the Soldier Mountain
sand ramp have been exposed by mining operations on its the
northem part. Eight sedimentary units cin -be identified,
separated by truncated paleosols and,/or thin talus layers
similar to those found on the surface of the ramp todiy (Fig. 2).
Th-e soils and talus.layers lines slope gently up to the noitt"at'
difterent angl.es and converge toward the southem edge of the
exposure so that some units (e.g. Units 2 and T) pinch-out
northward, whereas others (e.g. Unit 4) thicken ih this
direction.
The sediments of the sand ramp are mostly massive,
moderately to poorly sorted, fine to coarse angular to subangular quartz sands with a small admixture (<tO Z; of lithic
fragments. Most units are weakly to moderately horizontally
laminated, with alternating finer'and coarser b6ds typical of the
deposits of eolian sand sheets, and are weakly cemented by
calcium carbonate. Unit 3 is strongly horizonially laminated
and probably represents reworking-of eolian sands by local
fluvial action. Unit 2 exhibits welldeveloped cross+tiatification
dipping-28 - 30" to the northeast. There aie occasional stringers
of angular talus within the lower units. Unit 8 (the lowerm6st
unit) contains debris flow deposits of large and small boulders.
Paleosols are variably developed and preserved at Soldier
Mountain. In most cases,-only thti Bt and the Bk horizons

appears to represent a regional stratigraphic

Figure 1. Dishibution of sources of evidence for past eolian activity in the central Mojave
Desert.
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marker.
The timing of the accumulation of the
Soldier Mountain sand ramp is constrained
by 14 TL and IRSL age determinations on
eolian sand units provided by Dr. Helen
Rendell, Geography Laboratory, University
of Sussex. Preliminary results indicate that
the lowermost units i and 8 were deposited
19,000 to 23,000 yr ago; the complex of soils
and eolian sands (soils C to F, Units 4 - 6)
accumulated 14 - 15,000 yr ago; and the
uppermost units 1 - 3 span the period from
11,000 to 7,000 yr. The timing of these
periods of eolian accumulation appear to
correlate well with those suggested
elsewhere in the central Mojave (Clarke, in
press, Laity, 7992), at Silver Lake (Brown et
al., 1990, Wells and McFadden, '1987), as
well as from other sand ramps (Rendell et
al., in press).
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The eastern section of the dune field consists of 1 - 5 m of
sand formed into of five smaller areas of dunes, each cut by
washes and separated from the "core" area by Cottonwood
Wash, which ii incised into eolian and fluvial deposits by as
much as 20 m. To the north is a smaller version of the main
area of active dunes that consists of three linear ridges up to 50
m high with superimposed 2-4 m high crescentic dunes. Areas
of low, partially active linear and crescentic ridges, as well as
extensivb areai of sand sheets on the northeast and southern
edges of the dune field. Degraded SSW - NNE trending
cr*centic ridges with a height of 8 - 10 m and a spacing of 180
- 200 m occuion the east side of the dune field. Smaller ridges
cross the interdune areas on alignments roughly perpendicular
to the main ridges, giving rise to a network dunepattem.
Dune sands at Kelso-are composed of 50 - 807o quartz, as
much as 50% plagioclase and potassium feldspar, and- up to 1 2o/, granlte fragm6nts in places . Heavy minerals are dominated
by imphibole and magnetite. The magnetite is concentrated in
the vei, fine sand fraction and forms prominent deposits on
dune ciests in the main active dune area, where it may form as
much as 30% of the whole sample. The highest percentages of
granite fragments are found along the northem edge of the
dune field,-close to Kelso Wash, suggesting that dune sands
here were derived from this source. The highest percentages of
amphibole occur along the eastem edge of the dunes, as well as
in small areas on the west. Alluvial sediments of streams

draining the Granite and southem Providence Mountains
contain significant quantities of magnetite and amphibole
(Yeend et-aI., 1984) lnd are likely the source of these
comoonents of dune sediments. The total volume of sand

Depth

Figure 2. Stratigraphic column for Soldier Mountain sand ramp'

KELSO DUNES
Kelso Dunes covers an area of approximately 100 km2 at an
elevation of 500 - 900 m on the piedmont alluvial deposits of
the Granite and Providence Mountains (Lancaster, in press,
Sharp, 1966). It forms the deposihonal sink for a welldefined
eoliail sediment hansPort system that extends from the fandelta of the Mojave River as it exits the Afton Canyon
eastwards to th-e piedmont of the Providence Mountains (Fig.
3). The dune field consits of a 40 km2 area of achve dunes
surrounded on their west, north, and east sides by areas of
lower vegetation+tabilized dunes (Paisley et al., 1991). The
"core" oithe Kelso dune field consists of 3 large WSW-ENE

trending complex linear ridges uP to 160 m high and 1900-2000
m apartl Thelinear ridges consist of a series of coalesced star
dun-es with active crescentic dunes 3 - 8 m high with a spacing
of 100 - 150 m, aligned transverse to WNW - W winds,
suoerimoosed on their flanks. On the west and northwest of
thi dun6 field are four areas of degraded, vegetated crescentic
and linear dunes. The crescentic dunes are of two varieties:
straight N - S oriented broad<rested simple transverse dunes
with-a height of 5 - 8 m and a spacing of 180-190 m; and 5 - 15
m high degraded crescentic dunes with a spacing of 180 m to
250 m and strongly concave lee faces oriented to the SE. These
dunes overlie linear ridges on WSW-ENE trendt creating a
complex network of intersecting hollows and ridges. On the
southwest side of the dune field there are areas of 2 -3 km long
very degraded linear dunes,3 - 5 m high and spaced 150 m
apart.

presilnt at Kelso (at least 1 km3) suggests however that the
major source of sand for Kelso was the Moiave River sink and
the'Soda Lake basin. However, in presentday conditions of
sediment supply and climate, active transport of sand is
restricted to^thd Mopve River sink and the westem parts of the
Devil's Playground and no sand reaches the dune field from
these souri6. Relcit sand ramps and sand sheets (Fig. 1)
indicate the former extent of this sand transPort pathway
(Zimbelman and Williams, 1990).
Dunes at Kelso are comPosed of sands that range in
texture from coarse to fine sand, and sorting values that vary
from verv well sorted to poorlv sorted. Three distinct sand
populati6ns can be distinguish'ed on the basis of their particle
iiz-e distribution and mean grain size and sorting Parameters:
(1) moderately-well to moderately sorted relatively coarse
sands (s, [phi standard deviation] = 0-5 - 1.0) with mean grain
sizes ranging from 1.5 to 2.0 phi in the northem and south
central aieat; (Z) moderately well sorted (sr = 0.5 - 0.75) sands
that are somewhat finer (1r4, = 2'0 - 2'a phi) on the eastem and
western margins; and (3) very well to well sorted (sr = 0.25 - ,
0.5) and fine-(M, = 2.0 - 2.5 Phi) sand which is restricted to the
active dune ridges of the central parts of the sand sea.
A characteiistic feature of Kelso Dunes is the iuxtaposition
of areas of dunes of distinctly different morphological type,
size and spacing and alignment. Spatial variations in dune
types and'comp"osition it many sand seas have been regarded
iJthe productbf regional variitions in wind legimes.and.
sediment sources (e.g. Wasson and Hyde, 1983), but the close
juxtaposition of dunes of contrasting morphology_, sediments,
and ictivity cannot be explained in these terms (lancaster,
1992). ln many parts of Kelso Dunes, geomorphic and
sedimentary r-elitions between different dune molphological .
units indicite that they are superimposed on one another, and
the dune field represents in Part a stacked or shingled sequence
of dunes of diffeient generatlons. "Stacking" of dune
generations has occuried because the lateral expansion.of the
dune field in response to sediment inputs is_restricted by its
location close to the mountain front of the Granite Mountains.
Estimates of the age of Kelso Dunes have varied widely
between "several thousand years and possibly 10,000-20,000
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Figure 3. l,andsat TM image of the eastem part of the Kelso Dunes eolian geomorphic system

[years]" (Sharp, 1955) to "very likely treater than 100,000 years,
and quite possibly more than a million years" (Yeend et al.,
1984, Smith, 1984). Because the Kelso dune field overliet and
in some cases intercalates with, alluvial fan deposits derived
from the Granite and Providence Mountains, it is possible to
use the ages of these alluvial fans (Wells et al., 1990) to
coxstrain the age of the dunes. It appears that the western part
of the dune field rests on fans of Early or possibly Middle
Pleistocene age. I-ate Pleistocene fan units underlie the southem
margins of this part of the dune field. Dunes east of
Cottonwood Wash appear to be much younger and mostly
overlie fan surfaces of Holocene and latest Pleistocene age.
Luminexence dating of dune and sand sheet units
(Edwards, 1993; Clarke in press) provides minimum age
eshmates for some parts of the dune field. IRSL ages obtained
so far indicate that there is a exponential increase in the age of
dune and sand sheet units from northwest to southeast,
supporting the hypothesis that the dune field accumulated by
stacking or shingling of successive generations of eolian units
on the piedmont of the Providence and Granite Mountains. The
oldest sands known are those which were deposited as sand
sheets on alluvial fan surfaces as much as 5 km southeast of the
present dune margins 16,830 - 17,300 yr ato (Clarke, in press).
Dunes on the eastem margin of the dune field were
accumulating 8,420 - 10110 years ago, but were stabilized in a
period of cooler and wetter climates in the period around 3,900
yr B.P (Clarke, in press, Wintle et al., in press). Later periods of
dune formation and/or reactivation occurred on the northem
and westem margins of the dune field around 1,500 yr and 400

- 800 yr ago (Wintle et al., in press).
Kelso Dunes is a very good exanlple of a dune field that
has developed in response to Quatemary climatic changes in
the region. Sedimentary and geomo{phic relationships between
the multiple areas of different dune morphology suggests that
they have accumulated as a series of genetically independent
dune fields during periods of increased sediment supply and
became stabilized during wetter climatic episodes. Currently,
the dune field is receiving no sediment from its prirnary source.
Based on the experience of modern floods (e.9. fanuary 1993),
periods of increased sediment supply to the dune field imply
more frequent flooding of the Mojave River through Afton
Canyon.
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and Plio-Pleistocene History of the Lake Manix Basin
Desert State Park, P. O. Box 299,

GEORGE T.

INTRODUCTION

At a high stand of 543 m, Lake Manix (Buwalda,

1914)

occupied approximately 400 square km of the central Mojave
Deseit including the present Coyote and Troy playa lake basins
and upper Afton Canyon basin. South of the Manix Union
PacifiC iailroad siding (formerly called Manly), over 120 m of
sediments are exposed in bluffs adiacent to the Mojave River.
Lithostratigraphy and reconstructions of sedimentary
condihons confirm the presence of playa depositional systems
from about 2.5 to 0.9 Ma B.P. and the presence of fluctuating
fluvial/lacustrine fresh water dePositional environments from
about 500 to 15 ka B.P.
The sequence of rock units exposed in the central Manix
basin includes pre{enozoic metamorPhic basement, Tertiary
volcanic and volcaniclastic deposits (Beyers, 1960), PlioPleistocene fluvial and playa/lacustrine sediments of the
Mojave River Formation (Nagy and Murray, 7990, 1991),
alluvial/fluvial and lacustrine sediments of the late Pleistocene
Lake Manix Formation $efferson, 1985a, 1,991), and Holocene
Iacustrine and fluvial sediments (Blackwelder and Ellsworth,
1936; Hagar, 1966; Meek, 1989).
STRATIGRAPHY AND AGE
The Plio-Pleistocene Mojave River Formation is composed
primarily of gypsiferout reddish-tan and light gray-green
-laystones and siltstones which total greater than 80 m in
thickness. Near the westem Cady Mountainq these deposits
grade upward into coarse-grained lithic arenites and granule to
cobble conglomerates. The unit is folded into a broad east-west
trending syncline, and severely deformed and uPtumed next to
the Manix Fault (McGill et al., 1988; Nagy and Murray, 1990,
1991). The base of the Mojave River Formation is not exposed.
Nagy and Murray (7990,1991) maintain that the top of the unit
grades up section into the base of the Lake Manix Formation
which is lithologically similar (]efferson, 1985a). A
gradahonal/transitional relationship between these two
formations may exist. However, in all examined exposures, the

cA

92004

essenhally horizontal lying Lake Manix Formation
unconformably overlies the Moiave River Formation.
The playal deposits of the Moiave River Formation range
in age from 2.48 to 0.92 Ma B.P. These ages are based on
teph-rochronologic correlations (Nagy and Murray, 1991), and

magnetostratigraphy (Pluhar et al., 1991).
-The late Pleiit&ene Lake Manix Formation consists of
lacustrine and fluviatile sediments that were deposited in and
next to Lake Manix. These sediments unconformably overlie
basement rocks, older volcanic rocks, and the Moiave River
Formation. The unit is locally unconformably overlain by later
Pleistocene and Holocene lacustrine and fluviatile sediments
and Holocene surficial deposits. The Lake Manix Formation has
an exposed thickness of 39 m and is mappable as four

lithol6gically distinct, interfingering facies (Jefferson 1985a,
1991). Thes6 include coarse alluvial and fluvial debris deposited
around the basin margin, fine-grained lacustrine and
paralimnitic deposits, and to the west deltaic deposits of the
ancestral Mojave River.
Fluvial/lacustrine facies of the Lake Manix Formation
range in age from about 500 to <19 ka B.P. The stratigraphic
section is magnetically normal U.L. Kirschvink pers. !9Tm.,
r4C (Bassett and
1991) and we-il dated'by
fefferson,7977;
jefferson, 1985a), U/Th series radiometric techniques (J.L'
Bischoff pers. comm., 1983), and tephrochronologic correlation
(fefferson, 1985a).

DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY
Before about 1.5 Ma 8.P., the ancestral Moiave River
watershed drained across the San Andreas Fault zone
southwest through the ancestral Los Angeles basin and to the
Pacific Ocean. Presumably, the ancestral San Bemardino and
San Cabriel Mountains were not continuous or extensive
enough to block drainage to the southwest, off the lvtojave
-

Deseit block. Deposits in the Cajon Pass area, which provide a
record of the tecionic history of these ranges (Meisling and
Weldon, 1989), indicate that after 1.5 and Prior to 0.7 Ma B'P.,
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drainage direction shifted to the north and northeast into the
Mojave Desert.
From prior to 2.5 and until about 0.9 Ma 8.P., the Manix
region was intemally drained. Bedded gypsum and limestones
in the Mojave River Iormation, are consistent with the presence
of ephemeral saline lakes or playas. The oldest fluvial deposits
in this formation which may record eastward drainage of the
ancestral Mojavg River into Manix basin are 0.97 Ma B.P. (Nagy
and Murray, 1991).
Deposits ranging in age between 0.9 and 0.5 Ma B.P. have
not been idenhfied in Manix basin. During this period, Hale
(1985) argued that a large lake Iake Blackwelder which
overflowed into the Colorado River drainage system, filled
Death Valley, Soda lake basin and presumably Manix basin.
The presence of this lake has not been locally confirmed.
From about 500 to 14 ka 8.P., perennial [ake Manix
occupied the basin. This fresh water lake was fed by inflow
from the ancestral Mojave River system and overflowed to the
east in the Afton Canyon area. The apparently climahcally
pulsed fluvial/lacustrine system preserves at least six
transgressive/regressive evmts which can be correlated with
the marine Oryge. Isotope Stage chronology ([efferson, 1985a).
During deposition of the upper part of the lake Manix
Formation, deltaic sediments of the ancestral Mojave River
prograded eastward into the basin. About 14 ka B.P., the lake
breached a low sill at the east end of Afton basin and
apparently catastrophically eroded Afton Canyon (Meek, 1989).
The Mojave River continued to flow through Manix basin
eastward into Iake Mojave (Soda lake and Silver Lake basins)
and north into Lake Manly (Death Valley) (Brown et al., 1990).

is well represented comprising 17.4 percent
(NISP) of the paleofauna. This taxon is a common faunal
element in late Pleistocene Mojave Desert and other inland
Califomia localities (efferson, 7989,7990), but is very rare in
coastal assemblages ([efferson, 1991).
The extinct horses (Equus cf . E. conoersidens and a large
Equus sp.) taken together are nearly equal in abundance to the
llama (fefferson, 1987). E. conoersidens, a relatively small form,
ranged from northem Mexico to the northem Great Plains.
Unfortunately, a lack of well preserved cranial,/dental
specimens precludes a specific assignment of the large horse to
the taxon from Rancho La Brea, which is the common late
Pleistocene form in the region (fefferson, 7989, 1990,'1997).
The ancestral bison (Bison antiquus) is rare in the Camp
Cady local fauna. This is typical of the regional pattern of
abundance for the taxon (|efferson,1989,1990, 1991), and
differs from coastal California where it is relatively common
macrocephala)

(efferson, 1991).
Animals like Equus and Bison that today prefer to graze,
but whose extinct relatives may have browsed more frequently
(Akersten et al., 1988), comprise only 18.4 percent (NISP) of the
mammalian assemblage. Browsers or browser/grazers that take
advantage of seasonally available forage are the dominate large
herbivores in the Camp Cady local fauna. These include
Mnmmuthus, Camelops, Hemiauchenia, An tilocapra, and Oais
which total 77.5 percent (NISP) of the assemblage gefferson,
79e7).
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The Camp Cady local fauna gefferson, 1987) is an
assemblage of invertebrate and vertebrate fossils recovered

from lacustrine and fluviatile deposits of the Lake Manix
Formation. The paleofauna takes its name from an historic
Union Army post which was occupied during the U.S. civil war
era. Most vertebrate taxa and the majority of vertebrate
specimens range in age ftom 300 to about 20 ka 8.P., which
encompasses a major portion of the North American
Rancholabrean
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Iand Mammal Age. The paleofauna includes

extinct and extralocal extant species that reflect a climatic and
biogeographic setting dramatically different from the present
arid desert conditions.
Many of the preserved bivalves and gastropods are cool,
freshwater forms which presently inhabit permanent streamt
lakes or ponds. Abundant fish and pond turtle remains are
present. Nearly all,96 percent (based on the number of
identified specimens, NISP) of the twenty-five species of birds
are water fowl. These include extant extralocal species as well
as two extinct flamingos, an extinct storlg coot, gull and
cormorant. The majorify of these animals lived in marshlands
that occurred locally along the margin of the lake $efferson,
198sb).

Terrestrial animals in the Camp Cady local fauna are
significantly biased taphonomically towards large-sized
mammals. Amphibians, lizards, snakes, insectivores, bats, small
camivores, and small ungulates are not represented but occur
locally in other, nearby late Pleistocene assemblages like those
from Schuiling Cave (Downs et al., 1959; fefferson, 1983), and
the Mojave River bluffs at Daggett (Reynolds and Reynolds,
1985). Nevertheless, 21 species of mammals are represented,
including 14 extinct forms. The herbivore/carnivore ratio for
the larger mammals in the assemblage is relatively well
balanced at 61:1 $efferson, 1987).
The large extinct camel (Camelops sp. cf. C. hesternus) is by
far the most abundant herbivore, 54.7 percent (NISP), in the
paleofauna, and is the most common taxon in late Pleistocene
assemblages of the region (|efferson, 1.989, 7990,1991). This is
in marked contrast to its low abundance in coastal Califomia
assemblages $efferson, 1991). The extinct llama (Hemiauchenia
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Fluvial Geomorphology of the Mojave River in the Afton Canyon area, Eastern
California: Implications for the Geomorphic Evolution of Afton Canyon

S.G. WELIS, Dept. of Earth Sciences, University of Califomia, Riverside CA 92521; and Y. ENZEL, Institute of Earth Sciences,
Hebrew University, Jerusalem 91904, Israel

INTRODUCTION

THE MOJAVE RIVEB DRAINAGE BASIN

The Mojave River is the largest arid fluvial syslem in the
Molave Desert of California, draining over 9500 km'including
550 km2 in the San Bemardino Mountains. Through its entire
history, the river has been confined within a closed hydrologic
basin, presently terminating in the dry playas of the Soda Lake
and Silver Lake basins (Fig 1). During Quaternary pluvial
periods, enhanced discharge from the headwaters in the San
Bemardino Mountains sustained extensive terminaltasin lakes,
occasionally overtopping their hydrologic boundaries and
extending the Moiave River farther across this hyper-arid

terrain. Williamson et al. (1856) made the first documented
observation that (a) the Mojave River does not flow to the
Colorado River; (b) the playas, presently named Soda Lake and
Silver I^ake, are the actual termini of the river; and (c) the two
terminal playas are connectd by a channel above a buried
bedrock iill in the vicinity of the presentday Baker, California.
Gale (1914) and Free (7974,7976) identified the presence of an
ancient lake (Lake Mojave) in Soda Lake and Silver Lake
playas, and Thompson (1921, 1929) recognized that the Cronese
Lakes were, on occasion, the terminus of the Mojave River and
site of ancient lakes (Fig. 1). Huntington (1915) proposed that
the Moiave River was more vigorous in the Past, overtoPPing
its terminal basin and flowing into the Amargosa River in
Death Valley. Bulwalda (1914) suggested that ancient Lake
Manix, onci the terminus of the Mojave River, overtopped its
hydrologic barrier, cut a channel, and drained rather rapidly
into the-l,ake Mojave basin. Thompson (1921',1'929)
hypothesized that lake Manix and Lake Mojave did not exist at
tti,i sume time and that the formation of Aft6n Canyon and
filling of Iake Mojave occurred as a consequence of the
draining of lake Manix. This hypothesis may have been the
basis for the conclusions of a recent study on the history of
Lake Manix and the formation of Afton Canyon (Meek, 1989,
1990). These studies conclude that Late Wixonsin Lake Manix
did not overflow into the Soda Lake and Silver Lake basins and
that this pluvial lake was terminated by the rapid incision of
Afton Canyon between 13.8 and 13.3 ka (Meek, 7989,1990;
Berger and Meek, 1992).
-Sedimentologic evidence from deep cores (326 m) in Soda
Lake playa indicates only one lacustrine sequence in this subbasinbf pluvial Lake Moiave (Meussig et al., ), supporting in
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Figure 1a. Location map of Mojave River drainage basin showing the
geomorphic features and hydrologic gauging statlons.

part Thompson's hypothesis that Lake Moiave formed late in
ihe geologic history bf the Mojave River. Wells et al. (1989, this
volume; Brown et al., 1990), however, demonstrated that the
Lake Manix and Lake Mojave cotxisted for 6,000 yrs, thus
requiring exceptionally large volumes of Moiave River
diiharg"e to sipport 6oth iakes. A series of huvial geomorphic
and Quatemary geologic studies have been undertaken along
various reaches of the-Moyave River in order to elucidate and
quantify the Quatemary paleohydrologic and paleoclimatic
cbnditions responsible for producing large discharges in this
arid drainage basin (e.g., Wells et al.,"l'989; Enzel et al., 1988;
Enzel et alj 7989a,b; Eizel, 7990, 1992; Enzel and Wells, in
press; Enzel et a1.,7992; Williamson and Wells, this volume; as
well as ongoing studies by the U.S. Geological Survey). This
paper (1) summarizes results of studies conducted in the
lerhinal reach of the Mojave River within the Afton Canyon
area, focusing on the evolution of geologic features inset within
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Manix shoreline
features (Meek,
1989) and inset

into the Manix
and Moiave River
formations (see
|efferson, this
volume). The two
terraces occur at
29 to 37 m and 23
to 25 m above the

Mojave River
channel (Fig. 3),

due to map
resolution both
terraces are

shown as a single
map unit in
Figure 2. No
numerical or
isotopic age for
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these terraces has
been established.
They have to
postdate the
proposed
draining of Lake

Figure 1b. Physiographic feahrres
of Afton Canyory showing canyon
wall margiry Moiave River,
postulated overflow route, and 1800 ft contour. The highest level of late
Pleistocene l-ake Manix rs rnterpreted to be slightly lower than the 1E00
ft. elevahon (Meek, 1990); beach ridge locahons after Meek (1990).

N

Flor

5

2obo

Manix which
occurred after
approximately 14
ka (Meek, i989)

Afton Canyon which are related to the hydrology of post-lake
Manix (< 14 ka) Mojave River; and (2) offers data that supports
altemative interpretations on the overflow of Lake Manix and
the timing of Afton Canyon entrenchment.
FLUVIAL TERRACE AND ALLUVIAL FAN
STRATIGRAPHY WITHIN AFTON CANYON

and are thought to predate the highest tributary alluvial fan
that is estimated to be middle to late Holocene on the basis of
soil stratigraphic correlations (Enzel, 1990). At least three high
fluvial terraces can be observed along extensive reaches of the
Mojave River upstream from Afton Canyon, including those
mapped by Meek (1990, Plates 1, 2,3). Although the fluvial
terraces have yet to correlated along the Mojave River,
preliminary field observations of the stone pavement and soil
development on high terraces 10 to L2 km upstream from Afton
Canyon suggest an age of latest Pleistocene to early Holocene.
In addition, a topographically high fluvial terrace (> 45 m
above the canyon floor) has been observed at the mouth of
Afton Canyon (Fig. 1). This terrace occurs as isolated remnants
on bedrock ridges along the north wall of the canyon, sloping

Three maior fluvial landforms are inset topographically
below the Late Wisconsin high stand (Meek, 1989, 1990) and
associatd lacustrine deposits of Lake Manir; including
topographically high fluvial terraces (strath and fills), tributary
alluvial fan complexes, and historic channel and terrace
deposits along the floor of the Mojave River at Afton Canyon
(Fig. 2). The high fluvial terraces consist of two sets of fluvial
deposits inset below the elevation of the late Pleistocene l.ake
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Figure 2. Map of fluvial geomolphic deposits and landforms of Afton Canyon; map illustrates location of exposure and sample sites as well as
topographic profile sites (from Enzel, 1990).
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downstream and away from the
canvon. These terrace remnants are
top6graphically much higher than
early Holocene alluvial fans near
Basin railroad siding at the mouth
of Afton Canyon (Fig. 1). These field
observations imply that an ancestral
Mojave River was debauching from
Afton Canyon prior to the
deposition of early Holocene

alluvial fans.
Afton Canyon is characterized
by alluvial fans forming at the
confluence of tributaries with the
Mojave River (Fig. 2). These alluvial
fans prograde onto the floodplain of
the Mojave River during local flood
eventt and in some case interfinger
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parts of the alluvial fans are eroded,
Figure 3. Topographic cross-section of Afton Canyon at station T2 (Fig. 2), showing level of fluvial
creating vertical scalps parallel to
terrace and historic flood stratigraphy (Enzel, 1990).
the axial river channel and lowering
of local base level. Subsequently,
tributary channels incise through
least 7 m of incision over the past several thousand years. The
these scarps during local flooding, and once again
presence of at least 10 alluvial fan surfaces in Afton C3".y91 .
topographlcally lo*er and inset tributary alluvial fans prograde
Since the middle-to-late Holocene (Fig. 5) also implies (a) high
onto the Moiave River channel (Fig. ).
rates of sediment yield from the steep, high-relief local
The maiority of these alluvial fan surfaces are characterized
tributaries; and (b) repeated lateral migration of the Moiave
by weakly developed soils (i.e., Av,/C or AvlCk horizons),
River probably during large-magnitude flood events) against
srpporting a youf,\fuI geologic age for these landforms. A soil
the tributary alluvial fans.
deviloped on one of the topographically highest alluvial fan
Afton Canyon also contains several fluvial landforms and
surfaces (site 3 of Fig. 2; Enzel, 1990) is similar in
associated dep6sits related to the recent elevation of the Moiave
morphological properties to the soil developed on middle-to21. These low terraces and depositional bars
River channet 1fig.
-than
lateHolocene fan surfaces of the Soda Mountain piedmonts
a few meters above the channel and, in
are typically less
(i.e., < 3.8 ka unit Qf4 of Wells et al., 7987). The youthful age
som,i iases, interfinger stratigraphically with tributary fan
for this fan is supported, in part, by results from archaeological
deposits. These deposits show primary sedimentary structures
studies in this region (fthneider, 1989). This alluvial fan surface
ani lack significani soil development. These observations and
is presently 19 rn-above the channel of the Mofave River and
the presenc-e of modem cultural artifacts (e.g, those related to
has a gradient of 0.046 (Enzel, 1990). Extrapolation of this
railrbad construction) indicate a historic age for the lowest
gradient to its confluence with the Moiave River indicates at
fluvial landforms. Some of the fluvially eroded scarps on the
tributary fans predate 1913 as evidenced by the photographs
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t*-"" by Buwalda (1914) in 1913 (Fig. 4); however, the majoriry
9f these scarys cannot be accurately related to prehistoric or

historic floods (Enzel, 1990).
Field eviden_cg suggqsts that post-Lake Manix geomorphic
evolution of the lr,lojave River involved episodic and alternatint
downcutting and base-level stability (Fig.-3, 5). The areal extenl
landxape position of these fluvial t-erraces along the
lld
N{ojave River ar-e-n9t consistent with a proposed rapid draining
of pluvial l-ake Mojave as proposed by-Thompson (tlZt, tlZS'1or the few cmturies of canyon entrenchment and rapid
nickpoint recession along the Mojave River propose,i by tvteek
(1ee0).

cEoMoRpHIC CONSEQUENCES OF HTSTORIC
PEAK DISCHARGES IN AFTON CANYON
The Mojave Riler has experienced several large flood

events during the Twentieth century fig. 5) (Enze1 et al.,
7989afi,Enzel, 1990; Enzel and Wells, in press). Some of the
features produced by these floods are prtisent in the canyon
and have used to reconstruct flood conditions (Enzel, 1990,
1992). Geomorphic features typically produced by floods in
narrow bedrock canyons (Baker and Kochel, 1988), however,
are not abundant in Afton Canyon. In the section below, we
present what is known about these historic floods and their

_ - q,g peak discharge of the 1959 flood at Afton Canyon was
510 m3/s ryith a stage of 3.17 m (U.S. Geological Survey, 198f.

This stage height is similar to the height of a flood maik
observed on a railroad bridge in Afton Canyon near the
gaug_Bg station (see Bridge 1 in Fig. 2). The highest flood mark
should be from the January 1969 flood, the larfest flood since
the bridge reconstruchon after the damage of the 1938 flood (K.
Longe, Union Pacific Railroad Co., 1988, written comm.). No
hydrologic measurements were carried out at the Afton Canyon
station during the March 1938 flood, the largest flood recorded
at
upstream on the Mojave River. Flood damage by the
-stations
1938
event was extensive along many reaches of the Mbjave
River, including damage to the three bridges in Afton Canyon.
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Figure 6. Plotting position and fitted Log Pearson 3 distribution for
Afton Canyon systematic and historic hydrologic records (Enzel, 1990).

The U.S. Corps of Engineers (1986) estimated by flood routing a
peak discharge of 997 m3ls (35,000 cfs) for the i93s flood at Afton, twice as much as the 1969 discharge. Evidence shows
that the 1938 floodwaters reached the elevation of a railroad
tunnel that was constructed in 1904 and daylighted to form an
open pass in 1957 (Myrick, 1953). The tunnel elevation indicates
a flood height of at least 3+ m above the Mojave River channel
(Fig. 3).
, Although the 1938 and 1969 floods are the largest
documented on the Mojave River, the largest flood in the
historical record is the flood of 1862 (SanBemardino County
Flood Control District, 1.972). A simulation model for Molave
River floods yields an estimated peak discharge of 4,000 in3ls
(145,000 cfs) at the Forks of the Mojave Rive-r in Summit Valley
and an estimated peak discharge of 3,400 m3/s (120,000 cfs) at
Afton Canyon. Although these values represent an estimate, the
1862 floodwaters would have extended vast distance across the
valley floor in Afton Canyon. The 1862 event is the most recent
flood capable of forming the pre-1913 fluvial eroded xarps on
tributary fans (Fig. 4). During the 20th century, however,floodwaters did not reach this elevation, and thus, could not
have modified the high fluvial scarps cut on the tributary

alluvial fans.

associated geomorphic consequences

MOJAVE RIVER AT
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The major conclusion from this study is that largemagnitude historic flood events extended laterally aCross the
Mojave River valley floor in Afton Canyon, eroding tributary
alluvial fans and leaving little evidence of older flobd eventi.
From this we conclude that Afton Canyon is episodically
"flushed out" by flood events which may have recurrence
intervals of 200 yrs or larger (Fig. a). The poor preservation of
flood deposits and associated geomolphic-featuies in the
can_yon appear to be a natural consequence of the frequency
and magnitude of large flood events reaching the distil pait of
the Mojave River.

rHE GEoMoRpHrc 3+t"11t13^IoF AFroN cANyoN

We agree with earlier studies (Bulwalda, 1914; Thompson,
1929; Muessig et al., 1957; and Jefferson, 1985) that Afton-

Canyon is geologically young. However, little conclusive
evidence exists to indicate that it formed shortly after 14 ka
during one relatively rapid event (i.e., "13.8 ka to 13.3 ka")
(Meek, 1989 and 1,990, p. xiv). The age for the youngest Lake
Manix shoreline features of approximately 14 ka does not
preclude the possibility that canyon entrenchment began prior
to 14 ka and was time transgressive. From the results discussed
above plus additional field studies, we offer an altemative
intelpretation for the formation of Afton Canyon.
Meek (1989, 1990) offered several lines of stratigraphic and
geomolphic relations as evidence for rapid draining of Lake
Manix into the pluvial Lake Mojave basin and its associated
entrenchment of Afton Canyon. The first line of evidence cited
is that "no river terraces (strath or fill) are present in the
canyon at elevations above the lake floor" and "had canyon
cutting been episodic, some evidence of terraces might remain"
(Meek, 7989,p. 10). The poor preservation of terraces in Afton
Canyon is related, in part, to the high sediment yields (i.e.,
numerous alluvial fan deposits) of the tributaries in steep, highrelief watersheds developed along the canyon wall. It is alsorelated to the episodic "flushing out" of floodplain and
tributary deposits by the large-magnitude Mojave River floods.
Second, fluvial terraces inset below the late Wisconsin shoreline
of Lake Manix yield significantly more information on the
timing and nature of channel incision related to the draining of
[^ake Manix than those topographically above the spillway. The
presence of multiple terrace levels, the areally extensive nature
of these terraces upstream from Afton Canyon, and the
estimated age of these terraces implies a significantly slower
and episodic nature of Mojave River entrenchment in Afton
Canyon. Estimates of "10 days" (Meek, pers. comm., 1988) to
500 years (Meek, 1990) for 150 m of Mojave River incision are
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also inconsistent with the numerous sharp meander bends of
the canyon walls within and upstream from Afton Canyon (Fig.
1 and 2).

Another line of evidence offered by Meek (1989) is that the
steep gradient and high relief of side<anyon tributaries in
Aftdn-Canyon are indicative of rapid base-level drop. As
discussed ibove, large magnitude-floods that extend laterally
across the floor of Afton Canyon erode the toes of tributary
alluvial fans, creating local base level drop and related
tributary incision. Thus the steep walls of side<anyon
tributaries can be maintained by apparent base level drops
related to valley floor flooding or channel shifting in the
canyon. The steep walls of Afton Canyon a1d itt tributaries are
dev-eloped in the Neogene fanglomerates which typically
experidnces case hardening. Lattman (1983, p. 107) has shown
thit secondary calcium caibonate forms on all slope angles up
to vertical anil "case hardens" the steep slopes. Vertical slopes
become stabilized by the cement, and only fail as large

"calichified blocks or slabs' (Lattman, 1983, p. 107). Case
hardening and slab failure are common in Afto-n Canyon, and
thus, the-overall steqrness and high relief of Afton Canyon
reflect the nature of geomorphic processing operating with the
c.rnyon and not the iate of its formation. For example,
Amargosa Canyon formed in response to the draining of
Pleist6cene Lalie Tecopa, which occurred around 160 ka
(Morrison, 1991), into Death Valley. Like Afton Cayon, the
Amargosa Canyon also displays steep tributary canyons and
hieh ftrcal reliei. Amareosa Canyon, however, is at least 150,000
yri old, and the dissecEon associated with the breaching of
iake Tecopa was episodic in nature (Morrison, 1991).
A hcl of recessional shorelines "preserved anywhere in
the Afton basin" is offered as evidence for rapid draining of
Iake Manix (Meek, 7989, p.9). Subsequently field observations
by the authors, as well as by Meek (1990, pers. comm.; 1990,
Piates 1 and 3), have shown that recessionll shorelines related
to lake Manix do exist in the Afton basin as well as elsewhere
in the Lake Manix basin. The shorelines are subtle because they
are typically obscured by eolian deposits.
The Urie suggested'for rapid diaining of Lake Manix and
cuttins of AftonCanyon (circa 14-13 ka) is coincident with a
reconi phase of higti lake stand in pluvial Lake Mojave- (Wells
et al., 1989; Brown,-1989; Wells et al., this volume). Meek (1989,
p. 10) has suggested that the Presence of 'toulders and gravels
that are direc*tly on top of the lacustrine clays-downstream of
Afton Canyon" indicaies rapid draining of lake Manix and
rapid downcutting of Afton Canyon. These gravel deposits are
inierred to be the-product of "high velocity discharges from the
draining lake" (Meek, 7989,p. 10). Not one of the five cores
from Sida Lake playa (Muessig et al., 7957) and the four de-ep
cores from Silvei Like playa (Wells et al., 1989, Brown, 1989),
however, show evidence for a deposit or sedirnentary structure
that can be attributed to a flood larger than those that have
typically fed pluvial take Mojave (Brown, 1989; Wells et al.,
t[,ir uoi,r*").^The lake phases found in the cores of northern
Silver Lake'basin are composed of thin layers of fine sand- and
silt+ized particles interspersed within lamina ted-tosublaminited clays. The'thin layers terminate vertically-in claysized lacustrine sediments or in diastems characterized by
desiccation cracks and eolian sands. These thin deposits can be
correlated from one core to another in northern Silver Lake
playa (Brown, 1989). In addition, rapid draining of Lake Manix
int6 tf,e hke Moyave basin would have resulted in a,significant
loss of storage cafacity due to sedimentation,and spillway
downcutting due-to the profoundly enhanced overflow.
Detailed ge6morphic stuiies show that the lake level was
stabilized-at this-time and at nearly the same elevation of the
earlier Lake Moiave high stand between L6 ka and 18 ka.
A vertical sequence of coarse gravel,overlying lacustrine
deposits does not-necessarily mean rapid lake draining orexieptionally high stream velocities. Alluvial fans prograding

into a lacustrine basin can yield a similar sequence and merely
reflect facies variations within closed arid basins. Careful
examination of the well logs in the vicinity of the mouth of
Afton Canyon also indicates that another sequence of coarse
gravels ociurs at a depth of 170 to 175 m. These gravel
Ieposits, which were hot noted by Meek (1989), are below the
etevation of the gravels overlying the inferred latest Pleistocene
lake deposits. Itlossible that these deposits represe-nt.erosional
procesxs related to the draining of Lake Manix and that Afton
tanyon was initiated earlier than postulated. These Yp* of
infeiences are not completely testable since no isotopic age-control exists for the lacustrine or flood deposits in the well
logs of Meek (Fig. 1, 1989). However, core'lata, radiocarbon
da-tes, and sedimentation rates indicate that both lakes coexisted for a period of 6,000 yrs (Wells et a1.,7989; Brown et al.,
1990; Wells ei al., this volum-e). Lake Mojave formed prior to 20
ka and apparently was fed by relatively continuous overflow
from fal'e tvtanii. In addition, fefferson (1985) suggested that
the overflow spillway of Lake Manix into the lake Moj.avg
basin was at the souihem wall of Afton Canyon (Fig. 1). The
0.5 km wide, sediment-filled valley of Baxter Wash grades from
a topographic low in the ridge crest in Afton Canyon to the
Moiive River Wash where it exits Afton Canyon, suggesting a
w"il+stablished overflow route from Lake Manix into the Soda
Lake basin. Meek (1990) dixounts this valley as a late
Pleistocene overflow route on the basis of cation-ratio dating of
the low divide in the ridge crest, but suggests that this valley
may be an overflow route for middle Pleistocene lakes. Until
the'surficial geology and geomorphic evolution of Baxter Wash
are decipher6d, w6- offer the hypothesis that the lower part of
Afton Cinyon formed by progir-essive headcutting as Baxter
Wash vall6y served as thsouilet for Lake Manix. Eventually
stream piricy along the headward migrating Afton Canyon
diverted flow from Baxter Wash'
Field observations of latest Quatemary fluvial landforms
and deposits, analysis of historic geomorphic processes, and
detailed stratigraphic and radiocarbon studies of the Lake
Moiave basin iemonstrate that 150 m base-level lowering of the
Moiave River in Afton Canyon was not rapid b-ut-episodic and
proionged. Although the spectacular high relief of Afton
'C"nyofi is related in part to its relative-geologic youth, it is also
relafed to the same g-eomolphic Processes and conditions that
maintains the spectaiular high-r6lief of pluvial lake breaches
and not the rate of incision at the breach. The Amargosa
Canyon, which also displays steep-walls and local higtr relief,
fornied during the draining and episodic d-issection of
Pleistocene Lake Tecopa approximately 160 ka.
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INTRODUCTION

The terminal area of-the Mojav-e River-in.southem
California contains a well?reserved record of depositional
events associated with lalTt Quatemary-pluvial Lake Mojave
(Wells et al., 1'987b and 1989; Brown, 7989; Enzel et at., 1989a,b;
Brown et al., '1,990; Enzel, 1.990; Enzel et al., 7992: Enzel, 1992;
McFadden et al., 7992: Enzel and Wells, in press). Numerous
investigators have.long recognized. the abundance of geological
and archaeological features encircling the two depositionalterminal basins associated with Iake Moiave, Soda Lake and

Silver Lake playas (Gale, 1914; Buwalda, 1914; Huntington,
1915; Free, 1915; Thompson, 1921 and, "1929; Blackweld6r 1933
and 1954; Bode, 1,937; Antevt 1.932; Crozertampbell et al.
1937; Hubbs and Miller, 1948; Muessig et al., 1957; Ore and
Warren , 797'1.; Wells et al. 1984).
The first maior attempt at reconstructing the chronology of
Lake Mojave involved extensive examinatio; and radiocarlbn
dating of shoreline deposits (Ore and Warren, 1971). Although
Meusiig et al. (1957) had cored Soda Lake sedimenis, no stufy
prior to-the present one has attempted to develop a chronology
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lakes (lasting from 2 - 18 months
long) have formed in the Silver Lake
Basin as a result of large-magnitude
winter storms in the Transverse
Ranges and subsequent runoff of the
Mojave River (Wells et al., 1987b,
Enzel et a1.,7989a and 1990; Enzel,
7990,1,992; Enzel and Wells, in
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The maximum elevation of
ancient Lake Moiave was controlled
by an outlet spillway developed in
bi:drock at the extreme north end of
Silver Lake (current elevation = 285.4
m). Blackwelder (1933) and Hubbs
and Miller (1948) proposed that
overflow from the Lake Moiave
_

e
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spillway reached pluvial Lake
Manley in Death ValleY during the
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late Pleistocene. Prominent shoreline
features are found around the
margins of Silver Lake and Soda
Lake playa which indicate at least
two major high and Persistent stands
of the lake (Ore and Vlarten,797\;
Wells et al., 1987a\. The first maior
attempt at reconstructing the
chronology of Lake Moiave was
undertaken by Ore and Warren
(1971) and involved extensive
radiocarbon dating of pelecypod shells and lithoid tufa found
in shoreline features in the Silver Lake area. These isotopic
dates ranged from 15,350+ /'240 yeats B.P. (Y-1587) to 8350+/300 years B.P. (LI-929) (Table 1) indicating major lacustrine
e'rentt occurred during this interval. Drilling of the Soda Lake
basin by Meussig et al. (1954 revealed only one prolonged
lacustrhe period-in a 326 m. core of sediments, presumably
related to ihe Latest Pleistocene Lake Moiave.
GEOMETRY AND SURFICIAL GEOLOGY OF
LAKE MOIAVE DEPOSITIONAL BASINS
Core and borehole data obtained from 20 holes in the Soda
Lake/Molave fandelta area (Muessig et al., 1957: Moyle Jr.,
'1.967: Dickey et al., 7979: Calzia,1979: and summarized in
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from lacustrine sediments observed in shallow cores and to

correlate the subsurface record with the shoreline features. This
paper provides a brief summary of the the lacustrine
itrlau*iapt'tv determined from Silver Lake basin cores, the
correiatibn'of core and shoreline stratigraphy, and the related

geomorphic/hydrologic history related to pluvial Lake Moiave
during ihe latest Pleistocene and early Holocene.

fie

Molave River drainage basin (Fig. 1) is approximately

9500 km2 in'size. The Moiave River flows eastward from the
Transverse Ranges (3048 above msl [mean sea level]) 200 km to
a broad alluvialfan region downstream of Afton Canyon

(Moiave Sink) where the river dixharges and terminates north
into'the Cronese lakes basins (326 above msl) or east into the

t

i
I

t

Silver and Soda Lake basins (276 above
msl). Thompoon (1921; 1929) identified
the two ancient lakes downstream of
Afton Canyon as Lake Mojave
occupying the Silver and Soda Lake
basins and Little lake Mojave
occupving the East and West Cronese
l-akei baiins (Fig. 1). He suggested
that prior to the downcuttting of Afton
Canyon, take Manix had been the
terminus of the Mojave River (Fig. 1).
Later authors (Crozer{ampbell et al.,
1937; Hubbs and Miller, 1948)
postulated
that both lake Molave and
-Lake
Manix may have existed
contemporaneouslY.
The mountainous headwater
regions, which comprise less than 5 %

of the total Moiave River drainage
basin area account for over 90% of the
total basin precipitation (Wells et a-1.,

Under presentday
conditions, virtually no runoff reaches
7989 ; Enzel', 1990).

the Moiave River terminal basins due
to surface water losses to the alluvial
aquifer (Enzel, 7990, 1992\. During
hiitoric times at least eight temporary
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Figure 2. Latest Quatemary lake deposits, Silver and Soda lakes.
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Brown, 1989) are combined with the new data from 13
cores- obtained during-drilling of Silver Lake playa n lggT
and 1988 and are used to reconstruct the coniiguration of
pluvial Lake Moiave (Fig. 2)._ Lake Moiave waicomposed
of two depositional basins where lacuitrine sedimeritation
was greates| each basin was centered in the areas of the
presentday Silver Iake and Soda Lake playas. The two
basins were separated by a broad sill thit ippears to be
related to pre-lake alluvial fan surfaces and'a local
bedrock topographic high near the town of Baker,
Califomia. The Soda lake depositional basin was deeper
than that of the Silver Lake basin during most of the iake
history. Thus ancient floodwaters filled Soda lake basin
first, then overflowed into Silver Lake basin. Effective
water storag-e-of both lakes was reduced by downcutting
of the Lale l-vtojave outlet spillway and by filling the
basins with lacustrine and flaya iaimmir durfig the
latest Quatemary. Because greater sedimentation iates in
Soda Lake basin resulted in a higher elevation of the playa
surfac-e in recent hmes, historic flood waters now pass
over Soda Lake playa into the Silver l-ake basin bifore
hydrologic ponding backfills into Soda l-ake.
The most extensive shoreline features were formed
during high stands of the lake which were controlled by
the elevation of the outlet spillway and are found arouid
-ana

elevations of 287 m (A*horeline)
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m
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RAD|oCAREON DATES OF LAXE i/OJAVE SIioRELINES AND LAKE SEDIMENTS

LoCATlOa.l

DATING ELEVATION TYPE OF
I.EI}@ OFSAiIPLE MAIERIAL
DATED

SILVERLAKE FAN.DELTA
DEPTH OF 15-17 cm

C.l4

SILVER LAKE SIL.M coRE
DEPIH OF 55-59 cm

AMS

msl

SEDIMENTS

OHGAT.I|oCAFrcN
lN

SEDIIIENTS

W

B€ta.25341

9,330

+/-95

W

BEla-24A42

AMS

SILVER LAKE SIL.I CORE
DEPTH OF 8.9 m

AMS

287.75

nsl

ORGANICCARBON 14.660 +^260
lN SEDIIIIENTS B€ta-21 8oo

W

SILVER LAKE SIL,I CORE
DEPTH OF 1 5.95 m

AMS

260.70

msl

ORCaAI.IICCAFBON 20,320 +/-74o
lN SEDIMENTS Beta-21801

W

4

C-1

BEACH RIDGE III
EL CAPITAN COMPLEX

C-14

LAXE

msl

OffGANICCAFEON 14,200

282.5

SHELIS

TIDEWATER BASIN BEACH
RIDGE II . SILVER LAKE

GMVEL PIT

SILVER LAKE

287

msl

PEI-ECYPOOSHEII

FMGMENTS
C.14

C-l4

9,390+/-1

282

40

TUFA

W

W

Bola-21199

13,640+/-120

B

B€ta-26456

COAIED 9,160 +^4OO

GRAVEL

M

B6ta-21 200

msl WflEPETECYPO 16.27o+/-31a
SHEl.lS
B6la-295s3

UNITNO.10

W

B6la-29552

-285 msl vvll}IPEIECYrcO 12,020 +/-130

SHELIS
C.l 4

+/-145

B6ta-25399

286-286.5 W€-E PEIECYPOO 10,330+/-120

msl
C.1 4

SEDIi,ENIS

msl W}|f€PEIECYPOO
sHEl_LS

@i/FLEX

EEACH RIDGE I
ELCAPITAN COMPLEX

TOP OF

270.65

lN

BEACH RIDGE V
EL CAPITAN COMPLEX

BEACH RIDGE. SODA

p-

-274.9

W

B€ta-25634

SILVER LAKE SIL.I CORE
DEPTH OF 6.0 m

ELEPHANT RIDGE

shoreline). Lake overflow during the A+horeline period
resulted in erosion of the outlet spillway and formation of
the younger B+horeline. Lower, l^ess exfensive shoreline
features are formed below the elevation of spillway
control. The most extensive of the younger shoreline
features occur at elevations of approximitelv 2g3 - 2g4 m
(C+horeline). Historic large*cal^e-floods of fhe Mojave
River have produced minor beach features at or below
these three prehistoric shorelines (Wells et al, 1984; Wells
et al. 1987a; McFadden et al., 1988, 1992, this volume).
largest and most extensively preserved shoreline
_ The are
typically found along the northem margins of
fealu1es
both basins (Fig. 3). These extensive features formed
because: (1) the maximum fetch of the lake and prevailing
wind directions (southwesterlies) produced the strongest wave activity and, thereforg the largest features in the
northern margins of each lake, and (Z) ttre proximal
location of these features to bedrockdefended areas
p-rotect- the shore features from erosion or burial by
alluvial fan streams.
SILVER LAKE BASIN STUDY SITES
Tidewater Basin Beach Ridge Complex Two large beach
ridges are prgserved in the northeastem portion of Sii=ver Lake
in an area referred to as Tidewater basin-(Fig. 3). Both of these
ridges are composed predominantly of fine fravel to coarse
sand+11{ gran_itic gru_s and correlate with morphostratigraphic
units BR 1, BR II, and BR III at the El Capitan Sfte. The trighest
ridge is 287;9 m above-msl in elevation a't its maximum he'Ight.
T9
.t" north of this ridge lies a small topographic depressio:n
which slopes gradually uphill to a broad saacite (289ji msl) that
marks the drainagc divide between Silver Lake basin and Dry
Lake basin. Core Sil-L, which was obtained from this
depression (Fig. 3), contained no lacustrine sediments and
indicated that bedrock is less than two meters below the
surface. A larger topographic depression (Tidewater basin) is
preserved between the two beach ridges. Core Sil{ was drilled
to a depth of 6.25 m in the Tidewater basin and revealed
several meters of green lacustrine clays (Fig. 3).
Eleven lithofacies, ranging from cobbles to clayey silt, are
exposed inthese stream{ut along the westem end of-the lower
of the.twobeach ridges (Brown, 1989). Stratigraphic relations of
these lithofacies indicate that at least three trlnsgressiveregressive sequences are recorded within this part of the
Tidewater basin area. Abundant ostracodes were present in the

SEDIi/€NTS

-277.5 m6l OROqNICCARmN 3,620 +/-7O
IN

SIUDY

SAA/PLENUMBER

-278 msl ORGANICCAREON 390 +^90
lN

SILVERLAKE SIL.MCORE AMS
DEPTH OF 3.06-3.09 m

MDTOCAnAON
AGE(YRS. B.P.)AND

B

H

1J.935

C-l4 UNITNO. lO TUFA COATED 8,350 +/-3oo H
GffAVEL
1J.929
C-14 UNITNO.S PEECY"CD 10,580 +/-1oo O/W
sHals
Y-1s93
C-14 UNITNO.T IUFACOA'IED 9.900 +/-1oo o/W
GHAVEL
Y-1 592
C-14 UNITNO.6 PELICY"OO 1O,7oO +/-1OO O/W
sHElls
Y-1591
C-14 UNTTNO.S TUFACOAIED 10,870 +/-4So H
6,7,S COMB. GRAVEL
LJ-930

fine-grained sediments of lithofacies at the Tidewater Basin
stratigraphic site and were analyzed by R. Forester (pers.
comm. '1987,1988). These lithofacies contain L. ceriotuberosa
and varying amounts of L. bradburyi. Vvhote pe-i@lEEiitt,
in growth position and in an excellent state of preservation
were collected from this site, yielding a radiocarbon age of
16,270+/-370 years B.P. (Beta-29553)(Brown, 1989). The lowesr
units in this beach ridge represent the oldest known shore
deposits which are related to pluvial Lake Mojave. Ore and
Warren (1971) dated shells from two superimposed sets of
cross strata located approximately 20 meters west of the above
Iocation and the shell horizons yielded age dates of 15,350+/240 and 74,550+ / -'140 years B.P (Y-15S7 and Y-15AO,
respectively).

EI.Capitan (North) Beach Ridge Sequence: Five separate beach
ridges-are prysellt in the El Capitan iidge complex,'formerly
qart o_f the Northern Beach Ridge Sequence of Bode in CrojerCampbell et. al. (1937), which is the most complete beach ridge
sequence in the Lake Mojave area (Fig. 3) (see McFadden et a1.,
this volume).. The highest three beach ridges form
mo_rphostratigraphic units which are designated BR I, BRII and
BRIII. Each of these ridges display welldeveloped stone
pavements overlying a one-meter thick eolian unit. Below this
eolian unit, imbricated gravels dip gently lakeward. Lithoid
tufa is common on many of the larger clasts, and pelecypod
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RAOIOCARBON

c'14

DATES OF LAKE [,{OJAVE SHORELINES

UN|TNO.S PEIECy?CD
COMB. SHELIS
UNITNO.S PEIECY"OO
SHEII.S
6,7,8 COMB.
UNITNO.S PEECY"CD
6,7,8 COMB.
SHELIS
UNIT NO. s
TUFA COAIED
GRAVEL
UNITNO.5 IUFACOATED
GFAVEL
UNITNO.4 PEEG1POD
SHELIS
UNITNO.4 PEIEC\?OO
SHELIS
UNITNO.4 PB.ECY"OD
SHELIS
UNITNO.l TUFACOATED
CfiAVEL
UNffNO.1 IUFACOATED
GMVEL
6,7,8

c-14

c'14

c'l4
c-14
c-14

c'14
c-1 4

c'14
BOTTOMOFGMVEL

C.14

PIT. SILVER LAKE

BEACHRIDGEV(?) C-14
COI!,IPLEX

EL CAPITAN

BEACH RIDGE

I

C-

1

4

EL CAPITAN COMPLEX

NORTH-CENTMLSILVEn
LAKE- SPILLWAY

C-14
C-14
C-14

BENCH MARK BAY.BELOW

C-14

STONE ARTIFACTS

NOR]HWESTSILVERTAKE C-14

9,640 +t'24o

H

LJ.2OO
1

1,320 +t'12o

Y.l 590
11,630 +1500

o/w
H

1J.934

13,150 +/'350

H

l-443
13,290 +^5s0

o/w

Y.1 589

13,670 +^550

H

1J.933
13,190 +/- 500

H

1J.931
13,040 +/-120

o/w

Y.1588
O/W

Y.24O7

0/w

284

n

283.sm
296.5

m

Y- 1 585

PS-EC\FOO 14,550 +1140
Y.l 586
SHELIS

O/W

15,3s0 +1240

O/W

PE-Eo\fOO
SHEIL-S

287

n?

2a4-287

- 286.5

n?

IUFACOAIED 9,960 +L200
Y.241 O
GRAVEL

O/W

O/W

PELECT?CD 11,860 +/-95
OtC-2824
SHELIS

W

PEEC"Y"OO 11,970 +/- 160
SHELIS Beta-writt€n comm.

R't/

+175

w

IUFA

Within the lacustrine sediments, paleoflood events are
recognized as thin layers of fine sand-and silt+ized
oartiiles interspersed within laminated-to+ublaminated
tl"yt o. as drying or partial drying/lake lowering events
overlain by clay+ized lacustrine sediment. Drying
episodes and lake lowering/partial drying events are
recorded in the lacustrine deposits as desiccation cracks
and thin bands of evaporite minerals composed of
thenardite and calcite, respectively (Wells et al., 1989;
Brown ,1989; Brown et al., 1988 and 1990). These features
provide the critical data base for interpreting latest
Quatemary hydrologic resPonses of the Moiave River and
its terminus, i-ake Moiave to climatic changes and
changes in basin morphology (Wells et al., 1989; Brown et
al., 1990).

Y.l 587

PB.ECY?OO 10,270 +/-160
281.9 m
deplh=.3-.sm FFAGITENTS Y'2406

SPILLWAY BAY AREA
A.SHOREUNE. NORTFTWEST C.1 4

H

t-444

avg=285.7m PEIEC\PCO 13,620 +^100

EL CAPITAN BN II ?

NOfiTHERNSILVERTAXE C'14

H

LJ-932
10,000 +/'300

O/W

BEACH RIDGE II
BENCH MARK BAY

10,260 +/-400

PEIECYPCD 12,450 +t'160
288.2 n
deplh=o.3m FFAGMENTS Y-2408

II

TIDEWATER BASIN

SHELIS

abundant Anadonta shells (Ore and Warren 1971) (Table 1).
These dates show a regular progression from the oldest in
unit 1 (13,190+/-500 B.P.; LJ-931; to the youngest dates at
the top of the outcrop (8,350+/-300 and 9,160+ / 400 B'P';
Lj-929'and LI-935, reipectively) and correspond with the
range of dates (Table 1) from other shoreline features in
the Silver and Soda Lake basins.
Subsurface Skatigraphy of lake Mojave Deposits
A total of thirteen cores were drilled in Silver lake
basin during this study (Fig. 3) and detailed core
descriptions are found in Wells et al. (1989) and Brown
(1989). The sedimentary sequence in the cores can be
grouped vertically into three maior- depositional
iategories: (1) pre-Lake Mojave sediments which are
charlcterized by silt, sand, and gravel deposited in
alluvial fan, eolian, or playa environments; (2) lacustrine
sediments composed niainly of reduced green-to'blue,
clay+ized particles indicating persistent standing water;
ana (g) stritigraphically youngest playa sediments
composed of bxidized brown, disturbed and nonlamihated mixtures of silt, sand, and clay indicating dry
playa conditions Punctuated by occasional wetting events.

AND LAKE SEDIMENTS

PEECY?OD 9,340 +^140

d€pth=0-.6m FMGMENTS

BAY

TIDEWATEH BASIN
BEACH RIDGE

C-14

283 m ?
depth=1 m?
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DISCUSSION

shells (Anadonta califurnbsrs) have been found in all five rldges.
Shells from six locations in the El Capitan complex have been
radiocarbon dated (Table 1). These dates become progressively

older with increasing height and distance from the playa. The-

-

hiehest beach ridge (BR I) contains shells dated at 73,640+/"120

veirs B.P. (Beta-26456) (Brown, 1989; McFadden et al., 1992)
ind l2,4i5}+/-760 years B.P. (Y-240S) (Ore and Warren 1971).
"t ridge III contains shells dated at 10330+/-120 (BetaBeach
21200xwells et al. 1989; McFadden et al., L992'). The lowest two

beach ridges, morphostratigraphic units BR IV and BR V, lack
the eolian mantle bn the upper ridges and contain the remnants
of a buried soil truncated and overlain by a thin gravel cover
containing another weakly developed soil (McFadden et al.,
1992, this volume). Whole pelecypod shells collected from 5 to
10 cm below the toP of the buried soil in BR V yielded an age
of 9390+ / -740 years B.P. (Beta-29952) (Wells et al, 1989;

McFadden et al., 1992).
Silver l-ake Quarry: A small gravel quarry excavated in an
embayment in northwestem Silver Lake (Fig. 3) has exposed a
seriei of interbedded gravels, sands and silty clays deposited
during pluvial take Mojave. The top of the quarry is
approiinately eight meters below the A-shoreline which is
oiiserved as a wavecut cliff in diorihc bedrock. A detailed
thronology of these deposits has been reconstructed from
radiocarbon dates obtained from tufa<oated gravels and locally

Age Estimates t ake Mojave Phases and Fluctuations
- The age range for pluvial Lake Mofave, F" o{y
maior lacustrine iequence observed in cores from Silver
Ia(e and Soda Laki: basins is approximately 22,000 to
8,700 years ago based upon radiocarbon dating of shell
material andlufa from ihoreline features, recently
obtained radiocarbon dates of organic matter in cores from
Silver lake (Table 1), and inferred averate sedimentation rates.
Two dates on organic material from core Sil-I at depths of 2.8
and 15.9 m belo* the playa floor are 14,660+/-260 years B.P.
(Beta-21800) and 20,320+ / -740 yeats B.P. (Beta-21801),
respectively (Fig. a, Table 1). Using_the vertical separation
between the oldest two age dates obtained from core Sil-I, an
average, long-term sedimentation rate of 1.1 m./100-0 years is
estimited (Fig. a). Application of this rate to the sediment
column abov6 these dites yielded an estimated age of 8,730
years B.P. for the top of th'e Intermittent Lake III phase and end
bf pluvial lake Molave. The age estimated by the
sedimentation rate differs by only 0.?o/o from the radiocarbon
dates on tufa (Ore and Warren, igZt; obtained from the
youngest lacustrine unit in the Silver Lake quarry. The
Similirity between surface and subsurface ages suggests that
use of an average sedimentation rate for age estimations is
reasonable. Usiig this method, the earliest lake sediments in
the Silver l^ake b-asin (Incipient Lake I phase) are estimated to
be approximately 22,000 y-ears old. The Late lvlojave I phase is
estimited to have etsted for approximately 1800 years, from
about 18,400 to 16,600 years B.P. and the Lake Moiave II phase
persisted as a continuous lake for about 2300 years from about
13,700 to 11,400 years B.P.
Higher frequency drying episodes and lake-lowering
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evmts were recordd in the Silver Lake sediments in the
characterishc'bulls+ye" facies evaporite mineral distribution
found in closed basin playas. As brine-rich waters evaporate in
a closed basin they become supersaturated with respeit to

given mineral species; initially the least soluble preCipitates are
deposited in the basin and along the basin margin, and as
waters continue to recede more soluble minerals are deposited,
thus forming concentric zones of salt deposition (Hunt,i975;
Rosen, 1282). In the Silver Lake basin, initial lake-lowering
deposited CaC0, followed by NaSO. and NaCl as water ldvels
receded. The temporal and spatial distribution of these
deposits, thereforg serve as analogs for paleolake levels
(Brown, 1989; Brown et al., 1990). These studies indicate that: 1)
Lake Mojave experimced considerable fluctuation in water
levels between 22,000 and 8,700 years B.P. ; 2) Silver Lake basin
was a sensitive recording mechanism for centennial- to
millenial+cale climatic changes affecting the Mojave River
Drainage Basin; 3) changes in hydrologic conditions
characteristic of the full lake phases ([ake Moiave I and II) and
the intermittent lake phases (lntermittent Lakes I, II, and III)
were the result of bimillenial climatic oxillations; and 4)
through time Silver Lake became more sensihve to shorter-term
climatic fluctuations as basin water storage capacity was
reduced by over 60% due to spillway downcultting and basin
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sedimentation (Brown, 1989).
Correlation of Shoreline Features with Lacustrine Sediments
Correlation of subsurface features in cores and shoreline
features of Silver and Soda Lake basins is based on surface and
sub-surface stratigraphy, faunal distribution, radiocarbon dating,
and soilSeomorphic relationships of shoreline features. Figure5 shows a correlation between the lacustrine sediments of cores
Sil-I and Sil4 and the two beach ridges preserved in Tidewater
basin (Fig. 3). The basal green clays in Tidewater basin (core
Sil{) are correlative with the top of the Lake Mojave I phase
in core Sil-I based on diatom distributions (].P. Bradbury, pers.
comm. 1988).
The upper ridge at Tidewater Basin (287.9 msl),
corresponds to the level of the A-shoreline and the top of the
second ridge (285.5 msl) corresponds to the height of the Bshoreline. A*horeline beach ridges to the west of this area are
dated at 13,520 +/-100 years B.P. (Y-15S5) (Ore and Warren,
797'l) in Spillway bay and 13,640+ / -120 years B.P. (Beta-26456)
(Brown, 1989) in the El Capitan complex. These data indicate
that the Lake Molave II phase the lake level reoccupied its
present position at the 287 m overflow level and was primarily
responsible for the extensively preserved A-shoreline featuresCONCLUSIONS
The Lake Mojave sequence is divided into six major lake
phases: Incipient l-ake (-22 to -21 ka), Intermittent Lake I
(-21 to -18.4 ka), Lake Mojave I (-18.4 to -16.6 ka),
Intermittent Lake II (-16.6 to -13.7 ka), Lake Mojave II
(-73.7 to -11.4 ka) and Intermittent Lake III (-11.4 to -8.7
ka) based upon the textural, sedimentological and
chemical nature of a complex and well-preserved
sequence of lacustrine deposits. A transition to a drier
climatic regime resulted in the total drying of Lake
Mojave about 8.7 ka. Dry playa conditions characterized
the take Moiave basins following this event, however, at
least five short-lived lakes (101-102 years in length)
occurred during this period. Prior to -22ka, the maiority
of Mojave River discharge was probably contained within
the Manix basin (|efferson, 1985, this volurne). Between
-22ka and -14 ka both Lake Manix and Lake Mojave
were sustained by Mojave River discharge. The incision of
Afton Canyon and subsequent draining of Lake Manix
(Meek, 1989), significantly altered terminal basin
morphometry and resulted in greater overflow of Lake
Mojave during the Lake Moiave II and Intermittent lake
III phases. This overflow produced controlled downcutting
of the Lake Mojave outlet spillway and resulted in the
formation of the B+horeline. Through time Lake Mojave
became more sensitive to shorter-term climatic
fluctuations as basin sedimentation and downcutting of
the Lake Moiave outlet spillway reduced basin storage
capacity.
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INTRODUCTION
Silver Iake playa (fig, 1) has been the location of several
studies that have focussed on the nature of late Quatemary
climatic change and landscape evolution in a desert
environment (Crozer{ampbell & Campbell 1937, Bode'1 973,
Ore & Warren 1971, Wells et al. 1987,1989, McFadden 1988,
McFadden et al. 1989, Reheis et al. 1989, Enzel et aL.7989,
Brown et al. 1990). Iakestand events are recorded by remnants
of beach ridges and other shoreline features located around the
margin of Silver Iake playa (fi1. 2).Radiocarbon dating of
pelecypod shells from beach ridge deposits of pluvial Lake
Mojavg of which Silver Lake playa is a remnant, indicates that
pluvial Lake Mojave persisted episodically from 22,000 yrs B.P.
until about 9,000 yrs 8.P., after which the'lake disappeaied.
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Figure 1. lndex map.

This occurred h response to the glacial-to-interglacial climatic
chante that occurred in the early Holocene (Ore & Warren
1971, Wells et al. 1989, Brown 1989). The availabiliry of this
geochronologic data, as well as geochronologic data from
experimental age dating studies, has enabled a detailed
understanding of the history of pluvial Lake Mojave during the
Latest Pleistocene and Holocene as well as elucidation of the
impact of climatic changes on geomoqphic and pedologic
processes on the evolution of adiacent desert piedmonts in this
region.
Beach ridges are common geomorphic landforms
associated with pluvial lakes in the westem United States, yet,
there have been relatively few studies focussing on the
processes of soil development on this landform. Most previous

studies of soils associated with deposits of pluvial lakes have
used the degree of soil development to correlate the deposits
with past lake stands (Morrison 1965, Fleischhauer 1982).
During this study, shoreline features were mapped by
aerial photographic field studies and topographically surveyed,
and the stratigraphy, sedimentology, and relationship with
associated piedmont deposits of the beach ridges were studied
(Wells et al. 1989). Also, we collected shell materials from
deposits associated with a well preserved beach ridge complex
located at the northwestem part of Silver Lake playa.
Because of the availability of these new dates and the
abundant ages published in past studiet the beach ridges in
the Silver Lake area are the most well dated sequence of latest
Pleistocene and early Holocene pluvial beach riilge deposits in
Califomia. The pulposes of this study are: (1) to evalulte major
processes influencing the development and evolution of soils
on beach ridge landforms; (2) to compare and contrast rates
and processes of pedogenesis on beach ridge and piedmont
landforms on the basis of soil-geomorphic and
chemical,/isotopic analyses of the soils; and to determine the
timing of post+arly Holocene lake stands on the basis of
pedologic data for undated beach ridges present at elevations
below the dated, pluvial beach ridges.
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information
provides
significant data
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of paleoclimatic
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article primarily
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Figure 2. Stratigraphic cross sectiory El Capitan Beach Ridge complex.
.

and Wang and others (1993a and b). Methods used in the
course of-the investigations and research reported in this article
are described in these publications.
CLIMATE AND VEGETATION IN THE STUDY AREA
The present climate in the area of Silver Lake playa-is hot
(average iummer temPeratures exceeding 30 o ) and arid (mean
annualprecipitation = 78 mm) (National Oceanic and
AtmospheriC Administration 1983). The climate is moderately
seasonil, with more than 50% of the annual precipitation from
Pacific Ocean sources arriving during the winter and early
spring, and precipitanon (24%) from the Gulfs of Meico and
California arriving during the summer (Pyke, 1972).
Potential annual evapotranspiration exceeds annual
precipitation, achieving values of 200 to 250 cmfyr_
(Cahfomia Departmeni of Water Resources 1967). The soil
temperature regime is hyperthermic and the soil moisture
regime is aridic at most sites in the study area.
Vegetation throughout most of the Mojave Desert is
classified as Mojave Desert Scrub (Barbour and Major
1980). Typical vegetation includes saltbush, creosote, and
various slecies of Opuntla, with larger perennial
vegetation restrictedto active washes and recently
abindones terraces; by contrast, surfaces with well
developed Pavements are much more sparsely vegetated.
Paleoenvironmental data from analysis of plant
macrofossil remains in woodrat (Neotoma) middens
indicate that the climate in the study area during the late X
Wisconsin and early Holocene was quite different from
F[L
that which efsts today. A iuniperpinyon-]oshua tree
woodland was present throughout much of the Mojave l-J
O
Desert between'30,000 and 1i000 years 8.P., exishng in
places at elevahons as low as 330 meters (King 1976, Van
^Devender
and Spaulding7979). Van Devender et al' (1987)
have also shown that elements of desert scrub community
and the xeric woodland occurred as a complex mosaic
throughout the latest Pleistocene and into the early

(Wells et al. 1987,1989). Overflow and erosion of the spillway
occurred between about 13,500 and 11,500 yrs B.P., causing
formation of a shoreline (B-shoreline) 1.4 m below the highest
shoreline (A+horeline) (Brown 1989). Lower, less extensive
shoreline features occur below the B-shoreline and above the
playa, which occurs at an elevation of 275.5 m (Wells et al.
1987, Enzel1,990).

Due to prevailing wind directionq lake fetch,-and geologic
factors, the fargest and most extensively preserved shoreline
features are tyfically found along the northern margins of both
silver lake and Soda Lake playas (Brown 1989). the most
extensive of these beach cohplexes was referred to as the
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Shatigraphy, geomorphology, and age constraints
Many shoreline features are found around the
margins of silver lake and Soda Lake playas, including
erosional wave{ut cliffs, depositional beach ridges, and
offshore bars or spits. the most extensive shoreline
features wee formed during high stands of the lake which
were controlled by the elevahon of an outlet spillway
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Figure 3. Generalized lithology and interpretation oI depositional environments
of sediment recovered in a core from Silver Lake playa.
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Northem Ridge Complex (Bode 1937). Our
studies show that this beach complex
contains five separate beach ridges and we
refer to the complex as the El Capitan Beach
Ridge Complex.
The beach ridges are designated as, from
topographically highest to lowest. BR1, BR2,
BR3, BR4, and BR5 (he.2).
The beach ridge deposits of El Capitan
Beach Ridge Complex are exposed along
stream channels, In general, the deposits of
the upper three beach ridges typically
consists of imbricated, Iakeward dipping
gravels and less commonly gravelly sand.
The gravels are usually rounded to
subrounded, platy, and are composed
dominantly of mafic metamorphic rocks,
diorite, granodiorite, and less commonly
marble. The major source of these deposis is
reworking of gravelly piedmont deposits
derived from the Soda Mountains.
Occasionally, the beach ridge gravels contain
moderately to well preserved shells of the
pelecypod, Anadonta califomiesis. The
uppermost 50 to 100 cm consists of
increasingly sandy, massive materials. The
surface of beach ridges are characterized by a
vamished pavement that consists largely of
pebble and cobblesize clasts of local-origin
and reworked tufa.
Samples of the most well preserved shell
fragments obtained from deposits associated
with BR1 and BR3 were dated and yielded
radiocarbon ages of 73,640 *.160 yrs B.P.
(Brown 1989) and 10,330 t 130 yrs B.P.,
respectively (Beta - 26,456, Beta - 21,200)
(Wells et al. 1989), consistent with ages from
shell and tufa materials reported in previous
studies (Ore and Warren 1971, Wells et al.
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Table 1. Summary, selected morphological data for soils on beach ridges or shoreline features.
Profile Thi.tness
tlorizon
Gm)

1989).

Morphology, texture, and chemical
properties of the soils
The soils developed on BRL, BR2, and
BR3 exhibit relatively similar morphological
and textural characteristics (tables 1 and 2).
This similarity is shown by values of the PDI
for these soils, which range from 4.1 to 9.6.
These soils have a vesicular A (Av) horizon
ranging in thickness from 1 to 4 cm thick
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1987). Radiocarbon ages from organic

materials in lacustrine sediments exposed in
cores of Silver Lake Playa and tufa<oated
gravel also show that a lake stand associated
with the b-Shoreline may have persisted
until about 8,700, yrs B.P.
Deposits associated with BR4 and BRS
are finer grained than deposits of older beach
ridges, and have a very weakly developed
pavement composed of very weakly
varnished clasts. Lack of suitable materials
precluded numerical-age dating of these
deposits. Pelecypod shell fragments in
deposits unconformably overlain by deposits
of BR5 yielded an age of 9390 t 140 yrs B.P.
(Beta -29552), demonstrating that these
deposits are associated with older, higher
beach ridges. Beach ridges BR4 and BR5 are
topographically higher than the faint
shoreline features associated with historic
flood events described by Wells et al. (7987,
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conditions of minimal leaching in the hot, arid climate of
the lower Mojave Desert (tab. 2). Pedogenic carbonate has
accumulated as thin, discontinuous coating that occur
primarily on the bottom sides of gravel (stage I
horphoiogy of Gile et al. 1966). pedogen-ic carbonate is
also-present as disseminated,carbonate. Segregated
Bt
pedogenic carbonate is not observed in- parts of the horizon and this horizon is the zone of minimum
carbonate accumulation (tab. 2). Minimal leaching also has
promoted accumulation of small amounts of soluble salts
ind gypsum (tab. L and 2); the latter-is observed as
acicu*lii crystals primarily located below the largest gravel
clasts. Tex[ural dita sugfest that salts and gypsum
preferentially accumulate in clay and silt enriched parts of
^the
soils, beiow the most clay enriched parts of the soils,
below the most clay enriched horizons of the profile.
pH is the lowest in the Av horizon and tends to
increise slightly with depth (table 2). No correlation of ph
with carboiate, gypsumi or soluble salt content is obvious.
As was the case *ith carbonate, Fed content is highest in
the Av horizon and decreases slightly in the Bw or Bt
horizon (tab. 2). [n contrast to carbonate, Fed content
decreases significantly in the lower Bk horizons. FeO
content dod not change significantly with dePth, although
a very small increase in feo content is observed in the Bw
horizon of BR2 and the Av horizon of BR1.
Soils on the highest group of beach ridges and other
beach ridges that occur at a similar elevation elsewhere
along Silv-er Lake and Soda take playas (fig. 2) have soils

Table 2. Summary of textural, chemical and mineralogical data for selected
soils in the study area.
Horizon

% Sand % Silt
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0.60
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ND
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0.54
0.72
0 60
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0.61
0.58
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0.24
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ND
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ND
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ND
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8.2
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6.1

11

l1.l
12.8
6.4
59
6.7
6.4

0.4
0.8
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.4

that resemble those of soils on BRl, BR2, and BR3.
However, these soils contain considerably larger amounts
of soluble salts, and the Av horizons have higher content
of clay and silt.
ihe soils on BR4 and BR5 are more weakly developed
than those on the upper three beach ridges and have
developed almost eirilrely in gravelly- sand or sandy.
gravelltab. 1 and 2, see Photos 1 and 2). Also, BR4 has a
Ioil formed in a thin depbsit that overlies a buried soil.
The soil in the upper deposit (PDI = 1.8) and the buried
soil (PDI = 2.0) and soilbf BR5 (PDI = 2.0) are all,,
similarly developed. These soils Possess thin, w.eakly
developed Av, Bw or Bt, and Bk horizons. Small amounts
of clay'and silt have accumulated primarily in the Av
horizon and to a lesser extent the Bw or Bt horizons.

ND

8.1
8.1
8.1

8i
8.0

8.1

8.2
8.2

ND
ND
ND
ND

Pedogenic carbonate occurs as thin, dixontinuous
coatiigs on the bottoms of clasts (weak stage.l) in the

ND

ND

trace quanlities detected

that occurs beneath the stone Pavement. [n most respects, the,
Av horizon resembles Av horizons derived in other studies of
soils in the Mojave Desert (McFadden 7982,7988, McFadden et
aL.7986, Wells-et al.7987), although it is typically thinner than
and does not have as much clay as do Av horizons described
in these previous studies. The soils have a weak Bt horizon or a
Bw horizon that ranges in thickness from 17 to 31 cm and
exhibits weak subangular blocky or massive structure and
slight reddening (tab. 1). Where Present, translocated clay
oclurs as thin bridges and as grain coats. Occasionally, Bt
lamellae are present, associated with weakly preserved cross
beds. Texturil data show that most clay has accumulated in the
Av horizon and that it cannot be considered to be an alluvial
horizon (see also Peterson 1980, McFadden et al. 1986).
Accordingly, the increase in clay content in the Bt horizon
relative to lhat in the parent material is used to recognize the
arsillic horizon.
" A rignifi."r,t amount of pedogenic carbonate and some
soluble salts have accumulated in the profile, reflecting
i
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AN ACTIVE MARGIN

lowesihorizon of the buried soil of BR4, but laboratory
data indicate that a small amount of disseminated
carbonate has accumulated only in the Av and Bw
horizons. Soluble salts and gyPsum are Present only in
trace amounts in these soils, although a few gyPsum crystals
were observed in a few horizons. As with soils on the hiSher
beach ridges, Fed has accumulated primarily in the Av and Bw
or Bt horizons, and there is no indiiation of FeO accumulations'
DISCUSSIONS
Genesis of soils on latest Pleistocene and earliest Holocene
beach ridges
Textuial data for the uppermost 50 to 75 cm of the soil
profiles associated with BRi, 2 and 3 indicate a depositional ..
Lnvironment quite different from that of the high.energy well
sorted, cross$edded gravelly shoreline deposits that are
observed below a defth of i to t.S m. topographic position of
the beach ridges preiludes a fluvial source for the uPPer-most
sandy deposits and favors an eolian _origin. The probable
to.rries oi the sand are sandy littoral and deltaic deposits
exposed subsequent to desiccation of pluvial Lake Moiave
(Wells et al. 1,9:8\, and sandy deposits of distal fans and
washes.
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o1erall similarity of the soils on the upper beach ridges indicate
that the accumulation of the sand occurrea during alingle
ep-rsode. This intetpretation is consistmt with soifstratig-raphic
relations observed elsewhere in the Silver lake area and il the
cima volcanic field, which also who evidence for a period of
eolian activity during the middle or early Holocene-(Wells et al.
1985,1987,1989, Brown 1989, McFadden et al. 1985).
On the basis of the minimum ages for BR1 discussed
above, it must have been abandoned and, therefore, may have
been subjected to soil development for at about 3000 to 4000
years prior to deposition of the eolian mantle. The absence of
an obviously buried soil implies: (1) erosion and removal of
previously elsting s9i! (2) that the rate of soil development
prior to burial by eolian sand was quite slow, or (3) tliat the
eolian mantle was emplaced at leasl partly after BR1 and 2
were abandoned but before BR3 was established, thus
decreasing the duration of the hiatus. The lack of geomorphic
evidence for significant erosion of the well preserved beaih
ridge landforms and soil stratigraphic data indicate deposition
of the-sandy mantle as a single event, demonstrating tirat
hypothesis 2 is most reasonable.
The low rate of soil development can be explained by two
factors. (1) Ttre open framewori character of th6 gravel ulla tn"
low water holding capacity promotes rapid infiltrahon of water
and is conduchve for translocation of silt, clay, carbonate,
Yp".f, and salts to-depths of a meter or more. This process
drastically decreases the rate of development of textural B and
Av horizons, and results in coatings of carbonate on gravel
clasts at depths of a meter or more. (2) A low dust inTlux rate,
which would limit the rate of development of soils in the
c_urrently arid, hot environment, minimizes the magnitude of
chemical alteration (McFadden et al. 1988, Reheis e[ al. 1989). A
low rate of eolian dust influx in the latest Pleistocene and
earliest Holocene occurred prior to desiccation of pluvial Lake
Mojave.

Birkeland (1984) points out that the strong influence of
eolian dust influx on soil development in deserts has been
documented in a large number of studies. Here, the nearby
-of
playa os Silver l-ake provides an obvious source of much
silt, clay and salts, as demonstrated by analysis of cores of
Silver lake Playa (Brown 1989) and sriggested in previous
studies- (peterson 1980). Depth functions for Fed ilso suggest
and eolian origin for much of the accumulated Fe oxides,although the slight reddening in Bw or-Bt horizons shows that
at least some of these observed increases reflect formation of
authigenic Fe oxides (McFadden 1982, McFadden and Weldon
1987). Studies of soils formed on piedmont deposits of the Soda
Mountains also demonstrate the role of eolian dust on soil
profile morphology (Reheis et al. 1989, McFadden et al. 1990),
mineralogy and chemistry (McFadden, unpublished data).
Studies by Wells et al. (1987), McFadden et al. (1986, 1988),
and Chadwick and Davis (1990) show that the rate and
magnitude of eolian activity have varied considerably during
the Pleistocene and Holocene in the Mojave Desert and the Great Basin. These studies indicate that the most recent major
eolian event occurred during the most recent glacial-tointerglacial transition, probably triggered by increase in aridity,
decreases in vegetation, and increases in source areas with
sediment readily available for wind entertainment (e.g., playas)
and transport. A major implication of this hypothesis-is ihai
glacial periods may have been characterized by comparatively
slow devclopment of noncumulate soils on relatively stable
geomorphic surfaces (McFadden et al. 1986, 1989, McFadden
1988).

Soil development rates in beach ridge gravels may be low,
however, even with relatively high eolian activity. For example
early to middle Holocene soils in sandy deposits of the oldest
beach ridges and soils associated fluvial sandy gravels in the
piedmont of the soda Mountains show significant cambic B or
even argillic B horizon development OVells et al. 1987,
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McFadden et al. 1989, McFadden 1988, Reheis 1989). In
contrast, beach-ridge landforms present in other areas of the
Mojave Desert do not exhibit suih soils. Field observations of
high eaergy, gravelly shoreline and beach ridge deposits of
latest Pleistocene or early Holocene pluvial la[es as-sociated
with Owens dry lake, Searles dry lake, Panamint Valley, Death
Valley, located in the deserts of Califomia, as well as pluvial
!1kes o{ the San Agustine Plains and Animas Valley, lbcated in
New Mexico (see Smith and Street-Perrot 1983, Smith, 1975,
Hooke 1972, Margraf et al. 1983, and Fleischhauer 1982) show
that associated soils lack reddened, clay enriched Bt horizons.
The relatively low rate of accumulation of silt, clay, and other
soil materials during the Holocene is attributable io the ease of
translocation of such materials through these gravelly deposits.
Notably, Chadwick and Davis (1990) report that weli
developed soils have formed on latest Pleistbcene gravelly
sandy shoreline deposits of Lake lahonton. They altribut-e the
development of these soil to very high rates of dust influx after
the desiccation of a very extensive pluvial Lake Lahontan.
These soils, however, have formed soils which formed in the
sand overlying BR1, 2, and 3.
Data for the soils on BR1, 2, and 3 demonstrate that the
degree of profile development varies slightly, despite the
presumably equal durations of soil development. The observed

variability is attributed primarily to two niajor factors: (1( the
position of _the beach ridge relative to the major transport
direction of suspended eolian material; and 12; ttre topographic
form of the beach ridge. Thus, beach ridges that are iloierio
the playa and that are topographically prominent receive more
dust and act as more efficient dust traps, which accelerates soil
development.
Genesis and estimated age of soils on Post-Early Holocene

beach ridges
In contrast to the sols of BRl, 2, and 3, the sols developed
on BR4 and BR5 have developed directly in the sandy gravelly
beach ridge deposits, after deposition of the eolian sahdy
mantle observed on the higher beach ridges. The development
of Av horizons and weak Bw or Bt horizons in soils on the
lower beach ridges show that most eolian dust has
accumulated primarily in the upper part of the soil and was
not translocated deeply below the surface. This latter process
probably reflects the lower permeabilify of the parent materials,
which are sedimentologic characterics associated with
deposition in a lower energy environment favored by a
shallower lake (Wells et al. 1989, Brown 1989). Also,'the closer
proximity of these beach ridges to the playa may favor
accumulation of carbonate and altSearing dust from the nearby
playa sources.
The degree of development of soils on the lower beach
ridges most closely resembles that of soils formed in middle
and late Holocene deposits of the Soda Mountains piedmont.
For example, the soils of unit Qf3, which was deposited
sometimes between 3400 and 8000 yrs B.P. (Wells et al.798n,
have a PDI that ranges from 5 to 15 (Reheis et al. 1989). Fan
unit Qf4, deposited sometimes between 3400 yrs b.P. and 1000
(?) yrs 8.P., have soils with a PDI that ranges from 4 to 14.
Temporal correlation based on degree of soil development
suggests that the soils on BR4 and BR5 are no older than soils
developed on fan unit Qf5. The topographically prominent
gravel bars and swal.es of piedmont deposits, however, may
favor greater rates of entrapment of eolian materials relative to
the topographically smoother beach ridges. Consequently, rates
of soil development may be faster on the piedmoni compared
to beach ridges.
Analysis of sediments from Pit M-1 excavated in Silver
Lake Playa show that lakes have formed at least four tirnes
since desiccation of pluvial lake Mojave approximately 8,700
years ago (fig. 3) (Wells et al.7989, Brown 1989). The existence
of the lakes is based on the presence of thinly laminated
sediments, fypically present as couplets of light graybrown silty
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clay and brown silty clay, that have micropaleontologic
evidence indicative of fresh water conditions (Wells et al. 1989,
Brown 1990). These sediments are distinguished from
sediments that reflect playa or wet-playa conditions that are
not laminated and have abundant desiccation cracks. Organic
materials extracted from two of the lacustrine materials yield
radiocarbon ages of 3,620 x 90 and 390 t 90 yrs b.P. (Beta 25341 and - 25634). tf the observed lamination of the sediments
reflects annual sedimentation, the lake stands responsible for
these deposits may have persisted for up to several decades
(Brown 1989).
Estimates of the ages of BR4 and BR5 from pedologic data
are consistent with the lake core ages. Either BR4 and BR5
probably formed during the lake stand that occurred 3,500
years a[o. Formation of BR5 during the most recent lake stand
of 390 yrs B.P. cannot be ruled out, however, because even
though BR5 exhibits greater soil development than is thought
to be characteristic of deposits os such a young age little
independent age control exists for deposits of this age.
Formation of gravel pavements on the older beach ridges
Varnished pavemmts on the upper three beach edges
resemble pavements observed on late Pleistocene geomorphic
surfaces on the Soda Mountains piedmont and on the surfaces
of late Pleistocene volcanic flows of the nearby Cima volcanic
field (see Wells et al. 1985, McFadden et al. 1986, 1987,7989).
Development of these Pavements has been attributed partly to
develoiment of cumulic soils formed in silt and clay rich eolian
materiils that accumulate below an increasingly weil orted
layer of gravel resistant to mechanical weathering which is
derived from the pavement materials (McFadden et al. 1986,
McFadden et al. 1987). Soil+tratigraphic relations observed in
the beach ridge deposits, however, indicate that the process of
initiation of pavement development may be different from that
proposed for piedmont and volcanic flow surfaces, given the
initially low glavel content of the sandy eolian deposits.
Initiation of the gravel pavement on the topographically
isolated beach ridges may be caused by concentration of gravel
due to removal of sand. Perhaps deflation, which may have
occurred when diminished sand supply, coupled with
occasionally very stront winds associated with a favorable
located wind gap causes sand entrainment and transPort.
Given the estimated 10 to 20 Percent gravel content of these
deposits, defation of approximately 50 to 100 cm of sand would
be-required to form a lag pavement. Development of the
pavement would presumably preclude additional significant
deflation.
Altematively, the pavement may have formed by
mechanical infiltration of eolian sand into the gravelly beach
ridge deposit. The accumulation of these materials would
significantly reduce Porosiry, perhaps favoring subsequent
aciretion oi sand below the gravel. [n either case, as sand
supply dimished, slow entrapment of finer eolian materials
*6.if,i cause development of the vesicular A horizon. The thin,
weakly developed Av horizon in beach ridge soils probably
reflects the topbgraphically smooth form of the sand mantled
beach ridges. This iontrasts with the rougher topography -oj
volcanic fiow surfaces and the bar-and-swale form of boulder
piedmont deposits, which favors formation of well developed,

thick Av horizons.
ISOTOPES AND RADIOCARBON AGES OF CARBONATES
IN THE SOIL ON OLDEST BEACH RIDGE
This soil, with a complex geologic history, illustrates the
limits to which isotopic studies in soils may be extended. As

discussed previously, soils on the oldest beach ridge is
interpreted to have formed in essentially three parent materials,
beaclr-ridge gravels deposited approximately 12,1300 to 13,800
yr 8.P., edian sand deposited between 6,00 and 9,000 yr 8.P.,
ind during the last 6,000 yrs, slowly accumulating eolian dust.
From neaithe soil surface, to a depth of about 2 m, pedogenic
carbonate laminations are found on the bottom of gravels.
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However, the laminations are generally quite thin ( < 1 mm),
rough, and (especially near the surface) dixontinous. The
outer-most porlion of the laminations were brushed off, and
isotopic analyses were made of the remaining portions.
i'he 6r3C-values of the carbonate in the soil increase with
hcreasing depth (Fig. 4a), as predicted by production/diffusion
models by Cerling (1984) and Quade et. al (i989), and are
nearly identical to values measured by Quade et.al. (1989) in a
soil of the Panamint Valley. Soil organic matter 6r3C values are
about -26 o/oo at all depths, indicating the dominance of
desert shrub vegetation ]or most of the soil's existence. These
very negative oiganic matter 6r3C values, combined with the
relativeiy positive carbonate 6r3C values, indicate extremely. low
soil repi-raiion rates (indicative of a sparse vegetative cover) for
much bf the soil's existence (e.g. model results of Quade et al.,
1989).

The measured raC ages of the carbonates increase with
increasing depth (Fig. 46), as predicted by prorruction/diffusion
models (tb be discussed in more detail at the Providence Mhr.
stop) (Wang et al., 1993 a,b; Amundson et al., 1994). Thett
aees of the carbonates near the base of the soil are similar to
tli" tnc ages of the Anadonta shells. This correlation can be
interpreted two ways. First, if soil carbonates at the base of the
soil liave been accreting continuously throughout the soil's
existence, the measured carbonate '*C ages are very minimum
ages (reflecting the accumulation of many generations of
cirbonate), and do not necessarily correspond to the shell ages.
Altematively, if, because of the addition of multiple layers of
finegrained sediment over the beach gravels, the- gravels have
effeclively been removed form the present hydrological
environment, then the carbonates may be relict features, and
their ages may truly match the ages of the shells' Carbonate
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ages near the soil surface cannot be considered reliable

indicators of the age of the deposit in which it exists since it is
very likely that these laminations are unstable, being subject to
periods favo-ring carbonate deposition in dry years and periods
favoring carbonate dissolution in wetter years. Therefore it is
likely they are not closed systems, a requirement for accurate
dating.
Finally, it is unlikely, in this soil, that any of the
laminations are entirely closed to the surrounding environment.
As illustrated in Fig. a6, the "occluded" organic Cinride the
laminations has measured 't ages similar to that of bulk
organic matter in surrounding soil. Although there is some
uncertainty in these dates because of their very low C content
(and the opportunity for any contamhation to introduce a
measurable effect), we believe that this is indicative of the fact
that these carbonate laminations, which are discontinuous and
uneven, are less than perfect candidates for dating studies.
Fortunately, many other soils in the Mojave desert and other
arid regions have much thicker, and coherent, carbonate
laminations, suggesting that this method is deserving of further
exploration.
srudies or beach.dcs?Xrcl;r,?Jgi-,:* Mojave show that
soils have formed in an eolian blanket deposited on the oldest
beach ridges after desiccation of the lake approximately 8,700
years ago. The pedologic characteristics of these soils directly
reflects geomorphic prrcesses that have resulted in rapid
pavement development and entrapment of dust that is
probably derived primarily from Silver lake playa. The lack of
buried soils in the underlying gravels is attriltuted to their
highly permeable nature, which is inferred to promote deep
translocation of eolian fines and solutes and/o} greatly limited
eolian dust influx during the time these gravels were
subaerially exposed. The presence of relatively weakly
developed soils in gravelly beach ridge deposits associated
with other pluvial lakes in desert regions, therefore, may not be
necessarily indicative of the occurrence of relatively recent,
Holocene lakestands, but might reflect instead geomolphic
circumstances that have limited eolian activity and minimized
formation of textural B and Av horizons.
Weakly developed soils on the younger beach ridges have
formed directly in less permeable beach ridge deposits, which
has favored shallow accumulahon of playaderived constituents
in dust. The ages of the younger beach ridges and the
associated lakestands are eshmated to range from less than
1000 yrs B.P. to 6000 yrs B.P. Deposition of eolian sand on the
older beach ridges, therefore, would have occurred sometimes
between 8700 and 6000 years ago. Deposition of eolian unit
Qq2, a unit in the Silver lake area that overlies late Pleistocene
to early Holocene piedmont deposits (Wells et al. 1987), and
deposition of much of the youngest desert loess on volcanic
flow surfaces in the Cima volcanic field also probably occurred
at this time (Wells et al. 1985, McFadden et al. 1986).
Pedogenic isotopic studies of the carbonate in the soil on
the oldest beach ridge suggest the potential usefulness of such
studies to provide geochronologic and paleoenvironmental
information, the thinness of the coatings indicates their
subseptibility to later dissolution and re-precipitation of
pedogenic carbonate, a problem given the closed-system
assumption used in the numerical model developed to interpret
the carbon values. Yet, the coincidence of the shell ages andsoil carbonate ages and the isotopic data consistent with the
observed edaphic environment suggests that this methodology
deserves future study.
The proximity of pluvial lakes and behavior of these lakes
in response to changes in climate strongly influences eolian
activity, which ha+ in tum, affected rates and processes of
development of soils on lacustrine landforms. Chadwick and
Davis (1990) have also observed this linkage of climate and
pedogenesis in studies of soils of shoreline landforms

associated with Pluvial lake Lahontan. They conclude, as did

McFadden et al. (1986), that rapid cumulic soil development
during the Quaternary is pulsatory, reflecting periods-of
qidity, playa development, and increased eolian activity.
Chadwick and Davis further suggested that soil-forming
intervals recognized by Morrison (1967, 7978), which were
attributed to enhanced soil development in warm, wet
interglacial periods, instead reflect episodic times of enhanced
eolian activity. In many respect, these studies confirm the
hypothesis of pulsatory eolian activity and carbonate
accumulation proposed by Machette (1985).
The presence of middle-to-late Holocene lake stands
indicated by this and other studies in this region is consistent
with other, independent evidence for lake stands and climatic
changes during this time in the Mojave Desert and adjacent
regions. Studies of the piedmont deposits of the Soda
Mountains and the Salt Springs Hilts, 20 km north of the study
area, also suggest deposition of climatically controlled fan
deposits during this time (Ritter 1988). Wells and Dorenwend
(1985) and Wells et al. (1987) also suggested that a large flood
events, perhaps caused by climatic change sometime during the
early-to-middle Holocene, resulted in formation of relict sheet
flood bedforms observed on the latest Pleistocene fan surfaces
of the Soda Mountains piedmont and elsewhere in the
southwestem United States. These climatic changes are
temporally equivalent with Neoglacial advances of glaciers
recognized in the Sierra Nevada in southem Califomia and
other lofty ranges of the Rocky Mountains. Recent studies of
Enzel (Enzel et al. 1989, Enzel 1990) indicate that historical
ephemeral lake stands in Silver Lake and the associated
climatic conditions that produced these lakes may serve as
analogs for the climatic conditions that produced the older
Holocene lakes and, perhaps, the late Pleistocene lakes in the
study area as well as other arid basins of the Great Basin.
This study illustrates the usefulness of soil+tratigraphic
analysis in research conceming the evolution of pluvial Lake
Mojave and late Quatemary climate change. Primarily on the
basis of the age estimates obtained through these soil studies, a
detailed search for evidence of Holocene lake stands in the
stratigraphic record was subsequently initiated. Happily this
later study corroborated the soil- geomorphic and soilstratigraphic evidence for the Holocene lakes. Ongoing studies
of the chemistry and hydrology of the soils themselves,
interpreted through numerical modeling, may provide
additional and significant paleoclintatic information that should
significantly augment the conclusions reported here.
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INTRODUCTION
Research Problem

Small volume (<1 km), Quatemary basaltic volcanic
centers within the southwestem U.S.A. are described as
mongenetic (Williams and McBimery,1979, Hasenaka and
Carriichael, 1985; Cas and Wright, 1982 Wood, 1990).
Monogenetic volcanoes exPerience a single eruPtive episode,
lastinf days to decades and originating from a single magma
batchlA diverse number of recent studies have shown that the
eruptive history at these types of centers is more comPlex/
having undergone a series of several eruPtive episodes
separited by iignificant time intervals (e.g., 1000 to 100,000
years). These studies include (a) the utilization Potassium-argon

(K-Ar) dates on lava flows associated with scoria cones in the
Cima'volcanic field of Catifornia (Turrin and Renne, 1987); b)
the application of geomorphic and pedogenic analysis of scoria
cond lt Lathrop Wells volcanic center in Nevada and in the
Cima volcanic field (Renault, 1989; Wells et al., 1990; Renault
and Wells, 1990); and (c) the utilization of geochemical
evidence (trace element and isotopic) at volcanic centers in
Crater Flat field and Lathrop Wells volcanic center (Perry and
Crowe, 1992). This type of evidence sugtestsa cornplex
eruptive history tha[ is referred to as Polylllli: (Crowe et al.,
198-9; Wells et il., 1990; Perry and Crowe, 1992).
The interpretation that some volcanic centers are not
monogenetic 6ut are polycyclic is considered controversial
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(Turrin et al., 1991). For example, the Lathrop
Wells volcanic center, a 1-km'complex of basaltic
scoria cones and lava flowt is recognized as
being not only polycyclic, but the youngest
Quatemary basaltic center near the proposed
high-level radioactive waste repository at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada. The eruptive history of this
volcanic center is important for assessment of
volcanic risk. Originally the Lathrop Wells center
was inferred to be 300 ka; however, Wells et al.
(1990) used geomorphic and soils data (1) to
hterpret a Holocene to late Pleistocene ate, and
(2) to conclude that its eruptive history was
polycyclic. The relative- and correlated-ages of
Wells et al. provided the impetus for a series of
detailed field and geochronologic studies in order
to test the proposed eruptive sequence and ages;
these studies involved a multidisciplinary effort
in volcanology, geomolphology, pedology, and
experimental geochronology (Crowe et al., 1,992).
Many techniques from these diverse disciplines
are also being applied to the Black Tank center of
the Cima volcanic field, Califomia (Fig. 1) and
some of these results are presented below.
The consequence of multidisciplinary studies

at these two volcanic centers includes (1) an
apparent disparity among some of the
geochronologic results and (2) divergent
interpretations of field relations and
geochronological results. The significance of thes€
different results and field intelpretations has lead
a few researchers to conclude that some
Quatemary dating methods are miscalibrated,
qualitative, and incorrect (Turrin and Champion,
1991; Champion,'199'l; Turrin et al., 1991).
Clearly, each dating method has certain strengths
and limitations, and we believe that a significant
scientific challenge lies in resolving differences of
each method within a stratigraphic and
geomorphic context.
The goals of this paper are (a) to
elucidate the volcanic stratigraphy of a
small basaltic volcanic center (Black
Tank center, Fig. 1 and 2), providing

Figure 1a. Satellite image of Eastem Moiave Scenic Area showing Cima volcanic field.
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field evidence for polycyclic volcanism;
(b) to relate the results of several
different chronological data sets to the
volcanic stratigraphy of this volcanic
centeri and (c) to discuss the
implications of using basaltic centers as
calibration sites for experimental
Quatemary dating methods.
Study Site
The Cima volcanic field is located in
the semi-arid to arid eastem Moiave
Desert and contains approximately 40
cinder cones and more than 50
associated alkaki basalt flows (Fig. 1)
(Dohrenwend et al., 1984). These flows
were extruded onto Quatemary alluvial
fans deposited in transtensional basins
between shear zones on Neotene to late
Quatemary pediment surfaces cut across
the Cretaceous Tuetonia quartz
monzanite and Miocene fanglornerates
(Skirvin and Wells, 1990). The original
lava flow constructional forms are fluid
to blocky, aa lava whose surface
molphology changes systematically over
time as eolian accretionary mantles bury
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the presence of soil- and pavementtounded unconformities'
Thde .rnconformities can'be recognized by the stone
pavementt consisting of one<lasf thick layer of volcanic bombs
wlth their associated underlying soils developed in an eolian
matrix (Fig. 3). The clasts on the stone Pavements have been
slightly vimished, and typically the stones h-ave carbonate
rin?s ihat formed at the bileo-[and surface. Such features
indicate that the underlying stratigraphic unit was subaerially
exposed for a period of time to allow stone pavement
development and soil formation. Estimates of the time required
to form such features on alluvial fan surfaces in the Moiave
Desert of Califomia are on the order of greater than 2,000 to
4,000 years (Wells et al., 1985; McFadden et-aL, 1989).
At the Black Tank volcanic center, the following
chronostratigraphic sequence has been established.- On Figure 2
each stratigilphic unitis labeledas Quatemary volcanic, or Qv,
with 1 thr6ugh 3 indicating age from oldest to youngest.
Within each ihronostratigraphic unit, volcanic facies are
indicated by l= lava, s = scoria, d = dike, and ca = cone aPron
(eroded cone slope material).

i-

Unit Qvl

The oldest chronostratigraphic unit consists of highlydegraded xoria/agglutinat6 vent deposits, as well as eroded
di(e and lava flouiunits (Fig. 2). The maior Part of the vent
that exhibits relief is associated with the more resistant
agglutinate deposits and a long curvilinear dike that trends
riith*ett. Th6 scoria deposits-of the vent have been deeply
eroded, truncated, and buried by overlying cone aPron
sediments as well as volcanic rocks from younger vents at the
Black Tank center. Natural stream exPosures on the west side
of the vent illustrate these stratigraphic relations. Extremely
welldeveloped soil profiles occur on the cone apron deposits
of unit Qv1^and can'be traced laterally and stratigraphically
beneath the fall sheet deposits of unit Qv2.
No isotopicdates haie been determined for unit Qv1;
however, mo'ryhological and Pedogenic- comparisons with K-Ar
dated vents and flo*t in the Cima field suggest that the vent is
at least greater than 700 ka. Such age estimates are consistent
with the"fact that Qv1 lava flows aie stratigraphically below the
560+/{0 ka flows of the "E" flows (Fig. 2).

Figure 2, Surficial geologic map of Black Tank volcamc center showing
trer,ct una sample site locations; see text for description of straligraphic
units.

the flow surfaces (Wells et al., 1985). The xoria cones in the
Cima field range from 2.5 to 7.7 km apar! with average heights
and widths fro-m SO m to 155 m and 540 to 915 m, respectively
(Dohrenwend et al., 1986). The primary-age control for the
volcanic features in this field has been K-Ar dates (Turrin et al',
and more recently 4Ar/eAr laser fusion dates (Turrin
1985)'Champion,
1990). Out of the numerous cones and flows in
and
the Cima field, this study focuses uPon two younger centers
(Black Tank and Vent I)-as well as one older center (Vent F)
(Figs. 1 and 2).
' " Soil deveiopment related to the eolian accretionary mantles
on the flows is ielated to progressive eolian dust accumulation
and alteration during variable past climatic regimes. -The -source
of the dust is related to the desiccation of pluvial l-ake Moiave
and eolian erosion of sediments in the Soda lake and Silver
Lake basins (McFadden et al., 1985).

Unit Qv2

This chronostratigraphic unit consists of a low relief scoria

Log of Trench BTVC'T6'92
Es.t

Cono

s
Top

tsurird goil ond

slonr p€vamnt

QUATERNARY STRATIGRAPHY

The Black Tank volcanic center consists of multiple lava
flows derived from two younger volcanic edifices and an
edifice of unknown age. Iield
adjacent, degraded
-ihese oldef
volcanic features was conducted on an
mioohs of

endigeI color, vertical aerial photograph and by incorporating
data hom eight trenches and ieveral natural exposures along
Black Tank Wash (Fig. 1). Within each of the eight trenches, logs were measured Ind stratigraphic sections were described
suth as those in Figure 3.

These data indicate that three, temporally seParate volcanic
eruptions occurred at the Black Tank center. The field evidence
for'significant time breaks between each stratigraphic unit is

Figure 3. Simplified log of Trench B"IVC-TG9} showing soil and
pavement bounded unconformity between unlts a and b
unit Qv3)'
ichronostratigrahic unit Qv2) and unit c (chronostratiEraPhic
Note that soil and Pavement developed on unit Qv2 are subaerially
exposed near trench BTVC-T&92.
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vent that developed along the northem flank of the high-relief
agglutinate rocks of unit Qv1 (Fig. 2). The crest of the-ev2 vent
is mantled with large (up to one meter in intermediate
diameter) volcanic bombs and appears to be partially breached
on the southem flank. The most-riolumetricaliy extensive
eruptive rocks of unit Qv2 are the xoria fall iheets (Qv2s; Fie.
2) which mantle older Qvl deposits and lava flows which haie
been correlated with vent "B" in the Cima volcanic field. These
depolits are thickest near the vent (> 2 m locally) and thin
rapidly to the south and west. The scoria fall deposits are
typically eroded by deeply incised gullies on thd northem,
southeastem, and western regions. Small patches of the xoria
to the south of the Qv1 vent suggest a m6re extensive tephra
sheet that has been stripped by gheetwash, rilling and grillying
(Fig. 2). In the northem part of the Black Tank vent, these ?a[sheet deposits typically bury stone pavements and related welldeveloped- soils- of much older volcanic units. This suggests a
relatively long hiatus in volcanic activity between Qvi and ev2
sequences. The northem regions of the fall deposits have been
eroded by Black Tank Wash, and thus total volume estimates
are limited by stripping and reworking of the tephra. Along the
eroded northern flank of unit Qv2s is an exposuie of the oily
known basaltic flow (unit Qv2l; Fig. 2) assoiiated with ev2 '
eruptive sequence.This thin (< 1-2 m) flow lies stratigraphically
within the_ tephra sheet deposits and can be traced lat-eraily to the east where the flow is correlative with a buried volcanic
bomb layer.
The surface unit Qv2s in the vicinity of trenches BTVC-T492, BTVC:16-92, and BTVC-T7-92 (Fig. i) is mantled with dense
volcanic bombs that form a stable stone pavement mantling the
underlying tephra sheet deposits. Moderitely developed so'lls
have formed in an eolian Tatrix within the iephra deposits
underlying the pavement. Pedogenic carbonati within the soils
formed on unit Qv2s have been sampled and rt dated by Dr.
R. G. Amundson of UC-Berkeley (see McFadden et al., this
volume). The stone pavement and underlying soil of unit ev2s
gn bgtraged laterally beneath the scoria cone deposits of unit
Qv3 (Fig. 3)
Cosmogenic 3He surface exposure dates on unit Qv2 have
been determined from a bomb on the crest of the Qv2 vent
(Fig. 2) and yield values of 18+/-12 ka and 20+/-10 ka. These
age estimates are consistent with the degree of soil
development and preliminary 't dates on soil development of
approdmately 70-72 ka (see McFadden et al., this volume).

Unit Qv3
__Thf youlgest and volumetrically largest eruptive sequence

at Black Tank is represented by the scoria deposits and flbws of
(Fig. 2). This erlption produced the relatively pristine,
-unit S3breached scoria cone and aa-to$locky lava flows that hlied the
ancestral Black Tank Wash, diverting it to the north toward
Vent "F" GiS. Z). The xoria cone has welldeveloped garlands
on the northem and southern flanks in areas whele rilling has
been relatively minor. The stratigraphy determined from -the
trenches clearly demonstrates that the cone deposits of unit
rest stratigraphically above the unit Qv2 ind are separated
-Qv3
by a soil/stone pavement bounded unconformigr (Figs. 2 and
3).

The xoria cone has been breached at least twice by lava
flows which probably occurred during the same eruptive
sequence (Qv3la and Qv3lb, Fig. 2). No field evidenie has been
found which demonstrates a significant hiatus in time between
these two flows. Rather, two large levees of scoria cone debris
occur near the breach site on the westem side of the cone (Fig.
2); these levees apparently formed as the lava breached the cone and drained west down the ancestral Black Tank Wash.
The presence of a cone flank between these two levees suggests
no significant break in eruptive activity (Fig. 2). The lava fiow
of unit Qv3la is mantled w!th, and incorporates large volumes
9f, glpsy scoria bombs and reddish rafted cone agglutinate.
Inset below and within this flow is the Qv3lb flo* that is a

E
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darker blocky flow with large blocks of rafted cone material.
Pressure ridges and troughs are common on these flows (Fig.
2).

Flow unit Qv3la displaced Black Tank Wash to the north
and against the xoria cone, lava flows, and cone apron
deposits of Vent "F" (or Rainy Day volcanic center). The Qv3la
flow then buried a stone pavement and associated soil formed
on the cone apron deposits of Vent "F" (Wells et al., 1990),
allowing enough heat to thermally reset the TL signal and date
the time of-flow emplacement. The TL sample, taken 25 cm
below the flow/soil-contact, yielded an age of 8.5+/41 kaby
the total bleach method (S. Forman, pers. comm., '1992). A
water content of 5+ / -2% is assumed; an assumption of double
the water content would yield an age of 9+ / 4.il ka. a secular
equilibrium in the U and Th decay chains is also assumed. This
date is consistent with the cosmogenic 3He age of 20 ka to 18
ka for the older Qv2s unit , and cbnsistent with the time
required to form a stone pavement and associated soil profile
at the contact between these two units.
PALEOMAGNETIC STUDIES
Paleomagnetic data have been obtained from the Black
Tank volcanic center (total of 17 sampling sites), as well as
other volcanic centers and/or nearblflo*s (total of 10 sites) in
an attempt to characterize the paleomagnetism of these rocks
and provide independent means of distinguishing individual
eruptive events from the Black Tank volcanic center.
_
- Paleomagnetic methods follow conventional procedures.
Independently oriented samples were collected uiing standard
portable field drilling equipment. Sample azimuths were
always determined using both magnetic and solar colnpasses,
and plunges of the samples were determined with a clinometer.
The natural remanent niagnetization (NRM) of specimens (one
or more per sample) was measured using a superconducting
rock magnetometer. At least one specimCn per-sample was s-ubjected to thorough progressive altemating field
demagnetization. At the specimen level, the direction of
magnetization vector isolated in demagnetization and trending
toward the origin was determined using principal component
analysis. We only accepted specimen results if the maximum
angular deviation (MAD) defined by at least five
dem-agnetization steps, was less than 5o. Sample directions were
used to obtain overall site mean directions; these were
generally determined with high levels of confidence (e.g., a95
values were generally less than 6o and k values greater-than
100 for a sample population of 9 or greater).
We briefly summarize the paleomagnetic data from the
Black Tank and Vent I volcanic centert as well as flows from
the Vent F center and those exposed west of the termination of
the:nain Qv3lb flow from the Black Tank center (Figs. 1b and
2). The majority of the site mean paleomagnetic results from
the Black Tank center, as well as all date from Vent I xoria
cone and flows west of the Qv3lb terminus, are shallower in
inclination than either the time-averaged, Quatemary (spin
axis) axial geocentric dipole geomagnetic field (Declination =
0.0o, lnclination = +54.7o) or the present day (i.e., 19S5) field
(Declination = "l4.7, Inclination = +61.0'). direction (Fig. a). All
flows from Vent I yield site mean directions with inclinations
of about 20'. All flows west of the Qv3lb flow terminus yield
site mean directions with inclinations of about 34o. Sites in the
Qv3lb flow exposed along Black Tank Wash and those
immed-iately west of the main cone yield inclinations ranging
from about 2T to ?9". Flows of the Qv2l exposed along B-[ac[
Tank Wash north and west of the main cone exhibit two very
different paleomagnetic signatures. Two sites in lavas exposed
in the was yield steep positive inclination magnetizationi; two
sites in lavas exposed immediately above the wash yield
shallow (28'to 31') inclinations, similar to the those from
Qv3la. A flow buried by Qv31a southwest of the main scoria
cone yields a magnetization of 47 inclination. The dike within
the Qv1 volcanic center (Fig. 2) yields a site mean direction
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age of 119+/ -28 ka which was derived from 12
analyses raiging from 81+/-208 ka to 316+ /'250 ka (Turrin and
Champion, f9fl-;. Simitarity between the direction of remanent
magnetization of Black Tank center with the Vent "I" volcanic
cenler in the Cima field and a weighted mean K-Ar age of
110+/-10 ka (based upon four analyses ranging from 60+/-30
ka to 140+/40 ka) are also used to infer that the latest
Pleistocene and early Holocene age estimate of Black Tank is
"incorrect" (Turrin and Champion,'1997, p. 73). However,
recently obtained cosmogeniC3He dates from samples of
primary lava flow surfaCes situated near one of the K-Ar
samole site at Vent I vield values of 37 + /'6 ka and 31+ /'7 ka
(Oliiger et al., 1991;1fue[s et al.,'l'991', see Wells et al., this

having a 47 inclination. Finally, well-agglutinated bombs at the
top of the Qv3 scoria cone at the Black Tank center and the
di^ssected Qv2 cone to the south yield unexpectedly wellgrouped site mean magnetizations with inclinations ranging
from 32o to 35o.
Given the paleomagnetic data alone, it is conceivable that
the majority of-the flows and related volcanic products tmPl9
derived from each of vents at the Black Tank center developed
during the same (short-lived) geomagnetic field excursion. We
emphisize, however, that there are important, intemally
coniistent differences among the magnetization signatures of
the flows from Vent I, Black Tank (Qv3lb), Vent F, and those of
unknown origin exposed west of the terminus of Qv3la (Figs.- 1
and 2). In addition, the eruptive products from the Black Tank
center yield magnetizations with directional dispersion at the
betweenJ'unit" level that is consistent with a complex,
polycyclic pattem of eruPtions.

DISCUSSION
The basis for estimating the youngest age of eruphon at
the Lathrop Wells center in-Nevada was by a comparison of
geomorphic and soil data directly with the Black Tank, or "A,"
iolcanii center in the Cima volcinic field of Califomia (Wells et

al., 1990). Until recently published oAr/eAr results (Turrin and
Champion, 1991), the Black Tank center was considered to be
youthful and beyond the range of radiogenic dating
(Dohrenwend et al., 1984; Turrin et al., 1985). Thus, emphasis
was placed upon understanding soil development on
rt dates provide some
progiessively-older landforms where
igelonstraints and not placed upon K-Ar dated volcanic units
(dg., data from Turrin el al., 1985). Additional chronologic
infirmation at Black Tank center had been derived from rock
vamish dates, ranging between approximately 14 and 20 ka
(Dorn, 1985,1988).
The dates obtained in this study can be contrasted with an
unpublished K-Ar date of approximately 300 ka (Turrin, 1989,
peis. comm.) and a recently published weighted-mean

Similarly, the geomorphic features of these basaltic
volcanoes as well is other centers in the Cima volcanic field
sussest a complex historv. The relative portions of uneroded
coXE rlope cov'ered by girlands compared to fluvial eroded
cone slopes and flanking depositional areas of.cone€Prons at a
single v6lcanic center in-dicates multiPle eruPtions (Renault,
198!; Renault and Wells, 1990). These studies show that

without detailed mapping and complete stratigraphic sampling,
the "age" or "complexity" of a small basaltic center may be
oversiirplified. Rtilated-to this complexity is the difficulty in
resolving consistent ate estimates of the stratigraphic units at
each sitd This study illustrates that conventional K-Ar and
4Ar Ar dating teihniques yield strongly divergent "weighted
/e
mean" age estimates when compared to TL or surface exPosure

dating techniques.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

All site means

field-

I

Small basaltic centers in the southwestem U.S. have

traditionally been considered to be monogenetic,.forming in
single erupiive period from a single magma batch (Wood,
199b). The data presented above demonstrate that the Black
Tank volcanic c6nter, which has been used as an analog for

'Present day field

i'

;

I
t

t
tt

Figure 4. Cima volcanic field paleomagnetic data. Northeast quadrants
of equal area projectioru of site mean paleomagrretic directions from a
total of 26 accepted sampling sites, All site mean directions have
positive inclinations and thus plot on the lower hemisphere' Squares
ire the axial geocentric field and present-day field directions. (a) all site
means with proiected cones of 95 percent confidence' (b) data from
eruptive products of the Black Tank center and single flow from vent F.
(c) data from the vmt L (d) data from flows exposed west of the Qv3lb
terminus.

volume).
Fieid studies show stratigraphic units separated by soilbounded unconformities, indicating a significant hiatus in
eruptive activity (at least 103 yrs) and allowing for the
dev-etopment oi soil profiles and stone Pavements. Thus, the
Black tank basaltic center can be characterized as polycyclic.
Recent studies by Perry and Crowe (1991) demonstrate that
geochemical variations between the main scoria cone and
flanking tephra units exposed in the quarry at Lathrop Wells
center iln Nevada could not result from fractional crystallization
of a single magma batch or a mix of separate batches. They
concludi that [he geochemical data are consistent with the
interpretation of separate magma batches formed. by a complex
polyiyclic volcano it Latnrop Wells. Geochemical studies of
ihij nature are being undertaken at the Black Tank volcanic
center.

Cima Volcanic
Field

Axial geocentric
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studies at Lathrop Wells volcanic center in Nevada, is
polycyclic in origin (Wells et al., 7990). Hiatuses between
i."!tive sequenies range from a few thousand years.to several
huridred thousand yeais. Preliminary ages provided by
cosmogenic 3He and TL methodologies are consistent between
themsdlves, as well as with the stratigraphy and
geomorphology at the volcanic center. In addition, the
paleomignetii-data at this center are consistent the
itratigraphic relations determined for flows from several of the
Quatdmiry vents as well as the conclusion that the Black Tank
center is a complex, polycyclic volcano.
We conclude that ohli detailed field mapping along with
geomorphic, pedogenic, and paleomagnetism studies can be
ised to'docu'ment1 complex-eruptive history at the volcanic
centers; however, these rypes of studies are lacking for the vast
mayority of small volcanic'centers in the southwestem U.S.
Polycyilic volcanism had not been previously recognized by
geo'morphologists and Quatemary geologists when they
sArl"Ar dates from
itllized-the c6nventional K-Ar and/or
volcanic centers to calibrate dating techniques (Dom et al.,
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1985) or when evoluhonary geomorphic models (Wells et al.,
1985; Dohrenwend et al., 7986). For example, rock vamish
curves are typically calibrated against dat-es from these basaltic

Hasenaka, T. and Carmichael, I. S. E., I9&5, The cinder cones of
Michoean Guanajato, central Mexico: Their age, volume and
distributiory and magma dixharge rate: ]ourial of Volcanology
and Geothermal Research, v.X, p.'tO5-'124.
McFaddery L. D., Wells, S. G. and Dohrenwend, J. C., 19S6,Inlluences
of Quatemary Climatic Changes on Processes of Soit Development
on Desert Loess Deposits of the Cima Volcanrc Field: Catena, v. 13,

centerg, such as the "vamish cation-leachinq curye" for the
Mojave_River basin of Dom et al. (1985). Srich curves use age

values from volcanic units that may differ bv an order of magnitude when determined by eilher a sinlle method (such as
K-Ar) or by -comparing different methods (sich K-Ar and
cosmogenic'He or TL).
Until our understanding of the limitations and
uncertainties of both conventional and experimental dahng
techniques are enhanced, the ability to dale and numericaily
resolve the stratigraphic of these c6nters must depend upon
significant convergence of methods. Without a cohvergence of
multiple dating results, we support the conclusion of Sinnock
and Easterling (t_943): "stratigraphic and geomoqphic
intelpretations of relative ages of Quatemary baialts should not
be modified to fit isotopic age determinahons without careful
consideration of the real uncertainty in resulting ages."

p. 361-389.
McFaddery L. D., Wells, S. G. and Ritter, J. 8., 1989, Use of
Multiparameter Relative-age Methods for Age Determination and
Correlation of Alluvial-Fan Surfaces on a Ddsert piedmont, Eastem
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Use of Cosmogenic 3HE to Understand Desert Pavement Formation

S.G. WELIS, Dept.of Eirth Sciences, University of Califomia, Riverside CA 9827; L.D. MCFADDEN, Dept. of Earth_ & Planetary
Sciences, Univeriity of New Mexicq Albuqueique, NM 87131; C.T. OLINGER & I. POTHS, Isotope Chemistry, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

INTRODUCTION
Decert Pavement Characteristics
Desert (stone) pavements, consisting of a one- to twoparticle-thick layerbf closely packed angular to subrounded
gravels, form one of the most prominent l"ldT"pq in arid
iegions, comprising approximately 50% of Earth's desert
suifaces (Walker, 1986). Pavements are obseryed on a variety of
geomoqphic surfaces including alluvial fans, pediments,
hillstopes, pluvial lake beach ridges, and volcanic surfaces

throughouf arid regions of the world, including the Middle
East (iegs, serir, or hammaila), northem Asia (4obi), Australia
(gibber plains), and the westem United States (Cooke and
Warren, 1973; Mabbutt, 1977; Breed et al., 1989). Desert
pavemenb even occur in the hyper-arid Atacama Desert of
South America, where the clasts remain open rather than
interlocking or packed (Oberlander, 1989). Throughout the
worl4 desert pavements (1) initially form in part by the
lowering of oriiginal constructional relief and diminuhon of
clast size, (2) eventually exhibit relief produced only by
individual clasts that are typically coated with rock vamish, (3)
occur above a relatively gravel-free layer in which weak to
moderately developed soil has formed, and (4) cover broad
areal expanses (>lff km) (Mabbutt, 1977; McEadden et al.,
1987; Bieed et al., 1989). Due to these properties and their
variation with geomorphic surfaces of different ages,
geomorpholodsts/Quatemary geologists have used desert
pavemeht properties to map broad tracs of arid continental
ileposis and estimate the age of the underlying deposits on

which

the

in arid or desert regions during the past few decades has been
impaired by (1) a preoccupation with unusual landforms at the
expense of representative landforms, (2) rapid change in ideas
on landform genesis because hypotheses were formulated
before detailed and reliable information was collected, and (3)
researchers writing about different geographical areas where
the relative importance of different Processes may vary,
significantly. C)ne example of geomorphological research in
deserts that suffers from the problems described above deals
with the origin and surficial Processes of desert pavements. Yet,
processes receive little attention as exemplified
desert pavement
-one
to two sentences allocated in introductory textbooks
by the
in geomorphology. Regardless of the number of hypotheses or
m&els describing desert pavement Processes, few studies of
pavement formation have integrated geomorphological data
with detailed analysis of related phenomena such as soil
formation, soil deformation, and surface exPosure dating.
Models of Desert Pavement Formation and Research Problem
Development of desert Pavements has been attributed to a
diverse number of surficial processes including (1)
concentration of clasts by deflation of fine-grained material
(Sharon, 1962; Cooke and Warren, 1973); (2) concentration by
wash erosion (Mabbutt, 797n, Q) upward migration of gravel
through an increasingly clay-rich, graveldepleted B horizon via
altemating shrinking and swelling (Spring, 1958; IessuP, 1960;
cooks 1970; Mabbutt,1977; Dan et a1.,1982), and (4) creep
processes resulting in reduction of original depositional relief
(Hunt et al., 1,966; Denny, 7965,1.967; Hooke, 1972). Such
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Figu.re 1. Stratigraphic sechon and corresponding pavement and soil profile dexription for accretionary mantle developed on
basalt flow derived from Vent I (CVFQvS); soil data from McFadden et al. (1984) and pavement properties from Wells et al.
(1e84).
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rays Penetrate the
uPPer few meters
of the earth's
surface and create
detectable amounts
of rare nuclides
such as 3He, loBe,

and eAl (Lal, 1991).
They are strongly
attenuated with
depth such that the
concentration of
cosmogenic

nuclides fall by a
factor of two for
every 70 cm below
the surface in a
sediment with a
densiW of 1.55
g/ cm{. Thus if a
clast presently

within a desert
Figure 2. I-ocation map of cosmogenic 3He surface exposure samples on volcanic and alluvial fan landforms, southwestern
Cima volcanic field.

models of pavement development pose difficulties in
adequately explaining the formation of a surface gravel lag
concomitant with the reduction of original constructional relief,
such as depositional bars on alluvial fans or volcanic mounds
on basaltic lava flows. The relatively high relief of
constructional highs favors deposition of sediment by
secondary eddies related to ground shear and turbulence
(Greeley and lverson, 1981; Wells et al., 1985). Thus eolian
deflation or wash-erosional processes would not be favored on
such rough surfaces. Field observations of sheetflood bedforms
suggest that wash processes occur only after pavements have
formed on fan surfaces (Wells and Dohrenwend, 1985) . In
addition, Wells et al. (1990b) have noted that pavement
formation by creep processes is not supported by field
measurements such as those described by Fleming and Johnson
(1975). Field observations of geomolphic and pedogenic
features also suggest that creep plays a relatively minor role in
reducing the original deposihonal relief due to the paucity of
deformed soil profiles below pavements on alluvial fan and
volcanic surfaces (Wells et al., 1990b).
A new explanahon of desert pavement formation on
volcanic landforms has been offered by McFadden et al. (1984,
7986,798n and Wells et al. (1984, 1985). The combined
geomorphic/pedogenic approach of McFadden and Wells used
in interpreting surficial processes on volcanic landforms
indicates that eolian aggradation, not deflation, is the major
agelt of pavement evolution. According to this hypothesis, the
gradual accumulation of salt- and carbonate-rich eolian dust (1)
accelerates mechanical fragmentation of rock, providing the
source materials for pavements, and (2) accumulates within
pore spaces between clasts, eventually promoting soil
development and mahtaining a layer of stones on a vertically
groying accretionary mantle (Fig. 1). Implicit in this hypothesis
is that pavement clasts are 'bom at the surface" and remain
s-ubaerially exposed during pavement formation by widespread
deposition of eolian fines concomitant with pedog-enesis, not by
upward migrating clasts through previously formed soils.
We have tested the'bom at the surface" model for the
formation of stone pavements by comparing cosmogenic ray
exposure of cobbles from two stone pavements witfi exposure
ages of their source bedrock, in our case constructional
topographic highs on late Quatemary basaltic flows. Cosmic

pavernent has been
buried below the
surface for a

significant amount
of time prior to its
migration to the land surface, a stone pavement developed over
a basaltic flow will have an apparent surface exposure ige less
than the constructional topographic highs continuously exposed
since the lava solidified. In this study, we employed
cosmogenic 3He surface exposure methods (Ojin;er et a1.,7991;
Wells et al., "199"1) to test the pavement n'rodel of-McFadden and
Wells.

SAMPLE SITES AND METHODOLOGY
This study was carried out in the Cima volcanic field in
the Mojave Desert of eastem Califomia. The Cima volcanic
field contains approximately 40 basaltic scoria cones and more
than 60 associated lava flows, ranging in age from late Tertiary
to latest Pleistocene ( Dohrenwend et al., 1984; Turrin et al.,
1985). Desert pavements form on pedogenically altered
accretionary mantles developed over topographic lows and
highs on these lava flows (Wells et al., 1985; McFadden et al.,
1986). For many of the late Pleistocene flows, topographically
higher areas have retained their original surface textuies and
appear to have been subaerially exposed since eruption (i.e.,
minimum erosion of <10 cm). Such locations provided the
'bedrock" samples in this study, including the flows from Vent
I (CVfQvs) and from Vent H (CVFQv4) (Fig. 2). We have
sampled stone pavements derived from these two flows. In the
first case, two samples each (CVFQv5-P2 through P4) were
taken from two geographically separate desert pavements
separated by a few meters horizontally and approximately a
meter vertically. A bedrock sample was taken from a nearby
and isolated volcanic tumuli (CVfQv5b-FS6 and FS|. A
second lava flow (CVFQV4) appears more degraded and
stratigraphically underlies flow CVFQvS, indicating an older
age for the second flow. In this case, one sample from the stone
pavement (CVF-Qv4-P4) and its corresponding nearby bedrock
high (CVFQv4-FSS) were collected (Fig. 2). A second bedrock
sample (CVFQv4-FS3) was collected from the distal end of a
flow that buries a stone pavement developed on an alluvial fan
surface (Fig. 2.) The stratigraphic relations of flow CVFQv4 are
obscure due to complex flow lobe relations, but it has been
inferred to have been derived from either Vent I or Vent H
(Dohrenwend et al.,'1,984; Turrin et al., 1985). Adjacent to the
terminus of this flow, a sample (CVF-Qf3-P1) was taken from
the partially buried stone pavement developed on an alluvial
fan that was inferred to be deposited between 90 ka and 130 ka
(Wells et al., 1990a). Since this pavement predates flow CVF-
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Qv4, the surface exposure age provides a
consistency check on the interpretation of the
other data. A final consistency check for
employing this technique in the Cima volcanic
field is provided by samples CVFQ6{S1 and
CS2 which were collected from the Black Tank
vent (Fig. 2). These are strahgraphically younter
than all the other samples sites and thus should
yield the youngest surface exposure age.
The concentrations of cosmogenic 'He were
determined on olivine and pyroxene derived
from 13 hand samples, using standard technique
(Anthony and Poths, 1992; Cerling, 1990). We
used the production rate of Cerling (1990), as
adjusted for alhtude and latitude of each sample
site using relations given by Lal (1991).
Analyses are performed on mineral
separates, beginning with a crush step to liberate
tripped noble gases, followed by a total fusion
step to release all remaining trapped and any
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Table 1. Results of isotopic analysis for cosmogenic'He surface exPosure samples,
adjusted production rates, and resulting surface exposure age determinations.

atoms/s

CVF-Qv6-

38

I2l1 21
P3/1 19
P4/1, 21
P5/1 L6
FS6/1 19
FS7/L 40
CS1/1

cs2/t

xt&/{

Rate

g-13-t Agc (ka)

7

148
129

-Sl=stone pileme"ts, Fs=ftw

10-5

51.8

P4/7 97
FS3/1 19

CVF-QvS-

x

i3.6 14.9 +1.8 208
15.1. +1.5 240
53.5 13.9
26.2+7.6 13.7 +7.9 240
87.4+5.5 13.4+1.2 208
9.4X1.5 260
59.t7.
.2 +1.4 260
52. +-7.
s5. +11.
8.8 12.3 260
8.1 11.5 260
55. +10.
62.-+8. 8.611.4 260
7.1 +1..5 260
31.8 r3.8
239
3.9 t2.5
13.6 +1.3
239
4.3 t2.7
t4.4 !1.2

Pr/2 40
CW-Qv4- FS5/1

*

surface, CS=cone scoria; CS2l1 indicats samPle 2,

80

t10

72t7
6519
74+7
41

t5

31.

+6

39 +10
35 !7
37 t6
31,

+7

1.8

+12

20 110
aliquot I ol cone scona.

* Accurary of t 1ffl.. + 3He" denotes cosmogmic Helim.
cosmogenic gas (Kurz, 1986; Cerling, 1990). All
ages are determined on olivine separates (with
the exception of one pyroxene separate) obtained
by a combination of size, density and magnetic separations,
performed on two of the samples, with an additional sonication
followed by hand picking to minimize the number of grains
in lM HF. The concentration of gas released upon crushing
with large inclusions or adhering contaminants. After
these two samples was substantially lower than determined in
separahon, samples are sonicated in 0.1 M HCI with 2% H20,
the original analyses, but the concentration of gas released
to further reduce effects of surface contamination. Mineral
during the fusion step did not change as much (and one
separates are crushed in vacuum, and the released gases are
increased slightly). These analyses were not performed on exact
analyzed for He isotopic composition. Crushed olivine is
aliquants, so some biases from hand picking may have entered
recovered and fused in vacuum, permitting analysis of any
into this process. However, it suggests that some surface

remaining gas. With the assumption that trapped gas released
upon cruihing represents the non<osmogenic fraction of gas
retained by the mineral seParate, the amount of cosmogenic gas
is determined in the equation:
3He"'= rgr. 'He' (3He/He,),
where the subscripts c, m, and t denote cosmogenic, melt and
trapped, respectively (Kurz et al., 1990). In addition to the
analyses described above, duplicate measurements were

l,ilir
Quaternary Stratigraphic Unit and Sample Number
Figure 3. Cosmogenic3He surface exPosure ages for selected
stratigraphic samples of de.sert Pavement, basalt flow surfaces, and
bombs in scoria cones, southwestem Cima volcanic 6eld (see Table
for details and Figure 2 for locations).

1

contamination (probably glass) persists after the HCI-H202
treatment, which HF readily removes. Class inclusions,
protected by surrounding olivine, apparently suryive the HF
treatment and are only partially degassed by the crushing
procedure.

Concentrations of cosmogenic He are corrected for the
sample thickness assuming a thermal neutron attenuation
lengih of 165 g/ cm2 (Nishiizumi et al., L991), and fractionation,
then re<alculited to their high latitude (>OOo;, sea-level
equivalent concentration using interpolated values for the
current altitude,/latitude correction model (Lal, 1991). Surface
3He
exposure ages are then determined assuming a cosmotenic
we
(1990).
assume
sinrplicity,
For
production rate of Cerling
ihat this production rate is constant during the time frame of
(Kutz,'1986;
dispute
in
interest, which is currently a point
Cerling, 1990). However, the maximunt increase in production
rate af this latitude due to reduction in the terrestrial dipole
field would only be on the order of 10 - 15%, decreasing the
age by a comparable fraction (Lal, 1991). Stated errors are one
sfuma and inilude the uncertainties in these corrections as well
as the analytical uncertainties. We omit the roughly .20%
uncertainty associated with the production rate (Cerling and
Craig, 1993) since this factor would bias all ages equally, In
addilion, we are more concemed with the relative rather than
absolute ages of our samPles.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The laboratory results and surface exPosure ages for the 13
samples are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 3. The data
show remarkable consistency among the various sites where
clear stratigraphic relations exist in the field. Sarnples-taken .
from the oldest stratigraphic flows and pavements (CVFQv4)
yield values of 80+/-10 ka and 85+/- 9 ka whereas samPles_
irom the youngest stratigraphic site (CVFQv6) yield ages of
18+ / -1,2 ka and 20+ / -'10 ka. Samples from areas with
intermediate stratigraphic positions yield appropriate ages (Fig.
3, Table 1). The twb values of flow CVFQv4, 72+/ -7 ka and
74+ / -7 ka, are younger than the values, 85+ / -9 ka and 80+/-10
ka, obtained from a stone Pavement developed on an alluvial
fan partially buried by the flow.
203 -
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We conclude that the methods and results yield
stratigraphically consistent values of surface exposure ages,
allowing further investigations as to the relations between
surface exposure ages on consiruction bedrock highs and
adjoining desert pavements.
These data also show intemal consistency at each site
where more than one sample was taken. Stone pavement
samples CVFQv5-P2 through P5 all overlap at the one sigma
level, ranging from 47+/4 ka to 31+/{ ka. These values are
essmtially indistinguishable from each other (Fig. 3). Likewise,
the surface exposure ages of the stone pavement samples value
completely overlap with value of 37+ / -7 ka and 37+ / 4 ka
determined ftom bedrock samples (CVFQV5-FS6 and FSZ
respectively). The stratigraphically older flow, CVFQv4, has
concordant values of cosmogenic 'He ages, 72+ / -7 ka and
74+ / -7 ka, as well as a slightly younger but overlapping value
(65+ / -9 ka) on its associated stone pavement.
The similarify among surface exposure ates on pristine,
constructional highs on these basaltic flow and nearby stone
pavements developed over accretionary mantles supports the
model of McFadden and Wells that stone pavements are'bom
at the surface" in response to vertically accreting eolian fines
and their pedogenic alteration. At Vent I (Fig. 2), two pavement
samples (CVFQVS-P4 and -P5) overlie constructional highs that
are covered with an accrehonary mantle ranging from 20 to 30
cm thick, and two samples (CVFJQv5-P2 and -P3) are from
pavements in topographic depressions in which the
accretionary mantle excds 50 cm thickness. Both sample sets
from differing geomolphic position and mantle thickness yield
similar surface exposure ages (Fig. 3). If either model of
pavement formation involving shrinking and swelling of soils
or deflation by wind and,/or water were operative at this site,
the surface exposure ages in these two different geomorphic
positions should be different. Winnowing of fines by wind or
water should be more effective at higher topographic positions,
and therefore the pavements should form more readily with
older surface exposure ages. [n addition, soil development
should be faster in the topographic lows due to the trapping
efficiency of the intemally drained basins. Thus, pavements
formed by shrinking and swelling processes would be more
effechve in the topographic lows. The pavement and soil
characteristics of topographic depressions on flows from the
Vent I (Fig. 2) are summarized in Figure 1. The accretionary
mantle overlying flow QCVQvS has two-to-three cm thick,
weakly developed Bt horizons overlying decimeter-thick Bk
horizons (Fig. 1). This degree of soil-profile develqpment is
incapable of creating shrink-swell conditions that would allow
clasts to mitrate 0.5 to 0.7 m upwards to the land surface. Such
field observations support the surface exposure ages and the
model of "lifting" on a vertically accreting mantle.
CONCLUSIONS
The implication for our results may be best illustrated in
the recent innovative and controversial studies of rock vamish
on clasts from desert pavements (e.g., Dom et al., 1988; Dom,
1988; Harrington and Whihrey, 1987). Significant conclusions
regarding the age of desert landforms, such as alluvial fans, are
derived from studies of vamish coatings on clasts in stone
pavements without an understanding of how the clasts arrived
at the land surface. In addition, numerous investigators have
used qualitative aspects of vamished clasts on alluvial surfaces
in their mapping criteria (Denny, 1965; Hunt, 1955; Hooke,
7972; Bull, 797 4, 1991 ; Shelmon, 1 978; Christenson and Purcell,
1985; Dom, 1988; Wells et a1.,1987; McFadden et al., 1989). If
the model of pavement proposed by McFadden and Wells is
applicable to alluvial landscapes as well as volcanic, then the
various applications of rock vamish development on desert
pavement clasts can be rigorously tested as its effectiveness as
relahve or numerical age indicator of alluvial fan ages. For
example, one sample with two aliquots (CVFQf3-P1/1 and 2)
was taken from a pavement on an alluvial fan surface during
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this study (Fig. 2). The surface exposure ages of 80+/-10 ka and
85+ / -9 ka from this pavement sample are compatible with the
stratigraphic position and soil development of its associated
alluvial fan (Table 1) (Wells et a1.,7990a; Harden, 1989, pers.
comm.; Harden et al., 1991\; the alluvial fan is younger than a
170 ka basalt flow and is older than the 31-37 ka QVFQvS
basalt flow. However, two sets of rock vamish data on the
surface of alluvial farl QVFQf3 yield significantly younger ages
than the cosmogenic 3He surface exposure ages. Radiocarbor
dates on the vamish yield essentially "dead" ages of 46.7+/-7.4
ka and 44.9+/-7.2 ka; whereas, the vamish cation ratio ates are
57.0+ / -7.0 ka and 56+ / -5.5 ka (Dorn, 1989, pers. comm.; Wells
et al., 1990). The difference between the two different methods
may reflect either a lag time for the geomorphic stabilization of
an alluvial fan surfacg or perhaps, the reliability of vamish
cation ratio methodology (see Reneau and Raymond, 199'J., for
review). Further analyses are required before any conclusion
can be made.

The model of stone pavements being 'bom at the surface"
in response to vertical lifting by eolian accretion and soil
formation is supported by our cosmogenic 3He studies in the
Cima volcanic field of Califomia. With further studies, we hope

to test the applicability of this method on a variety of
geomorphic landxapes and on volcanic flows in a number of
diverse climatic settings ranging from Nevada to New Mexico.
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Quaternary Stratigraphy of the Providence Mountains Piedmont and Preliminary
Age Estirrates and Regional Stratigraphic Correlations of Quaternary Deposits in
the Eastern Mojave Desert, California
E. MCDONALD and L.D. MCFADDEN, Dept. of Earth

& Planetary

INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in Quatemary numerical dating
techniques have enhanced the use of Quatemary alluvial units
and gebmolphic surfaces for interpreting local and regional
geologic and climahc events. Systematic development of soils
ind d-esert pavements, however, remain a fundamental method
for subdividing deposits and geomolphic surfaces and for

providing local and regional correlations of Quatemary
deposits in arid and semi-arid environments. A significant
problem conceming the use of soilgeomolphic data for
providing age estimations and for establishing soil-geomorPhic

Sci., Univ. of New Mexico, Albuquerque

NM

87131

correlations across a region is that much remains unknown
about how rates and piocesses of Pavement evolution and soil
development vary wi[h lithology. Most chronosequen-ce-studies
have b-een limited to deposits comPosed of similar lithologies
and have generally focused on igneous and metamorphic siliceous lithologids (Birkeland, 1990). Only a few studies have
focused on soil-geomorphic processes on alluvial deposits in
arid environments that contiin abundant calcareous lithologies
(Lattman, 1973; Harden et al., 1990; Reheis et al., 1997). Direct
comparison among chronosequences comPosed of c-ontrasting
lithologies has been difficult because of a lack of adequate age
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Figure 1. General Distribuhon of Quaternary depositional -l'unrts along
the Providence Mountains piedmont, sample sites for age control, and
.dominat lithologies defined by Miller et al., 19&5: 1) pM: leucocratic to
mesocratic mixed-plutonic rocks (mostly syenite and quartz monzonite),
2) QM: qu,artz monzonite, 3) VX: volcanic-mixed (mostly rhyolitic tuff
and rhyodacite with secondary amounts of mixed plutonic and
carbonate lithologies), and 4) LS: limestone and marble (with small
amounts of volcanics). KB: Kelbaker road, UP: union Pacific railroad
tracks.

control and stratigraphic correlations.
- {he Quatemary deposits along the westem piedmont of
the Providence Mountahs in the eastern Mojave Desert of
California provide a unique setting in which to examine the
influence of dust and lithology on soil-geomoqphic processes
(Figure 1): (1) the diverse lithologic composition of lhe
Providence Mountains (Miller et al., 1985) has resulted in the
juxtaposition of four lithologically dissimilar chronosequences
that are physically correlative along the mountain froni; and (2)
s-oil+tratigraphic correlations to nearby and relatively welldated fan sequences in adjacent areas supplemented-with new
numerical age estimations for pedogenic, alluvial, and eolian
units from the Providence Mountain fans provide adequate
age<onhol in which to examine soilgeombrphic processes.
Studies of the relative influence of climate ctiangel dust, and
lithology on soil hydrology and soilgeomorphiC processes in
arid environments along the Providence Mountaiirs have been,
or currently are, the subject of several ongoing studies
(McDonald et al., 799\, 1992, 1994; Amundson e t al., 7994; W ang
et al.,_1994). An important part of these ongoing studies is the establishment of the stratigraphic sequence and age estimations

Figure 2. a) General map of Quatemary unrts in the vicinity of the field
trip stop 15. Map units define in Tables 1 and 2. KB: Kelbaker road,
VM: Vulcan mine access road, Dots show general locations of IRSL
sample sites. b) Generalized schematic crossection of alluvial fan and
eolian units shown in 2a. BT: tephra correlative with Bishop Tuff.

for Quatemary depositional units. The purpose of this paper is
to present preliminary age estimates for the Quatemary stratigraphy of the Providence Mountains and regionai
correlations to Quatemary deposits found on other piedmonts

in the eastem Mojave

Desert.

QUATERNARY STRATIGRAPHY
Quatemary depositional units along the Providence
Mountains were subdivided using relative degrees of

development of soils and desert pavements, s[ratigraphic
relationship and topographic position of depositional units
(Table 1, Figure 1, 2). In addition, we defined four separate fan
sequences based upon the dominant lithologies that ntake up
the deposits in each sequence. Typical soil<haracteristics foi
each unit are summarized in Table 1. Age estimation that are
assigned to each unit are based on 1) infra-red stimulated
luminescence ( IRSL) ages from the study area for dune sheets
interstratified with distal fan units (Clarke, 7993),2)
identification of the 0.74 Ma yr Bishop Tuff near the base of the
olrlest fan unit., 3) preliminary radioclrbon age estimates of
pedogenic carbonate (discussed in greater detail below, and
elsewhere in this guidebook: Wang, et. al,'1994), and 4) soilstratigraphic correlations to nearby relatively well dated
chronosequences in the Cima Volcanic Field and Soda
Mountain areas, (Wells et al., 7985,'1957,7990).
Lale to Middle Holocene Deposits: Unit Qf8 consists of
active, wash to weakly vegetated and relatively recently
abandoned bars and channels. The surface unit Qf7 is generally
within about 1 meter of the Qf8 surface and is characterized by
a weak soil and the development of an incipient pavement in
places. The Qf6 unit is a noticeably widespiead d-eposit and
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propagatint eastward away from

Tvniml soil charateritics of the four fan seouences.
Fan-Seouence

Of8
Late Holocene

sil

Hor2on:- no soil
lexture:" snd
Stage:d - 0

no soil
sand
0
none

no
sand to loamy sand
0
none

no soil
sand to loamy sand
0
none

Horizon:

Avk-AC-Ck-C
loamy sand

AV-A-AC"Ck-C
loamy snd

I.

Avk-ACk-Ck-C
loamy sand
I
very weak to weak

Avk-ACk-Ck-C
sandy bam

I-

AV-A.BW.CK-C
loamy sand
I

Avk-Bwk-Bk-Ck-C
loamy sand

mmbic

cambic

Avk-Bwk-Bk-Ck-C
sandy Ioam
I.1I
cambic
weak to moderate

Pavement:- none

Of7
Late Holocene

Texture:

Stage:

Pavement: none

none

OfO
Late Holocene

Texture:

-

SB:
cambic
Pavement: weak

veryweaktonone

Ofs

Horizon:

fan unit not

Early l-lolocene
Latest

to

Horizon:

Stagp:
'

Texture:

Avk-Bwk-Ck-C
sandy loam

I

Avk-Bwk-Btk-Ck-C
sndy loam

found

Pleistocene Stage: I-lI

SB:

of4

Horzon:
Pleistocene Texture:

Stage;
SB:

Paverent:
of3
Milidle Pleistocene

Ofz
Mid-EarlyPleistocene
-

Avk-Btk-Bk-Ck-C
sandy chy loam

I
very weakto weak

I

wmktornoderate

Avk-Btvk-Bk^Ck-C

Avk-Bwk-Bk-ck-C
sandy bam

bam
fl-fl1
calcic

I-II
cambicJc€lcic
moderate to slrong

cambh or argillic
Pavement: moderatetoweak

Late

LS

VX

QM

PM

Fan Unit

moderate lo slrong

Av-ABv-Bt-Bk-Ck-C Avk-BAv-Bwk-Bkm-Ck-C

loam

Avk-Btvk-Bwk-Bkm-Bk-Ck-C
loam

clay loam

sandy

IIl

I-II

I[.IV

Ill+

argillic
moderale lo $rong

argillic
weak to

petrocalcic

petrocalcic

mderate

sfong

stmng

Horizon: Avk-BAvk-Bt-Bkm-Ck-C Av-BAv-Bt-BCk-Ck-C Avk-BAv-Btk-Bk-Bkm-Bk-Ck-C

loam
Iv
argillidpelro€alcic
moderatetoweak stong

clay loam
Stage: III-N
SBa argillic/petrocalcic
Pavement: stmng

bam
Iargillic

Horizon:

Av-BfBtk

Texturc:

Avk-BtUBkm-ck-C

BCk-Ck-C

sandy chy

Avk-BAvk-Btk-Bk-BkrrtsCk-C

sandyclayloam sndychyloam
iV
IStage: IV
argillidpetrocalcic
petro{alcic
argillic
SB:
pavement: i'noderaletoweak weaktornodsate sfionotonEderale
Textulei sandychyloam

Avk-Btvk-Bwk-Bkm-Bk-Ck-C
loam

IV
petrocalcic

strongtoveryslrong
Avk-Bkm-Bk-Ck-C
sandy loam

N-v
petrocalcic

modelatetosltonq

the Kelso dunes and that are now
Preserved as inverted
topography. A single IRSL date
from sands sampled within the
Qf5 gravels yields an age of
'1246071.'157 yr B.P. and two IRSL
dates from sand layers below the
surface cap of coarse fan deposits

yield ages of 104101890 and
17300+1935 (Clarke, 1993). The

distal ends of these ramps are

covered with thin sand sheets
intelpreted to represent the Qe2
unit and in places thin layers of
Qe3 sands. Qf4 deposits are
generally poorly preserved as
scattered fan remnants. The Qf4
surfaces are characterized by
moderate to strong Pavements
and soils that have moderately
developed argillic or weakly
developed petrocalcic diagnostic
horizons (Table 1). The Q91 unit
is a thin dixontinuous sand sheet
that overlies the Qf4 surface in
several places, including Qf4
deposits that are now 4 to 8 km
up fan and east of the margin of
the Kelso Dunes (Fig. 1, 2). The

lateral distribution of the Qq1

PM: mixed-plutonic, QM: quarlz Monzonite, yX mixed-volcanic, LS: limeslone
a:Age edimtions of fan unils in Tabb 2. Unit Qf1 not shown becaus unit ishighiy eroded.
b: Typical soil hodzon sequence.
c: Finesl texture of any B or AC horizon.
d: Soil carbonate stage
e: General quality of desert pavement where eilher beg developed or where bed preserved.
f q:lr mad diann^{h R horiTon

sands and the elevated Qf5

represents a significant period of fan aggradation during the
la[e Holocene. Soils formed on the Qf6 generally have a cambic
horizon and a very weak to moderate Pavement depending on
lithology (Table 1). The Qe3 unit consists of scattered dune
deposits that overly the Qff fan unit in places, and in tum, is
truncated by the Qf7 fan deposit. Established vegetation on
much of the G3 surface suggests that most of this sand sheet
is temporally stabilized. A single IRSL date of 42501290 yr-B.P.
was obtained from just above the contact between Qe3 and the

underlying Qf6 deposit (Clarke, 1994). The lack of any soil
development in exposures of the Qf6 deposit where overlain by
the Qe3 suggests that the Qf6 deposit was quickly buried by
deposition of the Qe3 sand sheet. The Qe2 is truncated in

n.rirnerous places by unit Qf6, and in tum, overlies the distal
end of unif Qf5 fan deposits. The Qe2 unit consist of several
remnants of what aPPears to have been a widespread sand
sheet that covered a large Portion of the distal Qf5 surfaces
(Fig. 1, 2). Established vegetation on much of the Qe2 surface
suggests that these sand deposits are at least temporarily
stabitized. Several IRSL dates taken from a depth of 1 to 9 m in
range from 3500+220 to M20+795 yr B.P. The
the Qe2 deposit
-IRSL
ages for the Qe3 and Qe2 suggests that the Qf6
overlap of

was deposited about 3500 to 4500 yr B.P.
Eaily Holocene to [,ate Pleistocene Deposits: The Qf5 unit
is a widespread and noticeably coarse-textured unit . Soils
developed on the QF surface are moderately developed, have
either i weak argillic to strong calcic diagnostic horizons and
moderate to strong Pavements (Table 1). Remnants of distal
Qf5 deposits that are marginal to the Kelso Dunes form
distincf, ramp-like features that are up to several meters above
the younger fan deposits. The combined abundance of coarse,
disttl fan-deposits and the linear shape of these features
suggests that these ramPs may be the remains of large axial
washes that cut through large distal sand sheets (Qe1)

deposits suttests that is unit may
have covered extensive Portions
of the lower piedmont. An IRSL
date of 15830t1465 was obtained
from the base of this eolian unit. The overlap of the IRSL ages
for the Qe1 and Qf5 suggests that the much of the (b1 was
rapidly buried and truncated by deposition of the Qf5 unit. In
ad-dition, brakeetting IRSL age estimates for units Qe1 and ()e2
also indicate that unit Qf5 was largely deposited during the
Latest Pleistocene to early Holocene.
Early to Middle Pleistocene: The Qf3 unit is an extensive
fan deposit that is generally deeply incised within the older
Qf2 uriit. The Qf3 surface is chaiacterized by well developed
pavements with strongly vamished surface clasts,.no remaining
bar and swell microtopgraphy, and strongly developed soils
that have well developed argillic and/or Petrocalcic diagnostic
horizons (Table 1). The Qf2 unit covers broad areas of the
upper piedmont and is the most prominent fa_n dep_osit. Several
z0:so ch thick lenses of tephra are exposed 10 to 15 m below
the Qf2 surface along washes deeply entrenched into unit Qf2;
Electron microprobelnalysis of the elernental composition of
the volcanic glass indicates a correlation with the 0.74 Ma
Bishop Tuff (McDonald unpublished data). The surface of the
Qf2 is highly eroded in most places; as a result, soils on the
Qf2 are usuitly truncated with younger soils superimposed
over well developed and strongly cemented petrocalcic
horizons. Desert pavements range from weak to strongly
developed. the Qff unit has been nearly completely removed
by eroiion, consisting of only a few scatted remnants that are
confined to the uppermost piedmont. There aPPears to be no
intact or partially tiuncatedsoils that are related to the original
fan surface.
REGIONAL CORRELATIONS
Preliminary correlations between Quatematy alluvial and
eolian units in'the Providence Mountains and Quatemary
stratigraphic units defined in the 1) Soda Mountains
piedmont/Silver Lake Playa (Wells et al., 7987) and the ngapy
Salt Springs Hills (Ritter, 1987; McFadden et a|,1989), and 2)
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Figure 3. Preliminary correlations Cima piedmont/Indian
among Quatemary
Springs (Wells et al., 1990)
units in the eastern Moiave Desert. are presented in Figure 3.

Correlafionsshownbetweenthe StratigraPhiccorrelations

area
al,

1990,

between the Providence
Mountains and outlying
areas are based

AN

ACTTVE MARGIN

an excellent opportunity to directly comPare rates and
Drocesses of soil formation and modification of fan surfaces.
buch information will greatly facilitate local and regional
correlations among fans derived of dissimilar lithologies and
the development of a regional stratigraphic framework for
further eviluation and testing of the regional impacts of climate
change and the deposition of alluvial fans.

stratigraphic

Soda Mountains/Silver lake
to Cima piedmont from Wells af

GEOT,OGICAL IIWESTIGATIONS OF

E

primarily on

similar degrees of soil
development among soils
formed in medium to coarse6rained siliceous lithologies (PM
soils in this study, Table 1) and secondly on preliminary age
estimations for the stratigraphic units in the Providence
Mountains. Soil development index (SDI) values (Harden, 1982;
Harden and Taylor, 1983) calculated for soils are noticeably
similar to SDI values calculated from soils in several other
studies (Figure 3). Soil+tratigraphic correlations suSSests a
nearly one-to-one correlation between depositional units
recognizd in this study with those defined in the Soda
Mor-fitains and Cima p,ied-o.,t areas. The early Holocene Qf3
unit found on the Soda Mountains piedmont was not
recognized among the fan units on the Providence Mountain
piedmont and may have been eroded or buried by the
i:xtensive Qf6 fan deposit. Likewise, the Middle Pleistocene Qf2
unit recognized along the Cima piedmont was not found
within the Providence Mountains fan units.
Given the overall shength of soil-stratigraphic correlations
between depositional units along the Providence Mountains
piedmont units with relatively well dated deposition; units
llong the Soda Mountains piedmont provides a means for
general evaluation of numerical age estimates for the
Providence Mountains. IRSL age estimates are generally in
close agreement with 't age estimates for alluvial and
lacustrine deposits along the Soda Mountains piedmont (Figure
3). The 't age estimates for pedogenic carbonate and organic
matter in both the PM and lS soils (Wang et al., 1994)
overestimate soil ages for soils developed on the late Holocene
reasonable for
Qf7 and Qf6 fan units, but seem stratigraphically
IrC age estimates aPPear to
the Qf5 and Qf4 deposits. Modeled
considerably overestimate soil ages for the W, Qf6, and Qf5
units, but appear reasonable for the Qf4 unit. Discrepenciesbetween age estimates derived locally by IRSL and regionally
based on sbil<orrelations with units dated with convenhonal
lt techniques reflect the complicated systematics between the
flux of soil CO, and organic matter in soil environments and
the initial lt content in soil carbonates that is the subject of
rigorous and ongoing studies pVang et al., 1993, 1994,
Amundson et al., 1994).
Regional correlations among alluvial fan deposits-in the
eastern-Mojave Desert strongly suPPorts the concept that
periods of fan aggradation primarily occur in response to timeiransgressive changes in climate (Bull and fthick, 1979;Wells et
a1.,7i87,1990; Bull, 1991). Periods of fan aggradation along the
Providence Mountains piedmont probably occurred in response
to regional changes in climate rather than tectonics because (1)
mosiof the depositional units along the Soda Mountains
piedmont were deposited in response to some aspect of
ilimatic change (Wells, et a1.,7987), (2) the strong stratigraphic
correlations between late Quatemary depositional units along
Soda Mountains and Providence Mountains piedmonts
suggests synchronous periods of fan deposition, and (3) that
the origin of fans in the Providence Mountains cannot be due
largely-to tectonic activity because of the combination of
sin"uoirs trend of the mountain front, fringing pediment, and a
lack of recognizable evidence of Quatemary faulting along the
mountain front suggests that the Providence Mountains have
been largely tectonically inactive. Periods of fan ag-grada.tion in
the Provid6nce Mountains that is largely controlled by changes
in climate provides an imPortant benefit for regional
Quaternarf studies. The fuxtaposition of four lithologically
distinct chronosequences in the Providence Mountains provides
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Investigation of Surficial Processes Active on Fan Pavement Surfaces using Tilted
Carbonate Collars, Providence Mountains, California

G. SENA, S. CONNELL, S. WELLS, and K. ANDERSON,

of Earth Sciences, University of Califomia, Riverside CA gZS2l

Processes contributing to desert pavement formation have
been variously attributed to deflation-, sheetwash, shrink/swell,
creep, and freezelthaw (Cooke, 1973, Mabbutt, DZn. Recent
investigations
that an eolian accretionary mantle
-pr-opose
accumulating below desert pavementt and the ioncomitant

larg-e clasts (50 cm) that have been tilted relative to the ground
surface. These clasts have tilted vamish or carbonate col'iars
which had formed parallel to the ground surface. processes
involved in the movement and reorientation of such clasts on
alluvial fan pavements are the focus of this paper.
Clasts on pavement surfaces commonly-hive dark
varnished tops and rubified bortoms (Welli et al., 1984), often
with a distinct varnish line separating the vamished tops,
unvamished sides, and rubified bottoms. In addition, a distinct
white to pale brown, cemented carbonate collar forms around
clasts of certain lithologies. The collars ranging in width(cm)
and thickness(mm) form at the interface between the clast and
the surrounding soil at the ground surface. Average size of
clasts with collars on the Qf4, Qf5, and Qf5 surfaces are 32 cm,
26 cm, and 29 cm respectively.
Although no clast weights were
deternrined, clasts of 32 cm are large
enough to require a substantial
arnount of force to be re-oriented.
Collars range in width front less

formation of Av horizons, aie important processes forming

desert pavements on alluvial fans and baialt flows (McFajden
et al. 1987; Wells et al., 1985; McDonald et al., in prep.).
Although important processes can be linked to pivement
formation, the mechanics involved in lifting and reorienting
clasts are not well understood. Complex pi6certes must be"
active to create interlocking frameworks, decrease bar and
swale.topography, and_lift clasts along with the thickening
accretionary mantle. Often, fan surfaces contain moderate-to
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Figure 1a. Lower-hemisphere equal area proiection of poles to fan surface and carbonate collars on units
Qf6 and Qf5.
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than 1 centimeter to greater than 10
cm, and their thicknesses range
from less than 1 millimeter to
greater than 5 mm. Because the
collars form parallel to the ground
surface, any tilted collars represent
processes of clast reorientation.
Although processes responsible for
collar formation have not been
investigatcd, it is thought they form
from precipitation of carbonate and
salt after rainfall events. Upward
movement of the carbonate-rich soil
solution due to evapotranspiration
concentrates salts in the Av horizon.
This concentration may be enhanced
around clasts as the soil solution
migrates laterally along the platy
soil structure of the Av horizon
towards the lower pressure areas
around the clasts. The increased
moisture around clasts may help
increase carbonate concentrations in
the solution. Following evaporation
of the water, higher antounts of
carbonates renrain to form the
carbonate collars.
On stable landscapes, both
collars and varnish lines are parallel
to the ground surface. The mafority
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surfaces. The Qf6 surface has collar
and ground surface orientations

nearly concordant, with very little
spread of the data. This is a cluster
pattem, exhibiting Parallel azimuth
Data I Schmidt Equal Area Projection
Statisti6
and dip directions. The projection
Density Plot of Qf4
Best Fit Groat Circle
-E1 0.883
for the Qf5 surface exhibits a
ao.1-8.1"k
=
E2 = 0.098
slightly more dispersed pattem,
EE 8.1-16.1%
E3 = 0.019
w16.1-24.1ok
although it is considered to be
11 =2.20 12=1.61 K=1.36
s.
var. = 0.069 Rbar = 0.93'1
El24.1-32j%
clustered as well (Davis 1986). A
l_f32.1-4o.1%
few outliers represent a spread in
N=20
the data as the surface and collar
o Pole to carbonate collar orientation
orientations become discordant.
Pole
to
surface
orientation
'
Note that the high density center is
o Pole lo collar and sudaca orientations; both surfaces concordant.
surface
r ne vr+
tightly clustereo.
tlSntly
clustered. The
Qf4 surrace
exhibits a very weak girdle Pattem,
(lecled5e in collar-to'
sugsestins
collar-tosuggestlng a decrease
fan surface and carbonate collars on unit suggesting
-- -'-'
Figure 1b. Lower-hemisphere equal area
r-'-- to
r--'------'--of poles
---- proiection
surface concordance on this older
eI4.
pavement. The high density center
portion has a slightly elliptical
shape, suggestive of a preferred orientation of the collars.
of clasts on pavements are in stable, upright positions with
vamished oi weathered surfaces facing upwards and buried
Although-Qf4 apparenily rePresents a girdle Pattem, according
to Davis (19S6),-ii is actually within the cluster zone, near the
rubified bottoms. However, a few clasts have been tilted or
flipped over, exPosing rubified surfaces and tilted carbonate cluster/girdle transition, as defined by the-eigenvalues E1, E2,
coilars. Mechanical processes involved in reorientahon of these and E3 (-Figure 1, 2). These values are used to calculate K
clasts are poorly understood. Processes such as bioturbation, which is defined as: ln(81lE2) / ln(EZ/E3) displayed as rl_and
r2 respectively, and provides a reference for the amount of
soil dilation, coiluviation, sheetwash erosion, and creep may
affect clast position and orientation relative to the surrounding clustei of the-data. K values near zero are strongly giid_ted
whereas K values treater than five and approaching infinity are
fan gradieni.
-The
extensive work on the Providence Mountains
strongly clustered. The cluster,/girdle tr-ansition is at K=1.
piedmont pavements provides a framework from which to
Altho-ugh these pattems sugges[ a trend from weakly.clustered
Study surficial procesdes affecting clast orientation. McDonald to less fueakly ciustered, there are only three points-_plotted
(in prep.) defin-ed six surfaces, oldest to youngest, as Qf2
from the Qf4-surface that define the very weak girdle pattern.
Determination of surficial processes that actively reorient
thr6ugh Qfl, plus the active wash. Along the Providence
clasts is tentative at this point. Processes that produce a
Moun-tain's northem piedmont he identified the following
preferred orientation of Clasts may include cree-p, sheetwash,
relationships associated with increasing fan age: 1) decrease in
ind dilation. Direction of clast movement is influenced by
infiltratiorrrate, 2) increase in Av thickness, 3) increase in
gravity and as such should be preferentially.oriented with
interlocking clasts,4) increase in fines, and 5) decrease in
microtopog-raphic relief. The Qf6 (middle Holocene), Qfs (eg-lf iespeit to fan gradient. Bioturbation and colluviation are also
affected by gravity, but the orientation of the clasts may b-e
Holocerie)Jan^d Qf4 (late Pleistocene) fans were investigated for
the present study. ln general, it was observed that the older the random ai tley aie undercut by burrows or roll down a fluvial
surfice the greafer thd number of tilted clasts. This relationship slope. Colluviation may preferentially orient clasts with respect
suggests that clast tilting on fanto ilope depending on-hbw active the transporting slope affects
surfaces are time dependent and
clast movement. Heave, the active processes in creep
can potentially be used to identify movement needs moisture, fine malerial, and an adequate slope
proc-esses active in clast
(Ritter 1986). It is difficult to imagine creep active on slopes of
ieorientation. Fan surfaces were
less than 3o reorienting clasts of greater than 30 cm.-If creeP isbriefly characterized with respect responsible for filling lwales sufficient moisture and a layer of
to bai and swale relief and
fin& need to be prejent to create shrink/swell along the bar
orientation, degree of packing,
edges. Only thencan the dilational processes lift,the clast
amount of inciiion, and
pefoendicrilar to the surface and lower it vertically to_ a
abundance of tilted collars.
iopographically lower position. Although there is sufficient
Additional measurements include: slope albng thi: edges of bars on yount surfaces, it is again
1) strike-anddip of clasts, 2)
difiicult tJimagine heave along the edges of young bars that
strike-anddip of the immediate may not have the necessary soil layer for ieave to be active.
er6 er5 Qr4 tround surfate, 3) clast long-axis ' High microtopographic relief caused by bar-and+wales on
Fan surraces
length, 4) clast long-axis trend,
the Qfdsurface appaientty leads to undercutting of the bar
and-5) collar continuity, width,
sides and colluviition of material into the swales. Bioturbation
Figure 2 Graph depicting
values for fan surfaces
through Qf5'
indicate the degree
clustering of points' A
value oI K indicates low
crusterins whereas a
value of K trdicates a
degree of clustering'
oI K are computed as
where r1=In(E7/E2) and
In(E2lE3) (Davis, 1986).

K- *o H:ffi,$:i',il)

Qf4
K-values
of
low

measurements are presented in
Figure 1 a, b and Figure 2, where
thE collars and fan irrface
orientation are plotted as poles on

high 3fflilsfftil*ii;;,il*
high-

values
r7/r2,
12=

"""t

iJ;";lk,x1T::*l?xiffi#:,"ff1ill:: |il.Hi,*"J"'
importan't in modifying fan
runao* tilt orientatioi and"may be

surfaces. Sheetwash processes should create pattems of erosion
and deposition observable in the field and aithough sheetwash
,rnao"titeaty occurs on these surfaces, the extent 6f the

il::T"',tr"i,]::T;i,::]ifi:,iff?i:':a*]*lr":];ntuary

(McEachran 1992). This projection f".o*" disiordant by'erosion of the surface to i new, high,er
ullo*r for a visuil inteqpre[ation g.udiunt anJ not by 'clurt reorientation. Conversely, a.coli=ar
of the azimuth and dip bata for
ilay huve the appdarance of back-tilting if the downslope
all points measured oi the three
rr.'L." e*pe.ie,iier slight aggradation fiom sheetwash
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Table 1. Clast, collar and surface measurements for Ql4, Qf5 and Qf6 surfaces.

Qf4
Collar
I'lo

Lir

lation
lms
lms
lms
mv

1

2
3
4

MV
D

lms

7

MV

I
I

mq

10

mv

11

MV

12
13
14

lms
lms
lms
lms
lms
lms
lms
lms

MV

15

16
17
18
19

a-axta

Collar

N10W 48SW
N41E 03SW
N05E 6 t.sSE
NOsE 01.sSE
NO6E 21.5SE
N28E 14SE

N56.5W O4NE
N2OE 01.sNW
N11W 01.5SW
N29E 85SE
N63E 43SE
N18W O5SW
NOsE 1sSE
N06w 18SW
N69E OSSE
N24W 21SW
NO6E 1 5.5SE
N12E O3.5NW
NOTE O3NW

0

N54W 03SW
N54W 03SW
N32E O5.5SE
N08E 01.sSE
NT5E 05SE
N47E 11.sNW
N50E 01.5NW
N2OE 01.5NW
N11W 01.sSW
N49W 06NE
N32E O4.5NW
N18W osSW

abundant N
C; abundanl N
C; abundant N
Dl palchy
D (60%); P
C
L,

D; inegular
C; flakey
D

D; faint patchy
D; P

N79W O4.5SW

D(60%);

N33E 05SE
N86W OSNE
N2AV O4.5SW
N72W 04SW

D;
C:
D:
C;

N12E O3,5NW

C

NOTE O3NW

C; abundant N

N

P; N; thick
abundant N
abundant N
abundanl N

1.0-3.0
4.5-7.5
2-7.5
9.5 max
0-5.0
4,0-6.0
8_5-13
0-2.5
1.0-9.0
1-1.5
1-1.5
12.0 max
1.0-3.0
2.0-2.5
3.00
2.0-4.5
5.5-16.0
9.0-14.0
1.0-6.5

04.5NW

4 max
3 max
6 max
<1

<0.5
<

1

<1
<

1

<l
<1

<0.5
<

1

4 max
3 max
2 max
3 max
5 max

cm)
23
31
26
51
1 I
20
21
19
1 9
35
23.5
38.5
39
30.5
24
18.5

a-axta

trend

Nl
N 86E
N18W
N03W
N76W
N22W
N47W
N4gW
N03W
N77W
N68E
N21E
N34E
N04W
N54E
N16E

26

36
27.5
46.5

N,l6E
N82E
N89W

Collar
thickneee

a-axta

a-axt3

<0.
2 max
2 max
3 max

21

<1

2 max
1

of5
laal

Collar

l{o.

rlace
Orientalion

Collar
Co

lms

N87E 38NW

MV

NlOE O3NW

NlOE O3NW

qN

3
4
5

lms
lms
lms

Nz+sW 07NE

D

N70E 05.5NW
N51W 21.sNW

D
D

0.5.0
<2.4

lms
mv

N85W 05SW
NT5E 01SE
N29E 02.5NW

D; N

7

N69E 24NW
NTOE O5.5NW
NOTE 18.5NW
N85W 05SW
N39E 07.55E

c(30%)
c(80-90%)

c

2.0-3.5
1.5-9.0
0.5-3.0
1.0-6.2
1.0-8.3
1.8-6.5
0.8-3.0
1.6-3.6
1.0-5.3
1.2-6.4
1.5-4.0
2.0-4.4

C; patchy

2.0-11.5

1

MV

mv

10-

m

11'

MV

12
13
14

lms
lms

15
16

17
18
19

lms

mv
lms
lms
lms

NSOE 1 5SE
NOTW 36.5SW

3.8-5.6
0.9- t.3
1.3-3.4
2.5-5.0

NssE 13SE

c

N4OE O4.5NW
N23W osNE
N79W 01.sNE
N35E 1gSE
N31E 53NW
N44E 17NW
N12E 04SE
N44W 04NE
N29W 30SW
N58W O7.5SW
N43W 22SW

N4oE 04.5NW
N23W 03NE
N79W 01.sNE
N85E 08.sSW
N18W 05SW
N49W 09NW
N30E 07.5NW
N44W 02NE
N58W 07.5SW
N58W 07.sSW

C(80%);

Collar

Surlace

N

c
c(80%)
c(e0%)

11.0

cm

3 max

19.5
26
28
23.5
24.5
23.5
22
42.5
25
32
25.5
18
22
31
26.5
21
16
31
47.5

Collar

a-axra

a-axra

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

31,5
27
36.5
s7
29.5
36.5
46.5
21 .5
21
99
20
26
21 .5
28.5
23.5
42
24
21 .5
38
32

N74E
N88W
N13W
N28E
N39W
N26W
N39E
N42E
N56E
N15E
N27E
N81W
N23E

<1
5 max
<1
<1
na

2-3 max
4 max
2 max
<1

<1
3 max
<1

2 max
3 max

<l

na

N83W
na

N82W
N57E
N38W
N83W
N36W
N19E
N40W
N05W
N45W
N72E
N08E
N41E
N07E

Ns2W
N19W
N77W

o16

1

z
3

4
5

10
11

12
13
'I

4

IE
16
17
18
19

mv
lms
lms
mv
mv
mv
lms
lms
lms
lms
lms
g
m
g
lms
lms
g
mv
lms

Clasl

Orientation
N45W 06SW
N85E 07.5NW
N23E 03NW
N14W 03.5SW
N66E 04.5NW
N35W 03SW
N88W 16NE
N23E 09NW
N86E 08NE
N36W 06.5NE
N23E 09NE
NToE o4NW
N88E 2t.sSE
NoaW 02.5NE
N13W 13.5NE
N65E 06.5NW
N07E 13SE
N30E O3.5NW
N65E 05SE
N53W lOSW

N45W 06SW
N85E 07.5NW
N23E 03NW
N14W 03.5SW
N66E 04.5NW
N35W O3SW
N85W OSNE
N23E OgNW
N38W 07.sSW
NlOE O4.5NW
N€4W 05.5NE
NTOE O4NW

N88E 21.5SE
NO4W 02.5NE
N13W 13.sNE
N65E 06.5NW
NOTE 13SE

NSoE 03.sNW
N65E OSSE
N53W

trend
C(90%); P
C; thin coating
C; thin coating
D; thick P
C; thin coating
C; thick P; U
C; thin coating
C; well defined
C; llakey
C; well defined; N
D; P, powdery

C; thin coating
C; powdery
C; powdery
D; poorly devel.
D; P and thick

0.6-7.5
0.5-1.0
0.5-1.5
2.0-9.0
1.0-8.0
0.5- t .0

<1

>6.0

<0.5
1.0-2.0

0.1-0.8
>9.0
> 18.0
1 .5-8.5

<1
<1
<1
<1

<

1.5

2.5-4.0
o-7.0
>7.0
<5.0

0.5-1.7
<2,0
>2.0

<0.5
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1

na

N88W
N87W
N47W
N72W
N04W
N73W

#lms=limestone, mv=metavolcanic, m=motamorphic, mq=metaquartzito, g=granite. @ C=continuous, P= palch!, D= discontinuous, N=carbonate nodules,
U=clast underside; (o/o)=estimaled continuity. tvarnish line measurement.
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depositiory burying portions of the collar.
Conclusions from these data indicate the older surfaces
have less concordance between collars and ground surface
orientation than younger surfaces. Through timg the collared
clase tilt away from the ground surface or the ground surface
undergoes either sheetwash erosion or sedimentation to alter
the fan surface slope. The suggestion of a preferred pattem of
clast tilting on the Qf4 surface indicates that a non-random
process may be active. Such a process may be creep of either
the individual clasts or the underlying soil at the bar edges.
Along the edges of the steeper bars, colluviation may be
responsible as clasts are undercut and either rotate or roll
downslope. Processes active on flat fan tops include
bioturbation, although this can not account for a non-random
pattern. If future investigation confirm the possible tilting
pattern and more statistically significant results are determined,
-thm
processes such as soil creep that affect entire surfaces need
to be more completely evaluated.
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Influence of Dust and Lithology on the Origin and Evolution of
Desert Pavements on Alluvial Fans
McEachrary D.8., 1992. Stereo: The Sterographic Proiection Program lor
the Macintosh, Rockware lnc.,47 p.
McFadden L. D., Wells, SG., Jercinovich, M. I. 1987' Inlluences of eolian
and pedogenic processes on the origin and evolution of desert
pavements. Geology 15 :50&506.
Ritter, D.F, 19E5. Process Geomorphology, Brown Publishers, lowa,579
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K., 19E5. Tlpes and Rates of Late Cenozoic Geomorphic Processes
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volcanic to Plutonic Transect across the
Peninsular Ranges Batholith, San Diego
County, California
l. IODDr U.S. Geological Survey, Department of Earth Sciences, University of Califomia, Riverside, Califomia 92521
D.L. KIMBROUGH, D"p=l-*l!L geological Sciences, San Diego State University, San Diego, Califomia 92182
Y

Road Log

FIRST DAY
The first two stops are in rocks of the Early Cretaceous
volcanic arc of the Peninsular Ranges batholith (PRB)(Santiago
Peak Volcanics of Larsen, 1948),which was intruded by small
hypabyssal plutons (Todd and others, this volume).
0.0 (0.0) Field trip begins at intersection of Valley Parkway and
Centre City Parkway, Escondido, CA (fig. 1). DRIVE WEST on

V.R. TODD U.S.G.S., Dept. of Earth Sciences, University of

Califomia, Riverside CA 92521; D.L. KIMBROUGH, Dept. of
Geological Sciences, San Diego State University, San Diego CA
92182; MARTY GROVE, Dept. of Earth and Space Sciences,

University of Califomia, Los Angeles CA 90024
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Figure 1. Field trip route showing stops and geographic locations mentioned in text
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microgranoblastic matrix. Outlines of bubble wall glass shards
are well preserved and prove a pyroclastic origin for the unit.
Partial welding is indicated by the local presence of flattened
fiamme that are interpreted as collapsed pumice fragments.
DRryE NORTH on Del Dios HighwaY.
73.2 Q.n TURN RIGHT onto Via Rancho Parkway.
14.0 (0.8) Residual boulders of hypersthene-biotite tonalite
(Klb) on left.
16.3 (2.3) Onramp to I-15 south on righq PROCEED SOUTH

IrGondido Cr..k
lau.otronodiorita

!ioli l. l.e.carcnodioii

toward San Diego.
17.1 (0.8) Lake Hodges on right.
79.3 (2.2) EXIT I-15 at Rancho Bemardo Road; TURN RIGHT
onto Rancho Bernardo Road and drive up gentle grade;
prominent hill 0190 ft elevation) to NW is underlain by a biotite
leucogranodiorite pluton mapped as Woodson Mountain

t.

Figure 2. Simplified geologic map of Escondido, California area
showing stops 1 and 2 of field trip (from Rogers, 1965 and Kennedy,
1975). Sanhago Peak Volcanics (locally, may include pre-Cretaceous
metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks), cross-hatched; undivided
plutonic rocks, unpatterned; Eocene skata, stippled.

granodiorite by Larsen

(1948).

20.5 (1.2) MAKE U-TURN at Via del Campo and RETURN
EAST on Rancho Bemardo Road.
20.9 (0.4) PARK on right shoulder at abandoned quarries on

south side of Rancho Bemardo Road. WALK into low hills
exposing rhyolite porphyry overlain unconformably by

Valley Parkway.
2.4 (2.4) Residual boulders of large hyperstheneiiotite tonalite
pluton (tonalite of Ias Bancas, Klb) that underlies city of
Escondido.
2.9 (0.5) Cross Via Rancho Parkway; Valley Parkway becomes

Del Dios Highway.
4.0 0.1) Lake Hodges on lefq roadcuts in hypabyssal granitic
pluton (Exondido Creek leucogranodiorite of Larsen, 1948) on
rlght.
4.6 (0.6) Roadcuts in Santiago Peak Volcanics on right.
5.6 (1.0) Sign on left "Lake Hodges dam improvements" marks
road to dam.
8.0 (2.4) RIGHT TURN onto Camino de Estrellas; tum around
and retum north on Del Dios highway (watch for ctazy
drivers!).
9.5 (1.5) At flat area on right with "no trespassing" signs, PULL
OVER on right as far off highway as possible. Walk down
gated trail with "keep out" sign to San Dieguito River.
Stop l: Santiago Peak Volcanics in river bed below Lake
Hodges dam comprise interlayered volcaniclastic breccia and
partly welded silicic lapilli-tuff that have been statically
recrystallized to greenschist facies mineral assemblages' The
metavolcanic rocks are intruded by the Escondido Creek
leucogranodiorite of Larsen (19a8)(fig. 2). Microgranoblastic
groundmass textures and biotite-actinolite homfels in the
metavolcanic rocks are attributed to contact metamorphism by
the leucogranodiorite. The metavolcanic rocks within a few
meters of the contact with the pluton are foliated parallel to
intrusive contacts. The abundant volcaniclastic breccia in which
the dam is anchored is representative of widespread breccia
that forms a major comPonent of the Santiago Peak Volcanics
in the Exondido-San Marcos area. It is poorly sorted with
angular clasts of silicic volcanic rocks and rare granitic rocks up
to 20 cm in size in a finegrained granoblastic quartz-feldspar
matrix. A 2.5-m-wide mafic dike intruded the breccia on the
south side of the river. Distinctive, light tan<olored partly
welded crystal-lithic tuff and laPilli tufftreccia are
interstratified with the volcaniclastic breccia in the bottom of
the canyon. This rock contains quartz and plagioclase
phenocrysts, altered pumice, and silicic rock fragments in a

flat-lying Eocene strata.
Stop 2: The rhyolite Po{Phyry is intruded by biotite
leucogranodiorite visible to the NW across Rancho Bemardo
Road. The leucogranodiorite is a medium-grained rock with
cloudy feldspar, weakly deformed quarlz, and abundant
interstitial granophyre. The rhyolite PorPhyry contains
abundant magmatic quartz and plagioclase phenocrysts as well
as volcanic and plutonic lithic fragments in a microgranoblastic
groundmass. The rock is massive but autobrecciation textures
and well developed flow foliation or flattening fabric are
present locally. Zircon U-Pbr data from samples of the rhyolite
po.phyty and the biotite leucogranodiorite intrudint it yield
itlghtly discordant U-Pb ages of 121 Ma and 120 Ma,
reipectively. The similarity in ages, maior element whole-rock
composition, and the field setting suggest that the pluton may
have intruded hypabyssal and(or) flow rocks that vented to the
surface. Larsen (1948) mapped much of the Santiago Peak
Volcanics in this area as hypabyssal intrusions.
21.5 (0.6) RETURN to I-15 and proceed south.
23.0 0.5) EXIT I-15 at Camino del Norte; TURN LEFT onto
Camino del Norte.
26.3 (3.3) Cross Community Road; prominent peak with
microwave towers ahead on left is Mount Woodson (2894 ft
elevation).

275 (1.2) TURN RIGHT onto Espola Road.
2S.3 (0.S) TURN LEFT onto Poway Road.
28.8 (0.5) Roadcuts on right in poorly sorted basal boulder
fanglomerate containing clasts up to 10 m in diameter of most
resiltant batholithic rocks (Late Cretaceous Lusardi Formation
of Nordstrom, 1970) resting unconformably on eroded and
deeply weathered volcanic and granitic rocks.
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t All U-Pb zircon ages referred to in text were determined by
D.L. Kimbrough at the San Diego State University isotoPe
laboratory, unless otherwise stated, and represent preliminary
results.

'Unless stated otherwise, preliminary Pressure estrmates based
on homblende geobarometry were determined by f.M.
Hammerstrom, U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, VA'
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highway 67 consist of

Marine and nonmarine sedimentary and volcanic strata
of Neogene Fbh Creek-Vallecito basin
Marine and nonmarine strata of Eocene San Diego embayment
Lusardi Formalion (Late Cretaceous)
Western zone (-125-103 Ma)

F7a-n

l,\-/\

I

KO)t
Monzogranite
of Mother
Grundy
Peak
(Kmsp)

Eastern zone (-104.-89 Ma)

N

tIrI
1...1
Monzogranite
ol Corte
Madera
(Kcm)

Monzogranite Tonaljle
ol Chiquito
d Japatut

Peak
(Kcp)

Vailey

Tonalite
o{ Alp,ne
(Ka)

%

Tonalite

Cuyamaca
ol Las Bancas Gabbro

(Klb)

Tonalite of
La Posta (Klp)
Tonalite ot
Granite
Mounlain
(Ksm)

(Kc)

(Kiv)

ffiili:UX1;^"t*'
(-130-1
16 Ma)

!

Monzogranite
ot Pine Valley
(Kpv)(-1 1 8 Ma)

Metavorcanic rm*s

60

Granodiorite o,
Cuyamaca Reservoir (Jc0
Gneissic granodiorite
of Harper Creek (Jhc)
Julian Schist (JTm)

Figure 3. Generalized geologic map of PRB in southern San Diego County and SW Imperial County showing
distribuhon of volcanic, plutonig metamorphic, and sedimentary units (from Todd, in review). No faults shown. Stops
3-29 indicated by circled numbers. A, El Cajon Mountain complex; B, La Cresta complex; C, japatul Valley complex; D,
Buckman Mountain complex; E, Cuyamaca Mountains gabbro-monzogranite complex. Arrows point to I-S line (Todd
and Shahr, 19E5), westem limit of ]urassic plutons. Cuyamaca-laguna Mountains shear zone -coincides with belt of
furassic plutons; Cottonwood Valley segment of shear zone shown by wavy lines. NNE-striking late.batholithic
lineaments indicated by heavy dashed lines.

homogeneous, weakly
foliated Ieucocratic
biotite monzogranite.

Unfoliated
leucomonzogranite
from the interior of the
pluton contains large
magmatic grains of
undulose quartz,
euhedral plagioclase,
poikilitic K-feldspar,
and scarce fine-grained
biotite and homblende.
The pluton has yielded
a U-Pb zircon age of
-119 MaI. The fietd
setting in this part of
the batholith, i.e.,
isolated metavolcanic
screens surrounded by

plutonic rocks,
suggests greater depths

of crystallization than
those at stops I and 2.

30.9 (2.1) TURN LEFT at intersection of Poway Road with state

A homblende
crystallization pressure
of 1.9 kb2 is estimated
for the interior of the
Woodson Mountain pluton. CONTINUE NORTH on highway

highway 67; DRIVE NORTH on 67.
32J (1.2) PARK in turnout on right.
Stop 3: Woodson Mountain granodiorite of Larsen (1948).
Samples of the Woodson Mountain pluton collected from

33.4 (1.3) TURN RIGHT onto Rockhouse Road, TURN
AROUND and PROCEED SOUTH on highway 67 along strike
of large screen of metavolcanic rocks whose U-Pb ages range

67.
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39.6 (6.2) San Vicente Reservoir on left.

40.5 (0.9) Smooth brushy hills ahead and on right are
underlain by Middle or late Eocene Stadium Conglomerate
(Kennedy and Peterson, 1975).
40.9 (0.4) PARK in tumout on right and walk caretully south
along shoulder.
Stop 4: Marine and nonmarine cobble conglomerate with as
much as 50 percmt sandstone beds and lenses of the Middle or
Late Eocene Stadium Conglomerate (Kennedy and Peterson,
1975)(hg.3). Beds dip 5" to the SE (Tan, 1992). Eocene cobbles
are composed predominantly of rhyolite and dacite that are
exotic to the PRB ("Poway" clasts, Kennedy and Peterson, 1975).
Using traceelement chemical compositions of clasts, Abbott
and Smith (1989) identified a Late Jurassic volcanic source
terrane in NW Sonora that was separated from the Eocene
westdirected fluvial+ubmarine fan system by the opening of
the Gulf of Califomia. CONTINUE SOUTH on highway 67.
41.4 (0.5) Quarry in granitic rocks on righ! on left, around
curve, Eocene unconformity on volcanic rocks. Apparently,
older sedimentary strata that are Present to the west were
removed by pre-Eocene uplift and erosion.

(3,2) San Diego River.
45.2 (0.5) TURN LEFT on Mapleview Street.
46.6 (1.4) Mapleview Street becomes Lake jennings Park Road.
47.3 Q.n TURN LEFT into Lake |ennings County Park. TURN
LEFT toward campground; TURN AROUND at campground
kiosk and RETURN to dam; drivers park in righthand tumout
44.6

before dam.
Stop 5: WALK up road toward campground in metavolcanic
rocks of xreen that may be continuation of one to NW
traversed by highway 67. Watch for cars! Volcanic protoliths
are silicic flows and silicic and intermediate<omposition
crystal- and lapillituff intercalated with thin basaltic flows and
cut by mafic dikes. The rocks preserve volcanic textures but
steep layering is axial planar to tight, large- and small+cale
isoclinal folds. Zircon from a polphyrihc rhyolite flow in the
screen has an U-Pb zircon age of 122 x 4 Mat. RETURN to Lake
|ennings Park Road. Views to west from dam road of
prominent light<olored peaks underlain by central
leucomonzogranitegranodiorite diapiric plutons (El Caion
Mountain, 3675 ft, to the north and La Cresta, 2258 ft, to the
south) of two westem-zone plutonic complexes (Todd and
others, this volume). Smooth dark peaks in distance are
underlain by Cretaceous mafic and ultramafic rocks (Cuyamaca
Gabbro of Everhart, l95l).
48.7 (1.4) EXIT Lake Jennings County Park; TURN RIGHT onto
Lake fennings Park Road, get into left-tum lane immediately
and drive 0.1 mi; TURN LEFT into parking lot of Helix water
plant and tum around.
48.S (0.1) TURN RIGHT onto Lake jennings Park Road and
continue south.
49.8 (1.0) TURN LEFT onto Blossom Valley Road (at traffic
light).
50.0 (0.2) Ia Cresta pluton ahead on right; smooth dark slopes
in foreground are underlain by gabbro; outcrops of
metavolcanic rocks to left.
507 Q.n Flat ridge to left (with houses) is underlain by thin

veneer of Lusardi Formation (white
leucomonzogranitegranodiorite boulders) over metavolcanic
rocks and tonalite of japatul Valley (Kjv).
51.4 Q.n TURN RIGHT onto Flinn Springs Road' As we drive
eastward, we cross sheetlike tonalite plutons whose
compositions are progressively more mafic toward the east. The
leucogranitic diapirs of El Caion Mountain and [,a Cresta
apparently intruded and pushed aside these tonalitic sheets
(Todd and others, this volume). Small gabbro bodies and
concentric screens of metavolcanic rocks form part of the
resulhng plutonic complexes.
51.9 (0.5) Flinn Springs Road makes DOGLEG TURN to lef!
MAKE TURN and PARK on right shoulder.
Stop 6: Hill to left is dacitic tuff$reccia, probably part of same
screen as stop 5. Cross road and examine outcrops of
tuffireccia at foot of hill. The rock, which is typical of felsic
tuff$reccia of westem screent contains silicic component with
leucosomes of partial melt, deformed diffuse layers of
intermediate composition, and amphibolitic lenses. Hill is
sunounded and intruded by poorly exposed tonalite (Kiv)
typical of deeply weathered tonalite at lower elevations. Cross
road to west where heterogeneous contaminated(?) tonalite
with trains of gabbroic and metavolcanic inclusions croPs out
beneath billboard. CONTINUE EAST on Flinn Springs Road.
52.0 (0.1) LEFI TURN onto Old Highway 80. We are driving
along, and just below, contact of the La Cresta pluton, on right,
with tonalite of Alpine (Ka).
53.8 (1.8) PULL OVER on right shoulder. View to north of
contact between poorly exposed brownish-gray-weathering
tonalite with mafic inclusions (Ka) on left and more resistant,
lighter<olored, inclusion-free tonalite (Klb) on right. Contact (in
saddle) is marked by narrow screen of mafic metavolcanic
rocks. Three tonalite units in the westem zone of the PRB
comprise two major tonalitic suites that may be close in age but
apparently had different sources and(or) magmatic histories
(Todd and others, this volume). A homblende-rich, relatively
silica-rich suite includes plutons that consist of
pyroxene$iotite-homblende tonalite (Ka) and
homblende$iotite tonalite and granodiorite (Kiv). A second,
silica-poor, relatively Kp-rich suite includes plutons that
consist of pyroxene$iotite tonalite and quartz diorite with
minor homblende (Klb). Straight ahead is Vieias Mountain,
underlain by gabbro pluton (Kc). CONTINUE EAST on Old

highway 80.
54.0 (0.2) TURN RIGHT onto Alpine Boulevard and GO under
freeway.
54.1 (0.1) TURN LEFT onto Alpine Boulevard.

(0.4 TURN RIGHT onto Amold Way. We have crossed
from Ka into weathered Klb with large flashing biotite

54.8

oikocrysts.
55.5

(0.4 TURN RIGHT onto Harbison Canyon

Road. Residual

boulders of Klb in fields along road; contact of La Cresta
pluton with Klb on right.
55.9 0.4) Large dike on left emanates from La Cresta pluton.
We are driving SW along Harbison Canyon-San Diego River
Valley lineament, one of several large NNE-trending
late{atholithic lineaments that cross the PRB. Batholithic
contacts show small ductile dextral offsets across these
lineaments.
57.5 (0.5) TURN RIGHT onto Frances Drive (becomes
Mountain View Road above). Weathered roadcuts in gabbro
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Figure 4. Photographs of common contact and textural relations in
rocks across PRB. A) Contact between fine.grained gabbro (Kc) and
tonalite of Japatul Valley (Kjv) of [a Cresta complex; thin leucocratic
dikes cutting mafic rocks are apparently derived from residual tonalite
magma. B) Contact between finegrained homblende gabbro (Kc) and
dike oI monzogranite of Chiquiio Peak (Kcp) in marginal part of
Cuyamaca Mountains gabbro-monzogranite complex. Note 1) convex
shapes of gabbro against monzogranite; 2) darker margin (quenched
magmatic texture) in much of gabbro; 3) small-scale intrusion of
monzogranite into gabbro with incipient formafion of gabbro "blobs";
and 4) small gabbro "blob" in monzogranite dike. C) Disharmonic
folding in migmatitic fulian fthist of Box Canyon area. Metamorphic
grade is upper amphibolite (sillimanite + K-feldspar). Leucosomes may
be of several origins- anatexis, injectiory metamorphic segregation.

59.2 (0.2) TURN RIGHT onto Gibson Highlands Road.

59.4 (0.2) TURN LEFT onto Montana Serena.
59.9 (0.5) PARK at locked gate with "danger keep out" sign.
Stop 7: La Cresta biotite monzogranite pluton. Contact between

the pluton and, to the south, metamorphosed felsic tuff$reccia
(higher, resistant hills) and homblende tabbro (lower, dark
brushy hills) is approximately at the road. Gabbro has been
used as road fill. Walk up dirt road through transition from
fine-grained, chilled(?) muscovite-bearing alaskite margin,
through fine- to medium-grained porphyritic rock with partly
assimilated metavolcanic inclusions, to medium- to
coarse-grained interior. The pluton is mapped as monzogranite
of Corte Madera (Kcm), one of four
leucomonzogranitegranodiorite units (Todd and othert this
volume) that form a number of plutons all of which were
assigned previously to the Woodson Mountain granodiorite.
Kcm is characterized by abundant large quartz grains, low CI
(1€), biotite as chief mafic mineral + scarce homblende relics,
foliation parallel to pluton margins, and association with
numerous large leucogranite fringing dikes. The La Cresta
pluton and surrounding tonalite plutons represent a deeper
level of the PRB than earlier stops: estimated homblende
crystallization pressures for adjacent tonalite plutons are 3.0
and 3.6 kb2. Plutonic complexes such as t a Cresta and El Cajon
Mountain may represent the plutonic roots of bimodal
volcanoes. From this road, good view to east of Late
Cretaceous-Eocene erosion surface underlain by tonalite with
resistant Kcm and Kc peaks. Erosion surface was exhumed and
deeply incised by streams during Neogene uplift. TURN
AROUND and RETURN toward town of La Cresta on Montana
Serena.

60.2 (0.3) PULL OVER on right before intersection with Tracy

[ane.
Stop 8: WALK up Tracy Lane to top of hill to roadcut on right
consisting of intrusive breccia composed of bodies of gabbro
and metavolcanic(?) rocks in Kiv and related leucocratic dikes
typical of contacts in westem-zone plutonic complexes (fig. aA).
60.8 (0.6) RETURN by same route to Rios Canyon Road; TURN
LEFT.

61.0 (0.2) TURN LEFT onto Mountain View Road (Frances

and metavolcanic rocks in contact with La Cresta pluton, above
on right.
59.0 0.5) TURN RIGHT onto Rios Canyon Road.

Drive below).
62.4 (1.4) TURN LEFT onto Harbison Canyon Road; RETURN
by same route to Alpine Boulevard.
64.4 (2.0) TURN LEFT onto Amold Way.
65.0 (0.6) Deep canyon ahead on right is part of Harbison
Canyon-San Diego River Valley lineament.
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65.2 (0.2) TURN RIGHT onto Alpine Boulevard. Roadcuts in
weathered pyroxene$iotite tonalite (Klb) cut by leucocratic

dikes.
67.3 (2.1) PARK on wide paved shoulder on right.

Stop 9. Roadcut exposes part of -0.4 mile-wide gradational
contact zone between pyroxenetiotite tonalite (Klb) and
biotite-homblende tonalite (Ka). Tonalite of gradahonal zone
has characteristics of both Ktb (subhedral hypersthene, biotite
oikocrysts) and Ka (subhedral hornblende that is more
abundant than in typical Klb but less abundant than in typical
Ka, mafic inclusions). Contacts between the two units in the
surrounding area vary from gradational and locally
interfingering to sharp; dikes of Pyroxene granodiorite (Klb) are
present locally in Ka. CONTINUE EAST on Alpine Boulevard

through town of Alpine.
69.0 0.n TURN LEFT onto second Victoria Drive; GO under
freeway.
69.1 (0.1) TURN LEFT onto Victoria Place; TURN AROUND

and PARK near intersection of Victoria Drive and Victoria
Place. WALK across Victoria Drive.
Stop l0: lnterior of Ka pluton composed of plagioclase (sodic
labradorite to sodic andesine), quartz, subhedral homblende
with pyroxene cores, and biotite (average CI 30). The unit
contains abundant mafic inclusions that have variable shapes,
compositions, and textures, and are probably of multiple
origins. In addition, Ka contains diffuse variably sized mafic
clots and aggregates of mafic grains. tn thin section, Ka shows
variable subsolidus recrystallization of magmahc grains.
Steeply dipping magmatic/subsolidus foliation is parallel to the
long dimension of the sheetlike pluton. Estimated hornblende
crystallization pressure for tonalite about I mi west of stop l0 is
3.8 kb2. U-Pb zircon age of Ka at same locahon is 108 + 2 Mal.
RETURN to Alpine Boulevard.
69.4 (0.3) TURN RIGHT onto Alpine Boulevard.
70.3 (0.9) Stop sign at fork; TAKE LEFT FORK (Amold Way).
70.8 (0.5) TURN LEFT onto Tavem Road.
71.5 Q.n Traverse gently rolling erosion surface underlain by
Klb; light<olored boulders are eastemmost remnants of Lusardi

i
I

i

Formation.
72.8 (1.3) Cross into homblendeiiotite tonalite (Kjv). Low
white platy outcrops on hillside across valley are of
westemmost "satellitic" pluton of eastem-zone tonalite of La
Posta (KlpXU-Pb zircon age 104 + 2 Mal).
73.3 (0.5) funchon with Dehesa Road; Tavem Road becomes
japatul Road,;CONTINUE EAST on |apatul Road. Cross back

mafic rock of the unit-labradorite t bytownite, less than l0
percent quartz, abundant hypersthene*in the core of a
U-shaped diapiric plutonic complex (fapatul Valley complex).
Outcrops to the east along the Sweetwater River north of
|apatul Road contain cumulate layering and calcsilicate
inclusions. CONTINUE EAST on fapatul Road. View ahead of
WNW+triking valleys eroded along WNW contacts and
foliation of |apatul Valley plutonic complex. Tonalite units
underlie valleys and leucomonzogranite-granodiorite units
(mainly Kcm) underlie peaks and ridges. This change in
batholithic structure from northerly to westerly strikes defines a
crustal-scale ductile flexure of contacts and foliation.
74.S (0.S) Sweetwater River; Loveland Reservoir on right.
76.2 (1.4) Cross from Klb into Ka.
78.4 (2.2) Cross gradational contact between Ka and Kjv; Kjv
becomes less mafic as proceed east, away from contact with Ka.
79.1 Q.n PARK on right shoulder.
Stop 12: Walk across fapatul Road to see freshly blasted
outcrops of homblendetiotite tonalite (Kiv). The unit consists
of plagioclase (labradorite to sodic andesine), qvartz, biotite,
homblende (average Cl 24), t K-feldspar (0 to 8 percent) t
magmatic epidote. The rocks are medium-gray in color,
medium- to coarse-grained, equigranular, and moderately to
strongly foliated with local development of mylonitic gneiss.
Magmatic plagioclase and homblende have undergone variable
strain and subsolidus recrystallization; steeply dipping foliation
defined by recrystallized grains is parallel to magmatic
foliahon, which wraps around the U-shaped diapir. The
abundant mafic inclusions, commonly etched out in relief, may
have originated both as mafic magma blobs and mafic
xenoliths. tncluded fragments of granitic rocks can be seen in
stained slabs. Kjv is the major tonalite unit of the SSE-pointing
Ushaped |apatul Valley complex, which is zoned outward
from mafic to felsic compositions. Kiv contains concentric
metavolcanic screens and Kcm dikes, and is intruded and
surrounded by Kcm plutons. The japatul Valley complex
represents a plutonic level deeper than that of the La Cresta
complex as suggested by more extensive
assimilation<ontamination reactions between metavolcanic
rocks and tonalite magma. This is supported by a homblende
crystallization pressure of 4.1 kb2 for this location. Klv and
monzogranite of Chiquito Peak (Kcp, a
monzogranite-granodiorite unit that intrudes, and grades into,
Kjv) are typically associated with metavolcanic screens, and
may be viewed as border facies of Ka. CONTINUE EAST on

|apatul Road.
79.3 (0.2) TURN RIGHT onto Carveacre Road. Peak to SW is

into Klb.

Q.n PARK on left on dirt shoulder.
Stop 11: Scramble through brush on north side of road to
bouldery outcrops of hypersthenetiotite quartz diorite and
qtafiz gabbro at foot of hill. Klb unit forms large,
homogeneous essentially inclusion-free plutons composed of
tonalite, quartz diorite, and lesser quartz gabbro and
granodiorite. Tonalite contains plagioclase (calcic andesine to
labradoritg and here, bytownite), quattz, biotite, hypersthene,
minor augite and homblende, and 0 to 15 percent K-feldspar.
Mafic mineral aggregates show progressive reaction of euhedral
hypersthene to narrow augite and hornblende rims to coarse
biotite. The rock is dark gray to black, medium-grained,
equigranular (except for large biotite oikocrysts), and has
steeply dipping magmahc foliation parallel to the long
dimension of sheetlike plutons. This outcrop exPoses the most
74.0
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Gaskill Peak (3836 ft).
79.5 (0.2) Cross contact between Kfv (with partly assimilated
metavolcanic inclusions and leucocratic dikes) and Kcm pluton.
79.6 (0.1) At end of paved road, PROCEED up dirt road into
margin of Kcm pluton.
S0.2 (0.6) PULL INTO tumout on right; drivers will drop
group off, tum around, and wait at lower tumout.
Stop 13: Walk down road in coarse-grained, weakly foliated
biotite leucomonzogranite. View to north of japatul Valley
complex. RETURN to fapatul Road.
81.1 (0.9) TURN RIGHT onto fapatul Road, which follows
curving U-shape of diapir.
82.1 (1.0) Intersection with Lyons Valley Road; CONTINUE
NORTH on |apatul Road through roadcuts in Kiv.
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82.7 (0.6) PARK in tumout on left at gated dirt road.
Stop 14: Hill on right is underlain by metamorphosed felsic
tuffSreccia, part of concentric screen intruded by Kjv (lower
ground). Remnants of screens such as this occur in a
0.S-km-wide migmatitic zone consisting of variably assimilated
metavolcanic rocks and contaminated tonalite in core of diapir.
WALK west along dirt road to crest of low rise underlain by
Kjv for view west of ]apatul Valley complex.
83.2 (0.5) Low ridge ahead on right is composed of
metavolcanic rocks plus dikes of Kcm. Northem "limb" of
U+haped diapir is marked by NW-trending ridges underlain
by resistant metavolcanic screent and dikes of syenogranite
and other leucocratic facies of Kcm in Kjv.
84.1 (0.9) Intersection with road to japatul Valley; crossing
metavolcanic screen cut by Kcm dikes in Kjv.
84.4 (0.3) Weathered synplutonic mafic dikes in Kcm on right.
85.7 0.3) Horsethief Canyon on right, part of NNE-trending
Horsethief Canyon-Sweetwater River-upper Green Valley
lineament. Westemmost Jurassic pluton, gneisqic granodiorite
of Halper Creek ([hc), crops out in east wall of canyon.
Westem boundary of Middle to Late Jurassic (S-type) plutons
(I-S line Todd and Shaw, 1985) is a major structural boundary
in the PRB; some westem units (Ka, Kcm) do not occur east of
the I-S line.
86.9 0.2) Meadow marks trace of brittle fault sited in
Horsethief Canyon ductile shear zone.
87.3 (0.4) Cross contact between japatul Valley complex and
Klb pluton.
87.5 (0.3) TURN RIGHT at onramp to I{ east (toward El

Centro).
89.3

0.n

PARK on right shoulder of

I{.

Stop 15: Type locality of Klb. U-Pb zircon age of this pluton is
IO9 x 2 Ma'. CONTINUE EAST on I{.

0.5) Cross I-S line into Triassic-Jurassic crust (|ulian Schist
and granodiorite of Cuyamaca Reservoir, |cr).
90.8

91.4 (0.6) Pine Valley Creek.
93.0 (1.6) EXIT at Pine Valley; Laguna Mountains ahead on

skyline.
93.3 (0.3) TURN LEFT onto Pine Valley Road.
93.7 (0.4) CROSS Old highway 80 to Pine Vrilley City Park for
lunch stop. LEAVE Pine Valley Park and TURN RIGHT onto
Old highway 80. Town of Pine Valley is underlain by large
leucomonzogranitegranodiorite pluton (monzogranite of Pine
Valley, Kpv). The Kpv unit occurs only east of the I-S line and
forms NNW+longate plutons that are inclusion-free except for
sparse xenoliths near contacts. The unit consists of
white-weathering, medium- to coarse-grained biotite
monzogranite and granodiorite with minor homblendeiiotite
tonalite; Kpv plutons are associated with voluminous
leucocratic dikes. Monzogranite contains subequal quartz and
plagioclase (sodic andesine to calcic oligoclase), K-feldspar
(locally as large white phenocrysts), and lesser biotite + small
anhedral homblende grains (CI 3 to l0). Marginal facies and
dikes of eastem plutons may contain primary muscovite and
tarnet. Kpv is moderately to strongly foliated, localty gneissic,
with steep downdip lineation. Large magmatic quartz grains
have commonly recrystallized to lenticular aggregates. This
fabric is typical of Early Cretaceous plutons that intruded the
Triassic-Jurassic terrane (Cuyamaca-Laguna Mountains shear
zone, Todd and others, this volume). The Pine Valley pluton

yielded a U-Pb zircon age of 118 t 2 Mar . Homblende
crystallization pressures for this pluton are anomalously high
(6.2 kb1, as are pressures for other plutons in the shear zone
(5-9 kb), possibly reflecting subsolidus reequilibration of
homblende due to prolonged heating and(or) ductile
deformation in the Cuyamaca-Laguna Mountains shear zone
(].M. Hammarstrom, 7992; oral commun., 1993).
94.9 (1.2) At junction between Pine Creek Road and Old

highway 80, TURN LEFT across traffic into dirt turnout at
entrance to Pine Valley stable and TURN AROUND. PROCEED
EAST on Old highway 80.
95.2 (0.3) Drivers drop group off at tumout on right.
Stop 16: Walk east along highway for -0.3 mi; roadcuts in
weathered Kpv with large synplutonic mafic dikes related to
nearby Guatay Mountain gabbro pluton. Synplutonic contact
relations between host pluton and mafic dikes are typical of
this part of PRB. Horizontally bedded alluvium in valley to
north has been dated by Cl{ method as -960 years. CONTINUE
EAST on highway 80 through town of Pine Valley.
97.6 (2.4) Right before junction with Sunrise Highway, PULL
OVER on shoulder as far to right as possible.
Stop 17: Walk back along south side of Old highway 80 to
outcrop of fresh Kpv dated as 118 t 2 Mar.
97.7 (0.1) TURN RIGHT onto Sunrise Highway.
97.9 (0.2) TURN LEFT at onramp to I{ east. Drive down
Cottonwood Valley, which was eroded along an extremely
deformed part of Cuyamaca-Laguna Mountains shear zone.
Thinly sheeted plutons representing nine plutonic units form
walls of valley; brittle faults have followed contacts. Recent
structural studies in the southem part of the shear zone (Miller
and others, 1993) describe Nl0W-striking and 70 NEdipping
foliahon with a downdip stretching lineation that formed
under upper greenschist to lower amphibolite facies conditions.
This, and superposed fabrics, indicate a complex history for the
shear zone with periods of subvertical extension and NE-SW
contraction. A prong of biotite-homblende tonalite (tonalite of
Granite Mountain, Kgm) intruded northward into the shear
zone and underlies the broad southem part of Cottonwood
Valley. Kgm, along with homblendetiotite trondhjemite and
granodiorite plutons (tonalite of La Posta, Klp), comprises
much of the eastem zone of the PRB.
707.6 @.n EXIT at Buckman Springs Road.
101.8 (0.2) TURN RIGHT at first stop sign onto Buckman

Sprhgs Road.
101.9 (0.1) At second stop sign, CROSS Old highway 80 and
PROCEED SOUTH on Buckman Springs Road.
1.02.7. (0.2) Cross Cottonwood Creek; on right is Buckman

Mountain gabbro pluton.
102.8 (0.n PULL OVER on righq view to west of resistant
steep NW-trending monzogranite dikes (Kcp) in Buckman
Mountain gabbro pluton. Many large gabbro plutons in the
westem and central PRB are marginally intersheeted with
granitic rocks. To south, as the volume of gabbro decreases and
monzogranite increases, the latter rock contains gabbroic
inclusions in a wide range of sizes near which it may be
contaminated. South of barn across Buckman Springs Road is
large gabbro inclusion in Kgm with pegmatite dikes.
103.4 (0.6) Cross contact from Kgm into Kcp of Buckman
Mountain complex.
104.3 (0.9) Contact between Kgm and Kcp is
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(east).

105.1 (0.8) TURN RIGHT at sign for Camp Morena onto Corral

Canyon Road.
105.5 (0.4) DRIVE 0.4 mi on Corral Canyon Road; PARK on
shoulder on left.
Stop 18: Outcrops on right side of road expose strongly foliated
biotite monzogranite (Kcp) of southern end of Buckman
Mountain complex. Heterogeneous monzogranite with
abundant mafic inclusions and deformed aplitic dikes is
interlayered concordantly with, and(or) intruded by, relatively
inclusion-free coarsegrained leucomonzogranite with large
K-feldspar phenocrysts. Dark gray rocks above and to SW on
hill are Kcp with especially abundant, large mafic inclusions
(disrupted synplutonic dikes?) cut by concordant leucogranite
and aplite dikes. The intimate association of these two rock
types (inclusiontearing and inclusion-free monzogranite) is
typical of Kcp plutons. Unlike Kcm and Kpv, both of which
intrude Kcp, Kcp forms heterogeneous reaction zones with
metamorphic wallrocks and gabbro. Kcp plutons are Present in
the westem zone of the PRB, where they lie between Kjv and
Kcm in zoned complexes, and extend for l0 to 12 km east of the
I-S line. Kcp weathers grayish-white, underlies peaks and
ridges, and consists of mediumgrained, moderately to strongly
foliated homblende{iohte monzogranite and granodiorite with
minor tonalite. Monzogranite contains plagioclase (sodic
andesine to oligoclase), quartz, K-feldspar, and biotite +
homblende (CI2 to 15). CONTINUE SOUTH on Corral Canyon
Road.
105.0 (0.5) PARK in tumout on right.
Stop 19: N60W+triking, steeply eastdipping contact between

Kcp pluton and Morena Reservoir pluton (Kgm). To NW,
screen of julian Schist with small gabbro bodies lies between
the two plutons. Contact between Kcp and Kgm is variable:
small outcrop south of road shows sharp contact between
tonalite and monzogranite, at which Kgm is finegrained over
-1.5 m against Kcp but latter shows no change uP to contact.
North of road, contact is zone 2 to 3 m wide in small saddle
consisting of heterogeneous granitic rocks (Kcp?) with mafic
xhlieren and finegrained leucocratic dikes; Kcp adjacent to
contact contains subhedral homblende. Walk up hill to see SE
end of metasedimentary screen consishng of injected
quartzo-feldspathic gneiss with metapelitic inclusions. The
Iarger part of the screen to NW consists of amphibolite-facies
calcsilicate quartzitg calcsilicate gneiss, metaconglomerate, and
pelihc xhist (Berggreen and Walawender, 1,977). CONTINUE
NW on Corral Canyon Road.
i06.3 (0.3) PARK in tumout on right.
Stop 20: Outcrops of marginal, partly recrystallized phase of
Morena Reservoir pluton (Kgm). The Granite Mountain unit is
the older, more mafic unit of the eastem-zone plutonic
sequence. Kgm forms a discontinuous shell of variable width
around the interior [a Posta pluton (Klp). The Kgm unit
consists of grayish white-weathering, medium- to
coarsegrained pyroxene$iotite-hornblende tonalite grading in
some plutons to biotite tonalite and granodiorite. Tonalite of
the unit is composed of calcic andesine, qvaftz, subequal
homblende and biotite, minor orthopyroxene chiefly as cores in
homblende (average CI 21) t K-feldspar. Mafic inclusions are
locally abundant. Tonalite in pluton interiors has weak to
moderate magmatic foliation and idiomorphic texture (blocky
homblende prisms and biotite books), whereas marginal
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tonalite is strongly foliated due to substantial subsolidus
recrystallizahon and flattening of mafic inclusions. The
outcrops on Corral Canyon Road are mainly in the strongly
foliated, partly recrystallized marginal zone of the Morena
Reservoir pluton. Tonalite in the zone has been contaminated
locally by bodies of fine-grained gabbro. The marginal tonalite
grades over -0.5 mi into moderately foliated subidiomorphic
tonalite. D.L. Kimbrough (unpub. data, 1993) obtained a U-Pb
zircon age of 101 t 2 Ma on this tonalite near its contact with
Kcp. A homblende crystallization Pressure of 4.5 kb2 was
determined for Kgm 2.5 mi NE of stop 18. CONTINUE on
Corral Canyon Road to entrance to Morena County Park;
TURN AROUND and RETURN to intersection of Corral
Canyon Road with Buckman Springs Road.
108.0 (1.4 LEFI TURN onto Buckman Springs Road.
111.3 (3.3) TURN RIGHT onto Old highway 80; DRIVE south
then east to town of La Posta.
114.5 (3.2) Contact between Kgm and Klp is in valley on right
(south).
116.1 (1.6) PARK on right. Type locality of tonalite of La Posta'
Stop 21: Walk east along roadcut in nearly massive

homblendeSiotite trondhjemite with euhedral homblende
prisms in the outer facies of the large La Posta pluton. The
pluton is zoned inward from hornblende$iotite trondhiemite
through biotite granodiorite to a gametiferous muscovite-biotite
monzogranite core (Kimzey,1982; Walawender and others,
1990). The rocks are white-weathering, homogeneous, and
inclusion-free. Distinctive features of undeformed rocks are
ovoid or bipyramidal light gray quartz crystals and euhedral
biotite barrel-like crystals as much as 1.5 cm long; 2.5- to 5<m
poikilitic K-feldspar grains; and euhedral pale yellow sphene.
Trondhiemite consists of sodic andesine, quartz, biotite t
homblende (CI 1 to 20) t K-feldspar. The La Posta pluton is
weakly foliated over distances up to 5 km from pluton walls
due to mild subsolidus strain and recrystallization; the pluton's
interior is massive. Clinkenbeard and others (1986) reported
U-Pb zircon ages of 95 t 3 Ma for the La Posta pluton, in
accord with field relations in which Klp intrudes Kgm.
Homblende crystallization Pressures range from 1.9 kb2 on the
west side of ttre La Posta pluton to 4.1 and 5.9 kts on the
eastem side. TURN AROUND and RETURN to I{.
177.7 (1.6) TURN RIGHT onto Kitchen Creek Road.
177.9 (0.2) TURN LEFT onto IS west (toward San Diego).
118.3 (0.4) PULL OVER onto right shoulder of freeway (near
call box).
Stop 22: Kgm with abundant dikes and bodies of fine-grained
mafic (gabbroic) rocks. Such complex contacts between
eastem-zone granitic plutons and small coeval(?) gabbro bodies
are typical of the eastem PRB. CONTINUE west on I{.
1.47.2 (22.9) EXIT I{ at Tavem Road in Alpine; TURN LEFT
onto Tavem Road.
141.7 (0.5) TURN LEFT into Countryside Center minimall
(across from Shell station); stay night at Countryside Inn.
End of first day
SECOND DAY
The second day of the field trip focusses on the central and
eastem zones of the PRB and includes a gabbro-granite
mingling(?) complex, the Cretaceous Cuyamaca-Laguna
Mountains shear zone, the early Mesozoic |ulian Schist, Middle
to Late |urassic granitoids, eastem-zone plutons and associated
high-grade migmatitic rocks, and denudation history of the
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PRB.

0.0 (0.0) Field

trip begins at Tavern Road onramp to

[{

of mafic and felsic matmas. Very fine-grained gabbro at
contacts has quenched igneous microtextures. At similar
contacts between gabbro pluton north of Corte Madera

eas!

ruRN RIGHT onto I{.
in Ka with abundant mafic inclusions. Viejas

Mountain and Kcm, both gabbro and monzogranite locally
show quenched textures. Small volumes of hybrid rocks have
been generated along or near contacts between gabbro and
granitic rocks. RETURN to 79; TURN LEFI and continue north
to Paso Picacho campground.
21.5 (2.0) Paso Picacho campground; drive or walk Cuyamaca
Peak Fire Road to Cuyamaca Peak to see coarse€rained gabbro
of interior of pluton.
21.7 (0.2) Cross into granodiorite of Cuyamaca Reservoir (fcr),
the westemmost, most mafic of three Middle to Late Jurassic
granitoid units.
22.4 Q.n TURN RIGHT off Highway 79 toward Los Caballos
Horse camp. At -0.3 mi, TURN RIGHT into first parking area.
Stop 25: Walk up hill on north side of road to outcrops of |cr
with concordant dikes of Kcp and fine-grained quartz diorite.
Walk east down hill and across road for 0.1 mi to large white
outcrop of Stonewall Peak-type Kcp with 1- to 2<m white
K-feldspar metacrysts. Dark dikes have been back-intruded by
host plutons (synplutonic dikes). Thin-sheeted style of intrusion
and strong foliation is typical of Cuyamaca-Laguna Mountains
shear zone, which strikes NNW for at least 45 km (roots of

0.5 (0.5) Roadcuts

Mountain, underlain by gabbro pluton, on left.
2.9 (2.4) Chiquito Peak, type locality of monzogranite of
Chiquito Peak, on left.
4.1 (1.2) To left is Viejas Valley; resistant peaks are Viejas
Mountain gabbro pluton on west side of valley, poser
Mountain gabbro pluton on north side, and Chiquito peak
monzogranite pluton on east side. Poser Mountain gabbro
pluton has U-Pb zircon age of 107 x 2 Mar. Note euatemary
landslides on flanks of gabbro peaks partly obscuring contacts
with tonalite in valley.
6.8 Q.n TURN OFF at Vista Point (view stop) on south side of

I{.

Stop 23: View of canyon of Sweetwater River cut into erosion
surface underlain by Klb and Ka. To north across freeway is

Chiquito Peak.
8.0 (1.2) Contact on left between Kcp (grayish-white outcrops)
and Kcm (pinkish white outcrops).
9.2 (7.2) TAKE fapatul Road exit.
9.4 (0.2) TURN LEFT and PROCEED NORTH on State
Highway 79 toward Cuyamaca Rancho State park. Continue on
79 past tumoff to Descanso.
10.9 (1.5) Sheeted outcrop of Kcm on right.
11.1 (0.2) Cross into Klb; Guatay Mountain, underlain by
gabbro pluton, straight ahead.
12.2 (1.1) TURN LEFT (north) onto State Highway 79 through
outcrops of Kcp.
12.7 (0.5) Cuyamaca Peak (6512 ft), underlain by resistant

ultramafic rocks of the Cuyamaca Mountains
gabbro-monzogranite comple>r; ahead on left.
13.8(1.1) Cross into large pluton of Kpv.
15.4 0.6) Cuyamaca Rancho State Park boundary. Dark hills to
left are underlain by screen of metasedimentary rocks (ulian
Schist).
16.9 (1.5) Cross from Kpv into thin xreen of julian Schist and
then into NNW-trending subelliphcal gabbro-monzogranite
complex; intersheeted steeply dipping bodies of Kc and Kcp
form outer part of complex. Gabbro in marginal part of
complex is fine- to mediumgrained hornblende gabbro with
minor clinopyroxene. At contacts, very fine-grained gabbro is
convex intq and occurs as blobs in, monzogranite in textures

suggesting mingling of two magmas (fig. aB). Steep foliation in

both units wraps around sheeted structure parallel to contacts.
18.4 (1.5) Cuyamaca Rancho State Park Headquarters and
museum on right.
19.0 (0.6) Stonewall Peak, underlain by Kcp leucomonzogranite
(CI 2-3), straight ahead. Roadcuts in thinly intersheeted gabbro
(weathers to red soil) and monzogranite.
19.5 (0.5) PARK in tumout on right. Depending upon weather
and road conditions, drive or hike -3/4 mi up West Mesa Fire
Road (locked gate to west across highway) past junction with
Fern Flat Fire Road. NO SAMPLING IN PARK.
Stop 24: Contact zone between thin sheet of fine- to
medium6rained monzogranite and fine- to medium-grained
homblende gabbro in gully. Great variety of textural relations
between two rocks are similar to classic examples of mingling
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Cretaceous fault zone?)

Thermal histories of granitoids from the Cuyamaca and
Laguna mountains contrast sharply with those of granitoids in
the desert ranges less than 10 km to the east (see Grove, this
volume). 4Ar13eAr step-heating results from orthoclase
sampled from a nearby exposure of Kcp are highly
representative of those obtained from other monzogranites and
g^ranodiorites throughout the Cuyamaca-Laguna mountains, i.e.,
*Ar/"Ar age spectra increase from
-85 to 95 Ma. Initial,
low-temperature release from these K-feldspars (-85{7 Ma)
yield apparent ages that are in excellent agreement with fission
track ages from zircons (-200-250"C closure temperature)
obtained from similar rocks throughout the area (C.W. Naeser,
written comm., 1993). The oldest ages in the 4Arl3Ar age
spectra (-93-95 Ma) are similar to the intrusive age of the La
Posta pluton (-95 Ma), the last major intrusive phase within
this part of the batholith. Relatively uniform total gas &ArloAr
ages (89-93 Ma) yielded by biotite and K-feldspar throughout
the Cuyamaca-l-aguna mountains strongly imply that intrusion
of the La Posta pluton and slightly older granitoids situated to
the east significantly elevated temperatures of rocks exposed at
the present erosional level.
22.9 (0.5) RETURN to highway 79; TURN RIGHT and
CONTINUE NORTH.
23.2 (0.3) Middle Peak and North Peak, which are underlain
by Kc and are part of the Cuyamaca Mountains complex, on
left and ahead, respectively. The North Peak gabbro pluton
consists of a zoned sequence of peridotite, olivine gabbrq
gabbro, amphibole gabbro, and norite with an average
composition of anorthositic gabbro (Nishimori, 1976).
23.7 (0.5) Cuyamaca Reservoir on right.
24.8 (1.1) Extensive landslides of gabbroic material cover
NW+triking contacts between North Peak gabbro, screen of
fulian Schist, and Jcr.
25.6 (0.8) Cross contact between gabbroic landslide and fcr.
27.2 (1.6) Junction with Sunrise Highway; TURN RIGHT on
Sunrise Highway and DRIVE SOUTH .
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27.3 (0.1) PARK on left, at gate.

Stop 25: Low hills around reservoir comprise type locality of
Jcr, dated by U-Pb zircon method as 158 Ma (Miller and others,
1993). Brown weathered surface, tyPical of Jurassic granitoids,
probably results from oxidation of trace iron$earing sulfide
minerals. Although the granodiorite is more deformed and
recrystallized than adjacent Early Cretaceous plutons, regional
foliation and lineation are continuous across the two. Brushy
dark<olored ridge to east is part of SO-km-long screen of |ulian
Schist. CONTINUE SOUTH on Sunrise Highway.
28.8 (1.5) PULL OVER on left shoulder at Pedro Fages Trail
Monument.
Stop 27: The contact between granodiorite of Cuyamaca
Reservoir and a large, continuous N- to NNW-trending
wallrock xreen (|ulian fthist) is exposed 100 meters west of the
tumout for the Pedro Fages monument. Relations at this
contact are representative of other gradational contacts between
metasedimentary wallrocks and ]urassic S-type granitoids in
the area. Adiacent to the metasedimentary screen, a transihonal
zone of variable width (-5-20 m along strike) contains highly
contaminated granihc material interspersed with cm- to
meter+cale xenoliths (in order of relative abundance:
quartz-rich, calcsilicateiearing rocks > quartz-rich mica schist
> semi-pelitic schist > amphibolite). Vestige, peak-grade
mineral assemblages within the affected semi-pelitic wallrocks
(sillimanite-orthoclase-muscovite zone) are strongly overprinted
by renewed muscovite growth. Particularly nohceable in these
outcrops are pervasively pseudomorphed and sheared
sillimanite polphyroblasts. Orthoclase is marginally
recrystallized to myrmekite intergrown with symplectic
muxovite+quartz. Textural and composihonal relations
indicate that retrograde hydration occurred at near peak-grade
conditions in response to infiltrahon of high aK*/aH* fluids
equilibrated with mineral assemblages within the granodiorite
intrusion. Muxovite overprinting wanes significantly with
increasing distance from the contact. Texturally later,
discordant quartz+ericite-tourmaline vein assemblages aPPear
to be contemPoraneous with mineralization within the Chariot
Canyon fault zone (2 km east of this locality).
Metamorphic grade decreases noticeably with increasing
distance over -1 km away from the contact (see fig. 2 in Grove,
this volume). Porphyroblast-foliation relationships indicate that
steeply dipping, isoclinal folds found throughout the screen
(represented primarily by detached fold hinges) formed during,
and subsequent to the attainment of peak-temperature
conditions. Pelitic outcrops further to the east (which we will
point out as we drive southeast through the screen) lack
orthoclase but contain coarse, prismatic sillimanite (upper

sillimanite zone). At further distance from the contact, sParse
amounts of staurolite aPPear (lower sillimanite zone).
Ultimately, porphyroblastic andalusite (chiastolite habit) rather
than sillimanite is found with sparse staurolite and rare gamet
(staurolite+quartz symplectite replacing andalusite is also
observed). The lowest grade rocks are truncated by the Chariot
Canyon fault along the eastem boundary of the screen.
Gamet$iotite-andalusite-oligoclasequartz thermobarometry
performed with the lowest grade rocks (phyllites) has yielded
P-T condihons of 2.5t1.3 kbar and 550t30'C. Mineral
assemblages and element partitioning data for
muscovite-plagioclase-AlrSiOr- quartz-graphite assemblages
indicate that peak temPeratures increased from -550 to > 550'C
(aHp appropriate for equilibrium with graphite). The
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metamorphic zonation within the screen is truncated along its
eastem boundary by the Chariot Canyon fault zone.
It is important to Point out that the peak temPeratures
were attained within the screen prior to 120 Ma and possibly
during the Jurassic. The N-S- trending metamorphic zonation
away from the contact is strongly overprinted by the intrusion
of younger cross<utting granodiorite (Oriflamme Canyon
pluton) recently dated by U-Pb zircon method as -122 Ma
(Bracchi and others, 1993; hg.2 in Grove, this volume).
Moreover, other granitoids similar to the Cuyamaca Reservoir
granodiorite body here have yielded Jurassic lower intercept
U-Pb zircon ages (Miller and others, 1993). Nevertheless,
wallrocks of the screen are likely to have experienced 400-500"C
conditions for a short period following emplacement of the La
Posta pluton; this thermal pulse partially reset homblende
{Ar/sAr apparent ages from the younger Oriflamme Canyon
pluton to 99-101 Ma (i.e., -20 Ma younger than the U-Pb age).
Biohtes from the adjacent Cuyamaca Reservoir granodiorite are
90-92 Ma (total gas ages), similar to those found throughout the
Cuyamaca-Laguna Mountains. CONTINUE SOUTH in fulian
Schist on gently rolling upland surface of Laguna Mountains
(here 4800 ft).
30.1 (1.3) Amphibolite body in fulian Schist in roadcut on left.
Large bodies such as this one are intelpreted to be

metamorphosed mafic flows and tuffs depositionally
intercalated with Iulian sediments. Locally, amphibolite grades
into fine-grained metagabbro (sills?).
30.5 (0.4) Rattlesnake Mountain pluton, composed of Kpv,
visible on right. A second Pine Valley-type pluton crops out in
Oriflamme Canyon, out of sight to the east. The two plutons
are separated by a narrow (200 to 300 m) near-vertical screen of
Julian Schist.
31.4 (0.9) Entrance to Rattlesnake Valley. Across Sunrise

Highway, view of Oriflamme Canyon pluton and Vallecito
Mountains to east. Rattlesnake Mountain pluton is zoned from
biotite-homblende tonalite in the valley floor, through
granodiorite on the slopes of the valley, to two-mica
gametiferous granophyre in the resistant rim of the valley
(Cameron, 1980).
32.3 (0.9) PARK in small tumout on left side of highway.

Stop 2E: Roadcut in deformed granodiorite (protomylonite,
Bracchi and others, 1993) of the Oriflamme Canyon pluton. A
recent structural study of the1,22 Ma Oriflamme Canyon pluton
and the Middle to I-ate Jurassic Harper Creek (Jhc) pluton that
it intrudes determined that the fabrics in both plutons
developed during Cretaceous NE-SW contraction and
subvertical extension under lower amphibolite to uppermost
greenschist facies conditions (Bracchi and others, 1993).
33.5 (1.2) Cross into gneissic granodiorite of Halper Creek
0hc).
34.5 (i.0) TURN LEFT into Kwaaymii Point Road and DRIVE
to parking area and viewpoint over westem Colorado Desert.
Stop 29: Old Sunrise Highway is approximately parallel to

strike of foliation and slabby lointing in |hc. Foliation dips

steeply eastward. Note abundant |ulian Schist-type inclusions
(mainly refractory lithologies), gabbro inclusiont biotitic lenses
(derived from partly assimilated pelitic schist), and vein quartz
segregations. Although magmatic textural relics are locally
common, most of the unit recrystallized during more than one
episode of high+emperature deformation. Isoclinal fold hinges
are seen locally in Jhc and also in the |ulian Schist inclusions.
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The unit consists of subequal granodiorite and tonalite
containing plagioclase (oligoclase to andesine), quartz,
red$rown reduced biotite (average CI 24), K-feldspar t

1963), an irregular, elongate 130-ft oxidized sulfide body

t sillimanite t rare cordieritg gamet, and andalusite
(G.H. Girty, oral commun., 7993). U-Pb zircon ages of Jhc are
767 x.17 Ma and 156 + 72 Ma (Miller and others, 1993).
As is obvious from the spectacular panoramic view, this
localify is situated along the boundary separating the relatively
coherent SW part of the Peninsular Ranges from the highly
faulted desert ranges to the northeast. This Neogene
physiographic break coincides approximately with a steep
eastward decrease in eAr/sAr apparent ages yielded by
orthoclase and biotite (see fig. 3 in Grovg this volume).
Apparmt ages obtained from these phases for up to 20 km SW
are nearly constant at 89-94 Ma. Beginning in the desert below,
K-feldspar and biotite apparent ages are nearly constant at
75{0 Ma for 30 km in a northeast direction. Along the
escarpment, apparent ages decrease sharply to the east. Biotite
and orthoclase total gas ages from the Kwaaymii Point locality
are 84 {6 Ma. lnterestingly, orthoclaseoAr/eAt age spectra
obtained for samples along the escarpment yield 75-78 Ma
apparent ages at earlier gas release (similar to values obtained
from the desert ranges) and 85-90 Ma apparent ages at
advanced stages of gas release (similar to those obtained from
the relatively intact structural block to the SW). As discussed in
Grove (this volume), vertical displacements along a Late
Cretaceous ductile fault zone that coincides with the &Ar/oAr
transition zone (reactivated as the Neogene Chariot Canyon
fault to the north) permitted Breater exhumahon of desert
rantes ( -11-15 km depths) than that in the Cuyamaca-Laguna
mountains ( -7- l0 km).
35.1 (0.6) RETURN to Sunrise Highway and TURN LEFT
muxovite

(south).
36.1 (1.0) Lunch at Pioneer Mail picnic area.
36.4 (0.3) RETURN to Sunrise Highway and TURN RIGHT.
44.7 (8.3) [ntersection with State Highway 79; CONTINUE
NORTH on 79 to town of Julian.
46.7 (1.4) Cross contact from Jcr into Kc. Nearby is the inactive
Friday Nickel{obalt{opper Deposit (Creasey, 1946; Weber,

striking N75E and dipping steeply NNW, and formed by
replacement of gabbro along fractures on the north side of a
Julian Schist screen. The most common sulfide mineral (at the
180-ft level) is pyrrhotite; pentlandite, violaritg pyrite,
chalcopyrite, and magnetite are also present. While no nickel
ore has been produced, this and other, scattered bodies hosted
by gabbro in the Cuyamaca Mountains are of potential interest
as a source of nickel.
47.8 $.n Cross from Kc into fcr.
49.6 (1.8) Entering town of lulian, type area of |ulian Schist.
50.5 (0.9) ]unction with State Highway 78; TURN RIGHT
(east).

50.8 (0.3) Volcan Mountain (5576 ft) to NE.
51.3 (0.5) Roadcuts in |ulian Schist on right.
51.9 (0.6) Cross from fulian Schist into |cr.
52.8 (0.9) Drive down Banner Grade in Banner Canyon, eroded
along Elsinore Fault.
53.2 (0.4) Roadcuts on right in brecciated jhc.
53.6 (0.4) Granite Mountain (5632 ft) straight ahead.
54.5 (0.9) PULL OVER into paved tumout on left for view of

Elsinore fault.
Stop 30: Banner Canyon has a steep NE wall and a moderately
sloping, more dissected SW wall. The prominent bench in the
NE wall marks the most recent strand of the Elsinore fault. The
linear break-in+lope at the head of the bench is the site of
gouge, springs, vegetation stripes, possible xarps in young
alluvial cones, and right-lateral deflection of tributary
drainages. At the foot of the NE wall, a landslide(?) consisting
of brecciated ]hc over flat-lying alluvial gravels is marked by
-4 m of white-weathering gouge. Total slip on this part of the
fault was right-oblique with 1-3 km ritht€lip and 300400 m
uplift of Volcan Mountain (NE side) relative to Julian mesa (SW
side).

57.1 ((2.6) Crossing Chariot Canyon faulq settlement of Banner
on left. Banner and Chariot Canyons comprise the heart of the

6-miJong fulian Gold District, which yielded gold with a total
value estimated as 5 million dollars between 1859 and 1910
22',30',

33'
Figure 5. Simplified geologic map of the Granite Mountarn area, NE San Diego County showing stops 31-33 (from unpublished mapping by Marty
Gtove and V.R. Todd). Julian Schist, close dashes; gneissic granodiorite of Harper Creek, widely spaced dashes; granodiorite of Cuyamaca Reservoir,
stipple; gabbro, black; tonalite of Granite Mountain, crosses; tonalite of La Posta, random dashes; Quatemary alluvium (Qoa+Qya), unpattemed.
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(Donnelly, 1934; Weber, 1963). Gold is hosted by quartz veins
formed during I-ate Cretaceous deformation in julian Schist
and, to a lesser degree, ]urassic granitoids. Kofron (1984)
determined that mineralization and sericitic alteration of Kgm
anci Triassic-furassic country rocks took place at near-magmatic
temperatures driven by intrusive heat from widespread late- to
posttectonic plutons (Klp).
57.3 (0.2) Crossing the Elsinore fault, which -1.6 km to the SE
strikes N31W and dips NE 50"-58'.
58.6 (1.3) San Felipe Valley (2506 ft) on left; Granite Mountain
on right (type locality of Kgm).
60.4 (1.S) Roadcuts in Kgm containing screens of |ulian Schist
concordant with weak magmatic foliation.
61.8 (1.4) Scissors Crossing; TURN RIGHT (south) onto Great
South 1849 Road (County Road S-2).
67.6 (5.5) Butterfield Stage Route; Foot and Walker Pass.
67.8 (0.2) Blair Valley (2624 ft) on left; I-aguna Mountains
escarpment ahead.
69.4

(7.6) To right, hinge area of large near-recumbent isoclinal

fold in Jutian Schist can be seen on SE flank of Granite
Mountain.
70.5 (1.1) PARK in the parking area on left at Box Canyon
monument to Butterfield Overland Mail Route. Mason Valley
graben (2130 ft) (part of Elsinore fault zone) straight ahead.
Stop 31 (optional): Proceed south along the marked path to the
stream bed. The upper amphibolite facies recrystallization and
welldeveloped migmatitic fabrics observed at this localify are
representative of the grade of metamorphism throughout the
desert ranges up to 30 km northeast of this point. The
NE-trending contact with the areally extensive La Posta pluton
occurs -4 km to the southeast while that with the Granite
Mountain pluton is visible on the skyline -3 km to the
northwest (fig. 5). There is little, if any, perceptible increase in
metamorphic grade when approaching either of these contacts
(see however dixussion in LamPe, 1988). Despite local
intrusion and faulting, this triad of units (from west to east,
Julian Schist, Granite Mountain tonalite, and La Posta tonalite)
can be traced almost continuously from Blair Valley for -33 km
southward to La Posta, where we examined the Kgm-Klp
contact yesterday.

Note that the same distribution of prebatholithic lithologies
is present at this locality as was observed along the contact
with granodiorite of Cuyamaca Reservoir at stoP 27 (in order of
decreasing abundance: quartz-rich mica schist > semipelitic
schist > quartz-rich, calcsilicatetearing rock > amphibolite).
Rocks of appropriate bulk composition contain
orthoclase+sillimanite. Almandine-rich gamet is scarce in Pelitic
bulk compositions although cordierite has not been observed.
As discussed below, all muscovite aPPears to have formed
under near-peak temperature, retrograde overPrinting.
Gamettiotite-sillimanite-plagioclasequartz thermobarometry
indicating 650t50"C and 4.5t1.3 kbar during peak-grade
conditions is in good agreement with other observed
paragenetic relationshiPs.
Several interesting Points are worth mentioning. First note
that migmatitic fabrics are developed most extensively in

semi-pelitic bulk compositions (fig. 4C) (sillimanite ubiquitous
while K-feldspar is minor to absent) while only sparingly in
quartz-rich mica xhist (which lacks sillimanite and contains
appreciable orthoclase+biotite+quartz+oligoclase). Because
migmatitic fabrics are absent in the appropriate bulk
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composition for HrO-present minimum melting, there is some
question as to whether the leucosomes you are observing
formed as silicate liquids. Also note that leucosomes are both
texturally and compositionally distinct from granitic material
segregated from pegmatites (the latter contain gamet as well as
coarse euhedral muxovite).
Secondly, km+cale, shallow-plunging, doubly terminating,
tight to isoclinal folds strongly deform all intrusives present
immediately east of the Chariot Canyon fault (including
pegmatites visible on the hillside). Cataclastic deformation
(visible in the roadcut NW of the monument) identical in style
to that observed within the Chariot Canyon fault zone occurs
within NW+triking, NEdipping shear planes developed on the
eastdipping flanks of these folds. The present locality is
situated along the southern trace of a doubly terminating
synform that extends 4 km to the north. The orderly sets of
kink folds observed here are characteristic of the style of
deformation within the hinge regions of these folds. Notice the
pervasive growth of large, unoriented muscovite
porphyroblasts. These muscovites formed essentially
contemporaneously with the intrusion of the tabular, generally
SW-plunging granitic pegmatites visible throughout the area.
Both the muxovites and the pegmatites crosscut the convolute
and disharmonic fold hinges characteristic of the miSmatitic
fabric but are strongly deformed by the later, lower
temperature folds.RETURN NORTH on S-2.
73.3 (2.8) TURN RIGHT into Blair Valley campground of
Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. DRryE SOUTHEAST on
improved d]rt road that follows ridge toward Ghost Moirntain.
73.5 (0.2) Stop 32: Deformed Pegmatite dikes in
porphryoclastic tonalite gneiss of Kgm.
75.5 (2.0) Outcrops on left underlain by fulian Schist with
leucocratic dikes.
76.2 Q.n At signpost for Morteros Pictographs, TAKE RIGHT
FORK toward Ghost Mountain.
76.5 (0.3) TURN RIGHT at "T"; Ghost Mountain straight ahead.
76.6 (0.1) PARK at Yaquitepec (Ghost Mountain) trailhead.
Stop 33: Hike up marked trail to the summit of Ghost
Mountain. Along the lower part of the trail you will pass
through a sequence of generally concordant, mediumgrained
granodiorite dikes interspersed with E- to NEdipping
migmahtic wallrocks similar to those observed at the Box
Canyon location (note ubiquitous unoriented muscovite
poqphyroblasts). Younger granitic pegmatites (perceptibly
sheared parallel to foliation) cut this entire sequence. Upon
approaching the crest of Ghost Mountain you will see Vallecito
Valley (looking south); the Salton Trough (looking ESE); the
Cuyamaca-Laguna Mountains (looking SW); and Granite
Mountain (looking NW).
The white-weathering granitic rocks at the far end of
Vallecito Valley (looking south) are within the La Posta pluton
as are similar rocks visible on the south-facing slope iust below
you. The westem contact of the pluton with the julian Schist
can be traced approaching from the SSW. As the contact is
crossed, note that the prebatholithic sequence proiects beneath
the La Posta pluton. Also notice that the sequence of granitic
pegmatite dikes does not crosscut the contact. This relationship
indicates that the sequence of tabular Pegmatite dikes cut the
Granite Mountain intrusion, which underlies the N-S ridge
forming the eastem margin of Blair Valley, and were in turn
intruded by the La Posta pluton. Both in terms of lithology and
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fabric, the exposures of the La Posta pluton on Ghost Mountain
are characteristic of the northem part of the pluton (weakly
foliated to massive biotite leucotonalite to K-feldspar-poor
biotite granodiorite). Large euhedral biotite books, 5-10 mm
xale anhedral quartz grains, and smaller sphene crystals are
distinctive.
Orthoclase and biotite s Ar /e Ar ages determined for this
locality are representative of a large region in the eastem
batholith (see Grove, this volume). Total gas ates are 75{0 Ma
here and throughout the region extending 20 km east and

northeast. As discussed in Grove (this volume), rocks presently
exposed in the desert ranges experienced a coherent cooling
history characterized by relatively rapid cooling to
temperatures below 150'C at 76-72 Ma. Rocks presently
exposed to the southwest in the Cuyamaca-l-aguna mountains
also experienced a coherent cooling history featuring relatively
rapid cooling to temperatures below 150'C at 88{4 Ma. The
transition zone between these two domains is located along the
escaqpment. Vertical displacements along I:te Cretaceous
ductile faults of this trend (notably including the ancestral
Chariot Canyon fault) are believed to account for the
contrasting cooling histories within the eastrentral batholith.
End of field trip
RETURN to San Bemardino via S-2 north, to State Highway Z9
west, to State Highway 76 west, to [-15 north.
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The Peninsular Ranges Batholith from Western Volcanic Arc to
Eastern Mid-Crustal Intrusive and Metamorphic Rocks, San
Diego County, California

V.n. fObD U.S. G.S., Dep. of Earth Sciences, University of California, Riverside CA 92521'; D.L. KIMBROUGH and C.T. HERZIG,
Dept. of Geological Sciences, San Diego State University, Sarr Diego CA 92182
Pliocene and Pleistocene marine and nonmarine coastal terrace
deposits rest unconformably upon the early Tertiary rocks. The
area northeast of the Elsinore fault zone is underlain by the
Neogene nonmarine and marine Fish Creek-Vallecito basin and

INTRODUCTION
The late Mesozoic Peninsular Ranges batholith (PRB) is a
1600-km-long segment of the great chain of Mesozoic
Circum-Pacific batholiths. The batholith is exposed from
Riverside, CA southward for more than 700 km to the 28th
parallel in Baja California (fiS. 1). Its 80- to 150-km width
represents only a part of the batholith's original width: on the
west, batholithic rocks extend offshore beneath upper Cenozoic
deposits to a major borderland fault, the Coronado Escarpment
(Silver and others, 1979) and on the east, they are truncated by
the Neogene Salton Trough rift and San Andreas fault zone
(Gastil and others, 1975; Silver and othert 1979). South of the
28th parallel, batholithic rocks continue beneath Cenozoic cover
for about 900 km southward to the tip of the Baia Califomia
peninsula ([ahns, 1954; Gastil and others, 1975).
The PRB in San Diego County includes part of the stable
Peninsular Ranges stuctural block, which underlies the major
part of the study area, and part of the Colorado Desert, which
underlies the northeastem comer (fiC. 2). The boundary
between these two provinces is the Elsinore fault zone, the

westemmost on-land strand of the San
Andreas system. Neogene movements in the
Elsinore fault zone resulted in uplift and
westward rotation of the Peninsular Ranges
block about an -north-northwest- trending
axis relative to the Colorado Desert (Gastil
and others, 1975). As a result of this and
earlier, Late Cretaceous, tectonics, the San
Diego County segment of the PRB exPoses a
nearly continuous transect with over 10 km
of structural relief from unmetamolphosed
and lower greenschist-facies volcanic arc
rocks on the west to mid<rustal plutons and
upper amphibolite-facies metamolphic rocks
on the east. Ongoing interdisciplinary studies
of batholithic rocks in this transect are
yielding significant new data, highlights of
which are summarized in this and a second
guidebook article (Grove, this volume).
GEOLOGIC SETTING
The PRB in the study area is composed
chiefly of plutonic rocks of Cretaceous and
Jurassic age that contain sreens of variably
metamorphosed Paleozoic and Mesozoic
supracrustal rocks (fig. 2). Lower Cretaceous
volcanic rocks in the westem part of the area
represent older, superiacent Parts of the late
Mesozoic subduction-related magmatic arc.
Upper Cretaceous and Eocene marine and
nonmarine clastic strata were deposited
widely upon the eroded batholith but are
preserved only in the westemmost part of
the area (the San Diego embayment, fig. 2).

by basement uplifts that exPose batholithic rocks (fig' 2).
PREBATHOLITHIC ROCKS
The PRB is composed of hundreds of plutons that include,
and locally are separated by, steeply dipping tabular bodies, or
screens, of prebatholithic rocks ranging in length from a few
meters to 40 km. Screens in the westem part of the batholith
are composed mainly of volcanic rocks of Early Cretaceous age
assigned to the Santiago Peak Volcanics of Larsen (1948). Late
jurassic (Fife and others, 1957) volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks
were identified near Rancho Sante Fe (hg. 2); xattered outcrops
of metamorphosed, deformed volcanic strata overlain
unconformably by -flat-lying Santiago Peak Volcanics may be
remnants of a Late furassic volcanic arc (C.T. Herzig, oral
commun., 1993). Amphibolite-facies metasedimentary and
metavolcanic rocks in the central and eastem parts of the study
area are divided into a sequence of metamorphosed
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Figure 1. Index map showing Peninsular Ranges batholith in southem Califomia and Baia
Califomia and location of shrdy area (modified from Jaturs, 1954).
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Figure 2 Schematic map of northem Perunsular Ranges batholith
showing volcanic, plutonic, and prebatholithic zones in San Diego
segment (modified from Todd and others, 1988). Middle to Late
furassic plutons shown by wavy lines; westem-zone, Early Cretaceous
(-125-103 Ma) plutons by horizontal lines (dike.like Early Cretaceous
plutons that intruded furassic belt not shown); eastern-zone, mid- to
Late Cretaceous (-10+89 Ma) plutoru by vertical lines (furassic
enclaves in eastem-zone plutons shown approximately). Diamond
pattem indicates -locafion of twemica granites.
I-S line, westem limit of Jurassic granitoids (Iodd and Shaw, 1985),
coincides with pronounced magnehc and gravity gradients separating
western region of residual magrretic and gravity higfu and eastern
region of sparse magnetic anomalies and gravity lows (Jachens and
others, 1991).

Dotted lines indicate boundaries between prebatholithic units that
occur mainly as metamolphosed xreens within batholith; westem zone
- &ntiago Peak Volcanics (-130-116 Ma)(-continuous volcanic arc
shown in black), central zone = marrne flysch (Julian Schist), eastem
zone = transitional and miogeoclinal rocks.
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review) in the northem part of the PRB firmly establishes the
geochemical similarity of the Santiago Peak Volcanics to
plutonic rocks in the westem zone of the batholith (fig. 3). The
Santiago Peak Volcanics comprise a dominantly subalkaline
suite ranging from basaltic andesite to rhyolite with rare basalt
(fiS. +) while plutonic rocks range from gabbro to
monzogranitg with low-K tonalite dominant. Trace element
data and initial Sr and Nd isotopic ratios are consistent with a
primihve mantlederived source for both volcanic and plutonic
suites in the westem part of the batholith (DePaolo, 1981;
Gromet and Silver, 1987; Ague and Brimhall, 1988; Herzig, in
review). Lead isotopic ratios for western plutonic suites

Santiago Peak Volcanics
PRB - western region

Triassic-Jurassic submarine fan deposits and minor intercalated
mafic volcanic rocks in the central-eastem part (the |ulian
Schist of Hudson, 1922) and a sequence of undated transitional
metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks in the eastem part.
Metamolphosed miogeoclinal rocks at least in part of Paleozoic
age are present to the east in the desert ranges of Imperial

County (Miller and Dockum, 1983).
Western Volcanic Arc
A nearly continuous 30- to SO-km-wide belt of statically
metamolphosed subgreenxhist or greenxhist facies
volcanic-volcaniclastic rocks is exposed along the westem
margin of the PRB (hg. 2) and is interpreted as the volcanic
cover of shallow cross<utting plutons (Silver and Chappell,
1988; Kimbrough and others, in prep.). The volcanic rocks
include a proximal nonmarine suite in the north (Santiago Peak
Volcanics) with facies transitions to dominantly marine
volcaniclastic basinal deposits in the south (Alisitos Group).
Recent work by Kimbrough and Herzig (Kimbrough and
others, in prep.; Herzig and Kimbrough, 1991; Herzig, in

PRB - eastern region
4
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o
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Figure 3. DNd-DSr correlation diagram showing data from plutonic
rocks of the PRB (DePaolo, 1981) and Santiago Peak Volcanics (Herzig
submitted). Heavy diagonal line represents mantle array. This data
indicates that the SPV and westem-zone plutonic rocks have similar
mantle'derived source regions characteristic of primitive island arcs.
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smatl-pebble metaconglomerate. Scarce beds of white quartzite
and white quartzite-pebble metaconglomerate are interlayered
with these rocks, and exotic blocks of relatively pure white to
light gray marble occur very rarely. Metaquartzite and much of
the schist contain relatively abundant plagioclase and

low-K rhyolite

48

52

56

60

64

68

SiOz
Figu.re 4. Whole rock KrO vs SiO, classification scheme of Ewart (1982)

shbwing low-K subalkaline character of the SPV. Basaltic andesites and
andesites dominate.

indicate a minor crustal comPonent (Shaw and others, 1985).
The Santiago Peak Volcanics whole-rock data exhibit a silica
compositional gap from about 54 to 68 wt% SiO, in the
composihon range where the bulk of plutonic samples from the
batholith plot, as shown by Silver and Chappell (1988).
Zircon U-Pb ages from volcanic and plutonic rocks in the
northern part of the PRB overlaP (Kimbrough and others, in
prep.), but display significant differences. The Santiago Peak
Votanics range from about 130 to 116 Ma while plutons in the
westem part of the batholith range from about 125 to 103 Ma.
The earliest Sanhago Peak Volcanics age (-130 Ma) is from the
base of the volcanic pile where it rests depositionally on
Triassic-jurassic continentally derived metasedimentary strata
of the Bedford Canyon Formation in the northem Santa Ana
Mountains. This predates by about 10 Ma the inception of
voluminous intrusive activity in the westem part of the
batholith which commenced at about 120 Ma (cf. Silver and
Chappell, 1988). Also, zircons from the Sanhago Peak Volcanics
contain Proterozoic radiogenic lead inheritance that is
negligible or absent in plutonic rocks despite the otherwise
close compositional similarihes described above.
East of the Santiago Peak Volcanics, variably
metamo{Phosed volcanic rocks are Present in screens that are
completely surrounded by plutonic rocks' These screens consist
chiefly of volcanic tuff, tuff+reccia, and flows of rhyolitic,
andesitic, and basaltic composition with minor amounts of
pelitic schist, feldspathic metaquartzite, and granitoid<obble
metaconglomerate. Locally, these rocks were metamorphosed to
amphibolite facies and original layering was isoclinally folded
and tectonically transposed. Although lithologically similar to
the Santiago Peak Volcanics or dated as Early Cretaceous in
some places, it is possible that some of these westem screens
contain older volcanic rocks.
Eastern MetasedimentarY Rocks
the
central-eastern part of the study area are
Screens in
composed of upper amphibolite-facies metasedimentary rocks
interlayered with minor amphibolite (mafic flows, sills, and
tuffs) assigned to the |ulian Schist of Hudson (1922). The
metasedimentary rocks consist of semipelitic, pelitic, and
quartzitic schists, calcsilicate$earing metaqu artzTte, and minor

K-feldspar and pelitic xhist contains andalusite, sillimanite,
and lesi common gamet and staurolite (Grovg 1989)' Bedding
was isoclinally folded and transposed during metamolphism,
but the overall fine grain size and locally well preserved
turbidite structures in the metasedimentary rocks (Germinario,
1982) indicate that they originated as a thintedded flysch
sequence composed of fine-grained sandstone, siltstone, silty
mudstone, and conglomerate.
Uppet amphibolite-facies metasedimentary rocks in the
eastem part of the area (eastem San Diego County and westem
Imperiai County) are similar to the Julian Schist but contain
abundant marble and amphibolite and mafic xhist, and minor
bedded metachert. Calcitic and dolomitic marble occur as 0.5
m-long pods and thin (tens of meters) tabular bodies hundreds
of meiers in length along strike. These rocks have not been
studied in detail, but are tentatively considered to rePresent a
Mesozoic and(or) Paleozoic depositional sequence transitional
between deep-marine and shelf environments.
Limited information on the protolith age of the eastem
metasedimentary screens in the PRB indicates that both
Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata are Present (Gastil and Miller,
1984). Dolomitic marble in westem Imperial County yielded
Ordovician conodonts (Miller and Dockum, i983).
Metasedimentary rocks in the northem Part of the batholith
that may be correlative with the fulian Schist are the Bedford
Canyon Formation of Larsen (1948) and the French Valley
Formation of Schwarcz (1,969). The Bedford Canyon Formation
contains fossils of Paleozoic, Triassic, and Middle |urassic or
younger age, and the French Valley Formation contains a
possible Late Triassic fossil (summarized in Todd and others,
i988). Gastil and others (1988) pointed out that some of these
fossils are reworked, and summarized new and existing whole
rock Rb-Sr data that suPPort a Triassic and Jurassic
depositional age for the julian Schist.
PLUTONIC ROCKS
The prebatholithic rocks of the study area were intruded
by Middle to Late |urassic, Early Cretaceout and mid- to Late
Cretaceous plutons. Middle to Late furassic (Miller and others,
1993) granitoid plutons derived chiefly from a sedimentary or
metasedimentary source (S-tyPe granitoids of Chappell and
White, 1974) intruded the ]ulian Schist and transitional
sedimentary rocks in the central+astem part of the area (fig' 2)'
Cretaceous plutons derived from an oceanic crust and mantle
source (I-type plutons, Chappell and White, 1974) whose
lithologies iange from gabbro to monzogranite intruded these
metasedimentary and metaplutonic rocks during two maior
episodes. On the west side of the batholith, Early Cretaceous
plutons (Silver and Chappell,'1,988; Kimbrough and others, in
prep.) were emplaced into jurassic and Early Cretaceous
volianic rocks, the latter as much as 10 Ma older than the
oldest Cretaceous plutons, and also into the westem part of the
axial belt of furassic plutons and their Triassic-|urassic
wallrocks (hS. 2).In the central and eastem parts of the
batholith, large mid- to Late Cretaceous plutons (Silver and
Chappell, 1988; Walawender and othert 1990) of
leuc-olrondhiemitic and granodioritic composition intruded this
axial belt and also intruded metasedimentary rocks of
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transitional and miogeoclinal affinities to the east (fi1. 2).
Locally, small satellitic mid{retaceous plutons intruded the
westem Early Cretaceous volcanic-plutonic arc.
Depth of Emplacement
The PRB displays a west-to€ast increase in the
metamorphic grade of countr), rocks from unmetamolphosed
or statically metamorphosed lowest greenxhist facies near the
Pacific coast, to upper amphibolite facies in the eastem part
(Todd and others, 1988). The emplacement depths of the
associated plutons also increase eastward across the batholith
(Silver and others, 7979; Gasnl,1983; Ague and Brimhall, 19SS).
Comparison of equilibrium mineral assemblages in
metamolphosed country rocks with data of experimental
studies yields empirical estimates of pressure and temperature
at the peak of metamoqphism in the westem and central parts
of the study area that range from 2 to 3 kb and 600" to 650"C,
respectively (Berggreen and Walawen de1, 1977 ; Germinario,
1982). Eshmates of peak metamorphic conditions in a
metasedimentary screen in the eastem part of the study area
range from 2.3 to 4.3 kb and 630" to 700'C (Detterman, 1984).
The suggestion of greater depths of emplacement in the eastem
part of the batholith is supported by thermobarometric
determinations by Grove (7987;1.989) on metamo{phic and
plutonic rocks h the north<enhal part of the area. Grove,s
results indicate the existence of a steep metamoqphic gradient
between westem rocks characterized by pressures and
temperatures of 3.0 t 1.2 kb and 550't 35' C, respectively, and
eastem rocks with values of 4.5 t 1.5 kb and 650' t 50" C. He
considered this gradient to mark the location of a deep-seated
westdirected thrust that developed during the emplacement of
widespread late- to posttectonic plutons in the mid- to l-ate
Cretaceous (Grove, this volume).
The application of homblende geobarometry to granitic
plutons in southem San Diego County supports the eastward
increase in crystallization pressures and emplacement depths
noted above. Prelimhary pressure estimates for l-type granitoid
.plutons in the study area display crude west-to-east zonation
from 2 to 4 kb in the westemmost zone, to 4 to 9 kb in the
west<entral zone, to 2 to 4 kb in the east<entral zone, and 4 to
7 kb in the eastemmost zone (Hammarstrom, 7992).
Anomalously high pressures in the west<entral zone may
reflect hornblende reequilibration in the aial zone of the
batholith due to the combined effects of a protracted thermal
history and postmagmahc deformation and recrystallization
(|.M. Hammarstrom, oral commun., 7992). Clinkenbeard and
Walawender (1989) found an eastw'ard increase in emplacement
depths of the large pluton composed of the tonalite of La posta
in the eastem part of the study area from 1.9 kb on the west
side to 5.2 kb on the east.
Batholithic Structure
Batholithic structure changes markedly from west to east
across the study area (Todd and others, 198S). In the westem
part, Early Cretaceous plutons ttrat were emplaced to the west
of the belt of ]urassic granitoids have sheeted and diapiric
shapes whose strikes vary from northerly to west-northwest
and whose dips are steep to the east and north, respectively.
The westem plutons intruded volcanic rocks concordantly and
foliation in both is parallel to steep contacts. Greenxhist- and
amphibolite-facies metamoqphism was primarily of regional
type. Plutonic foliation and steep downdip lineation are well
developed near pluton marghs, which may be gneissic.
Thh+ection examination of these rocks shows that magmatic

1994 G.S.A. CoRDILLERAN SECTIoN GUIDEBooK

foliation has been variably overprinted by concordant
subsolidus foliation. These features suggest that the Early
Cretaceous plutons were emplaced prior to and during regional
metamorphism. Ductile deformation continued at least into the
late Early Cretaceous, the age of the youngest plutons that bear
the westem regional fabric.
In the central part of the study area, the |urassic plutons
and most of the Early Cretaceous plutons that intruded them
have north-northwest elongate shapes and strongly foliated,
gneissic, or mylonitic textures (Cuyamaca-Iaguna Mountains
shear zone, Todd and others, 1988; Leeson and others, 1989;
Miller and othert 1993)(fig. 2). Polyphase fabrics in the Jurassic
plutons indicate a pretretaceous episode of ductile
deformation whose structures were either concordant with, or
reoriented by, the north-northwest-striking Cretaceous fabric
(G.H. Girty, oral commun., 1992). Contacts and foliation in
plutons and metamolphic screens in this zone display a steep
eastward dip and a penetrative steeply plunging downdip
lineahon. This fabric is developed in plutons as yount as -118
to 114 Ma (G.H. Girty, oral commun., 1993), but only
marginally developed in a pluton dated by L.T. Silver (oral
commun., 1.979) as 104 Ma.
ln contrast to Jurassic and Early Cretaceous plutons,
plutons of mid- to Late Cretaceous age in the south<entral and
eastem parts of the study area were emplaced largely at a late
stage of, and after, regional deformation. Grove (1987) reported
that the axes of dominant folds in synintrusively deformed
mid{retaceous tonalite of Granite Mountain in northem San
Diego County plunge subhorizontally. Plutons of the Late
Cretaceous tonalite of La Posta have massive interiors and
moderate to weak marginal foliation parallel to steep pluton
walls.
The above relations suggest that intrusion, regional
deformation, and metamolphism were closely linked. Because
the timing of Cretaceous syn- and post-intrusive deformation is
similar in the westem, central, and eastem parts of the area
(-120 to 100 Ma), structural differences among them may
reflect differences in pre{retaceous crustal structure across the
batholith. Cretaceous plutons in the westem part of the
batholith intruded relatively isotropic(?) oceanic crust, while
those in the central part intruded a layered sequence of
metamorphosed, continentally derived strata and gneissic
plutons underlain by transitional(?) crust. Mid- to late
Cretaceous plutons in the eastem part of the batholith were
apparently emplaced into North American craton in the waning
stages of deformation and are both concordant with, and
discordant to, the older structures. Shallow linear fabric
elements in the Granite Mountain tonalite may reflect a change
from Early Cretaceous subduction oriented perpendicular to the
continental margin to Late Cretaceous subduction oblique to,
and with a slip component parallel to, the continental margin.
Middle to late ]urassic Plutons
S-type granitoids (Todd and Shaw, 1985) that yield Middle
to Late Jurassic emplacement ages (Leeson and others, 1989;
Miller and others, 1993) are present in a central north-trending
belt that extends southward from 33' 45' N. latitude in
Califomia possibly as far as 24'00'in Baja California (Todd and
others, 1988; Todd and others, 1991; R.G. Gastil, oral commun.,
1991). The dominance of red*rown reduced biotite and
ilmenite, the local presence of cordierite and other
aluminosilicate minerals, high KrOlNap, low CaO and
strontium, and highsTSr/eSr initial ratios indicate a maior
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contribution of metasedimentary rocks in the source of these
granitoids (Hine and others, 1978; Shaw and Flood, 1981; \l/hite
and Chappell, 1983) and serve to distinguish them from
adiacent Cretaceous l-type granitoids (table 1). Contacts
between the I- and S-rype plutons are broadly concordant and
in detail suggest local remelting and(or) remobilization of the
S-Wpes during Cretaceous intrusion.

AN ACITVE MARGIN

are slightly older to coeval(?) with the central
monzogranite-granodiorite plutons. The volume of
metavolcanic rocks in these complexes diminishes eastward, at
treater depths, and volcanic rocks are increasingly assimilated

by surrounding plutons. Mafic and ultramafic plutons, which

The furassic granitoids are gneissic and are associated with
regional metamorphic rocks (regional aureole S-type of White
and others, 1985) indicating emplacement at mid<rustal
depths. The granitoids are distinguished in the field by their
orange- and yetlowSrown weathered surfaces, abundant quartz
and biotite, and strong deformation fabric. They are mapped as
three units, which are the gneissic granodiorite of Harper
Creek, the granodiorite of Cuyamaca Reservoir, and the
migmahtic schist and gneiss of Stephenson Peak (Todd,
7979)(table 1). The metaplutonic Harper Creek and Cuyamaca
Reservoir units consist of fine- to coarsegrained, medium- to
darkgray subequal granodiorite and tonalite, whereas the
Stephenson Peak unit consists of mixtures of Harper Creek-type
orthogneiss, and paragneiss and migmatitic Pelitic schist
derived from the Julian Schist.
The |urassic granitoids and the metasedimentary country
rocks which they intruded exerted a major influence on the
development of the Cretaceous batholith. The striking
east-west asymmetry in magnetic and gravity Pattems across
the batholith (]achens and others, 1986; Gastil and others, 1990)
is a direct reflection of the position of the S-type belt. Steep
magnetic and gravity gradients between dense, highly magnetic
rocks in the westem part of the PRB and less dense, essentially
nonmagnetic rocks in the eastern part coincide with the
westem margin of the furassic belt (I-S line, Todd and Shaw,
1985) (fig. 2). The magnetic gradient is modelled as a
crustal-scale Middle to Late jurassic structural discontinuity
between the S-type granitoids to the east and oceanic crust to
the west (|achens and others, 1991). Many of the systematic
transverse mineralogic and geochemical variations observed in
the Cretaceous batholith apparently originated in source-rock
differences across this crustal boundary. The Cuyamaca-Laguna
Mountains shear zone coincides roughly with the furassic belt
and apparently evolved during successive episodes of syn- and
postintrusive deformation beginning in the Middle to Late
]urassic and culminating in the Cretaceous.
Cretaceous Plutons
Cretaceous plutons in the study area can be divided into
two age grouPs: predominantly Early Cretaceous (-125 to 103
Ma, Kimbrough and others, in prep.) plutons in the western
zone and mid- to I-ate Cretaceous (104 to 89 Ma, L.T. Silver,
oral commun.,7979; Clinkenbeard and Walawender, 1989)
plutons in the eastem zone (fig. 2). Both grouPs fall in the
calcic range of the alkali-lime diagram. Westem-zone plutons
range in composition from gabbro to monzotranite, are Pre- to
syntectonic, and have geochemical and isotopic characteristics
that indicate derivation chiefly from mantle and oceanic crust
(I-type) with a minor component of continental crust (Shaw
and others, 1986) (table 1). Tonalitic rocks form steeply dipping
sheetlike plutons as much as 25 km along strike punctuated by
irregular, centrally located monzogranite-granodiorite diapiric
plutons. The resulting maP Pattem can be viewed as a series oI
rather regularly spaced, irregularly shaped zoned plutonic
complexes. The westernmost, shallowest complexes are
marginally intersheeted with abundant metavolcanic rocks that

are largest and most abundant in the westem zone, are
commonly intersheeted with granitoid rocks in relations that
suggest close ages of emplacement and(or) mingling of mafic
and granitic matmas. Synplutonic mafic and intermediate dikes
are ubiquitous throughout the area, but are largest and most
abundant in the Cuyamaca-Laguna Mountains shear zone.
Geochemical studies suPPort subdivision of the western
I-type tonalites into two plutonic suites (table 1, fig. 5). The first
suite consists of relatively KrO-rich, SiOrpoor hypersthene
tonalite and quartz diorite and the second consists of Kp-poor,
SiOr-rich homblende tonalite and granodiorite' Leucocratic
monzogranite and granodiorite plutons may be of several
origins: some may be genetically related to the hornblende
tonalite suite whereas others may have been derived from

different sources.
Large homogeneous plutons that range in lithology from
hornblende tonalite, through biotite leucotrondhiemite and
granodiorite, to gametiferous two-mica monzogranite comprise
most of the eastem zone of the PRB (ftg. 2). Locally, small
satellitic eastem-tyPe plutons intruded the westem zone.
Eastem-zone plutons typically form complexes that are zoned
inward from homblende$earing mafic compositions with
primitive isotopic characteristics to muscoviteSearing felsic
iompositions with more evolved characteristics (Walawender
and others, 1990; Rector, 1993). Homblende-bearing tonalite
plutons are nominally l-ryPe,but phases of the inner zones
have biotite as the chief mafic mineral and have isotopic
characteristics that suggest interaction of primitive melts with
continental crust. Geochemical abundances of eastern-zone
plutons distinguish them from westem-zone plutons (Shaw and
bthers, 1986; Gromet and Silver, 1987; Silver and Chappell,
1988; Walawender and others, 1990)(fig. 6). Plutons in the
eastern zone are late- to Posttectonic throughout most of the
area, but may be strongly deformed in the desert ranges to the
north and east (Grove, 1987).
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Figure 5. Whole rock KrO vs SiO, variation diagram showing fields and
trends of major pl utonic rock groups of the westem PRB' Klb =
hypersthene tonalite and quartz diorite; Ka+Kjv = hornblende tonalite
and granodiorite; KcP + Kcm = leucocratic monzogranite and
granodiorite. jurassic granitoids [cr+Jhc) shown for comparision'
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GEOLOGIC FRAilEWORK OF TNTRUSIVE SEOUENCES AND PLUTONIC SUITES, SOUTHERN SAN DIEGO COU}TTY, CALIFORNIA
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variation diagram showing
Figure 6, whole rock
westem- and eastem-zone Plutonic rock groups. Westem-zone and
furassic units same as figu.re 5. Eastem-zone units: Kpv =
leucomonzogranite and granodiorite; K8m = homblende tonalite; KIP =
trondhiemite, granodiorite, and twe'mica granihc rocks.

POSTBATHOLITHIC HISTORY

Iate Cretaceous-Early Tertiary Denudation
Unroofing of the westemmost Part of the batholith probably
began by about 90 Ma. The oldest strata of the San Diego
embayment west of the study area (Kennedy,1975)(hg. 2) are
assigned to the UpPer Cretaceous Rosario Group of Kennedy
(1975), which consists of basal nonmarine fanglomerate of
batholithic derivahon (the Lusardi Formation of Nordstrom,
i970) that is unconformably overlain by fossiliferous
Campanian-Maestrichtian marine strata. No stratigraphic record
is present for the Paleocene and early Eocene; Upper
Cretaceous and early Tertiary strata were apparently uplifted
and eroded prior to deposition of middle and upper Eocene
strata (Kenne dy, 7975). Biostratigraphic relahons among the
Eocene formations record gradual subsidence of the
northwest-trending San Diego embayment and, despite
fluctuations in sea level, an east-to-west progression from
nonmarine near€hore and shoreline deposits to marine shelf
deposits. The Eocene strata in the eastemmost part of the
embayment were deposited by mafor west-flowing rivers that
drained an extraregional terrane east of the Peninsular Ranges
that was subsequently displaced several hundred km to the
southeast (Minch, 1972; Abbott and Smith, 1989). Eocene
conglomerates contain distinctive silicic volcanic clasts that are
exohc to the Peninsular Ranges ("Poway" clasts)(Abbott and
Smith, 1989). Patchy remnants of Eocene strata in the study
area indicate that such strata once blanketed much or all of the
area but were stripped from batholithic basement Prior to, or at
an early stage in, Neogene tectonics.
Apatite fission-track ages of plutonic rocks in the
west<entral part of the area range from 60 to 55 Ma (C.W.
Naeser, written commun., 1992), which suggests that uplift and
cooling of this region was well underway by Paleocene time.
&Ar/e Ar ages indicate rapid uplift and
Biotite and K-feldspar
cooling of the east<entral and eastem regions at 88 to 85 Ma
a:nd76 to 72llda (Grove, this volume). These and later, early
Tertiary, episodes of uplift were associated with
ductile-totrittle low-angle faulting (Erskine, 1986; Todd and
others, 1988). Plutonic rocks that originated in a tectonically
displaced, distal eastem part of the Peninsular Ranges batholith
were thrust westward over high grade mylonitic plutonic rocks,

AN ACTIVE MARGIN

orthogneisses, metasedimentary rocks, and anatexites of the
present eastem region (Erskine, 1986). The southern termination
of this system of low-angle faults extends into the northeastem
part of the study area.
Neogene Tectonic HistorY
Western Salton Trough
As the result of the Neogene transition from a subduction
plate boundary to the Gulf of California-San Andreas
rift-transform system (Kerr and Kidwell, 1991; Atwatet,7992),
the Salton Trough became the site of rifting, extensional
faulting, basaltic volcanism, and marine transgression by
Miocene time. tn the early to middle Miocene, continental
rifting and extensional faulting produced halfgraben basins
and basement horsts in the westem Salton Trough (Winker,
1987; Kerr and Kidwell, 1991). The Peninsular Ranges block
apparently began to rise west of the Salton Trough at about the
same time, offsetting Miocene volcanic rocks about 500 m
above the desert floor.
During Miocene through Pleistocene time, a thick (5 to 6
km) section of continental and marine clastic rocks
characterized by complex facies changes and local
unconformities accumulated in the Fish Creek-Vallecito basin
(fig. 2). The onset of strike-slip tectonism, which produced
major northwest-southeast dextral strike*lip faults and
antithetic northeast-southwest sinistral strike+lip faults in the
basin (Winker, 1987), has not been dated precisely, but is
estimated to have begun between the late Miocene (-10 Ma)
and early Pliocene (-5 Ma)(Kerr and Kidwell, 1991). Late
Pliocene or Pleistocene uplift, tilting, and approximately 35
degrees of clockwise rotation of the basin fill (|ohnson and
others, 1983) was accompanied by basement<ored folding on
east-west axes and listric-normal and detachment faulting.
Elsinore Fault Zone
The Elsinore fault zone has a welldefined linear trace from
I-ake Henshaw through Banner Canyon, north of the study
area. Along this segment, the fault strikes north-northwest, dips
east, and has undergone oblique movement. The southwest
side of the fault has moved northward 1 to 3 km relative to the
northeast side (dextral slip) and the northeast side has moved
upward locally as much as 412 m relative to the southwest side
(reverse slip) (Todd, in review).
South of Banner Canyon, no single fault of
large-magnitude strike+lip displacement has been recognized.
Contacts between Mesozoic basement units and between late
Cretaceous-early Tertiary low-angle faults are essentially
continuous across the fault zone. High-angle normal faults that
bound desert ranges and cut late Pleistocene to Holocene
alluvial fans locally show small (-l km) right-lateral offsets of
basement contacts. Cumulative right-lateral slip in the region
may well be larger if similar offsets exist on northwest-trending
faults in the complexly broken zone between the Elsinore and
San jacinto fault zones. The prominent frontal fault of the
westem Coyote Mountains is a reverse fault dipping northeast
47 to 55 degrees that carried crystalline rocks southwestward
over the late Pleistocene to Holocene alluvial fan (Hoggatt,
1979).
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Contrasting Denudation Histories within the
East-Central Peninsular Ranges Batholith (Sg'N)
MARTY GROVE, Dept. of Earth & Space Sciences, University of Califomia, Los Angeles CA 90024
ABSTRACT
Field, petrologic and Ar isotopic studies within the eastcentral Peninsular Ranges batholith (PRB) at 33'N indicate that
post-intrusive, Late Cretaceous, Wdirected thrusting may have
played an important role in exposing deeper rocks in the east
along a trend nearly coincident with the presentday desert
exarpment. Evidence for these faults has not been widely
recognized. The most obvious break takes place across the
Chariot Canyon fault where lower- to uPPer amphibolite facies,
prebatholithic rocks recrystallized at 7-70 km are iuxtaposed
against deeper plutons (11-15 km) hosted by uniformly upper
amphibolite facies wallrocks. Evidence for an abrupt increase in
depth of erosion along the trace of the escalpment is supported
by a marked decrease in $Ar/3eAr biotite and K-feldspar
apparent ages (westem rocks yield 90-95 Ma aPParent ages
while those several km to the east give 75{0 Ma). Combined
4ArlrAr age and sAr kinetic studies performed with Kfeldspars reveal two phases of rapid cooling subsequent to the
final emplacement of the batholith at 100-90 Ma (westem rocks
record 40'ClMa at 88{5 Ma while eastem rocks indicate 4080"C/Ma cooling at76-72 Ma). These pulses correspond closely
with the observed ages of batholithderived sediment preserved
along the SW margin. Differential exhumation along these

thrusts is inferred to have occurred at 76-72 Ma and possibly
earlier. Shallow subduction beginning at 80-75 Ma may have
destabilized the suture between over-thickened crust outboard
of the craton margin and oceanic crust further west to trigger
thrusting.

INTRODUCTION
The timing and magnitude of denudation exPerienced by
the western and eastem portions of the Peninsular Ranges
batholith (PRB) within southem Califomia differs significantly.
Middle crustal levels (-10-15 km) are exposed in the eastem
batholith while only hypabyssal rocks have been unroofed in
the west (Gastil, 7979;Todd et al., 1988). When viewed on the
scale of the entire batholith, biotite K-Ar aPParent ates
decrease systematically northeast across the northern PRB (Fig'
1a). The petrologic and apparent age relationship+ combined
with the superposition of biotite K-Ar apparent age contours (<
85 Ma) at high angles across the boundaries of the
largest/youngest plutons (100-90 Ma; see Fig' 1a) prompted
Krumenacher et al. (1975) to conclude that the eastem batholith
had experienced significant denudation during the CampanianMaastrictian, approximately 20-30 Ma subsequent to intrusion.
In comparison, exhumation of the western PRB was relatively
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Figure 1: (a) Sketch map of the northem Peninsular Ranges batholith illustrating erosional levels; biotite K-Ar apparent age trends; and several of
the youngest,/largest intrusions ("[,a Posta-type" plutons). Note that biofite apparent ages become progressively younger NE with ate contours
superposed at high angles across the boundaries of the -95 Ma "I-a Posta-type" plutons. (b) Portion of the Peninsular Ranges batholith under
consideration. Open boxes designate sample localities (including several from Krummenacher et al., 1975). Distribution of dominantly
"synkinematic" (120-105 Ma) and "late- to posFkinematrc' (100-90 Ma) plutons after Todd et al. (1988); 6'80 < +E.5 boundary (from Taylor and Silver,
87SrltlSr, < 0.704); Westem
1_978; coincides approximately with
boundary of Miogeoclinal rocks from various sources (coincides approximately with
87srlesrr > 0.705).

ffi

minor and nearly contemporaneous with
intrusion of the eastem batholith (Todd et al.,

E

1988).

ffi

been attributed to uniform tilting (-15') of the
entire northem batholith as a coherent

in the north eastemmost batholith. Late
Cretaceous faulting there (Sharp, 1979; Erskine,
1986) lead to a significant contrast in biotite and
amphibole apparent ages across the break
(Armstrong and Suppe, 1973; Goodwin and
Renne, 1991). Similar apatite and zircon fission
track ages (60{5 Ma) measured on either side
of the structure confirm that both upper and

granodiorite of Oriflamme Canyon
granodiorite of Cuyamaca Reservoir

The observed pattem of denudation has

structural block to the southwest about a NNWtrending axis during the Late Cretaceous (see
Butler et a1.,7997). However, this hypotheqis is
disfavored by the existence of nearly flat lying,
Late Cretaceous sediments along the batholith's
SW margin as well as by the occurrence of
relatively shallow rocks (greenxhist facies) in
the eastemmost batholith within Baia Califomia
(Gastil, 7979; s* Fig. 1). An altemahve
hypothesis is that Wdirected, Late Cretaceous
thrusts segmented the batholith to expose
progressively deeper rocks to the east. A well
known example in this regard is the eastern
Peninsular Ranges mylonite zone situated in the

tonalite of Granite Mountain

E

gneissic granodiorite of Harper Creek
Julian Schist
(includes significant amphibolite and
quartz-rich, feldspathic calc-silicate)
Pelitic Assemblages
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Figure 2: Geologic sketch map of the Chariot-Oriflamme Canyon area. Note that a N-S
metamorphic zonation (defined by mineral assemblages in pelitic lithologies) is developed
in the ]ulian Schist wallrocks parallel to the contact with the granodiorite of Cuyamaca
Reservoir. This sequence is both overprinted in the south due to intrusion of the
granodiorite of Oriflamme Canyon (fibrolite overprint) and truncated to the east by the
Chariot Canyon fault. Depiction of the metamorphic zonation is based both upon field and
petrographic observations and is highly simplified. In particular, many steeply plunging,
detached, isoclinal fold hinges are found throughout the screen. Although porphyroblast,
foliation relationships generally indicate that the folds formed subsequent to
andalusite/sillimanite growth, the folding was not accomplished in such a manner that it
significantly affected the distribution oI mineral assemblages throughout the screen.
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(Fig. 2; see dixussion in Germinario, 7982). East of the CCF,
metamorphic grade is uniformly upper amphibolite facies

130

(sillimanitetiotite-orthoclase gneiss) with migmatitic fabrics
developed in appropriate bulk compositions regardless of
proximity to intrusive contacts (Grove, 1982 see also Lampe,
1988). Deformation within the Chariot Canyon fault zone is
characterized by lower greenxhist facies recrystallization and
ductile shearing oveqprinted by dixrete, dixontinuous zones of
intense, brittle cataclasis. Prehnite-actinolite facies assemblages
(prehnite+pidote{hlorite-actinolite-albitenuartz) stable at 250325C (see dixussion in Liou et al., 7987) both accompanied,
and ovelprinted much of the brittle cataclasis.
Petrogenetic relationships and relative thermobarometry
performed with equivalent mineral assemblages (gamet{iotiteAlrSiO5-oligoclasequartz) indicate an eastward increase in
depth of - 1..5 kbar (-5 km) from 2.5t1.2 kbar to 4.5t1.5 kbar
across the CCF (Grove 1989). Recrystallization on either side of
the fault app€ars not to have been contemPoraneous, however.
Field relations east of the CCF (Grove, 1987 and unpublished
mapping; LamPe, 1988) indicate that peak temPerature
recrystallization resulted from emplacement of the tonalite of
Granite Mountain (U-Pb zircon age of 100 Ma by L.T. Silver;
discussed in Todd and Shaw, 1979). Altematively, peaktemperature recrystallization of ]ulian Schist west of the CCF in
Fig. 2 may be |urassic. Gneissic intrusive rocks with S-type
affinities (see Todd and Shaw, 1985) similar to the granodiorite
of Cuyamaca Reservoir in Fig. 2 have yielded Middle- to Late
jurassic, lower intercept U-Pb zircon ages (Walawender et al.,
1991; Bracchi et al., 1993; Miller et al., 7993). Field relations
indicate that the granodiorite of Oriflamme Canyon (U-Pb
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Figure 3: Biotite and K-feldspar
Ma
apparent age contour (see Fig.lb;
the
85
from
biotite
of distance
includes several K-Ar results from Krummenacher et al, 1975).
Apparent ages are relatively constant on either slde of the 85 Ma age
contour, but decrease eastwards in close Proximity to it. Age spectra
from westem K-feldspars rise from 85 Ma to 95 Ma; those from eastem
K-feldspars increase from <70 Ma to 78 Ma. K-feldspars rn close
proxrmity to the 85 Ma age contour typically exhibit more pronounced
age gradients from <75 to >E5 Ma.

500

lower plates had achieved near surface levels by the Late
Cretaceous (Dokka, 1984).
Apparent age and petrologic considerations suggest that
another late Cretaceous break may exist within the east<entral
PRB near 33'N between a relatively coherent structural block in
the southwest and hithly-faulted desert ranges situated in the
northeast. The topographically lower desert ranges record the
younger aPParent ages and exhibit the deeper erosion as
inferred from mineral assemblages and field relations. The
transition zone between these domains is an escarpment with
varying degrees of relief. This Neogene feature may have
reactivated older, Late Cretaceous faults. At least one segment
of the transition zone is characterized by a Late Cretaceous
fault (Chariot Canyon fault) that may have accommodated a
significant eastward depth increase (Grove, 1989).

400

300

Fzcf
100

DEPTH INCREASE ACROSS THE CHARIOT CANYON

FAULT
The Chariot Canyon fault (CCF) is clearly identifiable as a
prominent metamorphic break between Granite Mountain and
Cuyamaca Reservoir where it juxtaposes phyllite in the west
against sheared intrusives and upper amphibolite facies wall
rocks in the east (Fig. 1b). The CCF extends to both the north,
along the eastem flank of Volcan Mountain, and to the
southeast, along the desert escarpment. West of the CCF,
metamorphic grade as recorded in pelitic bulk compositions in
wallrock assemblages (]ulian fthist) increases towards an
intrusive contact with the granodiorite of Cuyamaca Reservoir.
This metamorphic zonation is truncated to the east by the CCF
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Figure 4: Calculated K-feldspar cooling histories. Samples west of the
85 Ma age contour indicate slow cooling between 93-88 Ma followed by
40"C/Ma cooling from -300"C at 8&85 Ma' K-feldspars from more
deeply eroded, eastem rocks indicate 40-80'C/Ma cooling from >375"C
between TGTZ.Specimens at the boundary between the two domains
record both the 8&E5 Ma and 7G72Ma phases with slow coohng
intervenrng at85-76 Ma. Note (1) the close correspondence between
episodes of rapid cooling and observed depositional ages; and (2) the
transitional character of samples near the 85 Ma contour (dashed).
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zircon age of 722Ma; Bracchi et al., 1993) is younger than the
Cuyamaca Reservoir unit. Specifically, andalusitetearing

K-feldspars from the more deeply eroded desert ranges in the
NE indicate 40S0'C/Ma cooling from >350"C between 76-72
Ma. Rapid cooling at 88€4 Ma recorded by orthoclases from
the main structural block of the batholith corresponds closely to
the Turonian(?) depositional age inferred for coarse clastic
sequences deposited along the westem margin of the batholith.
Subsequent, accelerated cooling at 76-72 Ma revealed by
orthoclases from the eastem Desert Ranges appears to mark the
onset of deposition of Campanian turbidite sequences that
unconformably overlie these Turonian conglomerates.
lnterestingly, orthoclases from the transition zone preserve
evidence for both episodes of fast cooling with relatively slow
cooling indicated for the interval 84-78 }r/ra. Apatite fission track
ages of 50-70 Ma produced from the central batholith (Snee et
al., 1994) and eastem batholith (Dokka, 1984) combined with
the existence of Paleocene erosional surfaces and paleosols
indicate that the entire batholith had reached near surface

assemblages from the N-S trending aureole produced by
intrusion of the granodiorite of Cuyamaca Reservoir are

partially recrystallized to finer grained, fibrolitetearing
assemblages in close proximity to contact with the granodiorite
of Oriflamme Canyon (fibrolite overprint on Fig.2).
Because peak grade mineral assemblages in the westem
rocks may have formed as much as 20{0 Ma earlier than those
encountered in rocks juxtaposed across the CCF to the east, the
inferred increase in depth cannot reliably hdicate the vertical
component of displacement across the CCF. However, 98-104
Ma sArlsAr homblende apparent ages yielded by the

granodiorite of Oriflamme Canyon and other intrusives west of
the CCF indicate that rocks west of the CCF are likely to have
been reheated to near peak6rade conditions (>500"C) due to
intrusion of the tonalite of Granite Mountain (100 Ma) and the
La Posta pluton (95 Ma). Survival of andalusite$earing
assemblages within the westem wallrocks indicate that ambient
pressure at 100-90 Ma was less than the 3.5-5.0 kbar recorded
by their eastem counterparts at this time.
Because regional denudation pattems within the batholith
essentially parallel the trend of the CCF and since Iithologically
identical prebatholithic host rocks occur on either side, lateral
displacements are not suspected to have caused the increase in
depth across the fault. Poor exposure and overprinting
strucfures associated with L-ate Cenozoic reachvation
complicate analysis of the displacement history of the CCF.
Despite this, a variety of late structures suggest that the CCF
resulted from compressive deformation. Post-intrusive, kmscale, shallow-plunging, doubly terminatint, tight to isoclinal
folds with westward vergence postdate the youngest intrusive
rocks (granite pegmatites) immediately east of the CCF.
Cataclastic deformation idenhcal in style to that observed
within the CCF occurs within NW-striking, NEdipping shear
planes developed on the eastdipping flanks of these folds.
.These relationships imply that the CCF is a westdirected thrust
or high-angle reverse fault.
CONTRASTING THERMAL HISTORIES
Biotite and K-feldspar &Ar/nAr results from the eastcentral batholith at 33'N (Grove, 1993), reveal a sharp decrease
in apparent age across the CCF and elsewhere along the
transition zone between the main structural block and the
desert ranges (Fig. lb, Fig. 3). Biotites and K-feldspars SW of
this feature generally yield 89-94 Ma total gas ages; those to the
east give 75{0 Ma values. Apparent ages from these phases
along the escarpment yield intermediate values (80{5 Ma). Kfeldspar age spectra measured for samples obtained west of the
transition zone exhibit moderate age gradients (from E5-95 Ma)
while those east of the transition zone increase from <70 Ma to
78 Ma. K-feldspar &Ar/eAr age spectra measured from
specimens along the escalpment yield more pronounced age
gradients (trom 70-75 Ma to 85-90 Ma).
Modeling of {Ar,usAr age and 3eAr kinetic data obtained
from K-feldspar indicate two distinct episodes of fast
coolingthat match periods of rapid deposition indicated by the
Late Cretaceous depositional record along the SW margin of
the batholith (Fig. a; see Lovera et al., 1989 for the overall
approach and Grove, 1993 for details of modeling process used
to recover thermal histories from {Ar/sAr kinetic studies
performed with K-feldspar). Orthoclases west of the
escalpment record-40'C/Ma cooling from -300'C at 88{4 Ma.

levels by -60 Ma.

K-feldspar thermal histories constrain displacement along
the CCF to have occurred at 78-72 Ma and possibly earlier as
well (88S4 Ma). At 88 Ma, rocks west of the CCF existed at
-300'C (Fig.a). Temperatures along the position of the fault
were at -350'C while those east of the fault were between 350500'C. After the initial phase of rapid cooling at 88{4 Ma,
rocks from these same positions experienced temperatures of
100-150"C, 250-300"C, and 300-350"C respectively. After the
second phase of rapid cooling between 76-72 Ma rocks both
west of and along the CCF were below 100'C. East of the CCF,
rocks were -150"C.
These results indicate a temperature difference (between
rocks west and east of the CCF) of approximately 200-300"C
between 94$8 Ma, 150-250"C between 84-76 lr/.a, and 50-150"C
after 72 Ma (Fig.a). Although differential uplift (presumably
along the fault) during 76-72 Ma is clearly indicated by thermal
history results from K-feldspar, it is unclear whether
differential motion is also required during 88$4 Ma.
Unfortunately, the data are unable to sufficiently constrain
thermal histories to resolve temperature differences of < 50100"C for temperatures above the onset of oAr retention in Kfeldspar (case for rocks east of 85 Ma biotite age contour for
times > 78 Ma).
Temperatures east of the 85 Ma biotite age contour are
anticipated to have decreased from 400-500'C to 300400'C by
84 Ma if 3-5 km of overlying crust had been removed during
88€4 Ma (assuming a geothermal gradient of 30-35'C/km and
that rocks underlying the desert ranges originally resided at 1215 km depths). Because 5 km of overburden is approximately
the amount that appears to have been removed from the
batholith west of the CCF at 88{4 Ma, differential movement
along the fault at this time is uncertain. Note that faulting at
88{4 Ma cannot be precluded. K-Ar ages obtained from white
mica in quartzsericite veins clearly related to greenschist facies
recrystallization within CCF zone are 85-95 Ma (Kofron, 1984).

DISCUSSION
Petrologic and Ar isotopic study within the east<entral
Peninsular Ranges batholith at 33'N indicate that depth of
erosion increases along a discrete break that exposes deeper
rocks to the northeast. Segmentation of the batholith by Wdirected thrust faults appears to better explain the regional
petrologic and isotopic age relationships than does regional
tilting of a single crustal block. Specifically, biotite and Kfeldspar apparent ages remain constant at 89-95 Ma up to 20
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km west of the CCF and at 75{0 Ma for 3040 km to the NE
where the EPRMZ is encountered. Contrasting crustal types
and thicknesses underlying the batholith may have influenced
denudation pattems. Combined gravity and seismic data
(Oliver, 1980, Heam, 1984) indicate that the greatest crustal
thickness within the batholith occurs within a region bounded
on the west by the 6"0 step of Taylor and Silver (1978) and on
the east by the rsrlesr = 0.706 isopleth (Fig. 1b). These
geochemical boundaries appear to image a thick clastic wedge
of cratonderived materials (now obliterated by intrusion) that
was deposited along the continental slope (DePaolo, 1981;
Gromet and Silver, 1987). Oceanic crust is believed to underlie
posihons west of the 6t8O step (6180 < 8.5; also eSrle5r <
0.7045) while miogeoclinal and cratonal(?) rocks lie east of the
ssr/?$r 0.706 line. The 85 Ma biotite age contour lies
=
approximately 20-25 km southwest ol and subparallel to, the
soutlrwest limit of miogeoclinal rocks and the YSr/8Sr = 0.706
line Fig. 1b).
Juxtaposition of this thickened crust in the east with
oceanic crust in the west may have resulted from an Early
Cretaceous arc<ontinent collision (Gastil et al., 1981; see also
|achens et al., 1986). This suture would subsequently have been
annealed by intrusion of the batholith with its coherence
maintained by flexural rigidity until a fundamental change in
the crustal stress regime occurred (see arguments by Chase and
Wallacg 1985 for the Sierra Nevada). Destabilization of the
suture likely resulted during the initiation of relatively shallow
subduction beginning at approximately 80 Ma (e.g., Coney and
Reynolds, 19fi. Given this model, it is perhaps significant that
85 Ma biotite apparent ate contour most closely approaches
rocks underlain by predominantly oceanic crust (i.e., rocks west
of the 6t8O step), at the position of the CCF. A plausible
interpretation of this relationship is that both the 85 Ma age
contour and the transition between the main structural block of
the batholith and the desert ranges that nearly coincides with it
images a promitory of overthickened crust extending from the
east toward the position of the CCF. The trend of miogeoclinal
rocks shown in Fig. 1b also imply such a feature. The
mafmum contrast would be focused at the nose of the crustal
promitory and would become more diffuse towards the north
and the southeast. This model predicts that the narrow zone of
rocks recording both phases of rapid cooling (88{4 Ma and 7672Ma) observed along the CCF should broaden both to the
north and to the southeast along the trace of the 85 Ma biotite
age contour.
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Miocene Sedimentary Rocks in the WhipPle
Mountains, Southeastern California:
Sedimentation Patterns Resulting from
Detachment Faulti.g
KATHI K. BERATAN, Dept. of Geology and Planetary Science, 32'l EH, Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260
INTRODUCTION

trip is to examine in detail the
history and structural implications of a detachment-related
sedimentary basin located in the southem and eastern Whipple
The purpose of this field

Mountains. This basin was chosen because it contains the most
complete and best preserved sedimentary sections within the
Whipple detachment terrane.
The Whipple detachment terrane is located within the
Colorado River extensional corridor, straddling the Colorado
River between Needles, California and Parker, Arizona (fig. 1).
The region experienced extreme crustal extension in early to
middleMiocene time, most of which was concentrated in a
narrow zone containing metamorphic core complexes. Core
complexes are domiform upwarPs flanked by regional+cale,
low-angle normal faults (detachment faults). The detachment
faults separate a lower plate, commonly containing ductilely
deformed mylonitic gneiss, from an upper plate of
synextensional sedimentary and volcanic rocks deposited
nonconformably on Mesozoic or older rocks. The Whipple
detachment fault and associated detachments faults are
interpreted as dipping to the northeast, with the lower plate
having moved to the southwest relative to the upper plate
(Davis and Lister, 1988). Tentative matches of rock units and
dike swarms between upper and lower plates of the Whipple
detachment terrane (Whipple{fremehuevi-Buckskin-Rawhide
detachment faults) have produced extension estimates of 100
percent or more (e.g., Davis and others, 1980; Howard and

]ohn,
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Figure 1: Location map, showing major ranges in the region
surrounding the field trip area. The heavy dashed lines show the
approxrmate boundary of Tertiary extension; the diagonally striped
area represents the zone of most intense extension and core complex
development. The Whipple detachment terrane is the region between
the heavy dashed lines, from the Sacramento Mountains to the
Buckskin Mountains.

1987).

Synextensional sedimentary and volcanic strata Preserve a
dateable record of the surface resPonse to mohon on the
detachment and associated faults. Studies of such rocks can
thus be used to determine the geometry, timing and rates of
strucfural events. This information can be used to constrain
extensional models.

Formation and the Twin Lode Mine Formation. The
characteristics of these stratigraphic units are summarized in
table 1, and the temporal and geographic relations are shown

xhemahcally in figure 3. Overlying these synextensional
deposits are flat-lying strata of the Osbome Wash and Bouse

TERTIARY STRATIGRAPHY
Tertiary sedimentary rocks in the southem and eastem
I{hipple Mountains were first described in detail by Ransome
(1931, 1933). He informally named two Tertiary units, the older
Gene Canyon Formation and the younger Copper Basin
Formation, on the basis of a prominent angular unconformity
within e)q)osures near Parker Dam. Beratan (1991) redefined
the stratigraphy on the basis of: (1) stratigraphic position
relative to the Peach Springs Tuff of Young and Brennan (1974),
an extensive ignimbrite sheet found throughout the eastern
Mojave Deser! (2) presence or absence of Peach Springs Tuff
clasts in conglomerate beds where outcroPs of the tuff are
lacking (Dickey and others, 1980); (3) Presence or absence of
lava flows and intrusive rocks; (4) stratigraphic position relative
to angular unconformities; (5) dominance of limestone versus
clastic sedimentary rocks; and (6) paleocurrent directions
relative to basin depocenters. Using these criteria, Beratan
(1991) introduced two new stratigraphic units, the Turk Mine

Formations.

Comparison of the Tertiary rocks in the southem and
eastem Whipple Mountains with sections occurring in the
Aubrey Hills and Standard Wash area to the north and in the
Buckskin Mountains to the south led Nielson and Beratan
(1990) and Beratan (1991) to conclude that these rocks had been
deposited in three separate, depositionally-isolated basins.
Sedimentary facies pattems and differences in tilting histories
led to the intelpretation that these three basins lay on separate

crustal blocks bounded by high-angle normal faults on their
northeast and southwest sides, and by transfer faults on their
northwest and southeast sides. In this paper, these regions will
be refered to as the Aubrey Hills-Standard Wash basin, the
Whipple basin, and the Buckskin basin (fig. 2). This
terminology emphasizes the differences in sedimentation
histories between the three areas. This field trip concentrates on
the Whipple basin, with brief visits to the other two basins.
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Table 1: Sn'rmmary of distinguishing characteristrcs of Tertiary stratigraphic units deposited within the Whipple
basin. The Gene Canyory Copper Basiry and Twin lode Mine Formations were deposited in the Whipple basin;
the Turk Mine Formation and the basal conglomerate underlie Whipple Basin deposits in the westem part of
the basin.
LINITNAME
Copper Basin
Formation

REFERENCE
SECTIONS

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS

BOLTNDARY DEFINITION

Parker Dam,
Turk Mne,

Clastic sediment deposited after
emplacment of the Peach Springs Tuff;
heterogenmus clast assemblage, including
Peach Springs Tuff; lacks interbedded
volcanic flows

Upper: angular unconformity

BemettWmh

Ger re

Canyon

F( mtion

Parker Dam,

Buckskin Mtn-

Gene Wash

DesiltWash

Giers Wash

Lack of volcanic raks either as flows or as
clasts; presence of monolithologic breccias;

Member

lateral and vertical variability in texture
and grain size

Tuk Mine,
NorthTwk
Mine

Turk Mne

Fomtion

Turk Mne,
North Turk
Mine

basal conglomerate

-18.5 -

13

Ma

Angular unconfomity or first
Peach Springs TuIf clast

Deposited before and during emplacemenl
of the Peach Springs Tuff

Lack of volcanic flows; prmce of minor
quantities of Tertiary volcanic rmks as
clasts; lack of monolithologic brtrcia

Mmber

Forrotion

assemblage, individual

-23(?) - 18.5 Ma

volcaruc ilows and tutt with interbedded
sandstone and conglomerate

Member

Twin Lode Mine

AGE

Turk Mine

First volcanic flow

Color change; facies change

limestone lacking volmic flows;
sedimentary interbeds contain rue
clasts of Peach Springs Tuff

assemblage

moderate-reddish$row
n, interbedded
medium- and mixed

Change from arbonate to
clastic deposition

medium€rained to
very coarse-grained

Base of

Domimted by lava flows of mfic to
intermediate composition; sedimentary
inErbeds lack clasts of Peach Springs Tuff

lowst

Descriptions of the stratigraphic units within the lA/hipple
basin follow. The basal unit in the eastem part of the area
(Parker Dam area) will be described first, followed by the three
lowermost units in the westem part of the basin (Turk Mine
area), including an unnamed basal contlomerate. Section names
refer to the generalized strahgraphic columns presented in fig.
4.

Gene Canyon Formation
The Gene Canyon Formation is found only in the eastem
part of the study area (figs. 3, 4). This unit is subdivided into
three members,which from oldest to youngest are the Giers
Wash Member, the Desilt Wash Member, and the Gene Wash
Member.
The Giers Wash Member is characterized by dramatic
lateral and vertical facies changes, lack of volcanic rocks either
as primary deposits or as clasts, and by the presence of
monolitholotic breccia beds that have been intelpreted as rock
avalanche deposits. In the Parker Dam section, the unit is
dominated by coarsegrained sandstone and pebbly sandstone
intelpreted as streamflood deposits, with subordinate
matrix{upported mass flow deposits. Small lenses of limestone
contain poorly preserved algal mats. [n contrast, the Buckskin
Mountain State Park section is dominated by cobble- to

small$oulder+earint, sand matrix-supported strata inte{preted
as mass flow breccia, with subordinate stratified sandstone and
conglomerate inteqpreted as streamflod deposits. Clast types
include Proterozoic and Cretaceous granitoids and gneisses and

(?) - -18 Ma

limestone bed
Possibly -23(?) -

sandstone and pebble
to cobble
conglomerate. These

strata are interpeted as
streamflood deposits.
In contrast, laterally
persistent beds of
Nonconfomity with ba*ment
thinly bedded
as*mblage
fine-grained sandstone
and siltstone,
interpreted as playa
deposits, and interbedded streamflood deposits dominate in the
Buckskin Mountain State Park section. Clasts within the Desilt
Wash Member were derived primarily from Proterozoic and
Cretaceous granitoid and gneiss and also include rare clasts of
Tertiary mafic to intermediate volcanic rocks. Metasedimentary
clasts are less common in this unit than in the Giers Wash
-19(?) Ma

Base of lowest lava

Cmrse.grained clastic deposits derived
from nearby sources; lacks clasts of peach
Springs Tuff or limestone

beds tend to contain a
restricted assemblage,
commonly approachint
monolithologic.
The Desilt Wash
Member displays
considerably less facies
variation than does the
Giers Wash Member.
In the Parker Dam
section, the unit
comPrises

Nonconfomity with basement

laastrine

metasedimentary rocks
including quartzite,
phyllite, and white
marble. Although the
unit as a whole
contains a fairly
diverse clast

flow

Member.
The Gene Wash Member is distinguished from underlying
units by the presence of thin, highly altered, mafic to
intermediate lava flows with interbedded coarse-grained
sedimentary strata. A lens of rhyolitic ash-flow tuff that
tentatively has been identified as the Peach Springs Tuff caps
the unit. The lava flows are sparsely porphyritic, containing
about 3 to 5 percent small (1 mm) oxidized pyroxene
phenocrysts; plagioclase phenocrysts are rare to absent.
Interbedded sedimentary strata consist of conglomerate and
medium- and coarse-grained sandstone, similar to the
underlying Desilt Wash Member with additional prominent
boulder and cobble conglomerate beds. The sedimentary strata
generally are coarser grained in the Parker Dam section than in
the Buckskin Mountain State Park section.
Basal Conglomerate
Strata that form the base of the Turk Mine, North Turk
Mine, and Bennett Wash sections in the west half of the basin
(figs. 3, 4) are texturally variable and include poorly sorted,
unorganized, clast- and matrix6upported breccia, interpreted as
rock avalanche deposits; pebbly very coarse€rained sandstone,
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Twin Lode Mine Formation
The volcanic rocks of the Turk
Mine Formation are overlain
conformably by as much as 200 m
of lacustrine limestone,
predominantly composed of calcitic
micrite, which contains abundant

degraded algal material. The
siliciclastic content of the limestone
is variable but generally high. Rare
conglomerate interbeds are
dominated by pebble+ized
mudstone and carbonate intraclasts.
One clast of rhyolite tuff was found
in the limestone; it was similar to
the Peach Springs Tuff but could
not be positively identified.
Secondary silica is a common and
characteristic component of the
Twin Lode Mine Formation, varying
'c., .B'
from incipient replacement of calcite
by microcrystaline quartz and
BM
7.....-. .:,:.
r
a'f-'
chalcedony to nodules and massive
i{
layers of chert.
\i
Copper Basin Formation
The Copper Basin Formation is
found throughout the study area. In
,r Blac*
the Parker Dam area, the CoPPer
Figure 2: Map of the field trip area. The numbers correspond to field trip stop numbers. Dark solid
Basin Formation unconformablY
lin]es are paved roads; light-weight dashed lines are ieep roads. The light solid lines are 500 m and 1000
overlies the Gene Canyon Formation
m contour lines. The dot-dash lines indicate the boundaries of indian reservations and state parks. The
with
15!-20! of angular discordance.
heavy dashed lines indicate the approxmate posihon of inferred basrn-bounding faults: A = the
the Bill Williams River,
Along
inferiea hansfer fault separating the Whipple basin from the Aubrey Hills-Standard Wash basry B =
of Parker Dam, the
northeast
the Billy Mack Mountain fault, the inferred transfer fault separating the Whipple basin from the
Formation
Basin
Copper
and
D
time;
Canyon
during
Gene
fault
normal
higtrangle
the
basin-bounding
Buckskin Mountains; C =
overlies crystalline
nonconformably
BM
Hills,
AH
Aubrey
=
=
= the basin-trounding higtr-angle normal fault during Copper Basin time.
of
K
kliPPe
the
Parker Dam area,
Well
area,
In
Park,
CW
Chambers
basement.
Mountain
State
Buckskin
=
BMSP
Mountairs,
=
Buckskin
=
p.n1, 11til = Turk
the unit is dominated by moderately
Tertiary rocks, LHSP = lake Havasu State Park, PD = Parker Dam area, SP = Savahia
sorted, medium-grained to very
Mine area.
coarse-grained sandstone with thin
conglomerate interbeds. The beds are laterally discontinuous,
inteqpreted as mass flow deposits; and moderately sorted,
coar;-grained sandstone and clast-supported conglomerate, forming very broad, shallow lenses. Crude stratification and
large+cale, low-angle cross$edding are the most common
interpreted as streamflood deposits. The clasts in any given
similar
in
and
variety
sedimentary structures. These strata are interPreted as
commonly are limited in
"r.poi.r.e
conglomerate
The
basal
rocks.
local
basement
sheamflood deposits with some hyperconcentrated flow
to
composition
varies in thickness, reflecting topographic relief on the original deposits. Diverse clasts are present, including granitic gneiss
depositional surface.
East
Turk Mine Formation
West
Parker Dm
The Turk Mine Formahon, found only in the westem half
Bennett Wash
Tuk Mine
of the Whipple basin, conformably overlies the basal
conglomerite and consists of medium grey lava flows of mafic
to intermediate composition. The lava flows commonly contain
1-3 percent small (-1 mm long) plagioclase phenocrysts, 1
percent small (1-1.5 mm) altered clinopyroxene phenocrysts, and rare iddingsitized olivine. The rocks commonly are highly
altered by potassium metasomatism. tndividual lava flows are
a
o
difficult to distinguish but generally aPPear to be less than 5 m
thick. No vent facies were observed within the lA/hipple basin;
r
the flows may have originated at volcanic centers in the Mopah
Range or Mohave Mountains, or could have formed from
U
fissure eruptions. The lack of dikes within the Whipple basin
(,
supports the first alternative. The Turk Mine Formation varies
Figure 3; Correlation diagram for the Whipple basin. The vertical
from about 100 to 500 m thick, and sedimentary interbeds are

f -"*3

'(r

F

uncommon.

dimension shows relative stratigraphlc relatrons. Heavy lines rePresent
unconformaties.
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Figure 4: Generalized stratigraphic columns and clast count data. All of the sections nonconformably overlie pre-Tertiary basement. The datum is
the the inferred postion of the Peach Springs Tufl solid black units represent exposures of the hrff. Histograms are approximately centered on the
parts of the column to which they apply.

and coarsely crystalline granite derived from the upper plate of
the Whipple detachment fault, Tertiary volcanic rocks
(including the Peach Springs Tuff), Tertiary limestone, and
quartzite. Tertiary volcanic rocks are the most abundant clast
near the base of the unit, with clasts from the upperplate
crystalline assemblage becoming more abundant upsection.
In the westem half of the basin, the Copper Basin
Formation conformably overlies the Twin Lode Mine
Formation. The unit is dominated by sandstone, with several
different constituent lithofacies. One lithofacies consists of
finegrained sandstone and siltstone with welldeveloped
bedding surfaces that are laterally persistent at outcrop scale.
Partial Bouma sequences can be recognized, primarily B-D(E?),

with some poorly developed C zones; zone A is rare. These
shata are inteqpreted as interbedded turbidite and
resedimented deposits (Walker and Mutti, 1973). A
ripple-marked sandstone facies consists of well-indurated thinto mediumtedded, well-sorted, mediumgrained sandstone
beds 5$ cm thick that are separated by recessive, finer-grained
layers of about the same thickness. The lower surfaces of the
sandstone beds are flat and the upper surfaces are typically
covered by symmetric ripple bedforml which have mostly
straight to sinuous crests and some bifurcations. These ripples
probably were formed in very shallow water by winddriven
waves.
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streamflood deposits overlie the Twin Lode Mine Formation
locally in the western half of the basin (fi9s. 3, 4). Tertiary
volcanic rocks of mafic to intermediate composition are the
most common clast type in the conglomerate. Clasts of granite
and gneiss also are common, as are limestone and chert clasts
derived from the underlying Turk Mine Formation. Sandstone
intraclasts also occur, as do rare clasts of rhyolite tuff and the
Peach Springs Tuff.
Osborne Wash Formation
Most untilted strata older than the Bouse Formation have
been assigned to the loosely defined Osbome Wash Formation.
Along the east edge of the Whipple basin, the Osbome Wash
Formation consists of interbedded alkali-olivine basalt flows,
agglomerate, tuff, trachyte, and other volcanic rocks, and
interbedded coarsegrained sedimentary rocks (Davis and
others, 1980). In the remainder of the study area, alluvial fan
and streamflood deposits form a sedimentary apron around the
flanks of the Whipple Mountains.
Bouse Formation
The Bouse Formation, which marks the northernmost
extent of the proto4ulf of California (Buising, 1990), is
composed of a basal white limestone overlain by an olive-grey
claystone. Minor amounts of silt, sand, and gravel occur
throughout the uni! the percentage of silt and sand increases
upsection. The most distinctive lithologic units are the bright
white basal marl and a similarly bright white middle tufa
member (Metzger, 1968; Smith, 1970). The Bouse Formation
forms much of the lowlands near Ea1p, Califomia, and Parker,
Arizona.
AGE OF UNITS
Age control for stratigraphic units within the \a/hipple
basin is poor due to the lack of dateable material within it. A
maximum age of about 23 Ma is inferred on the basis of on a
zircon fission-track age obtained from a tuff near the base of
the Aubrey Hills section (Nielson and Beratan, 1990). The
inferred similarity in the age of stratigraphic units in the two
basins is made because the pre-Peach Springs Tuff parts of both
sections are of similar thickness, and both sections experienced
a tilting event following eruption of the Peach Springs Tuff.
The minimum age of the Gene Canyon Formation and the
maximum age of the Copper Basin Formation are 18.5 Ma, the
age of the Peach Springs Tuff (Nielson and others, 1990). The
minimum age of the Copper Basin Formation is 12.6 Ma, the
age of a basalt flow within the untilted alluvial apron flanking
the southern Whipple Mountains (Dickey and others, 1980).
CORRELATION WITH OTHER AREAS
The small areal extent of the syndetachment basins within
the Whipple detachment terrane (Nielson and Beratan, 1990;
Nielson and Beratan, in prep.) makes correlation of stratal
sequences between basins difficult. Each basin experienced a
unique history; however, some ties between the basins have
been idenhfied.
Nielson (1986) delineated four unconformitydounded
sequences of sedimentary and volcanic rocks in the Mohave
Mountains of Arizona. The oldest, sequence I, comprises
steeply tilted sedimentary rocks overlain by steeply to
moderately tilted, dominantly mafic lava flows, sedimentary
rocks, and tuff. Sequence II contains moderately to tently tilted
mafic to silicic flows and welded tuff, most notably the Peach
Springs Tuff. Sequence III comprises moderately tilted
sedimentary units intercalated with fragmental volcanic rocks.
Sequence IV is similar to sequence III but also contains rhyolite
and basalt flows and is untilted or only slightly tilted.

GEOTOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF AN ACTIVE MARGIN

The Tertiary strata of the Whipple basin appear to share
much of the same strucural and sedimentary history with strata
of the Mohave Mountains and therefore can be dexribed using
the same sequence terminology. The Turk Mine Formation and
the Gene Canyon Formation, excluding the Peach Springs Tuff,
are equivalent to sequence I; the Peach Springs Tuff and the
Twin Lode Mine Formation are equivalent to sequence II; the
Copper Basin Formation is equivalent to sequence III; and the
overlying Osbome Wash Formation is equivalent to sequence
IV. Tilting in the basin is interpreted to be a local response to
episodes of motion on the underlying detachment fault.
- The Buckskin basin to the east experienced a very different
tilting history, with no clear unconformities except that
underlying basaltic lava flows of the Osbome Wash Formation,
which overlie both basins. This difference in tilting history
suggests that the Buckskin and Whipple detachment faults are
parts of two different detachment fault systems that have
moved independently.
STRUCTURE AND BASIN GEOMETRY
Basin Geometry
The geometry of the faulttounded detachment basins in
the Colorado River extensional corridor has been inferred from
bedding orientations and sedimentary facies Pattems (Nielson
and Beratan, 1990; Beratan, 7991,). The strata strike to the
northwest and dip to the southwest, indicating deformation by
tilting of blocks along high-angle normal faults. Deposits tend
to be wedge+haped, suggesting deposition in asymmetric
half-graben. The sedimentary facies Pattems in the Whipple
basin support this; for example, during Copper Basin time, an
alluvial fan$raidplain complex flowed southward and
westward into a lake; strata to the west of the lacustrine
deposits were deposited in small, coarse-grained alluvial fans.
Faulting was active during sediment deposition, as shown
by an upsection decrease in dip angle, which is particularly
well displayed in the Parker Dam section. Dips of bedding
planes are 70!{0! at the base of the Gene Canyon Formation,
-40! near the top of the formation, and -25! within the Copper
Basin Formation. Angular unconformities accommodate much
of the dip change. However, fanning of dips is observed in the
Gene Canyon Formation, suggesting continuing or episodic
faulting during deposihon. Fanning of dips is not observed
within the Copper Basin Formation.
The preextension size of the Whipple basin is inferred to
have been no more than 15 km both in the northeast+outhwest
and northwest-southeast directions. In fact, the basin was
probably considerably smaller during Gene Canyon time. The
dirt.ibrtion of rock avalanche deposits in the Gene Canyon
Formation indicates that the southeastem margin of the basin
was located southeast of Parker Dam, near Giers Mountain. The
other boundaries are inferred to occur beyond exposures of
sedimentary rocks that are clearly related to the Whipple basin.
The maximum possible northwestern extent of the Whipple
basin during Gene Canyon time is marked by a prominent
northeast+triking fault in the southem Mohave Mountains,
which forms the southem boundary of the volcanicdominated
basin in the Aubrey Hills-Standard Wash area (Nielson and
Beratan, 1990). However, the actual northwest limit of Gene
Canyon-age sedimentary rocks in the basin was probably
controlled by topography within the tilt block and thus was
probably farther to the southeast than the maximum possible
extent. The northwestem boundary's position during Copper
Basin time is uncertain, but it appears to have been located
farther to the northwest than during Gene Canyon time.
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Likewise, the Copper Basin Formation locally onlaps crystalline
basement southeast of the earlier margin.
Coeval strata in the Monkeys Head area (Sherrod, 1988)
display a very different lithologic sequence than those in the
Whipple basin; thus, the northeastem margin of the basin is
inferred to lie betwem the Parker Dam and Monkeys Head
areas (fig. 2). The southwest margin of the basin during Gene
Canyon time was probably located somewhere between the
Buckskin Mountain State Park area and Cross Roads, Califomia
(fiS. 2) because no Gene Canyon-age sedimentary rocks are
observed in the Cross Roads area. Similarly, the southwestem
margin during Copper Basin time was located between Tertiary
sedimentary rocks deposited in westderived alluvial fans that
outcrop in the Chambers Well area and volcanic rocks at
Savahia Peak.
Transfer Faulb
The presence of a northwest-trending escarpment located
southeast of the Parker Dam area during Gene Canyon time is
suggested by the distribution of rock avalanche deposits in the
Giers Wash Member. Differences in clast compositions between
the Parker Dam and the Buckskin Mountain State Park sections
indicate that the breccia beds were derived from more than one
source; thining and fining trends indicate that these sources
were located east or south of the Parker Dam area. The
composition of the clasts supports this conclusion: Paleozoic
and Mesozoic metasedimentary rocks in the Buckskin
Mountains (Spencer and Reynolds, 1989) are the most likely
source for the metasedimentary clasts in the Parker Dam area
since these rocks do not occur in the Whipple Mountains.
Breccia beds also occur along the southeast end of Gene
Canyon-aged strata in the Monkeys Head area and thin
northwestward (Sherrod, 1988), also suggesting derivation from
a highland to the east or south.
An escalpment in a tectonically active region is likely to
represent a fault-line sca1p. The inferred northeast trend of this
scarp, parallel to the extension direction, suggests that the
structure was a transfer fault. Transfer faults are high-angle
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faults oriented approximately parallel to the direction of
extension; they divide an extending terrane into blocks,
allowing each block to deform independently (Lister and
others, 1985).
The inferred transfer fault, called the Billy Mack Mountain
fault, separates the Whipple basin from an untilted block that
forms the bulk of the Buckskin Mountains. This block was a
sediment source for both the Whipple basin and the Buckskin
basin, which lies to the southeast. The Buckskin basin displays
a very different htting history than does the ll/hipple basin,

with no fanning of dips or unconformities occurring until
post{opper Basin time.
The Billy Mack Mountain fault is covered along part of its
length by younter basalt flows commonly referred to as
mesa<apping basalts. An exposure of the structure was located
by examination of a Landsat thematic mapper image (Beratan
and othert 1990). A lineament trending N35!E was identified
on the image in the inferred position of the fault, as infered
from sedimentary facies pattems. This lineament is formed by a
broad (up to -100 m wide) shear zone. Foliation and fractures
within this zone strike about N25!E and dip 50!W. The zone is
less competent than the surrounding unsheared granite and
gneiss, and has been eroded and then capped by a desert
pavement surface. At the locality to be visited on the field trip,
Tertiary sedimentary strata are juxtaposed against granite and
gneiss along a complex fault zone.
Other northeast-trending basin-bounding faults within the
Whipple detachment terrane are less clearly delineated from
the sedimentary record, but their existence is inferred from
several lines of evidence (Nielson and Beratan, 1990). (1) The
basins were depositionally isolated during extension,
suggesting the presence of intervening topographic highs. (2)
Sedimentary facies patterns within the basin fill tend to be
asymmetric, both parallel to and perpendicular to extension
direction. (3) The modem northwest and southeast margins of
faultblocks tend to be linear, trending parallel to extension
direction (fig. 5). (a) The stratigraphic record shows that fault
Legend
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Figure 5: Generalized geologic map of
the Whipple detachment terrane,

showing the distribution of major
lithologies (boundaries were drawn
from a [andsat Thematic Mapper
image produced by R. Crippen at the
fet Propulsion laboratory), Dashed
lines show the approximate locatrons of
basin-bounding transfer faults.
High-angle normal faults lie on the
southwest side of the exposures of
tilted Tertiary ro(ks.
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deposits between 11-6 Ma
Ca.yor, ttme; the sedimentary unit above the tuff represents Copper Basin time; and the mixed volcanic and sedimentary
represent the Osborne Wash Formation.

blocks that are adiacent to each other along strike commonly
tilted at different times (fig. 6 - gaps in the stratigraphic
record, indicated by white areas, generally correspond to tilting
episodes). The last piece of evidence is the most telling; if one
aiea tilts while an adjacent one does not, then there must be
some accommodating structure between them.
Fault Geometry
The evidence cited above indicates that sedimentary basin
development was controlled by two approximately orthogonal
fault sets. The primary basin$ounding faults were
northwest+triking, high-angle normal faults that are presumed
to have soled into the Whipple detachment fault. Block tilting
along these faults was accommodated by northeast-striking
tranJfer faults. The transfer faults were the source of rock
avalanche deposits much more commonly than were the
normal faults, probably because the transfer faults were steePer
and more highty sheared. No strike-slip motion has been
demonstrated along these faults, but it cannot be ruled out.
SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AFFECTING THE WHIPPLE BASIN
Gene Canyon Time (-23-18.5 Ma)
Gene Canyon time has been interpreted as the time of most
active extension in the Whipple detachment terrane (Nielson
and Beratan, 1990). Supporting evidence includes fanning of
dips within sedimentary and volcanic deposits of this age, and
cob[ng ages between 18 and 20 Ma on mylonitic gneiss from
the core of the Whipple Mountains (Dokka and Lingrey,'1979;
E. DeWitt and J. F. Sutter, cited in Davis and Lister, 1988). This

interval was also the time of most voluminous volcanism in the
region (Nielson and Beratan, 1990), with numerous fissure
eruptions in basins such as in the Aubrey Hills' During this
time sequences of volcanic and sedimentary rocks as thick as 2
km accumulated in rapidly subsiding basins and were tilted as
much as 45!.
The presence of limestone and mudstone lenses and the
predominance of sandstone over conglomerate in the Giers
Wash Member within the Parker Dam section suggests that this
locality was near the basin depocenter during the earliest
period of deposition. [n contrast, the abundance of cobble- and
Loulder- bearing debris flow deposits and breccia in the
equivalent part of the Buckskin Mountain State Park section
indicates that this locality was very close to a basin margin at
this time. The textural variability of the deposits in both
sections and the occurrence of interbedded debris-flow deposits
suggests an alluvial fan rather than a braidplain setting; and
the juxtaposition of "distal" deposits (limestone and
6ns-grained clastic rocks) and "proximal" deposits (debris flow
depoiits;, as well as the general segregation of clast types,
indicates that the fans were small and had multiple sources
(fig.7a). @Facies relations within the Desilt Wash Member
diifer from those in the underlying Giers Wash Member' In the
Parker Dam section, the Desilt Wash Member consists of a
homogenous sequence of streamflood sandstone and
conglomerate. In the Buckskin Mountain State Park section, the
member is dominated by playa sandstone. A distinctive
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monolithologic bluegrey quartzite breccia deposit occurs in
both section, allowing inteqpretation that the shift in
depositional environments occurred at approximately the same
time in both sections.
The transition between the Giers Wash and Desilt Wash
Members occurs fairly abruptly, over a stratigraphic thickness
of about 3 m. The facies changes suggest that there was a
southeastward shift in the position of the depocenter,
perpendicular to the extension direction. Fining and thinning
trends, facies pattems, and shared marker beds indicate that
the relative positions of the Parker Dam and Buckskin
Mountain State Park sections have not changed significantly
since Gene Canyon time. The aPParent abruphress of the shift
in depocentral position argues against simple inactivation and
erosion of the basinSounding transfer fault. Mohon along one
or more of the basin$ounding faults could have caused a shift
in depocentral position, but no angular dixordance occurs at
the boundary between the two members. A preferred
explanation for the shift in depocentral position is
northwesterly enlargement of the basin by gradual overtopping
of an intrablock topographic boundary (fi'g. 7b)
Prominent fanning of dips in the Giers Wash Member
suggests that tilting was most active early in Gene Canyon
time. Drainage systems were relatively small and poorly
integrated at that hme; a small topographic barrier could have
formed the northwestern boundary of sedimentary deposition.
Sediment could have overtopped this barrier as tilting slowed
and the basin filled, abruptly enlarging the drainage area
feeding the basin. More sediment would have been delivered
by the resulting larger, better integrated drainage systems,
while the amount of sediment derived from the southeast
stayed the same or, perhaps, decreased. This change in relative
rates of sediment supply would have shifted the depocenter to
the southeast. This interpretation is supported by the textural
homogeneity and clast heterogeneity of the Desilt Wash
Member in the Parker Dam section.
A similar scenario may explain the upsechon increase in
the amount of Tertiary volcanic material in the Gene Canyon
Formation. Volcanoes in the Mohave Mountains and Mopah
Range were active throughout Gene Canyon time. Numerous
fissure eruptions are recorded in coeval strata within the
Aubrey Hills; these are a possible source for flows in the Parker
Dam area. A topographic barrier separatiirg the Parker Dam
area from this volcanic source may have been responsible for
the paucity of volcanic clasts and flows in the Gene Canyon
Formation. Gradual erosion or overtopping of this topographic
barrier would have opened the basin to volcanic flows and
sediment derived from volcanic sources (fig. 7c).
Copper Basin Time (-18.$-13 Ma)
The Twin Lode Mine area was not within the Whipple
basin during Gene Canyon time. lnstead, it received andesitic
lava flows from the Mopah Range and possibly the Mohave
Mountains. These flows covered a subdued landxape with
pockets of locally derived, conglomeratic sedimentary deposits.
Basementderived sediment is rare within the andesite flow
stack. This area became part of the Whipple basin when the
active basin margin shifted to a different high-angle normal
fault. Tilting along this newly active fault caused a perennial
lake to form in the Twin Lode Mine area.
tnterfingering relations between the Twin Lode Mine
Formation limestone and the lower part of the Copper Basin
Formation indicate that the limestone was deposited at the
same time as the lower part of the Copper Basin Formation. No

GEOTOGICAL I}WESTIGATIONS OF AN ACTIVE MARGIN

unconformity was observed in either the Turk Mine or Bennett
Wash areat whereas an angular unconformity separates the
Copper Basin Formation and the Peach Springs Tuff in the
Parker Dam area. It therefore is likely that the Twin Lode Mine
Formation was deposited in the westem part of the basin
during the time interval represented by the unconformity in the
eastern part.
The apparent synchroneity of limestone deposition and the
development of the angular unconformity between the Gene
Canyon and Copper Basin Formations in the Parker Dam area
suggests that the two events were related. The tilting that
uplifted the Parker Dam area and caused tilting and erosion of
the Gene Canyon Formation also may have caused the relative
subsidence that led to formation of the Turk Mine lake and to
limestone deposition. Fanning of dips observed in the North
Turk Mine section may be a result of this block rotation.
The transition from carbonate to clastic deposition in the
Turk Mine area could have resulted from a change in climate
or from a change in the relative subsidence rate. A change in
climate is unlikely since no corresponding change is observed
in coeval deposits in other parts of the Whipple detachment
terrane. A decrease in subsidence rate thus is the most likely
cause of the transition. The limestone probably was deposited
during rapid tilting-induced subsidencg with the transition to
clastic deposition occurring when block tilting slowed or
ceased.

Deposition of coarse clastic sediment is commonly
interpreted to indicate active tectonism, whereas finegrained
clastic and carbonate lacustrine and playa deposits have been
thought to indicate periods of tectonic quiescence. However, as
noted by Blair (1987) and Blair and Bilodeau (1988), the
opposite relationship can be demonstrated in many modem
tectonically active basins. Active tectonism does increase reliei
thereby increasing the amount of sediment ultimately available
to the basin; but transport of that available sediment into the
basin is not instantaneous. If subsidence occurs rapidly enough,
the sediment will not have time to get reworked and
transported to the depocenter.
Post-CoPPer Basin Time
There is no evidence of a topographic high corresponding
to the WhiPPle Mountains' core until Copper Basin time.
Paleocurrent indicators in the Copper Basin Formation suggest
transport to the south and west excePt near the southeast
margin of the basin. This suggests the presence of a
topographic high in the core region but says little about the
nitr.e of that high. Uplift may have continued through Copper
Basin time; certainly, substantial uplift of the range core
occurred during and after Copper Basin time. Conglomerate
beds in the upper part of the Copper Basin Formation in the
Turk Mine area contain abundant carbonate and chert clasts
derived from the Twin Lode Mine Formation, indicating that a
part of the Twin Lode Mine Formation had undergone uplift by
middle to late Copper Basin time. A large klippe composed of
the Turk Mine and Twin Lode Mine Formations is located on
the southem flank of the core of the V/hipple Mountains with
the Whipple detachment fault at its base. The klippe may be an
erosional remnant of the uplifted source area of the
conglomerate. However, no lower-plate clasts are found in the
Copper Basin Formation, indicating that the mylonitic core was
not exposed to erosion until after Copper Basin time.
Several lines of evidence suggest that a maior episode of
motion along the Whipple detachment fault occurred about 13
Ma, exposing the range core to widespread erosion (Beratan
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and Nielson, in prep.).(l) The klippe on the southem flank of
the Whipple Mountains places strata of the Turk Mine and
Twin Lode Mine Formations in fault contact with lower plate
rocks. The fault is subparallel to bedding within the klippe. The
Twin Lode Mine Formation is younger than 18.5 Ma; thus, the
last episode of motion along the Whipple detachment fault
must have occured after 18.5 Ma.(2) Along the thin edge of the
upper plate, near the exposed rante core, strata belonging to
the Copper Basin Formation are structurally juxtaposed against
lower-plate rocks. No clasts derived from the lower plate are
found within these sedimentary deposits. [n contrast, such
clasts dominate in the buttressing Osbome Wash Formation
and in younger alluvium. The last episode of motion on the
Whipple detachment fault thus involved sufficient
displacement to juxtapose post-18.5 Ma strata lacking clasts of
lower-plate rocks against the lower plate.(3) A large landslide
deposit in the Aubrey Hills occurs about 50 m stratigraphically
above a 14.1-Ma sequence of basalt flows. Mylonihc clasts of
lower-plate derivation are absent in sedimmtary strata below
the landslide deposit, but are common in beds above the
landslide. The horizon marked by the landslide is roughly
coincident with the appearance of lower-plate clasts in
sedimentary rocks elsewhere in the Whipple detachment
terrane.(4) The unhlted alluvial apron surrounding the Whipple
Mountains contains within it a 12.5+0.8-Ma basalt flow (basalt
of Lake Moovalya, Dickey and others, 1980).(5) A sedimentary
unit in the Black Peak area east of Parker, Arizona (lower
clastic unit of Buising and Beratan, 1993) contains clasts of the
Peach Springs Tuff and is conformably overlain by basalt flows
whose age is 16.8+0.6 Ma (Buising and Beratan, 1993).
Paleocurent data, mainly clast imbrication and scour and
channel axes, sugtest that the sediment was derived from the
south+outhwest (Buising and Beratan, 1993). The sediment was
deposited in an alluvial fan setting, implying limited transport
distances. Today, the area to the south and southwest of Black
Peak is a broad, flat low-lying area (Cactis Plain). No
topographic highs that could have served as a sediment source
occur nearer than the Riverside Mountains, about 15 km away.
Deposihon of this sedimentary unit therefore predates the
development of the major elements of the presentday
topography in this area. The Cactis Plain is veneered by the
Bouse Formation, which was deposited on topography that was
very similar to that seen today. The Bouse Formation is 5{ Ma
in age (Buising,7990\; at Black Peak, it is underlain by a 9-Ma
rhyolite tuff. Thus the topographic reversal occurred prior to 9
Ma.(6) l,ava younger than 8 Ma in the Casaneda Hills define
drainage patterns similar to those of today.
This final episode of motion along the Whipple detachment
fault created the basic elements of the presentday topography.
The Copper Basin Formation was broken up by a new set of
northwest+triking high-angle normal faults, and the mylonitic
r.rnge core was widely exposed to erosion. Deposition of the
late Miocene and younger alluvial apron surrounding the range
began after this event.

VOLCANISM
Stratigraphic sequences throu ghout the \A/hipple
detachment terrane show changing abundance and composition
of volcanic flows over time (fig. 6). Volcanic rocks are most
abundant in strata equivalent in age to the Gene Canyon
Formation (-23-18.5 Ma). This period is characterized by
voluminous intrusions and flows of predominantly andesite.
Rhyolite is found near distinct volcanic centers. Between about
18.5 Ma and 13 Ma, volcanism waned throughout the area.

1994 G.S.A. CoRDILLERAN SECTIoN GUIDEBooK

Volcanism did not cease but was concentrated near the existing
volcanic centers. Between about 13 Ma and 8 Ma, volcanic
activity increased dramatically with eruption of extensive basalt
lava flows.

SUMMARY
During Miocene time, the Whipple detachment terrane
underwent episodic activity along basin-bounding high-angle
normal faults, probably reflecting episodes of motion along one
or more underlying detachment faults. The most active phase
of extension occurred between about 24 Ma and 18.5 Ma.
During this time period, the Gene Canyon Formation was
deposited in the Whipple basin, with fanning of dips
illustrating the syndepositional nature of the tilting. Volcanism
was dominated by widespread, voluminous andesitic lavas,
with more silicic material locally erupted at volcanic centers
such as the Mopah Range and the Mohave Mountains. The

Whipple basin was isolated from volcanic flows and detritus
during much of Gene Canyon time; overtopping of an
intrablock topographic barrier may have been responsible for
the ulhmate introduction of volcanic rocks into the basin.
A second episode of fault activity caused block tilting
along a different high-angle normal fault, located well to the
southwest of the Gene Canyon basin boundary. This block
tilhng episode resulted in carbonate deposition within a
perennial lake that formed at the basin depocenter and in the
carving of an unconformity on the upthrown northeast side of
the block. As tilting slowed or ceased, prograding alluvial and
fluvial depositional systems carried sediment across the lake
and the basin began to fill. The Copper Basin Formation was
deposited during this relatively quiescent period. The region
experienced a relative hiatus in volcanic activity, with
volcanism limited to volcanic centers.
A final episode of fault activity occurred about 13 Ma, and
was responsible for creating much of the modem landscape.
The Copper Basin Formation was broken up by a new set of
northwest+triking high-angle normal faults, and the mylonitic
rante core was widely exposed to erosion. Deposition of the
alluvial apron surrounding the range began after this event.
The intensity of volcanic activity increased briefly, with olivine
basalt flows dominant.
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4.8 (1.1) Stoplight at intersection with RiversideDrive. Crost
and CONTINUE NORTH on AZ Hwy 95. Between here and
the tumoff to ParkerDam, the road passes through a series of
fault blocks formed by Miocene-age tiltingalong high-angle
normal faults. Each major fault block consists of Tertiary
sedimentaryand volcanic rocks overlying a basement
assemblage consisting of Proterozoic grreissand granite,
intruded by Cretaceous leucocratic dikes and Tertiary mafic

dikes. As you drive along the road you will therefore see dark
redirown sedimentarystrata altemating with grey basement
assemblage rocks. The Tertiary strata tend to form cliffs, while
the basement assemblage tends to by heavily gullied.
14.6 (9.8) TURN LEFT at tumoff to Parker Dam.
15.5 (0.9) Cross Parker Dam. The dam's abutments are set into
deformed 1.4 Ga rapakivi-textured Parker Dam Granite (better
known as "Fred"). This granite is distinguished by abundant
large K-feldspar phenocrysts aligned in a welldefined planar
flow foliation. It is part of a tranxontinental suite of
Proterozoic anorogenic plutons (Anderson, 1983).
16.0 (0.5) TURN RIGHT at first major intersection after the
dam. The tum is marked by signs for the Metropolitan Water
District Gene Pumping Plant and for Black Meadow Landing
Resort.
16.5 (0.5) PARK

in large pull-off area on left side of road.
Stop 1: Parker Dam Section. Welcome to what is probably the
most complete and least disrupted sedimentary section in the
enhre Colorado River extensional corridor (fig. 1). [Note: The
Parker Dam section is on land belonging to the Metropolitan
Water District, which supplies water to the Los Angeles area.
Visitors need to check in at the Gene Pumping Plant office to
get permission to hike here.I
Cross the road carefully. A gully marks the basal
nonconformity between the basement assemblage and the Gene
Canyon Formation. A faint trail leads up the hill on the
basement side of the contact. The basal nonconformity is
welkxposed on the top of the hill. Walk along the
nonconformity, descending into the wash and up the far side.
Note the thin limestone bed near the base of the sedimentary
section.

The basement assemblage, dominated by the Parker Dam
Granite, is nonconformably overlain by sandstones,
conglomerates, monolithologic breccias and rare limestones of
the Giers Wash Member of the Gene Canyon Formation. Most
of the unit was deposited by streamflood (braided stream)
mechanisms; some debris flow deposits are also present. Note
the textural variability of the Giers Wash Member, the lack of
Tertiary volcanic rocks and the common occurrence of
metasedimentary rocks in the clast assemblage. Throughout
most of detachment faulting, the Whipple sedimentary basin
was depositionally isolated from sources of volcanic flows, and
much of the lower half of the section lacks volcanic clasts.
Stratal dips within the Gene Canyon Formation range from
approximately 75! near the base to about 40! at the top. Begin
walking upsection; you can either scramble up the hill here, or
retum and walk along the road. If you choose the road, keep a
sharp eye out for cars! As you walk upsection, you will see
several monolithologic breccia beds. Note the lack of
organization and sorting, and welldeveloped "cracke
brecciation" and "jigsaw" texture, characteristic of rock
avalanche deposits. A number of rock types are represented,
most noteably metasedimentary rocks. The most likely source
of these breccias is the Buckskh Mountains to the east.
Descend carefully into the next wash, and retum to the
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road. Walk uphill along the road. The stratigraphically highest
monolithologic breccia bed contains a distinctive dark blue-grey
quartzite. This bed has tentatively been correlated with a
breccia of similar composition at the same stratigraphic level in
the Buckskin Mountain State Park section.
A change occurs in the sedimentary rocks above the
blue-grey breccia. The red-orange sandstone and conglomerate
in the Desilt Wash Member of the Gene Canyon Formation are
more uniform in texture and grain size, and were deposited by
streamflood (braided stream) mechanisms; debris flow deposits
and monolithologic breccias are absent, as are limestone lenses.
Clast assemblages are more heterogeneous than in the
underlying Giers Wash Member, and some Tertiary volcanic
clasts are present.

Near the top of the hill, just beyond the sharp tum in the
road and the gated turn-ofl an altered andesite flow marks the
Gene Wash Member of the Gene Canyon Formation. Note the
granite boulder conglomerate within this member along the
access road to the powerline tower. The boulders in this debris
flow unit consist of a lessdeformed relative of the Parker Dam
Granite. The source of this unit is unknown, but derivation
from the north is likely. The light colored rock on which the
powerline tower sits is a lens of Peach Springs Tuff, the
uppermost unit in the Gene Canyon Formation.
The Gene Canyon - Copper Basin unconformity lies at the
top of the hill, just past the shalp curve. The unconformity is
wellexposed to the left (east), across the lushly vegetated
wash. Where it crosses the road, the unconformity is marked
by a complex lens of deformed sedimentary and volcanic rocks.
Walk as far as the gated tum-off to the Gene Reservoir dam.
The distinctive dark red lower third of the Copper Basin
Formation is strongly cemented by silica and hematite cement,
and holds up the ridge. Sheetflood deposits occur near the base
of the unit, with streamflood (braided stream) deposits
dominant through most of the section. The clast assemblage is
quite heterogeneout with an upsection decrease in the ratio of
Tertiary volcanic rock/upper plate basement assemblage clasts.
RETURN to cars; reset milage to 0. Head back towards CA

Hwy

95.

0.5 (0.5) TURN LEFT onto CA Hwy 95N, towards Parker Dam.
1.0 (0.5) Cross Parker Dam.
1.2 (0.2) TURN LEFT (north) into recreational area(Parker Dam
Takeoff Point); tumoff is at the Arizona State Line.
1.4 (0.2) Eat lunch at scenic overlook with picnic table.
1.6 (0.2) Retum to highway. TURN LEFT (east) towards AZ
Hwy 95. The prominent flat-topped mountain straight ahead as
you approach the highway is part of the Buckskin Mountains.
It is capped by flat-lying alkaline-olivine basalt flows, referred
to as "mesa<apping basalts". These flows unconformably
overlie the tilted Tertiary strata examined in stops 1 and 2.
2.1 (0.5) TURN RIGHT onto

AZ Hwy

95S.

2.5 (0.4) The roadcut exposes brick-red sandstone of the Gene
Canyon Formation.
2.9 (0.4) The rugged knobs on both sides of the highway are
monolithologic breccias, interpreted as rock avalanche deposits,
within the Gene Canyon Formation. Note how much more
prominent these deposits are in this area than they were at

Stop

1.

3.0 (0.1) Dark red sandstone and conglomerate of the Copper
Basin Formation make up the prominent cliffs on both sides of
the river. The unconformity with the underlying Gene Canyon
Formation can be observed near the base of the cliff. Note that
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the tilted Tertiary strata strike towards and under the
mesa<apping basalts.
3.5 (0.4) The dramatic boulder conglomerate in the roadcut is
part of the Copper Basin Formation, and consists mostly of
debris flow deposits.
4.4 (0.9) The contact between the sedimentary rocks and the
basement assemblage is the high-angle normal fault along
which the sedimentary rocks were tilted.
6.0 (1.6,) The road forks; the right-hand fork is Business Rte 95.
The entrance to Buckskin Mountain State Park is to the right,
just past the fork. TURN RIGHT into the park, and PARK in
the Day Use Area (parking here normally costs $3.00). [Note:
this is a very pleasant park, and a great place to camp if you
prefer campgrounds to the total wildemess experience.l
Stop 2: Buckskin Mountain State Park Section. (See fig. 1.)
Walk up to the new highway (east fork); cro6s the highway,
tum right (south), and walk along the base of the roadcut. The
roadcut expoo€s the basement assemblage. Note the complexity
of the outcrop - the rock is shattered, with some small-scale,
normaldisplacement faults. The light<olored rocks included in
the exposure are Cretaceous intrusions, and the dark rocks are
Tertiary intrusions.
Dexend into the firs! major wash. Cross the fence marking
the edge of the highway right-of-way. Climb out of the wash to
the right (south), along the edge of the basement ridge. Note
the breccia boulders in the float. The gully follows the basal
nonconformity. Climb to the first saddle, then tum right and
walk up the hill. You are walking on moderately- to
poorly+orted, very coarse-grained to granule sandstone, with
conglomerate interbeds. A trail follows the top of the hill. Tum
left (east), and walk along the trail. The hill is being held up by
breccia and cobble conglomerate. The clasts are primarily
metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks derived from the
Buckskin Mountains. Pass on the north side of a white breccia
knob. The basal nonconformity can be seen on the left. fust
beyond the white knob, the trail goes over a boulderSearing
debris flow. This type of bed becoms more common to the
southeast, along strike towards the Buckskin Mountains. just
before the big, dark knob, tum right and xramble down the
gully - be careful; Ioose rock makes the footing trecherous. The
nature of the sediment changes about 2/3 of the way down the
hill, becoming finer6rained and betterSedded, dominated by
moderately well+orted medium- to coarse€rained sandstone.
A breccia composed of dark grey quartzite occurs iust before
the change; the best exposure of this unit occurs further to the
southeast. This change marks the contact between the Giers
Wash and Desilt Wash members of the Gene Canyon
Formation. Descend into the wash. The dark rock on the other
side of the wash is altered basaltic andesite within the Gene
Wash Member of the Gene Canyon Formation. Climb up to the
road on the south side of the wash, along the andesite. Cross
the fence marking the edge of the highway right-of-way. Note
the rounded clast cobble- to boulder<onglomerate interbedded
with the volcanic rocks. Climb to the road. Walk upsection
along the roadcut. You will walk past interbedded andesite,
sandstone, and conglomerate. The prominent pink unit in the
roadcut at the far end of the chainlink fence is the Peach
Springs Tuff. The outcrop is complicated by normal faults,
which are synthetic to the master normal fault along which the
section was tilted. The unconformity at the base of the Copper
Basin Formation occurs just above the stratigraphic level of the
Peach Springs Tuff. (Bedding orientation is difficult to see in
the fresh roadcu! it is much easier to recognize in the
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weathered outcrop away from the road.) The next wash (at
mile marker 154) runs along the normal fault that separates the
Tertiary strata from the basement assemblage of the next block.
RETURN to cars; reset milage to 0. TURN RIGHT (south) on
Business Rte 95.
0.3 (0.3) Drive past Tertiary sedimentary rocks of the Buckskin
Mountain State Park section. The exposure includes coarsegrained sandstone and conglomerate with andesite flows in the
Gene Canyon Formation, unconformably overlain by the
cliff-forming Copper Basin Formation. The unconformity is well
exposed here.
1.0 (0.4 The contact between the sedimentary rocks and the
basement assemblage is the high-angle normal fault along
which the sedimentary rocks were tilted.
4.2 Q.2) The Osbome Wash Formation is exposed where the
road curves.
5.2 (1.0) The Tertiary sediments exposed in the roadcut are
relahvely finegrained Gene Canyon equivalents with some
coarsegrained interbeds, as well as a thin andesite flow stack.
5.9 Q.n More Gene Canyon Formation equivalents.
6.0 (0.1) TURN LEFT (east) onto Cienega Springs Road.
6.6 (0.5) Fork in the road; signpost points to "Private Road" to

the left, and "Watering Hole" to the right. TAKE THE
RIGHT-HAND FORK. (The left-hand fork leads to the Billy
Mack Mine).
6.7 (0.1) The road crosses a wash; pull off at the wash and
PARK.
Stop 3:

Billy Mack Mountain fault. Walk to the south in the
wash, along a jeep trail. Follow the ieep trail up to the right out
of the wash; continue until you come to the contact between
reddish sandstone and the basement assemblage. The contact is
sharp, but there is a considerable amount of shear in the rocks
on either side. Follow the contact for a few hundred feet - note
the linearity of the contact. This is part of the Billy Mack
Mountain fault, interpreted as a transfer fault which
accommodated differential tilting in the blocks to either side.
There is more than one fault splay at this locality. Further to
the northeast, on the west side of Billy Mack Mountain, the
fault juxtaposes basement assemblage against basement
assemblage. The fault there consists of a shear zone
approximately 50 m wide. Retum to cars; retum to the Kofa
Inn in Parker.
End of Day 1
DAY 2
0 0 Begin at the Kofa Inn. TURN LEFT out of the parking lot,
heading through Parker on Arizona }lwy 72.
0.6 (0.6) Stoplight at tumoff to Arizona Hwy 95N; CONTINUE
STRAIGHT, towards the Colorado River.
13 Q.n Cross bridge over Colorado River, entering Califomia.
The white bed in the roadcut on the south side of the road iust
past the bridge is the basal marl of the Bouse Formation. Note
the excellent large-scale crossSeds in the gravels below the
marl.
1.8 (0.5) T-intersection at Earp, Califomia; TURN LEFT onto
Califomia }Jwy 62W. This little town (a post office and a
recently bumed-out gas station/mini-mart,/restaurant), is
named after Wyatt Earp. He hired out as a guard for stage
coaches transporting gold, and ended up living in this area for
a while.
3.3 (1.5) Left-hand bend in road.
4.6 (1.3) Right-hand bend in road.
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5.6 (1.0) Tum-off to Big River Resort.

in road. Small outcrops of
Tertiary sedimentary rocks and andesitic flows poke
up through the alluvial apron and appear in gullies.
7.1 (7.2) Good desert pavement surface can be seen on
the right (north) side of the road. There is an excellent
view of the Whipple Mountains all along this stretch
of road. The dark rocks are Tertiary sedimentary and
volcanic rocks. The light<olored rocks are lower-plate
mylonitic gneisses. The dark-light contact is the
Whipple detachment fault. The domiform shape of the
detachment fault is readily apparent. Note the large
klippen of Tertiary rocks on the southeastem flank of
the range core.
7.9 (0.8) Left-hand bend in road. The dark peak
straight ahead is Savahia Peak; further to the west is
the Mopah Range.
8.9 (1.0) ruRN RIGHT onto a dirt road just past
milepost 135. Be sure and look for the milepost
marker-the road is iust beyond a small clump of trees
and bushes, and is easy to overshoot.
9.6 Q.n Cross a dirt road marked with Metropolitan
Water District right-of-way signs.
9.9 (0.3) KEEP LEFI at fork in road.
10.3 (0.4) KEEP RIGHT at fork in road; cross a wide
dirt road. This dirt road follows the Colorado River
Aqueduct, which carries water towards Loa Angeles
from intakes along the Colorado River iust north of
Parker Dam. The white metal enclosure marks a
siphon, where the aqueduct ducks under a wash. Keep
to the right of the siphon. This road leads to Turk
Mine, Twin Lode Mine, and the Chambers Well area.
1.0.7 (0.4) The dark ridge on the right is composed of
5.9 (0.3) Left-hand bend

34"15'
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basalhc andesite.
11.2 (0.5) KEEP LEFI at fork in road. The right fork
leads to Twin Lode Mine.
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vehicles may have problems here.
!"\ srikcodDipof Bedding
11.4 (0.1) KEEP TO RIGHT at fork in road. The left
Figure 2. Map of the Turk Mine region, showing the distribution of the tilted
fork heads to the Chambers Well area.
Terhary units to be examined in stop 4.
11.9 (0.5) Descend into wash. The road becomes
rough; high<learance vehicles, preferably 4-wheel
drive, are recommended beyond this point.
Mine section-we'll come back and see these laterl Hug the
right side of the wash, and bear to the right of a ridge
-1,2.3 (-0.4) Drive as far as possible along the wash. (The wash
composed of flat-lying Osbome Wash Formation, following a
is passable for 4-wheel drive vehicles all the way to the

outcrop, which forms low cliffs composed of tilted sedimentary
rocks.) Prepare for a hike; estimated distance is 4 miles
round-trip with little climbing; estimated time is 5 hours. Bring
water and lunch: we will eat at the outcrop.
Stop 4: North Turk Mine and Turk Mine sections. The
Tertiary sechon in the southwestem Whipple Mountains (hg.2)
consists, from bottom to top, of (1) a locallyderived basal
conglomerate, (2) a thick stack of altered basaltic andesite
flows, (3) lacustrine limestone, and (a) a siliciclastic unit that
ranges from lacustrine siltstone and sandstone to fluvial
sandstone and conglomerate. The North Turk Mine section was
deposited closer to the lake margin than was the Turk Mine
section. As a result, the upper two units in the North Turk
Mine section are relatively thin, and so the section is preserved
intact and serves as a good starting place for today's hike.
Walk up the wash, past the enticing exposures of the Turk

tributary wash. Note the flat, gently sloping ledge midway up
the hill on the east. This carbonate ledge resembles caliche, but
has been interpreted as a tufa deposit marginal to the Bouse
sea. You will quickly reach the top of the North Turk Mine
section. The different units can be readily recognized from a
distance by their color. The fluvial sandstone and conglomerate
of the Copper Basin Formation are reddish. The grey rocks are
limestones, and the dark rocks are volcanic flows. No obvious
pillow forms or glassy margins were observed in the lava
flows, suggesting that the lake did not exist when the lava
flows arrived. Walk downsection until you come to the
limestone-volcanic contact. This contact is best exposed on top
of the ridge to the north side of the wash. Tum around and
walk back upsection.
Features to look for in the limestone include: irregular
laminae resulting from altemating organic-rich (algal mat) and
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easier to walk on than is the wash Follow the wash, Past an
arch on the top of the ridge until you reach a smooth, flat
surface which forms the north side of the wash, angling up

organic poor layers; secondary silica, probably localized where
organic material decomposed during silicification; and partially
silicified, tube*haped features, up to about 3/4 inch acrost
which have been interpreted as reeds, commonly upright (in

away from the wash. Watch out for cholla - they love this
area! The smooth surface is the microbreccia ledge which
locally underlies the detachment fault. THIS IS A
"NO-HAMMER" OUTCROP - please do not collect samples
from this locality! RETURN to vehicles. Reset milage to 0.
3.9 (3.9) RETURN to aqueduct road. Cross aqueduct road,
continuing south on access road.
4.2 (0.3) Cross small, poorly maintained dirt road marked by
Metropolitan Water District right-of-way signs.
8.0 (3.8) TURN LEFT onto California Hwy 62. Retum to the
Kofa Inn in Parker (approximately 3 miles).
End of Day 2

life position).
The reddish siliciclastic unit is interpreted as fluvial in
origin. It contains conglomerate nearly to the base, with a
camel track located near the base. Rare clasts of Peach Springs
Tuff occur throughout the unit. Note the abundance of

limestone and volcanic clasts; the lake decreased in area
between deposition of the limestone and siliciclastic units.
0 (0) RETURN to aqueduct road. Reset milage to 0. Tum left
(east).

1.1 (1.1) just past a siphon, the road curyes

in a fairlytight U.

fust past the U bend, a dirt road comes in from the left. This
road leads to Riverview Mine. Continue along the aqueduct

DAY

hill. Pull off at the side
of the road, leaving room for cars to Pass.
Stop 5: Basal Conglomerate. Exposed in the roadcut is an
excellent example of the basal conglomerate. The exposure is
dominated by debris flow deposits; the beds are
matrix*upported, with the brick-red matrix dominated by
coarsegrained to granule sandstone. They are monolithologic,
with both clasts and matrix derived from a phenocryst-poor
varient of "Fred" (the Parker Dam Granite).
1.7 (0.5) Altered volcanic flows exposed in roadcut.
2.1 (0.4) The road crosses a wash.
2.7 (0.5) TURN LEFT onto dirt road, through a cut in a bank.
The tum is marked by Metropolitan ritht-of-way signs. About
30 feet after the tum, Pass another dirt road, which parallels
the aqueduct road.
3.8 (1.1) Come to low hills of volcanic material. The wash gets
sandy at this point.
4.3 (0.5) BEAR RIGHT onto the gravel bar, around a palo
verde tree. The road is passing by sheared, shattered, altered
1.2 (0.1) The road cuts through a low

basement.

fork in the road; TAKE LEFT-HAND FORK.

5.4 (0.5) Pass outcrop of volcanic rocks.
5.7 (0.3) STAY RIGHT, passing the faint fork to the left.
6.2 (0.5) Pass outcrop of sedimentary rocks.
6.4 (0.2) BEAR RIGHT, uP onto the bar and out of the sandy
part of the wash. This spot is marked by a caim.
6.6 (0.2) PARK in the wide spot in the road, iust before the

dark reddish ridge and just before the obvious lower plate
exposures. The chloritic breccia zone is wellexposed in these
outcrops.

i
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0 0 Begin at the Kofa Inn. TURN LEFT out of the parking lot,
heading through Parker on Arizona }lwy 72.
0.6 (0.6) Stoplight at tumoff to Arizona Hwy 95N; CONTINUE
STRAIGHT, towards the Colorado River.
1.3 (0.4 Cross bridge over Colorado River, entering Califomia.
1.S (0.5) T-intersection at Earp, Califomia; TURN RIGHT onto
Califomia Hwy 52N. The basal marl, visible in the roadcut
between here and the Colorado River, is visible in outcrops for
the next mile. In this area, the marl is underlain by a thick
section of flat-bedded gravels.
4.2 (2.4) Lake Moovalya section. This section contains strata of
Gene Canyon age, including a lens of Peach Springs Tuff,
unconformably overlain by lake margin deposits belonging to
the Copper Basin Formation. These rocks are overlain by
flat-lying gravels of uncertain age. (See Stop 8.)
5.5 (1.3) The Bouse Formation can be seen on the north side of
the road for the next 0.4 mi.
6.6 (1.1) Exposed in the cliff to the north (left) is the
unconformity between tilted CoPPer Basin Formation strata
and flat-lying strata assigned to the Osbome Wash Formation.
This unconformity is visible for the next 0.4 mi.
7.8 (1.2) Bass Point day use area. Be careful driving along this
road; believe the speed limit signs. People (often drunk) drive
stupidly through the curves. Head-on collisions and cars in the

road.

4.S (0.5) Come to
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Stop 6: Whipple Detachment Fault. Walk to the north up
wash; come to a double knob of altered volcanic rocks. The
first knob has a white "X" painted on it. Tum left just before
reaching the second knob, and walk towards the dark ridge on
the west side of the main wash; the steep north side of this
ridge is in shadow. A tributary wash follows the north side of
this ridge. The wash lies within the lower plate, and the ridge
consists of upper-plate volcanic rocks; they are separated by the
Whipple detachment fault. The fault is locally underlain by a
1-3 m thick ledge of dark brown cataclasite or microbreccia that
passes downward into altered lower-plate rocks of the "chloritic
breccia zone". This zone is pervasively fractured, sheared and
altered by chloritization and epidotization. There is a burro
trail iust out of the wash on the south side which is a little

river are fairly common.
8.S (1.0) Cross Roads Day Use Area and historic monument.
The jeep trail that begins here (the entrance to which has
recently been upgraded and changed) heads up Bowmans
Wash to the feather edge of the upper plate. The detachment
fault can easlily be reached from Bennett Wash, a left fork off
of the Bowmans Wash road. ExPosures near the bulldozed
rubble pile at the big curve in the Bennett Wash road include
limestone and mudstone that were deposited at the margin of
the lake that formed during the tiltint episode that created the
Gene Canyon {opper Basin unconformity. No unconformity is
present here. Flamingo(?) tracks and halite crystal casts were
found at this locality.
11,.5 Q.n The hills to the north (left) consist of Quatemary
gravels deposited by the Colorado River on upper plate
metamoqphic rocks.
12.7 (1,.2) Bullfrog Day Use Area
13.4 (0.7) High-angle fault, marked by transition from granite
and gneiss of the upper plate basement assemblage to red
volcaniclastic sediments.
13.S (0.4) Echo Lodge Resort. The exposure on the right,
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between the road and the river, contains sedimentary and
volcanic rocks of the Gene Canyon Formation unconformably
overlain by sandstone and conglomerate of the Copper Basin
Formation. Note the nice xours exposed on the bedding plane
forming the underside of a prominmt ledge at the beginning of
the outcrop.
14.0 (0.2) The eolian sand dunes on the left consist of sand that
was probably reworked from underlying Bouse Formation, but
may also in part be derived from Quatemary sediment
deposited by the Colorado River.
15.3 (1.3) Quail Hollow Day Use Area.
15.8 (0.5) Cable Car Day Use Area
17.2 (1.4) The unconformable relationship between tilted Gene
Canyon and Copper Basin Formation strata and overlying
Mesa<apping basalts can be seen in the Buckskin Mountains,
eastward (to the right) across the river.
1,7.4 (0.2) The Gene Canyon - Copper Basin unconformity is
well exposed in the cliff on the left side of the road. Be careful
going around the curves.
18.5 (1.1) The town of Parker Dam. TURN LEFT onto the road
to the Gene Pumping Plant and Black Meidow Landing. Drive
past the Parker Dam section (Stop 1)
i8.9 (0.4) Tight bend in road, with a tum-off to the right,
closed off by a locked gate.
20.5 $,n Pass the entrance to Gene Pumping Plant. Note the
huge pipes heading up the hill to the left. Water is being
pumped uphill to the Copper Basin reservoir. Gravity then
drives the water through a tunnel and into the aqueduct
crossed on Day 2, ultimately arriving in Los Angeles. The Gene
Canyon reservoir, the lower storage lake for water on its way
to the Colorado River Aqueduct, is to the right. The intake
plant for the Califomia Colorado River Project lies across the
lake from the marshlands of the Bill Williams River estuary,
about one and a half miles north of Parker Dam. Another
uptakg this one on the Arizona side of the river, pumps water
up from the river into a tunnel cut through the mesa<apping
basalts of the Buckskin Mountains. This aqueduct ends up in
Phoenix. Note that the ridge to the right, between the reservoir
and the river, is held up by the distinctively colored, strongly
cemented lower part of the Copper Basin Formation.
24.7 (4.7) TURN LEFT onto dirt road leading to Havasu Palms
resort. Copper Basin Formation rocks are sfill exposed to the
right, here overlying the upper plate basement assemblage
instead of the Gene Canyon Formation, demonstrating how
strata of Copper Basin age tended to fill their basins and
overlap onto adjacent basement highs. The canyon leading to
Black Meadow Landing follows a zone of significant structural
disruption. This zone lines up (along extension direction) with
the southern terminus of the Tertiary section in the Aubrey
Hills. This structure has been interpreted as a transfer fault
(Nielson and Beratan, 1990).
26.9 (2,2) CONTINUE RIGHT, towards Havasu Palms Resort,
passing a power line road heading off to the left. This power
line road continues north all the way to the town of Havasu
Lake, California, directly across the lake from Lake Havasu
City. This 4-wheel drive road can be very rough, but provides
spectacular views of the Whipple detachment fault. The access
to Whipple Wash is about 1.5 miles northwest along this road.
-31.9 (-5) Pass transformer station on right side of road. This
station sits on sandstone and conglomerate equivalent in age to
the Copper Basin Formation. The base of this unit is strongly
cemented, iust like in the Parker Dam section, but the strongly
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cemented portion is much thinner here. The sedimentary strata
unconformably overlie a thick stack of altered basaltic andesite
flows. The unconformity can be seen midway up the ridge.
-32.4 (-0.5) The road enters Whipple Wash. Park on the side

of the road, Ieaving enough room for traffic to pass.
Stop 7: Havasu Palms Section. This section has been
interpreted as part of the Aubrey Hills - Standard Wash basin
(Nielson and Beratan, 1990). The Copper Basin
Formation-equivalent strata unconformably overlie a thick stack
of altered basaltic andesite flows. These volcanic rocks are
presumed to correlate with the lower portion of the Aubrey
Hills stratigraphic section, which has the Peach Springs Tuff at
its top and thus is age-equivalent to the Gene Canyon
Formation. The Peach Springs Tuff does not outcrop here, but
rare clasts have been found in the overlying conglomerates.
RETURN to Califomia Hwy 62. TURN LEFT, towards Parker
Dam.
0 0 RETURN to Parker. Reset milage to 0 at junction between
Arizona Hwy 95 and Arizona Hwy 72.
1.0 (1.0) Pass a Chevrolet dealership on the left just before
passing Mohave Road on the right. Continue on Arizona Hwy
72.

1.6 (0.5) TURN LEFT (east) on Shea Road.
1.8 (0.2) Stop at railroad tracks; proceed along Shea Road.

2.5 Q.n The low plain to the right (south), the Cactus Plain, is
covered by semi-stabilized eolian dunes which overlie the
Bouse Formation. The sand is finegrained, and was probably
derived by reworking of the Bouse Formation.
4.2 0.n Curve northeast. Black Peak is to the right. Note the
desert vamish coating the basalt debris covering the steep
slopes, indicating that the slope surfaces have been stable for a
relatively long time.
6.6 (2.4) The road descends, crossing a wash.
5.9 (0.3) PARK beside the road or on the gravel area north of
the wash. The westem third of Black Mountain is part of the

Colorado River Indian Tribes reservation. They consider this a
sacred spot and do not allow access to it.
Stop 8: Osborne Wash. (This description is adapted from Stop
4 of Reynolds, Buising, and Beratan, 1992.) The sedimentary
and volcanic rocks exposed in Osbome Wash and up the sides
of Black Peak were deposited in the Buckskin basin, separated
from the Whipple basin by the Billy Mack Mountain fault (stop
3) and a stable basement high forming the Buckskin Mountains.
The tilting history of the two basins differ significantly; no
unconformity equivalent to that between the Gene Canyon and
Copper Basin Formations is present. Instead, there is only a
single unconformity, approximately equivalent in age to the
unconformity at the top of the Copper Basin Formation.
The mid-Miocene Black Peak section includes red,
coarse-grained sandstones and conglomerates that are
time-equivalent to the Copper Basin Formation, and which
contain large clasts of Peach Springs Tuff. The redbeds are
conformably overlain by olivine basalts. An angular
unconformity occurs within the stack of basalt flows. A buttress
unconformity separates the flat-lying Pliocene Bouse Formation
and immediately underlying sandstones and conglomerates
from the older units.
Excellent exposures of the younger strata line the west wall
of Osbome Wash and the smaller tributary drainages entering
from the southwest. The buff to pale pink unit is an Upper
Miocene fanglomerate (Osbome Wash Formation of Davis and
others, 1980; Osbome Wash strata of Buising, 1990). Note the
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wetldeveloped reverse and reverse-to-normal grading in the
conglomerates, which are interpreted as debris flows. The clast
assemblage is overwhelmingly dominated by basalt clasts
derived from flows erposed on Black Peak. Capping the
fanglomerate is 1-2 m of yellow sandstone, which locally
interfingers with the bright white, welltedded carbonate
marking the base of the Bouse Formation. The yellow
sandstone contains medium+cale trough crossbeds. Locally,

GEOTOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF AN ACTTVE MARGIN

ostracodes and cmscale gastropods are abundant in both the
yellow sandstone and the white carbonate. The white carbonate
is welltedded, with beds locally draped over cobble- and
boulder+ized clasts in a basal lag horizon; also present are
stromatolitic or biohermal structures developed on some of the

lag clasts. The carbonate is in tum overlain by as much as 10 m
of poorly exposed green mud of the Bouse Formation basin fill
associahon (Smith, 1970; Winterer,l976i Buising, 1990).
End of fieldtrip
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The Landers Rupture Zone and Other Faults in
the Central Moiave Desert Province, California
ROBERT E. REYNOLDS, Division of Earth ScienceE San Bemardino County Museum, Redlands CA 92374; BOB LEMME&
Leighton and Associates, Diamond Bar CA 91765; and FRANK IORDAN, Rasmussen & Associates, San Bemardino CA
92408

INTRODUCTION
This twoday field trip visits faults and fault zones in the
central and southem Mojave Desert. The road log for most of
Day f is published in Landers: Earthquakes and Aftershocks
(Reynolds 1993) to which the reader is referred. tn this volume,
Day 1 leads us fiom the National Old Trails Highway at MP
157.6 in the l:nders guide to our camp site in the Barstow
Fossil Beds, about 8 miles north of Barstow. On Day 2, we
explore several faults with different aspects in the central
Mojave Desert. Together, these fault regimes illustrate a model
of the Mojave Desert as an accomodation zone between the
continental North American plate and the oceanic Pacific Plate.
DAY 1: LANDERS RUPTURE ZONE
Using the supplemental guide, I-anders: Earthquakes and
Aftershocks (Reynolds 1993), we visited the ruptures caused by
the M* 7.3 |une 28, 1,992l:nders earthquake (Sieh and others
1993). This was the largest earthquake in Califomia since the
M=7.7 Arvin-Tehachapi (Kem County) earthquake of 1952, and
the longest surface rupture since the 1905 San Francisco
earthquake. Cumulative slip of 18 feet was noted at certain
locations, and more than 3 feet of right-lateral slip was
measured over 53 miles of rupture. Vertical slip locally attained
3 feet and left lateral slip up to 1.5 feet was noted west of
Galway Lake (Hart and others 1993).
According to Nur and others (1993a, 1993b), the 7992
earthquakes were the latest in a series of six of the largest
central Mojave Desert earthquakes, starting with the 1947
Manix quake, that form a roughly north-south linear pattem
(Figure 1).
On April 22,1992, a level C earthquake alert (1,%-5%
probability of a M>7.5 earthquake within 72 hours) was
forecast after the Mr4.6 Palm Springs earthquake, using a new
earthquake alert system. The alert level is based on
quantification of probabilities that certain earthquakes may be
classified as foreshocks to a future main event along or on a
nearby fault capable of producing a large earthquake (Agnew
and fones 1990, Jones and others 1991). About 2.5 hours
following the initial waming, the alert level was revised
upward to level B (5%-25% probability of a M>7.5 earthquake
within 72 hours) due to the M* 6.1 ]oshua Tree earthquake as a
foreshock to a probably main event that could occur within 3
days along the San Andreas fault.
The june 28 landers Mr7.3 main event (Sieh 1993, Hauksson
1933, Hill and others 1,993,Toppozada'1993, U.S. Geological
Survey Staff 1992) occurred approximately 2.5 months after the
ML 4.5 Palm Springs earthquake and the Mw 6.1 Joshua Tree
earthquake (Agnew and jones 1,992,|ones and others 1991). The
Landers quake consisted of two events less than a dozen
seconds apart, first propagahng northward from the Landers
epicenter through the Homestead Valley and newly
documented Kickapoo faults, then triggering a huge offset,
right+tepping along the Emerson and Camp Rock faults. The
sequence of north-trending surface ruptures stepped north
across known northwest-trending faults of the Mojave Desert.

1979

117.5'w

Horestead valley

115.3'

Figure 1. Epicenters and fault-plane solutions of the six largest central
Mojave Desert earthquakes since 1947. Because the drrectrons of these
events approximately coincide with the alignment of their epicenters,
Nur and others (1993b) propose that the Landers-Mojave line may be a
new or young fault that crosscuts older, well-documented northwesttrending faults. At its kink, the Landers rupture was partitioned
between these old faults and the Landers-Moiave direction. (from Nur
and others, 1993).

Ruptures occurred on both sides of the left lateral, westtrending Pinto Mountain fault which runs from Morongo
Valley toTwentynine Palms. South of this fault, new ruptures
along old but previously-unrecognized breaks occurred on the
Bumt Mountain and Eureka Peak faults. North of the Pinto
Mountain fault, the epicenter near Landers triggered sequential
events that caused north+tepping ruptures on the |ohnson
Valley fault, the previously-unrecognized Kickapoo fault and
the Homestead Valley fault. Rupture then stepped northward
to the Emerson fault and the Camp Rock fault. The seismic
event produced up to 15-20 feet of right lateral offset on the
Emerson fault. Fault structures include fractures and scaqps up
to 8 feet high. Boulders slid and cartwheeled through sand
below existing scarps. Structural walls and foundations were
displaced by strong, northdirected right-lateral motion. Motion
triggered sympathetic movement on many other faults. Just
hours after the Landers main event, the M* 6.2 (Miller and
others 1993) Big Bear quake occurred along a previously
unrecognized northwest+triking fault plane $ones and others
1993). Aftershocks from Indio to Barstow continue to be
recorded.
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One death and 25 serious iniuries were

attributed to the I-anders quake. In San
Bemardino County, the Califomia Division
of Mines (Toppozada 1993) reported 77
homes destroyed and 4369 damaged,

totalling $47.5 million in losses. Twentyseven businesses were destroyed,

with

damages estimated at $17 milion. Damage to

public uhlities was estimated at $26.6
million. Damage was significantly less ($1
million) in Riverside County. Damage to
water systems and tanks was severe, and
some customers were without water for two
weeks. Telephone systems and domestic
electrical power and high voltage Power
systems were hardly affected. Although there
was no damage to high pressure gas lines,
domestic gas in the area is primarily from
propane tanks and some were displaced.
Within hours after the initial shock, the San
Bemardino County Road Department was
busy repairing oftset Pavement on local
roads and highways.
Figure 2. View west from Or,vl Canyon Campground, showing Barstow formation sediments
The relahvely low casualihes from the
folded into a syncline. A normal fault is visible to the left. (R' Reynolds photo).
Landers quake are attributed to the sparse
population pattem in the area. The January
159.5 (0.1) View west of Waterloo mill.
77, 1,994 Northgate quake (M=6.6+), of lesser magnitude but
in
Valley,
resulted
Femando
populated
San
beneath the densely
1,71,.6 (2.7) Cross under I-15. We are now on Ghost Town Road.
more than 40 deaths and perhaps 10 billion dollars in damage.
Gas and food are available. Proceed north.
to
MP
756.7.
guide
(0.0)
the
Landers
Follow
0.0
173.9 (2.3) TURN LEFT (northwest) on Yermo Cutoff, marked
a sign to Fort lrwin.
(historic
by
Route
65).
756.7 (4.6) National Trails Highway
174.0 (0.1) Cross the Waterloo narrow gauge railroad bed'
155.8 (0.1) View north of Black Butte on the trace of the
View
right (north) of Bismark (3:00) and Waterloo (2:00) mines:
fault.
northwest-trending Calico
Waterloo
includes pink dumps from the Consolidated
the
167.7 (70.9) LEAVE FREEWAY at Daggett exit
all
the 1960s drill pad roads (Reynolds 1989)'
tunnel
and
168.1 (0.4) Stop, TURN RIGHT (north) on "A" Street
175.7 (1,.n Stop at Fort lrwin Road, TURN RIGHT.
16S.5 (0.4) Cross National Old Trails Highway and railroad
'179.4
Q.n Pass through deformed sediments in low hills along
tracks. Prepare to make an immediate right tum.
trace of the Calico fault. Prepare to tum left.
the
168.55 (0.05) TURN RIGHT on Santa Fe Street
179.5 (0.2) TURN LEFT on Irwin Road.
16S.7 (0.15) PULL RIGHT (south) across from Daggett Stone
(3.3) Copper City Road. Prepare to turn right in 0.9
1S2.9
Hotel. This structure was built of rock and mud mortar circa
Watch for oncoming traffic.
miles.
1880 and stood for 110 years until fractured by the 1992
(0.9)
TURN RIGHT on Fossil Bed Road (graded dirt).
183.8
winter
rains
was
done
by
damage
Landers quake. Additional
186.7 (2.9) TURN RIGHT (north) on Rainbow Basin loop road.
which seeped into the quakedamaged mud mortar. TURN
AROUND passing historic Scott's Market next to the hotel.
187.0 (0.3) TURN RIGHT (east) on Owl Canyon campground
road.
168.8 (0.1) TURN RIGHT onto Mill Street
At
First
Street
is
to
the
right.
(0.1)
Museum
The
Daggett
188.5 (1.5) Owl Canyon campground, and END OF DAY 1. We
168.9
are in the fine-grained sediments of the Barstow Formation.
and Mill, look left to see historic wagons and the Alf
These Miocene sediments were deposited in a trough that starts
blacksmith shop. "Twenty mule team" ore waSons were built
here in the late 19th century. They were used to haul ore from
25 miles to the northwest in the Gravel Hills and extends 40
the Calico mines and Death Valley.
miles eastward past the Alvord Mountains to Cronese Valley.
Sediments here at the type locality of the Barstow Formation
(north)
Road.
Town
on
Ghost
RIGHT
769.2 (0.3) Stop, TURN
were deposited between aproximately 20 and 13 m.y.a.,
169.4 (0.2) Cross the Mojave River and Daggett Ditch. Elephant
constrained by volcanic tuff layers dated at 19.3t0.02 and
as
viewed
its
profile
is
named
for
Mountain, to the northwest,
73.4x0.2 Ma (Woodbume 1991, MacFadden and others 1990a).
from the east, and because Dix Van Dyke recovered a partial
west, the axis of a northwest-trending syncline and a
Looking
mammoth skeleton while excavating the Daggett Ditch on the
fault downdrops Miocene sediments on the
strike-slip
parallel
the
south side of the river. The Waterloo mill site was near
(Dibblee
1968). Biostratigraphy, tephrochronology
north
side
to
the
ran
north
sPur
a
narrow-gauge
Southem Pacific Railroad;
(MacFadden et al 1990a) make this
magnetostratigraphy
and
Waterloo silver mine. The mill and the Stone Hotel were made
(Figure
2) very imPortant for continental
section
3000'thick
of trimmed blocks of local andesite. Sandstone for machinery
of events in and around the
and
correlations
correlations
footings at the mill was quarried in Arizona and hauled to
Mojave
Block.
Daggett.
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DAY 2: MOJAVE DESERT PROVINCE
Introduction
The Mojave Desert Province is characterized by highly
visible northwest-hending faults and parallel bedrock ridges
and ranges(Hewett 1954, Woodbume 1991)' The Province is
bounded on the southwest by the right lateral San Andreas
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fault zone (Crowell 1975, Weldon 1985), on the north by the left
lateral Garlock fault (McGill 1992, McGill and Sieh 1993, Carter
1980, Smith and Kehner 1970) and on the south by the left
lateral Pinto Mountain fault (Dibblee 1992). Strike*lip fault
systems in the Mojave Desert Province seParate the Peninsular
Range Province from the Basin and Range Province to the
north and east. The faults we saw on Day 1 that were broken
by the north-verging Landers ruPture were northwest-trendinS,
sub-parallel to the San Andreas fault. The Moiave Desert also
contains faults with different structural asPects, servint as an
accomdation zone between the North American Plate and the
Pacific Plate. Between these two Plates, 75%-20% of plate
motion occurs along the Eastern Califomia Shear Zone (ECSZ),
whlle 70"/. of the movement is along the San Andreas fault
system. The ECSZ (Richard, 1992) transfers motion from the
s-outhem San Andreas system northward into the Basin and
Range Province (Agnew and others, 1992).
Diy 2 visits faults with structural asPects that differ from the
north-trending Landers ruPture that we examined on Day 1'
These will include: Miocene detachment faults at the Waterman
Hills; northwest-trending strike+lip faults that were active in
Pleistocene and early Holocene timesi west-trending strike+lip
faults that were active during the Pleistocene and Holocene; the
complex thrusts along the late Tertiary Squaw Peak fault; and
ttre ilgirt lateral San Andreas fault, our final destination. Refer
to Van Buskirk (this volume) for information about some of the
thrust faults active in Pleistocene and Holocene times on the
north and south margins of the Transverse Ranges.
0.0 (0.0) Leave Owl Canyon campground and proceed
southwest to the junction of Owl Canyon Road and Rainbow
Loop Road.
1.5 (1.5) TURN RIGHT at iunction of Owl Canyon Road with
Rainbow Basin Loop Road. The red tuff in this area has been
dated at 19.3 Ma (MacFadden and others 1990a). Dated
volcanic tuffs in the synclinally folded Barstow Formation
include the 16.3 Ma Rak tuff; 15.8 Ma Oreodont tuff; 15.3 Ma
Valley View tuff;'14.8 Ma Dated tuff; 14.0 Ma Hemicyon tuff;
and 13.4 Ma Lapilli tuff.
3.2 Q.n Turnout for Rainbow Basin syncline view.
5.0 (1.8) Cross the trace of the Coon Canyon fault as we leave
red indurated Barstow Formation sediments and enter tan
arkosic Pleistocene sands. The Coon Canyon fault crevice has
a post-Pleistocene fauna from post-fault fracture fill
produced
-on
the trace-of the fault that includes reptiles, birds and
mammals (Bell and Reynolds 1991). This fauna suggests that
the Coon Canyon fault was active during early Holocene times'
5.4 (0.4) Stop, TURN LEFT (east) where loop road meets Fossil

Bed Road.

Continue Past entrance to Rainbow Basin Loop Road'
We are paralleling ihe Fossil Bed fault hypothesized by Dokka
and others (1991).
9.1 (3.0) Stop, look for traffic, TURN RIGHT onto paved Irwin
Road. We will be tuming right near the crest of the grade.
10.5 (1.4) TURN RIGHT (west) onto graded dirt road to
microwave towers. Drive west to parking area at sharp
switchback in road.
11.9 (1.4) Coarsely foliated Waterman Gneiss
12.2 (0.3) Stop 1A. We are at a sPectacular exposure of the
Waterman Hills Detachment Fault (Glazner and others 1989)'
The upper plate of the detachment fault is red$rown rhyolite;
the lower plate is severely pulverized mylonite. The rhyolite
plugs and flows are correlated with the 19 Ma Pickhandle Fm
5.7
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(Glazner and others 1989). A 23 Ma date on weakly-mylonitic
dacite constrains the age of movement to approximately 18-23
m.y.. Fabrics suggest top-to-the-northeast shear sense (Glazner
and others 7988,7989). No source to the southwest for the
decapitated plugs has been identified.
Stop 18. Batstow Basin Overview. Walk to the north edge of
the parking lot. We are standing on metamoqphic terrane of the
Waterman Hills. To the north-northeast is the granitic terrane at
Coolgardie. The Barstow Fm is on the south flank of this
granihc ridge. Dokka and others (7991, p. 11 ISC) hypothesized
the Fossil Bed fault which separates the metamorphic terrane
from the granitic terrane. The Miocene Victorville highland, a
topographic barrier, Iies to the south; none of the distinctive
lithologies near Victorville were deposited northward into the
Barstow trough. The Barstow trough was receiving sediments
prior to the 19.3 Ma Red Tuff (MacFadden and others 1990a).
Most of the depositional record occurred after 17.5 Ma.
Tectonic unloading of the Waterman Gneiss may have caused
isostatic rebound, developing the Waterman highland south of
the Fossil Bed fault. In the Barstow Fm, we can see bluecolored bands of gravel deposited as a result of unroofing of
the lower plate of the Waterman detachment. That portion of
the Barstow Fm dates between 17 and 16 mya.
The end of deposition of the Barstow Fm is constrained by
the Lapilli Tuff (13.4 Ma, MacFadden and others 1990a). The
Barstow Fm was deformed along the northwest-trending
syncline (Dibblee 1968). After 13.4 Ma, the Barstow Fm was
uplifted and eroded, leaving an unconformity covered by
Pleistocene arkosic sands derived from Coolgardie to the north.
Note how the undeformed Pleistocene arkose sits on Miocene
sediments approximately 400'higher than the valley floor. The
Coon Canyon fault trends northwest along the southwest
margin of the Barstow Fm to our north. This fault is parallel to
and near the hypothehcal Fossil Bed fault (Dokka and others
1991) and trends southeast toward the Calico fault. PostPleistocene activity is suggested on the Coon Canyon fault by
faunal remains in filled fractures along the trace of the fault
(Reynolds and Fay 1989, Bell and Reynolds 1991). Looking
westward, the Harper Lake fault is at the base of the Waterman
Hills. The Hinkley Valley fault and the Lenwood/Lockhart
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faults are farther west. Retum to vehicles, RETRACE route to
Irwin Road. As we leave Stop 1 note how the mylonitic fabric
simplifies away from the Waterman Hills detachment fault
(Glazner and others 1989). On the east side of lrwin Road see
klippe of red rhyolite in the upper plate and green mylonitized
gneiss in the lower plate of the Waterman Hills detachment
fault.
13.7 (1.5) Stop TURN LEFT (north) on Irwin Road (paved) at
the end of the dirt microwave road.
15.3 (1.6) Continue past Fossil Bed Road.
1,6.2 (0.9) Continue past Copper City Road.
19.5 (3.3) Stop, TURN RIGHT (south) at intersection of Irwin
Road and Fort lrwin Road.
19.6 (0.1) The Barstow Fm is exposed in this road cut. Note the
chevron folds (Figure 3) near the projected trace of the Calico
fault (Dibblee 1970). Hauksson (1993) discusses numerous
aftershocks of the 1992 landers quake in this area and their
relation to the Calico fault. Look southwest at fold pairs in
older Pleistocene alluvium.
20.5 (0.9) View south of Daggett Ridge in front of Ord
Mountain, on the skyline (Reynolds 1991, Dokka and Glazner
1982 ).
23.4 (2.9) TURN LEF"I at Yermo Cutofl and continue east.
24.7 ('1.3) Calico Ghost Town, at 10:00, sits on terraced

sediments that filled canyons. These terraces contain fossil

wood rats (Neotoma) of lrvingtonian LMA similar to those from
the El Casco fauna (1.5 m.y.a.) from near San Bemardino
(Reynolds 7989,1991,1992). These terraces are perched 200'
higher than the valley slopes along which we are driving. This
suggests that there has been apparent vertical uplift along the
right-lateral, northwest-trending Calico fault.
25.1 (0.4) Stop, TURN RIGHT (south) on Ghost Town Road

toward I-15.
27.4 (2.3) TURN LEFT (east) onto I-15.
30.0 (2.6) Calico/Yermo Road. Continue on I-15.
31.8 (1.8) Yermo overpass. At 10:00, alluvial fans emanate
southward from the Calico Mountains. Dibblee (1970) mapped
the trace of the Calico fault farther east and upslope within the
.:.,..:.:.,:,:,:.:.:.,:::,::,,,:..,:,,.,..1i.1i;::i.t:|...i1;.4*
',,";:,::;,,:;;::,:t;,';,,,:,;:,;;,,,.,,:.1;1:.L;L:.ill:,l,Ll1l::l;,r,7i.11

volcanic rocks. Color and textural differences

mark this trace.
32.3 (0.5) At 10:00 note the smooth, dark
surface of older fans, some truncated by
erosion and others buried distally by lighter
colored, younger fanglomerates. The age and
relation of the fans may indicate late
Pleistoceneearly Holocene movement on the

Figure 3. Chevron folds exposed along ihe trace of the Calico fault along Fort Irwin Road. (R
Gundry photo).
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Calico fault (Reynolds 1992).
33.3 (1.0) In the low hill at 10:00 at the base
of the Calico Mountains, differences in rock
types mark the northwest-trending Calico
fault as mapped by Dibblee (1970).
34.6 (1.3) EXITat Minneola Road.
34.9 (0.3) Stop, TURN RIGHT (south).
35.0 (0.1 )Stop 2, Minneola Road. TURN
RIGHT on Yermo Road (west) and PARK off
the asphalt. Avoid the soft sand. WALK
NORTH to the ovelpass/offramp to look at
deformed sediments along the fault. The
Calico fault runs southeast past Newberry
Springs and into the Lava Bed Mountains
where we crossed it on Day 1. To the
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south at 2:00, separating lacustrine sediments
on the north from volcanic rocks and
Pleistocene sediments on the south.
47.5 (8.0) View to the right (south) of the
northem exposures of Manix Lake lacustrine
sediments.
50.4 (2.9) Continue east Past Field Road exit.
At 2:00 notice the large gravel ridge

53.0 (2.5)

- a;.. €,.. ,
,. :.ts
,4.:..).. .::\
.

..

at the north end of the granitic volcanic
complex of the Cady Mountains.
53.6 (0.6) Pass rest stop.
57.3 Q.n Manix Lake sediments
57.S (0.5) EXIT at Afton Road.
58.1 (0.3) Stop, TURN RIGHT.
55.9 (0.7 Stop 3: Afton Road. We are looking
south at an east-west trending segment of the
Manix fault zone (|efferson and others 1982,
Meek 1991) at the north end of the Cady

Mountains. The Cady Mountains contain
furassic metavolcanics, Mesozoic granitics and
Miocene volcanics (Miller 1980). The gravels
Figure 4. The Manix fault places light-colored Miocene sediments against Pleistocene
derived from this range are cut by the Manix
(R.
Reynolds
photo).
I-15.
along
in
a
road
cut
gravels
fault. Offset of a thick section of granitic gravels
indicates approximately three miles of left
northwest, the Calico fault has been mapped as running
lateral movement (Meek 1991). The age of the gravels is
through the Miocene rocks of the Calico Mountains (Dibblee
undetermined. They have been mapped as early Pleistocene
1970) and has offset rocks with fossils as young as 1.5 Ma
(Dibblee and Bassett 1966) but may be Pliocene in age (Meek,
(Reynolds 1992). This fault or a buried branch to the southwest
pers. comm. to Reynolds, 1994).
is probably responsible for damming the Moiave River
There are apparently several Periods of fault$ounded block
upstream from this point. To our southwest, this damming left
rotation in the Mojave Desert Province (Ross 1989, Ross and
gray lacustrine silts and massive clays at elevations higher than
others 1989, MacFadden and others 1'990a, 1990b, Luyendyk
1902'and above the 1783'high stand of Manix Lake. These
1992), the first, between 23 and 19 Ma, due to extensional
ponded sediments contain 77 taxa of aquatic and continental
tectonics. After this time, certain blocks, such as the block
late Pleistocene fossils.Radiocarbon dates indicate that
which contains the Barstow Fm, are characterizedby negligible
deposition started at 12,800t900 BP and may have ended by
or slight rotation (MacFadden and others 1990a)' Other blocks
9050t350 BP. The river channel may have been throughgoing
such as the Cady Mountains block are bounded by both westby 7350t115 BP (Reynolds and
Reynolds 1991). Although not
mapped as continuous, the Calico
fault trace proiects toward the Coon
Canyon fault which was also active
in earliest Holocene times (Bell and
Reynolds 1991). The Calico fault,
Pisgah fault and other faults to the
west appear to each have a 0.04" (1
mm)/yr slip rate during late
t;
Quaternary times (Hart and others
1988). Return to vehicles, RETRACE
route on Minneola Rd to I-15.
35.2 (0.2 ) ENTER FREEWAY (right)
and continue eastbound.
35.1 (2.9) Pass through a road cut
that shows the Manix fault Placing
white Miocene sediments on the west
against tan Pleistocene gravels on the
east (Figure 4) (efferson and others
1982). The west-striking fault has not
been traced as far as the Calico fault
that we saw to the west at Minneola
Road.

39.5 (1.4) The Manix fault runs
through the Harvard Hills to the

Figure 5. The Manix-Afton fault in Afton Canyon places light-colored Plio-Pleistocene sediments
against dark-colored Tertiary sediments and volcanic rocks. (R. Reynolds photo).
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trending faults and northwest-trending faults
showing a high degree of clockwise rotation
(MacFadden and others 1990b, Ross and
others 1989), perhaps in response to the
development of the modem geographic
aspect of the San Andreas fault (Atrarater
1970, Dokka and Travis 1990) At Stop 4 we
will see the Plio-Pleistocene Mojave River
Fm, deposited in the ancestral Manix Basin
and exposed along the west-trending Manix
fault, that shows a small amount of
clockwise rotation during the past 2 m.y.
,::::;,Wa
' ''::,iW".
(Pluhar and others 1991).
@;"
:
Although the Mojave Desert is
,
characterized by northwest-trending faults,
there are many east-west trending faults west
of the Eastern Califomia Shear Zone. The
west-trending Cady fault, approximately 6
miles south of the Manix fault, offtes
Pleistocene sediments in Hidden Valley,
central Cady Mountains (Dibblee and bassett
1955). To our north lie west-trending faults
Figure 5. Shutier ridge oI Mojave River formation sedrmentt the destination of the hike at
such as the Coyote lake fault and the Bicycle Stop 4.
Lake/Bitter Spring fault zone (Byers 1950,
|ennings and others 1962, Reynolds and
Woodburne 1987) which cut Pliocene and pleistocene
236 km2 at its maximum stage, about 14,000 b.p. (Meek, pers.
sediments. Other west-trending faults are mapped in the
comm. to Reynolds 1994).
Granite Mountains near the west-trending centrat portion of the
59.9 (1.0) ENTER FREEWAY by westbound onramp and drive
left-lateral Garlock fault (fennings and others 'l,96i,Carter 19g2,
west.
McGill and Sieh 7991,7993).
67.5 (7.6) Continue past Field Road.
As we retum to I-15, we are driving along the eastem
74.8 (7.3) EXIT at Harvard Road.
shoreline of the high stand of Pleistocene Manix Lake (efferson
75.1 (0.3) Stop, TURN LEFT (south).
1985, Meek 1989a, 1989b). Local features include onlapping
lacustrine silts that overlie tufa<overed fanglomerates
75.5 (0.4) Stop at Yermo Road, TURN LEFT (east).
(Reynolds 1989) and culminate in a rounded cobble beach bar
78.6 (3.1) Alvord overpass. TURN RIGHT (south) and cross
that sits under Afton Road at the freeway. Manix Lake
railroad tracks. Two roads run east. Do not take the first road
extended 22 miles westerly, encompassing Coyote L^ake to the
parallel to tracks; follow the second road bearing 45lSE,
north and Troy Lake to the south, and covered approximately
heading toward the VORTAC station.
.

*&,{

.

"

79.5 (0.9) TURN LEFT (east) on
powerline road. If you reach the
VORTAC, you have gone too

far.
80.1 (0.5) TURN RIGHT on dirt

track to Blair Ranch.
81.0 (0.9) TURN LEFT (east) on

dirt track on top of terrace.
81.2 (0.2) Drop down hill into
lacustrine sediments of the
Manix Formation.
81.8 (0.6) Stop 4: Manix Fault.
PARK on firm ground at the
BLM fence. Hike 1400'easterly
to the prominent pinkish- tan
hill (Figure 6) to look at offset

z. Buwalda Ridge, composed of the Moiave Rrver formatiory is uplifted on the north side of the
Manix fault. Dissected Manix formation is exposed on the south side of ihe fault. (Harris Aerial photo).

f1su."
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relationships between the
Mojave River Fm and the
Manix Fm. Hike around south
side of hill to Manix Wash and
a view east of Buwalda Ridge a
topographic high south of the
Manix fault composed of
Mojave River Fn'r sedintents and
volcanics derived from the
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Cady Mountains (Figure 7). Continue westerly up tributary and
return to vehicles.
In this area, the tan, gypsiferous sediments are the Mojave
River Fm. (Nagy and Murray 1991) that contains ashes dating
to the late Pliocene. Water in the basin does not show signs of
freshening until 4fi),000 years ato (]efferson 1985) when the
green silts of the Manix Fm were deposited. This may indicate
the first signs of a comlletent Mojave River drainage from the
San Bemardino Mountains (Weldon 1985, Meisling and Weldon
1939). Mapping by McGill and others (1988) shows complex
branches of the Manix fault in this area. The area between
branches contains fold pairs with axes parallel to the fault zone.
Deformation of the Mojave River Fm is more severe than in the
Manix Fm, suggesting that deformation may have started prior
to deposition of the Manix Fm. Sense of movement is probably
strike+lip and fold axes suggest right lateral shear (McGill and
others 1988). There is a lack of consistent evidence for the sense
of lateral displacement across the Manix fault zone (McGill and
others 1988, Meek 1992). Richter and Nordquist (1951) and
Doser (1990) dixussed evidence for northwest-trending ruPture
at depth with possible sympathetic nearsurface movement
along the Manix fault, based on aftershock studies.
Paleomagnetic studies in this area (Pluhar and others 1991)
indicate 8o of clockwise rotation in the Mojave River Fm within
the last 2 million years.
We are near the epicenter of the magnitude 6.2 earthquake
of April 70,7947 (see Fig. 1). During this event, the Manix fault
received up to 2 inches of left lateral displacement along a 2mile section to our east (|efferson and others 1982, Keaton and
Keaton 197, Richter 1942 Richter and Nordquist 1951). Retum
to vehicles and RETRACE.
52.4 (0.6) Pass through green lacustrine sediments of the Manix
Fm overlain by tan arkosic sands deposited by the Mojave
River as Manix L,ake was breached around 14 Ka (Meek 1989b).
82.6 (0.2\ TURN RIGHT (northwest) at dirt road.
83.5 (0.9) TURN LEFT at powerline.
84.1 (0.6) TURN RIGHT at Vortac road.
84.9 (0.8) Cross railroad tracks and stop at Yermo Road. TURN

Camp Rock fault. Cox and Wilshire (1993) indicate that
cumulahve right-lateral strike+lip displacement along the zone
is at least 2.9 km and may be as much as 4 km (Bartley and
others 1992, Cox and others 1982 Dokka 1983) and that all
have components of vertical displacement.
108.3 (1.9) EXIT RIGHT onto Highway 58.
109.0 (0.4 Stop, TURN LEFT (south) on lrwin Road
109.1 (0.1) Stop, TURN RIGHT on Highway 58.
111.5 (2.4) We are traveling parallel to the trace of the Miocene
Waterman detachment fault. The fault separates Waterman
Gneiss is on the right (north) from Tertiary lacustrine limestone
on the left (south).
112.4 (0.9) Near Community Blvd. cross the trace of the
Pleistocene Hinkley Valley fault and parallel this fault as
Highway 58 trends northwest.
114.5 (2.4) function of Lenwood Road and Highway 58. We are
driving along the current drainage divide (approximate
elevahon 2177') between the Mojave River to the south and the
intemally drained Hinkley and Halper valleys to the north.
115.8 (1.0) Railroad tracks
117.8 (2.0) Mountain View Road
1,1,9.2(1,.4) TURN RIGHT (north) on Hinkley Road. We are iust

east of the trace of the Lenwood/Lockhart fault.
120.0 (0.8) Proceed across the railroad tracks and stop at Santa
Fe Road.
123.1 (3.1) Desert Research Station.
1?3,7 (0.6) Stop, TURN RIGHT (southeast) on Bumt Tree Road.

tip of the Miocene intrusive rocks
along the strike of the
southeast
We
are
driving
of Red Hill.
Hinkley Valley fault. SLOW: road bears east.
125.0 (0.6) Stop, TURN LEFT (north) at Mountain View Road.
124.4

Q.n

Pass the southem

125.1 (0.1) Mountain View Road bears

right

(east).

Hinkley Valley Fault at Red Hill. PARK on
to lacustrine sediments containing
WALK
NORTH
shoulder.
articulated Anoilonta shells exposed along the fault trace (Figure
8). We are at elevation 2150', very close to the high stand
125.3 (0.2) Stop 5:

LEFT.
8S.1 (3.2) Intersection of Yermo Road and

Harvard Road. TURN RIGHT (north) on

Harvard

,

,,

Road and cross over I-15.
8S.4 (0.3) TURN LEFT (west) onto onramp and
enter I-15.
93.4 (5.0) Cross the trace of the west-trending

Manix fault in the road cut. The Manix fault
apparently disappears before reaching the Calico
fault 3 miles ahead.
94.6 (7.2) Minneola Road. Cross the trace of the
northwest-trending Calico fault near the terminus
of the Manix fault.
96.0 (7.4) Agricultural inspection station.
101.1 (5.1) Ghost Town Road
1,03.3

(2.2) Fort Irwin Road

105.5 (2.2) EXIT at Highway 58
106.4 (0.9) Cross the trace of the Harper Lake

fault at Skyline theater. Mapping around Nebo
(Cox and Wilshire 1993), several miles southeast,
indicates that as many as five strands of
northwest-trending faults cross the Mojave River
at Nebo, linking the Harper Lake fault with the

Figure 8. At stop 5, Pleistocene Harper take sedtments containinS fossil mollusks are
deformed on the northeast side of the Hinkley Valley fault. In this vrew, the fault runs
southeast on the west side of Mt. Ceneral. (R. Reynolds photo).
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shorelines (2160) of Harper Lake (Dibblee 1958). We are on an
eastem branch of the Hinkley Valley faul! the main trace is on
the west side of Red Hill along Bumt Tree Road as it runs

sediments to southwestdipping sediments on the south flank
of the anticline.
148.3 (1.0) Cross the mapped trace of the northwest-trending
Helendale fault (Bortugno and Spittler 1985). The Helendale
fault runs for 60 miles to the southeast, terminating near
Baldwin lake in the eastem San Bernardino Mouniains. It may
have generated the Blackhawk mega-landslide prior to 14,000
b.p. (Aksoy and others 1986, Stout 1982, Sadler 19S2).

northwest (Dibblee 196Q Bortugno and Spittler 1986).
The Moiave River is six miles to the south+outheas! it is not
connected by tributaries to Harper lake. The Mojave River is
separated from the Halper Basin system by only one mile and
a saddle that is only 77 feet higher than where we are standing.
The Mojave River system may have had a drainage tributary
into the Haqper Basin during the Pleistocene, or might even
have terminated in that basin (Meelg 1990). That the Mojave
River is close, but not connected, may be explained by a
combination of tectonics and river incision. The Lenwood
Anticline (Bowen 1954, Bortugno and Spiftler 1986) was formed
between the Hinkley Valley fault and the Lenwood/Lockhart
fault to the west. The anticline is well exposed in road cuts east
of the junction of Lenwood Road and I-15. The anticline
probably developed after the formation of the Mojave River
channel to [^ake Manix 400,000 y.b.p. The rising anticline
between two achve faults forced the retreat of Mojave River
tributaries and isolated Haqper Lake Basin. populations of
pupfish (Gila sp., SBCM locality 1.126.52) and fresh water
mollusks may have been isolated within the basin. The Mojave
River continued to cut through the uplifting soft sediments as it
flowed toward Manix Basin, developing an antecedent water

149.6 (1.3)

152.3 (0.6) Bear east and cross railroad tracks.
152.5 (0.2) Stop, TURN RIGHT (south) on National Trails

Highway (Old Route 66).
157.5 (5.0) View at 2:00 of an unconformity in sediments on
the west side of the Mojave River.
159.3 (1.8) View at 2:00 of bluffs on west side of Mojave River
showing a thick sedimentary section with litht{olored
lacustrine sediments overlain by red soil horizons.
161.0 0.n Proceed slowly under the railroad bridge just south
of the Riverside Cement Company. SLOW for the iown of Oro
Grande.
163.8 (2.8) Cross the Mojave River at the Lower Narrows. On
the west (right) side of the river is the thick section of relatively
undissected sediments which contain mid-Pleistocene faunas
(Reynolds 1989). These sediments are capped by soils and
pedogenic carbonates that may correspond to the Tylerhorse
soil series described by Ponti (1985) as being approximately

The 2177'divide between the Hinkley Valley drainage and
the Mojave River drainage lies roughly along Highwuy Sa ut
Lenwood Road. The Hinkley Vatley drainage continues
eastward across the Hinkley Valley fault (elevation 2200,) and
across the Halper Lake fault to the 3000'elevahon in the
Waterman Hills near our stop at the microwave stahon.

500,000 years old.

At the top of the grade, note the pediment (Bowen 1954) to
the east at 9:00. Late Pleistocene erosion exposed the pediment
developed on granitic rocks and removed all but a few patches
of mid-Pleistocene sediments.

RETRACE.
125.4 (0.1) Bear south on Mountain View Road.
125.5 (0.1) TURN RIGHT (west) on Bumt Tree Road.
126.8 (1.3) Stop at Hinkley Road, TURN LEFT (south).

154.3 (0.5) Proceed across

128.8 (2.0) View south+outheast of the Lenwood Anticline

131.4 (0.1) Cross the trace of the northwest-trending
Lenwood/Lockhart fault.
135.3 (3.9) The Hawes localities (SBCM 1.1,23.2) on the left
(south) have produced vertebrate fossils suggesting a midPleistocene, lrvingtonian LMA (Reynolds 1989, 1991). The
horizon that contains these fossils is continuous to the west and
to the south, but is anticlinally bowed by the Lenwood
Anticline to the southeast and by the Helendale fault to the
southwest. If you proceed on Highway 58 past the Helendale
tumoff, 5.6 miles west, you will pass through anticlinally

Road.
142.4 (3.3) Note calichified soil

in the road bed.

744.7 (2.3) We are at the northem

limit of exposures of
pedogenic carbonates and lacustrine sediments along
Helendale/Halper Lake Road. As we go south, we gain
elevation and cross the axis of the mapped anticline (Bortugno
and Spittler 1985)
147.3 (2.6) Note that we have crossed from northeastdipping

Air

Base Road. Note the pediment to

the east.

between the Lenwood and Hinkley Valley faults.
131.5 (1.7) Santa Fe Road.
132.3 (0.8) Stop at Highway 58, TURN RIGHT (west).

fault (Reynolds 1991).
139.1 (3.8) TURN LEFT (south) on Helendale/Halper Lake

Wild Road. Proceed south.

151.4 (1.8) TURN LEFT on Vista Road
151.7 (0.3) Cross the Mojave River, bearing east (south) on
Vista Road.

8ap.

compressed sediments as the road cuts across the Helendale
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165.5 (1.2) We are passing through a thick section of wellsorted sands and gravels with occasional light<olored,
tuffaceous lacustrine sediments (Bowen 1954, Power 1989).
166.0 (0.5) TURN RIGHT (west) onto I-15 southbound onramp.
167.3 (7.3) Cross under Mojave Drive.
177.5 (4.2) Pass Bear Valley Road. To the southeast we can see
the north front of the San Bernardino Mountains. The front of
the range is bounded by a series of discontinuous thrust faults
that cut older Pleistocene terrace gravels (Miller 1987).
176.8 (5.3) Pass Highway 395.
179.8 (3.0) View west (right) of the beheaded drainage that
started dissecting the Victorville Fan surface less than 500,000
years ago (Ponti 1985, Weldon 1985). The drainage was

subsequently separated from its source in the San Gabriel
Mountains by northward erosion of Cajon Creek and rightlateral translation of the San Gabriel Mountains along the San
Andreas fault.
181.1 (1.3) Cajon Summit. The Brunhes/Matuyama magnetic
reversal event (0.7 Ma) has been identified in the underlying
Shoemaker Gravels (Meisling and Weldon 1989, Weldon 1985).
181.9 (0.8) View southwest along the north xalp of the San
Andreas fault. The Phelan Peak Fm. to our west records the
drainage reversal events that indicate when the San Gabriel
Mountains moved into this area, and their local uplift
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Crowder Fm lies east of and is seParated
from the Cajon (Punchbowl) Fm by the
Squaw Peak fault (Foster 1980, Weldon 1986).
The Crowder Fm consists of 5 mappable
units and is approximately 2500'thick. The
Caion Fm to the west is approximately 8000'
thick and consists of 6 mapped units
(Woodburne and Golz 1972, Woodbume
1991). Dating of the two formations was
accomplished initially using small mammal

biostratigraphy (Reynolds'1985, 7997,
Woodburne and Golz 1972) which provided
time markers to which paleomagnetic
sections could be correlated (Liu and others
1988, Weldon 1985). The Crowder Fm spans
7.5 m.y. from 17 to 9.5 Ma. The Caion Fm
spans only 4 m.y. from 18 to approximately
14 Ma. Age thickness, clast lithology and
degree of paleosol development indicate that

the two formations were deposited in
Figure 9. The Crowder formation is exposed along Highway 138 at Stop 6. Brown paleosols in
the white arkose contain 17 Ma fossils. The landslide on the right side of the photo is Possibly
of Pliocene age. (R. Reynolds photo).

approximately 3 m.y.a.
133.7 (1.8) We are crossing the Squaw Peak fault. Due south
on the skyline at 12:00 is Lytle Creek Ridge; the San |acinto
fault lies just beyond. The view southwest shows the contact of
white Miocene arkosic sands against a dark ridge of
metamorphic rock. This contact marks the trace of the Cajon
Valley fault. The San Andreas fault is in Lone Pine Valley
beyond.

In contrast to strike-slip movement along the San Andreas
fault and the sub-parallel Punchbowl fault 1 mile to its south,
the Calon Valley fault appears to have a maior dip+lip
component (Woodbume and Colz'1972).
Coarsegrained facies of Unit 5a of the Caion
Formation are derived from metamorphic
rocks across the Caion Valley fault. This
wedge of fanglomerates interfingers with
Barstovian LMA sediments indicating that
dip+lip movement on the Caion Valley fault

separate basins and iuxtaposed by the Squaw
Peak fault after 9.5 Ma. (Miller and Weldon
1992). RETURN to vehicles.
187.0 (0.6) Watch for cross traffic and
proceed west. We will be moving right onto

the dirt frontage rcad priar to reaching the northbound onramp
to I-15. TURN RIGHT onto dirt frontage road that parallels the

northbound I-15 onramp.
187.8 (0.S) Cross under a single set of railroad tracks.
1SS.7 (0.9) TURN RIGHT (east) after crossing under two
railroad trestles; proceed to top of grade.
188.8 (0.1) Stop 7: Squaw Peak Fault. PARK in wide area on
north side of tracks. Meisling and Weldon (1989) describe the
Squaw Peak fault as consisting of three maior segments. Two of

these segments strike west-northwest and dip north, parallel to
Tertiary bedding. We are at the highpangle segment which
strikes north-northeast. Contraction and then strike-slip

may have started as early as 16 m.y.a.
1S5.2 (1.5) EXIT at the HighwaY 138
offramp.

(0.2) Stop, TURN LEFT (east) onto
Highway 138 after checking for cross traffic.
185.6 (0.2) Continue past the northbound
onramp but for future reference note the dirt
frontage road just east of northbound
1S5.4

onramp. Proceed eastward past the contact
of granitic rock with arkosic Crowder Unit
1.The contact marks the trace of the Squaw
Peak fault (Foster 1980, Weldon,1986,

Meisling and Weldon 1985).
186.4 (0.8) Stop 6: Crowder Formation
(Figure 9). PARK on the wide shoulder on
southeast side of the highway. Here we will
note the difference between the Crowder Fm
(silts and arkose) and the Caion Fm
(indurated arkose and red beds). The

Figure 10. White arkosic sediments of the Crowder formation contain distinctive clasts
deiived from the Victorville area, to the northeast. The Shoemaker Gravels (skyltne)
unconformably overlie the Crowder formation and contain 3 Ma clasts derived from the San
Gabriel Mountains. (R. Reynolds photo).
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1'1. View northwest along lone Pine Canyon and the San Andreas fault zone. The Pacific Plate with metamorphic rocks lies to the west (left);
the North American plate with volcanic rocks and Tertiary sediments is east (right). lost take (Stop 9) is a sag pondseen here at lower right at a
clump of eucaly4>tus trees. (Harris Aerial photo).

Figure

movement occurd in a relatively short interval between 4.2
and 9.5 Ma, and possibly between 4.2 and 6.2}y'.a (Miller and
Weldon 1992, Weldon 1985).
WALK EAST through the railroad cut to look at structures
generated by the Squaw Peak fault in the Cajon Fm and the
Crowder Fm. The faults are much easier to locate if you have a
copy of Miller and Weldon (1992) in hand. Their detailed
mapping clarifies structural relationships along the Squaw Peak
fault. They determined that thrust mohon generated two
vertically-separated low angle fault segments. With continued
thrusting, the high angle segment broke through the earlier
structures and connected the thrusts as a lateral ramp (Miller
and Weldon 1992)
Looking northwest and north we can see the Phelan Peak
Fm (4.2-1.5 Ma), the Shoemaker Gravels (1.5-0.7 Ma) and the
older alluvium (0.7{.5 Ma), all dated by paleomagnetic
sampling (Weldon 1985). Clasts from the Miocene Victorville
Highland to the northeast occur near the base of the Phelan
Peak Fm. They are replaced with clasts from the San Gabriel
Mountains near the top of the formation, documenting the
Transverse Range uplift and a reversal in drainage pattem
around 3 m.y.a. (lVeldon 1985). Locally, it is not until the onset
of deposition of the Shoemaker Gravels that a full suite of San
Gabriel Mountains clasts are present. The San Gabriel
Mountains moved past the San Bernardino Mountains and the
former became a prominent topographic feature at
approximately 2.5 m.y. (Meisling and Weldon 1989, Weldon
1985). RETURN to vehicles and RETRACE to Highway 138.
190.5 Q.n Stop at the pavement and cautiously TURN RIGHT

(west) onto Highway 138. Proceed west across I-15 to the
southbound onramp, which is a right tum to the north.
190.7 (0.2) TURN RIGHT (north) onto the southbound onramp
of I-15, and drive toward San Bemardino.
1,91,.9 (1.2) EXIT at Cleghom Road.
192.2 (0.3) Stop, TURN RIGHT. Cleghom Road becomes Cajon
Blvd. Proceed south.
793.9 (1.n Swarthout Canyon Road is on the right. Do not
tum, but prepare for an immediate left tum across traffic.
194.0 (0.1) TURN LEFT across the road and PARK on the
asphalt of the abandoned highway lane. Stop E: San
Francisquito Road Cut. We are at the southwest margin of the
North American plate and could walk southwest for one-half
mile across the crushed rock of the San Andreas fault zone to
the Pacific plate (Figure 11). In this area, the Pacific plate rocks
are distinctive Pelona Schist (glaucophane and actinolite schist
facies). To our north, the North American plate consists of
Mesozoic granitic rocks and a sequence of sediments which
include: the marine San Francisquito Fm, containing articulated
Elasmosaur bones and which indicate the sediments might
span the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary(Kooser 1985, Lucas and
Reynolds 1991); the Vaqueros Fm, containing articulated
dolphin skeletons and dating to 24 m.y. (McCulloh, pers.
comm. in Reynolds 1985); the Miocene continental Cajon and
Crowder formations; and overlying Plio-Pleistocene sediments.
A summary of the evolution of the San Andreas fault is
presented by Powell and Weldon (1992) who indicate that
throughgoing faults of the San Andreas system started at 20 to
'1.7
Ma. A middle phase involving the San Gabriel fault,
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developed between approximately 13 to 4 Ma. The latest phase
involves the emergence of the modem San Andreas fault
between 5 to 4 Ma which linked the southem Gulf of Califomia
spreading zone to the nothem Mendocino triple junction to the
north. Retum to vehicles and RETRACE to Swarthout Canyon
Road.
794.2 (0.2) Swarthout CanYon Road
794.6 (0.4) Cross first set of railroad tracks.
195.1 (0.5) Cross second set of railroad tracks.
195.4 (0.3) TURN RIGHT into Lost Iake parking lot. Stop 9:
Lost I-ake. Loot I-ake is a sag pond produced in an opening
rhombochasm during right-lateral movement along the San
Andreas fault. Ground water sources filling Lost Iake come
from the north to be contained between two minor branches of
the San Andreas fault in a water table perched 100'higher than
Lone Pine Creek, to the southwest. Weldon (1987) described the
rhombochasm xalps and terraces and the shutter ridge that
formed Lost Lake (Weldon and Sieh 1985). Data presented were
used to calculate an averate slip rate of 24.5t3.5 mm/yt on the
San Andreas fault . Movement along the San Andreas fault
occurs with dixrete ruPtures of about 13' (4m) every few
hundred years. There was no ruPture along this portion of the
San Andreas fault during the 1857 earthquake (Agnew and Sieh
7978),but tree ring data supports ground fissuring during the
1812 San juan Capistrano quake (acoby and others 1988,
Meisling and Sieh 1984). Weldon (1987) indicated that there
needs to be "a large earthquake in the near future to relieve the
more than 16' (5m) of strain that has accumulated since the last
earthquake" (Meisling and Sieh 1984).
195.8 (0.4) Railroad tracks. Blue Cut (Pelona Schist of the
Pacific Plate) is ahead to the south+outheast.
196.3 (0.5) Second set of railroad tracks.
196.7 (0.4) Stop, TURN RIGHT (south) onto Caion Blvd.
200.8 (4.1) Slow, prepare to

tum left.

201.1 (0.3) TURN LEFT (north) on Kenwood Ave.
201.2 (0.1) TURN RIGHT onto southbound onramp of I-15.
207.4 (0.2) ]unction of I-15 to the righ! I-215 to the left. I-15
takes you to Etiwanda and Los Angeles; I-215 takes you 11.5
miles to Highway 10 and then east to the San Bemardino
County Museum. If you take I-15 to Etiwanda you will pass the
Cucamonga fault zone on the southem flank of the San
Gabriels. Thrust faults cut Pleistocene and Holocene alluvial
surfaces dating to 13,000 and 5,000 ybP in the Etiwanda area

(Morton and others 1987).
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INTRODUCTION

components: (1)a thick southdipping section of furassic
volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks overlain by up to 8 km of
The Maria belt in west<entral Arizona and southeastem
|urassic(?) or Cretaceous McCoy Mountains Formation [Miller,
Califomia is part of an east-trending deformahon zone situated
1944; Harding and Coney, '1,985; Stone and others, 1987] is
between the thrust belts of southem Nevada and Chihuahua
bounded by (2) the Maria fold and thrust belt [Reynolds and
(Figure 1). Rocks in this region record a complex Mesozoic
others, 1986; Spencer and Reynolds, 19901 on the north, and by
history including local Triassic(?) erosioh of the entire Paleozoic
(3) the Mule Mountains thrust system on the south [Tosdal,
19911. Rocks north of and within the
Maria fold and thrust belt include
the following: (1) a basement of
Precambrian metamolphic and
granitic rocks; (2) cratonic Paleozoic
and lower Mesozoic strata 1-1.5 km
thick, correlated with units of
similar age on the Colorado Plateau;
(3) Jurassic granitoids; (4) up to 2
km of intermediate to felsic volcanic
rocks of probable Jurassic age; (5)
up to 8 km of furassic(?) or
Cretaceous clastic rocks, broadly
correlative with the McCoy
Mountains Formation and (6) mostly
Figure 1. Map of the Maria belt showing location of stops and mountain ranges referred to in text.
Location

E:_.l

section, Jurassic

r-

magmatism, and
|urassic to Cretaceous
high-angle faulting,
basin formation, thrust
faulting and normal
faulting. Complex

m
I ]T
ffi
ffi
tlr
[:."ij::il

supelposed

deformation is the rule,

typically including
early southward tilting
or formation of
southward-facing folds
and later
top-to-the-northeast or
top-to-the+outhwest
movement on
low-angle faults. The
exact sequence of
events varies from
range to range, and the

largescale kinematics
are debatable.
The Maria belt has
three major

Area of pre-mid-Jurassic
eroston
Laramide mid-crustal rocks
Laramide lntrusions

Jurassic Plutonic rocks
Mesozoic supracrustal rocks
Paleozoic sedimentary rocks

E::-::::::1:t

I#$#ffi| Proterozoic rocks

N

orocopia Schist (Jurassic?)

Figure 2. Palinspastic reconstruction of the Maria belt region for the early Tertiary. Post-late Cretaceous (l,aramide)
rocks are not shown. Arizona geology from Reynolds, 1988; geology in Califomia from Jennings, 7977 and this report.
l,aramide mid-crustal rocks are presently exposed in the footwall oI major middle Tertiary detachment faults. The
trace of the northern limit of the Maria Fold and thrust belt (MFTB) is the approximate northem limit of
greenschisFfactes Paleozoic and Mesozoic supracrustal rocks preserved beneath Proterozoic crystalline rocks in the
h*g.g wall of thrust faults. The present trace of the Colorado River relatrve to the Colorado Plateau is shown for
reference. Abbreviations: BHM-Big Hom Mountains, BM-Buckskin Mountains (rocks above detachment fault),
BMM-Big Maria Mountains, DRM-Dome Rock Mountains, GWM4ranrte Wash Mountains, LHM-Little Harquahala
Mountains, MFT&Maria fold and thrust belt, MPH-Merrit Pass Hills, nPlM-northem Plomosa Mountains,
PlM-Plomosa Mountains, RM-Rawhide Mountarns.
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Dome Rock, Big and
Little Maria Mountains

Plomosa Mountains
Kaibab Limestone-Grey fossiliferous
dolomite and dolomitic limestone; sandy at
base in gradation into Coconino quartzite.
Crinoid columnals 1-2 cm in diameter are
common, Productid brachiopods also
present. Upper unit is grey cherty limestone.
These conelate with units one and two of the
southern Little Harquahala Mountains

Triassic(?) metasedimentary rocks-Tung Hill
Mine, northern Dome Rock Mountrains,
metasedimentary rocks consisting dominantly of
quartz-mica schist, with lesser amounts of
quartz-kyanite schist, yellow/tan micaceous
marble, quartz-pebble metaconglomerate, and
quartzite are exposed. Little Maria: grey-green
schist, phyllite, anhydrite, and calcite rich meta-

o
o

F

-l

Kaibab-Chert-rich calcitic marbles, which
contain abundant wollastonite at high grade.
Chert tends for form small irregular globs in least
deformed rock. Discontinuous dark grey layers

Coconino--fine-grained, vitreous, hard, grey to
white quartzite. ln thin sections from Little Maria
Mountains, small mica flakes are found growing
along the quartz grain boundaries and commonly
found in the middle of strain-free

Supai-Boyer Gap: heterogeneous assemblage
of banded calc-silicate schists, marbles, and
quartzites. Big Maria: impure quarEites and
carbonates at low grade and complex calcsilicate rocks at high grade. Litde Maria: layers of
alternating 2-5 cm thick beds of calcite and chert
or siltstone. Now largely converted to
wollastonite; crops out as a distinctive zebra'

5
o

Gap area: banded grey and white micaceous
marble near the base (Muav), massive, light tan
weathering dolomitic marble; white, chertbanded, calcitic marble near the top (Redwall?).
Big Maria Mountains, lrom base: calcitic marble
(Muav?); thick brown-weathering dolomite
marble; white calcite marble, which is
designated Redwall Marble (Upper Devonian and
rocks mav be

Ouarrite-thin to medium bedded
teldspathic and arkosic quartzite. Grades
from arkosic grit at basal contact with
Proterozoic granitoid to thin-bedded fine
grained feldspathic sandstone at top.
Contact with Abrigo Formation is placed at

E
j
o

o
.d

Proterozoic-crystalline rocks

E

Tapeats-light tan to blue-gray weathering
rocks

thinly bedded
white vitreous quartzite; high angle eolian
beds are visible in
quartz
arenite, interbedded with sandy limestone,
vitreous quartzite and purple siltstone;
medium to thick bedded. Red-brown very
fine-grained sandstone at top may be
Hermit.
limestone
Redwall
with lenticular stratiform chert nodules. At
the top the the section a paleo-karst zone is
preserved, with carbonate cemented
breccias and inegular (cavern-filling?) pods
mudstone.
-medium bedded
grey, brown and tan dolomite. Basal part of
unit is sandy and dark brown weathering.
to very thin bedded
Abrigo
quartzite and mudstone. Coarsening
upward cycles from mudstone to very thinbedded fine grained feldspathic sandstone

Coconino

o

()

l|-q \/

acl

iir't>t

Figure 3. Paleozoic and lower Mesozoic stratigraphy of eastem (Plomosa Mountains) and westem (Big and Little Maria mountains) Maria fold and
thrust belt.

undeformed I.ate Cretaceous plutons. These rocks will be the
focus of our field trip.
Early Miocene and probable Late Cretaceous or early
Tertiary low-angle normal faults have unroofed deeper
structural levels from south to north or southwest to northeast.
The deepest structural levels are exposed beneath the Miocene
I,t/hipple-Buckskin-Bullard detachment fault system at the
eastem end of the belt. Significant Miocene normal faults in the
northern part of the Big Maria, Dome Rock and Plomosa
mountains apparently lose displacement southward [Spencer
and Reynolds, 1989,1991]. Large-scale tilting of uncertain
magnitude accompanied movement on these faults, but the
ranges we will visit are largely unextended intemally and
appear to form a 'raft'separating regions of greater
mid-Tertiary extension to the north, east and south [Sherrod
and Tosdal, 1991; Spencer and Reynolds, 19911. The westem
end of the Maria belt has been disrupted by late Miocene

1993]. In order to facilitate
discussion of Mesozoic tectonics, Figure 2 presents a
palinspastic reconstruction of the Maria Belt in early Tertiary

right+lip faulting [Richard,
time.

Purpose of trip
On this trip, we will examine faults and unconformities in
the Cretaceous McCoy Mountains Formation and related rocks
representing shallow paleodepth in the southem Plomosa
Mountains and Livingston Hills, and polydeformed Paleozoic
and Mesozoic metasedimentary rocks representing deeper parts
of the orogen in the northem Dome Rock, Big Maria and Little
Maria Mountains. Maior problems to be addressed include the
interaction of deformation and sedimentation at high structural
levels in the southem part of the belt, style and kinematics of
ductile deformation in the northem Part of the belt, and the
relationship between events documented in these two domains.
OVERVIEW OF ROCK UNITS
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(Figure 2). This domain appears to separate the two types of
Paleozoic section indicated in Figure 3.

lithology

1

Thick sequences of Middle Jurassic dacitic to rhyolitic
pyroclastic rocks, minor lavas, and volcaniclastic rocks in the
Maria belt are collectively referred to as the Middle furassic
22272
Member K
Dome Rock sequence [Tosdal and others, 1989]. The thickest
preserved section, in the central Dome Rock Mountains is a
Not
Member J
exposed
minimum of about 4 km thick. U-Pb ages are typically between
Member
Siltstone
175 and 158 Ma from stratigraphically equivalent rocks in
Member H
member
several
parts of the Maria belt, as well as elsewhere in southem
rt
lining upward sequence from
Arizona and southem Califomia [Reynolds and others, 1987;
Member G
congiomerate to sandstone to
Upper
iiltstone; sandstone lithofeldspathic
unit
Graubard and others, 1988; Busby-Spera and others, 1990; Riggs
uur tgrur ilgrdtc Putyt
and others, 1993; R.M. Tosdal, unpublished data, 19931.
o Sandslone
north.
Upper
member
The intrusive component of the Jurassic magmatic arc is
Member F
unit
represented by a compositionallyexpanded suite of granitoids
@ 0onglomerate
member
collectively known as the Kitt Peak-Trigo Peak superunit
heterogeneous conglomerate
Mudstone
[Tosdal and others, 1989]. The granitoids are metaluminous and
sandstone
and
siltstone
or
Member E
member
calc-alkaline
with a tendency toward an alkalic character (high
unil 2
Basal
common in lower part; jn some
KrO).
They
are
subdivided into three plutonic units, which
Lower
Member D
sandstone
unit
member 2
have similar petrologic, chemical, and chronologic
Member C
orades uo into conolomerate
Basal
characteristics over some 500 km from the eastemmost
quartz arenite, quartzite-cobble
Member B
unit
sandstone
)onglomerate and maroon siltstone
Transverse Ranges in southem Califomia to the Baboquivari
Member A
memher
Mountains in southem Arizona. The oldest plutonic unit is
samole location C Fossit angrosperm
A U-Pb sample
heterogeneous, ranging from hornblendite to granite
(-45%-74% SiO2), but diorite is most rypical. Available U-Pb
data indicate ages of about 173 to 170 Ma [R.M.
Tosdal, unpublished data 19931, essentially the
same age as the lower part of the Dome Rock
sequence. Porphyritic granodiorite, with
subordinate quartz monzodiorite and granite,
Upper MMF
form the second intrusive unit. In contrast to
MMF Unit 2
the diorite unit, the porphyritic granodiorite is
MMF unit
relatively homogeneous (60%49% SiO2) and is
typified by conspicuous K-feldspar
phenocrysts. These rocks give U-Pb ages of
Jurassic
plutonic rocks
165-163 Ma in 9 ranges in the region [Tosdal
Upper Paleozoic
and others, 1989; R.M. Tosdal, unpublished
substrate
Lower Paleozoic
not exposed
data 19931. The youngest plutonic unit consists
Arizona orovince
of homogeneous leucogranite (70%-77% SiOZ)
Proteiozoic
that intrudes older rocks primarily as dikes,
sills, or small plutons. The older units of the
Figure 4. A. Correlahon of proposed stratigraphic nomenclature for the McCoy Mountains
suite are rypically weakly to strongly deformed,
Formahon. B. Schematic lithostratigraphic cross sectron along the Maria Belt.
but late leucocratic granitoids are commonly
undeformed. Uncertainties cloud the tectonics
Proterozoic rocks consist of Early Proterozoic metavolcanic
of deformation affecting these units, but one generation of folds
and metasedimentary rocks and granitoids intruded by
in the Boyer Gap area is intruded by granite. U-Pb isotopic
coarse-grained Middle Proterozoic granitoids. These are
data indicate that the granites are 160 to 158 Ma, essentially the
overlain by 1 to 2 km of Paleozoic and lower Mesozoic
same age as the upper Dome Rock sequence.
quartz-rich sandstone, carbonates and shale (Figure 3).
The age, correlation, and tectonic setting of the McCoy
Cambrian-Devonian carbonate units appear to change character
Mountains Formation (MMF) [Miller, 1944] and related rocks
significantly between the eastem Plomosa Mountains and the
has been the topic of much debate. This thick sequence (as
northem Dome Rock Mountains.
much as 8 km) of continental clastic rocks buried the ]urassic
One or more episodes of deformation affected Paleozoic
magmatic arc in westem Arizona and southeastem Califomia,
and Proterozoic rocks before the onset of thrust faulting in the
and in the BlytheQuartzsite region contains the only record of
Cretaceous [Reynolds and others, 1989]. These events are now
some 90 m.y. between ]urassic volcanism and the reinception of
recorded only by unconformities and coarse conglomerates.
deformation, regional metamorphism and plutonism in the Late
These prerxisting structures may have significantly affected
Cretaceous. The McCoy Mountains Formation has been divided
the locahon and stratigraphic separation of younger thrust
into two units, a quartzose- and volcaniclastic-rich lower unit
faults, but pre-thrusting faults, if present, are difficult to
and a feldspathic upper unit [Tosdal and others, 1989; Tosdal
recognize due to the complex deformation history. A narrow
and Stone, 19941 (Figure 4). An unconformity separates these
north-trending domain in which lower Mesozoic strata directly
two units in the southem Plomosa and Dome Rock Mountains
overlie Proterozoic rocks is centered on Quartzsite, and can be
and the Livingston Hills. The lower unit records the
traced as far north as the southwestem Buckskin Mountains
degradation of the subjacent silicic volcanic arc and is
Member L
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I

1

1

1
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Figure 5. Structural-stratigraphic domarns in the southern Plomosa
Mountains. Geology from Richard and others [1993], Sherrod and
others [1990] and Tosdal and Stone [1994].

considered to be of furassic(?) and Cretaceous age [Tosdal and
Stone 1994} These strata are probably correlahve with the
Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous Bisbee Group in
southeastem Arizona [Dickinson and other, 1989]. In contrast,
the upper unit is interpreted to be of Late Cretaceous age and
has been proposed to represent a foreland basin deposit shed
from the rising and evolving Maria fold and thrust belt [Stone
and others, 1987; Tosdal and Stone, 19941.
The lower unit of the MMF of Tosdal and others [1989] is
subdivided here into a quartz-arenite-rich unit 1 and a
heterogeneous unit 2 (roughly corresponding to basal unit 1
and basal unit 2 plus mudstone members of Harding and
Coney [1985]) (Figure 4). The lower quartzose unit and the
upper unit are recognizable from range to range, but the
intervening unit (basal unit 2 and mudstone member of
Harding and Coney [1985] and unit 2 of this report) varies
greatly in lithology and stratigraphy. Quartz arenite of the
lower unit (basal sandstone member 1 of Harding and Coney
[1985]) is one of the most distinctive rock units in the region,
and is present from the southem Little Harquahala Mountains
[Richard and others, 1987) to the Palen Mountains [Pelka, 1973],
and southward some 70 km south along the Colorado River in
the area west of Iaguna Dam [Richard,1,992a). The generally
upward-fining sequence and feldspathic character of the upper
unit (conglomerate, sndstone, siltstone members of Harding
and Coney [1985]) is also distinctive. The stratigraphically
heterogeneous rocks above quartzose-rich unit 1 and below
massive conglomerate or sandstone at the base of the upper
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unit make regional subdivision of this interval difficult.
Clastic sequences that overlie Paleozoic strata in the
eastem part of the belt may correlate with either heterogeneous
unit 2 or with the upper unit of the MMF. Referred to as
Apache Wash facies [Reynolds and others, 1986; Richard and
others, 1987], these sequences are characterizedby a large
proportion of lithofeldspathic sandstone, and the local
abundance of mafic sills. Two sections show a well developed

fining-upward stratigraphy (Apache Wash, southern Little
Harquahala Mtns.), but in other sections there is no clear
pattem of fining or coarsening (Ramsay Mine, Granite Wash
Mtns.). Fine-grained sandstone in the upper part of the Apache
Wash section depositionally overlies unit 1 of the MMF,
demonstrahng that these rocks are not older than the MMF.
The Granite Wash granodiorite, which has yielded an aArlsAr
homblende plateau age of 80 Ma [S.M. Richard, unpublished
data, 79921, intrudes rocks of the Granite Wash section.
GEOLOGY OF MOUNTAIN RANGES IN THE
BLYTHE-QUARTZSITE AREA
Livingston Hills (Tosdal)
Conglomerate, sandstone and siltstone of the upper McCoy
Mountains Formation that underlie the Livingston Hills are
folded into a north-facing, gently east-plunging syncline, which
is broken by thrust faults parallel to its axial surface.
North-verging folding of the sedimentary rocks is related to
northwarddirected transport in the footwall of the latest
Cretaceous Mule Mountains thrust system [Tosdal, 1990].
ln the northeastem Livingston Hills quartz arenite and
maroon siltstone of MMF unit 1 are unconformably overlain on
the south by steeply dipping, distinctive, granite<last
conglomerate [Tosdal and Stone, 1994] (Stop 1-1). At the NW
tip of the Livingston Hills, upright and south-facing
conglomerate and minor sandstone of the conglomerate
member is in contact with an isolated and upright section of
lithofeldspathic sandstone, pebble conglomerate, and minor
siliceous siltstone and limestone assigned to heterogeneous unit
2 of the MMF [Tosdal and Stone, 1994]. Clasts of unit 2 are
present in the conglomerate. Field relations suggest that the
contact between the upper and lower units of the MMF at this
locality is either an angular unconfonnity or a premetamorphic
fault.
The structural orientation of the largely southdipping
upper MMF conglomerate is similar in both areas, but the
1,000-m+hick section of polymictic conglomerate that underlies
the distinchve granitetlast conglomerate in the northwestem
Livingston Hills is absent in the northeastem Livingston Hills
(Stop 1-1). Tosdal and Stone [1994] interpreted these relations
to indicate that MMF unit 1 was faulted against heterogeneous
unit 2 before deposition of the upper MMF conglomerate,
which then overlapped the fault contact between those units.
The abrupt westward thickening of the upper MMF
conglomerate indicates a down-to-the-southwest component of
movement on this fault. This fault is intelpreted as a thrust
fault because the overturned bedding in the Crystal Hill area
implies contraction, and because the fanning dips in the upper
MMF conglomerate in the northwestem Livingston Hills
suggests that these rocks could have been deposited
synchronously with a reverse growth fault or above a blind
thrust. The present fault, which cuts the conglomerate, would
be the result of continued movement or reactivation.
Plomosa Mountains Gichard)
Six contrasting Mesozoic stratigraphic assemblages
characterize fault*ounded terranes in the southern Plomosa
275 -
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Mountains (Figure 5, 6). The kinematics of high- and low-angle
faults bounding the stratigraphic domains are poorly
constrained, hindering reconstruction of their pre-faulting
configuration. Likewise, the sedimentological characteristics of
the stratigraphic sequences do not dictate their original
configuration. Many of the domainiounding faults appear to
have polyphase histories.
Pre-thrusting deformation is recorded by unconformities
and coarse sedimentary deposits. In the Scadden Mountain
block, lower Mesozoic conglomerate is deposited directly on
Proterozoic metavolcanic rocks [Lerch, 1990]. These sediments
are overlain conformably by jurassic volcanic rocks.
Conglomerate at the base of unit 1 of the MMF onlaps across
these Jurassic volcanic rocks to directly overlie Proterozoic
granitoid. Dramatic changes in the thickness of jurassic
ash-flow tuff units may be due to volcano-tectonic subsidence
or eruption of tuffs onto pre-exisiting topography. Quartzite
breccias (Pc?) in Jurassic tuff blocks in the Apache Wash
breccia may record caldera collapse. Megabreccia in the Apache
Wash sequence was deposited from a sourqe to the south,
presently not exposed or removed by subsequent fault slip or
erosion. This source may be related to the old
northwest-trending faults, or record an even older deformation
event.
The most prominent structures are a series of
gentlydipping thrust faults. Fault names used here are those
proposed in Reynolds and others [i986]. The Poorman thrust is
a minor imbrication between the Six Price and Apache Wash

blocks. A minimum of 4 km of SSW transport of the hanging
wall is necessary to produce the observed separation of the cut
off of steeply SEdipping Paleozoic strata at the
northwest-trending pre-Poorman high-angle fault (Figure 7).
The Dos Picachos thrust is the major fault between the Apache
Wash and Scadden Mountain blocks because of the greater
development of tectonite fabric along this contact than along
the Apache Chief thrust. Data available are insufficient to
determine its direction of transport on the Dos Picachos thrust.

1994 G.S.A, CORDILLERAN SECTION GUIDEEOOK

The nature of the Apache Chief thrust, which places the
Paleozoic and Jurassic-block chaos/megabreccia unit on top of
unit 1 of the MMF, is cryptic. It may be a significant pre-Dos
Picachos fault or a disrupted depositional contact. We suggest
that this contact be referred to as the Apache Chief fault rather
than thrust because of this uncertainty.

Two major lithologic discontinuities in the southem
Plomosa Mountains are northwest-trending high(?)-angle faults
that predate thrust faults in the area. A pre-Poorman-thrust,

northwest-trending high-angle fault (now largely ovelprinted
by minor Tertiary normal slip) is the major structure that
juxtaposes the Six Price and Apache Wash blocks. This fault
does not displace the Dos Picachos thrust along the east side of
Scadden Mountain and is inferred to be older. The southern
part of the Dos Picachos thrust overlaps an inferred fault
contact between the Scadden Mountain and Livingston Mine
blocks. This pre-Dos Picachos fault is constrained by outcrop
distribution to have a northwest trend similar to that of the
pre-Poorman high-angle fault. This older fault does not outcrop
but is inferred from the stratigraphic contrast between the
Scadden Mountain sequence and Livingston Mine sequence.
and the change from a relatively high stratigraphic position in
MMF unit 2 north of the discontinuity to the base of a very
thick sequence of jurassic volcanic rocks on the south side.
Miller and McKee's [1971] interpretation that major
northwest-trending strike slip faults are present remains valid,

but the faults are pre-Tertiary.
Within the Crystal Hill block, a complex zone of folding
and faulting separates the eastern part of the block,
characterized by a simple, south- to SSWdipping upright
homocline from the western part, which is a NNWdipping
overtumed homocline. This deforn-ration zone starts about 1 km
east of Crystal Hill. NW- to Wdipping cleavage in the
deformation zone is apparently axial planar to a pinched
syncline cored by conglomerate (W of center, sec 11, T2N
R18W). Conglomerate overlies overtumed Crystal Hill
formation depositionally, and the cleavage formation thus post

Figure 6. Stratigraphy of domains in the southem Plomosa Mountains. Locatron of domains shown rn Figure 5. Abbrevrations: MMF-McCoy
Mountains Formation.
Crystal Hill sequence: porcellaneous volcanic
li0ric sandstone overlain by conglomerate like
that at the base of MMF unit 1 in the Scadden

Livingston Hills sequence: upward-fining
sequence of conglomerate-sandstone-siltstone
conelated with fte upper MMF. At the base of
the section in ttre northem Livingston Hills, the

Mountain sequence, overlain in tum by a thin
interval of feldspathic sandstone like that which
overlies MMF unit I in the Livingston Mine
sequence. The feldspathic sandstone grades up
into typical MMF unit 1. Cross bedding on
Crystal Hill demonstrates that the section is
overtumed. In the eastem part of the Crystal
Hill domain, MMF unit 1 grades up into
Renegade thrust
feldspathic sandstone in a sequence like that in
the Livingston Mine sequence. In the area of complex folding NE of Crystal
Hill, overtumed MMF unit 1 is overlain by upright(?) massive conglomerate.
Quartzite-cobble conglomerate and feldspathic quartz arenite below the
conglomerate are interyreted to represent an interval of recycled MMF unit 1,
implying that the folding took place before the Crystal Hill sediments were
silica cemented. The geometry of this unconformity is similar to that at the
Amuy mine in the northem Livingston Hills Gtop 1-1).

conglomerate overlies units of the lower MMF
along an unconformity or fault (see Livingston
Hills geology and stop 1-1).

Renegade Thrust
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igneous and sedimentary rocks lying in the intervening area.
Tertiary deformation is minor in the range, being restricted to
northwest-trending high-angle faults, which in many cases
probably followed traces of Mesozoic faults. These young
brittle faults probably formed during Late Cenozoic strike-slip
faulting [Richard, 1993]. Older, early Miocene extensional
deformation, marked by detachment faults and tilted Tertiary
strata but no mylonitic rocks, affected the northeastem margin
of the Moon Mountains, immediately north of the Dome Rock
Mountairs, and the southwestem margin of the southem Dome
Rock Mountains and adjoining Trigo Peaks (Figure 8) [Sherrod
sArl3eAr ages for
and Tosdal, 1991;Y'rtapp, 19891. K-Ar and
<-280'C by the
to
had
cooled
that
the
range
biotite indicate

dates the overtuming of section at Crystal Hill.
Early Miocene northeast- to east-trending faults along
lower Apache Wash, and northwest-trending faults in the
central and southem part of the map area disrupt the older
structures, and are apparently mostly normal faults, but
amounts of slip are poorly constrained. Miocene basalt overlaps
these faults.

Dome Rock Mountains (Tosdal)
The Dome Rock Mountains contain a neartontinuous
cross+ection through the varied elements of the Mesozoic arc
in the BlytheQuartzsite area (Figure 8). Two inward-facing
Cretaceous syrclinoria are located at the northem and southem
ends of the range, with principally jurassic and Cretaceous

Six Price sequence: Proterozotc
coarse-grained gmnitoid overlain
by Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata.
The Mesozoic section consists of
a sequence of Jurassic volcanic
rocks including at least 3 quartzphyric ash-flow tuff units and a
heterogeneous unit of dacitic
lavas and fragmental rock; a thin
volcanic lithic conglomerate unit
caps the volcanic section.
Overlying clastic rock consist
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[Shenod and Koch, 1987].
Mudstone in this sequence
depositionally overlies MMF
unit 1 to the southeast.

Livingston Mine sequence: thick
sequence of Jurassic volcanic rocks
overlain by a ttrin interval of sedi-
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conglomeratic sandstone,
Apache Wash sequence: basal mega-breccia and
conglomerate overlain by sandstone in a finingupward sequence to siltstone. Paleozoic block in
the mega-breccia include a Cambrian Muavlike
tittrotogy not present in the Six Price sequence
o Paleozoic section. Other common recognizable
Utocts include Bolsa Quartzite, Abrigo Formation ald
Martin Formation. Block of Supai Formation and
possible Coconino Quartzite and Kaibab Limestone
are rare. The thickness and clast size in conglomerate
o as*ciat O with the mega-breccia increases to the south
a srrgsesfing a source in ttrat direction.
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Scadden Mountain sequence: Mesozoic volcanic rocks and the MMF unit
1 directly overlie the Proterozoic Scadden Mountain quafiz monzonite' A
thin bad conglomerate, conelated with Vampire formation is present at
ttre base ofthJsection [tcrch, 1990]' This is overlain by Jurassic quafizfeldspar phyric ash flow tuff(?), which grades up into volcanic lithic
,and.tonb derived from the tuff. MMF unit I overlies ftese in angular
unconformity, onlapping from the
sediments to the volcanic rock,then
directly onto the Scadden Mountain
quartz monzonite. A conglomerate at
the base of MMF unt 1 in this section is
littrologically nearly identical to the
Vampire conglomerate, such that the
conelation of basal conglomerate where
the MMF overlies the Scadden Mountain pluton is uncertain. Two thick
greenstone sills intrude MMF unit 1 in
this section. MMF unit I grades up into
porcellaneous volcanic-lithic sandstone,
in tum overlain gradationally by laminated, fine-grained sandstone with
intertedded-ttrin lithofeldspattric sandstone and conglomeratic sandstone
beds. This upper frne graiied unit is lithologically very-similar to the fine
grained unit if the top of the Apache Wash sequence' Strong cleavage
Eeveloped near the Dos Picachos thrust obscures stratigraphic relationships
in the fine-grained unia in the upper Scadden Mountainsequ-ence' Contacts becorie sheared to the norh, und in the vicinity of Dos Picachos, the
fine-grained unit is clearly faulted onto MMF unit 1'
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end of the mid-Eocene [Tosdal, 1990;,Knapp and
Heizler, 1990; S.S. Boettcher, unpublished data, 19931.
Apatite fission track ages, however, suggest that the
northem end of the ranges was slightly deeper than
the southem end, and cooled to <-100" C in the
earliest Miocene, contemporarieous with extensional

deformation to the northeast [S.S. Boettcher,
unpublished data, 19931. The thermochronologic data
indicate that the range is broadly tilted southward,
although the tectonics and magnitude of the tilting are
uncertain.
jurassic plutonic rocks of the Kitt Peak- Trigo
Peaks super-unit divide the Dome Rock Mountains
into a northem and southem part. The Mesozoic
geology of the southem part is described here, and
that of the northem part in a following sechon.
Southern Dome Rock Mountains
In the central Dome Rock Mountains, south of the
Middle |urassic plutonic comple>,; isolated outcrops of
Proterozoic(?) rhyolitic metavolcanic rocks are
juxtaposed against a slightly metamolphosed sequence
of immature lithofeldspathic clastic rocks and sparse
quartzose sandstones (Figure 8). The contact between
the two units is poorly exposed or has been modified
by younger faulting, but the contact is interpreted as
an unconformity because clasts of the rhyolite are
present in the metasedimentary rocks near the contact.
Where bedding can be discemed, the clastic rocks have
steep to vertical dips. The metasedimentary rocks are
inferred to be either Late Triassic(?) or Early to Middle
]urassic(?) age, and were deposited across eroded
Proterozoic rocks.
The Triassic(?) or Early ]urassic(?)

metasedimentary rocks in the central part of the range
are in contact with volcanic rocks and intruded by
Figure 7. Geologic map of the southern Plomosa Mountains and Livingston Hills,
plutonic rocks, both of which represent the Middle
showing location of fteld trip stops. Modified from Richard and others [L993],
sherrod and others [1990] and rosdal and stone [1994]. Explanation of rnap units
|urassic magmatic arc in the range (Figure 8). plutonic
included with Figure 8.
rocks of the Kitt Peak-Trigo Peaks super-unit intrude
the metasedimentary rocks on the north. On the south,
they are unconformably overlain by ]urassic volcanic rocks of
upper and lower parts of the MMF in the Dome Rock
the Middle Jurassic Dome Rock sequence [Tosdal and others,
Mountains. On the eastem side of the range, conglomerate at
19891, which consists of dacitic to rhyolitic tuffs, minor lavas,
the base of the upper unit overlies the heterogeneous MMF
volcaniclastic rocks, and sparse granitic dikes, sills and
unit I but the base of the upper unit cuts down stratigraphic
hypabyssal plutons. Polyphase ductile deformation and
section to the west, until in the southwestemlnost part of the
accompanying metamoqphism at greenschist facies conCitions
range the upper unit overlies rocks of MMF unit 1 [Tosdal and
in the Jurassic(?) and Cretaceous has oveqprinted most primary
Stone, 19941.
volcanic textures. The thickness and homogeneity of the lower
In the latest Cretaceous (70t4 Ma) the MMF was
part of the sequence suggests that these rock represent
tectonically buried beneath the northeast-vergent Mule
caldera-related vent and near-vent facies. On the other hand,
Mountains thrust system [Tosdal, 1990a1, which crops out at
rhyolitic tuffs in the upper part of the sequence probably
the southem end of the Dome Rock Mountains. The upper
represent out-flow facies.
plate of the Mule Mountains thrust system consists of Middle
The southwarddipping Jurassic(?) and Cretaceous McCoy
Jurassic granitoids, identical in age and compositions to those
Mountains Formation underlies the southem part of the Dome
which crop out extensively in the central part of the range.
Rock Mountains. The MMF unconformably overlies the Dome
Northern Dome Rock Mountains (Boettcher)
Rock sequence, and overlaps a now-high-angle fault, which
Overview. Complexly deformed Proterozoic, Paleozoic,
juxtaposed two stratigraphic levels in the underlying Dome
and Mesozoic metamorphic rocks are intruded by Middle
Rock sequence in the Copper Bottom Pass area (Figure 8). The
jurassic plutons in the central Dome Rock Mountains.
buried high-angle fault represents brittle late Middle or Lare
Porphyritic granodiorite, the dominant plutonic phase, is
|urassic(?) deformation. Separation on this fault is consistent
mostly weakly foliated to unfoliated, but develops a strong
with either sinistral strike-slip or normal faulting, which
foliation subparallel to its northem contact, where it intrudes a
contrasts with the contractional deformation that accompanied
heterogeneous assemblage of Proterozoic metasedimentary and
plutonism at other times in the late Middle Jurassic in the
metavolcanic gneisses and megacrystic augen gneiss [Yeats,
range [Tosdal, 1990b]. A subtle unconformity separates the
1985; Lerch and others, 19911 (Figure 8). Cambrian Tapeats
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Yeats [1985]) are in contact with a
megacrystic augen gneiss in pendants
within Jurassic plutonic rocks. The auten
gneiss is lithologically similar to augen
gneiss that is depositionally overlain by
Cambrian Tapeats quartzite in Boyer Gap.
Mylonitic augen gneiss (-1410 Ma,

U/Pb zircon, R.M. Tosdal, unpublished
data, 1993) structurally overlies the Tung
Hill metasedimentary rocks in the hanging
wall of the Tyson thrust shear zone [Yeats,
19851. Dynamically recrystallized feldspar
augen in this shear zone are generally less
than 1 cm in diameter and streaks of
stretched feldspar are up to 20 cm long,
defining a NNE-trending lineation. Winged
augen, c/s fabrics, and shear bands show

top-tothe-NE, normal-sense shear. The

Tyson thrust shear zone is intruded by a
late Cretaceous pluton, the Tyson Wash
pu gnei$ 4d
I
granite (U/Pb zircon, -80 Ma [R.M. Tosdal,
ordnord
Pg lrmitoio
unpublished data, 19931), at the northem
\ p-r.*oi"
end of the Dome Rock Mountains.
IH:E::iT#"*',# J Mlddle
Structures. The earliest recognizable
r:---.,:-=r tii',iiroio.
l'.'I9JEudJiig'i"iss Proterczolc
phase of deformation (D,) produced a
y^ qranitoid and
Early
hetavolcanicrocks Proterozoic
N-facing recumbent syncline (F,) with
km-scale amplitude. The F, syncline was
Figure 8. Simplified geologic map of the Dome Rock Mouxtains showing area of enlarged
refolded during a second phase of
and
Stone
geotogic map of the Boyer Gap area. Modified from Yeats [1985], Knapp [1989],
deformation (O:) by S- to Sw-vergent
[1ee0].
reclined folds (F) with wavelengths of 1'0's
to 100's of meters. The hinge of the F, fold
crops out -1 km west of Boyer Gap, where Jurassic and
quartzite unconformably overlies the megacrystic augen gneiss
Proterozoic granitic gneiss are folded around Tapeats quartzite
in Boyer Gap. A Ndipping mylonite zone on the south side of
and
Bright Angel schist. Upward-facing folds are common in
Boyer Gap (Figure 8) has been interpreted as a regionally
Boyer
Gap, but at structurally higher levels a 0.5 -10 meter
granitoid
foliated
Proterozoic
zone
shear
extensive
iuxtaposing
thick section of Cambrian-Mississippian marble is present in
and overlying Paleozoic metasedimentary rocks on the north
the cores of tight L-10 meter-scale S-vergent synforrns above
against unrelated crystalline rocks to the south [Harding and
rocks of the Pennsylvanian-Permian Supai Group.
that
the
calc-silicate
hypothesis
is
Coney, 1985; Yeats, 19851. An alternative
The cores of these synforms are inferred to be erosional
Boyer Gap shear zone is not a maior (>10 km offset) structural
remnants on the upsidedown limb of the F, recumbent
boundary, but rather a zone of concentrated shear strain in the
syncline. Folding of an already upsidedown section of
footwall of the SW-vergent Tyson thrust shear zone .
metasedimentary rock (F, overturned limb) during a
rocks
Proterozoic augen gneist Paleozoic metasedimentary
subsequent SW-verging phase of deformation (D) produced
as young as the Supai Group, and ]urassic granitoids in and
downward-facing folds. Because of the reorientation of D,
north of the Boyer Gap area are affected by two phases of
structures during SWdirected D, shearing, the initial
Mesozoic contractile (D" DJ and subsequent NEdirected
orientation and vergence of the F, syncline is unclear.
(Dr)
lie
in
the
footwall
structures
strain. Contractile
extensional
D, deformation is attributed to top-to-the-SW shearing in
of the Tyson thrust shear zone, exPosed 3 km to the north
the footwall of the Tyson thrust shear zone. Deformation is
(discussed below). Two kilometers west of the Boyer Gap area
manifested primarily as SW-vergent isoclinal folds and
the youngest Jurassic granitic phase, a leucocratic,
subordinate ductile shear zones. Cornpositional layering and a
Dr/Dt
muscovite+earing granite, is undeformed outside of
I

I
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parallel foliation (SolS,) were transposed into a new foliation
(S) that is axial planar to second generation folds (F).
Hingelines of minor folds and parallel quartz rods vary from
an E-W to a NNE-trend, parallel to the NNE-trending
elongation lineation in mylonitic rocks. Brittle, low-angle faults,
generally parallel to strahgraphic contacts, locally cut out
stratigraphic section and result in both "younter on older" and
"older on younger" superposition of metasedimentary rocks.
Ndipping shear zones south of the Tyson thrust shear
zone, including the Boyer Gap and Tung Hill shear zones, do
not mark pronounced structural or thermal breaks and are
interpreted as zones of concentrated strain in the footwall of
the Tyson thrust shear zone. [n the Boyer Gap shear zone, the
mylonitic foliation is folded and transected by a gently (<20)
Ndipping cleavage, producing a subhorizontal intersechon
lineation. Lithologically similar Proterozoic augen gneiss is
present on both sides of the shear zone, sutgesting that
displacement on the Boyer Gap shear zone is relatively small
(<<1 km?). Displacement on the Tyson Thrust shear zone may
be as little as a few meters to 1.5 km, the range of thickness of
Paleozoic metasedimentary rocks cut out along the fault.
D, in the Boyer Gap area is distinguished by open to tight
sheath folds that fold quartz rods oriented parallel to F, fold
axes. These non<ylindrical folds universally show a
"z-asymmetry" when viewed looking to the west and generally
have sub-horizontal to southdipping axial planes. Their
teometry suggests top-to-the- NE shearing, superposed on the
two earlier phases of folding. Additionally, a Ndipping
extensional crenulation cleavage in the Tung Hill
metasedimentary rocks indicates late top-to-the-NE shearing.
Noncylindrical folds of D, mylonitic foliation and
top-to-the-NE, (normal+ense) shear indicators in Ndipping
shear zones are interpreted to be the result of NEdirected
extensional shain in reactivated, previously SW-vergent shear
zones. Mylonitic foliation with top-to-the-NE S,/C fabric,
developed in the Tyson Wash granite and related plutonic
rocks in the Moon Mountains is probably also related to this
deformahon. Biohte 40Ar/39Ar cooling ages from the northem
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Dome Rock Mountains and Moon Mountains are all in the
range of 47-56 Ma, indicating that rocks in the area were below
-280'C by early Tertiary time [Knapp and Heizler, 1990] and
were too cool to develop mylonitic foliation in early Miocene
time. [n addition, early Miocene plutons in the NE Moon
Mountains are weakly foliated to unfoliated and cut all
foliation in surrounding rocks [Knapp, i989] (Figure 8). Thus,
the D, extensional deformation is probably Late Cretaceous to
early Tertiary in age.
The preservation of strain features (deformation bands and
core/mantle structure) in quartz trains, c/s fabrics in Q
mylonihc rocks, and the progression from ductile to brittle
deformation of feldspar implies that NE-vergent extensional
deformation occurred under retrograde conditions. The
common NE-SW elongation direction shared by D, and D.
deformation phases suggests a possible kinematic link between
contraction and extension. As contractile deformation ceased,
continued advective heat transfer by water-rich fluids may
have provided the trigger that led to gravitational collapse of
mid<rustal rocks along preexisting planar and linear
anisotropy [Ballard, 1990].

Big Maria Mountains (Hamilton)
The Big Maria Mountains have the most extensive
exposures in southeastem Califomia, southwestem Arizona, or
northwestem Sonora of the metamorphosed cratonic section of
Paleozoic and Lower Mesozoic strata [Hamil ton, 7982,'1,984,
19871 (Figure 2). The range is dominated by a

northwest-trending, recumbently cross-folded synclinorium,
flanked by the granitic (-1400 Ma, U /Pb zircon, L. T. Silver,
oral communication) and gneissic basement rocks on which the
Paleozoic strata were deposited (Figure 9). Middle furassic
granodiorite and quartz monzonite (-160 Ma, U/Pb zircon , L.
T. Silver, oral communication) intrude all older rocks and are
present on both sides of the synclinorium. Late Cretaceous
regional metamorphism at upper greenschist to middle
amphibolite facies was accompanied by intense
northeast-verging deformation and attenuation. The thickness
of deformed stratigraphic units is extremely variable, locally
<1% of initial

stratigraphic
thicknesses, and yet the

distinctive units
commonly maintain
continuity and
stratigraphic position.

Voluminous pegmatites
with a preliminary
minimum age of 63 Ma

Figure 9. Geologic map of Big and Little Maria mountains. Geology from Hamilton [1987], Ballard [1990], and Stone
[1990]. Explanation of map units included with Figure 8.
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(U/Pb zircon; I. D.
Walker, oral
communication, 1993)
postdate most
deformation, but as
pegmatite abundance
defines the same
general pattem as the
thermal contours of the
metamorphism the
pegmatites and
metamorphism reflect
the same heat source.
The synclinorium
may have formed
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initially between domiform Jurassic plutons, and furassic
contact metamorphism survives locally as skams; otherwise,

|urassic strucfures and metamorphism were overprinted so
severely during Late Cretaceous time as to be unrecognizable.
Minor folds in metamorphosed strahfied rocks, and c/s fabrics
in mylonitic gneisses, show northeastward vergence throughout
the range, regardless of their position in the synclinorium or
other large structures. Typical mid+ize structures are
recumbent folds that cascade northeastward over one another.
Apparently the metasedimentary rocks dipped steeply when
Late Cretaceous deformation began; vergence is shown by
structural geometry, not by facing directions of strata within
folds. Dips are mostly gentle to moderate to either northeast or
southwesf axial planes separating these contrasted dip
domains are subhorizontal.
A remarkable feature of the Big Maria Mountains is the
extreme tectonic attenuation undergone by the stratified rocks
while maintaining stratigraphic coherence. The
unmetamorphosed Paleozoic section is about 1 km thick in the
Plomosa Mountains [Miller, 1970], whereas in the Big Maria
Mountains, the entire section was locally attenuated tectonically
to 20 m, with all formations continuous and in proper order
(stop 3-3b). Elsewhere in the range, individual units are even
more attenuated; Aztec Quartzite and Redwall Marble each
maintains continuity where as thin as 30 cm. Such variations
are demonstrable here because the undeformed units were so
distinctive. Presumably similar deformation is common in
metasedimentary terranes but commonly is overlooked.
Early Miocene extension produced a variety of structures
in the Big Maria Mountains. A major low-angle normal fault
dips northward in the northern part of the range, atoP a
mylonitic carapace formed early in the extensional episode.
Subhorizontal shear zones are Present to the south at deeper
structural levels. A large moderatedip normal fault cuts
through the range. A thoroughgoing, northwest-trending
rightJateral strike-slip fault postdates early Miocene(?)
detachment faulting.
Cooling History (Hoixh). Homblende, muxovite and
biotite from the west<enhal part of the Big Maria Mountahs
have yielded o\r/elrr plateau dates of 75, 58 and 55 Ma
respectively [Hoisch and others, 1988]. The samples were
collected within the diopside-tremolite zone, in which the peak
metamorphic temPerature roughly coincides with the
Ar<losure temperature for hornblende. Thus, the 75 Ma
cooling age from homblende is probably close to the time of
peak metamorphism. Five K-Ar biotite cooling dates ranging
from 52 to 159 Ma have been reported from the Big Maria
Mountains and one date of -60 Ma in the Little Maria
Mountains (Martin and others 179821; data from samples for
which >50% radiogenic argon was analyzed and biotite analysis
reported >6% Kp\. Most of the biotite K-Ar dates cluster
{Ar/sAr plateau
betrareen 52 and 62lda, consistent with the
age. The cooling data indicate a cooling rate of about 10"C/Ma,
much too slow to be accounted for by crystallization of
underlying plutons. The relatively slow cooling rate, and
gradual changes in metamorphic grade across the range
probably reflect either slow uplift or in situ relaxation of a
perturbed geotherm. A thermal perturbation could have arisen
from hot fluid migrating upward through the crust [Hoixh and

Hamilton, 1990; Hoixh, 7997f.
Little Maria Mountains (Ballard)
Similarities in structural style and in metamorphic grade
indicate the geology between the Little Maria and Big Maria
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Mountains continues without a major structural discontinuity
(Figure 9). Structure and rock fabrics in the Little Maria
Mountains record at least two episodes of Mesozoic, ductile SEto SSW-vergent shortening (D,, DJ, followed by top-to-the-NE
low-angle normal shearing (Dg). Field evidence for the early
deformation event (D,) is limited to NE-SW striking large+cale
fold limbs and folded, NW-plunging stretching lineation. The
younger contractional deformation (D) is characterized by
large SSW-facing, synformal isoclinal folds, minor SSW-vergent
thrust faults, L-S to L tectonite fabric (terminology of Flinn
t1965]), transposed intrusive contacts, and extreme amounts of
ductile attenuation in the inverted portions of the Paleozoic
section. This event was accomPanied by upper greenschist to
lower amphibolite grade metamorphism (450{00'C) at crustal
depths suggested to be 10-12 km in a hot, water-rich, prograde
metamorphic environment [Hoisch, 1985, 1987a] (see
Metamorphism, below). D, contraction was followed quickly by
a latest Cretaceoustarly Tertiary phase of extension (Dr).
Extension decapitated D, structures, reactivated D, shear zones,
and left a legacy of top-to-the-northeast, normal+hear+ense
indicators. Structural evidence and the cooling history of rocks
in the Little Maria Mountains suggests that extension
represents tectonic denudation and gravitational collapse of the
D, contrachonal orogen.
The Little Maria Mountains consist of three NEdipping
structural plates (Figure 9,14), and a relatively undeformed
Late Cretaceous pluton at the westem end of the range. The
lower plate consists of Paleozoic and lower Mesozoic rocks
(lithology described in Figure 2) deformed into large,
SSW-facing, tight to isoclinal synclines. The middle plate
overlies the lower plate above a NNEdipping tectonic contact
and is composed of quartz-rich, grey-green gneiss and
muscovite-biotite xhisU some jurassic granitoid is also present.
The bulk composition of middle plate gneisses suggests that
their protolith was lower Mesozoic sedimentary rocks. A thin
layer of transposed Paleozoic marbles overlain by Bright Angel
xhist and Tapeats quartzite at the top of the middle plate
suggests that the contact between the middle and upper plates
is an inverted, highly sheared Paleozoic section. Proterozoic or
Jurassic feldspathic gneiss and mylonitized |urassic
granodiorite comprise the uppermost plate. Foliation in the
gneiss is commonly folded into SSW-vergent antiforms, and
intrusive contacts with jurassic(?) plutonic rocks are transposed
into parallelism with the NEdipping foliation'
Large, mostly granodioritic middle jurassic plutons intrude
rocks within the lower and middle plates in the central part of
the range (north Midland pluton) and at the southeast end of
the range (south Midland pluton). Large bodies of Jurassic(?)
granitoid are present in the upper plate. lntrusive contacts
mostly are transPosed into parallelism with the main D,
foliation. D, (and possibly D,) strain transformed the
granodiorites into L-S to transitional-L fabric mylonites with
stretching lineations plunging to the NE.
Structure. The large-scale fold hinges trend WNW along
outcrop strike of the range and plunge gently to the W. The
lower limbs of large folds contain abundant small- to
meso-scale disharmonic folds, but the stratigraphic sequence is
upright and the thickness of units is comparable to that in less
deformed sections to the east or north. The upper limbs are
inverted and commonly show extreme amounts of ductile
attenuation, locally to 5-10% of lower limb thickness. Strain is
remarkably homogeneous in these lithologically heterogeneous
rocks-each stratigraphic unit, regardless of lithology, is
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present in correct stratigraphic order and is attenuated by a
similar amount. Minor fold axes show a scatter in orientation.
Within Dr/D, and D, shear zones, minor folds are commonly
rotated into reclined positions and plunge N to NE, subparillel
to the mylonitic lineation, suggesting a sheath fold origin.
D, mylonitic fabric is penetrahve on the scale of a
mountain,range. The only D, shear-sense indicators remaining
in the rock are asymmetric pressure shadows (winged augen[
but these are rarely interpretable because of overprinhng bV D,
strain. Quartz grains in thin section commonly surround small
mica flakes, have a weak undulatory extinction, and a weak or
absent preferred orimtation. Grain boundaries are not
polygonal as would be expected for statically annealed grains
but are commonly serrated. Marin [1993] interpreted similar
fabrics in the Granite Wash Mountains as indicating highly
mobile grain boundaries in a water-rich environment.
An important, latestage top-to-the-northeast shearing
event, D, followed soon after contraction ended. tn both the
lower plate-middle plate and the middle plate-upper plate
contacts, mesoscale structures including NE-vergent folds with
SWdipping axial planar fabrics, refolded folds, rotated fold
hinges, and asymmetric boudinage are superposed on D,
fabrics. Hansen separation-arc analysis of small-scale folds in
the middle plate-upper plate contact zone in the westem Big
Maria Mountains demonstrates that the last period of
movement along the contact was normal, down-to-the-NE
shear. Throughout the area, microstrucfures in discrete D. shear
zones uniformly indicate top-to-the-northeast shear. D, fabrics
are not as penetrative in the rocks as are D, fabrics (see below).
ln the main, they are restricted to D, shear zones that were
reactivated by D. shear or to first generation D, shear zones
such as the lower plate-middle plate contact.
In the westem Little Maria Mountains, the three structural
plates can be understood in the context of a single, large
SSW-vergent syncline prior to D, extension. This interpretation
suggests the Mesozoic(?) metasedimentary rocks of the middle
plate represent the core of the syncline after translation down
dip along a NEdipping, D. shear zone. The lower plate-middle
plate contact is interpreted as an inverted, extensively
aftenuated upper limb of the lower plate syncline. The middle
plate-upper plate contact similarly originated as an overtumed
basement<over contact ir the overtumed limb of this fold.
Both have been strongly ovelprinted by D, top-to-the-northeast
shearing.

D. mylonites contain a variety of microstructures reflecting
relatively unrecovered crystal plastic strain in quartz, including
intemal strain shadowt C/S band fabric, quartz shape fabrics,
and a strong preferred orientation. Significant grain size
reduction has occurred in more intensely foliated zones. These
features indicate that the rocks was deformed at temperatures
than 300-350"C [Simpson, 1985]. D3 fabrics formed under vasrly

different conditions than D, fabrics. The rocks were did not
remain at high temperatures to be statically annealed; D,
fabrics were "frozen" into the rock during a rapid retrograde,
cooling path.

Interpretation. D, crustal contraction was profound and
was accompanied by prograde metamorphism, large amounts
of water in the crust, high temperafures, and strain rates
estimated at 10'13 - 1(Ila sec-l. Geologic evidence from the Little
Maria Mountains area suggests that heat was advectively
transferred from the lower crust by axending crustal fluids
[Hoisch, 1991]. As a result of this advective heat flow, rocks
reached T* h the final stages or very soon after contraction
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ended at -80 Ma. Ductile extensional shear zones (Dg ) may
have become active shortly after this time. Thermochronologic
data summarized earlier (Cooling history section, Big MariJ
Mountains) indicate that the Big Maria and Little Maria
Mountains were cooled to below the Ar closure temperature for
biotite (-280" C) [Harrison and others, 1985] by 50 Ma. Because
microstructures in D tectonites indicate deformation at
temperatures above about 300"C, these cooling ages bracket D,
deformation to be Latest Cretaceous or early Tertiary in age.
Contraction and late-stage extension in an orogen are linked
through a combination of inherited geometry and thermal
history. Calculated slip-line directions for Q and D. upper
plate transport show transport directions nearly 180'apart,
suggesting a strong kinematic link as well. Once established, a
dynamic/kinematic link may be passed from one orogenic
event to another.

METAMORPHISM IN THE NORTHWESTERN MARIA
BELT
Boyer Gap area (Boettcher). Two distinct metamorphic
mineral assemblages (M" MJ can be documented in the Boyer
Gap area. Relict idioblastic tourmaline and kyanite that trew
across a schistosity (S,) preserve the evidence for Ml.
Tourmaline is present in Proterozoic gneiss, the Tapeats
quartzite, in jurassic metagranite, and in quartzites of the Tung
Hill metasedimentary rocks. Kyanite is present in quartz-mica
schists of the Tung Hill metasedimentary rocks. The second
metamorphic assemblage (M) formed under upper
greenschist-lower amphibolite facies conditions and is
distinguished from M, by the growth of metamorphic minerals
parallel to a foliation (S) that is axial planar to SW-vergent
folds (F). The assemblage is characterized by quartz+ epidote+
muxovite+ biotite in pelitic schists, qvartz+ calcite+ epidote+
diopside+ phlogopite+ microcline in calc-silicate schists and
gneisses, and calcite+ muscovite+ quartz +epidote+ actinolite+
phlogopite in marbles. M, kyanite is partially replaced by
muscovite. Both tourmaline and kyanite were folded,
boudinaged, and transposed into the $ foliation during Dr. M,
biotite and phlogopite are partially replaced by chlorite in
marbles and schists. Randomly oriented andalusite
porphyroblasts overgrow S, in pelitic xhist of the Tung Hill
metasedimentary rocks, indicating that metamorphic
recrystallization outlasted D, deformation. Furthermore,
numerous small (1 m) to large (100's m) bodies of calc-silicate
homfels and granofels are present at schist/marble contacts
and within calc-silicate rocks of the Supai Group in the Boyer
Cap area. These bodies are typically found as boudins and
consist of very-fine grained, dense, light-tan- to
black-weathering calcite- epidotequartz dominated homfels
and granofels. Irregularly shaped patches of coarse calcite
rhombs and biotite are common in calc-silicate granofels and
schist. Other minerals recognized in hand sample and thin
section include randomly oriented tremolite, microcline,
plagioclase, diopside, grossular, and magnetite.
Big and Liftle Maria Mountains (Hoisch, Ballard). Rocks
in the Big and Little Maria Mountains were deformed in a
prograde, upper greenschist-lower amphibolite metamorphic
environment [Hoisch,'1985, 1987b1 at crustal depths suggested
to be 10-12 km. Temperatures across the area varied from
400{00'c with temperature maxima centered over the Late
Cretaceous age (?) Little Maria Pluton in the westem Little
Maria Mountains and over a dike swarm in the westem Big
Maria Mountains. Variations in metamorphic grade in siliceous
metadolomite in the Big and Little Maria Mountains were
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zones

Metamorphic
Forsterite

F
DT Diopside{remolite .
UT Upper talc
LT Lower talc
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data indicate that such extreme attenuation could only occur
under a fairly narrow range of geologic conditions including: 1)
abundant water to hydrolytically weaken quartz and to induce
highly mobile grain boundary migration; 2) high temPeratures
to allow dislocation creep in both quartz and calcite; and 3)
strain rates of between 1Or3 sec-t and 10rs sec-t [Ballard,1990l.
The fluid is inferred to have originated from metamorphic
devolatilization of subducted oceanic lithosphere and overlying
oceanic sediments, which were being subducted at a low angle
under the continent at the time of metamorphism [Hoisch and
Hamilton, 19901. Such fluids may have raised crustal
temperatures on the order of 140'C at the level of the Big Maria
Mountains [Hoixh, 1991].

L

sampte tocarion

Figure 10. Metamorphic zones in Big and Little Maria mountains.

Road Log

determined from mineral assemblages, from which four
metamorphic zones were delineated (Figure 10) [see discussion
in Hoisch and others, 1988]. The zones are the lower talc zone,
upper talc zone, diopside-tremolite zone, and forsterite zone. In
this area these correspond roughly to upper greenschist to

All distances measured in miles.
DAY ONE
0.0 Reset odometer at the intersection of U.S. 95 and Business
I-10 in downtown Quartzsite (at the light). HEAD SOUTH on

middle amphibolite facies.
Temperatures of metamorphism were determined using
the calcitedolomite geothermometer of Rice [i9Z].
Temperatures in the Big Maria Mountains range from 428"C to
592'C and in the Little Maria Mountains from 486'C to 591'C
(uncertainty t50'C). The temperatures determined corroborate
the differences in grade inferred from mineral assemblages. In
the Big Maria Mountains, metamolphic grade increases
gradually from southeast to northwest. tn the Little Maria
Mountains the highest grade is observed in the contact aureole
of the Little Maria pluton at the northwest end of the range.
Metamorphic grade varies symmetrically around the hinge of
the Midland syncline. The limbs record higher peak
temperatures than the hinge suggesting that the peak of
metamorphism was reached prior to folding.
Insight into the pressures of metamorphism may be
obtained from the Presence of kyanite in the southeastem Part
of the Big Maria Mountains, where peak temperatures are
calculated to have been about 470"C. At these temperatures,
kyanite is stable above 3 kbar [Holdaway, 19771. Hoisch and
others [1988] crudely calibrated a geobarometer based upon the
anorthite content of albite in plagioclase which has undergone
exsolution about the peristerite gap. Plagioclase compositional
data compiled from suitable samples corresponds to pressures
of 34 kbar for samples from the southem Big Maria Mountains
and 2 kbar from the southem Little Maria Mountains. l,arge
and unquantifiable uncertainties accomPany these estimates.
Taken together, these data indicate low crustal Pressures,
slightly greater than 3.0 kbar in the Big Maria Mountains, and
somewhat less in the Little Maria Mountains.
The metamorphism required the flux of an enormous
volume of hot H20-rich fluid, indicated by the reaction of
siliceous limestone in Supai and Kaibab formations to form
massive wollastonite [Hoixh, 1987; Hoisch and others, 1988].
Reaction progress calculations [Hoisch, 1987a] show that the
reaction requires a water:rock ratio greater than 17:1. The
mechanical behavior of the rocks also reflect the same
environmental condihons for deformation. Widely varying rock
types in the Paleozoic section on the overturned limbs of folds
are homogeneously attenuated to 1-10% their initial thickness
without indication of significant comPetency contrast
[Hamilton, 1982; Ballard, 1990]. Experimental and theoretical

U. S. route 95, between the Dome Rock (west side) and
southem Plomosa (east side) Mountains.
8.9 TURN LEFT (mile post 95.5 on U.S. 95); sign on right side
indicates 'Kofa Game Range, Crystal Hill.
14.7 Fork, KEEP LEFT on main road.
14.8 Pass left tum to Crystal Hill campground (Kofa Game
Range (KGR) signpost #77).
15.5 Pass left tum into Crystal Hill campground (KGR signpost

#n.
17.7 TURN off main road on private road to Livingston Ranch.
Park on flat area before first wash crossing.
Stop 1-1. Unconformity between lower and upper McCoy
Mountains Formation (Tosdal). Walk south approximately 1
mile, aiming for low hills at the northwest end of the first
ridge. Outcrops in the wash at the northwest tip of the hills are
maroon very fine-grained sandstone of MMF unit 1. Walk a
short distance southeast along the wash, and start south up
low, white ridge with white quartzite (also unit 1 of the MMF)
outcrops. The contact into conglomerate of the upper McCoy
Mountains formation is found at the break in slope along the
steep north flank of the east-trending ridge (Figure 11). The
granite<last conglomerate is interpreted as equivalent to rocks
in the upper part of the upper MMF conglomerate cropping out
along strike to the west in the main part of the Livingston
Hills. Sparse channels and graded beds indicate that the
conglomerate faces southward. The rocks of basal sandstone
member 1 dip 40' to 65" southward and are truncated at the
contact. A 2-m-thick (or thinner) horizon of maroon
mudstone<hip breccia or quartz arenite<last breccia, both with
a purple sericitic matrix, are Present along the contact. Angular
quartz arenite and sparse maroon mudstone chips are Present
in the granite<last conglomerate. Rare bedding in the
otherwise massive conglomerate (clast-rich horizons, crude clast
imbrication, lenticular grain size variations, and rare interbeds
of quartz arenite<last breccia) indicates that the rocks dip 50'
to 90' southward and locally are overtumed to the north. The
conglomerate beds lie subparallel to the contact. As much as 3
km of stratigraphic section is missing across the unconforrnity.
The missing section is equivalent to an unknown portion of
MMF unit 1, MMF unit 2, and the lower part of the
conglomerate at the base of the upper MMF.
Return to vehicles, and head back to the west on the main
road.
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19.9 TURN RIGHT into Crystal Hill campground (KGR
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rock units throughout the southem Plomosa Mountain+
generally trend northwest with steep dips and locally contain
minor copper mineralization. At the east end of the bold
outcrops along the wash, climb out of the wash heading north
and look for the trail that heads north towards the saddle

signpost #7).

20.2 Windmill at l2-mile well on the right.
20.4 TURN RIGHT at cross roads.
20.5 PARK where road meet major wash (Frmch creek) and

between Crystal Hill (the higher hill on the east) and the low
hill adjacent to the wash. Follow the trail to the saddle, and
climb Crystal Hill, angling up to the north to intersect the
prominent quartzite ledge that forms the ridge line. Well
developed trough cross beds can be found in this unit that
demonstrate that this section is overturned. Follow this
sandstone unit to the top of the hill.
slightly metamorphosed rocks in this unit. Quartz veins in this
From the top of Crystal Hill, looking northwest, the section
area have yielded abundant very clear quartz crystals, thus
of overtumed lower MMF probably continues under cover at
Crystal Hill and Quartz-Site. The veins typically cut quartzite
least as far as the low hills in the basin between Crystal Hill
beds, perpendicular to the bedding, and pinch out rapidly in
and the next high ridge. tf this is a continuous section,
adjacent finegrained units. Occasionally the veins are buckled
approximately 830 m of strata are present. Looking east, the
in the fine6rained units before they completely disappear, and
southdippint strata on the ridge about 2 miles away are
the prominent cleavage is axial planar to these folds, suggeshng
upright strata of MMF unit 1 above the hinge surface of the
that the veins are pre- or syn<leavage. Similar veins, present in
large*cale, non<ylindrical, nearly recumbent fold which
overtums the strata at Crystal Hill. The hinge is
difficult to see in the lower part of the ridge
from this angle. Overturned strata of the lower
limb are refolded into an upright, NE-trending
antiformal syncline in the low hills between
Crystal Hill and the upright limb. To the NE of
Crystal Hill is a brown hill with no apparent
bedding, underlain by boulder conglomerate
that probably correlates with the polymict
conglomerate seen in the Livingston Hills. This
conglomerate unconformabty overlies the
overturned limb of the Crystal Hill fold, in a
EXPLANATION
relationship similar to that seen along the north
side of the Livingston Hills, but with a gently
Qal Alluvium (Quatemary)
dipping, instead of vertical, unconformity. The
McCoy Mountains Formation of Harding and Coney ( I 985) (Cretaceous and
Jurassic)
conglomerate appears to be folded by the
Upper unitNE-trending F, fold. The prominent cleavage in
Conglomerate member-Locally includes:
these rocks transects the F, fold and the
Quartz arenite-clasl breccia
unconformity, demonstrating that it is not
Lower unitBasal sandstone member I-Locally includes:
related to either generation of folds.
Quartz arenite
To the south is the north-facing xarp of
Contact
the Livingston Hills, which are underlain by
Fault-Dotted where concealed
westward thickening conglomerate of the upper
Figure 11. (A) Enlarged geologic
Strike and dip of bedding
MMF. At the NW tip of the Livingston Hills,
map of the northeastern
Strike and dip of overturned bedding
upright and south-facing conglomerate and
Livingston Hills, southwestem
JL
Direction of stratigraphic top
minor sandstone at the base of the upper unit is
Arizona. See Figure 7 for
location. (B) Schematic eross
l---t Line of cross section
in contact with an isolated and upright section
section across unconformable
of rocks assigned to unit 2 of the MMF (Figure
contact between rocks of MMF
7) [Tosdal and Stone, 1994]. The contact
B
unit 1 and granite-clast
the upper and lower units at this
between
lower
in
the
conglomerates
Part
A
Conglomerate
+ member
of the upper McCoy Mountains
locality is either an angular unconformity
S
Formation. Angular truncation
(similar to Stop 1-1) or a premetamolphic fault.
of the older rocks at the contact
Basal Sandstone
Contacl
Conglomerates
of the upper MMF in the NW
member
and the subparallelism of
curves to parallel wash.
Stop 1-2. Cryetal Hill: overturned lower MMF and view of
Dome Rock Mountains (Richard, Tosdal). Cross wash and
traverse east along bold outcropa of very-fine grained
sandstone of unit one of MMF (Figure 11). The outcrops are
moderately to strongly cleaved, and have a grey color fypical of

ffi,1

@

ffi
ffi
-

#

.\

1

conglomerate beds with the
contact are emphasized. Cross
section is drawn across
unconformity at west end of
strile ridge shown in A.

+

Livingston Hills are separated from those in the
NE Livingston Hills by a northwest-striking,
largely concealed fault . This fault is interpreted
as a thrust fault with northeast-side up (See
Livingston Hills section) that was active before
and during deposition of the conglomerate.

To the west across La Posa Plain, the Dome
Rock Mountains dominate the skyline. At the
north end of the visible part of the rang9 near
I-10, isolated outcrops of Proterozoic(?) rhyolitic

GranitHlasl
conglomerate
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metavolcanic rocks are overlain unconformably by steeply
dipping, Late Triassic(?) or Early jurassic(?) sedimentary rocks
(hg. T4; these rocks form nondescript low hills). Middle
jurassic granitoids intrude the metasedimentary rocks. On the
south, SSEdipping Middle |urassic volcanic rocks of the Dome
Rock sequence are inferred to unconformably overlie the
Triassic(?) or Early jurassic(?) metasedimentary rocks. The
sequence is divided into two members, which stand out as
lower, massive, and dark-weathering outcroPs of dacitic
metatuffs, and an overlying, bedded, and light-weathering
member of rhyolitic metatuffs and volcaniclastic rocks. The
prominent southdipping strata directly to the west from
Crystal Hill are jurassic(?) and Cretaceous McCoy Mountains
Formation. All members of the formation as defined by
Harding and Coney [1985] are visible from Crystal Hill. In the
section between Copper Bottom Pass and Ehrenberg Wash
(bearing 283" to 255'from this vantage), Harding [19821
measured 2350 m of lower McCoy Mountains formation (basal
units 1 and 2, and phyllite member), and 3160 m of upper
MMF (conglomerate, sandstone and siltstone members). The
contact is visible between the silvery, non-resistant phyllite and
rugged black conglomerate on the ridge at the edge of the
range at about bearin g 276" . At the south end of its outcrop, the
stratigraphically highest part of the MMF is tectonically
overlain by Jurassic metaplutonic rocks along the Mule
Mountains thrust system (mostly obscured behind the
foreground hill and ridges at the southeast end of the
Cunningham Mountain block at bearing 255'). This fault is a
shear zone about 1 km thick, dipping 55' to the south,
composed of several ductile shear zones and slivers of lower
MMF and jurassic intrusive and extrusive rocks. The South
Trigo Peaks, visible at bearing 240', are underlain by Middle
jurassic plutonic rocks.
Retum to vehicles and retrace route to Quartzsite. When
leaving Crystal Hill campground, it is quicker to continue
straight at first cross-roads (-.1 mile from parking place) to exit
the campground at KGR signpost #77 onto main road. HEAD
EAST out of Quartzsite and get on I-10 heading east. EXIT
FREEWAY at Gold Nugget Road (7.8 miles east of the
crossroads in downtown Quartzsite).

0.0

Reset odometer at the top of the

off ramp and TURN

RIGHT.

0.4 TURN RIGHT on graded dirt road, heading south. The
road up Apache Wash is rough and rocky in places; a high
clearance vehicle is recommended.
1.4 Fork, KEEP RIGHT and follow wash, skirting outcrops of
Scadden Mountain Pluton.

1.8 Fork, keep left in the main wash at both this fork and a
second one about 50 m further on (second one marked by a
caim).

1.9 Fork, TAKE RIGHT, and climb out of main wash onto old
alluvium after about 100 m. Heading south, Dos Picachos will
lie directly in fronU this is a klippe of Devonian and
Mississippian carbonate on Mesozoic sandstone.
2.5 Fork, TAKE LEFT and drop back into the main wash.
(right fork heads to the Belle of Arizona mine, and to ProsPects
around Dos Picachos). The tracks in the wash can change
depending on recent floods.
2.7 VEER TO LEFT and follow left forks on anastamosing
tracks in braided channel. Large boulder in outcrops on the
right is block of furassic volcanic rock in Tertiary breccia
[Davis, 1985]; breccias are well exposed in the east face of hill

GEOT,OGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF

AN

ACTTVE MARGN

on the west side of wash south of here. Italian and Apache
washes join in this area; the route

will follow

Apache Wash

(the left fork).

3.1 Road leaves prominent channel and climbs slightly onto
older alluvium; caim at intersection.

3.2 CLIMB out of main wash onto old alluvium on east side of
Apache Wash.

3.9 Conhnue straight, dropping into Apache Wash; road from
Chalk Wash enters from the left. From here, the route follows
Apache Wash along one of several anastamosing tracks in the
braided channel.
4.5 Fork, KEEP LEFT in main wash. Right fork goes to Apache
Chief Mine.
4.7 Prcterozoic granite (depositionally overlain by Cambrian
Bolsa Quartzite) is faulted against unit 1 of the MMF in small
side canyon on east side of main wash. This high angle fault is
overlapped by the Poorman thrust.
5.3 Road works to east across wash, crossing Apache Chief
Mine fault. Bold tan outcroPs on toP of the low ridge on east
side of wash are unit L MMF quartzite tectonically overlying
conglomerate of the Apache Wash facies.
5.7 Follow tracks near the east side of the main wash.
Outcrops of highly cleaved siltstone of the Apache Wash facies
on the east side of the wash; dark outcrops on the west side of
the wash are sandstone of the Apache Wash facies
stratigraphically below the siltstone. The fault that juxtaposes
the sandstone and siltstone against conglomerate is cut by the
Apache Chief Mine fault.
6.0 Wash enters from left (east), on south side of steep hill
(basal McCoy Mountains Formation above Apache Chief Mine
fault); pass sandstone outcroPs in wash bottom along track.
6.1 PARK after passing outcrops in wash, in front of gently
dipping well bedded sandstone.
56, 1-3. Unconformity between siltstone of Apache Wash
Facies and basal McCoy Mountains Formation (Richard)'
Climb hill above sandstone outcrops along wash, heading east
(See Richard U992bl for detailed map). The contact between
sandstone and'siltstone' (fine-grained, very thin-bedded
sandstone) of the Apache Wash facies is typically gradational,
but structural disruption of bedding, which intensifies near the
contact, makes the location of the contact indefinite. Tan
outcrops on ridge to north are Paleozoic carbonate blocks in
sedimentary breccia at contact between lower McCoy
Mountains Formation and fine-grained Apache Wash facies
strata. Traverse east along low, hilly ridge crest. The variability
of bedding orientations, which is typical of the fine-grained
upper part of the Apache Wash section , hinders estirnating the
true stratigraphic thickness. Continue to the second hill top
capped by old alluvium. On the east side of the summit,
arkosic grit beds aPPear interbedded in the fine-grained
sandstone. This is the beginning of a rapid gradation (over
about 10 m of section) into sedimentary breccia consisting of
blocks of lower Paleozoic carbonate and quartzite and
Proterozoic coarse-grained granitoid. Continue up ridge to
contact with quartz arenite of the lower MMF, and follow the
contact into the wash just east of the ridge where it is well
exposed. Note that the cleavage in these rocks transects the
contact. Red staining and bleaching of McCoy Mountains
formation near the contact is interpreted to reflect weathering
before deposition of the overlying sediments. Retum to the
truck, and retrace route to Quartzsite.
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0.0 Reset odometer t"te?rfi;y"?US
"t north on US 95.
in Quartzsite, AZ; Drive

TRIP 12

95 and Business r-10

1.6 - TURN LEFT (west) onto Tyson Drive (Fire station on
right).
2.3 - TURN RIGHT (north) onto Moon Mountain Road (follow
sign to Quartzsite Alliance Church).
5.7 - VEER LEFT at prominent branch in road marked by
wooden stake.
6.8 - VEER LEFT at prominent branch in road marked by metal
stake. Pass light<olored, low hills on left, underlain by jurassic
granitoid and Paleozoic(?) quartzite, schist and siliceous
marble. 9.8 - PARK on right (north) just before entering area of
bedrock exposure in Boyer Gap.
Stop 2-1. Large-scale refolded folds in paleozoic
metasediments (Boettcher). From parking area, walk SSW to
top of low hill on the south side of the road to view fold
sfructure looking west, approximately along the F, hinge trace
(Figure 12). This hill is underlain by Bright Angel schist with a
crenulated, penetrative xhistosiry (S) that is afal planar to
fold-s of compositional layering and parallel schistosity
is-oll-inal
(S0lS,). Rodding lineahon and striations in quartzite layers
within the schist are parallel to F, minor fold axes and locally
produce L-tectonite fabrics. Non- penetrative, spaced cleavage
(SJ locally transects the earlier fabrics present in the
metasedimentary rocks. The gradational contact with Tapeats
quartzite is exposed on the south side of the hill. The Tapeats
quartzite depositionally overlies Proterozoic coarse-grained

A
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granite (now variably deformed to augen gneiss). These rocks
are located on the upright limb of both F1 and F, folds. Looking
west at the steep hill on the north side of Boyer Gap, note the
two tight synforms of light colored, lower paleozoic marble
within the darker Supai formation. These synformal anticlines
are interpreted as the cores of F, minor folds on the overturned
limb of a N-facing, km-scale F, fold. This outcrop is near the
core of a larger (wavelength of 100's of meters) F, fold. Walk
northwest across the road, crossing into
Cambrian-Mississippian marbles and then into Supai Formation
calc-silicate schists and gneisses. Lenses of calc-silicate rock in
the marble below the contact with the Supai Formation may
represent infolding of Supai Formation with the marble, or may
represent fluid channelways along which the rnarble has been
metasomatized. Traverse west along the base of a steep outcrop
of complexly folded lower Paleozoic marble and climb up
along the west side of this cliff, working up the hill back into
Supai Formation rocks, and finally to the hinge zone of the
lower of the two synforms preserved near the hill top. Return
to vehicles by the same route.
Optional Stop 2-1a. Tung Hill metasedimentary rocks
(Boettcher). Retum to vehicles and retrace route back to
Quartzsite.
14.8-(mile 6.8 inbound)TuRN SHARPLY NORTH on dirt road
marked by metal stake at mile.
15.4-VEER LEFT.

16.8-Veer left.
17.1-Veer left.

CROSS SECTTON A.A" BOYER GAP AREA,
NORTHERN DOME ROCK MOUNTAINS, ARIZONA

South

Trace of F2
Trace of F1 Axial Plane
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Figure 12. Detailed cross section of Boyer Gap area, by S. Boettcher. Sectron line shown in Figure 8. Abbreviations for map units (alphabetic
order):
Cba-Bright Angel schist (Cambrian), Ct-Tapeats quartzite (Cambrian), Jd-diorite (Jurassic).
Igi-granodiorite (Jurassic), Jlg-granite (Jurassic). pps-Supai
formation (Pennsylvanian-Permian), Pzmm-mottled marble (Cambrian to Mississippiar), Pztm-ian marble (Cambrian
to Mississippian), pzwmwhite marble (Cambrian to Mississippian), Yg-coarse.grained granitoid to augen gneiss (Middle proterozoic).
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L7.2 Veer right.

is of Supai Formation with yellow Cambrian-Mississippian

18.1-Park on right (north) side of road. Walk north across wash
to knobby outcrops of Proterozoic and/or furassic
protomylonitic augen gneiss that underlie Tung Hill
metasedimentary rocks. The metasedimentary rocks consist
dominantly of quartz-mica schist, with lesser amounts of
quartz-kyanite schist, yellow/tan micaceous marble,
quartz-pebble metaconglomerate, and quartzite. These rocks are
intruded by Jurassic granitoids and are in contact with
Proterozoic or Jurassic augen gneisq but are nowhere in contact
with the Paleozoic metasedimentary rocks at Boyer Gap. A
Triassic age has been inferred for this assemblage based on
correlation with other early Mesozoic sedimentary rocks
present in nearby ranges and with the Moenkopi Formation of
the Colorado Plateau [Reynolds and others, 1.987;l$app, 1988).
The lower contact of the metasedimentary rocks with
Proterozoic(?) augen gneiss is hypothesized to be depositional
in nature, although subsequent deformation obscures this
relationship. To view Proterozoic mylonihc augen gneiss in the
hanging wall of the Tyson thrust shear zone (described above),
walk north -100 meters around the east side of the low hills
until dark weathering mylonitic augen gneiss is reached.
Refum to vehicles and retrace route to Quartzsite. Get on
lnterstate 10 heading west, cross the Colorado River into
Califomia, and exit at the U. S. 95 exit on the east side of
Blythe (first exit after crossing the river). Reset odometer at the
stoplight at the intersection of U.S. Highway 95 and
Hobsonway (the main street in Blythe)
00.0 HEAD N on US Highway 95 on the Holocene floodplain
of Colorado River. Big Maria Mountains come into view ahead.
Dark hills directly ahead are of granitic rocks; layered rocks in
left part of range are metamorphosed Paleozoic strata.
4.5 Cross irrigation ditch. Rugged hills ahead and left are of
]urassic granitic rocks; lower hills and dissected pediment to
right are of Proterozoic granite. Late Pleistocene fan surfaces
are pediments on intercalated fanglomerates and river silts.
6.1 Cross large ditch and begin curving route along edge of
floodplain. Wash cobbles for next 3 miles are mostly of jurassic
granitic rocks, with subordinate Proterozoic granites.
7.9 Roadcut in Proterozoic granite, recrystallized at greenschist

carbonates beneath and left, and dark Cambrian clastics and
Proterozoic and furassic metagranite below those. Above and
right of Supai Formation are poorly exposed Hermit Schist and
Coconino Quartzite, then cliffs of light Kaibab Marble, then
dark Triassic rocks, Aztec Quartzite, and Jurassic
metaignimbrite. Skyline at 276' is of inverted Paleozoic section,
greatly attenuated tectonically but complete, which is connected
to the thick section at 265' by a syncline that is broadly upright
although cross-folded by large, tight recumbent folds. Skyline
peak at 301' displays a N-verging recumbent fold of a sePtum
of Paleozoic metasedimentary rocks between plutons of jurassic
granitic rocks, now mylonitic gneisses; this is not part of the
main synclinorium. Skyline at 310' is below the projection of a

facies.

11.1 Defunct restaurant on right. Dark Supai Fm at 10 and 11
o'clock; Kaibab Marble and other Permian units at 10:30; lower
Paleozoic at 9:30.
11.5 Indian Reservation sign. Supai Fm on left: darkly
vamished greenschist-facies calc+ilicate and quartzitic rocks,
derived from calcareous redbeds. At this low grade, the
formation is typically covered by several m of iostled blocks

solidly cemented by calcite.
12.4 Near hills at 10 o'clock are of recumbently interfolded
dark Supai Fm, creamtolored Redwall Marble, and yellow
dolomite marble. Tectonic attenuation is to -10% of initial
thickness.

14.4 Highway rises from floodplain to fan; graded road to W.
16.2 TURN LEFT at track into transformer. Stop 2-2. View of
metamorphosed Paleozoic strata (Hamilton). Near hills bearing
280"-290" are on NE limb of a synclinorium and display dark
Supai Fm, thin gray Redwall Marble, and tan metadolomite,
repeated in tight recumbent folds. Cambrian strata and
Proterozoic metagranite are Present low in frontal hills. A
Tertiary normal fault, near side down 1.5 km, intervenes
between frontal hills and distant high ridge. High peak at 265"

middle Tertiary detachment fault that dips north down the far
side; the light stripes, concordant to mylonitic foliation, are
boudinaged pegmatites of the Late Cretaceous swarm that are
undeformed in most of the range and which here may record
mid-Tertiary extensional ductile deforrnation when this terrain
was still at mid<rustal depths. Retum to vehicles and BACK
TRACK south on US 95.
18.0 (mile 14.4 N-bound) TURN WEST on graded dirt road.
There may be a chain across the road but in recent years it has
been unlocked.
18.45 Pass pile of rip-rap from the quarry at end of this road.
19.35 PARK before iron posts, on east side of major wash. The
road is impassable for any but the most determined from here.
Stop 2-3. View of inverted fold limb and outcrops of
Triassic(?) strata (Hamilton). To NW is inverted upper
Paleozoic and lower Mesozoic section in NE limb of
synclinorium. Structurally highest in sight is dark Supai Fm.
Below that are poorly exposed Hermit Schist and Coconino
Quartzite, then conspicuous striped Kaibab Marble. Below
Kaibab are green Triassic rocks, and below those is reddish
Aztec Quartzite, the present tectonized thickness of which
decreases greatly between peak at 295" and low knobs at 280'.
(Out of sight to left, SE of Stop 28, thickness decreases to <1
m.) Below Aztec, forming green hills, is Jurassic
metaignimbrite. The discontinuous veneer of yellowish-gray
algal travertine on the lower hills in the foreground is the basal
deposit of the Bouse Fm of early or middle Pliocene age; the
lower hills and canyons now being exhumed are of pre-Bouse
age. The embayment by which the marginally marine Bouse
connected to the sea has not been recognized. The various
alluvial-fan levels record a nutnber of Pleistocene exhulnation
and pedimentation events in response to changing climate, not
to local uplift.
Walk along road, crossing the major wash. The peak to the
SE has inverted upper Paleozoic section, metamorphosed at
upper greenschist facies (calcite and quartz stable): Supai Frn at
top, poorly exposed Hermit Schist beneath it, small cliffs of
Coconino Quartzite next below, and cliffs of Kaibab marble and
cherty marble near bottom. Kaibab Marble on the west side of
road shows isoclinal folds refolded by recumbent folds
showing overfolding NE down the dip. The lGibab has
plane-parallel external contacts so fold superpositions are due to
combineil simple shear and pure-shear flattening, not to superposed
compressizte ilefornmtions. Continue south on road, past snlall

Edipping normal fault that drops Triassic or Jurassic
metaconglomerate against Kaibab, and enter wash, heading
upstream (righQ. Outcropping metaconglomerate has boulders
of Proterozoic granite and Paleozoic units. Granite and
quartzite boulders are flattened 1.5-2:1; limestone, now calcite
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marble, to 50:1. The Paleozoic section is preserved in ranges
nearby to W, N and NE, so the eroded uplift likely was to the
S or SE and may have been related to emplacement of Late
Triassic granites in the Mule Mountains although no clasts of
those granites have been recognized here. A small pluton of
schistose mafic |urassic granodiorite was mostly removed from
the quarry to the S. [n its northem contact area is dark
bluish-gray kyanite quartzite (contact-metasomatized Aztec
quartzite(?)), large blocks of which are present in the wash.
Cobbles in wash include abundant Jurassic granites, with
proporhon of felsic rocks increased over that in outcrop.
Granodiorite and quartz monzonite are relatively rich in clotted
mafic minerals, low in quartz, and characterized by equant
lavender K-spar phenocrysts that often have white rims.
Alaskite forms irregular masses within the other Jurassic
granites. Subordinate cobbles of Proterozoic quartz-rich
leucogranite consist mostly of K+par megacrysts. These rocks
retain granitic fabrics despite upper-greenschist
recrystallization. Farther I{W in the range, amphibolite-facies
metamorphism rendered all granites gneissic, btrt the furassic
and Proterozoic types are easily distinguished even as
mylonitic gneisses. Walk downstream across the road, through
inverted Triassic metaconglomerate, epidotic metasediments of
lower part of Triassic section, and Kaibab Marble. Kaibab and
Triassic show low-temperature mylonitic intershearing, perhaps
by mid-Tertiary crustal extension. Farther down wash is
Pliocene travertine, with cemented clastic strata that were
foreset into standing water, bamacle coquinag and small to
very large algal heads.
Retum to vehicles, and drive back to U. S. 95., tum south
and retum to Blythe. (If you are continuing directly to stops on
the west side of the range, tum right (west) on Fourth Ave. (9.8
miles after getting on U.S. 95) and join Day 3 road log at 4.5
miles N of Hobsonway).
DAY THREE
Reset odometer at stop light at the intersection of Hobsonway
and Lovekin in Blythe (Lovekin is an exit from I-L0 in
west<entral Blythe).
0.0 HEAD NORTH on Lovekin, which becomes the Midland
road upon leaving town.
4.5 Pass Fourth Ave.

5.5 Cross railroad tracks.
8.2 TURN NE off pavement on dirt road at red pipeline
marker 290.
12.7 Fork, TAKE RIGHT BRANCH. Pass small rock piles on
the left.
13.3 PARK on high fan surface just short of outcrop hills. Stop
3-1. Upright Paleozoic section in lower amphibolite facies
(Hamilton). WALK E into main wash and then about 200 m N
and NW up it. Encounter in outcrop: first foliated Proterozoic
metagranite; then, Tapeats Quartzite, with much impure
metasandstone in lower part, abundantly folded with NE
vergence, and cut by a mid-Tertiary dike. Wash boulders
include metamorphosed Jurassic quartz monzonite. CLIMB SW
up section, along road until reaching first ridge crest (just after
mafic dike) over dark, glossy muscovite-biotite Bright Angel
Schis! dip mostly SW. Leave road and continue up ridge to
calc-silicate ledge at the top of the Bright Angel. Enter coarse,
foliated calcite Muav Marble. Section continues upward (we
will not) through cliffs of brown-weathering metadolomite,
white Redwall Marble and dark Supai Fm. All of these units
are intemally isoclinally folded and extemally recumbently
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folded, but the structure looks simple from here because fold
A small normal fault high in the
cliffs puts metadolomite against Supai and truncates a Tertiary
dike. Supai wollastonite is prominent in talus. Bulldozer tracks
were made for gathering stripey weathered blocks of
wollastonitic Supai for decorative facing stone. Interfolded
Coconino Quartzite and Kaibab Marble are visible on distant
ridge to N. Retum to vehicles and BACKTRACK along dirt
axes are subparallel to cliffs.

road.

13.9 TURN RIGHT at rock piles (= 13.3 inbound) and drive
NW parallel to mountain front.
14.5 PARK at S end of hill. Stop 3-2 |urassic metagranitoids

and view of upright Paleozoic metasediments (Hamilton). Hill
consists of jurassic metagranodiorite (equant K+pars survive as
augen) and meta-alaskite. Foliation dips W: this is in
overtumed limb of a recumbent fold relative to upright NE

dips in mountain face. CLIMB HILL for view. Mountain face
has dark Supai on thin, white Redwall on yellow-brown

dolomite + Muav on (at lower right) dark Cambrian clashcs,
basement, and ]urassic granite. NE-verging Z fold in cliffs at
342" involves Supai, Redwall, and dolomite. Wollastonite layer
high in Supai weathers pink; green Hermit Schist shows locally
above Supai at top of mountain. Retum to vehicles and
RITRACE route to paved Midland road.
19.6 (= 8.2

inbound). TURN RIGHT (northwest) on Midland

road.

21.L Pass entrance to Midland LTVA campground.
23.9 Pass dirt road to NE at phone pole 272620. The entire
Paleozoic section can be seen in the NW-trending frontal ridge,
as the SW and here upright limb of the main synclinorium of
the range. The units are intemally isoclinal but superficially
appear simple; lithologic layering dips NE, and traces of
contacts mostly plunge gently NIW along the front of the ridge.
The lower units, from Precambrian basement up to Supai
Formation and locally Hermit Schist, are exposed to the right of
the canyon, NE of here, through the frontal ridge, and were
seen at Stops 3-1 and 3-2. The higher units are exposed left of
that canyon. Dark cliff-forming Supai Formation, with pink
wollastonite layer near top, is overlain by recessive green
Hermit calc-silicate schisf next higher is Coconino Quartzite,
forming rubbly brown cliffs; and highest is light<olored
cliff-forming Kaibab Marble.
25.2 Double-pole power line crosses highway. In frontal ridge
to NE, units Kaibab/Coconino/ Hermit/Supai dip
progressively to fan level going NW.
26.1 TURN RIGHT (NE) on dirt road.
28.0 PARK for optional stop 3-3a, after passing between hills
of dark, wollastonitic Supai Fm. Dip is mostly SW in these low
hills because the axis of a recumbent crossfold lies between
here and main ridge. Look at main ridge to SSE at thick
Paleozoic rocks of S limb of syncline, and to ENE at those of
very thin N limb, separated by drab Mesozoic stratified rocks.
29.2 PARK below blasted-out prospect in white wollastonite in
Ndipping Kaibab Marble. Stop 3-3 Attenuated Paleozoic
section (Hamilton). Mesozoic section exposed in peak to north
(from top): inverted dark jurassic metavolcanic rocks (|v);
light<olored Jv (contains axis of main isoclinal syncline), rest of
top half of hill; brown Aztec Quartzite; and Triassic
metasediments in lower slopes. Undeforrned Late Cretaceous
pegmatites cut all these rocks. Walk northwest along the east
side of the low hill of slightly micaceous Aztec, towards the
low saddle between this hill and the high ridge to the north.
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Look E to isoclinal interfold of Kaibab and Triassic on main
range crest. Continue NW from saddle along the base of the
steep slope and up small canyon, through thick Jv to inverted
Mesozoic and Paleozoic section, which dips 40" N and is
metamorphosed at lower amphibolite facies- Section is complete
despite tectonic attenuation to 2o/o of stratigraphic thickness. Outcrop
and hand+pecimen appearance is not much different from that
of sechons much less attenuated: layering and grain size are
controlled more by syntectonic recrystallization than by initial
bedding. Units and present thicknesses, in order going
structurally upward and stratigraphically downward: dark Jv, 3
m; Aztec Quartzite,2 m; green Triassic metaclastic rocks, 2 m;
white and buff Kaibab Marble, 3 m; vitreous Coconino
Quartzite, 0.5-2 m; gray Hermit Schist, 1 m; dark cliff-forming
Supai Fm,5 m; white Redwall Marble, tectonically intercalated

with Supai, 1 m; yellow metadolomite,5 m; Muav Marble,2 m;
biotitic Bright Angel Schist, 1-2 m; brown Tapeats Quartzlte,2-3
m. Proterozoic metagranite lies above the Tapeats, and Jurassic
metagranites shll higher; these too must be extremely flattened.
Small folds, most obvious in Supai Fm and jv, plunge WNW
parallel to mineral lineation and show NNE vergence. The
main synclinorium is isoclinal and its invisible hinge may lie in
the light Jv only several meters below dark jv.
Highly ductile deformation characterizes the " Maria fold and
thrust belt" where metamorphosed under amphibolite and upper
greenschist conilifians. Mnny of the purported thrust faults in the
prooinu represent thermally contuolleil fronts of ductile ileformation
or zones in whbh high strain is maile obaiaus by flattening of
stratigraphic units (as at this locality). The term'thrust fault' has
been misapplied where rock confinuity was maintained through
peroasiae but coherent deformation. Retum to vehicles and
BACKTRACK to Midland Road.
32.2 (= 26.1 inbound) TURN RIGHT (NW) on Midland Road.
34.8 TURN RIGHT on dirt road, opposite graded road and
large white rock (road to west is the Inca road, route to stoP
3-n.
37.5 PARK after passing hill on right. Stop 3-4. View of
pegmatite swarm (Hamilton). This is near the center of a great

swarm of almost undeformed Late Cretaceous muscovite
pegmatites that cut the extremely deformed metamolphic rocks.
Dikes decrease upward in high ridge of augen gneiss ([urassic
metagranodiorite) to E. Peraluminous granite likely underlies
this area but is not exposed. The highest temperature
metamorphism occurred in this area of voluminous pegmatites,
so dikes and metamorphism likely reflect related sources of
heat and water. High, dark ridge to N displays inverted
Ndipping Paleozoic metasediments that intertongue to right
into augen gneiss $urassic metagranodiorite) because of
extreme Cretaceous transposition of a steep ]urassic intrusive
contact. On the distant ridge to NE, a septum of Paleozoic
metasedimentary rocks dips N between jurassic augen gneisses;
this is the upper limb of the recumbent fold seen at 301' from
Stop 1. Retum to vehicles and continue travelling N on this
road.

38.0 TURN RIGHT at fork.
38.3 VEER RIGHT at fork.
38.4 PARK. Stop 3-5. View of tectonic stratigraphy in western
Maria and Little Maria Mountains (Ballard). Looking north,
the three structural plates that characterize the westem Big
Maria and Little Maria Mountains can be seen (Figure 13). The
lower plate is represented by a small porhon of the upper limb
of the D2 Little Maria (Midland) syncline. At this location, the
I
:

;
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hinge surface trace is in the valley just south of this stop. The
middle plate crops out midway up the south-facing slope and
consists of quartz-rich gneiss and an upper band of
muscovite&iotite schist. The middle plate-upper Plate contact is
represented by a thin strip of Paleozoic rnarble with Tapeats
Quartzite in the top. (Hanilton ilisagrees with this and other
interpretations by Ballard). Retum to vehicles and RETRACE
route to Midland Road. Reset odometer at Midland road.
0.0 TURN RIGHT (northwest) on Midland road.
3.9 Fork, FOLLOW PAVED ROAD TO RIGHT; dirt road
continuing NW is Rice Road.
4.5 Cross railroad tracks, and enter remains of Midland.
Follow the paved road. The low, east-trending ridge north of
road is an east-striking, nearly vertical section of (from south to
north) Proterozoic(?) gneiss, Cambrian-Devonian marbles, and
Supai Formation (on the ridge crest). This is one of the only
N-facing stratigraphic sequences in this range; Poor outcroP
obscures the folds or faults that bound it.
5.5 PARK in gap through ridge. Stop 3-6. View of Midland
syncline (Ballard). Climb low hill to north of road for view to
NW of the core of the Midland syrrcline. The contact between
Kaibab marble and Triassic gypsiferous phyllite is poorly
exposed in the southwest slope of the hill. The stratigraphy is
overfumed; Coconino quartzite and then Supai formation are
crossed up the hill. Note north to northeast-plunging minor
folds, with hinges parallel to rodding lineation in the Coconino
quartzite. The northeast-striking upper limb of the Midland
syncline on the west side of the basin area west of this hill is
vertical. The Supai formation in this limb is intruded on the
northwest by ]urassic granitoid in the high ridge bounding the
west side of the basin. The syncline has been refolded along a
NNE plunging axis, such that the strike of the upper limb
swings to northwesterly as the section becomes overtumed in
these low hills near Midland. In the Midland area several
generations of N- and NW-trending lineations have been
refolded and overprinted with an NE-plunging lineation. The
NE trend of the upper limb of the Midland syncline and the
N-NW plunging lineation in the Midland area and in the
westem Big Maria Mountains just to the west are the only
remaining evidence for D1 deformation. Dark-greenish grey
Triassic(?) gypsiferous phyllite and calcareous metaclastic rock
crop out in the core of the Midland syncline. The lack of
marker units and probable diapiric movement of the evaporite
units make it impossible to map the hinge of the large-scale
fold precisely. Retum to vehicles and RETRACE route through
Midland along paved road to the Inca Road.
11.0 TURN RIGHT (west) on Inca Road (at large white rock;
this is where the odometer was reset en route to stop 3.6). Road
mileages to stop 3-7 are approximate.
12.6 Cross railroad tracks, enter ruins of Inca; follow well used
track that runs south (parallel to railroad tracks) about .1 mile,
then curves to right (west) after passing bumed out trailer and
building. The northem McCoy Mountains lie directly ahead;
the contact between ]urassic volcanic rocks and basal unit one
of the MMF is the boundary between massive and bedded
rocks at about 11 o'clock.
18.3 Fork, KEEP LEFT. Follow Arlington Mine road westward
towards the northern tip of the McCoy Mountains. Track to left
just after fork leads to St. John's mine area in the large canyon
that drains the middle of the McCoy Mountains. The northern
tip of the range is megabreccia derived from jurassic volcanic
rocks.
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Northwest Big Maria Mountains

A

Northwest Little Maria Mountains

A'

,+$ \
*-5S

o

*r.

Figure 13. Cross-sections of the northwestern Big Maria Mountains (A-A') and westem Little Maria Mountains (BB'), showing fold geometry. The
cross-sechons are drawn parallel to Q and D3 tectonic transport (NE-SW) and show the three structural plates. Abbreviations for nlap units
(alphabetic order): Cba-Bright Angel schist (Cambrian), Cbk-Bonanza King(?) marble (Cambrian to Devonian(?)), Cm-Muav marble (Cambrian),
Ct-TaPeats quartzite (Cambrian), Jg-granifoid (Jurassic), )gm-granitoid tectonite (Jurassic(?)), Mrw-Redwall marble (Missrssippian), Mzas-actinolite
schist (Mesozoic), Mzgn-gneiss (Mesozoic), Mzs-metasedimentary rocks (lower Mesozoic), Mzu-schist and anhydrite (Triassic and Jurassic(?)),
pCag-augen gneiss (Precambrian), pCgn-gneiss (Precambrian), pCu-undivided gneiss and granitoid (Precambrian), Pch-Coconino quartzite and
Hermit schist (Pennsylvanian(?)-Permian), Pk-Kaibab marble (Permian), Ps-Supai formation (Pennsylvanian-Permian), Pzl-quartzite, schist and
marble (lower Paleozoic).

20.8
21.6
21.7
22.2
23.0
23.3
23.6

Fork, KEEP LEFT towards Arlington mine.
Pass left tum to Arlington Mine.
TURN RIGHT (north).
TURN LEFT (west).
MERGE with road from left, continue straight (west).
TURN RIGHT, cross maior wash system (tricky).
TURN RIGHT. On north side of braided wash, look for
track to north.
27.0 PARK at south end of first high hill. Stop 3-7. Style of D2
deformation (Ballard). This stop is the best example of the
extreme ductility of D, deformation and the complexity of
lower plate structure. Figure 13 shows a cross section through
this area. The westem equivalent of the Little Maria Syncline is
exposed with the dark brown Supai Formation occupying the
hinge zone. The Mississippian Redwall Formation crops out as
a 15-20 m thick, massive white calcite marble and is an

-

excellent marker unit. The middle plate and upper plate here
are similar to those in the western Big Maria Mountains (Stop
3-5), but cannot be seen from here. A post-D, Late
Cretaceous(?) granitoid narned the Little Maria Pluton, cuts
across D, mylonitic fabric and structure at a high angle at the
western tip of the range. D, mylonite is ubiquitous in this area.
The rocks contain excellent L-S and transitional-L fabrics, but
no usable kinematic indicators were found in outcrop or thin
section. Along major lithologic contacts, D, mylonitic fabric
ovelprints D, mylonite, and strong C/S fabrrc, preferred
orientation and remnant shape fabric can be observed. The
differences in the fabrics reflect changes in the heat flow and
availability of water during the D2 and D. phases of

deformation.
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INTRODUCTION

AREA OFFIGURE2

The geologic map of the northeastern Mojave Desert is
dominated by granitic basement rocks and a Tertiary volcanic
sequence. Approximately 1680 km2, or 32% of the area is
covered by the latter rocks ranging in composition.from highsilica rhyolite flows and tuffs to tholeiihc basalts and gabbros.
One of the striking characteristics of these Tertiary-age volcanic
rocks is their distribuhon as illustrated on the 1o x 2o Trona
geologic map sheet (|ennings, et aL,7962). First glance suggests
that these rocks emanated from a volcanic center and were
more or less radially distributed about a point located at 1171/{
and 3528'N. Early 1960's reconnaissance mapping by G.I.
Smith revealed a nearly circular mediumgrained andesite body

surrounded entirely by volcanic flows and tuffs. Smith never
went so far as to proclaim a volcanic center there, but he did
map the andesite body as Tertiary hypabyssal in nature.
However, it was his belief that these rocks were sheet flows
having a thickness of 200 meters or less (G.I. Smith, pers.
comm.). No radiometric ages were ever determined for these
rocks and no further geological investigations were conducted
in this area for the next 20 years.
In the late 1970's and into the early 1980's, the Geothermal
Program Office of the (then) Naval Weapons Center, began a
series of investigations to evaluate the geothermal potenhal of
the area known as the Mojave Test Ranges (see Figures 1 and
2) which consists of approximately one-half million acres of
land on which various types of weapons testing takes place.
Soil geochemistry, mineral occurrences, water chemistry, and
limited geophysical studies were undertaken. Unpublished
geochemical data showed that there were significant mercury
concentrations (exceeding 2000 ppb) in the soil samples
throughout the area and the water from the local, ephemeral
springs had high concentrations of dissolved silica, sodium,
potassium, and calcium. Sodium-potassium<alcium
geothermometer calculations using the results of these water
analyses showed that the source fluids for these springs could
have minimum temperatures greater than 25ffC. These data
were interpreted as indicating the influence of hydrothermal
fluids in the subsurface, but there was no reliable estimate of
the timing of the hydrothermal event(s). Because of other
program priorities, the South Ranges work was set aside for
almost 10 years.
Then in 1991, interest in the area began to increase because
of a perceived need for addihonal power on the South Ranges.
For the past two years there has been an intensive field effort
to further characterize the structure, stratigraphy, and
geochemistry of the South Ranges Tertiary volcanic sequence.
That field work has resulted in the definition of a heretofore
unrecognized middle to late Miocene stratovolcano comple4
the Eagle Crags Volcanic Field (ECVF), covering fully one-third
of the South Ranges. The ECVF is the eroded remains of a
stratovolcano compler; the westemmost such feature reported

N

I

Figure 1. Index map of Naval Air Weapons Statior! South Ranges.

to date in the Mojave Desert. (S. Bennett, a mining company
geologist working for the Cactus Gold Mines, Inc, working in
the Rosamond area believes that their operations are located on
the margin of a similar Miocene volcanic complex which is
largely buried beneath alluvium).
GEOLOGIC AND TECTONIC SETTING
The ECVF is roughly triangular in shape, bounded on the
north by the Garlock Fault, on the southwest by the Blackwater
Fault, and on the east and southeast by granitic basement on
which it lies nonconformably. The structural fabric of the
northeastern Mojave Desert is dominated by east-west trending
sinistral strike+lip faults and relatively low relief mountain
ranges. There is also a family of northwest trending dextral
strike+lip faults including the Ludlow, Hellendale, Camp Rock,
Calicq and the Blackwater. These faults present a problem in
the application of a simple shear model to explain block
orientations in the Mojave Desert because such a model
requires that those faults traverse the entirety of the block and
they do not (Dokka and Travis, 1990). Dokka and Travis (1990)
have modeled the structural evolution of the Mojave as part of
their studies of the Eastern Califomia Shear Zone (ECSZ). Their
model consists of six separate domains which were deformed
independently and intemally with accommodation between
domains being made along east-west trending sinistral faults.
This accommodation mechanism requires small triangle-shaped
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pull-apart basins to form at the margins of the blocks. tnitiation
of movement on thooe faults according to the authors is latest
Cenozoic (-10 Ma) with significant translahon still in progress.
The Miocene history of the Mojave Desert in general is
dominated by volcanic outpourings and formation of
metamorphic core complexes such as the Whipple Mountains.
Glazner and Loomis (1984) note that there are no volcanic or
sedimentary rocks older than latest Oligocene/earliest Miocene
in the Mojave Desert, and that existing sedimentary and
volcanic rocks ever;rwhere rest on the crystalline or
metamorphic basement indicating that between the late
Cretaceous and late Oligocene, the Mojave was a posihve
feature on which there was little, if any, deposition. The earliest
widespread volcanism is recorded in the SCORBA suite
(Cameron, et al, 1989) which reaches from southwestem Mexico
northward to the eastem Moiave. This consists of orogenic
andesites and ignimbrites commonly overlain by basaltic
andesites, ranging in age from 32 Ma in the south to 17 Ma in
the north. Cameron, et al (19S9) contend that this suite
represents an intra-arc extensional setting.
Dokka (1986), Glazner, et al (1989), and Walker, et al
(1990), recognized early to middle Miocene extension in the
Waterman Hills Detachment Fault (IM{DF) in the central
Mojave Desert. This structure records a minimum of 40 to 50
km of northeastdirected extension in the period 23 to 18 Ma.
Martin, et al (1993) propose that this extension is
accommodated along its southeastem margin by right lateral
shear along a proposed fault zone which they have been named
the Mojave Valley Fault (MVF). The Pickhandle and the
Barstow Formations, both consisting of large amounts of
tuffaceous and volcaniclastic sediments were deposited in
syntectonic depressions associated with the WHDF (Martin, et
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aL,7993) although these authors do not speculate on the source
of those volcaniclastic sediments.
Based on field investigations to the southeast and west of
Barstow, Bartley, et al (1989) concluded that at about 19 Ma the
enhre Mojave block of central Califomia experienced north-

south compression that was superimposed on earlier Miocene
crustal extension . The authors described reverse faults, thrust
faults and isoclinal folds with east-west axes which were the
result of north+outh compression that began soon after
extension ceased. Glazner, et al (1990) suggested that the
northwestdirected dextral faults mentioned previously are
transpressional in nature and that there is active development
of compressional features in the northem Mojave Desert. Smith
(1991) noted that the arching and downwaqping of PlioPleistocene sediments in the southern Searles Valley can only
be explained by north-south compression. An essentially eastwest trending thrust fault with 56.4 m of throw is also reported
by Monastero and Austin (1990) immediately north of the
Carlock Fault Zone in the area just east of the El Paso
Mountains. This structure places biotite quartz diorite over
basalt and andesite breccia cobble conglomerate which appears
to be correlative in age to the latest Miocene conglomerate
described by Cox and Diggles (1986). Clearly, this represents
north+outh crustal shortening.
Based on the results of measurement of remnant
magnetism, Golombek and Brown (1988) concluded that the
westem Mojave Desert experienced a period of clockwise
rotation and right-lateral shear from about 20 to 15 Ma. This is
consistent with the assertion by Atwater (1970, 1989) that
during this period of time, the relative motion between the
North American plate and the Pacific plate changed from a
compressional to a transpressional regime. Compensatory
movement on faults in the Mojave
Desert up to that time had been across
a diffuse zone, but subsequent to that
time the boundary became more
definite and progressively more
restricted to a narrow zone which was
the proto-San Andreas fault zone.

MAGMATISM IN THE MOIAVE
DESERT

Tertiary volcanic rocks of

3s'00'l

-

km

l:s"oo,

Figure 2. Locatlon of, and prominent physiographic features associated with the Eagle Crags region.
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intermediate composition found
throughout the Mojave Desert are
analogous to those of volcanic suites in
the Basin and Range to the northeast
and are believed to be the product of
subduction-related orogenesis (Dibblee,
7967, McKee, 7971,, and Lipman, et al,
1972). At approximately 20 Ma when
subduction of the Farallon Plate had
dramatically slowed and locally ceased
and the proto-San Andreas began to
form, there was a transition in
volcanism from intermediate and silicic
compositions to "fundamentally
basaltic" rocks throughout a wide area
in the westem United
States(Christiansen and Lipman,'1.972;
Snyder, et al,7976).
Style and space-time pattems of
volcanism in both the Basin and Range
and the Mojave Desert have been the
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Figure 3. Geologic maP of the Eagle Crags volcanic field.

subiect of numerous studies that empirically support this

hansition hypothesis of Christiansen and Lipman (7972).
However, recent work suggests that volcanic rocks in Portions
of the Mojave Desert do not easily conform to this hypothesis.
Glazner and Ussler (1989) point out that many synextensional
volcanic rocks of the southwestem United States are not
basaltic, but are intermediate to silicic in composition and that
basaltic magmatism seems to be influenced more by relative
density differences between the magma and the crust and less
by simple attenuation of the upper crust due to extension. [n
fact, Spencer and Reynolds (1986), Glazner (1990), and Miller
and Miller (1991) describe synextensional, Miocene-age rocks of
intermediate to silicic comPosition in the central and eastern
Mojave Desert.
Northward migrahon of Tertiary volcanism in the Mojave
Desert was first discussed by Glazner and Supplee (1982). They
documented the passage of an east-west band of andesitic and
rhyolitic volcanism which corresponded to the northward
movement of the subducted Mendocino fracture zone (MFZ).
They note that 37N latitude rePresents the northemmost
position of the effects of the MFZ approximately 10 Ma.
Extrapolating from their data, the east-west band would have
passed beneath the latitude of 3530' N during the period of
approximately 14 Ma to 12 Ma. Glazner and Schubert (1985)
argued that the subducted MFZ resulted in an east-west
trending scarp 500-1000 m in height which moved northward
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over the time period of 25 Ma to 10 Ma. Tensile cracking
in the upper crust may have resulted in magma ponding
during the northward migration and there would have
been a general increase in elevation of the Moiave Desert
during early to late Miocene.
Discussion of Miocene volcanics in the Moiave Desert
would not be complete without mention of the Peach
Springs Tuff. Glazner, et al (1986) suggested that this tuff
can be correlated over an area extending from the westem
Colorado Plateau to Barstow, Califomia. Their work
showed that welded rhyolite tuff which was erupted in a
relatively brief period 18.5 t0.2 Ma (Nielsen, et al, 1990),
covered an area at least 35,000 km2 and was erupted from
a site or sites in the southem hp of Nevada although that
remains equivocal. The significance of this unit is its large
areal extent and usefulness as a stratigraphic marker as far
west as the northeast Mojave Desert.
THE EAGLE CRAGS VOLCANIC FIELD
The Eagle Crags volcanic field (ECVF) consists of a
complex series of interfingered flows, volcaniclastic
breccias, sillt dikes, tuffs, and hypabyssal rocks forming
prominent outcroPs with as much as 750 m of topographic
relief with intervening alluvium-filled valleys (see Figures
3,4, and 5). Compositionally these rocks vary from
tholeiitic basalt through basaltic andesite and intermediate
composition rocks, to high silica rhyolite flows and dikes.
Figure 6 is a total alkali-silica plot comparing analytical
results from the ECVF with those of other volcanic fields
in the Mojave Desert and the westem U. S. It is
noteworthy that the high silica rhyolites and dacites from
the ECVF appear to be similar in composition to rhyolites
and dacites from the Turkey Creek caldera in southeastern
Arizona (duBray and Pallister, 1992).
The generalized stratigraphy in the ECVF is
summarized in Figures 4 and 5. A distinct segregation of
intracaldera facies and an outflow facies is more or less
radially distributed around the central vent area. There
are variations in stratigraphy from site to site within the
caldera and correlations are difficult, but in our opinion, that is
further support for the contention that this is indeed a
stratovolcano. According to Cas and Wright (1987)
stratovolcanos are characterized by laterally discontinuous
facies associated with local vent eruption. It is not uncommon
to have substantial differences in thickness of individual units
resulting from the effects of local topography controlling flow
direction and, of course, proximity to vents.
There the basal contact is exposed, ECVF rocks are seen to
rest nonconformably on leucocratic granite which is presumed
to be Mesozoic in age throughout based on regional
determinations by other investigators and the petrologic
similarity of this rock to those rocks. There was one Af / Af
(plateau age on biotite) radiometric date determined by us for a
sample of granodiorite taken from the west<entral part of the
ECVF. The result gives a date of 81.71 x."12 Ma (Sabin, 1993).
Realizing that this is just the closure temPerature for the biotite,
it is not inconsistent with other similar Cretaceous age
determinations based on zircons and is not uncharacteristic for
granitoid rocks of Sierran age.
Lying immediately on top of the basement are a thick tuff
and a basaltic andesite, which can occur in that sequence or
with the basaltic andesite on the bottom. Several altemating
eruptive sequences of tuff and basaltic andesite occur
throughout the field. At the Myrick Springs locality in the
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eastem part of the ECVF, a basaltic andesite is overlain by a
greery devitrified tuff, followed by a lithic-rich ash flow tuff,
and then another basaltic andesite unit. In the Eagle Crags
locality, the tuff is basal with an overlying basaltic andesite
unit. A similar sequearce has been observed by Schermer (pers.
comm.) for the Coyote Canyon area of Fort lrwin which lies
approximately 16 km to the east of the ECVF. She says the
basaltic andesite and tuff units, which outcrop in deeply
incised canyons, immediately overlay the basement, are

interlayered, and show both tuff-on+he+ottom and tuff-on-thetop relationshrys. The green devitrified tuff is distinctive in its
stratigraphic position, composition, and color, and is one of the
few candidates for a stratigraphic tie between intracaldera
ECVF stratigraphic sections.
Following the emplacement of the basaltic andesite/tuff
sequence are high silica rhyolite tuffu, dikes, and flows. The
dikes display a clear cross<utting relationship in the Blue
Chalcedony area. Af/AP plateau radiometric
dates from sanidine separates from these
rhyolites form a cluster in the 18.7 to 18.5 Ma
range, quite comparable to the Peach Springs
A.
Tuff. Rhyolite tuffu are found in outcrop at the
Myrick Spring Blue Chalcedony, and Eagle Crags
locations although it has not yet been determined
that they are correlative. Based on sequence
stratigraphy and petrology, the dikes and flows
in the Blue Chalcedony area appear to be
correlative with rhyolite tuffs in both the Eagle
Crags and Myrick Springs areas.
Large feeder vents are present in several
localities within the caldera. One such vent,
approtmately 3 km north of the Blue
Chalcedony Spring is 5 to 7 m in width, is
oriented N45'W and extends for a distance of
nearly 1 km. The vertically-oriented vent has four
distinct symmetrically arranged lateral zones .
From the center, outward they are:
1. A "core" consistint of a 4 to 5 m wide gray,
friable perlite.
2. A red, highly+ilicified "inner shell" less than
1 m wide which is the only competent rock
in the outcrop.
3. A welded rock composed almost entirely of
flattened, black, glassy clasts which were
b.
found and described as "cognate clasts" in
tuffs from the area. These obsidian-like clasts
are elongate parallel to the strike of the
fissure and has abundant fiame within it.
4. An outermost black, glassy selvage of
obsidian.
Tuff found adjacent to the vent is filled with the
cognate clasts similar to those found in zone
three. These clasts decrease in size and number
away from the vent.
The next youngest rocks in the ECVF are a
series of andesite and rhyodacite flows and flow
domes which yielded Af / Af plateau
radiometric dates in the 15.2 to 12.4 Ma range.
These dates were derived from monomineralic
samples of biotite, homblende, or sanidine
separates. These rocks occur as endogenous
domes in the Goldstone Gate area and as flows in

the other intracaldera locations. They show flow
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folding, both flow top and basal brecciation associated with
multiple flows, and in several locales there are well developed
basal virtophyres which grade upward through porphyritic
flows into highly vesiculated and hydrothermally altered flow
tops. These, in tum, are immediately overlain by a fresh
sequence of the same type.
The topographic rim of the caldera forms a spectacular 800
m high arcuate xaqp which is concave to the northeast. It is cut
by normal faults with down to the north and northeast
movement clearly shown by the offset of the tuff unit. Outflow
facies lying to the south of the rim are characterized by lava
flows, fufb, and lahars. The thick sequences of lahars consist of
clasts of rhyodacitic, rhyolitic, and andesitic lavas in a
predominantly brown colored matrix of fine-grained ash and
pumice debris all of which is very poorly*orted. These units
terminate on the north at the Eagle Crags xarp. They extend
radially and thin in all southerly directions dipping gently
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Figure 4. Generalized stratigraphy for (a) the Myrick Spring area and (b) the Goldstone
area.
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developed over a sediment filled basin.
Dominating the data is the deep, 25 milligal low
which appears in the area immediately
underlying the Goldstone Gate between NAWS
and Fort lrwin. This low is offset to the east from
the center of the caldera, but is interpreted as the
location of the main feeder system for the early
development of volcanism in the ECVF. It is not
uncommon to have gravity anomalies offset from
the main volcanic conduits (Hunt, 1992; Abrams,
et al 7992). As additional data were acquired and
processed a smaller, less intense low developed
beneath the Robber's Mountain area, and may

a.

nrfr
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represent a secondary feeder zone.

.Ddcrie (Mb.)

One final observation from the gravity data
is on the strength of two lineaments. An eastsrEco. l@dly &viEif&d tuff (Mrp)
west lineament corresponding to the Prominent,
up to the north, sinistral fault extending from
Tiefort Mountain westward toward the ECVF is
clearly seen in the data. This lineament is offset
in a right-lateral sense at the westem terminus of
Pink Canyon sequence. A distinct northwesttrending feature can be seen in high altitude
photos of this area reaching from iust east of the
I.'NERODBD REGION IN CENIRAL
b.
BLI,.IE CIIAIIEDONY AREA
Echo antenna site on the south to boundary
between the volcanic sequence and the basin fill
trcqnic &ciE
in Nelson Lake. The second lineament clearly
ERODED REGION NORTH OP
SCARPINWESTERN BLUE
to the arcuate shape of Eagle Crags.
corresponds
CHAT,fEDONY AREA
rhlolitic 0ow
The regional gravity map of Nilsen and Chapman
(1971) has the isogals oriented in a more or less
brnl, drpliticufr
north-south direction although our detailed
gravity data show that the isogals actually wrap
bou, voiculu po4rhyritic
around the outer edge of the topographic feature.
odsit
ORIGIN OF THE ECVF AND ITS REGIONAL
ASSUMED G|RANITFANDESITACONTACT
CONTEXT
NOTOBSERVED
During the earliest Miocene, there was
hn,r,. :ififfi{ cntr@u
widespread eruption of a sequence of basaltic
d srui'(Kto
andesite lavas and tuffs which, based on silica
content and stratigraphic position, could be
Figure 5. Generalized stratigraphy for (a) the Eagle Crags area and @) the Blue
correlative with the SCORBA sequence of
Chalcedony area.
Cameron, et al (1989). The SCORBA series is
primarily distinguished by its Sr and Nd isotopic
(generally 5o to 10") to the south, southeast, and southwest
values, and at present we have no such data for comparison.
away from the topographic high rim. The outflow facies extend
There are a substantial number of outcrops of the basaltic
outward approximately 10 to 15 km from the volcanic center.
andesite/tuff sequence outside the area of influence of the
On the eastem edge of the rim, in the Mesquite Springs
ECVF, therefore, we conclude that those rock units were more
area, there is a 200 m high endogenous dome consisting of
widespread and probably not related directly to volcanism of
rhyodacite flows and flow breccias which we intelpret to be
the caldera.
analogous to vent facies rhyodacite doming at Mt. Saint Helens
Earliest indications of activity within the ECVF are
or the Three Sisters volcanos (Fink, 1984. Based on
recorded in tuffs and flows which are crosscut by rhyolite dikes
stratigraphic relahonships they appear to be the youngest rocks
and flows. These rhyolites dated at 1.8.7 to 18.5 Ma (see the
in the ECVF although we have not as yet dated them. This
previous sechon in this paper), are in the correct timeframe to
sequence extends both north and south of the topographic rim.
be related to the northward passage of the subducted MFZ
More than 1000 gravity stations have been occupied in the
according to Glazner and Schubert (1985) and appear to be
South Ranges/Fort lrwin area over the past two years in an
contemporaneous with the Peach Springs Tuff based on
attempt to better define the subsurface nature of the caldera.
radiometric dating. Several samples of rhyolite flows and dikes
Figure 7 is a 3-D representation of the complete Bouger
collected in the ECVF area contain feldspars that exhibit the
anomaly for those data. The view is from the southwest comer
blue opalesence commonly associated with the Peach Springs
of the field looking to the northeast.
Tuff. These early high silica rhyolites do not appear to be
Tiefort Mountain is represented by a gravity high on the
directly related to caldera formation inasmuch as the first
extreme eastem margin of the figure. Westward from there the
significant tuff in the area, the basal one at Myrick Spring,
gravity decreases gradually unhl it reaches the Pink Canyon
contains large cobbles and boulders of banded rhyolite flows
area of Fort Irwin where there is a moderately deep low
and flow breccias. We do believe, however, that the rhyolitic
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formation is
recorded in the
extensive lithic-rich
basal tuff which
outcrops widely in
the ECVF area. [n
general, it is thicker
in the area
immediately north
of the Eagle Crags
topographic rim

although it is
locally thick in the
Myrick Springs
area probably

reflective of a local
vent. Following
extrusion of the

35
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Figure 6. Total alkali vs. silica diagram for the Eagle Crags, [.ava Mts., and Sleeping Beauty area volcanic field of the
Moiave Desert and other volcaruc fields of the wesiem United States (diagram itteiknas, et al, 1992; Irvine and Baragar,
1.971).

volcanism was a precursor to later volcanism, and is concurrent
with extensional events in the eastem Moiave including:
o detachment faulting and formation of metamorphic core
complexes in the latitudes of 3? to 35"N (numerous

extruded from
numerous vents
within the caldera
compler; resulting

in collapse of the
caldera itself in the post-14 Ma timeframe. This determination
is based on the fact that many of the dated lava flow sequences
outcrop in northwest striking blocks which dip 35o to 45o to the
southwest.

authors)

Volcanic rocks in the Myrick Spring area nonconformably
the latter stages of northeastdirected extension in the
overlie the basement rocks in the Granite Mountains, and the
IM{DF (Glazner, et al, 1989)
structural blocks dip much more gently than the southwest
o change from transtension to transpression (Ward, 1991) in
dipping structural blocks near Eagle Crags. Individual blocks in
the southwestem U.S.
the Myrick Spring area have greater lateral continuity than
Ward (1991) attributes this extensional period, which is a
those near Eagle Crags which has led us to adopt a model of a
major shift in tectonic style,
25 mgal low
to the disintegration of the
Magma
coflduit for ECVF
subducted Farallon Plate
and possible backslip along
the abandoned subduction
zone. This created east-west
directed tension on the
westem U.S. and Mexico
and enabled the magmas
which had ponded at the
base of the crust to be
q
extruded through northi
south oriented fractures. The e
substantial accumulation

o

(>1500 m thick) of rhyolite
flows and dikes found at the

East-West sinistral fault lineament

Pink Canyon site on Fort
Irwin are likely related to
ECVF rhyolites from the
Blue Chalcedony area
although a reliable date has,
as yet, not been obtained for
the Pink Canyon sequence
because of its aphyric
character.
The first significant

Structural rim of caldera

Figure 7. NAWS South Ranges/Ft. Irwin gravity survey results. Data represent complete Bouger correctiory
reduction density ol 2.40 gm/cc. View is from the southwest comer of ihe
aiea looking northeast.
"rrruey
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trapdoor caldera hinged on the northeast. We envision
collapse of the southwest portion of the volcanic field after
eruption of the basal ignimbrite and associated lavas: As
subsequent lavas were extruded further collapse accompanied
by the breaking of the in-place lavas into blocks which were
displaced in a normal fault sense with northeast side down
along a series of faults which were sub-parallel to the
topographic rim. The lavas farther to the northeast in the
Myrick area were relatively unaffected by this collapse as
evidenced by their lesser dip and their greater lateral
continuity.
The presence of a northweststriking silicified breccia zone
at the contact between the underlying granite and overlying
volcanic rocks in the Myrick area probably does not rePresent
the contact between the volcanics and the overlying ECVF
rocks. There are several locations where the ECVF rocks can be
seen to lie nonconformably on the granite, and there is ample
evidence elsewhere in the eastem Moiave of active northwest
trending faults which could easily have resulted in the silicified
breccia zone. Timing of formation and related silicification of
that breccia zone is not established and could be considerably
post<aldera in nature.
A rhyodacite flow dome complex appears to have formed
synchronous with or after caldera collapse. Many of these are
less tilted than earlier rocks which leads us to believe that they
were at least in part post<ollapse in nature, although locally
they display high dips which attest to some syncollapse
emplacement. This second pulse of volcanism (=14 to 12 Ma)
is correlahve with extension and detachment faulting in the
Kingston Range, initiation of slip on listric faults in Death
Valley and low angle faulting in the Black and El Dorado
Mountains all of which lie to the east of the ECVF. This period
of time prffites the opening of the Death Valley and is
indicative of fairly widespread extension in, what is
characterized by several authors, the southwest Basin and
Range. Lonsdale (1990) says that 14.5 Ma was the time when
the plate offshore Baja broke off the plate to the south and
changed direction and rate of movement. Mammerickx and
Klitgord (1982) found that there was a maior plate
reorganization offshore southem Califomia and Baia Califomia
during the period 12.5 to 10 Ma. Also during this latter period
of time, the eastem boundary of the Pacific plate iumped
eastward to the Tosco-Abreojos fault in the Baja borderland,
subduction west of northem Mexico ceased, and major Basin &
Range type extension in the westem U.S. began (Ward, 1991).
The last significant ECVF caldera-related event is the
extrusion of the rhyodacite dome lavas located astride the
topographic rim in the Eagle Crags area. These rocks clearly
crosscut the outflow facies to both the east and west and are
intelpreted as having erupted through a vent or vents near the
fault along which collapse occurred.
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Road Log
DAY

1

0.0 (0.0) Take State Route 178 east out of Ridgecrest to
Randsburg Wash Road (restricted to military use)
8.0 (8.0) TURN RIGHT on Randsburg Wash Road.
27.2 (19.2) STOP at Christmas Canyon Gate to South Ranges of
Naval Air Weapons Station (Site A, Fig 2). Identify regional
features including: Garlock Fault, Slate Rangg Owlshead
Mountains, Robbers Mountain, Pilot Knob, Lava Mountains,
Granite Mountaint Randsburg Wash valley and northem edge
of Eagle Crags volcanic field.
46.4 (19.2) STOP in dry wash to look at a stratigraphic section

with a green devitrified
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representative of the regional stratigraphy (Site B, Fig. 3).
PROCEED EASI up-section, through basal, brown andesite
unconformably overlain by thick, poorly-welded tuff sequence
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base grading upward through lithicrich zones into a white pastel, tuff (Fig. 3). Proceed upsection
and see basaltic andesite, silicified red breccia, other tuffs, an

epiclastic tuffaceous conglomerate and capping flows.
50.0 (3.6) STOP at Myrick Spring (Site I Fig. 3). See dacitic
flow lobe and Myrick Spring. Hike 1-1.5 km east up+ection.
See basal andesitic flow, dacitic flows, silicified dacitic breccias,
vesicular brecciated dacite, green basaltic andesite-andesitg
vertically-oriented, silicified, vent facies flow and pyroclastic
eruptive center. Continue hiking east through unwelded,
rhyolitic tuff (of eruphve center). See brecciated contact
between tuffs and flows of the Eagle Crags volcanic field and
Granite Mountains. Continue south and then tum toward west
along alluvial valley and see cooling units that comprise
eruptive center, an enigmatic basalt, a pyroclastic surge deposit,
and an enigmatic zone of silicified, lithic-rich tuff. Total
distance covered -3.4 to 4.2 km.
54.5 (4.5) STOP at myrickite site (Site D, Fig. 3). At this discrete
island of dacitic flow is a northwest-trending hydrothermal
breccia and veins of quartz and opal. Head back to motel.
109.0 (54.5) Arrive at Motel in Ridgecrest.

DAY

2

109.0 (38.4) Take State Route 178 east out of Ridgecrest and
follow same route as previous day. TURN RIGHT off
Randsburg Wash Road on base and proceed toward Sea Site.
STOP at intersection near culvert (Site E, Fig. 3). Overlay of

regional geology and possible tectonic setting(s). Look at Pilot
Knob Valley, butte-forming tuff outcropt large outcropping of
Cretaceous granodioritg Robbers Mountain, and Blue
Chalcedony area.
147.4 (0.5) STOP at fissure vent. WALK EAST -100 m to butte
which is supported by silicified outer shell of northwesttrending fissure vent. Look at various facies of this vent which
was the source for tuffs in the valley.
747.9 (7.0) STOP at horseshoe-shaped valley near the base of an
east-west trending scarp (Site F, Fig. 3). See a volcanic neck for
local rhyolitic flows.
154.9 (9.0) BACKTRACK toward vent and TURN SOUTHEAST
up the dry wash. Continue up dry wash to end (Site G Fig. 3).
Hike 1.6 to 2.4 km through tuffs and flows and stop at
northwest-trending rhyolitic feeder vent. Continue east to
north-trending dry wash and observe small shear zone,
stockwork alteration in brecciated dacitic flow and basal,
locally altered apyhric rhyolite.
163.9 (3.2) Meet with transportation which has been driven
around to north-trending dry wash. STOP at andesitic flow
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front (Site H, Fig.3).
167.1 (5.0) Proceed north up dry wash and STOP at steeplydrppi^g outcrop of rhyodacitic flow (Site I, Fig. 3).
172.7 (67.0) CONTINUE NORTH on trail and view from
vehicles the next day's stop - the structural wall of the halfgraben caldera and late forming rhyodacitic domes. RETURN
to Motel in Ridgecrest.
239.1 Arrive at Motel in Ridgecrest.
Day 3
302.1 (63.0) Take State Route 178 east out of Ridgecrest and
follow same route as previous day. Pass Myrick Spring and
continue south toward Eagle Crags. STOP at Mesquite Spring
(Site J, Fig. 3). Traverse south up to top of caldera rim. See late,
homblendetiotite-plagioclasequartz rhyodacitic dome,
volcaniclastic breccia/lahar, and tuff.
314.1 (12.0) CONTINUE SOUTH THEN WEST along south side

GEOIOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF AN ACTTVE MARGIN

of Eagle Crags to abandoned ranch cut-off. Drive northward to
end of trail. Hike north to the top of the caldera rim. See
similar sequence as at previous stoP excePt there is a very thick
sequence of lahars, outflow breccias, and interbedded tuffs. The
view from the caldera rim provides an full panorama of the
intracaldera rocks, including a family of northwest-trending
rhyolite dikes. Retum to vehicles along same path.
318.1 (4.0) DRIVE SOUTH to site near tndian Wells Spring to
see distal facies of volcaniclastic breccias and tuffu south of the
caldera rim (Site K Fig. 3). This rePresents the last stop of the
field trip. Egress from the NAWS South Ranges is through a
locked security gate directly onto Cuddeback Lake. The
caravan will proceed west to Hwy. 395, then south to I-15
through Cajon Pass and on to the Hilton Hotel in San
Bemardino or to Ontario Ailport where field trip participants

will be dropped.
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Stratigraphy and Gravity-Glide Elements of
Miocene Supradetachment Basin, Shadow
Valley, East Moiave Desert

a

S.IULIO FRIEDMANN, GREG A. DAVIT T.K. FOWLE& T. BRUDOS, M. PARKE and D.W. BURBANK Department of
Geological sciences, University of southem Califomia, Los Angeles

B. C. BURCHFIE! Massachusetts lnshtute of Technology, Cambridge

cA 900g9{740

MA

92134

rhe tectonics
are stin not werl
understood. Apart from
^tiXi,1?8"'.T'3I"*,
the relatively few theorehcal and
numerical investigations, attempts to understand the multiple
processes of extensional tectonism have focused on natural
settings. The majority of such research in the past fifteen years
had been structural or petrologic, culminating in extensive data
bases and preliminary models for magmatic, structural and
metamoqphic evolution of highly extended terrains. Until
relatively recently, the stratigraphic record of extensional
tectonism had received little attenhon. However, over the last
five or six years, a number of key observations have stemmed
from growing stratigraphic data sets (Miller and john 1988,
Fillmore 1993, Dorsey and others 1993, Dorsey and Roberts
1993, Nielson and Beratan 1990, Topping 1993). Because basins
which form above active detachments (supradetachment basins)
and "piggyiack" basins, and because they often contain
stratigraphic markers that can be constrained in time and space,
they can provide an unparalleled detailed record of
topography, drainage and tectonic changes during extensional

"

tectonism,
The Shadow Valley basin is an extraordinary natural
laboratory for the study of basin evolution in highly extended
terrains. [t contains a thick (>3 km), varied and well exposed
package of syntectonic strata, and is rare in that much of the
extensional hinterland is also well preserved and exposed. The

potential for detailed and integrated structural/stratigraphic
analyses is high due to excellent outcrop and relative ease of
access.

It is also a world class locale for the study of mass-wasting
processes/ in particular rock-avalanches and gravity gliding.

Though their appearance is often similar, these two types of
deposit have some rather different characteristics (Pierce 1973,
Boyer and Hassock 199! Yamold 1993, Campbell and others in
press). Glide sheets and rock-avalanches may have very
different emplacement mechanisms, yet few if any studies have
attempted to classify and distinguish them based on facies
characteristics.
The Shadow Valley basin contains dozens of megabreccias,
exposed in transverse and longitudinal cross section, and
several very large (>50 km) intact glide blocks intercalated
with various facies. Many of them have intemal markers which
can track deformation of sheets, and many have well exposed
upper and lower contacts.

This field trip is chiefly dedicated to the exploration and
understanding of the Shadow Valley basin stratigraphy, with
special emphasis on the rock-avalanche and gravity-glide
deposits. The first part presents an overview of the basin data
and our conclusions. The second half is a roadJog describing
separate sites and important outcrop information.
Geological Setting
The Shadow Valley basin is located in the eastemmost

l-l

km

Figure 1. Location map, showrng local ranges by topography.
Kingston/Halloran detachment fault indicated by thick dashed line;
A=Avawatz Mountarns; CM=Clark Mountain; CR=China Ranch beds;
HH= Halloran Hills; KPP=Kingston Peak Pluton; KR=Kingston Range;
MM=Mesquite Mountains; MR=Mescal Range; SM=Shadow
Mountains.

Mojave Desert (Fig. 1). It lies west of the Clark Mountain thrust
complex (Burchfiel and Davis 1988), south of the Nopah Range,
and incorporates the Kingston Range, the Halloran and Silurian
Hills and possible the China Ranch basin (Fig. 1). It lies just
east of the eastem terminus of the modem Garlock fault
(Spencer 1981,1990) and may continue farther south (Skirvin
1989, Brudos 1992).

Strucfural Summary
The detailed structural geology of the Shadow Valley basin
has been presented in several sources (Davis and others 1993,

Bishop 1993, Fowler 1992, Friedmann and others in press).
Several important aspects of the structural geology are
summarized below.
The major, basin-bounding fault of the Shadow Valley

basin is the Kingston Range/Halloran Hills detachment fault
(Davis and others 1993, Burchfiel and others 1983) which
extends from the northem Kingston Range over 40 km south of
the Mescal Range (figs 1,2,3). It occurs within and cuts locally
- 302
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Detachment faulting began at approximately
13.4 Ma and probably ceased between 9 and 4.5 Ma
(Friedmann and others 1993, Fowler 1992). Early in
the basin history, the Kingston Peak Pluton (Fig. 2\,
age 72.8-12.1. Ma, intruded the detachment fault

and effectively terminated faulting in the Kingston
Range (Davis and others i993). A new breakaway
formed to the south and west of the pluton, linked
to the Halloran segment of the detachment along
an accommodation zone developed somewhere
north of Kingston Wash. The accommodation zone
is locally exposed southeast of Kingston Peak,
where it is called the Blacksmith Hills Fault
(McMackin 1992). Both extension and basin
deposition continued south of Kingston Peak.
During this time, the upper plate was translated
west-southwestward above the Kingston

Range/Halloran Hills fault until aPProx. 10.5-9.5
Ma (Friedmann and others in press), when it began
to be intemally extended by domino-style tiltingblock faulting (Bishop and others 1991). Although
tiltilock rotation and basin deposition probably
ended shortly thereafter (?ca. 89 Ma), termination
of Shadow Valley deformation is constrained by
basalt flows which cross cut faults and tilted strata.
These flows, dated at 4.48 Ma, are Part of the Cima
volcanic field (Turrin and others 1985).
Structural studies have constrained the amount
of extension associated with detachment faulting
and the initial dip of the fault system (Fowler 1992,
Bishop 1993, Fowler and Calzia in review).
Extension within lhe upper plate is limited to
7142%, or 3 to
8 km, while translation of the upper plate abooe the
detachment is limited to

5-9 km. The
initial dip of the detachment was 3Tt3o.
StratigraPhic SummarY

At least four unconformityiounded

packages

of strata comprise the Shadow Valley basin (Fig. a).
Figure 2. Simplified geologic map of the Shadow Valley basin and surrounding regron
They unconformably or non{onformably overlie
(after Davis et al., 1993). Numbers and letters correspond to locations of rocks dated
different basement units, including the Cretaceous
radiomehically by previous workers, with letters rePres€nting ages from Friedmarur et
Teutonia Quartz Monzonite, Paleozoic "Riggs"
al (in press). CM=Clark Mountairy HH=Halloran Hills; Il5-lnterstate Highway 15;
marbles, Neoproterozoic Kingston Peak Fm.,
KHDF=Kingston/Halloran detachment faulq KPP=Kingston Peak Pluton;
Cambrian Bonanza King and earlier Miocene
KR=Kingston Range; MM=Mesquite Mountains; MP= Mesquite Pass; MfP= Mountain
volcanic and sedimentary rocks. Shadow Valley
Mountains.
Pass; SM=Shadow Mt.; SMS=Shadow
strata and subjacent Cambrian, Eocambrian and
Miocene strata are generally subparallel (Hewett
across the Mesozoic Clark Mountain thrust comPlex. The
1956, Fowler 1992), indicating no significant pre{asin tilting.
q
detachment fault reactivates portions of individual thrusts, but
Ages for the various members were determined from At /s At
is generally discordant to Mesozoic structures.
geochronology on volcanic horizons. Description and some
The primary geometry of the detachment is curviPlanar,
systematics are presented in Friedmann and others (in press).
with corrugations up to 1.5 km amplitude and 10-15 km
Member I consists of carbonate-rich fanglomerates,
wavelength (Fig. 3). Corrugations of the detachment cut
carbonate and quartzite megabreccias, volcanic flows and
Mesozoic faults and fabrics of the Clark Mt. thrust belt, locally
breccias and minor interbedded lacustrine limestones and silts.
at a high angle. This geometry cannot be attributed to later
Volcanic rocks include lahars, mafic to andesitic flows and
transverse folding, as evidenced by the unfolded, Planar
abundant volcanic breccia. Several volcanic units serve as
(Davis
the
detachment
in
the
footwall
of
thrusts
of
marker beds, including an andesite flow containing flowteometry
and others 1993). Locally, corrugations cut downward across
aligned plagioclase plates, a violet andesite(?) breccia and a
the entire Clark Mt. thrust belt into the cratonal section. Similar
felsic ash-flow tuff. These markers allow correlation between
curviplanar detachment geometries have been recognized in
the northem Kingston Range and the rest of the Shadow Valley
other detachment systems (e.9., Iohn 1987, Spencer and
basin. Member I contains
Reynolds 1991, Dinter and Royden 1993).
600-900 m of fill and yields
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two volcanic ages of about
13.0 Ma (Fig. a).
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folding near Kingston Wash and are a local effect. Member IV
was the only unit deposited during domino-style normal
faulhng within the upper plate, and thus constrains the
initiation of tileilock rotation (see below).
All members of the Shadow Valley basin are deformed by
upper plate normal faults and transverse, E-W trending folds.
Paleodrainage and Provenance
Data from paleocurrent, provenance and facies belt
analyses detailed by Friedmann and others (in press) strongly
suggest that transverse drainage dominated throughout
members I through II[, or before upper plate breakup. During
deposition of members II through IV, a lesser drainage
component ran axially across the northem accommodation zone
(Friedmann and Burbank 1992, Friedmann and others 1993).
Most of the sediment which entered the basin, especially
detritus within the E-W transverse system, derived from the
footwall of the detachment system. No detritus was shed from

Member II contains 600 to
1000 m of interfingering

fanglomerates and lacustrine
finegrained rocks, as well as
minor ashes. Subaqueous

deposits locally contain
matrix-rich to matrix-poor
debris-fl ow conglomerates,
turbidihc sandstones, soft

sediment deformation and at
least one Gilbert-type fan
delta. Rock-avalanche breccias
and glide blocks are both
abundant and laterally
discontinuous. Member II
generally
coarsens

upwards into a
thick (200 nt)
alluvial fan

l

complex. The
northemmost

:
I

member II
contain volcanic
clasts derived
from member I,

including the
platy andesite.
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Neoproterozoic sediments. Conglomerates in
member III contain clasts derived from the
Kingston Peak Pluton, providing a minimum age
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least 500 m thick, with a lower age of 10.8t0.2
Ma.
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tilted from steep to shallow dips, although the
steepest dips (>45) are the product of transverse
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Figure 5. Map of source lithologies, probable paleodrainage pathways, and basi
occurrences. Note footwall source and discrete zones of Provmance mi*ing. Arrow at
left center indicates occurrence in the northemmost and westernmost Sillurian Hills.
MP= Mesquite Pass; MtP=Mountain Pass. Shaded area rePresents detachment footwall
Asterices indicate source regions.

plagioclase andesite (Friedmann and Burbank
1992, Friedmann and others in press). These two
rock types are mostly exposed north of the main
part of the basin and serve to fingerprint axial
sourcing across the Kingston Wash

accommodation zone.
Figure 5 shows the source areas for the six
key footrvall lithologies, probable sedimentdispersal path and deposits containing those
lithologies as clasts. Several trends can be readily
observed. First, several suites of clast types have
a limited depositional range. For example, the
Tertiary volcanic and plutonic clasts (open and
closed triangles on Fig. 5) only occur in the
northem part of the basin, while the gneisses and
Cretaceous volcanic clasts (squares on Fig. 5) only
occur in the southem part. Second, footwallderived clasts occur across the full east-west
extent of basin outcrop. Clasts of Delfonte
Volcanics, Barnetiferous gneiss and Tapeats
Sandstone occur as far west as the westemmost
Silurian Hills, over 50 km from their modem
source (Fig. 1). Assuming a maximum value of 17
km of extension, these deposits would still [ie
more than 30 km from their source. This last fact
implies that the transverse drainages in the basin
had unusually long transport distance, apparently
across the full basin width.
Paleocurrents
Approximately 350 paleocurrents have been
measured in the main outcrop belt of the Shadow
Valley basin (Fig. 6). They reveal a striking eastto-west transport direction, with a mean vector
slightty south of west. This direction is roughly
orthogonal to the strike of the detachment,
indicating transverse drainage from the
breakaway. On several rosettes, there is a
subordinate mode indicating flow to the south or
southwest. Beds with southward paleocurrent
indicators typically carry volcanic clasts,

consistent with a northerly Provenance.
The dominate E-to-W trend is seen in
members I through III throughout the whole
observed basin, with a subordinate N to S trend
near Kingston Wash. The only maior exception to
this rule comes from the Blacksmith Hillt where
paleocurrents flow towards the NW. However, the Blacksmith
Hills are believed to have rotated clockwise 40-50 about a

the hangingwall west of the achve detachment.
There are six footwall lithologies that serve as useful
provenance indicators (Fig. 5). These include the following (1)

gametiferous quartzofeldspathic and amphibolitic gneisses,
found only at Mountain Pass (Reynolds and McMackin 1988);
(2) Cretaceous Delfonte Volcanics, also found only at Mountain
Pass; and (3) jasper$earing Cambrian TaPeats Sandstone. These
rock qpes occur only below the forward-most Mesozoic thrust
(Burchfiel and Davis 1988, Reynolds and McMackin 1988).
Upper-to-Middle Paleozoic, unmetamolPhosed carbonates (4),
including a distinct lithofacies, occur both within the thrust belt
and farther east. All four lithologie only occur in the footwall
of the Kingston Range/Halloran Hills detachment.
In addihon, two Tertiary rock types are distinctive with
restricted source range. Those are (5) the Kingston Peak Pluton
(Calzia 1991) and (6) volcanic rocks from Shadow Valley

vertical axis (Fowler 1992).lf this rotation is retrodeformed,
then paleocurrents from that region match the basinal trend
(Fig. 6, grayed rosette). Paleomagnetic studies are currently
underway to determine degree of rotation.
Facies Relations
Facies stackint pattems provide an independent data set
with which to characterize basin deposition. The predominant
facies assemblages from the basin are alluvial fan (often debrisflow dominated), lacustrine, rock-avalanche, gravity-glide block
and some braided stream deposits.
The most startling asPect of Shadow Valley facies stacking
pattems in the persistence of lacustrine deposits far from the
detachment breakaway. Over 1000 m of lacustrine sediments
are preserved in members II and III, indicating a relatively
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stable, long-lived feature. Lacustrine facies interfinger with
alluvial fan facies both across strike and parallel to strike, and
fans prograded into the lacustrine environments from the east,
north and south. Note that no units interfinger from the west.
The thickest lacustrine deposits are presently over 35 km away
from the source breakaway. Their distal position cannot solely
be explained by extensional deformation. Extension estimates
are a minimum of 8 km and do not exceed 17 km (Fowler
1992). Thus, the maximum extensional translation of the
lacustrine deposits is 16-17 km, and could be as little as 8-9 km.
Retrodeformation of the maximum extension estimate still
places the lacustrine depocenter at least 18 km from the active
range front. This configuration is consistent with a long
transverse drainage from the footwall.

UNCONFORMITIES
Each member of the Shadow Valley basin is bounded
above and below by an unconformity. In most cases, the
angular discordance across the unconformity is small and/or
localized (G.A. Davis, T.K. Fowler, S.J. Friedmann, K. Bishop,
unpublished mapping). However, each one can be linked to a
specific, basin-wide tectonic event. Only the final one of these
unconformities can be linked to tilt-block faulhng within the
upper plate. These unconformities are detailed in Friedmann
and others (in press).

Glide Blocks and Megabreccias
Numerous megabreccias and glide blocks occur within
every member of the Shadow Valley basin. Megabreccias range
in thickness from 10 m to compound sheets over 100 m thick,
and glide blocks display up to 150 m preserved thickness and
over 100 km2 area. These two fypes of deposit represent 10-15%
of the Shadow Valley fill; when coupled with lahars and debris
flow conglomerates, mass wasting accounts for 30-50% of the
basin fill. [n discussing rock-avalanches and gravity-glide
sheets, it is important to note that these deposits are
fundamentally very different and probably have very different
transport mechanisms.
' Rock-avalanche breccias of Shadow Valley show features
frequently described in the literature (Shreve 7968,Hus 1975,
Lucchitta 1979,\amold and Lombard 1989, Yamold 1993).
Preservation of inheri ted stratigraphic markers, usually
intensely fracfured, attenuated and discontinuous, is very
common. Rock masses are intensely brecciated, often entirely
into pebble<obble size particles, though large blocks (>3 m
length) are also common. The small percentage of matrix (sersu
Yamold 1993) is almost always finely communuted parent.
Basal contacts display kinematic indicators such as mullions,
zones of mixing with underlying sediments, clastic diking,
asymmetric slump folding of the underlying sediments, intemal
shear bands and flameJike soft+ediment structures.
Features such as "crackle" and "jigsaw breccias" (cf.
Yamold and Lombard 1989) can be seen in outcrop, as well as
another feature, introduced here as "shear" breccia. The shear
breccia fabric consists of a relahvely large block which broke
into smaller fragments by block-scale intemal faulting rather
than in sifu shattering. We interpret shear breccia to represent a
more stepwise fragmentation which operates by application of
shear stress to individual blocks.

Gravityglide blocks are less common than rock-avalanche
breccias, but generally much larger. Shadow Valley glide blocks
include features dexribed by other workers (Pierce 1973,
Hauge 1,990,Boyer and Hossack 1992) in recent literature. The
most definitive and enigmatic common feature is the general
lack of intemal deformation. As a rule glide blocks are not

Figure 5. Paleocurrent data, both uni- and bi-directional, rosettes and
mean vectors. Rosettes are shaded to match stratigraphic member.

penetratively fractured or brecciated; in fact, one may map
them as basement without realizing they are sedimentary
deposits. Hewett (1955) mapped several of them as basement

involved thrusts.
Their basal contacts typically display an overriding basal
breccia ca{pet 0 to 5 m thick, up to 20 m. Basal contacts are
knife sharp and show no sign of mixing. They are often
striated, occasionally slickensided. Subjacent strata may contain
disharmonic, rootless folds up to 30 m thick associated with
gravitational emplacement of allochthons, yet may also remain
essentially undeformed. We have noted truncated cobbles
associated with gravity-glide emplacement, and have not
observed any associated with megabreccias.
Often, a thin (0-20 cm) layer of foliated mod separates the
block from underlying strata. Foliation planes in the mud tend
to dip in the direction opposite to transport, and can thus be
used as kinematic indicators. Within this layer, individual
crystals show irz sifu fragmentation around their rims and rare
tails reminixent of pressure shadows.
Channelized conglomerates with a provenance distinct
from the subjacent strata lie below several glide blocks.
Importantly, these channels contain a disproportionally high
percentage of clasts with the same source as the overriding
block. The conglomerates are overlain by foliated beds beneath
the allochthon. We inteqpret these channels as forming during
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block transport, and filling with material in part derived from
the advancing block.
Many slide blocks appear to have originated along strong
anisotropies at their source. Shatigraphic breaks, in particular
the Carrera / Bonanza King, shale / dolomite dixontinuity,
provides a plane of weakness for several Shadow Valley blocks.
Others appear to have initiated along earlier faults, for example
the Winter Pass Thrust or an imbricate (Davis and others L99L).
An antecedent weakness, however, does not seem to be
requisite for glide block initiation (Pierce 1973).
Rock-avalanche breccias, for the most part, are probably
emplaced rapidly as chaotic sheets of fluidized breccia.
Although the exact mechanism is still controversial (Shreve
1968, Lucchitta1979, Melosh 1986, Campbell and others in
press), most authors agree that deposition was catastrophic,
with transport rates on the order of tens of meters per second.
We believer, however, that the glide blocks are emplaced by a
different mechanism. The lack of internal brecciation, the lack
of mixing, the basal foliated muds and their microfabrics and
the presence of blockderived channels below some blocks
suggest a relatively slow transport mode.
Part of the difficulty in understanding glideilock
kinematics is a lack of modem analogs. If glide blocks do move
slowly, modem glide blocks would look like inselbergen and
could only be recognized through shallow seismic experiments.
Candidates for modem glide blocks occur along the northwest
edge of the Resting Springs Range, the westem Spring
Mountains south of Pahrump and north of the San Bemardho
Mountains near the Blackhawk landslide.
It is clear that initiation and sliding cannot occur without
some reduction of friction along the basal contact of individual
blocks. Pierce (1956) argued that abnormally high pore fluid
pressures can not explain sliding of the Heart Mountain
allochthon, and suggested that high energy earthquakes
produced accelerations which overcame frictional resistance
(Pierce 1973). Forshee and Yin (1993) used the geometry of the
War Eagle allochthon and its breakaway scarp to calculate the
acceleration necessary to induce sliding. They

Range (Wright and Troxel 1967), dated at 1.08 Ga (Heaman and
Grotzinger 1992). The Precambrian assemblage was intruded by
the Late Cretaceous Teutonia Quartz Monzonite.
20.0 (8.3) Monkey Head basalts. Tilted strata of the Shadow
Valley basin are overlain by basalts from the Cima volcanics
field. Though Cima volcanism commenced as early as 7.1 Ma,
the oldest basalt north of the I-15 has a K-Ar whole rock age of
4.5 Ma (Turrin and others 1985). This is the only solid upper

boundary on Shadow Valley deformation, although we think
that deposition and tilt+lock deformation ended before 8.0 Ma
(Friedmann and others in press).
27.5 (7.5) EXIT onto Cima Road, TURN NORTH.
27.9 (0.4) TURN EAST onto gas line road.
28.3 (0.4) PARK. Stop 1-1: Valley Wells.
Stop 1A: The Mescal Range Allochthon. From here we can
look east+outheastward toward the Mescal Range, the
mountain block within the foreland fold and thrust belt that
lies east of Cima Road and just south of I-15. This range is host
to a Terhary WNW-vergent extensional allochthon first
recognized by Burchfiel and Davis (1988). In contrast to the ca.
5 km of Miocene detachment-related displacement which took
place in the Mesquite Pass-powerline valley embayment (Stop
1-2), the displacement in the Mescal Range was relatively minor
(ca 2 km), and was not treat enough to form a topographic
low. Consequently, structures associated with the Tertiary
deformation have not been obscured by sedimentation and are
well exposed. Exposures of the Mescal Range allochthon
represent an unusually well preserved example of the
structurally complex character of the breakaway zones of
extensional fault systems (Brudos 1992).
Geometrically, the 8.5 km2 allochthon is analogous to a
large, west-rooting, wedge-shaped slump block. It is bounded
on the north-northeast and south by dextral oblique-slip and
sinistral strike-slip faults, respectively, and on the east by a
complex breakaway zone composed of down-to-the-west
normal faults. The westem margin of the Tertiary allochthon

argue for a maximum acceleration of 1.7 g in the
absence of any pore fluid pressurq and 0.5 g
with geologically reasonable pore fluid values.
Cohesive creeP may also be an important
mechanism for transport. Creep occurs in clays

under very low stresses (Goldstein and Ter-

Easter

Stepanian 7957, Kav azanjian and Mitchell 1980).
Creep strain rates range from about 7To/o/year to

3%/day, compatible with transport which is slow
on a human time scale but instantaneous on
geological time scales. Given the high deviatoric
stresses associated with glide block loading/ creep
is at least a plausible transport mechanism.

Road Log
DAY 1 (FiS.7)

0.0 Leave Royal Hawaiian Hotel, Baker. Drive
east of I-15.
1,1,.7

(77.n Stripe Mountain. To the north is a

basement complex consisting of Early Proterozoic
quartzofeldspathic gneisses (grey) and
Neoproterozoic diabase sills (green). These sills
are correlative to the diabase sills which intrude

the Crystal Spring Formation in the Kingston

Figure 7. Map of all field trip stops. stop locations are marked by does with numbers in
box. Other dots represent view-only stops. White squares rePresent geographic markers.
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Figure 8. Details of the Mesquite Pass breakaway and sy,nformal corrugation. A) Map of breccia deposits and surrounding region (after Burchfiel
and Davis, unpublished maPping; Friedmann, unpublished mapping); note syncline in Tertiary breccias above the deiachment. B) Down-plunge
view of the Halloran Hills detachment at the breakaway. Solid lines represent boundaries of distributed shear zone. Note wedge.shaped lateral
ramp at left side of photo. C) Striae on lateral ramp within shear zone; trend is 250, plunge 8". D) Flame-.like structures along upper boundary of
shear zone, indicating asymmetric exteruion top-to-the-left (WSW).

may be controlled by a west-sidedown normal fault hidden
beneath Shadow Valley alluvium. The allochthon formed across
a preexisting Mesozoic structural framework of dominantly

westdipping strata and westdipping thrust faults which in
part controlled the allochthon's geometry (Brudos 1992). On its
north and east sides the bounding extensional faults are

reactivated Mesozoic westdipping thrust faults. The steep
south$ounding strike-slip fault appears to be wholly Tertiary
in age. Displacement of structural and stratigraphic markers
across the latter fault shows that the allochthon was translated
ca. 2 km toward N 65'W.
The extremely brittle character of the deformation, the
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presence of a karstic matrix between breccia clasts and the
i*irt"r,c" at the eastemmost Part of the allochthon of a 0.8 km2
basin with >100 meters of sun- and post-tectonic sediments
indicate that the extensional deformation took place at high,
near surface structural levels (Brudos 1992). The Mescal Range
extensional allochthon is inteqpreted to represent the
southeastemmost recognized exPosures of the Kingston
Range/Halloran Hills detachment fault system (Davis and
others 1993).
Stop 18: Mountain Pass Sourceway. Rocks exposed only at the
head of Mountain Pass form a unique suite of lithologies. These
include the only gametiferous gneisses within the region, a L.4
Ga syenite, the Cretaceous Delfonte Volcanics suite and other
Mesozoic cratonal rocks such as Kaibab Limestone and Aztec
Sandstone. These rocks serve as point sources for the same clast
types within the basin fiIl, some of which are found as far
away as the westemmost Silurian Hills (over 50 km west!).
Given the modem topography, the only way that Mountain
Pass clasts could enter the basin was along Mountain Pass
(Reynolds and McMackin 1988). We believe that Mountain Pass
and Mesquite Pass served as drainage conduits into the basin
along the low corrugations of the detachment surface

(Friedmann and others in press).
Stop lC: Glide Block. The low hills northwest of the
intersection of I-15 and Cima Road are underlain by eastdpping exposures of the Miocene Shadow Valley basia
sequence; the sequence is repeated by north+triking, westdipping normal faults (Bishop and others 1991, Davis and
others 1993). The higher hills to the west are capped by
resistant Precambrian and Paleozoic units within gravitydriven
slide blocks. The most prominent hill is help up by a maior,
one km long slide block within which the Early Cretaceous
Winters Pass thrust fault (Burchfiel and Davis 1971) is
fortuitously preserved; the two most resistant layers near the
north end of the hill are of dolomitic and quartzitic units
within the latest Precambrian Noonday Dolomite-one layer
below the thrust and one above. The slide block to the north
between the major sandy wash and Cima Road contahs
brecciated carbonate rocks of the Cambrian Bonanza King
Formation. Both blocks overlie fanglomerate deposits. Most
clasts are Paleozoic carbonates, but gametiferous gneisses,
Mesoproterozoic syenite and Cretaceous Delfonte volcanic
rocks from the Mountain Pass area (south of I-15 and 12 km to
the east) are also represented.

Stop ID: Valley Wells Sediments. Quatemary strata at Valley
Wells consist of siltstone, peat, conglomerates and tufa, and
span from approximately 2.4 to 0.5 Ma (Reynolds and Nance
t988, Xeynolds 1991). Correlative strata 10 km to the west are
over 50 m higher than this location, offset by N-S faulting
and/or folding. This relationship has been used to calibrate
lower crustal flow (Kaufman and Royden, in press). These
strata are believed to have accumulated due to regional, post-
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members of the Neoproterozoic Pahrump Group (Wright and
Troxel 1967) occur only west of the thrust belt (Burchfiel and
Davis 1988). Thus, the eastem edge of the Shadow Valley basin,

the Kingston/Halloran detachment, the Clark Mountain thrust
belt, the miogeoclinal hinge and the edge of the Pahrump basin
occur within a few kilometers of each other. This suggests the
possibility of reactivation of even older crustal discontinuities
(Bowring and Karlstrom 1990). RESET ODOMETER TO 0.0.
3.3 (3.3) DRIVE EAST along the powerline road. Stop 1-2A:
Translated thrusL View to the north, toward prominent gray
and white carbonate hill in the middle of the powerline valley.
The hill contains the Mesozoic Mesquite Pass thrust which
juxtaposes Cambrian Bonanza King and Carrara Fm. strata atop
light colored Devonian (Sultan) and Mississippian (Monte
Cristo) carbonates (Burchfiel and Davis unpublished mapping).
Bedding in the lower-plate units dipo eastward, in contrast to
the westdips of correlative strata in the hills north and south
of the powerline valley. A second thrust fault covered by
alluvium separates gray footwall Bonanza King and Carrara
rocks of the carbonate hill from structurally higher reddish
Eocambrian clastic units (ohnnie, Stirling, Wood Canyon) in
the small hill farther west. The two correlative thrust faults
(Eocambrian,/Cambrian/Dev.-Miss.) are Present in the hills
north and south of the powerline valley, but crop out ca. 5 km
farther east of both sides of the valley (Fig. 2)! The thrust faults
have been displaced westward above the west-rooting Kingston
Range/Halloran Hills detachment fault. The geometry of the
detachment fault beneath the valley is interpreted to be a
WSW-plunging scoop-like corrugation with a structural relief of
ca. 1.5 km (Davis and others 1993). The detachment fault is not
present in the hills bordering the two sides of the powerline
valley. We intelpret this corrugation as comparable to that
underlying the Mescal Range allochthon (Stop 1-1C).
5.8 (2.5) "Autochthonous" thrusts of Clark Mountain and
Mesquite Mountains. The trace of Mesquite Pass thrust lies in
valley to the right. Westdipping, overtumed Bonanza King
strata lies atop Mississippian carbonates near the east base of
the isolated hill.
6.9 ('l|l) TURN LEFT (north) on dirt road to Mesquite Pass.
The westdipping Mesquite Pass thrust contact between the
Mesquite Pass and Keaney thrust plates is clearly evident in the
southem Mesquite Mountains across the broad open valley to
the north. The structure of the fault zone is complicated, but
the juxtaposition of reddish to brownish Eocambrian clastic
rocks atop gray Paleozoic carbonate strata is easily seen from
afar.

extensional subsidence.

287 (0.4) Retum to Cima Road, TURN NORTH'
3S.7 (10.0) Intersection of Cima Road and LADWP powerline
road. Stop 1-2: Mesquite Pass Breakaway. The Clark Mountain
complex represents a maior, long-lived geologic boundary. East
of the thrust comple4 Proterozoic gneisses underlie a cratonal
sedimentary succession capped by Cretaceous volcanics. Thrust
sheets of the Clark Mountain complex contain either
quartzofeldspathic basement gneisses overlain by a
miogeoclinal succession or slides of transitional to miogeoclinal
strata (Stewart 7970, Cooper and Fedo 1993). tn addition,

9.5 (2.6) TURN RIGHT onto dirt road. This road leading eashttard
to Mesquite Valley b in poor conilition, especially on the steep
downhill grade soon to be encountereil. There b also substantial sand
at the base. Drioe slowly anil consider parking your oehicle at the top
of the grade if it is 2-wheel driae and you ilo not haoe a reliable low
or compound low gear for the climb out.
10.4 (0.9) The Mesquite Pass Allochton. Stop 1-28: Tertiary
breccias. Mass wasting breccias and blocks comprise virtually
100% of this relatively small (<1 km) outcrop belt (Fig. 8a). The
fill's provenance reflects purely local derivation, including
Bright Angel, Tapeats and Miocene sill rocks (see below).
Minor channelized, rounded<obble conglomerates croP out
rarely between breccia horizons.

Individual units and individual horizons within units are
laterally discontinuous, yet a crude stratigraphy composed of
amalgamated breccia deposits reveals some structural
complications. Much of this fill dips eastward into the
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breakaway zone, although broad folds with hinges subparallel
to the strike of the zone produce reversals in dip. In particular,
a large, hangingwall syncline deforms the fill near the
breakaway and is cut by the detachment.
11.1 (0.6) PARK in the wide spot on the road. We will leave
the vehicles and walk approximately one mile to the southeast.
Walk approximately S 55"E to the left of the eastemmost
brownish hill underlain by the Cambrian Tapeats Sandstone.
Follow to the south the prominent drainage that lies east of this
hill and generally along the contact between Precambrian
basement rocks and the westdipping Tapeats strata deposited
on the basement.
Stop 1-2C: BasemenUCraton lithologies. As we walk up the
c.rnyon, look at the pre-Tertiary lithologies. They comprise a
distinctive suite of rocks which appears as detritus out near the
basin depocmter. They include a cratonal stratigraphy, most
importantly the Cambrian Tapeats Sandstone and Proterozoic
amphibolites, gneisses and anorthosites. Roughly a half mile
south along the wash, the basement/Cambrian contact is
exposed. Just north of where the cars are parked, as well as
close to the breakaway exposure, a Tertiary felsic dike crops
out. This dike has a K-Ar age on biotite (Fleck, unpubl. data;
pers. comm. to G. Davis 1992) of 13.4 Ma.
Stop 1-2D: Breakaway. This key outcrop of the Mesquite pass
breakaway is a downdip cross-section of an anastamosing
shear zone 10-20 m think. Due to the weathering and outcrop
characteristics of the breakaway, this outcrop is unsafe
Please be careful. The

for
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sequence seen from this stop includes (from lower to higher):
(1) light<olored quartzitic strata of the Stirling Quartzite with
slices of darker colored Johnnie clastic rocks; (2) the dark,
mesa-like cap to the light colored slopes is a very thin thrust
fault-bounded slide of fine-grained Johnnie metasedimentary
clastic rocks; (3) at the west end of the "mesa," a light<olored
tan hillock which is a small klippe of mylonitic Precambrian
gneisses above the Winters Pass thrust faul! (4) in the distance,
lying structurally above the basement gneisses in the upper
plate of the KR/HH fault are east-tilted, normal fault repeated
blocks of Cambrian (Carrara, Bonanza King) strata. See crosssection BB' in Figure 15 of Burchfiel and Davis (1988).
Stop 1-3: The Blacksmith Hills Fault. West of this stop lies the
Blacksmith Hills, a small rugged range within the upper plate
of the Kingston Range/Halloran Hills detachment fault. At the
northem edge of the hills, northeastdipping Proterozoic
Pahrump and miogeoclinal strata are juxtaposed against
northeast to southeast dipping Cambrian miogeoclinal and
overlying Tertiary Shadow Valley basin strata across the

northeast-striking Blacksmith Hills Fault (unpubl. mapping by
Burchfiel and Davis and by Fowler, McMackin 1992). The
proiected trend of this fault lies along a prominent northeasttrending lineament, separating normal fault-repeated sections of
Proterozoic Pahrump units on the northwest from fault-

climbing.

breakaway cuts and incoqporates
predominantly cratonal Bright Angel Shale with minor
Cambrian Tapeats Sandstone, miogeoclinal,/transitional
Cambrian Bonanza King Fm., the 13.4 Ma felsic sill and
Miocene basin sediments (Fig. 8b). The fault zone consists of
finely comminuted rock with larger particles showing
cataclastic deformation, faceting and rolling. Various kinemahc
indicators within the shear zone (asymmetric "flames" and
folds, striae, "s<" like fabrics) indicate a direction of transport
-250" (S 70ry,1), down the trend of Mesquite Pass (Fig. 8c, d).
The current westward dip of the breakaway zone is -20o, and
the lack of rotation in neighboring footwall thrusts and strata
suggest that the fault is unrotated. Along the breakaway a
second slide or lateral ramp locally cuts across hangingwall
Tertiary strata-juxtaposing sheared Bright Angel peltic rocks
and overlying Bonanza King(?) derived sedimentary breccias.
At least two phases of westward displacement of hangingwall
units are required to explain these relationships.
The detachment occurs just below or along the Mollusk
Mine/Keaney Pass thrust. This is the latest and forward-most

5

INFERRED TRACE OF
YOUNG KINGSTON
PEAK BREAKAWAY
FAULT

1

thrust of the Clark Mountain comple>r; which separates a
cratonal sedimentary succession with distinctive basement
rocks from a transitional to miogeoclinal sedimentary
succession. Although at this location the thrust may be
reactivated, within a km to the north and south the detachment
cuts Mesozoic structures.
RETURN by the same route to the intersection of Cima Rd
and the powerline road. Reset mileage.
0.0 DRIVE NORTH along Cima Rd.
9.6 (9.6) Cross-section of Winters Pass thrust and Kingston
Range detachment faults seen on skyline to north and east of
Cima Road. From a number of localities along the Cima Road
north of Stop 1-3 we can see the close parallelism between the
subhorizontal Winters Pass thrust and the Miocene Kingston
Range/Halloran Hills (KR/HH) extensional detachment fault
that lies above it (Burchfiel and Davis 1988). The structural

Figure 9. Tectonrc summary of evolvrng interactions between the
Kingston Peak Plutory the Kingston Range/Halloran Hills detachment
(KR/HHD) fault system, and the Shadow Valley basrn. Events
illustrate: (1) initiation of the KR,/HHD; (2) intrusion at ca. 12.5 Ma oI
shallow Ievel Kingston Peak Pluton across the KR/HHD and cessation
of detachment-related extension in the domain of pluton "piruring"; (3)
continued movement on KR/HHD south of the right-slip Blacksmith
Hills fault and dextral oroclinal folding of older stratal unrts in the
Shadow Valley basin; (4) continued operation of the Blacksmith Hills
fault and southem KR/HHD; erosional breaching of the Kingston peak
Pluton with detritus from the pluton shed southward; (5) continued
motion of KR/HHD, extension north of the Blacksmith Hills fault
producing left slip along Kingston Wash. After Davis et al., 1993.
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repeatd Cambrian and overlying Tertiary units on the
southwest (Fig. 2). Across*trike continuity of predetachment
lower-plate structures in the Mesquite Mountains shows that
the Blacksmith Hills fault system is confined to the Kingston
Range/Halloran Hills detachment upper plate (Fowler 1992).
As exposed in the Blacksmith Hills, the Blacksmith Hills
Fault comprises a steeplydipping zone of brittle shear, 2 to 5 m
wide, that contains faulttounded slices and lenses of strata
derived from both sides of the fault (Fowler unpublished
mapping). Fault-kinematic indicators suggest latest oblique slip,
with a shong right-lateral component, and a lesser down-tothe+outheast component. Although drag folding is not
definitely present, meters*cale blocks of Kingston Peak
Formation caught up in the fault zone are consistently rotated
both clockwise (in plan view) and steepened in dip, an
observation consistent with right-lateral shear. Uncommon
striae and corrugations observed on lens+haped blocks of
Bonanza King Formation caught in the zone plunge gently to
the southwest. Minimum displacement on the Blacksmith Hills
Fault equals the stratigraphic separahon of 2 km; an estimate of
maximum displacement, based on structural reconstruction of
rocks on either side of the fault, equals approximately 9 km
(Fowler 1992).
The Blacksmith Hills Fault apparently developed in
response to emplacement of the Kingston Peak pluton, acting
as a lateral ramp in the Kingston Range/Halloran Hills
detachment system that separated regions of differential upperplate displacement (Fig. 9, Davis and others 1993). North of the
Blacksmith Hills Fault, pluton emplacement "pinned" the
detachment fault, ending upper-plate transition in the northeast
Kingston Range. South of the Blacksmith Hills Fault,
southwestdirected upper-plate translation continued after
pluton emplacement. South of Kingston Wash, prominent westdipping normal faults and unconformihes involve Shadow
Basin strata that contain boulders of the Kingston Peak pluton,
indicating a post-pluton age for upper-plate extensional
deformation south of the Blacksmith Hills Fault. RETURN to
the Cima Rd/powerline road intersection. Reset mile markers
to 0.0.
0.0 DRIVE \AIEST along the powerline road.
3.5 (3.5) Stop 1-4: Shadow Mountain: a Tertiary gravity-slide
sheet. Two km to the north lies Shadow Mountain, a low,
rounded hill projecting above Shadow Valley alluvium.
Proterozoic gneiss, clastic sedimentary rock and diabase and
Cambrian carbonate and phyllite of Shadow Mountain
apparently lie within a gravitydriven slide sheet of late
Tertiary age that discordantly overlies east-tilted Shadow
Valley basin sediments along a sheared and brecciated subhorizontal surface (Hewett 1956, Reynolds and McMackin 1988,
Fowler 1992). Burchfiel and Davis (1971) considered Shadow
Mountain to be a bedrock exposure of the foreland fold and
thrust belt.
The location of the basal contact of this allochthonous sheet
and underlying Tertiary sediments is constrained to within a
few meters on the eastern side of Shadow Mountain, but is
nowhere definitely exposed. On the eastem flank of Shadow
Mountain, brecciation of Proterozoic Crystal Springs Formation
increases eastward (and structurally downward), whereas
drilling at the Foster Mine on the westem flank of Shadow
Mountain penetrated crystalline rocks and then passed into
underlying lake sediments (Hewett 1956).
Rocks within the Shadow Mountain gravity-slide block
record the following sequence of events: 1) Proterozoic ductile
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deformation at mid<rustal levels; 2) erosional unroofing
followed by deposition of Proterozoic Pahrump sediments; and
3) eastdirected Mesozoic thrust faulting. Foliated, gently folded
Proterozoic granitic gneiss (ca. 1.8 to 1.6 Ga; Lanphere 1964,
Dewitt 1980) comprises >607o of Shadow Mountain exPosures.
Both basement gneisses and Crystal Springs Formation have
been intruded by the large, dark green diabase sills that give
Shadow Mountain its name. These sills correlate with ca. 1.07
Ga diabase sills that intruded basement gneisses and Crystal
Springs Formation throughout the Death Valley region (Wright
1958; Heaman and Grotzinger 1992). Proterozoic rocks of
Shadow Mountain were carried northeastward in Mesozoic
times along a maior ductile thrust fault that is exposed along its
westem margin. This fault, which places Proterozoic gneiss,
Crystal Springs Formation and diabase over green phyllite and
bluegray limestone of the Cambrian Carrara Formation, has
been correlated with the Winters Pass thrust of the Clark
Mountains thrust complex (Burchfiel and Davis 1971,,1988).
The Paleoproterozoic/Neoproterozoic unconformity (gneiss
below Crystal Springs Fm.) exposed on the eastem edge of
Shadow Mountain is preserved in another glide block in the
Shadow Mountains to the west (our next stop). This suttests
that Shadow Mountain and the Shadow Mountains came from
the same source terrain and might have been imbricate thrust
sheets.

$.n CONTINUE WEST along the powerline road. TURN
NORTH at a caim in the road after all but one of the maior
dips in the road. Drive along the dirt road leading west of the
low, dark hills (Shadow Mountains). If the powerline road
hooks to the south, you've gone too far.
10.2 (1.0) Crystalline Allochthon clastic dike. East of the wash
is a large, crystalline allochthon which is part of a larger block
described tomorrow (Stop 2-1). To the ENE is a low-lying
canyon which runs through the allochthon. Within this canyon,
the underlying Miocene strata are subvertical where the block
is not present. We intelpret this feature to be a large clastic
dike which intruded along a fracture zone within the
allochthon. During transport, the north and south portions of
the block on either side of the canyon may have separated
enough for the subiacent strata to fill the space. The canyon
trends subparallel to block transport (25f, see below) and
another fracture within the crystalline block (see next milepost).
'12.4 (2.2) The Crystalline Allochthon tear fault. East from this
view stop (actually, about N75oE) is a break in the topography.
This low area is the site of a sub-vertical fracture within the
crystalline sheet. It does not offset the underlying strata. We
interpret this fracture to be a "tear fault" within the allochthon.
The fault trace trends N65"E (245) subparallel to the trends of
striae along the base of the block at other locations (-250).
Stop 1-5: South-central Shadow Mountains. Stop 1-5A:
Bonanza King glide block. We will walk down a canyon cut
through a major carbonate slide block. At this stop the base of
the slide block is spectacularly exposed. The glide block has an
along+trike length of about 3 km and a maximum thickness of
about 60 m. Within the next fault block six km west, the block
is slightly thicker and covers 2 km2. Although essentially
conformable with the underlying conglomerates, the block cuts
slightly down section to the west. The allochthon is overlain by
more fanglomerate deposits exposed to the north.
Its basal contact is knife-sharp and the underlying strata
show no significant deformation or disruption (Fig. 10a),
although several clastic dikes intrude the basal breccia. Parke
(1993) described and measured fine grained clastic dikes that
9.2
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Figure 10. A) carbonate glide block and undertying
fanglomerates; B) striae along basal contact of glide
block; C) subvertrcal strata of Cambrian Bonanza King
Formation glide block dipping into basal contac! D)
red-bed debris-flow and tractional conglomerates below
glide block.

strike N65'E and N73'E; their thicknesses rante
from 5 to 50 cm. Gouge marks the base of this
allochthon at several localities. A 2.5 cm-thick
layer of rock flour occurs at the base of the slide
block near its disappearance beneath the wash.
Slickenside striae on the base of the block (seen at
the top of a small overhang nearly at the level of
the stream bed; Fig. 10b) trend between N8-13.W
and plunge gently northward.
At this location, the block is pervasively
brecciated. Along strike to the south, however, as
well as in the next fault block west, the same
allochthon is only brecciated within several
meters of its base. There, unfractured strata of the
Cambrian Bonanza King Fm dip sub-vertically
into the basal contact (Fig. 10c). It is the along
and across strike relationships, as well as analogy
to other deposits within the Shadow Valley basin,
which prompt the glide block designation. This
stop thus highlights the difficulties in separating
glide block deposits from rock-avalanche breccias.
Kinematic indicators (striae, clastic dikes)
suggest NNW or SSE transport. However, the
over- and underlying conglomerates, as well as
the provenance of the block, suggest nrcre
strongly an east-to-west transport history. It may
be that the observed kinematic indicators
developed at a late stage of block motion,
suggesting further complications.
Stop 58: Shadow Valley Member II
fanglomerates. Roughly one hundred meters of
red conglomerates are exposed between the glide
block and a major fault to the west. These are
composed of matrix-rich to matrix-poor debris
flow conglomerates, channelized traction
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Figure 11. Map of transect through Shadow Valley members II and III

provenance of

within the upper platg between 3{ km (Bishop

conglomerate clasts to the east. These clasts include Tapeats
Sandstone, gametiferous gneiss and Middle-Upper Paleozoic
carbonates. These three lithotypes only occur within the

1993, Fowler

1.992).

footwall of the Kingston/Halloran detachment fault, over 30

DAY 2 (FiS. 7)
0.0 From Baker, head north on the Kelbaker-Death Valley

km from this outcrop.

Road (Route 126). You

Stop 5C: Tilt-Block Fault. Down section and down stream
from the last outcrop, several small, steep, westdipping normal
faults "repeat" section along the length of the wash.
Displacement and fault density increase to the west,
culminating in a largedisplacement fault zone exposed in the
south bank of the wash. This fault can be traced from iust north
of I-15 at least to the major drainage east of Kingston Spring,
an approximate minimum length of 28 km. The dip-slip
displacement across the fault east of the diabase klippe is
approximately 550t50 m, based on the offsetting of the base of
the crystalline slide sheet and on the stratigraphic throw
between units juxtaposed across it (upper member tll against
low-middle member II). The fault to bedding cutoff angle along
this major fault is quite high, characteristically between 80 and
90o. This fault is one of the most important within the upper
plate of the Kingston Range/Halloran Hills detachment fault. It
is also a late structurg cutting all rock units including Kingston
Peak plutonderived fanglomerate units that overlie the
crystalline slide sheet. We will cross the fault again tomorrow
(Fis. 12).
This fault is one of a family of NNW-SSE striking faults which
cut the whole sedimentary section. They are all late faults with
high cut-off angles. These faults account for the extension

will pass Silver Lake to the west, the
powerline road, the westemmost Silurian Hills and Silurian
Lake.

('17.4) After several curyes in the highway, TURN RIGHT
dirt road which intersects the highway at a large
is
curve. This the Eastem Star mine road.
20.1, Q.n To the south, within the westemmost Silurian Hills,
the track for the old Tonopah and Tidewater Railroad lies
nestled in a small graben. This graben contains Tertiary gravels
correlated to member III which contain clasts of both the
Mountain Pass and Mesquite Pass basement assemblage.
Limited paleocurrents (imbricated clasts; n=3) suggest transPort
to the SW.
29.5 (9.4) TAKE THE LEFT FORK in the road at the marker.
32.5 (3.0) The road crosses the first outcroPs of bedrock. All
rocks seen directly to the north and south of the road here are
Precambrian unitt the westernmost exposures of a
stratigraphically high, largely crystalline gravity-glide sheet
described at Stop 2A. Units in this area include (fron'r lowest to
highest): Proterozoic gneisses; quartzitic sedimentary rocks of
the Crystal Spring Formation (Pahrump Group); Noonday
Dolomite (especially the large yellow-brown hill north of the
road). This klippe of Precambrian rocks rests on gypsiferous
Iake sediments that are poorly exposed north of the road and
1,7.4

(east) at the
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west of the Noonday hill.
34.0 (1.5) The road tums southeast at the Noonday hill and
gradually tums eastward. At about 1.4 miles past the Noonday
hill the road passes north of a modest ridge containing Miocene

fanglomerates. Reddish boulders of Cambrian Tapeats
Sandstone are present in this section, some 34 km west of their
"point source" in the Mesquite Pass-Keaney pass area (Stop 12)l

35.5 (1.5) Eastem Star mine to right (south) of the road. The

small hill at the mine, the much larger hill south of the mine
and two prominent hills northeast of the mine road are
c-omposed principally of Precambrian gneisses and younger
diabase intrusions, all part of a largely crystalline gravity slide
complex. Whitish to yellowish rocks seen locally on the lower
slopes of these hills are characteristically gypsiferous lacustrine
sediments and volcaniclastic sandstones and conglomerates
overridden by the allochthon. TURN LEFI in wash toward
conical, green<apped hill to the SE.
35.9 (0.4) PARK at base of outcrop. Stop 2: The Shadow
Valley Shatigraphy: Members II and III (Fig. 11).
Stop 2-1. The Crystalline

Allochthon-Klippe. A
"klippe" of the crystalline allochthon lies above volcanic-rich
sandstones, fanglomerates and evaporihc playalake sediments.
The conglomerates contain clasts of the Kingston peak pluton
as well as Shadow Valley member I volcanics. The block,s basal
contact is a sha1p, planar eastdipping (ca. 30e) boundary
between underlying, generally undisturbed sediments and a 2
to 10 m-thick overlying breccia carpet. Thin (<10 cm), red,
clayey gouge along the contact shows a foliated fabric;
slickenside striae on a surface in the gouge trend 250o, a
direction very similar to kinematic indicators obtained from
other crystalline allochthon outcrops.
This klippe is but one of several klippen west of the major
normal fault described at Stop 1-5D. The distribution of
exposures of the crystalline allochthon(s) in the Shadow
-_
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Figure 12. Map of distribution of crystalline allochthon. Dotted lines
represent outline of the City of San Francisco. After Davrs and others
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Mountains area, on both sides of the major fault, is shown in
Fig. 72. Precambrian tneiss, diabase, and rocks of the Crystal
Spring Formation and Noonday Dolomite are now distri-buted
within gravity slide blocks over an area comparable to the area
of the city of San FranciscHa. 175 km2! Occurrences of the
crystalline slide block(s) north of the latitude of this stop rest
above volcanic clast-rich conglomerates; to the south, the
crystalline blocks rest on lacustrine-<ommonly
gypsiferous-clay, silt and fine sands. At this locality, the
overridden sediments represent a transitional facies between
northem fan and southem lake paleoenvironments. At a[
outcrof,s, the overriding Precambrian units are unbrecciated
except near the base of the blocks. It is, therefore, quite possible
to map Precambrian and Mesozoic geology within the
allochthon(s) without knowing that the Precambrian crystalline
rocks are sitting on Miocene gypsiferous lake sediments.
The "allochthon" may be a composite body. The major slide
block at Shadow Mountain (Stop 1a) probably overlies tilted
member III strata and would not occupy the same stratigraphic
position as the allochthons in the Eastem Star mine area.
Regardless, the geometries and geologic relations of
Precambrian units at Shadow Mountain and in the Shadow
Mountains argue strongly for derivation of the Shadow
Mountains allochthon from high structural levels of Shadow
Mountain. We believe that initial detachrnent of the rnore
westerly Shadow Mountains allochthon occurred by
reachvation of a formerly westdipping thrust fault-an
imbricate above the Winters Pass thrust preserved in the
Shadow Mountain block and in the Clark Mountain complex.
Major Fault. This is the same fault as Stop 1-5C. Here again,
steeply dipping lacustrine sands, silts and clays (locally, highly
gypsiferous) of member III are juxtaposed with lower
conglomerates from member II across a major, steeply dipping
(ca.7U), NNW-striking normal fault. The steepness of the
lacustrine strata is attributed to drag folding.
Stop 2-2: Rock Avalanche Base. This canyon cut provides
excellent exposures of a carbonate rock-avalanche breccia, its
basal contact and its under- and overlying strata. Mildly
recrystallized, white, light grey and dark grey middle to upper
Paleozoic carbonate comprises the breccia body. Blocks are
predominantly angular yet range from angular to rounded.
Matrix includes granule to mud-sized particles of comminuted
rock, with possible minor incorporation of clastic mud through
restricted mixing.
A well developed mixed zone up to about 1 m thickness is
locally preserved along the base. Clastic dikes intrude and
grade into the mixed zone, perhaps indicating the mechanism
by which the mixed zone develops. Locally, the mixed zone
itself can be subdivided along irregular horizons. These
horizons mimic or reflect the topography of the overlying
breccia and substrata. This raises the possibility that such
horizons may be strictly compaction or dewatering features.
Another possibility is that they developed as zones of intemal
shear which were deformed during the final stages of transport.
Asymmetric clastic dikes, slump folds, "flame structures,',
and scours along the basal surface serve as kinematic indicators
(n=5), with a mean vector of 36ff but probably a more
westward component of transport (?330). Though some clastic
dikes cut the whole body, they tend to be about 1 m in height.
Stop 2-3: Lower Conglomerates. Clasts in these conglomerates
include abundant Teutonia Quartz Monzonite and gneiss.
Limited paleocurrent data indicate a southem or southeasterly
source. These conglomerate lenses were possible derived from
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aver 75h of the clasts (generally, over 85%) are carbonatg
predominantly middle to upper Paleozoic. Most of the
remaining clasts are quartz sandstones, predominantly Tapeats
Sandstone. Clasts of Teutonia Quartz Monzonite are relatively
common, and there are rare clasts of gneisses, including

a southern or southeastem highland although they may reflect

local drainage changes.
Stop 2-4: View of panel (a higher vantage helps). Several key
geologic relationships can be seen in this panel. Perhaps the
most obvious is the buff<olored amalgamated debris-flow
conglomerates which cap the cliff. These conglomerates pass
northward into channelized tractional and debris-flow
conglomerates. They are matrix rich, suggesting sub-aqueous
deposihon, and contain 95% carbonate clasts, mostly uppermiddle Paleozoics. The stratigraphic marker provided by the
conglomerates indicates the top of the underlying carbonate
breccia is flat, and thus that all thickness changes within the
breccia sheet are accomplished by paleotopography along the
base.

The breccia is a monomict of Bonanza King carbonate,
probably reflecting rock-avalanche deposition. It gently
truncates underlying lacustrine strata and is overlain by similar
strata. The breccia body pinches out to the south, into the cliff
panel, and the southem terminus of the breccia body can be
walked around. This contact is not gradational, but is sharp
with at least 30 meters paleorelief. [t tapers out gently several
kilometers north.
Finally, along the cliff face, relahvely thick and continuous
lenses of carbonate-rich sand increase in thickness and number
to the south. These sand bodies may repres€nt interfingering
along the lake margin.
Stop 2-5A: Lacustrine Shata. This belt of finegrained
sediments is here roughly 400 m thick. It both coarsens and
thins to several km to the north and south. The sediments are
mostly silt and claystone, although to the north, along the
retum traverse, there is a substantial fine volcanic component.
In member II, there are no evaporites or desiccation features,
suggesting that the lake was perennial. Lacustrine fines are
interbedded with thin sand bodies and occasional muddy
debris flow deposits. Minor trough crossiedding, 3-D
oxillation ripples, substantial channeling and occasional
footprints suggest that the lake, though perennial, was often
shallow and probably never very deep (<30 m).
Stop 2-58: Ashes and Magnetics. The presence of thick
lacustrine and/or muddominated successions within the
Shadow Valley basin allow for magnetostratigraphic
chronometry of the basin fill. Though individual magnetic
sections are relatively short (600 m max.), numerous ashes (like
this one) allow for unique calibration of the magnetics. Six age
dates, all single<rystal Ar / Ar analyses, provide absolute ages
for members I, II and III. When complete, virtually every bed

within the Shadow Valley basin will be constrained to within
100,000 years of its age by the combined radiometric/magnetostratigraphic method. We have used the data we have to
calculate rock-accumulation rates, and both radiometric and
magnetic constrains yield estimates on the order of f m/k.y.
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(1

mm/yr.).
Stop 2{: The "Tapeats" Fan. This impressive body of
conglomerate is a transverse cross section through the "Tapeats"
Fan. It contains over 200 meters of cobble to boulder
conglomerate at its thickest, which taPers out to the north and
south. Boulders exceeding one meter in long-axis length are
common, and all clasts are generally angular to sub-angular.
Individual conglomerate bodies are commonly matrix-poor,
matrix+upported and channelized. Beds are usually
unstratified, though many are weakly to well stratified. We
interpret the Tapeats fan to be a "proximal" deposit consisting
predominantly of mass-wasting (debris fl ow) conglomerates.

amphibolihc and gametiferous gneisses. Tapeats, garnet gneiss,
amphibolite gneiss and M-U Pz clasts can only be footwallderived detritus. Thus, despite the proximal nature of the
deposits, many of the clasts have traveled $eat (-20 km)
transport distances.
En route: Antithetic/Reverse fault. Our traverse crosses a major
NNW+triking fault. The eastem wall of this steep fault (dips >
70p) is down with respect to the westem wall. The fault is a
normal fault to the north (it dips to the east), but a reverse fault
here (dip to west).
Stop 2-7: Crystalline Allochthon of the Shadow Mountains.
The high peak (1125 m) to the northeast is underlain by the
upper crystalline allochthon, as this peak (7242 m). Between
them lies an east-plunging antiform that folds the allochthon.
In the core of the antiform we see eastdipping lower-plate
strata-the reddish braided stream deposits described above
and overlying volcanic clast conglomerates and interbedded
lacustrine strata. The allochthon overrode this section with an
initial angular discordance of about 5-10. Steeply dipping (ca.
40-50p) basal contacts of the allochthon are marvelously
exposed on the northem flank of the antiform (east of the
northem peak, 1125 m), at the crest of the plunging antiform
and the WNW face of this hill.
This portion of the allochthon has several interesting
features. It contains a long stratigraphic section, running from
basement gneisses and diabase upward into Noonday
Dolomite. L:r the Pahrump strata, the Crystal Spring Formation
is very thin (<100 m), the Beck Spring Dolomite is completely
absent, and the Kingston Peak Formation lies on the Crystal
Spring in fault contact. This juxtaposition (Crystal Springs >
fault < Kingston Peak) is similar to the Riggs fault in the
Silurian Hills, which has been interpreted as a jurassic age,
low-angle normal fault (Bishop 1993). The Noonday Dolomite
is strongly deformed, mostly by tight ductile fold+ which G.A.
Davis (pers. comm.) attributes to Mesozoic compressional
deformation. It may be that a substantial record of Mesozoic
tectonism is preserved in the crystalline allochthon.
The basal breccia zone is extremely small, generally < 1 m,
with a thin (several cm.) zone of foliated mud. Both NNWtrending, normal+ense and reverse+ense to-the-west faults
within the block root into the base of the allochthon and do not
offset the basal contact. These faults offset other inherited
features within the block, and may be kinematically linked to
block transport. A small top to the west reverse fault is
exposed along the southwest face. A steeplydipping, E-W fault
with sub-horizontal slickensides and mullions is exposed iust
down section of the aforementioned reverse fault. This fault
cuts the allochthon and offsets the basal contact, but does not
root into the underlying sediment. We interpret this feature to
be a lateral ramp/tear fault. Striae on the lateral ramP trend
253o and plunge 8e.
Beneath the crystalline block both here and at the other
klippe is a distinctive channelized conglomerate lens several
meters thick,. This conglomerate contains very distinct clast
assemblage. It includes clasts of Kingston Peak Pluton, a high
(40%) concentration of miogeoclinal quartz sandstones and
Kingston Peak Formation sandstones, diabase and
quartzofeldspathic gneiss, extremely different from the
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underlying volcanic conglomerates. Based on the restricted
stratigraphic range of this conglomerate unit, its association
with the allochthon, and its preservation in channels only, we
interpret it to represent a drainage developed only during
transport of the glide block. The conglomerate lenses are at
least locally detached, as evidenced by skiated cobbles and
intemal deformation, and were carried a short distance with
the allochthon.
Stop 2-8: Volcaniclastic Rocks of Member IIL Member III
contains thick (up to 300 m) packages of volcaniclashc
sandstone and conglomerates. These interfinger towards the
south with playa lake deposits. Although there is limited
paleocurrent data due to the poor outcrop character of the
lithology, the available data indicate a strong north-to-south
component of transport.
Stop 2-9: Braided Stream Deposits of Member III. Clastic
strata in the east, down dropped wall of the "anhthetic" fault
contain wonderfully exposed and preserved channels, vertically
accreting bars, overtank deposits and minor paleosols. These
deposits are part of the upper stratigraphic sequence of the
basin and formed above a slightly angular unconformity (<1f
in dip; see Fig. 11) that is cut out by the fault along our
traverse. Although most paleocurrents and provenance
indicators show transport from the east, a few measurements
indicate transport from the west. The significance of these data
is not yet known, but these are the only paleocurrents
recognized to date within the basin that show eastward
sediment transport.
Stop 2-10: Megabreccia and Lahar. This volcanic-rich mudflow
is locally 60 m thick and contains clasts from lower Shadow
Valley basin units (member I). Although this is the first
appearance of recycled basin material in this part of the section,
volcanic detritus, almost certainly recycled, interfingers with
the entire middle shatigraphic sequence just a few km north.
A breccia sheet of mid- to Upper Paleozoic carbonate rocks
lies not far above the lahar. Shearing and disharmonic folding
of lacustrine sediments below the sheet are pronounced and
welldisplayed along the north side of the wash, as well as a
meter-thick mixed zone. The asymmetry of the fold trains
indicates top to the west transport.
Stop 2-11: Composite Megabreccia. Our traverse crosses the
thin southeastem end of the composite rock-avalanche breccia
sheet. The sheet is highly brecciated and shows numerous softsediment slumps and clastic dikes near its base. Two different
Tertiary volcanic breccias directly overlie the carbonate breccia
at this locality. We believe that the volcanic rocks were
deposited on carbonate basement rocks before detachment of
the slide block from its source given the lack of volcanic
detritus in this succession and the absence of any other
volcanic breccias in member II. The basal contact of this slide
block or megabreccia cuts down across almost 70 m of section,
suggesting that it filled an antecedent channel rather than
removed material during transport by xouring.
En route: View of Panel. Dramatic lateral thickness and facies
changes occur across only 1-2 km in many places within the
basin. Along this outcrop panel, the thickness and abundance
of coarse sediment diminishes to the south until, in correlative
strata, coarse detritus is largely absent. Similar facies changes
on the scale of this outcrop include changes in provenance (e.g.
all volcanic to no volcanic clasts) and the presence or absence
of marker beds (conglomerate horizont megabreccias). The
coarse beds here are predominantly matrix-rich, matrix
supported debris-flow conglomerates, probably subaqueous,
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with southdirected sole marks. Sandstone horizons commonly
contain partial or complete Bouma s€quences. (R.E. Reynolds
has recognized footprints of large horse in this part of the
section, consistent with a Clarendonian Land Mammal Age
12.0 to 9.0 Ma).
Stop 2-12: View of Member II Fan-Delta. This location
provides an oblique+ectional view through a Gilbert-type fandelta. These thick conglomerate lenses interbedded with
lacustrine silty muds show largescale cross+tratification and
abundant soft-sediment deformation at their base. These are
interbedded with and overlain by matrix-rich conglomerates
with abundant basal slumping and some sole marks. Fandelta
lobes probably prograded during relative lake level falls.
Stop 2-13. Shallow water structures. Oscillation ripples and
animal footprints constrain these few beds to a water depth of
tens of centimeters. Throughout much of the lacustrine section,
small-xale ripples and fooprints indicate relatively shallow
water, despite the thick, continuous mudstones, turbiditic
sandstones and fan deltas
DAY THREE (Fie.V
0.0 Head north from Baker on Route 122 the Kelbaker-Death
Valley highway.
17.4 (77.4) TURN RIGHT (east) at the Eastem Star mine road.
29.5 (72.1) Take the RIGHT FORK in the road at the marker;
head towards Kingston Spring.
39.8 (10.3) PARK cars in wash at south-trending tributary.
Stop 3-1. Spectacular folding of lacustrine strata beneath a
rock-avalanche breccia. Walk to, or park in the wash near, the
large talus blocks of carbonate breccia. The blocks have fallen
from the carbonate slide sheet that caps the ridge west of the
blocks. Walk westward through the saddle underlain by
yetlowish lacustrine sediments that lies iust south of the
carbonate breccia cap. Straight ahead, across the northem edge
of the broad valley, we c.rn see in cross-section the carbonate
slide block resting on dramatically folded lacustrine sediments.
The sediments are thrown into asymmetric, locally overtumed
folds that indicate transport of the overriding allochthon to the
south. This breccia sheet is emplaced in other locations above
an erosional surface as indicated by erosional truncation of an
underlying lahar and paleochannels along the contact.
40.6 (0.8) DRIVE NE to Kintston Spring. Continue through the
spring to the NW. The wash we will drioe up is quite sandy: 2wheel ilriae aehicles should keep up speed.
47.7 (7.'l) Enter Kingston Wash. TURN EAST.
49.6 (1.9) East-tilted Kingston Peak pluton fanglomerates.
These fanglomerates on the north side of the wash strike N to
NNW and dip ca. 4045'E. They strike directly (across the
wash) into a late gravity slide block that rests discordantly
across a south4ipping lower Shadow Valley basin sequence of
sedimentary and volcanic rocks. A substantial strike-slip fault is
intelpreted to underlie Kingston Wash. We inteqpret the
fanglomerates as being offset sinistrally ca. 3 km from
equivalent exposures south of the wash along an unexposed
Kingston Wash fault, possibly a left+lip reactivation of the
dextral Blacksmith Hills fault, possibly an incipient Garlock
fault (Davis and others 1993).
Stop 3-2: Glide Block w/ Tertiary Strata. The large (>1 km)
slide block south of the wash contains a southdipping section
of miogeoclinal strata ranging from the Eocambrian Stirling
Quartzite to Mississippian carbonate strata. The entire southdipping section is cut discordantly by the base of the slide
block, so that stratal controls on slide block detachment are not
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possible. Slide block intemal structure is complicated and a
major slip surface occurs between Bonanza King and Carrara
strata; the lower clastic units (lower Carrara, Zabriskie, Wood

Canyon and Stirling) are thoroughly shattered and attenuated
by bedding subparallel slip surfaces.
Above the miogeoclinal section are conglomerates and
megabreccias from Shadow Valley member I. Conglomerates
contain rounded cartonate and quartzite clasts, sometimes in a
carbonate matrix. The Miocene section does not display the
attenuation, fracturing and cleavage of the underlying
miogeoclinal units. This implies that the deformahon features
in the miogeoclinal block strata are pre-Miocene, possible
Mesozoic. This Miocene sechon also lacks significant volcanic
deposits, similar to the Shadow Valley member I lower
stratigraphy east of the Blacksmith Hills.
49.8 (0.2) Coyote Holes spring, an important and historic
source of water for ranchers and passersby on the Salt Lake

Wagon Trail (Kingston Springs cutoff), and the native lndian
population before them. Heritage Train Sign-in Box 2 along
north side of wash ahead.
50.5 (0.4 Prominent exPosure of reddish Kingston Peak
Formation strata on south side of wash. These exposures are
considered to be bedrock for southdipping, unconformably
overlying Tertiary strata. The basal Tertiary unit is a quartzite
cobble to boulder conglomerate that is overlain by porphyritic
andesite and mafic breccia units. The carbonate hill to the south
of these exposures is part of a large, very late gravity slide
block (see milepost 6.25).
51.6 (1.1) View of east-hlted compound megabreccia layer. The
white upper part of the breccia layer contains carbonate
breccias probably from the Pahrump Crystal Spring Fm; these
breccias are underlain by dark green diabase brecciat the
diabase probably originally intruding the carbonate rocks.
Westdipping normal faults repeat this compound breccia layer
in four different fault blocks along the south side of the wash.
Stop 3-3: Gravity slide block of Kingston Peak Formation
strata. We will examine the contact relations between a
shattered, disrupted slide block of late Precambrian Kingston
Peak strata and underlying, shallowdipping fanglomerates
containing abundant clasts from the Miocene Kingston Peak
pluton. ASW-thickening wedge of sheared reddish shales and
fine sands and silts lies between the two rock units
yellowish
-in
the central part of the exposures of the slide block. The shear
zone overrides a small (<50 cm relief) channel filled with
material derived from the block. Note that little or no Kingston
Peak Formation detritus occurs within the subiacent
fanglomerates. Striae at the base of the block and the teometry
of shearing in the underlying sediments indicates block
transport in a direction ca. S60pW. HIKE across Kingston Wash
to the north for approximately one mile.
Open Discussion: View of the Shadow Valley Basin and
Glide Blocks; Kingston Peak Pluton; Valjean and Silurian

Hills.
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Stratigraphy and Deformational History of the
Mecca Hills, Southern California
I.M. SHERIDAN,

R.J.

WELDON, II, and C.A. THORNTON, Dept. of Geological Sciences, 1.272llniversity of Oregon, Eugene,

oR.97403-7272

M.I. RYME& United States Geological Survey, l\45 977,345 Middlefield Rd., Menlo Park, CA.94025
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Road Log
The stratigraphic nomenclafure and age assignments used in this
report may not necessarily conform to current usage by the U.S.

C*ological Suroey.

The following road log contains distances, both
incremental and cumulative. Distances measured between
feafures and stopo in washes and otherwise off-road are not
exactly reproducible. The distance will vary depending on the
specific track chosen and changes in the washes due to flash
flbods. We have also included ESTIMATES for travel time
between features and stops to help you locate yourself. These
times (in italics\ only include the time needed to travel and do
not include time spent looking and discussinS.These are only
ROUGH time eshmates for the driving and especially the
walking portions of the trip. A reference map (Figure 1) shows
the driving and walking routes with stops labeled. The
cumulative miles are zeroed whenever the drop off point is
different than the pick up point and optional sections are not

San Bernardino to Indio
00.0 0:00 fct I-215 and I-10, head east on I-10 toward Indio'
72.g (72.9) 1:01 Lorraine exit from I-10, tum right (southwest)'
73.9 (1.0) 0:02 Hwy 111, tum right (west).
75.8 (1.9) 0;05 Super 8 Motel, tum left (south). There will be a
meeting in the motel the first evening with snacks, beverages,
and slides. The meeting will last approximately t hour.

DAY

1

Drive from Indio to Thermal and the northern Mecca Hills
0.0 0:00 Super 8 Motel, turn right (east) onto Hwy 111.
i.9 (1.9) 0:05 Hwy 111 tums right (south)'
4.25(2.35) 0:03 }irwy 111 turns left in Coachella and splits from
Hwy 86.
6.0 (1.75) Good view of the Mecca Hills to the southeast'
The Bishop Ash bed in the northwestern Mecca Hills
8.3 (2.3) 0:05 Tum left (east) onto Airyort Blvd' at the traffic
signal in the town of Thermal.
2?//

2

"-,1"

-l-j-

-'. .. :

U;:S

the field guide. Many of these stoPs are
Figure 1. Map of the south-central portion of the Mecca Hills showing locatron of stops discussed in
quadrangles'
L972,
oplional. Topographic base from Mortmar, 1974, and Mecca,
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11.1 (2.8) 0:05 Cross bridge over Coachella Canal, tum left, and
proceed up and over levee.
11.3 (0.2 0;00 Stop at locked gate.
12.3 (1.0) 0:02 Dfive past Riverside County gravel pit, tum
right proceed to end of bladed road. (this is the Bishop ash bed
locality that we drilled) Park cars and walk to southeast.
0105 Stop 1 Examine Bishop ash bed in upper Palm Spring
Formation and study depositional environments and local
amounts and styles of deformation.
025 Stop 2 Follow leader for about 1 mile to duplex site
within the Bishop ash bed.
0:05 Stop 3 On the way back out of canyon with duple4 stop
at'Skeleton Canyon'Fault and see redirown clays in the fault.
0.0 (0.0) 0;35 Walk back to cars along trace of San Andreas

Fault, examining evidence for recency of surface slip.
4.0 (4.0) 0;10 Arrive at cars and drive back to the town of
Thermal, tum left (south) onto State Highway 111.

Drive to the central Mecca Hills
5.9 (1.9) 0:03 Oasis Date Gardens.
7.7 (7.8) A good view of the San Andreas Fault and the Mecca
Hills to the left (east). The purplish unit is the Mecca Formation
(Dibblee, 1954), and the red stripe is in the San Andreas Fault

Zone.
10.2 (2.5) a:04 Mecca,
19s).

tum left (east) on 65th Ave (State Hwy

10.3 (0.1) 0:00 Go past train tracks, tum right (south), go past a
Place. This is the last
opportunity to buy gas, food, drinks, film, etc.
10.45 (0.15) Tum left (east) toward Blythe and I-10 and
continue on 56th AvelBox Canyon Rd.

dip in the road and Leon's Other

14.95 (4.45\ 0:07

0.00 0:00

Dive over the Coachella Canal.
At the Coachella Canal, rezero mileage.

0.55 (0.55) 0:01 Drive past Painted Canyon Rd.
0.95 (0.4) 0:01 Pleistocene gravels, the Ocotillo Conglomerate
(Dibblee, 1954), that contain secondary faults and get
progressively steeper as we drive east and approach the San

Andreas Fault.
1.15 (0.2) 0:01 The San Andreas Fault strikes NW across the
road. After fhe'l,992Ianders earthquake M. Rymer measured
up to 15 mm of triggered surface slip on the San Andreas Fault
just south of Box Canyon Rd.
1.35 (0.2) 0:00 Yery steeply dipping beds and generally
overtumed upper Palm Spring Formahon (Woodring, 1932,
Dibblee 1954) between the San Andreas Fault and Skeleton
Canyon Fault.
1.65 (0.3) 0;00 The Skeleton Canyon Fault cuts through the
ridge on the left (northwest) side of the road, but must
terminate or bend south because it does not crop out south of
Box Canyon Rd. We will look at the structures related to the
San Andreas Fault and Skeleton Canyon Fault tomorrow.
2.30 (0.65) 0;01 The angular unconformity between the upper
and lower Palm Spring Formation is at the base of the cliffs
west of this fish hook bend in the road. The angular
unconformity is sometimes subtle with little variation in the
rock type or strike and dip of beds above and below the
unconformity.
3.25 (0.95) 0:02 A leep Trail is on the left (north) side of the
road. Our last stop and camp tonight will be off the feep Trail.
We are now driving obliquely through the Painted Canyon
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Fault Zong which we will visit later. Box Canyon takes an
approximate 2 km right-lateral deflection which may be due to
offset across the fault. Beds are tightly folded and locally
overtumed along the WNW-trending folds and are cut by NW-

trending faults.
5.20 (1.95) 0:03 At the east end of a large, flat sandy area south
of the road and cut by the 600 ft contour line on the map, tum
right off Box Canyon Rd. and drive toward the ridges to the
south.
5.35 (0.15) 0;11 Stop 4 At the first major drainage east of the
500 ft contour line on the map, park the vehicles. This is the
start of the paleomag and Hidden Spring Wash traverse.

LUNCH

Viewpoint near paleomag section: optional
(0.0)
0:00
Starting from stop 4 at the base of the paleomag
section (Boley and others, 1994) and Hidden Spring Wash
traverse, drive west along the ridges.
0.2 (0.2) 0:A2 Stop 5 Park at the second drainage on the left
(south). This optional walk involves a moderate to challenging
scramble. From the top of this ridge we will get a good view of
the structures in this part of the lower Palm Spring Formation
and the contact between the Sheephole facies and Box Canyon
facies of the upper Palm Spring Formation. Walk SSE in the
drainage, continue to follow drainages branching to your left
and pick your way to the top of the ridge.
0:10 Stop 6 From the top of the ridge there is a good view of
folds and faults in the lower Palm Spring Formation. Follow
the same way out.
0:10 Stop 5 Back at the parked vehicles.
0.2 (0.0) 0100 Drive back, east, to the drop off site for the
paleomag and Hidden Spring Wash traverse.
0.4 (0.2) 0:02 Stop 4 Drop off for paleomag and Hidden Spring
Wash traverse.
Traverse along paleomag section and up Hidden Spring Wash
0:00 Stop 4 Begin walking the paleomag section, walk SE then
SW, tuming within the drainage, follow a steep silty bed on the
left and climb to the top of the ridge.
0:05 Stop 7 The view to the south and east from the ridge
includes the contact of the Box Canyon facies on top of the
Sheep hole facies of the upper Palm Spring Formation (C.R.
Allen, unpublished mapping; Chang and others, 1987). The
contact is defined as a change from poorly sorted redbeds with
local white siltstones in the Sheephole facies to well-bedded
and well+orted deltaic sandstone and siltstone with local
limestone and evaporite beds in the Box Canyon facies. lly'hile
following this drainage down to Hidden Spring Wash we will
first cross from the Box Canyon facies into the Sheephole facies
and proceed roughly down section until we reach Hidden
Spring Wash. Drop down from the saddle into the drainage to
the southeast and proceed roughly down section until we reach
the "window". As we approach stop 8 the beds will steepen
and become coarser. The coarser beds are the Red conglomerate
facies that rests on a marked unconformity. The beds steepen
near a strand of the Hidden Spring Fault Zone. The sryle of
deformation is particularly easy to see because it involves the
unconformity and the very different upper and lower Palm
Spring Formation.
0;10 Stop 8 Window into the lower Palm Spring Formation. A
window through the upper Palm Spring Formation exposes the
lower Palm Spring Formation in this zone of extreme
north-south compression along an east-west striking fold/fault.
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Rockz optional

trip drive east, uP Hidden
Spring Wash. Look northwest and see the angular
unconformify on the cliff face and the Red conglomerate facies
at the base of the Sheephole facies that lies above it. The beds
below the unconformity contain several folds; the beds above
the unconformity are also folded, though not as intensely.
0.45 (0.45) 0:05 The walls on both sides of the wash show
multiple folds and faults of the Painted Canyon Fault Zone
within the lower Palm Spring Formation. As this strand of the
Painted Canyon Fault Zone crosses the wash it changes strike
(heads south) and takes on an oblique-normal component of
slip.
0.55 (0.i) 0101 Here again we cross the angular unconformity
and the Red conglomerate facies and the locally overlying
Sheephole facies. The drainage heading north leads to the
Sheephole Oasis; we continue east.
0.75 (0.20) 0:02 The Sheephole Fault, a subtle north*triking
fault with little vertical separation that extends for kilometers,
can be seen truncating a white sandstone bed on the south wall
of the wash.
0.80 (0.05) 0:01 Farther along on the south wall of the wash the
axis of a broad syncline strikes SSE through the notch hidden
by a tree. This syncline separates the area uplifted near the
Painted Canyon Fault Zone from that near the Hidden Spring
Fault Zone.
1.25 (0.45) 0:05 The gate closes off motor traffic to this part of
Hidden Spring Wash between June 1 and November 1,
allowing big hom sheep unfettered access to Hidden Spring
Oasis. The coarse conglomerate on the walls through this
narrow passage is the Hill 1224 conglomerate facies that
underlies the Hidden Spring facies of the upper Palm Spring
Formation (C.R. Allen, unpublished mapping; Chang and
0.00 0:00 Stop 10 For this optional
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others, 1987).

Figure 2. Photo and sketch of fold pairs within the lower Palm Spring
Formation (QTpl). the asymmetric anticline and syncline in the right
(south) middleground are draped over a reverse fault that is slightly
steeper than bedding. In the left (north) middleground is another
asymmetric fold pair. The reverse faults and fold pairs are verging to
the SSW, or in a general uP-diP direction. Note vehicles for scale. View
to the NE.

1.60 (0.35) 0:04 Stop 11 The gray conglomerate is the Saddle
conglomerate facies that forms a buttress unconformity on toP
of Dos Palmas volcanic unit and related basement rock. The
Hidden Spring Fault is the contact between basement rocks and
the Hidden Spring facies of the upper Palm Spring Formation.
The Dos Palmas has a variable comPosition including
intrusives, tuffs, flows and lots of pebbly debris and mudflows.
In this area the basement also contains slices of deformed
crystalline basement rock. The basement rock was intensely
deformed and tilted before the subsequent deformational
episode involving the Palm Spring Formation as inferred by an
undeformed depositional contact that crosses some of the faults
and bedding in the pebbly mudflows.

The dip of the beds steePens Progressively to verhcal at the
angular unconformity between the upper and lower Palm
Spring Formation. Continuing the walk down the drainage the

lower Palm Spring Formation is essentially vertical and
intensely sheared by bedding-parallel slip. As we pass back
through the unconformity, the beds within the upper Palm
Spring Formation atain flatten out.
0:30 Walking down the drainage we are again going down
section and are now in very coarse grained Red conglomerate
facies above the angular unconformity and at the base of the
Sheephole facies.

0;07 Notice the angular unconformity between the upper and
lower Palm Spring Formation.
0:i0 Stop 9 Figure 2 shows a picture and diagram of a reverse
fault thrusting up into a SW verging fold pair. These structures
are found on the east wall iust north of the iunction of this
drainage with Hidden Spring Wash.
0;20 Stop 10 At this point the drainage we have been
foltowing feeds into Hidden Spring Wash. Here we will climb
back into the vans and head southwest down the wash.
Hidden Spring Fault, Dos Palmasand Crystalline Basement
- 327

Hidden Spring Fault and Oasis: optional
0:00 Stop 11 Starting from the outcroP of Dos Palmas, proceed
north up the drainage, work your way around room size
boulders, and aim for palm trees. Keep your eyes open and
avoid stepping on seedling palms iust making their start. They
will often have a rim of rocks placed around them.
0:05 Stop 12 The Hidden Spring oasis provides water for big
hom sheep, mice, honey bees, and mosquitoes. The presence of
the Hidden Spring oasis is due to the Hidden Spring Fault that
juxtaposed basement downstream of the Palm Spring
Formation. For a better view of the Hidden Spring Fault climb
the ridge to the SE of the oasis.
0:04 Stop 13 The top of this ridge provides a good view of the
Hidden Spring Fault to the north as it cuts through the Hidden
Spring facies and to the south where it has iuxtaposed Dos
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Palmas next to the Hidden Spring facies. To retum follow the
same path back.
009 Stop 11 Back at the Dos Palmas outcrop.
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way we came in.
3.8 (1.9) 0;30 Join Hidden Spring Wash and continue west
down the wash.
Drive to Box Canyon Road
1.4 (0.0) 0:00 As we drive down the wash notice that we again
travel through the unconformity and move from the lower
Palm Spring Formation to the overlying Canal facies of the

Slickensides and crystalline basemenh optional
0:00 Stop 11 Starting at the Dos Palmas outcrop begin walking
east up the main wash of Hidden Spring Wash. Continue
walking past the first drainage on your left (north) to the
Grotto. (Spectacular slickensides near the crossing of two
strands of the Grotto Fault can be seen up the Grotto drainage,
where the Grotto conglomerate facies gradationally underlies
the Hidden Sp.i.g facies. Bring a flashlight. At the top of the

upper Palm Spring Formation (Sheridan and others, 1994,
companion paper). The Canal facies is fluvial to deltaic,
becomes finer grained, and is stratigraphically up to the west.
Drive through or over a berm at the mouth of Hidden Spring
Wash. Head for a ramp up onto the canal road on the berm.
2.3 (0.9) 0;08 Tum right (NW) on the canal berm and head
back toward Box Canyon Rd.
3.75 (1.45) 0:02 Make a right (north) tum off the canal berm
down an obvious ramp and follow the track to the powerlines.
3.95 (0.2) 0:01 At the powerlines turn left (west) and follow the
track and powerlines out to Box Canyon Rd.
5.95 (2.0) 0:1.3 At Box Canyon Rd. turn right (NE) and head
toward the jeep Trail.

drainage there are outcrops and large boulders of anorthosite.)
All along this stretch of the Hidden Spring Wash the Hidden
Spring Fault is well exposed in gullies to the south. Continue
past another drainage on your left (north) and follow the wash
as it tums right (south). [n the area of this bend there are some
spectacular exposures of slickensides, some with multiple,
nonparallel sets. This is the Grotto conglomerate facies. Make a
left (east) turn into the first drainage after the bend and walk

until you see basement rocks.
0115 Stop 14 Precambrian to Cretaceous crystalline basement
rock. Retum by the same path to the Dos Palmas outcrop.
0:15 Stop 11 Back at the Dos Palmas outcrop.
'1,.6
0:00 Stop 11 Begin to drive back, west then SW, down the
wash.
3.2 (1.6) 0;18 Stop 10 Drainage where we ended our moming

walk.

Anticline with fold pairs on its limbs
0.0 (0.0) 0100 Stop 10 Drainage where we ended our walk,
drive west down Hidden Spring Wash..
0.5 (0.5) 0;05 Stop 15 Climb up the small spur on the left (east)

side of the wash. Looking west there is a view of a large broad
anticline, that grows out of one of the strands of the Painted
Canyon Fault Zone, with a fold pair on its north limb (Figure
3). The fold pair verges (SW) toward the axis of the dominant
anticline in the area. Similar inward verging fold pairs are
present on the west limb of the large anticline and along most
large folds and faults. Climb back to the vans and continue
down the wash.
0.9 1.4 0:09 This is the tum for the next set of optional
stops, otherwise continue down the wash.
The reverse fault end of the fold pair on the broad anticline
and the Hilltop Conglomerate facies: optional
0.0 (0.0) 0;00 When the wash tums right (west) follow the
south wall until you can make a sharp left (east) tum into a
side drainage. You will now be heading east. Follow up the
drainage as it tums north, then east (in this easterly stretch we
cross the large anticline that is seen best looking left (north)),
then north again.
1.6 (1.6) 0:17 Stop 16 Park at a reverse fault on the left (west)
wall of the drainage after the latest tum north, near where the
wash narrows. The reverse fault offsets the angular
unconformity here. NW along the strike of the reverse fault it
tums into the anticline+yncline fold pair that we saw on the
limb of the anhcline at our last stop.
1.9 (0.3) 0;03 Stop 17 This is the Hilltop facies of the lower
Palm Spring Formation (Sheridan and Weldon, 1994,
companion paper). This facies is a very coarse, angular
conglomerate and breccia at the top of lower Palm Spring
Formation. The clasts are predominantly Orocopia Schist.
Notice the coarsening upwards. Turn around and head out the

-

Figure 3 Photo and sketch of the dominant anticline near the southem
end of the Painted Canyon Fauli Zone that strikes NW and crosses
Hidden Spring Wash. The anircline has a fold pair on its right (east)
Iimb. The fold pair is verging SW, up-dip, and toward the axis of the
dominant antichne. In the right background the Red conglomerate
facies (Qpu1) that underlies the Sheephole facies rs on top of the
angular unconformity. View to the NW.
322
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ViewpointPainted Canyon fault zone near jeep hail (Eagle
Canyon)
8.45 (2.5) 0;05 Tum left (north) near the brown BLM "Eagle"
marker at the feep Trail (mouth of Eagle Canyon). Drive up the
wash and tum into the first drainage on the right. Follow it as
it turns southeastward.
8.85 (0.4) 0:04 Stop 18 Park after the tum southeast and before
you turn northeast where there is a terrace on the left (NE). We
are in the heart of the Painted Canyon Fault Zone where early
formed westerly folds are cut by later NW striking faults.
Upstream to the NE one can see the angular unconformity and
the edge of the Eagle Canyon Fault. After dixussion head back
down the drainage.
9.15 (0.3) 0:03 At the junction with the main wash, turn right
(north) and drive up the wash. It will tum west, then north,
then east through the Painted Canyon Fault Zone.
9.75 (0.6) 0:05 Stop 19 CAMP After the tum east, where the
wash tums left (north) again, we will stop to camp and hike to
one last view.
Walk up to viewpoint along the jeep hail
0:00 Stop 19 Scramble up the east wall of the wash to the
saddle and tum right (south) to get to the toP.
0;09 Stop 20 This viewpoint gives a good overview of the
complex Painted Canyon Fault Zone. The angular unconformity
and multiple folds can be seen to the west, to the NW we see
the Painted Canyon Fault Zone's broad antiformal shape
heading off towards Painted Canyon. To the east we see the
unconformity again, showing that there is little net structural
relief across the zone here, and to the SE we can see where our
terrace stop, stop 18, is located along the fault zone. Follow the
same route back.
0:09 Stop 19 Camp and dinner.
Walk up the jeep hail to see Eagle Canyon Fault: optional
0100 Stop 19 Walk north up the jeep Trail. Continue until you
see red rock in fault contact with green rock.
020 Stop 21 This is the Eagle Canyon Fault. Notice how the
beds on both sides of the fault are relatively flat-lying, but they
steepen dramatically in the fault zone.
Walk to sliver of Dos Palmas in the core of an antiform:

optional
Note: There is a hard climb near the sliver of Dos Palmas; it is
not recommended for the tennis shoe set.
0;00 Stop 22 Begin the walk at the entrance to the wash iust
west of the Jeep Trail, along Box Canyon Rd. Rocks block the
entrance. Head north, eventually the wash tums first right
(east) then Ieft and heads west, then more WNW.
0;19 Stop 23 At this major split in the wash continue to the left
up the wash where it begins to head more north and a little
west.

0:15 Soon the wash narrows and looks impassable for a
vehiclg make a right (north) tum into the next major drainage.
Keep to the right (east) side of this bowl. Where the rocks get
coarse you are crossing into the Mecca Formation. l{hile the
Mecca Formation is not red here, these beds can be mapped
NW towards Painted Canyon where they are red.
0:15 Stop 24 Look at a sliver of Dos Palmas exposed in the
core of an overturned antiform in the drainage. This sliver
extends almost to Painted Canyon. Continue climbing to the
ridge at the top of the drainages.
0;05 Stop 25 Top of ridge overlooking slivers of Dos Palmas
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exposed in the core of an antiform. Mecca Hill is in the far
distance to the NW. You may return by the same route or drop
down the next drainage to the east and walk down the wash.
0:43 Stop 23 Back at the split in the wash, continue down the
wash to Box Canyon Rd.
0;15 Stop 22 At the entrance to the wash where rocks block the
road.

DAY

2

Walk along a normal fault that changes into an anticline, then
a old pair, then a reverse fault that disappears into bedding
0.0 0:00 Stop 19 Leave camp and drive down the Jeep Trail to
Box Canyon Rd.
0.4 (0.4) 0:04 At Box Canyon Rd. tum right (west).
0.7 (0.3) 0:01 Stop 22 At the first drainage opening on the right
(north), where rocks block the wash, tum right (north) off the
road and park. Looking south across the road in the saddle to
the left (east) of the short ridge there is an oblique-normal fault
that strikes NNW and dips to the east. We know there is a
normal component of slip because at the top of the saddle,
looking south, the angular unconformity is low on the east side

of the fault and there is only lower Palm Spring Formation on
the west side of the fault. The fault strikes NNW and follows
the right (west) side of the drainage. Where we are standing,
just west of the line of rocks is an outcrop containing the fault.
The beds have steepened in a short distance and there is a
sheared siltstone/claystone. Climb uP onto the terrace to the
NW and continue walking NW up the short drainage to the
gully in the NW comer. Notice that the fault is not cutting
through the ridge to the right (NE).
0:08 Stop 25 By the time the oblique-normal fault reaches
the top of this gully it has changed into an anticline with an
axis striking E-W. Walk back out of the gully, head south to
Box Canyon Rd., tum west and follow the road past the first
wash with a tree hiding it, then rum right (north) up the
second wash.

0:15

Stop 27 tn this wash the structure again changes
character. The wall east of the split in the wash shows a faulted
anticline+yncline fold pair verging south. On the ridge in the
middle of the wash there is only a reverse fault verging south,
and on the west wall of the wash the thrust fault is nearly
parallet to bedding. On the other side (to the west) of the west
wall the reverse fault is no longer obvious because it is parallel
to bedding.
Drive from end of microblock circuit to San Andreas Fault,
Skeleton Canyon Fault, and verging fold pairs
0.0 0:00 Stop 27 From the end of the microblock traverse at
Box Canyon Rd drive west toward Painted Canyon Rd.
0.85 (0.85) 0;02 Skeleton Canyon Fault
1.25 (0.4) 0:00 San Andreas Fault
1.S (0.55) 0:02 Tum right (N14I) on Painted Canyon Rd.
1.9 (0.1) 0:01 Tum ritht (NE) on an old paved road and drive
past a gravel pit on the right (SE) and several dumps.
2.0 (0.1) 0:02 Bear left, more toward the middle of the wash.
2.5 (0.5) 0:02 an the outcrop to the right (SE) the San Andreas
Fault cuts through near the notch and is the contact between
the Pleistocene gravels (Ocotillo Conglomerate?) on the right
(SW) and fher sediments (upper Palm Spring) on the left (NE).
After the 1992 Ianders earthquake M. Rymer measured 6 mm
of triggered surface slip on the San Andreas Fault in this wash.
2.55 (0.05) 0:01 A sign indicating that this route is closed to
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3.4 (0.45) 0:04 Stop 29 Park where the San Andreas Fault

Figure 4 Photo and sketch of the reverse Skeleton Canyon Fault (SCF)
showing two sets of fold pairs. This oblique perspective of the fold pair
on the northeast side of the fault in the upper Palm Spring Formation
(Qpu), in the left background, shows an apparently broad syncline and
anticline. If viewed along the shike of the fold axes, the folds are tight
and are present locally. The folds on the southwest side of ihe fault in
competent beds within the Powerline (Qpu10) facies, in the right
middle ground, are part of a syncline, an anticline, then part of another
syncline, from left to right. The asymmetry of all of these folds, and the
reverse component of mohon on the Skeleton Canyon Fault show
vergence towards the updip direction, which is also in the direction of
the San Andreas Fault, less than a kilometer away. In the featureless
foreground are less competent, sheared beds within the Powerline
facies (Qpu10). View to the southeast.

motor traffic and is a wildlife study area. If we have
permission, we will drive up this wash to the Skeleton Canyon
Fault otherwise we will walk there.
2.95 (0.4) 0:04 Stop 28 Park where the wash tums left (NVD.
The Skeleton Canyon Fault strikes NW up this portion of the
wash. On the NE side of the Skeleton Canyon Fault there are
two sets of anticline+yncline fold pairs that strike WNW and
verge SSW (Figure 4). On the SW side of the Skeleton Canyon
Fault there is another fold pair that strikes WNW and also
verges SSW. The Skeleton Canyon Fault is among a suite of
compressional structures on the east dipping limb of a syncline
which all verge SW toward the San Andreas Fault.
2.95 0:00 Retum to the vans and follow the same route back
toward Painted Canyon Rd.

crosses the wash. If there is time and interest
we will walk NW for about half a mile along the San Andreas
Fault to stop 30. LUNCH
0:15 Stop 30 OPTIONAL On the walk NW along the San
Andreas Fault watch for geomorphic features such as shutter
ridges and disrupted drainages. The Ocotillo Conglomerate (?)
is SW of the San Andreas Fault and the Powerline facies of the
upper Palm Spring Formation is NE of the fault. The Powerline
facies contains lacustrine red, yellow, green, and brown clays.
At the top of a saddlg about 0.8 km from the parked vans, the
Ocotillo Conglomerate (?) contact diverges from the San
Andreas Fault and there is now deformed upper Palm Spring
Formation on both sides of the fault.
Painted Canyon and the Painted Canyon fault zone
3.4 (0.0) Stop 29 From our lunch spot on the San Andreas
Fault, drive toward Painted Canyon Rd.
4.0 (0.6) 0:04 Tum right (NW) on Painted Canyon Rd.
6.7 e.n 0:05 T\e San Andreas Fault crosses Painted Canyon
Road. Red claystone has effectively flowed into the fault zone,
developing a penetrative fabric often mistaken for gouge.
6.9 (0.2) 0:02 The Skeleton Canyon Fault prolects through here
and may pass NE of the small hill in the middle of the wash,
but whether it crosses the wash or not, it is a less significant
structure here than to the south where the bedding dips east.
We infer that the Skeleton Canyon Fault and Skeleton Canyon
Syncline are related because the Skeleton Canyon Fault only
exists where the Skeleton Canyon Syncline is well developed
and produces east dipping beds near the San Andreas Fault.
North of Painted Canyon the Palm Spring Formation forms an
essentially west dipping monocline between the San Andreas
and Painted Canyon faults. We have sampled a portion of the
lower Palm Spring Formation for paleomagnetic studies on the
north side of the canyon.
7.95 (1.05) 0:04 Stop 31 Contact between the lower Palm
Spring Formation (green and white sandstone) and the Mecca
Formation (red sandstone and conglomerate). This contact is
locally a fault and locally depositional. The Painted Canyon
Fault has obvious reverse structures associated with it, but the
reverse structures place younger beds on older beds. A possible
explanation of this is a reverse fault growing out of bedding as
it is folded by flexural slip. If the fault steepens upward less
rapidly than the bedding, reverse motion prduces younger
over older offset and section loss. This is seen in a number of
places and is evidence for large amounts of flexural slip
associated with the inward and upward flow of material near
the fault zones.
8.35 (0.4) 0:02 Stop 32 Basement rocks exposed in the core of
an anticline near the Painted Canyon Fault. The Mecca
Formation generally steepens to the basement contact and only
turns over across the basement<ored folds against the Painted
Canyon Fault. The structural relief on the west limb (and to the
San Andreas Fault) is an order of magnitude greater than on
the east. The basement-Mecca Formation contact is basically
depositional but has been intensely deformed during folding.
East of a thin eastem limb of Mecca Formation is the Painted
Canyon Fault. The fault separates Mecca Formation from upper
Palm Spring Formation and dips steeply east. The Painted
Canyon Fault and associated low angle structures verge west,
in towards the basement rocks, rather than east as proposed by
Sylvester and Smith (\976).
8.55 (0.3) 0:07 End of county maintained road. Tum around
324 -

and follow Painted Canyon Rd. back to Box Canyon Rd.
13.4 (4.75) 0:20 Intersection of Painted Canyon Rd. with Box
Canyon Rd.
Mecca to San Bernardino
(0.0)
Canyon Rd. at Box Canyon Rd.
0:00
Painted
13.4
14.0 (0.6) 0;01 Coachella Canal
75.4 (4.4) 0:04 The road bends

right (NW) in

Mecca.

18.6 (0.2) The road bends left (west) over railroad tracks.
18.7 (0.1) 0:01 Tum right (north) on Hwy 111.

229 (4.2) 0:04 Oasis Date Gardens. This is an optional stop for
dates and date shakes.
24.8 (7.9) 0:03 Aiqport Rd. in Thermal.
31.3 (6.5) 0;05 Hwy 111 bends left (west) in Indio.
31.35 (0.05) 0:00
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Tum right (north) on Lorraine,

1 block west of

the big bend.
32.35 (1.0) 0:02 West entrance to t-10.
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Quaternary Fault-Normal Thrusting in the Northwestern Mecca
Hills, Southern California
MICHAEL

,W-9n,345 Middlefield

U.S.

The stratigraphic nomenclature

anil age assignments used in thb

report may not necessarily confotm to curtent usage by the U.S.
Geological Suroey.

INTRODUCTION
This part of the field trip focuses on fault-normal thrusting in
the northwestem Part of the Mecca Hills. Bluffs in the area expose mid-Pleistocene strata that are locally intensely folded and
faulted. At two places strata have been thrust toward the main
trace of the San Andreas fault. Thrusting at both of these locations is on the southwest limb of an asymmetric slmcline that extends for at least 5 km subparallel to the San Andreas' Exposures
of the more southerly of the two thrusts provide a unique setting
for studying faulting, because slip was at the base of a bed of
white Bishop ash (0.76 Ma). This ash provides a color-coded,
multiply repeated stratigraphic section, a fault duplex' Structures revealed in this part of the hills provide another example of
the variable nature of deformation in the Mecca Hills, much of

which does not fit into the widely cited transpressive fault
model.
In another field trip guidebook Rymer (1991) described in
more detail the stratigraphy and especially age control of exposures in this part of the Mecca Hills. This report is an update,
incorporating new findings of continued investigations; it emphasizes the nature of thrusting at a well-exposed site'

STRATTGRAPHIC RELATIONS
Strata in the area of Figure 1 consist of the late Cenozoic nonmarine Palm Spring Formation, Ocotillo Conglomerate, and
alluvium. The Palm Spring Formation in the area is herein
divided into three units: lower, arkosic, and upper' The lower
Palm Spring Formation (QTpl) is composed of sandstone, silt-

Rd., Menlo Park CA 94025

the
stone, and conspicuous, resistant conglomerate' Strata of
The age of the
QTpl are moderately well cemented and lithified'
magnetostrafrom
lower Palm Spring Formation, as interpreted
to early or
Pliocene
tigraphy in the Mecca and Indio Hills, is late

mid Pleistocene (Chang and others,

1987; Rymer and others'

7987;Boley and others, this volume)'
The arkosic facies of the Palm Spring Formation (QTpa)
consists of moderately lithified sandstone and local cobble-rich

beds. The arkosic facies represents a proximal depositional
environment that received fluvial debris from granitic and
metamorphic sources, probably in the Little San Bernardino
Mountains to the northeast (Fig. 1)' Stratigraphic relations
indicate that QTpa is mid-Pliocene to early Pleistocene in age'
The upper Palm Spring Formation (QPu) consists predominantly of poorly consolidated siltstone, mudstone, and sandstone, and lesser amounts of conglomerate' The Qpu here unconformably overlies both the QTpl and QTpa' The upper Palm
Spring Formation is early to mid-Pleistocene in age, as determined from fossil vertebrates (identified by C'A' Repenning;
Rymer, 1.989), magnetostratigraphy (Rymer and others, 1987;
Boley and others, this volume), and the inclusion of the Bishop
ash bed (Merriam and Bischoff, 1975; Rymer, 1989, 1991; S'M'
Sarna-Wojcicki, written commun., 7988, 7991)'
The Bishop ash bed crops out as much as 20 m shatigraphically below the exposed top of the upper Palm Spring Formation'
The ash, where preserved within the area of Figure 1, ranges in
thickness from 13 to 62 cm, and is poorly consolidated' The bed
is approximately 0.75 Ma (Sarna-Wojcicki and Pingle,1992)'
The Ocotillo Conglomerate of Dibblee (1954) consists of
poorly consolidated, light-gray, coarse sandstone and pebble,
cobble, and boulder conglomerate containing clasts derived from
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Figure 1. Generalized geologic map (showing field trip stops) of the northwestern Mecca Hills, near Thermal Canyon.
SCF, Skeleton Canyon fault. Geology by M.J.Rymer, 7990-1992.
the Little San Bemardino Mountains. The conglomerate represents alluvial-fan deposition after fluvial deposition of and local
erosion of the Palm Spring Formation. The conglomerate locally
unconformably overlies the lower and upper parts of the Palm
Spring and locally grades upward from the Qpu. The Ocotillo
Conglomerate is mid- to late Pleistocene in age, based on
stratigraphic relations with the upper Palm Spring Formation.

fault-normal thrusts (Fig. 1). The San Andreas is marked by fault
gouge, contrasting rock types juxtaposed across the fault, widely
divergent dips on opposite sides of the fault, and abundant faultrelated geomorphic features (Clark, 1984).
Folds developed in the northwestern Mecca Hills are in one
of two general orientations. Orientations are either approximately west-northwesterly or northwesterly, subparallel to the
San Andreas fault. Folds of the former orientation are located on
Mecca Hill, about 4 km southeast of Stop 2 in Figure 1, and are
described by Sylvester and Smith (1976). Nearly all folds
developed in the upper Palm Spring Formation in the area of
Figure 1 are subparallel to the San Andreas fault.

STRUCTURAL SETTING
Features relevant to this part of the field trip include the San

Andreas fault, fault-parallel folds developed in the upper Palm
Spring Formation and overlying Ocotillo Conglomerate, and
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Figure 2. Multiple bedding-plane thrusts along base of Bishop ash bed, Stop 2. Field and photo-revised sketch of bedding
(dotted lines) and multiple exposures of Bishop ash bed. Small arrows indicate inferred faulting directions. Slip plane,
heavy line, is at base of Bishop ash bed, as shown in the inset. The inset is a close-up sketch of faulting at location ')C. The
fault extends past the ash bed, as drawn interpretively for this location and others in this figure and Figure 3. Inset drawn
from a photograph; note pocket knife for scale.

acute angle, parallel to the fault).

The most pronounced of the more fault-parallel folds is the
syncline located 500-700 m northeast of the San Andreas fault'

The age of thrusting at the two sites in the northwestern

This syncline is at least 5 km long, folding upper Palm Spring
and Ocotillo strata. Throughout most of its length the syncline is
strongly asymmetric, with the more steeply dipping beds on the
southwest limb. Qpu and Qo strata on the southwest limb
northwest of Thermal Canyon have dips as great as 45o; southeast of Thermal Canyon dips of Qpu strata on the same limb are
as great as 88".

Thrust faults are exposed at two locations along the southwest limb of this syncline. The southern exPosure/ at Stop 2, extends for about 500 m; the northem exPosure,2-3 km farther to
the northwest, extends for about 900 m (Fig. 1). Faulting at the
more southem site has thrust Qpu strata over other Qpu strata.
The more northern site has thrust both Qpu and Qo strata, resulting in multiple contacts of the two units (Fig. 1). At both
locations thrust motion was normal to the San Andreas fault,

Mecca Hills is constrained to mid- to late Pleistocene. At least at
Stop 2, thrusting developed after deposition of the Bishop ash
bed (0.76 Ma) (see Figs.2,3); the base of the more northem thrust
is at about the same stratigraphic position as at Stop 2 and therefore about the same age, but so far the Bishop ash bed has not
been found at the north thrust. The upper bound for thrusting is
more vague. Uplift of strata on the southwest limb of the syncline at Stop 2 continued after deposition of the Qo, as indicated
by the local angular unconformity between the Qpu and Qo and
the postdepositional folding of Qo (Fig. 1). Thrusting may have
stopped before regional uplift and dissection of the Mecca Hills,
but the age of dissection is conskained only to between post-Qo
deposition and pre-Qa.

FIELD GUIDE

repeating strata in the shallow subsurface.
BRIEF DISCUSSION
Fault-normal thrusts in the northwestem part of the Mecca
Hills are of interest because they indicate at least part of the local
tectonic setting. The thrust at Stop 2 is of further interest because
of its wonderful exposure, making the site a'natural lab'.
Thrusting at the two sites appears intimately related to the
position along the southwestern limb of the slncline. The strong
asymmetry of the San Andreas-parallel syncline has created a

"volume problem" which apparently forced bedding-plane
thrusts (Fig. 2) to locally repeat strata. Thrust development at
Stop 2 also may be related to the northern surface termination of
the Skeleton Canyon fault and a local southwestward divergence
of the main trace of the San Andreas fault (Fig. 1; the divergence
of the San Andreas fault may be seen by viewing Fig' 1 at an

1-Bishop ash bed
we will inspect the Bishop ash bed and

Stop

At this stop (Fig.

1)

the enclosing strata. The Bishop ash exposed at this site consists
of fresh glass shards and is interbedded with ponded and calmwater fluvial deposits of the upper Palm Spring Formation. The
ash is white, about 30 cm thick, and easily eroded. The exposure
lies on the southwest limb of a northwest-trending slmcline that
parallels the San Andreas fault for more than 5 km.
Stop

2-Multiple bedding-plane thrusts (duplex)

along base of the Bishop ash bed
An excellent exposure here reveals fault, fold, and thrust
complexities. At this stop multiple thrusts at the base of the
Bishop ash bed form a fault duplex. Figure 2 shows multiple
bedding-plane thrusts and semi-bedding-plane dislocations
developed along the base of the Bishop ash bed. Along most of
the 'ramp'where the ash bed is subhorizontal in this view, fault-
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Bishop ash

E

A

50 meters

Figure 3. Interptetive sketches showing possible mode of formation of thrust-repeated exposures of Bishop ash bed as shown
in Figure 2. Sequence starts with generic syncline that includes the Bishop ash bed, A. Frame B shows increased folding on
the southwest limb of the syncline and initiation of thrust-repeating of strata by faulting at base of the Bishop ash bed.
Frames C to F show increasing uplift of strata on southwest limb of syncline, increased deformation of strata already thrust
above the Bishop ash bed, and multiply repeated thrusts. Small arrows indicate inferred faulting directions; large arrows indicate inferred compressional components in plane of section due to a volume problem associated with the continued asymmetric uplift of the southwest limb of the syncline.
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ing at the base of the Bishop ash bed has truncated the underlying strata. Multiple segments of the ash bed verge upward from
this thrust to where they die out. Short sections of the ash bed
are involved in folds above the main thrust. \{hile in the field
we will see that the thrusts dip out of the plane of view in Figure
2. Locally these dips are as great as 23o back into the bluff.
Therefore, thrust motion may include an oblique-slip component
that is not in th.e plane of view. The inset in Figure 2, aview
from site "X", shows the Bishop ash bed truncated by the fault at
the base of the ash bed. The fault at this site continues, as other
faults may extend past exposures of the Bishop ash bed at other
ash bed terminations within this complexly faulted setting. The
Bishop ash bed is repeated only for a short distance, about 500 m,
as shown by a heavy (fault) line in Figure 1, and lies only on the
southwest side of the nearby asymmetric symcline (see Fig. 3 for
an interpretive development of this fold and the thrust complexities). Apparently, fold development caused sufficient compression on the steeply dipping southwest limb of the syncline that
slip occurred along the weak (or water-saturated) base of the
Bishop ash bedding plane.
Stop 3 (optional)-Red-brown clay exposed in fault
Here we will examine exposures of the Skeleton Canyon
fault. The Skeleton Canyon fault in this area is marked by a 1- to

5-m-thick zone of red-brown clay. Rymer (1991) mistakenly
called the clay "fault gouge". Further examination of the clay
and new observations of similar clays along many faults in the
Mecca Hills suggest a different
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origin. The clays may instead

originate in a distal lacustrine equivalent of the Palm Spring
Formation similar to those cored near the southeast end of the
Salton Sea (Herzig and others, 1988). Clays may have been
transported along faults by targe rightJateral slip, such as along
the San Andreas fault.
Our walk back to the vehicles in part will be along the main
trace of the San Andreas fault' Carefully look for geomorphic
features created by Holocene right-lateral movement. The most
recent slip (measured in millimeters) in this area was associated
with the 1992 Landers earthquake (M.J. Rymer, unpublished
data). Remember, local fault features are developed in Holocene
alluvium and therefore are difficult to see because of the course
granular nature of the material. Some of the many features to be
seen here and near the mouth of Thermal Canyon include:
deflected alluvial-fan channels, both northeast- and southwestfacing scarps, and small grabens. Clark (1984) mapped and
described many of these features in the Thermal Canyon area.

improved my interpretations. I thank M.M. Clark and R.D.
Brown, ]r. for reviewing an earlier version of the manuscript; I
also thank G.S. Fuis for helpful suggestions to improve Figure 3,
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Accommodation of Compression in the Mecca Hills, California

J.M. SHERIDAN and R.I. WELDON, II, Dept. of Geological Sciences, '1272L)niversrty of Oregon, Eugene OR 92403-1222
The stratigraphic nomenclature anil age assignments used in this
report may not necessarily conform to current usage by the lI.S.

Geological Suroey.

INTRODUCTION
The Mecca Hills, southem Califomia, are located along the
San Andreas Fault on the northeast side of the Salton trough
(Figure 1). The Mecca Hills, the Indio Hills to the north, and
Durmid Hill to the south, have been uplifted, faulted, and
folded in the Pleistocene in a style called hanspressive
deformation. Many workers have mapped in the Mecca Hills
(Dibblee 1954; Hays, 7957 ; W are, 1958;Sylvester and Smith,
1.975,'1.976, 1987; C.R. Allen, unpublished mapping and
accompanying stratigraphic column; Ch*g and others, 1987;
Sylvester, 1988; Rymer, 1991; Corona, 7992; Weldon, 1.992).We
have mapped in the southem part of the Mecca Hills at a scale
of 1:12,000 (Plate 1 of the field guide, available from authors
upon request).
Compressive and extensional strucfu res, pre-existing
basement structures, and the sedimentary cover are the
important elements in our discussion of transpression in the
Mecca Hills. Major faults in the southem Mecca Hills include
the northwest-trending San Andreas and Painted Canyon fault
zones (Figure 2). There are also three en echelon,

north-trending, right-oblique faults: the northem painted
Canyon, Eagle Canyon, and Grotto faults. Two significant
anticlines are the Mecca Anticline to the northwest and the

Hidden Spring Anticline to the southeast. The thickness and
nature of the sedimentary cover play critical roles in the
expression of transpressive deformation. Generally, the
sediments are finer and thicker to the west, with sha1p,
northwest-trending boundaries that have been described as
'blocks" by Sylvester and Smith (1976, D8n. In the eastemmost
or "platform block" the sediments are thin, commonly coarsegrained, and poorly bedded. This block is cut by large, simple,
more northerly trending, right-oblique faults and associated
drag folds. [n the central portion of the southem Mecca Hills
the sediments are better indurated, better bedded, and at least
2 kilometers thick. This "central block" of Sylvester and Smith
(1976, 198n is characterized by high-relief folds and forms a
steep, westdipping monocline or highly asymmetric syncline
with a shallow eastdipping limb near the San Andreas Fault.
In the central block the dominant mode of deformation is
flexural slip folding of the thick, well-bedded and indurated
sedimentary section. West of this central block is a poorly
exposed, very thick, highly deformed section of finergrained
(locally lacustrine) sediments. This incompetent sedimentary
section in the western block ('basin block" of Sylvester and
Smith, 1976) has been deformed into highly sheared,
disharmonic folds by flexural flow and lateral shearing. The
San Andreas Fault Zone forms the boundary between the
western and central blocks, and the Painted Canyon Fault Zone
is the boundary between the central and platform blocks.
In this paper we briefly describe the local basement rocks
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Figure 1. The Mecca Hills are on the east side of the Salton Depressrory where the San Andreas Fault Zone comes rnto contact wrth the edge of
basement rock (seen in more detail in Figure 2). Northwest of the Brawley Seismic Zone, the entire San Andreas Fault is somewhat tralspressive,
with more rapid uplift (and presumably shortening) localized in the Indio Hills, Mecca Hills, and Durmid Hilt. These 1ocalized areas of more rapid
uplift may be due to small kinks in the strike of the fault (Bilham and King 1989). These localized areas are just south of major west-trending leftlateral faults. The west-trending faults may deflect the trace of the San Andreas Fault and cause enhanced transpression. This geometry is related to
progressive kansfer of shear to the east, linking the Eastem Califomia Shear Zone to the southemmost San Andieas Fault, anJmay be the cause of
transpression along this stretch of the fault.
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Figure 2. Major struchrres and distribution of basement rock types near the Mecca Hills. The Mecca Hills are effectively a northwest extension of the
Orocopia Mountains between the San Andreas Fault and the extension of the Clemens Well Fault. It is possible thai the northem boundary follows
the extension of the Chiriaco Fault, but the distribution of basement rock types suggests otherwise. At this scale, the major structures include the
central Painted Canyon Fault, three more northerly shiking oblique.normal faults (the northern Painted Canyory Eagle Canyon and Grotto faults)
that each uplift basement to the west, and a buried but locally reactivated basement fault between Otocopia fthist (MzTo) and other crystalline
rocks (p€/K + Td). The modem Painted Canyon Fault Zone follows a pre'existing basement step, forms the boundary between intensely deformed
sediments to the west and a stable (but uplifted) block to the east, and is the locus of lateral and vertical deformation. The most northerly striking
portion of the San Andreas Fault (N3E"W, at the southem end of the Mecca Hills) is parallel to purely right-lateral strike-slip faults within the Mecca
Hitls, and the Imperial Fault to the south. More northerly trending faults, including the Brawley Seismic Zone and those in the Mecca Hills are
oblique-normal, and the more westerly faults, like the Painted Canyon Fault and most of the southem San Andreas Fault are oblique'reverse. The
eastem ends of cross sections shown in Figure 3 are labeled A, B, and C sechons extend to the San Andreas Fault. Orocopia Schist (MzTo) basement
rocks are shown with a wavy pattem, crystalline (p€/f + Td) basement rocks are represented by a cross pattem. ECF = Eagle Canyon Faul| GF =
Grotto Faul! HSA = Hidden Spring Anticline; HSF = Hidden Spnng Faulf MA = Mecca Anticline; MzTo = Orocopia fthis| p€lK = crystalline
basement rock; PF = Platform Faulf SKF = Skeleton Canyon Fault SKS = Skeleton Canyon Syncline; Td = Dos Palmas volcanic unit. Modified from
the Salton *a, 79E2, and Santa Ana, 7986,1:250,000 Califomia Divisron of Mines maps.

and overlying units; the correlation of units based on our
detailed mapping in the southem Mecca Hills has led to
different conclusions about the structure than previous workers
(Sylvester and Smith, 7975,7976; 199n. A more detailed
description of all the units will be found in the legend to the
map plate (Plate 1; and Figure 2 in Boley and others, '1,994), and
a discussion of the age of some sedimentary units is found in
the accompanying paper by Boley and others (1994). We then
summarize and interpret the gross structure of the region and
speculate about the origin of these structures. The outcrop-scale
structures formed by these deformational processes are
discussed in the road log (Sheridan and others, 1994) and will
be seen on the field trip flate 1).

STRATIGRAPHY

Highly deformed and faulted late Cenozoic nonmarine
strata overlie pre{mozoic to early Cenozoic crystalline and
volcanic basement in the central and southem Mecca Hills
(Figure 2). Basement rocks include Precambrian to Cretaceous
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crystalline rocks (p€lK) which are locally in fault or
depositional contact with the overlying Dos Palmas volcanic
unit (Td) (after Dos Palmas Rhyolite of Dibblee, 1954). The Dos
Palmas volcanic unit contains flows, tuffs, volcanoclastic rocks,
pebbly mudflows and associated sandstones and
conglomerates. It is possible that crystalline rocks west of the
Painted Canyon Fault in Painted Canyon are distinct from the
p€lK assemblage seen elsewhere in the southem Mecca Hills,
but, pending a significant distinction, we maP them as a single
unit. The other basement rock type is Orocopia Schist (MzTo)
(Miller, 1944). The Platform and Hidden Spring faults locally
form the boundary between these two units. In the course of
our mapping we have attempted to synthesize and extend the
nomenclature of sedimentary units in and near the Mecca Hills,
(Woodring, 1932; Miller, 1944; Dibblee, 1954; Sylvester and
Smith, 1975, 1976, 1.987; C.R. Allen, unpublished mapping and
accompanying stratigraphic column; Chang and others, 1987;
Rymer, 1991; Weldon,7992). The overlying Cenozoic deposits
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Figure 3. Cartoons of simplified cross sections labeled A, & and C at their eastem end (Figure 2) that extend to the San Andreas Fault. The cross
sections show structures before and after the development of the Painted Canyon Fault Zone and associated structures. A is at Painted Canyon, B is
just northwest of Box Canyoq and C is at Hidden Spring Wash. The view is to the northwest. (a) Shortening across the Painted Canyon Fault Zone,
at cross section A, led to the inward and upward movement of sediments and basement rock. This is particularly evident in the thick sedimentary
cover in the central block where the platform block acted as a buttress. The resulting monocline in the central block dips steeply to the southwest.
The inward and upward flow has also exposed crystalline basement rocks adjacent to the Painted Canyon Fault. Farther to the east the Platform
Fault has reactivated the older basement contact between crystalline and Orocopia Schist basement rocks. (b) As strike.slip and shortening occurred,
the thick sedimentary section buckled by flexural slip, and material near the fault moved upward as more material moved into the fault zone.
Basement slices (such as the sliver of Dos Palmas discussed in the road log) can be pushed upward by this process (see Figure 5). As the section
continud to shorten the Skeleton Canyon Fault developed out of bedding on the east limb of the Skeleton Canyon Syncline. The Eagle Canyon
Fault developed northeast of Painted Canyon Fault, but the basement contact has not been reactivated. (c) Cross section C shows extensional
struchrres higher in the sectiory a change from secondary compressional strucfures near Box Canyon. This may be due to crossing above the neutral
surface in the folding sedimentary section. Farther to the northeast the Hidden Spring Fautt has reactrvated the older basement contact, and the
Grotto Fault is a splay cutting north into Orocopia Schist basement rock. The line marked with open circles is the angular unconformity. A = block
motion away from the viewer; PCF = Painted Canyon Fault Zone; Qpu = upper Palm Spring Formation; QTm - Mecca Formatiory QTpl = lower
Palm Spring Formatiory T = block mohon towards the viewer; all other abbreviahons as in Figure 2.

include the Mecca Formation (QTm) (Dibblee, 1954), the Saddle
conglomerate facies (QTs) (C.R. Allen, unpublished), the Palm
Spring Formahon (Qfp) (Woodring, 1932), the Ocotillo
Conglomerate (Qoc) (Dibblee, 1954\, and a variety of
Quaternary alluvium, colluvium, talus, and landslide deposits.
Much of our mapping is within the Palm Sp.ring Formation
which we have informally divided into a lower (QTpl) and
upper (Qpu) unit, separated by an angular unconformity. We
have further informally subdivided the lower and upper Palm
Spring Formation into 4 and 10 facies respectively. Our
mapping shows that sediments deposited in the east and near
the unconformity are more coarse€rained, and sediments
beneath the unconformity and also on the west side of the
southern Mecca Hills are more fine-grained. Numerous
restricted units complicate the facies relations; there also
appears to be little correlahon of facies of the upper Palm
Spring Formation across the Painted Canyon Fault Zone (Figure
3, also see Figure 2 in Boley and others, 1994).
LARGE-SCALE STRUCTURE
The northwest-trending Painted Canyon Fault Zone marks
a transition from a thin sedimentary section in the east to a
much thicker sedimentary s€chon west of the fault zone. East
of the Painted Canyon Fault Zone, bedrock is exposed in the
cores of broad anticlines, along oblique faults, and in deep
canyons (Figure 2, Plate 1). The planar nature of the
basement+ediment contact, where exposed east of the Painted

Canyon Fault, and the similarity of structural style in the
overlying sediments where basement rock is exposed compared
to nearby areas where it is not exposed, sutgests that basement
rock is shallow everywhere east of the Painted Canyon Fault
Zone. West of the Painted Canyon Fault Zone, basement rock is
exposed only near the fault zone beneath at least two
kilometers of sedimentary section. There is also a thin slice of
basement and volcanic rock within the Painted Canyon Fault
Zone, southeast of Painted Canyon, that is similar to basement
rock east of the fault zone. Southwest of a northwest+outheast
trending line extending from the central Painted Canyon Fault
there is a 2 kilometers thick section of young sedimentary rock
exposed. The similarity in structural relief and style within the
central block, bounded by the Painted Canyon and San
Andreas faults, suggests that basement rock is (or was, before
deformation) consistently deep, and that the modem Painted
Canyon Fault Zone follows a steep basement step between the
central and eastem platform blocks.
The contact between Orocopia Schist (MzTo) and
crystalline (pe/K + Td) basement rock is parallel to and
northeast of the basement step along the central Painted
Canyon Fault Zone. IA/here the contact is exposed, along the
Hidden Spring Fault, the Platform Fault, and in Eagle Canyon
(Figure 2, Plate 1), it is a zone of intense, high-angle shearing
parallel to this contact. I/Uhatever relief existed across this zone
was eroded to a relatively flat surface by the time the upper
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Palm Spring Formation was deposited, and generally, the
upper Palm Spring Formation (Qpu) crosses it without
deformation. The more northerly trending Eagle Canyon and
Grotto faults cross it as well. It does appear that portions of the
Hidden Spring Fault (near Hidden Spring Oasis) and the
Platform Fault (near Painted Canyon) reactivated this fault
zone and are thus diverted into more westerly trends. If this
fault zone was dip+lip it is likely that the east side is up
because the rocks on the east side are structurally lower,
regionally, than those to the west. Given the proximity of the
Orocopia Thrust (Figure 2) that separates similar rock types in
the Orocopia Mountains, a relatively small amount of east side
up slip could produce the observed separation. Altematively,
given the fault's character and orientahon next to the San
Andreas Fault, it could be a strike+lip fault. lateral slip on the
order of 10s of kilometers is required to iuxtaPose these two
basement rock types. tt is possible that the volcanic unit (Td)
west of this fault is related to those in the Salton Wash (Dillan
and Ehlig, 1993), suggesting about 20 kilometers of right-lateral
slip. It is also possible that the fault has oblique slip, like many
faults bounding the Salton Depression.

Eagle Canyon
Fault Zone
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The fact that the boundary between the two basement rock
types is parallel to the basement steP may indicate that they are
related. [n a more regional sense (Figure 1) both the basement
step and basement contact are subparallel to the eastem edge
of the Salton Depression to the southeast. Both may be part of
an earlier San Andreas Fault that extended farther southeast, or
they may have been part of a large normal fault zone bounding
the Salton Depression. It is also possible that the San Andreas
Fault itself is associated with another basement step. Based on
the work of Biehler (7964), Sylvester and Smith (1976) speculate
that the basement rock is at a depth of 4-5 kilometers deep
southwest of the San Andreas Fault, about twice the depth to
basement rocks between the San Andreas and Painted Canyon
faults. This hypothesis may be supported by the fact that from
a few kilometers north of Painted Canyon to Hidden Spring
Wash, within matching bends, the traces of the San Andreas
and Painted Canyon faults are remarkably parallel (Plate 1).
Along the trace of the generally northwest-trending
Painted Canyon Fault Zone there are three maior faults that
splay from the northeast side and trend in a more northerly
direchon. From southeast to northwest, about 5 kilometers
apart, these are the Grotto, the Eagle
Canyon, and the northem Painted
Canyon faults (Figure 2). They are
high-angle faults that dip steeply to the
east with basement rocks exposed on the
west side (footwall) of the fault. While
the Painted Canyon Fault Zone, as a
whole, is accommodating compression
as

\

well

as strike-slip motion, these three

evenly spaced en echelon faults have
oblique-normal components of slip. The
en echelon faults splay from more
westerly trending sections of the Painted
Canyon Fault Zone. Between the en
echelon faults, the Painted Canyon Fault
Zone the more westerly trend
accommodates a greater amount of
shortening than in the
northwest-trending, but still
transpressive, sections.

\
a
i'a.
40

aa\

Qpu

Figure 4. Simplified map of the Painted Canyon Fault Zone between Painted Canyon and Box
Canyon. A westerly hending antiform, cored by a sliver of Dos Palmas volcanic unit and Mecca
Formahon, is at the northwest end of the Painted Canyon Fault. South of the Dos Palmas sliver is
a westerly trending series of lold pairs. Note the angular unconformity (contact with open circles)
whictr, iust a few kilometers to the south, can be traced across the Painted Canyon Fault Zone.
These west-trending kinks are more favorably oriented for compression. Note the northwesthending fautts truncating sets of westerly trending fold pairs. The resulting zig-zag trace of
structure, from area-wide to outcrop-scale, is common rn the southem Mecca Hills. Abbreviations
as in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
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As originally proposed by Sylvester
and Smith (1976), the basement plays a
critical role in the transpressive
deformation within the Mecca Hills.
They suggest that "... local vertical uplift
of the basement occurred as a result of
compression between two convergently
and laterally slipping rigid crustal
blocks..." and "... the folding of the
overlying sedimentary rocks was largely
a passive consequence of deformation at
the basement level." Our mapping and
stratigraphic analysis in the southem
Mecca Hills suggests that the role of the
basement was far more passive,
essentially acting as a backstop against
which the sedimentary section was
shortened. There was little uplift of a
central block between two rigid blocks;
in fact, there is only one rigid block
underlain by shallow basement, and the
thick sedimentary section shortened by
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moving toward and then upward along the contact between the
basement and sedimentary sechon (Figure 3). The negligible
vertical offset of the angular unconformi$r across the Painted
Canyon Fault Zone suggests the latest episode of deformation
has produced little vertical separation between the basement
blocks (Figure 4).
The only large anticlines with significant, welldeveloped
eastem limbs are found in the thick sedimentary section
southwest of the Painted Canyon Fault Zone, near its northem
and southern ends. West of the oblique-normal northem
Painted Canyon Fault, the west-trending Mecca Anticline forms
Mecca Hill, the highest point in the Mecca Hills. The other
regional anticline is found near the southem end of the Painted
Canyon Fault Zone in Hidden Spring Wash. This anticline
trends more northwest, has significant structural relief, but
does not form a topographic high like the Mecca Anticline.
SMALLER STRUCTURES WITHIN BLOCKS
Within each structural block and along the major fault
zones there are distinctive structures. In the eastem, platform
block where the basement rock is shallow, the structures tend
to be simple. They include the three major north to
northwest-trending faults discussed above, tight drag folds
against major faults, broad gentle folds that follow and separate
the uplifted regions along the major faults, and kilometer-long,
northwest-trending faultg like the Sheephole Fault (plate 1),
that produce liftle vertical separation. Within the platform
block, faults parallel to the San Andreas Fault (N38'Uf) appear
to be purely strikeslip. Faults that trend more northerly (the
Grottg Eagle Canyon, and northem Painted Canyon faults)
have an oblique-normal strike-slip component, and those that
trend more westerly, parts of the Hidden Spring and Platform
faults, have a slight reverse component. Close to these faults
one commonly finds tight, subparallel folds as
anticline+yncline pairs. The region near these faults with a
reverse component of slip are pooched or bulged up, producing
structurally and topographically high areas along the faults
with structurally low areas (often very gentle synclines)
between them. It is not clear how shortening is converted to
uplift along these zones that have shallow basement rock on
both sides. Perhaps cataclastic flow within intensely sheared
rocks, as proposed by Sylvester and Smith (1976) for the
Painted Canyon Fault, can accomplish the upward movement
of material along these zones.
Within the central block, between the Painted Canyon and
San Andreas faults, there are a few high-angle,
northwest-trending faults, particularly near the Painted Canyon
and San Andreas fault zones. Most of the faults, however, are
either north to north-northwest trending oblique-normal faults
or low-angle reverse faults that often appear to root in bedding
and have a wide range of trends. The oblique-normal faults are
most common southeast of Hidden Spring Wash and may form
a kinematic link between the southeastem end of the Painted
Canyon Fault and the San Andreas Fault where right-lateral
shear would be transferred in a right (extensional) step (Figure
2). While appealing, this does not explain the grossly
antiformal deformation of this area. Another possibility, as
illustrated in Figure 3c, is that convergence is occurring, like to
the northwest, but that this area is so high in the sedimentary
section that it is above the neutral surface in the folding
sediments, and is therefore extending. It is possible that both
processes may be acting together.
The western or basin block is separated from the central
block by the San Andreas Fault and, locally, the nearby
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Skeleton Canyon Fault. This block is poorly exposed, owing to
Holocene cover, but where exposed it is extremely deformed,
cut by large reverse faults and steep, highly sheared
disharmonic folds. The deformation is clearly influenced by the
proximity of the San Andreas Fault, and the extremely

finegrained and incompetent sediments, including lacustrine
claystones that have flowed while being deformed. Perhaps, as
Sylvester and Smith (7976) suggest, the block is less deformed
farther west, but we see no evidence in the area we mapped to
support their hypothesis that this is a stable block, like the
eastem platform block. The deformation just west of the San

Andreas Fault Zone is quite similar to that between the San
Andreas Fault and locally occurring Skeleton Canyon Fault. As
shown schematically in Figures 2 and 3b, the Skeleton Canyon
Fault exists where the sediments in the central block have been
folded into a syncline, forming an eastdipping limb against the
San Andreas Fault. Further shortening has collapsed this limb,
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Figure 5. Bulging or pooching along a fault north of Painted Canyory
parallel and just southwest of the San Andreas Fault. The fault dips
steeply to the northeast (right). Beds on both sides of the fault steepen
and in some places are overhrmed as they approach the fault. The fault
is in a zone of cataclasttc flow, a few meters wide, that contains
sheared red and green fine-gratned silts and clays. This fault and others
in the area appear to terminate in similar looking red and green
claystones. These claystones are highly sheared and appear
conformable, which makes offset difficult to determine. View to the
northwest.
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along an inward-verging, high-angle reverse fault. This kink in
the fault produced intense shortening and uplift to the
southwest by folding sediments. In this generally
south+outhwest dipping sedimentary section there are two
excellent examples of paired folds. The fold pairs verge north,
in toward the restraining portion of the Painted Canyon Fault.
The more northerly oblique-normal faults and low-angle
reverse faults may be related. At one of the stops on the second
day (Sheridan and others, 1.994) we will see a north-trending
oblique-normal fault bend west and change into a anticlinesyncline fold pair. Following the fold pair to the west the hinge
of the anticline is now faulted. Following this reverse fault
farther to the west it quickly flattens to become parallel with
the now shallowdipping beds, and the fault is no longer
obvious in an area where there are many internally sheared silt
units (Figure 4). The prevalence of reverse faults with fold pairs
is consistent with our more regional observations that slip on
bedding planes plays a critical and previously unappreciated
role in transpressive deformation. Earlier models, based
fundamentally on clay<ake type experiments that cannot easily
reproduce bedding plane slip have focussed on the upward
and outward "flow" of material in transPressive zones. What
we see in the Mecca Hills, as shown in Figure 3 at the larger
scale and Figure 4 and 5 at the map xale, is inward and then

Figure 5. (a) Cartoon combining several diverse stmctural elements
mapped in different areas in the southem Mecca Hills. Fold pairs are
draped over reverse faults growing out of bedding. The reverse faults
and asymmehic fold pairs verge towards, in the up-dip direclion, both
regional and local transPressive structures. The vertical fault in the core
of the central anticline provides a break to localize the upward flow of
material, like a deck of cards converging against a wall. (b) Deiail of
the box in (a). Shallow-dip reverse faults that cut through steeperdipping beds place younger beds over older beds and produce a loss oI
section. These reverse faults are easily mistaken for normal faults.

upward flow, accommodated by flexural slip in the
sedimentary section.
CONCLUSIONS

In this summary we have focussed on the larger structures
that cannot easily be seen on the field trip and have limited
the dixussion of the outcrop+cale structures that we will visit

primarily across the eastdiPPin& largely reverse Skeleton
Canyon Fault, which may grow out of bedding (Figure 3b).
Movement of relahvely finegrained and highly incompetent
material into the laterally slipping San Andreas Fault Zone

and have mapped (Plate 1). The style of these smaller
structures reflect the block they are found in and the local
trend and evolution of the maior faults. Particularly good
examples of the latter Processes can be seen on Figure 4. On
the northwest end of the map, where the Painted Canyon Fault
tums more westerly, intense shortening occurs, as would be
expected with a dominantly right-lateral fault. In the central
part of Figure 4, where the fault trends more northerly
(northwest of the truncated folds), one can essentially trace the
angular unconformity in the Palm Spring Formation across the
Painted Canyon Fault Zone. It appears that with increased
offset, these abrupt bends are chopped off. In the southeast part
of Figure 4 we see truncated folds and faults that aPPear to .
have been associated with a more west-trending portion of the
fault (which may join the Eagle Canyon Fault) that has since
been cut off. This mix of large and small scale Processes has
produced a highly challenging but enlightening natural
laboratory for transpressive deformation.

prduces the extremely comPlex structures maPPed there.
Shortening of similar, westdipping rocks west of the San
Andreas Fault produces similar structures.

INWARD-VERGING AND RELATED STRUCTURES
Near major faults, where bedding steePens to essentially
vertical (Figure 5), reverse motion on shallower faults, growing
out of bedding and verging towards the major fault, juxtaposes
older beds on younger. This type of reverse fault could easily
be misintelpreted as a normal fault (Figure 6). A good example
of this is the fault between the Mecca Formahon and Palm
Spring Formation in Painted Canyon. The direction of vergence
is a key issue that will be the focus of several field stops
(Sheridan and others, 1994). Most previous models for
transpression include outward verging and generally outward
fla*ening reveree structures (Sylvester and Smith, 7975, D8n.
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Few, if any such shuctures exist in the southem Mecca Hills
and inward verging reverse structures are very common
(Figure 5).
These inward verging reverse strucfures commonly tum
into or grow out of anticline+yncline pairs (see Figure 2 in the
road log, Sheridan and others, 1994). On the field trip we will
see several places where this relationship can be seen (Sheridan
and others, 7994).1^ other areas one simply sees the fold pair,
which is far easier to recognize than bedding-parallel reverse
structures. Several excellent examPles of fold pairs indicate that
the underlying reverse faults verge into the Painted Canyon
Fault Zone. A good examPle (not a field trip stop) occurs just
north of Box Canyon and is simplified in Figure 4 (Plate 1).
Here a westerly trending restraining bend in the Painted
Canyon Fault contains a slice of Dos Palmas and basement rock
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Stratigraphy and Paleomagnetism of the Mecca and Indio Hills,
Southern California
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M.I. RYME& U.S.G.S., l'/ls 977,345 Middlefield Rd., Menlo park, CA. 94025
The stratigraphic nomenclahtre and age assignments used in this
report may not necessarily conform to current usage by the LI.S.

Geological Suroey.

ABSTRACT
The Palm Spring Formation of the Mecca Hills, southem
Califomia, has been informally divided into ten facies in an
upper unit and four facies in a lower unit separated by a
regional angular unconformity. Using the facies distributions
and associated mapped structures, we have determined the
deformational history of the Mecca Hills during the last -2.5

depositional and deformational history of the Mecca and Indio
hills. First, the magnetostratigraphy of each sampling locality
can be used to establish the age and rate of deposition of the
sediments and might then be used to determine if
corresponding lithologic units between localities were
deposited contemporaneously or time-transgressively.
'I

16"30'

Ma.

ln order to estimate the ages of the units, and for regional
correlation, paleomagnetic data were collected from five long
sections and two short sections in the Palm Spring Formation
within the Indio and Mecca hills. Paleomagnetic samples
possess strong overprints, stable Detrital Remanent
Magnetizations (DRM), and possibly post-DRM directions that
limit the -2 km thick Palm Spring Formation to the reversed
polarity Matuyama chronozone (2.484.78 Ma) except for the
upper few meters that cross into the normal polarity Bruhnes
chronozone and contain the Bishop ash bed (0.76 Ma). Also
present is evidence for diverse small block rotations within the
San Andreas Fault Zone.

xT-6;;m

t'%

INTRODUCTION
The focus of this generalized stratigraphic and
paleomagnetic study has been to assess two aspects in the

Figure 1. Regional map showing the Mecca Hills, San Andreas Fault
Zone, and locations of the eight paleomagnetic sections in this study.
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Figure 2. Facies map of the central porhon of the Mecca Hills, Painted Canyon Fault Zone, and other locally important faults (modified from
unpublished by Weldon and studmts).

Additionally, systematic deviation of locality average
declinations from true north or south (after structural
correction) should indicate the amount and sense (i.e.,
clockwise or counterclockwise) of rotation that has occurred
since the sediments acquired their original magnetic remanence
directions.
This project has been part of a larger effort by co-authors
Weldon and Rymer to develop a regional stratigraphy,
interpret the structural setting of the Indio and Mecca hills, and
determine a long-term slip rate along the southem San Andreas
Fault in the Salton Trough by comparing related
magnetostratigraphically dated sedimentary units on either side
of the fault.
GEOLOGIC SETTING
The Mecca Hills, located north of the Salton Sea in the
southem San Andreas Fault Zone (Figure 1), contain one of the
most widely cited examples of transpressive deformation in a
strike+lip fault zone (e.g., Sylvester and Smith,'1975,'1976,
198[ Sylvester, 1988; Burgmann, 1991; Weldon, 1'992).
The Mecca Hills are composed of pre{enozoic crystalline
basement rocks overlain by highly deformed and faulted late
Cenozoic nonmarine strata. The basement rocks are primarily
pre{ambrian gneiss and anorthosite, Mesozoic granitic rocks,
and Orocopia fthist (Sylvester and Smith, 1976). The late
Cenozoic sequence consists of the Mecca Formation, the Palm
Spring Formation, and the Ocotillo Conglomerate.
The Mecca Formahon (Dibblee 1954) has been proposed to
be Miocene-Pliocene in age (Sylvester and Smith, 1975). It

consists chiefly of coarse conglomerate locally interbedded with
finer6rained sandstone to mudstone. The coarse, angular clasts
that make up the bulk of the Mecca Formation are mostly
gneiss and granite, perhaps from the Chuckawalla Complex
(Sylvester and Smith, 7976), along with some Orocopia Schist.
These crystalline rocks are exposed to the east and in small
outcrops within the Mecca Hills. Near Painted Canyon and to
the northwest, most of the Mecca Formation is dark-red.
However, southeast of Painted Canyon it looses its red color
and is difficult to distinguish from the coarse facies of the Palm
Spring Formation. The red color appears to be associated with
proximity to the basement rocks and may be diagenetic rather
than primary. The Mecca Formation most likely was deposited
in an alluvial fan environment. We include the Saddle
conglomeratic facies of C.R. Allen (unpublished mapping)
within the Mecca Formation for reasons discussed later' The
Saddle conglomeratic facies is located within the Hidden
Springs Fault Zone. The Mecca Formation is locally
conformable, unconformable, or in fault contact with the

overlying Palm Spring Formation.

All paleomagnetic samples in this study came from the
Palm Spring Formation (Woodring, 1932; formally named by
Dibblee, 1954) named for exposures near a spring along the
lower part of Vallecito Creek located southwest of the Salton
Sea. Most of the Palm Spring Formation was deposited in a
lacustrine, deltaic, or distal fan environment and commonly
consists of upward fining sequences of conglomerate,
sandstone, and siltstone. Locally, freshwater limestone and
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Table 1. Locality Mean Directions
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1,2.4

4.6

30.9

4.7

4.5
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7
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9.0
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3.E

1E0.1

-43.2
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1,2.5
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-4E.6
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3.5

IHP
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^/a
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1E

272.9

1,2.3

8.4

12.7
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-49.9

E3

12.8

NORT
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329.7

63.1

3E.0

4.4

273.9

13.8

32i

4.E

NORT

4

350.5

34.8

7.0

31.8

102.9

76.2

6.6

32.9
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Section
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N
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26

197.5

-61.5

9.2

9.9

1,91,.7

-44.8

14.1

7,E

NORt

72

357.7

59.2

28.0

8.0

2.5

52.8

15.1

11.0

REV

4

175.0

-25.2

6.0

34.7

176.5

-24.6

13.8

22.0

REV

1

197.0

-59.7

236.4

-53.0

NOR

3

343.9

38.0

26.6

19.8

0.9

53.7

?5.8

20.1

23

NORt

3

3423

n.0
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19.1

18.8

37.8

'11..2

31.1

49

REV

4

742.4

-70.4

3.9

41.E

1E0.0

-44.6

9.6

26.E

1262

REV

22

201.3

0.4

8.0

1,'.[.7

1E1.1

-53.8

11.1

9.8

NORi

1E

349.6

56.2

10.6

1,1.2
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34.1,

9.7

"t'1.7

IHCT

IHE

IHOB

IHOA
IHP

^/a
r00

sHt

741
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3E

210.8

-743

15.7

6.1

180.0

-42.4

39.7

2.4

SH2

n/a

REV

3

192.9

-513

32"1.7

5.6

1,92.9

-48.6

1,92.7

7.3

PC

151

REV

6

214.7

13.6

8.2

?2.5

198.1

-49.7

E.0

22.E

NORI

1t

329.9

62.3

44.2

6.6

273.1

14.0

34.6

7.5

NORt

3

352.6

30.8

4.9

M.6

w.7

78.5

4.6

463

PST

549

structurally correcd results, same usage as for geogaphic.
I - Statistics calculated without udnt fold test specimens.
2 - Statistics for fold test specirn€ns only.
t - NOR samples md dtes fron IHO IHOB, IHP, FC, md PST sections represent possibte overprints and are thus to be

gypsum are found, as well as coarse sequences that indicate
proximal fan environments.
We have adopted, expanded, and to some extent
synthesized the informal units of Sylvester and Smith (1976),
Chang and others (798n, Rymer and others (7989), Rymer

urd with

caution.

(1991), and C.R. Allen (unpublished).

A facies map is included

as Figure 2.

In the central and southern portion of the Mecca Hills we
have informally divided the Palm Spring Formation into units
based on mapped facies distributions. The Palm Spring
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Formation is divided by an unconformity throughout the
Mecca Hills; overall, this unconformity is moderately angular,
though locally it varies from highly angular to nearly
conformable. Stmctural implications of this unconformi$r are
discussed in companion papers (Rymer, 1994; Sheridan and
Weldon, 1994; both this volume). We use this unconformity to
divide the formation into upper and lower units. The lower
Palm Spring Formation unit consists mainly of thickly bedded
white to buff sandstones interbedded with thinner gray€reen
siltstones in fining upwards sequences -5-15 m thick, with tan
to red conglomerates locally near the top and bottom of the
unit. The sandstones and conglomerates tend to be moderately
well cemented and lithified, the siltstones less so. The lower
unit was deposited in a deltaic to distal fan environmenf
sedimentary features characteristic of a deltaic environment are
abundant throughout the Mecca Hills. These features include
crosstedding channel fills, rip-up clasts, soft+ediment
deformation, and mud cracks at the top of many siltstone units.
The considerable thickness of the unit (>1800 m) and lack of
marine fauna suggests that the lower unit was deposited at the
mouth of the ancient Colorado River, in a fresh to brackish
water environment (Woodring,7932; Merriam and Bandy, 1955;
Muffler and Doe, 1968).
Below the unconformity, there are at least three coarsergrained, mote immature facies which interfinger with the
deltaic to distal fan facies of the lower unit. One has been
called the arkosic facies by Rymer (1991) and crops out in the
northwest portion of the Mecca Hills; another we have named
the Hilltop facies which crops out in the south<entral part of
the Mecca Hills; the third we have named the Eagle Canyon
facies as it crops out in Eagle Canyon. The arkosic facies of the
Palm Spring Formation consists of moderately lithified
immature sandstone and local cobble-rich beds that likely
represent a proximal fan depositional environment and can be
distinguished from the lower unit by its relatively poor sorting
and poorly defined bedding. The arkosic facies predominantly
contains granitic clasts derived from the Little San Bemardino
Mountains to the northeast and is locally interbedded with the
lower unit in the Mecca Hills. Age estimates of mid-Pliocene to
early Pleistocene are based on stratigraphic relationships
(Rymer, 1991). The arkosic facies was considered unsuitable for
paleomagnetic studies owing to the scarcity of finegrained
beds.

The Hilltop facies (Figure 2) is a very coarsegrained,
angular conglomerate to breccia made almost exclusively of
Orocopia Schist debris. [t interfingers with and gradationally
overlies the finergrained lower unit. It progressively coarsens
and becomes more poorly sorted upwards to the angular
unconformity. The Eagle Canyon facies is similar to the arkosic
facies in composition and crops out below the unconformity in
Eagle Canyon (Figure 2).
The presence of these coarse-grained conglomerates within

the lower Palm Spring Formation unit, coupled with the locally
gradational contact between the Mecca and the lower Palm
Spring formations, makes it tempting to consider the Mecca
Formation as another local coarse-grained facies in the lower
Palm Spring Formation, rather than as a separate formation. If
one did include the Mecca Formation, one could construct a
relatively simple stratigraphic picture with a coarse lower
conglomerate (the Mecca Formation and Saddle conglomeratic
facies) buttressed onto the bedrock, grading up into the finergrained distal fan and deltaic facies of the lower unit, grading
up to and overlain by more coarse-grained conglomerates (the
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arkosic, Hilltop and Eagle Canyon facies) that herald the uplift

which produced the regional unconformity separating the
upper and lower units of the Palm Spring Formation.
Prior to this study, the only attempt to directly determine
the age of the lower unit of the Palm Spring Formation was by
developing a magnetostratigraphy in both the Imperial and
lower part of the Palm Spring formations in an area to the
southwest of the Salton Sea (fohnson and others, 1983).
Additionally, a fossil cotton rat (early Pleistocene) has been
found in the lower unit of the Palm Spring Formation (Rymer,
1989). A previous paleomagnetic study done by Chang and
others (1987), and resampled as our Sheep Hole (SH) section in
this study, is actually at the base of the upper unit, rather than
the lower unit, based on subsequent stratigraphic work by
Rymer (1991) and detailed mapping by Weldon and students.
The upper unit of the Palm Spring Formation
unconformably overlies the lower, arkosic, Eagle Canyon, and

Hilltop units. It consists of poorly consolidated, buff to redbrown sandstone and siltstone, mudstone, and lesser amounts
of conglomerate. The upper unit likely represents a transition
from deltaic to distal fan depositional environments as the unit
locally tends to coarsen upwards and is in gradational to
angular unconformable contact with the overlying Quaternary
Ocotillo Conglomerate. An age of early to mid-Pleistocene has
been determined from fossil vertebrates (Rymer, 1989) and the
presence of the Bishop ash bed (0.75 Ma) near the top of the
section. The Bishop ash bed, which has been identified with
traceelement chemical analyses (Rymer, 1991), is exposed at
s€veral locations in both the northwest Mecca Hills and the
Indio Hills. The Bishop ash has been paleomagnetically
bracketed by two small sections in the Indio Hills (Boley, 1993).
It thus rerves as an important age marker (Merriam and
Bixhoff, 1975; Sama-Wojcicki and others, 1984; Izett and
others, 1988) near the top of the upper Palm Spring Formation
unit.
Locally, the unconformity between the upper and lower
units is overlain by coarse-grained conglomerates largely
derived from Orocopia Schist. In the northem Mecca Hillt
there are also conglomerates which lie on a basement
unconformity. These coarse-grained conglomerates, which
include the Grotto, Shavers Well, and 1,224 facies (Figure 2), are
exceptionally rich in granitic debris derived from the Little San
Bemardino Mountains (Rymer, 1991), and it is therefore
possible that the unconformity is associated with significant
uplift and erosion that included not only the Mecca Hills, but
also the Indio Hills and the mountains to the east as well. The
conglomerates on the basement unconformity cannot be
confidently correlated with those immediately above the
angular unconformity between the upper and lower units of
the Palm Spring Formation. However, it is plausible to include
them in this stratigraphic position because they all grade
upwards into finer-grained facies which interfinger with the
other finergrained facies of the upper unit, and are typically
dominated by Orocopia Schist debris in the southem Mecca
Hills and other relatively homogeneous detritus in the northem
region. Also, the uncorrelated basement conglomerates
generally sit on relatively flat erosion surfaces, in contrast to
those conglomerates below the lower unit (e.g, the Mecca
Formation), which are generally steeply buttressed.
All of these intermediate basement conglomerates are
crudely lens+haped in approximately north-south cross section,
and thin to the west. This pattern suggests they are fan
deposits emanating from east of the Mecca Hills. This
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inteqpretation suggests that during the formation of the
unconformity, whatever lower Palm Spring Formation that
existed east of approximately the Painted Canyon Fault,Zone
was removed (with the possible exception of small patches like
the Saddle conglomeratic facies and a few remnants of Mecca
Formation-like conglomerate). This again suggests considerable
uplift of what is now the eastem part of the Mecca Hills, along
essentially the Painted Canyon Fault Zone (at least in the
central Mecca Hills). This basement step profoundly affects the
later deformation (as already hinted at by Sylvester and Smith,
1976);bur it is important to know if this large bedrock platform
existed before the deposition of the lower unit of the Palm
Spring Formation. These arguments suttest that it did not, or
was greatly enhanced as the unconformity developed. The
altemativg i.e., that the relief existed prior to the lower Palm
Spring Formation and that the Palm Spring Formation was
simply not deposited to the east due to a preexishng bedrock
high, seems untenable because there is little or no evidence for
the existence of this xarp in the bulk of the formation, and if it
had existed then there would have been several kilometers of
relief! This concept is further developed in the companion
structural paper (Sheridan and Weldon, 1994, this volume).
It is important to recognize that the coarse-grained
conglomerates overlying the unconformity between the upper
and lower units of the Palm Spring Formation are not derived
from this bedrock step; they generally lie east of it. Locally, it
appears that there may be subtle unconformities within the
conglomerates that sit on the unconformity, or unconformihes
between them and the overlying finergrained units. The basal
conglomerates commonly are slightly more folded than the
overlying finergrained units, thus displaying evidence of
syntectonic deposition and suggesting they may have spanned
enough time to record more deformahon than the overlying
units they grade into.
The facies overlying the unconformity are summarized in
the facies map (Figure 2). They include the Sheephole, Hidden
Spring, and Box Canyon facies of C.R. Allen (unpublished
mapping and briefly summarized by Chang and others, 1987),
the Platform facies (named after the undifferentiated
Mecca/Palm Spring unit widely exposed in the Platform block
of Sylvester and Smith, 1976), which we show is in the upper
unit of the Palm Spring Formation, and at least two informal
units which we have named the Canal anil Powerline facies.
All of these interfinger and overlie the unconformity (and
locally the conglomerates), and so must be considered at least
in part contemporaneous. The Sheephole facies may be the
oldest, because it gradationally underlies what appears to be
the lowest part of the Box Canyon facies, and interfingers with
the Canal facies near the southem end of the Mecca Hills.
Addihonally, the Box Canyon and Canal facies appear to
interfinger near Box Canyon in the central Mecca Hills, again
perhaps suggesting that the Sheephole facies is older than the
Canal facies. However, near the mouth of Hidden Spring the
Canal facies directly overlies the unconformity and in upper
Box Canyon the Hidden Spring facies interfingers with the
Shavers Well conglomerate which sits on the basement
unconformity. Therefore, local overlapping relationships
probably shouldn't be inferred to be widespread, but it is most
likely that the Sheephole facies is oldest, the Hidden Spring,
Canal, and Box Canyon facies overlapping, but perhaps a little
younger, and the Powerline facies, which interfingers with and
overlies the Canal facies, and the Platform facies, which
interfingers with, and appears to extend above, the Box Canyon
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facies, being the youngest.

The upper unit facies are not readily correlative across the
Painted Canyon Fault Zone. It appears as if the Sheephole
facies filled a topographic low or buttressed atainst some slight
relief that follows the Painted Canyon Fault Zone. This
interpretation may be supported by the facts that the unit has a
different character than most of the facies, and may represent a
restricted basin, and that the conglomerates immediately above
the unconformity are thickest there. The Box Canyon facies, like
the Canal facies to the west, consists of fine-grained deltaic
deposits and may represent the overlapping of this restricted
basin. Additionally, the facies on the westem edge of the basin
seem to have far more fine-grained deposits and appear to be
in part lacustrine, suggesting that there were lakes in the basin.
The intensely deformed red and green siltstones, which are
often assumed to be gouge along the San Andreas and Skeleton
Canyon fault zones, are in fact mobilized lacustrine beds that
have developed a penetrative flow fabric as they have
deformed and locally extruded into faults and folds. It is not
known whether these facies simply lie outboard (west) of the
more clastic units or are younter.
The Ocotillo Conglomerate, (Dibblee, 1954), consists of
lightgrey to dark-green, coarse-grained sandstone and pebble,
cobble, and boulder conglomerate that is poorly indurated
(Rymer, 1997). lt was deposited in an alluvial fan environment
that postdates the fluvial environment of the Palm Spring
Formation. [n the northem part of the Mecca Hills, the Ocotillo
Conglomerate is derived from the Little San Bemardino
Mountains to the northeast. In the southem part of the Mecca
Hills, it is derived from the Orocopia Mountains and is
composed of Orocopia Schist debris.
To accurately date the upper and lower units of the Palm
Spring Formation in the Mecca Hills, we undertook a large
paleomagnetic study of the units in an attempt to develop a
regional magnetostratigraphy.
PALEOMAGNETIC STUDY
Three long sections in the Mecca Hills were sampled: SH
(Sheep Hole section), PC (Painted Canyon section), and PST
(Palm Spring near Thermal Canyon section), comprising 266
specimens (Figure 1; Table 1).
Forty-two additional specimens from the SH section have
also been taken, but have yet to be run. Approximately 65
percent of the samples yield linear demagnetization paths that
can be easily analyzed for rotation.
Results from previously sampled sites in the Indio Hills
(Boley, 1993) are presented here for rotation and
magnetostratigraphic comparison. Two long sections were
sampled that yield rotation data and good
matnetostratigraphy. Other sections were used for stability
tests, and for filling in gaps in the overall magnetostratigraphy.
The Indio Hills sections are IHO (Indio Hills Ocotillo section),
IHE (Indio Hills Edom Hill section), IHOB (Indio Hills Bishop
ash bed section), IHOA (Indio Hills at Pushawalla Canyon),
and tHP (Indio Hills Palm Spring section) which comprise 361
specimens.

The principal sampling strategy employed at all sections
was to select the finest grained beds in a given sampling
locality while trying to maintain a two to three meter
stratigraphic spacing between sample sites. Unfortunately,
owing to the non-uniform nature of the sedimentary sequences,
some compromises in this strategy were made with the result
that either fairly coarse-grained samples were taken or large
gaps of up to 20 m are in the sample sections. A single bed
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comprisd an individual sampling site. |ustification for this
sampling strategy is presented below. For sections SH and PC
two methods of sample collection were used: drilling oriented
cores ia sifu in firmer strata and hammering oriented impact
cores in sifu in softer sediments (the Weldon-tube method
(Weldon, 1986). This technique has beerr used in other studies
to obtain consistent results (e.9., Salyards, 1989, Liu and others,
1988; Salyards and others, 1992\. At tube sample sites, at least
three samples were taken to establish consistency of results and
to rule out possible orientation errors. A similar approach was
employed for samples drilled in the field, with three cores
drilled per bed and one sample obtained per core. Exceptions
were the IHO and IHP sections of the Indio Hills and the fold
test conducted in the SH section of the Mecca Hills. Samples
from extremely well-indurated beds were drilled using water
as a cooling fluid; samples from beds that dissolved when
drilled with water were drilled using compressed air or CO2 as
the cooling medium. Oriented blocks were collected from the
PST and IHO sections; cores were drilled from the blocks in the
laboratory. The block samples were more problematic because
it was not possible to drill three separate cores from the same
block owing to size constraints. Usually one block was taken
from each block site, although a few sites had two blocks, and
one oriented core was drilled from each block.
Sampling Localities
The SH section was taken from the base of the upper unit
of the Palm Sp.ing Formation in Box Canyon (Figure 1). The
section is in a gully on the southeast side of Box Canyon in a
homoclinal sequence of beds (average strike and dip of 240.1',
29.5"); it essentially duplicates and extends the A-B
paleomagnehc section of Chang and others (798n, but with
much denser sampling (119 versus 46 samples). The beds are
sufficiently finegrained for paleomagnetic study and give
excellent results. Additionally, a fold test and redundancy
study lvere conducted near this locality using an anhclinesyncline pair located in the adjacent gully to the west.
The PC section starts 250 m above the base of the lower
unit of the Palm Spring Formation where it overlies the Mecca
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Formation near Painted Canyon (Figure 1). The section is in a
homoclinal sequence of beds (average strik6 and dip of 140.5',
72.3'), that are relatively coarse-grained in character and yield

poor results.
The I'ST section sampled the lower unit of the Palm Spring
Formation along a canyon that parallels the Skeleton Canyon
Fault in a homoclinal sequence of beds (average strike and dip
of 248.0",52.0"). The PST section is composed entirely of block
samples because no sampling equipment was available at the
time this section was collected. We were forced, therefore, to
take well indurated block samples from relatively coarsegrained sandstone units because the finergrained siltstone
units proved too friable for block sampling. These coarser
grained sandstones yielded the poorest results of all the
localities in this study. The PC and PST localities should be
viewed as precursory sections to guide future sampling. They
yield limited magnetostratigraphic information and no
significant rotation data.
After the oriented samples were collected, their natural
remanent magnetism (NRM) directions were measured in a
Superconducting QUantum Interference Device (SQUID)
magnetometer at the Califomia Institute of Technology
paleomagnetism laboratory. All samples were then subjected to
low altemating field (AF) demagnetization at 5 and 10
milliTesla. The AF demagnetization commonly removed most
of the oveqprint from the Earth's presentday magnetic field
direction. After AF demagnetization, all samples were then
subjected to at least 7 thermal treatment (TT) demagnetization
steps: 300, 400,475,500,550, 575,600,650,690, and 700"C. For
the fine-grained samples, the thermal demagnetization was
extremely effective at completely removing secondary overprint
directions at the lower temperature steps and at isolating the
more stable primary remanence directions at the higher
temperature steps. When the samples had lost at least 95
percent of their original magnetic intensity or when their
measured directions became incoherent, the samples were
considered magnetically dead. Many of the samples in this
study lost their magnetic signature around 690 - 700'C,

3. Equal-area stereonet plots for samples frorn the Sheephole facies (SH) fold test site. A) Geographic projection of samples show large
scatter (x=3.9, ass=12.5o) whereas B) tilt-corrected proiection of samples showing less scatter (r=40.0, o*=3.5'). Illustrates that the primary remanence
was likely acquired before folding. Samples pass the fold test (McElhinny, 7964) at >99.9 percent confidence level. See Table 1 for directional
Figure

informafion.
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Indio Hills Magnetostratigraphy
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magnetostratigraphic time xale (Harland and others, 1991). Sample sites are denoted on the right side of each section sampled (Boley, 1993).

possibly indicating the presence of hematite as a principal
carrier of the remanence in these sediments. Preliminary results
of rock magnetic studies on sediments from the SH locality
support the identification of hematite as the carrier of the
remanence. However, further data interpretation is necessary
before this identification can be considered definite.
The majority of fine-grained samples had linear
demagnetization histories in which the primary remanence is
clearly evident as a linear direction on an equal-area plot. For
coarse-grained samples, the primary remanence was usually
less stable and tended to be removed at the same time the
secondary overprint direction was removed. A typical
demagnetization history for a coarse-grained sample shows the
simultaneous removal of both directions and plots as a plane
on an equal-area diagram.
Primary and ovelprint remanence directions were
determined for each sample using a leastsquares minimization
technique developed by Kirxhvink (1980). Overprint directions
were usually noticeable in the first few demagnetization steps.
The ovelprint directions were generally close to the present day
field direction and thus served as an important indicator of
possible sample orientation errors. Primary remanence
directions for samples with linear demagnetization histories
were usually apparent in the last several demagnetization
steps. For samples with planar demagnetization histories it was
not possible to obtain satisfactory primary remanence directions
because the remanence was not stable, but polarity could often

be inferred.

In addition to obtaining the primary direction for each
sample, the mean primary direction was calculated for all
samples at a given site (i.e., bed). Using the site average
directions eliminates possible bias arising from site
oversampling when calculating the localify mean directions,
and helps eliminate outlier directions. The locality mean
directions at both the sample and site levels were determined
using Fisher statistics (Fisher, 1953); results are presented in
Table 1 for all localities.
It should be noted that all primary directions in the SH
section were of reverse polarity, and all primary directions for
the PST locality were of apparent normal polarity, the rest of
the PST samples had planar demagnetization paths. The NOR
samples in both the PC and PST sections show less scatter in
geographic coordinates than in tilt<orrected coordinates (Table
1) and their geographic mean directions indicate a more likely
normal polarity direction than the tilt<orrected means. Thus,
the normal polarity samples are probably not revealing a true
primary remanence direction but rather a present day overprint
direction; these samples probably are completely overprinted
and are not useful for rotation and magnetostratigraphy
determinations. However, a more rigorous method of data
interpretation needs to be applied to the NOR samples before
the assessment of overprinting can be considered conclusive.
Therefore the results reported here should be considered
prelirninary.
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Table 2. Summary of Rotation Data
Sample Rotation (")

N Samples/N Sites

Polarity

IHOI

u/26

REV

11.3

IHP,

tt6/22

REV

12.6

t

3.0 CCW

SHI

r1,9/38

REV

0.1

r

2.4 CW

PC

\E/6

REV

Section

t

4.6 CW

14.7 x'12.8 CW

Site Rotation

(')

'l't.7 *,7.8 CIrl
9.1

t

5.3 CCW

0.0
18.1

t

t

2.4

22.8 CW

N.B.: Section: see tort for descriptions; Poldity is polsity of speomms used - REV is reverse.
I - Statistics calculated without using fold tst specimas
2 - Calculated after statistical ouuiers have been removed.

Stability Test Resulb
Some sections contain units that have an apparently

normal primary direction; these have been denoted in Table 1
as "NOR". The presence of a normal polarity zone within a
primary reversd section allows a reversal test to be made. The
PC section had mixed polarity results; however, the data set
failed a reversal test (McFadden and McElhinny, 1990) that
indicates the NOR and REV samples did not acquire their
remanence directions in similar but antipodal magnetic fields.
This suggests that the "normal" polarity intervals may be
overprinted. It should be noted that the data set of Chang and
others (1987) also fails a reversal test.
Select samples from the SH and IHO sections were
subjected to the fold test according to the formulation of
McElhinny (796l). Sections are considered to pass the fold test
if they pass at greater than the 95 percent confidence level. The
primary cause of sections failing the fold test in this study is
paucity of samples. The IHO section also contained a gentle
syncline near the top of the section that was sampled with a
full fold test in mind, but owing to the limited number of
samples (11) and small closure of the fold this section passes at
only the 90 percent confidence level. With these caveats in
mind, we consider the Mecca Hills SH section to pass the fold
test (Figure 3). Passing the fold test indicates that the primary
reverse polarity direchon measured in the sediments predates
the tilting of the beds.
A goal of this study was to comPare various paleomagnetic
sampling techniques. The technique that yields consistently
reliable results is drilling either with water or with airlCOr.
Choice of technique is based on lithology and competence of
the unit to be sampled and available tools. Fine-grained,
unconsolidated material can be reliably sampled and analyzed
using the Weldon-tube method. Weldon-tubing does impart an
inclination shallowing error to the samples if the tube is not
held firmly during sampling. Weldon (1986), Chang and others
(1987), Salyards (1989), and Salyards and others (1992) have
obtained high quality paleomagnetic directions when using this
method. The ability of Weldon-tubing to obtain paleomagnetic
directions, as opposed to polarity information, was recently
questioned (Nagy and Sieh, 1993). Based on our comParison of
techniques, we believe that Weldon-tubing can reliably obtain
consistent paleomagnehc directions, as well as polarity
information.

Magnetostratigraphy Results

A composite matnetostratigraphy for all three Mecca Hills
localities is shown in Figure 4 along with localities from the
Indio Hills (Boley, 1993).
Or,rring to the unstable nature of the primary magnetic

remanence at many sampling sites, the ntagnetostratigraphy
could not be conclusively worked out. Nonetheless, it can be
concluded that the bulk of the Palm Spring Formation in the
central Mecca Hills was deposited during the Matuyama
reversed polarity chron (0.73-2.48 Ma) because no large
intervals of normal polarity, indicative of the Gauss normal
polarity chron (>2.48 Ma), were found in any of the sections

studied. Ovelprinted intervals could have minor normal
magnetozones but reverse polarity dominates all sections
studied. Furthermorg the paleomagnetic sections sampled most
of the Palm Spring Formation in detail (-2 km of total section);
therefore, evidence for the Gauss, if present, should have been
observed.

Additionally, on the basis of the magnetostratigraPhic data,

it is possible that the Palm Spring Formation was deposited
entirely within the reversed polariry interval fuom'1.67 Ma (the
youngest age of the Olduvai normal subchron, which was not
observed in the sections) to iust under 0.73 Ma (the BrunhesMatuyama boundary, which was observed near the top of the
section). However, this age assignment is not absolute because
the Olduvai, as well as the faramillo, normal polarity subchrons
may have been missed in the sampling or perhaps occur within
the unconformity between the upper and lower units of the
Palm Spring Formation. The magnetostratigraphy also places
constraints on the sedimentation rate of the Palm Spring
Formation in the Indio and Mecca hills. If we take into account
the ages based on the paleontology and the Bishop ash bed,
then the >1.7 km of section was deposited in less than 1.75 My
(2.484.73 Ma) with a sedimentation rate of >1 mm/yr. It is
possible that the entire section was deposited in the upper
Matuyama (1.674.73 Ma). If this is the case, the sedimentation
rate would double to >2 mm/yr. Comparison with the fype
section near Fish Creek (|ohnson and othert 1983) would be
consistent if we were seeing the upper half of their section.
Rotation Results
Comparison of the sample and site mean directions for the
Indio and Mecca hills sections indicates that the dominant
sense of rotation has been clockwise; however, some sections
show either no rotation or counterclockwise rotation (Table 2).
The poor quality and small number of samples from Indio Hills
sections IHE, IHOB, and IHOA and the Mecca Hills section
PST preclude their use in rotational comparisons. The Mecca
Hills PC section is marginal in terms of number of samples, but
is included for comparison.
The presence of clockwise, counterclockwisg and no
rotation results (Rymer and others, 1987;Boley,1993) from this
study refute recent hypotheses that only clockwise rotation has
occurred in the southern San Andreas Fault Zone (e.g.,
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Nicholson and others, 1985a,b).

analysis to assess nonbrittle deformation within the San
Andreas Fault Zone: Joumal of Geophysical Research, v. 9g
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Neogene Displacement on the Central Part of
the Garlock Fault, California
BRUCE CARTE& Pasadena City College Pasadena, California 91106
SALLY F. MCGILL, Department of Geological Sciences, Califomia State University, San Bernardino 92407497

Road Log
BRUCE CARTE& Pasadena City Co[ege, Pasadena, Califomia
91106, and SALLY F. MCGILL, Department of Geological
Scimces, Califomia State University, San Bemardino 924072397

START: University Avenue on ramp onto lnterstate 15 north.
21.9 (27.9) EXIT FREEWAY to Highway 395 north
54.8 (32.9) Kramer ]unction-TURN LEFI (WEST) on Highway
58 towards Mojave.
101.8 (47.0) Mojave-junction

Road.

with Highway 14-TURN RIGHT

(NORTH) on Highway 14
103.1 (1.3) At the north end of town, TURN RIGHT and
continue north on Highway 14 towards Bishop. The Garlock
fault runs along the south side of the Tehachapi Mountains and
the southem Sierra Nevada on our left.
112.0 (8.9) TURN LEFT on dirt road opposite highway call
box.
713.2 (7.2) GO STRAIGHT, across the powerline road.
173.9 Q.n TURN RIGHT on dirt road which parallels the Los
Angeles aqueduct.
176.3 (2.4\ Stop 1: Offset channel wall. PARK on side of dirt
road. At this site an incised channel has been offset about 45 m
by the Garlock fault. The fault runs parallel to the road and is
located about 75 m to the right (SE) of the road. The modern
channel is not of6et, but the old wall of the channel is offuet
about 60 m. The northeast wall of the old channel shows the
offset most clearly. In the vicinity of the offset channel, the
geomorphic expression of the fault is partially obxured by an
old dirt road. Radiocarbon dates indicate that the offset channel
wall is between about 6,000 and 18,000 lt-years old,
suggesting a slip rate of 5-11 mm/lt-years (McGill, this
volume).
This location provides a good overview of Fremont Valley
which is a closed depression that is most likely caused by the
dilational step-over in the Garlock fault which occurs here. The
Garlock fault enters Fremont Valley from the west along the
southem margin of the valley, but it exits the valley to the east
along the northern margin of the valley (see Figure 1 in Carter,
this volume). This leftward steP in a left-lateral fault creates an
area in which the crust is pulling apart, leaving a basin behind.
The basin has filled with a thick sequence of sedimentary rocks,
but the fact that such a large topographic depression still exists
here attests to the recency of movement along the Garlock fault.

I retum to paved road and TURN LEFT
(NORTH) on Highway 14.
133.5 (12.9) TURN RIGHT (EAST) on Red Rock-Randsburg
120.6 (4.3) From stop

Road.
142.0 (8.5) TURN RIGHT on

dirt road. Follow dirt road

0.5

miles.

of Koehn Lake. PARK at
railroad. At this site an ancient gravel bar was deposited near
142.5 (0.5) Stop 2: Offset Gravel Bar

the shore of Koehn t ake during its most recent high stand
about 11,000-15,000 years ago. North of the fault the bar has
been extensively quarried, and south of the fault it may have
been somewhat modified by Holocene deflation, producing the
dunes adiacent to this part of the bar. [n spite of these
modifications, careful reconstruction of the original bar
molphology clearly indicates left-lateral offuet of about 80 m
and 7{ m of north-sidedown vertical offset (see Figure 4 in
Carter, this volume).
TURN AROUND and DRIVE back to the paved road.
143.0 (0.5) TURN RIGHT and continue east on the Randsburg
745.7

Q.n

TURN LEFT on dirt road up Mesquite Canyon.

145.2 (0.5) Stop 3: Lacustrine sediments under

alluvial

sediments. PARK along the side of the road. These poorlyconsolidated arkosic silt, sand and gravel beds are exposed
only between El Paso and Garlock faults near the mouth of
Mesquite Canyon (see Figure 5 in Carter, this volume). They
yield vertebrate fossils which were reported as "Pleistocene or
perhaps upper Pleistocene in age" by Dibblee (1952), but which
may actually be upper Pliocene in age (David Whistler, oral
communication). Of about 100 m of this section exposed, the
lower 55 m is primarily silt, but in the upper 35 m of the
section, beds of coarse, angular gravel with a finegrained
matrix are present, and they increase in coarseness, thickness
and frequency until gravel beds make up more that half of the
section .rear the top. These gravel beds contain abundant clasts
of Mesquite schist and appear to have been deposited as debris
flows from the Mesquite Canyon area immediately to the north.
This Pleistocene formation has been tilted 10 to 20 degrees and
is unconformably overlain by terrace gravels which also contain
abundant clasts of Mesquite schist. TURN AROUND and
retum to paved road.
1,46.7 (0.5) TURN LEFT (east) on Randsburg Road.
147.3 (1.1) Garlock Road ioins Red Rock-Randsburg Road.
CONTINUE STRAIGHT ahead on Garlock Road. On the left
scarps and left-laterally offset channels are visible near the base
of the hill.
149.6 (1.8) Stop 4: Offset channels and Garlock townsite.
PARK in tumout on west end of townsite. Offset channels and
shutter ridges are clearly visible along this part of the Garlock
fault west of this location (see Table 1 and Figures 9 and 10a in
McGill, this volume). Northwest of here, the surface of the old
Mesquite Canyon alluvial fan has been broken by a group of
tension graben that have been moderately modified by
subsequent erosion, but are probably Holocene in age (see
Figure 5 in Carter, this volume).
"In 1896 Eugene Garlock constructed a stamP mill near this
spot for crushing of gold ore from the Yellow Aster mine on
Rand Mountain. Known originally as Cow Wells by
prospectors and freighters during the 1880's and early 1890's.
The town of Garlock continued to thrive until water was
pumped from here to Randsburg in 1898 and the KramerRandsburg rail line was completed in the same year.:" (from
State Highway Plaque).
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CONTINUE east on the Garlock Road. Three miles beyond the
town of Garlock, on the left side of the road the offset channel
wall from Goler Wash has been sealed by alluvium deposited
from the west, forming a small closed depression.
152.7 (3.1) TURN LEFT on dirt road and drive 0.1 miles to

161.3 (1.4) Stop 8: Deeply incised channel offset several
hundred meters along the Garlock fault. PARK near bend of
canyon. This channel has incised into early Pleistocene or
Pliocene alluvial fan deposits that have been offset along the
Garlock fault. Small offsets of small channels immediately west

edge of Goler Graben.

of here record offset during the last 1-3 earthquakes on the
Garlock fault (see Table 1 and Figures 9 and 10b in McGill, this
volume). TURN AROUND and retum to pavement.
162.8 (1.5) TURN LEFT on paved road.
1.63.2 (0.4) TURN LEFT (NORTH) on highway 395.
154.8 (1.6) Stop 9: Garlock fault. PARK in large turnout on
right side of highway. Fault trace is marked by break in slope
and color change. Dissected alluvial fans south of the fault
originated from El Paso Mountains to the west. Surface gravels
contain boulders derived from Goler Wash about 8 km to the
west. 1-2 km east of here dissection has exposed underlying
alluvium which contains abundant large angular clasts of
Mesquite schist which must have been deposited near the
mouth of Mesquite Canyon about 18 km to the west (see
Figures 3 and 68 in Carter, this volume). West of the highway,
several gullies record the lateral offsets in the past 2
earthquakes (see Table 1 and Figures 9 and 10b in McGill, this
volume). CONTINUE north on highway 395.
171.7 (6.9) TURN RIGHT on road to Ridgecrest.
1,77.7 (6.0) Ridgecrest. Spend the night at the Carriage Inn at
901 north China Lake Boulevard.

152.8 (0.1) Stop 5: Goler Graben. PARK on the edge of Goler

Graben. Goler Graben is formed by the Garlock fault on the
south and El Paso fault on the north (see Figure 5A in Carter,
this volume). The surface of the alluvial fans on the south side

of the Garlock fault is underlain by boulders derived from
Goler Wash which include boulders of Black Mountain Basalt
and lithologies derived from the Goler formation which are not
exposed on the mountain front immediately north of E[ Paso
fault. TURN AROUND and DRIVE back to the paved road.
152.9 (0.1) TURN LEFT on paved road.
154.5 (1.6,) TURN LEFT onto dirt power line road near gravel
pit. We are climbing the surface of the old alluvial fan which
has been offuet left-laterally along the Garlock fault.
155.5 (1.1) TURN LEFI (WEST) on smaller dirt road and drive
along base of fault xarp.
156.0 (0.4) Stop 6: Offset gravels. PARK at base of fault xarp.
At this location the xarp of the Garlock fault exposes gravels
derived from locations to the west and offset by the Garlock
fault to this location. At the top of the scarp, surface gravels
with large boulders of basalt and quartzite were originally
deposited from Goler Wash about 3 km to the west. Below the
surface gravels, gravels contain clasts derived primarily from
the Garlock Series, but with very small amounts of Mesquite
Schist clasts. The lowest gravels in the scarp contain abundant
large sub-angular clasts of Mesquite schist which must have
been deposited near the mouth of Mesquite Canyon about 9 km
to the west. At this locahon a low fault bench is formed by a
fault slice which apparently has faulted up gravels from below
the gravels deposited near the mouth of Mesquite Canyon.
These gravels are almost monolithologic, consistirg entirely of
coarse angular fragments of homblende quartz diorite. This
rock is exposed on the mountain front just north of the Garlock
fault 12-16 km west of this location. TURN AROUND and
retum 0.4 miles east on small dirt road.
156.4 (0.4) TURN LEFT on main dirt road.
156.5 (0.1) TURN RIGHT on another dirt road.
156.9 (0.4) STOP 7: Offset Geomorphic Features. PARK near
edge of cliff. At this stop we will hike 150 m south to the fault
to see examples of geomolphic features offset in 1, 2 and 3
earthquakes (McGill and Sieh, 1991). A deeply incised gully
was offset 7.3 + 1.7 meters in the most recent event. An
abandoned channel (Figure 12, McGill, this volume) was offset
1,3.7 + 2.0 meters from its source channel in the past two
events, and a small alluvial fan (Figure 12, McGill, this volume)
was offuet 18.2 + 3.5 meters from its source channel in the past
3 earthquakes. See Figure 13 in McGill (this volume) for
locations of these offuets.
Paleozoic rocks of the Garlock Series are exposed in El
Paso Mountains north of this stop. Equivalent rocks crop out in
Pilot Knob Valley on the south side of the fault,48-64 km to
the east. TURN AROUND and retum on dirt power line road
to pavemmt.
158.5 (1.6) TURN LEFT (EAST) on paved road.
159.9 (1.4) TURN LEFT (NORTH) on dirt road. At 1.2 miles,
the canyon and road bend to the left along the Garlock fault.

DAY TWO .
Leave from Carriage Inn in Ridgecrest. DRIVE SOUTH on
China Lake Boulevard and TURN EAST on Ridgecrest
Boulevard (Highway 178 towards Trona).
0.0 Set odometer at intersection of Ridgecrest and China Lake
Boulevards.

4.1 TURN RIGHT on paved China Lake Naval Weapons
Center Road
7.8

Q.n TURN RIGHT on Johannesburg-Trona Road.
(5.4 Stop 10: Independence dike swarm in the Spangler

13.5

Hills. View to the south, across the Teagle Wash, of the
Garlock fault near the base of the Lava Mountains. Rocks on
the south side of the fault are quartz monzonite and Tertiary
volcanic and sedimentary rocks including the late Miocene
Bedrock Springs formation and the middle Pliocene Almond
Mountain Volcanics.

A small remnant of older terrace gravels surrounded by
younter alluvium is visible on this side of the Garlock fault.
Younger alluvium on this side of the fault contains clasts of
quartz monzonite and volcanics derived from the Lava
Mountains immediately to the south. The surface of this older
terrace gravel, however, contains abundant clasts of
metamorphic rocks, including sparse clasts of Mesquite Schist
derived from the Christmas Canyon area south of the fault
about 17 km to the east (see Figure 7 in Carter, this volume).
At this stop we will see part of the Independence dike
swarm. The following information on the dike swarm has been
taken from Smith (1952). Most of the dikes in the swarm are
composed of fine-grained diorite porphyry. In the Spangler
Hills the dikes have intruded Mesozoic plutonic rocks, mostly
quartz monzonite and granodiorite. The dike swarm probably
intruded during very late Mesozoic time. The dike swarm has
been traced northward from here for a distance of about 230
km. It is reasonable to expect that the swarm also continued
southward and crossed the Garlock fault. A similar swarm
exists south of the Garlock fault in the Granite Mountains. This
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Bedrock Springs clastic rocks, and it seems most likely that this
block slid southward into the Bedrock Springs basin from a
scarp on the north side of the Garlock fault about 1 km to the
north (see Figure 8 in Carter, this volume). TURN AROUND
and drive north back to main dirt road.
32.5 (7.2) TURN RIGHT (NORTHEAST) on main dirt road'
33.8 (1.3) TURN RIGHT (SOUTHEAST) on dirt road.
35.0 (1.2) TURN RIGHT (SOUTH) on secondary dirt road.
35.9 (0.9) Stop 14: Outcrop of Garlock Series rocks, and
Mesquite Schist clasts in the Christmas Canyon formation'
Between here and Christmas Canyon brecciated metamorphic
rocks crop out 700-1500 m south of the Garlock fault (see
Figure 8 in Carter, this volume). Contacts between these rocks
and rocks of the Bedrock Springs Formation are obscured by
overlying younger gravels of the Christmas Canyon, F-ormation'
In this local area, two small outcroppings of Garlock Series
metamorphic rocks are surrounded and overlain by gravels of
the Christmas Canyon Formation which contain clasts of
Mesquite schist up to 15 cm in size. Although not abundant
(lessihan 7'/. of ihe clasts), Mesquite schist clasts are much
more common here than elsewhere in the Christmas Canyon
Formation gravels everywhere else in the Christmas Canyon
area, where small schist clasts are Present but extremely rare'
TURN AROUND and drive north back to main dirt road'
36.8 (0.9) TURN RIGHT on main dirt road.
3S.1 (1.3) Reach paved road and guard station at the entrance
to the Naval Air Weapons Station at China Lake. TURN RIGHT
and go through gate.
42.0 (3.9) Road tumes left into compound.
42.1 (0.1) TURN RIGHT (EAST) to exit compound.
43.4 (1.3) TURN LEFT (NORTH).
44.8 (1.4) TURN LEFT (NORTHWEST).
45.9 (1.1) Stop 14: Offset features on the Garlock fault. PARK
on side of road. Several active strands of the Garlock fault are
located about 50 m north of here. We will walk about 350 m
westward along the fault to an incised channel that is offset 35
m across the southem strand of the fault and 33 m across the
northem strand of the fault. The stream cut exPoses
Quatemary(?) alluvial and lacustrine deposits capped by a 0-2 m thick .r".t"e. of latest Pleistocene beach sand. The beach sand
pinches out south westward against a sea cliff of Searles Lake
bn the west side of the offset channel and about 40 m south of
the southem fault strand. The sea cliff can be followed
northwestward about 60 m to its intersection with the southem
fault. The sea cliff is offset about 37 1 1 m across the southem
fault strand and 4246 m across the northem fault strand'
McGill (this volume) and McGill and Sieh (1993) describe the
results of excavations across the shoreline which suggest a slip
rate of 5-11 mm/i4C yr. TURN AROUND and retum to

swafln has most likely been offset from the lndependence dike
swarm in the Spangler Hills by about 64 km of left-lateral
displacement along the Garlock fault. This probably rePresents
the total displacement on the fault. CONTINUE SOUTH on the
Trona-Johannesburg Road past the Searles Station Cutoff. Cross
the Garlock fault trace running along the northem boundary of
the Lava Mountains east of here.
18.4 (4.9) TURN LEFI GAST) on dirt road into the westem
Lava Mountains
21..3 (2.9) Stop 11 - Granitic rocks of the western Lava
Mountains. Medium grained, equigranular quartz monzonite
and granodiorite underlies most of this area which measures
aboui 8 km parallel to the fault and extends about 4 km south
of the Garlock fault.
22.3 (1.0) Reach main wash, TURN LEFT down wash.
235 (7.2) Stop 12: Outcrop of the Bedrock Springs formation.
The following description of this formahon is taken mainly
from Smith (19(4).
The Bedrock Springs formation consists of more than 1500
m of coarse arkosic conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone and
claystone, with smaller amounts of limestone, evaporties, tuff
tuff breccia, rubble breccia and lapilli breccia. A large number
of both vertebrate and invertebrate fossils collected from this
formation indicate that it was deposited in late Miocene time.
The mammalian fauna, mostly collected from the lower third of
the formation, is known as the Lava Mountains Fauna and is
Hemphillian (5-9 Ma) in age.
early
-the
dGtribution and character of rocks show that most of
this formation was deposited in a closed valley surrounded by
alluvial fans that sloped from all directions toward a central
lake or playa. Its elongation generally parallel to the Garlock
fault suggests that the basin formed by downward faulting
between the Garlock fault and the Brown's Ranch fault zone to
the south. Sandstone and conglomerate that represent the
alluvial fans cover about 480 km2 and siltstone and claystone,
with small amounts of gypsum, limestone and evaporites,
representing the central lake cover about 40 km2. In this part of
the formation clasts are derived mainly from a quartzmonzonitic source to the north. Good exposures of this late
Miocene formation are found over the next 1.5 miles along this
wash.
25.3 (1.S) Road tums
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right and leaves the wash.

25.4 (0.1) Road forks. CONTINUE on left fork towards

northeast.

257 (0.3) Road crosses the nose of a small ridge.
26.4 Q.n Dirt road tums off to the south, CONTINUE ON
towards northeast.
27.8 (7.4) Road crosses large wash, CONTINUE ON towards
northeast.
30.1 (2.3) Pass white post. TURN RIGHT (SOUTH) on

secondary dirt road.
31.3 (1.2) Stop 13: Outcrop of Garlock Series rocks. This is a

small 100x200 m outcrop of extremely brecciated metamolphic
rocks which is in contact with sandstone and conglomerate of
the Bedrock Springs Formation along its northem edge.
Although not well exposed, this contact clearly dips to the
south beneath the metamorphic rocks. The sediment beneath
this contact shows a distinct reddish color which extends at
least 2 m below the metamorphic rocks, and in some places the
sediment contains many layers of coarse gyPsum to 1 cm in
thickness. Based on these characteristics, it appears that the
brecciated metamorphic rocks constitute a block within the

intersection.
47.0 (1..7) ruRN RIGHT.
48.4 (1.4) TURN RIGHT.

(1.3) Enter compound and TURN LEF[.
49.5 (0.1) Exit compound and TURN RIGHT.
53.4 (3.9) Exit Naval Air Weapons Station through Sate at
49.4

guard station. DRIVE NORTHWEST on paved road'
68.8 (15.4) TURN LEFT on Ridgecrest Boulevard'
72.9 (4.1,) TURN RIGHT on China Lake Boulevard and retum
to the Carriage Inn (901 north China Lake Boulevard) and end

of trip.
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INTRODUCTION
The Garlock fault is one of the major faults of southern
CalifomiA that extends about 250 km from the San Andreas
fault near the town of Gorman on the west to the south end of
Death Valley on the east. This left-lhteral fault separates the
Bash Ranges and Sierra Nevada provinces on the north from
the Mojave Desert on the south (Figure 1), and has been
described as an intracontinental transform fault (Davis and
Birchfiel, 1973). Total displacement on the Garlock fault is
about 65 km (Smith, 1962, Michael, 1966, Davis and Birchfiel,
7973, Carr et al., 1993), and the welldefined fault-line features
in the central and eastem parts of the fault suggest very recent
activity (Clark, 1973, Roquemore, et al, 1981, Carter, 798n. A
well-preserved Pleistocene gravel shoreline bar on the northeast
side of Koehn Lake has been offset by the fault (Carter, 1971,
Clark and lajoie, 1974). A variety of offset geomorphic features
suggest that the past few earthquakes have produced about 3
to 7 m of slip, and that recurrmce intervals on different parts
of the fault range from a few hundred to a little over a
thousand years (McGill
and Sieh, 1991).
The central part of

is pulling apart, leaving a basin behind. Gravity studies
(Mabey, 1960) suggest that the deepest part of Cantil Valley lies
approximately beneath Koehn Lake where an estimated 4000 m
of Cenozoic sediments underlie the valley. El Paso Mountains
are abruptly terminated on the south by El Paso fault, a branch
of the Garlock fault which dies out toward the westem end of
Cantil Valley. There is little or no evidence of lateral movement
on El Paso fault, but maximum vertical displacement has been
estimated to be about 3000 m (Dibblee, 1952). Farther east the
Garlock fault separates the Lava Mountains on the south from
Searles Valley on the north (Figure 2).
North of the central part of the fault, El Paso Mountains
contain exposures of several distinctive bedrock lithologies,
including homblende diorite, Mesquite Schist and the
metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks of the Carlock Series
(Figure 3). Gravels derived from these lithologies were
transported southward across the fault and deposited in Cantil
Valley. In several instances, highly distinctive deposits south of
the Carlock fault now lie east of their probable areas of

the Garlock fault
extends through the
northem part of Cantil

.

__

Valley, bounded on the
north by El Paso
Mountains and on the
south by the Rand
Mountains (Figure 2).
Cantil Valley is a
closed depression that
is most likely caused
by the dilational stepover in the Garlock

fault that occurs here.
The Garlock fault
enters the valley from
the west along the

southem margin of the
valley, but it exits the
valley to the east along
the northem margin of
the valley. This

leftward step in a leftlateral fault creates an
area in which the crust
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Figure 1. Index maps to the central Carlock fault, Califomia. Figure lC. (A) Eastem limit of Plerstocene ans late
Pliocene(?) gravels containing Mesquite Schist clasts south of the fault and 19 km east of their probable site of
deposihon. (B) Mesquite Schist clasts in sediments interlayered with the Pliocene Atmond Mountain volcanics about 32
km east of their probable site of deposition. (C) large blocks of Garlock Series rocks and Mesquite Schist within the
latest Miocene Bedrock Springs Formation about 247 km east of their probable site of deposition. (D) Paleozoic Garlock
Series rocks displaced a total of about 54 km from similar rocks in El Paso Mountains.
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Figure 2. Physiographic maP of the central Garlock fault area showing the location
of Mesquite Canyon (MC) draining southward from El Paso Mountains across the
fault into Cantil Valley, and Cfuistmas Canyon (CC) draining northward from the
eastern lava Mountains across the fault into Searles Valley.

deposition, especially near the mouth of Mesquite Canyon, and
therefore demonstrate left-lateral displacements on the fault.
Striking examples of these offret deposits can be seen near the
town of Garlock, and much greater of{sets can be demonstrated
using deposits exposed in the l-ava Mountains farther east,
especialy in the vicinity of Christmas Canyon (Figure 2).
Matching offtet deposits of different ages with their bedrock
source areas in El Paso Mountains shows that the Garlock fault
has averaged about 7 mm/year displacement since latest
Miocene, and that strike slip on the Garlock fault probably
began about 9 ma.
BEDROCK SOURCE AREAS
Distinctive bedrock source rocks are exposed along the
south front of El Paso Mountains and erosion of these rocks has
shed distinctive clasts directly southward across the Garlock
fault into Cantil Valley. These rocks include ]urassic granitic
and dioritic rocks, Paleozoic(?) Mesquite xhist, and
metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks of the Paleozoic
Garlock Series. In addition, distinctive boulders of Tertiary
basalt and clasts of quartzite and other lithologies derived from
the Tertiary Goler Formation are exposed on the north side of
El Paso Mountains and are being transported and deposited to
the south across the Garlock fault only at the mouths of Last
Chance Canyon and Goler Wash (Figure 3).

Granitic Rocks
Most of the south face of El Paso Mountains west of
Mesquite Canyon is underlain by quartz diorite which is cut by
a few small bodies of granite and granophyre. The westem Part
of this area consists of light<olored, massive equigranular
biotite quartz diorite. The eastem part of this area consists of
darkgray, mediumgrained, equigranular homblende quartz
diorite (Figure 3) containing much homblende and less quartz
than the biotite quartz diorite. [n many places the hornblende
quartz diorite is highly mineralized with green veins of
epidote, and in some areas brecciated quartz veins are
common. This hornblende quartz diorite contrasts with the
generally much more felsic granodiorite, quartz monzonite and
granite plutonic rocks elsewhere in the area, including El Paso
Mountains and Spangler Hills north of the fault and the Rand
and Lava Mountains south of the fault.
Mesquite Schist
The Mesquite schist, which crops out in Mesquite Canyon,
consists of andalusite schist and schist with interbedded marble
(Carr et al., 7984). The xhist is a fine-grained quartz-sericite-
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albite xhist nearly always containing porphyroblasts
of andalusite (pseudomolphs), chlorite, albite or
chloritoid (Chrishanson, 1961).It is prominently and
thinly bedded, and cleaves into thin slabs that have a
distinctive silvery sheen. It is readily distinguished
from the Rand schist found in the Rand Mountains
south of Cantil Valley, which is distinctly coarser and
does not exhibit the type of spotted porphyroblastic
texture characteristic of the Mesquite xhist. Mesquite
schist crops out on the south slope of EI Paso
Mountains in Mesquite Canyon where it covers an
area of about 1.5 by 5 km, dips steeply to the east and
is overlain dixonformably by the Garlock Series to
the east.

Garlock Series
The Garlock Series consists of up to 10,000 m of

slightly metamorphosed (lower greenxhist facies)
Paleozoic sediments and volcanics which are exPosed
on the south side of El Paso Mountains for a distance
of about 14 km east of Mesquite Canyon. Most units in this
assemblage strike northwest approximately pelpendicular to
the mountain front and dip moderately to steeply to the
northeast. The Garlock Series is an assemblage of rocks
including upper Cambrian through upper Devonian eugeoclinal
rocks, upper Cambrian through upper Ordovician rocks
transitional between eugeoclinal and miogeoclinal facies, lower
Mississippian conglomerate and argillite, upper Mississippian
foreland basin deposits, Pennslyvanian and Permian marine
onlap sequence rocks and upper Permian volcanic rocks (Carr
et al., 1984). The metasediments in this series are mostly slate
and metachert, with smaller amounts of finegrained marble,
quartzite conglomerate and sandstone. The metavolcanics are
predominantly basaltgreenstone, andesite PorPhyry and tuff.
This assemblage contains numerous unconformities, is tightly
to isoclinally folded, giving it a homoclinal appearance, and
displays foliation generally parallel to fold axes. Rocks of this
assemblage are cut by a number of faults which are generally
parallel to bedding and fold axes. Although gravels derived
predominantly from the Garlock Series are easily identified, it
may be difficult to determine from which part of the outcrop
area they originated.
Tertiary Formations
Goler Formation
The Paleocene non-marine Goler Formation croPs out on
the northem flank of El Paso Mountains and consists in part of
conglomerate which contains well-rounded boulders of granitic
rocks, quartzite, chert, limestone and aphanitic PorPhyry uP to
50 cm or more in diameter (Cox, 798f . These boulders are
easily recognized when reworked and deposited as components
of younger gravels because of their distinctive lithologies and
characteristically well-rounded forms. Boulders derived from
the Goler Formation are currently being deposited south of the
Garlock fault at the mouths of Last Chance Canyon (sparse)
and Goler Gulch (abundant).
Black Mountain Basalt
Black Mountain Basalt (Dibblee, 1952) caps several hills on
the north side of El Paso Mountains. It consists of black, finegrained vesicular basalt which commonly contains small
phenocrysts of feldspar and ferromagnesian minerals. Large,
moderately rounded boulders of this basalt are very distinctive
and form conspicuous comPonents of some gravel deposits.
Boulders of Black Mountain Basalt are currently being
deposited south of the Garlock fault at the mouths of Last
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Holocene Shoreline Bar
About 6 km west of
Garlock a prominent sand
and gravel shoreline bar
along the northeastem
margin of Koehn Dry Lake
is crossed by the Garlock
fault (Figure 3). The crest of
this bar lies about 9 m
above the floor of Koehn
Dry Lake and extends about
6 km along its eastem edge.
Although its northwestem
part has been quarried for
gravel, its geomorphic form
is well-preserved about 0.6
km south of the railroad
(Figure 4) and suggests that
the bar is relatively young.
Reconstruction of the
original bar morphology
requires about 80 m of leftlateral displacement (Carter,
1971). Based on an age of
about 11,000 years obtained
on tufa deposits on gravel
(Clark and Laioie, 1974), this
indicates an average
displacement rate on the
Garlock fault of about 7
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modifications, careful
reconstruction of the
original crest of the bar
clearly indicates vertical
offset of 7S m of north-side
down vertical displacement
(Carter, 1983). A trench
across the fault trace about
300 m west of the bar
exposed beds up to 14,000
years old which display the
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Most displaced gravels south of the
Garlock fault are not so wellconsolidated as the upper Pliocene(?)
gravel beds and are not interbedded
with sand or silt and so apparently
correlate with the overlying terrace
gravels. The characteristics of the
displaced terrace gravels suggest that
they were deposited near the base of El
Figure 4. Well-preserved Pleistocene shoreline gravel bar on the eastem edge of Koehn Dry take
Paso Mountains at a time when the
ur Cantil Valley.
mountains were elevated and
undergoing rapid erosion. Some uplift of
place in early Pleistocene time but the
took
Mountains
El Paso
north+ide-up displacement during most of the Neogene. There
during
late Pleistocene time (Dibblee
uplift
occurred
major
seParation
vertical
is a total of about 2500 m northside-up
gravels south of the fault
the
displaced
most
of
1952).
Thus
(Mabey,
and
1960),
location
fault
at
this
the
Garlock
across
(terrace gravels) apPear to be Pleistocene in age, although some
there is a total of about 5500 m north*ide-up vertical
of the more deeply dissected eastemmost gravels may correlate
separation across both faults (Garlock and El Paso) on the north
with
the underlying upper Pliocene(?) deposits.
side of the valley.
Offset Pleistocene and Upper Pliocene(?) Units
of
the
Pleistocene and Upper Pliocene(?) Deposition South
Goler Wash Area
Garlock Fault
The Garlock fault crosses Goler Wash about 5 km east of
A small area of folded and faulted poorly<onsolidated
the town of Garlock. East of the wash a depression is formed
arkosic silt, sand and gravel beds exposed between El Paso and
where the southeast bank of lower Goler Wash has been offset
Garlock faults near the mouth of Mesquite Canyon (Figure 5)
"Pleistocene
about 0.8 km and sealed by alluvium deposited from the west.
or
as
were
reported
which
fossils
vertebrate
yields
About 1 km east of the wash a large graben is formed by the
perhaps upper Pleistocene in age" (Dibblee 1952). More recent
scalp of the Garlock fault facing El Paso
north-facing
upper
examination of these fossils suggests that they may be
the north side of the concealed El Paso fault
Mountains
on
Of
(David
personal
communication).
Whistler,
age
Pliocene in
(Figure 6A).
about 100 m of this section exposed, the lower 65 m is
The mountain front north of the fault is underlain by
primarily silt, but in the upper 35 m of the sechon, beds of
rocks of the Garlock series. Gravels south of the
distinctive
are
matrix
coarse, angular gravel with a finegrained
Present,
fault
boulders derived from the Black Mountain basalt
contain
until
and
frequency
thickness
in
coarseness,
they
increase
and
and from the Goler Formation, which could only have been
gravel beds make up more that half of the section near the top.
deposited at the mouth of Goler Wash, and indicate as much as
These gravel beds contain abundant clasts of Mesquite schist
about 6.5 km of leftlateral offset of the gravels. The top of the
the
fldws
from
and appear to have been deposited as debris
fault scarp about 4 km east of Goler Wash exposes
north-facing
This
the
north.
to
immediately
area
Mesquite Canyon
surface gravels deposited at the mouth of Goler Wash which
Pleistocene formation has been tilted 10 to 20 degrees and is
are underlain by gravels containing a few small clasts of
unconformably overlain by terrace gravels which also contain
Mesquite Schist. These gravels are in turn underlain by gravels
schist.
abundant clasts of Mesquite
containing abundant large clasts of Mesquite Schist near the
bottom of the scarp. These lower gravels now lie about 11 km
east of their depositional area near the mouth of Mesquite
Canyon. A small fault bench exPoses gravels that underlie the
schistiearing gravels and contain abundant coarse clasts of
homblende quartz diorite. This homblende quartz dioritebearing gravel is now about 12 km east of its eastemmost
possible depositional area.
Summit Range-Highway 395 Area:
In the Summit Range, mostly east of Highway 395, many
of the surface terrace gravels contain large boulders derived
from the Goler formation and the Black Mountain Basalt which
are now as much as 11 km east of their probable depositional
area near the mouth of Goler Wash (Figure 68). Garlock series
clasts are contained in surface terrace gravels up to about 8 km
east of their probable depositional area (Dibblee, 1967) although
Quatemary drainage directions from the east slope of El Paso
Mountains are less certain than drainage directions on the
south flank of the range. Several short, poorlydefined faults
Figure 5. Fault-line features along the Garlock fault near the mouth of
south of and sub-parallel to the Garlock fault cut terrace
Mesquite Canyon (after Clark, 1973). Normal fault scarps up to 8 m
gravels in the Summit Range. Erosion adiacent to these faults,
high cut the older uplifted fan surface east of Mesquite Canyon. Ball on
most of which appear to have a few tens of meters of southrelatively downthrown side of scarps along break on which movement
side-up displacement, has exposed Mesquite Schist$earing
has been predominantly horizontal; hachures on relatively downthrown
gravels which underlie the surface terrace gravels (Figure 68).
has
been
side of scarps along break on which movement
These gravels lie approximately 18 km east of their probable
predominantly vertical. QalQuaternary alluvium, QtgQuaternary

ti4*,'A**,
7\r- ;- /\
\

i i"'.,0---a*1rfL--'- \

terrace gravels, Ql-lake beds of Pleistocene or late Pliocene(?) age.
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area of deposition near the mouth of Mesquite Canyon.

intrusive porphyritic andesite intruded into several irregularly-

North Side of the Lava Mountains:
A small isolated remnant of Quatemary(?) terrace gravels
is surrounded by alluvium on the north side of the Lava
Mountains about 3 km east of the Johannesberg-Trona Road
(Figure 7). Alluvium in this area contaihs clasts of felsic
plutonic rocks and volcanic rocks derived from the westem
Lava Mountains immediately to the south. [n contrast, the
surface of the terrace gravels contains many clasts derived from
the Garlock Series and very few small clasts of Mesquite Schist.
These gravels consist of debris eroded out of the Lava
Mountains and transported northward across the Garlock fault
into the south end of Searles Valley. [n order to contain the
Garlock Series and sparse Mesquite Schist clasts, these gravels
must have been deposited opposite an area about 1-2 km west
of the mouth of Christmas Canyon about 17 km to the east
(Figure 8).

Almond Mountain Volcanics
In the Lava Mountains east of the Summit Range, the
Almond Mountain Volcanics rest with an angular unconformity
on the latest Miocene Bedrock Springs Formation (see below),
and are intruded or unconformably overlain by the Lava
Mountains Andesite (Smith, 1964). The westem volcanic center
of this formation lies in the vicinity of Dome Mountain about 7
km south of the Garlock fault in the westem Lava Mountains
(Figure 7). This western center consists mainly of brecciated

shaped vents that formed domes immediately above the vents,
with a much larger area of fragmental volcanic rocks around
them. The rocks closest to the westem center are marked by
extensive hydrothermal alteration. This "propylitic" alteration
resulted in replacement of plagioclase phenocrysts by calcite,
albite or sericite, and replacement of homblende and biotite
phenocrysts as well as groundmass material by calcite, sericite,

serpenting zeolite, epidote, pyrite or other opaque minerals
(Smith, 1964).
Surrounding stratified volcanic breccia, tuff and sandstone
plunge into and overlie the altered volcanic complex. The
volcanic rocks are apparently the extrusive equivalents of the
altered intrusive rocks. Conglomerate, sandstone, and some
tuffaceous sandstone, siltstone and claystone are interbedded
within the fragmental volcanic rocks of this formation, mostly
north of the western volcanic center about 5{ km south of the
Garlock fault. In some areas layers of these sedimentary rocks
exceed 30 m in thickness and in one area they apparently
exceed 300 m. [n most areas bedding is faint and marked only
by stringers of pebbles or beds of fine-grained material. These
clastic rocks are thickest near the north and east edges of this
area (up to 50% of the section 2.5 km north of the eruptive
center) because they were derived by erosion of crystalline and
sedimentary rocks which cropped out farther to the north and
east. Volcanic lithologies typically constitute 50-90% of the
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conglomeratic sediments from the north in locating the central
axiJof an east-west valley between the volcanic center and the
Garlock fault. Apparently a small comPonent of Mesquite
Schist clasts were included in the sediment deposited in this
area derived from a source area to the northeast, on the north
side of the Garlock fault. There is no possible source area for
these clasts south of the Garlock fault. North of the fault the
most likely source area from which these clasts could have
been derived now lies about 32 km east of the present outcroP
area of the Mesquite Schist (Figure 1).
Bedrock SPrings Formation
The most extensive sedimentary rock unit in the Lava
Mountains is the Bedrock Springs Formation which consists of
more than 1500 m of coarse arkosic conglomerate, sandstone,
siltstone and claystonq with smaller amounts of limestong
evaporites, tuft tuff breccia, rubble breccia and lapilli breccia
(Smith, 7964). A large number of both vertebrate and
invertebrate fossils collected from this formation indicate that it
was dq>osited in late Miocene time. The mammalian fauna,
mostly collected from the lower third of the formation, is
known as the Lava Mountains Fauna and is early Hemphillian
(6-9 Ma) in age (Woodbume, 1987). The oldest rocks of this
formation are welltedded reddish sandstones which were
probably deposited in a lake, but most of the younger
sediments were probably deposited subaerially. In one location
an intraformational angular unconformity indicates that at least
one period of local deformation and erosion occurred very

clasts in the coarser sedimentary rocks, but locally layers
contain considerable Percentages of quartz, schist (nowhere
very abundant) and quartz monzonite clasts. These sedimentary
interlayers are pres€nt only north of the volcanic centers
(Figure 7) and therefore non-volcanic clasts must have been

derived by erosion of rocks to the north (Smith, 1964).
Non-volcanic clasts in sedimentary rocks were examined in
most parts of this formation. [n a few places northeast of the
western volcanic center, a very small percentage of clasts are
schist which resembles the Mesquite Schist. These sub-rounded
clasts are 1-10 cm in diameter and never constitute more than
0.7% of the clasts in the rock. These clasts differ from Garlock
Series lithologies by their coarser average grain size, silvery
shem and spotted texture, and from the Rand Schist by their
finer average grain size, silvery sheen and spotted texture. The
only occurrences of these clasts are along the north+astemmost
edge of the westem volcanic center (Figure 7).
Prior to eruption of the Almond Mountain Volcanics,
erosion had removed up to 1000 m of the underlying Bedrock
Springs Formation. Faulting contemPoraneous with eruption of
the Almond Mountain Volcanics aPPears to have created a
northeast-trending topographic grain in low hills between the
westem volcanic center and the Garlock fault (Smith, 1964).
North of the volcanic center an arkosic alluvial fan was built
up from the north, near the Garlock fault, and at times the toe
migrated southward over the volcanic pile. tn this area,
volcanic debris from the south vied with arkosic and
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early in Bedrock Springs time (Smith, 1964).
The distribuhon and character of rocks of this formation
show that most of it was deposited in a closed valley
surrounded by alluvial fans that sloped from all directions
toward a central lake or playa. Its elongation generally parallel
to the Garlock fault suggests that the basin formed by
downward faulting between the Garlock fault and the Brown's
Ranch fault zone to the south (Smith 1964). The sandstone and
conglomerate that represent these alluvial fans cover about 480
km2 and the siltstone and claystone, with small amounts of
gypsum, limestone and evaporites, representing the central lake
cover about 40 km2. The basin center was apparently occupied
by a playa during most of Bedrock Springs time but occasional
wet cycles produced small fresh-water lakes which persisted
for a few years until evaporation dried them up.
In the east and southeast exposures of the Bedrock Springs
alluvial deposits, the pebbles were derived chiefly from the
quartz-monzonitic and rhyolitic rocks exposed 3-5 km to the
southeast. To the south and southwest, conglomerates were
derived from plutonic rocks exposed a few km farther to the
southwest. Along the westem margin of the basin, fragments
derived from the Rand Schist and Johannesburg Gneiss indicate
a source within a few km to the west in the eastem Rand
Mountains. In the northwest exposures of Bedrock Springs
Formation clasts were mostly derived from a quartz-monzonitic

source to the north. In the northeast exposures abundant
metamolphic clasts are present.
In the northeastem part of the Bedrock Springs basin, a
series of metasedimentary rocks crop out on either side on
Christmas Canyon (Figure 8). These rocks crop out as low hills
projecting slightly above a gravel veneer and as fagged cliffs
bordering the shallow canyons. Most of these rocks consist of

gray to yellowish-orange impure marble, and gray or graygreen slate and phyllite. These rocks clearly represent part of
the Garlock Series (Dibblee,7967, Carter, 1982), but since these
are common lithologies in the Garlock serieq it has not been
possible to determine which part of the outcrop area in El Paso
mountains they correlate with. In this area the Bedrock Springs
Formation contains an abundance of fragments of these
metamorphic rocks, showing that they cropped out and
perhaps formed the northeast edge of the sedimentary basin. In
most places these rocks are overlain by a thin veneer of gravels
of the Christmas Canyon Formation.
In the few places near Christmas Canyon where they are in
direct contact, rocks of the Bedrock Springs Formation appear
to overlie metamorphic rocks although these contacts are
poorly defined. About 5.5 km west of Christmas Canyon a
small 100x200 m outcrop of extremely brecciated metamoqphic
rocks is in contact with sandstones and conglomerate of the
Bedrock Springs Formation along its northem edge. Although
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not well exposed, the contact clearly dips to the south beneath
the metamorphic rocks. The sediment beneath this contact
shows a distinct reddish color which extends up to 2 m below
the metamorphic rockt and in some places the sediment
contains layers of coarse gyPsum up to 1 cm in thickness.
Based on these characteristict it is inferred that the brecciated
metamorphic rocks constitute a block within the Bedrock
Springs clastic rocks. It seems most likely that this block slid
southward into the Bedrock Springs basin from a scarp on the
north side of the Garlock fault about 1 km to the north, and
was subsequently buried by Bedrock Springs sediments.
Near Christmas Canyon several km to the east, the
similarly brecciated metamolphic rocks occur as a
dixontinuous series of outcrops 700-1500 m south of the
Garlock fault along a length of about 3 km. Although contacts
between the metamolphic rocks and Bedrock Springs sediments
are obscured by overlying gravels, it may be that these
outcrops also represent slide blocks which slid southward
across the Garlock fault into the northem Bedrock Springs
basin. Erosion after accumulahon of Bedrock Springs sediment
would have left these more resistant rocks standing out as hills,
around and on top of which gravels of the Christmas Canyon
formation accumulated.
About 2 km west of Christmas Canyon two small
outcroppings of Garlock Series metamorphic rocks are
surrounded and overlain by gravels of the Christmas Canyon
Formation which contain clasts of Mesquite schist up to 15 cm
in size (Figure 8). Although not abundant (less than 1% of the
clasts), Mesquite schist clasts are much more common in this
area than elsewhere in the Christmas Canyon Formation
gravels everywhere else in the Christmas Canyon area where
imall xhist clasts are Present but extremely rare. It is inferred
that a small block of Mesquite schist was incoqporated in the
Bedrock Springs sediments in this area along with more
common blocks of Garlock Series rocks, and that subsequent to
Bedrock Springs accumulation, the schist was either completely
removed by erosion or completely buried by gravels of the
Christmas Canyon Formation so that now only clasts are found
in the local gravels. This inference suggests that the contact
between Mesquite Schist and Garlock Series north of the fault
was about 2 km west of Christmas Canyon during
emplacement of blocks of these lithologies into sediments of the
Bedrock Springs Formation. This is about 47 km east of this
contact in El Paso Mountains today (Figure 1).
If this is correct, then the block of Garlock Series rocks
south of the fault 3.5 km farther west (Figure 7) must have
been emplaced into a higher part of the Bedrock Springs
sediments somewhat later than the blocks closer to Christmas
Canyon.

TOTAL DISPLACEMENT
Total left-lateral displacement on the Garlock fault was
determined by Smith (1952) based on the offset of the
tndependence dike swarm. This is a grouP of fine-grained
nortfi-northwest-trending diorite Poryhyry dikes which can be
traced for a distance of 230 km north of the fault. The
southemmost exPosure of these dikes north of the fault is in
the Spangler Hills north of the Lava Mountains. Similar dikes
are not found across the fault south of the Spangler Hills, but a
similar swarm exists south of the fault in the Granite
Mountains. This swarm has most likely been offset from the
Independence dike swarm in the Spangler Hills by about 64 km
of leitJateral displacement, which probably represents the total
displacement on the Garlock fault.

CEOT.OGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF AN ACTryE MARGIN

Offset of a line separating areas of different regional fault
trends (the Piute line on the north and the Blackwelder fault on
the south) suggests about 69 km of displacement on the
Garlock fault (Michael, 1965). The Layton Well thrust north of
the fault is offset 55 km from the equivalent thrust in the
Owlshead Mountains south of the fault. (Davis and Birchfiel,
7973).

A section of homoclinal eastdipping eugosynclinal
metasedimentary rocks of Pilot Knob Valley south of the
Garlock fault was correlated with rocks in the Garlock Series
north of the fault by Smith and Ketner (1970), and have been
descibed in detail by Carr, et al.(1993)' These rocks crop out 312 km south of the Garlock fault as isolated small hills that
project through the alluvium. Thay consist of thick sequences
of fine-grained siliceous deposits such as chert, siliceous slate,
slate and quartzite separated by thinner sequences of sandy
limestone and conglomerate. A Lower Mississippian sequence
of distinctive argillite-pebble metaconglomerate and metaagrillite crops out in Piolet Knob Valley and also in the westem
part of the Garlock Series in El Paso Mountains 64 km to the
west (Carr, et al., 1993).
DISCUSSION
Offset sedimentary units containing distinctive clast
lithologies described in this study include (a) Pleistocene and
upper Pliocene(?) gravels south of the fault which now lie as
much as about 19 km east of their probable site of deposition
near the mouth of Mesquite Canyon, (b) Quatemary(?) gravels
north of the fault which now lie about 17 km west of their
probable site of deposition near the mouth of Christmas
Canyon, (c) conglomerates in the northem part of the Pliocene
Almond Mountain volcanics in the westem Lava Mountains
south of the fault, which now lie about 32 km east of their
probable site of deposition opposite the Mesquite Canyon area,
ind (d) large blocks of Garlock Series lithologies and probably
of Mesquite Schist within part of the late Miocene Bedrock
SpringJFormation south of the fault, which now lies about 47
km east of its probable site of deposition opposite El Paso
Mountains near Mesquite CanYon.
If total offset across the Garlock fault is about 64 km, then
the inception of left-lateral faulting on this fault must have
been sometime in the late Miocene. The early Hemphillian
fossils collected mostly in the lower part of the Bedrock Springs
Formation indicate an ate of about 6 to 9 Ma. It is not clear
what part of the Bedrock Springs Formation contains the
Garlock Series blocks near Christmas Canyon, but if these
blocks were emplaced between 6 and 9 Ma, then this indicates
an averate displacement rate since late Miocene of about 5'5 to
8 mm per year. Extrapolating these rates to the total offset of 54
km would indicate that left-lateral faulting on the Garlock fault
must have begun between 8 Ma and 12 Ma. This is in good
agreement with previous studies (Carter, 1987, Burbank and
Whistler, 1987, Loomis and Burbank, 1988).
On the northwestem side of El Paso Mountains Tertiary
sediments of El Paso basin crop out about 10 km north and
about 15 km west of the mouth of Mesquite Canyon. The
Ricardo Group is a 1700 m sequence of Miocene volcanic rocks
and continental sedimentary rocks deposited between about 19
and 7 Ma in the basin between El Paso Mountains and the
southem Sierra Nevada. Magnetostratigraphic and radiometric
studies of these rocks provides rotational histories which
provide constraints for the initiation of strike-slip movement on
ihe Garlock fault (Loomis and Burbank, 1988). Beginning about
10 Ma, El Paso basin began to be rotated counter<lockwise,
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and a sharp increase in sediment-accumulation rates also
occurred between 10-9 Ma. These events are inteqpreted as a
lonseq.uence of the initiation of left+tip motion along the
Garlock fault near the southem margin of the bash, along with
the beginning of basin.and-range+tyle extension north of the
fault (Loomis and Burbank, 1988).
The data reported in this study are consistent with a
generally uniform rate of long-term offset on the Garlock fault
since its inception in late Miocene time. Pleistocene to late
Pliocene(?) ofbet of 19 km,. Pliocene ofhet of 32 km, and late
Miocene offtet of 47 km are all consistent with a long-term rate
of 5.5 to 8 mm per year. These long-term rates, in tum, are
consistent with the Holocene rate of 7 mm per year measured
on the offuet gravel bar on the east side of Koehn lake. This
data is also consistent with measured slip rates of 5-11
mm/lt-yr in southeastem Searles Valley (McGill and Sieh,
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Holocene Activity on the Central Garlock Fault
SALLY F. MCGILL, DePt. of Geological Sciences, Califomia State University, San Bemardino CA

INTRODUCTION
The Garlock fault is a maior left-lateral fault in southem
California. It intersects the San Andreas fault in the Tejon pass
region and extends 250 km northeastward to the southern end
of Death Valley (figure 1). For the pulposes of discussion, I
divide the Garlock fault into 3 sections. The westem section
extends from the westem end of the fault to the 3.S-km-wide
Ieft-step in the fault that has produced the Koehn lake

depression. The central section includes the Koehn Lake
depression and extends eastward to the Quail Mountains,
where there is a 15o bend in the fault. The eastern section
extends eastward from the Quail Mountains to the southern

end of Death Valley.
The tectonic role of the Garlock fault has been
controversial. Hill and Dibblee (1953) proposed that the
left-lateral Garlock fault and the right-lateral San Andreas fault
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Figure 4. location map for Searles Lake site, from Christmas Canyon
7.S-minute topographic quadrangle.

are coniugate shears in a north-south compressional system.

Davis and Burchfiel (1973) proposed that the Garlock fault is a
transform fault accommodating greater extension in the Basin
and Range province north of the fault than in the Mojave block
south of the fault. The location of the Garlock fault along the
southem boundary of the western Basin and Range Province
suggests that it is related to Basin and Range extension. A
simple transform model is inadequate to explain this
relationship, however, because the extension direction for the
portion of the Basin and Range Province north of the Carlock

Figure 5. Photograph of trench 12 at Searles lake site. Qb,
unconsolidated, moderately well sorted coarse sand, interpreted as Late
Quatemary beach deposits. The beach deposits are underlain by older
Quatemary(?) lacustrine and alluvial deposits and are overlain by
colluvium. Beach deposits are about 1 m thick here; width of trench is
about 1 m. From McCill and Sieh (1993), o American Ceophysical
Unron.

fault is northwestward, not parallel to the west and westsouthwest striking Garlock fault (Wemicke and others, 1988;
Minster and fordan, 1982 Burchfiel and others,'t987; Stewart,
1983; Jones, 1987).
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Figure 5. Geologic map of Searles [,ake site. Contour inierval 0.5 m. Note left-lateral offset of the southwestem
nearshore lacustrine sand. From McGill and Sieh (1993), o American Geophysical Union.
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Figure 7. Cross section along southem wall of kench 18 shows beach deposits (Q!)
interfingering with colluvium (Q) derived from the sea cliff. Tic marks along top
and bottom of cross section are 1 m aPart. Hg Holocene colluvium; Hs, wellconsolidated layer, cemented by sil! Q!b, bioturbated beach deposits; Qoa, older
Quaternary(?) alluvium; uc, unconsolidated; pc poorly consolidated; mc,
moderately consolidated; wc, well consolidated; vwc, very well consolidated. From
McGill and Sieh (1993), o American Geophysical Union.
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fault that separates the westem and central sections of
the fault (figures 1 and 2). The photogrammetric map
of this site (figure 3) shows a channel that has incised
a Late Pleistocene alluvial fan (Qa3). Surveyed points
along the top of the northeastem wall of the channel
indicate that the left-lateral separation of this channel
wall is 60 + 5 m. This is a minimum estimate of the
offset of the channel because the original offset may
have been reduced by lateral erosion of the channel
wall upstream from (northwest of) the fault. The
surveyed points also indicate that there has been little
or no (< 1 m) vertical displacement of the top of the
channel wall.
Five trenches have been logged and interpreted at this
site (figure 3). Trench 2 crossed the Garlock fault zone
and revealed the location and trend of several fault
strands within a 15-m wide fault zone. Trenches 1 and
3 revealed the location and trend of the buried portion
of the channel wall on both sides of the fault.
Radiocarbon dates on several charcoal samples
from this site loosely constrain the age of the
offset channel wall. Two samples of detrital
charcoal from strata within the Late Pleistocene
alluvial fan (Qa3) have ages of 18,000 to 19,000
radiocarbon years B.P. Because the offset channel
is incised into the older alluvium, these samples
provide a maximum age for the offset channel.
Using a 60 t 5 m minimum offset of the channel
and these ages, the minimum slip rate for this

portion of the Garlock fault is 3 mm/raC-yr.
A charcoal sample from within a bum layer in
colluvium (Qc) that buried the channel fill

i#[#'k]*[1i";'t"rr i+i.:,'

deposits (Qa2) has an age of about 6,000
radiocarbon years B.P. This is a minimum age for
the offset channel wall, and it suggests a
maximum slip rate of 11 mm/tt-yr for this

T5'lineshowsfavoredPosition
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PiercinS point

Figure 6. Map documents 42- to 4&m-offset of the shoreline across the northem fault
TABLE 1. Geomorphic Offsets South of El Paso Momtaim
zone. Thick, solid line indicates location of shoreline exposed in three-dimensional
Feature Distalce Quality Horizontal Description
excavations. From McGill and Sieh (1993), o American Geophysical Union.

(k-)

The relationship of the Garlock fault to the northwesttrending, right-lateral faults located both north and south of the
Garlock fault is also uncertain. The Holocene trace of the
Garlock fault is not offtet by *y of these right-lateral faults,
but the eastem half of the fault may have been dextrally
rotated by distributed right-lateral shear in the eastern
California shear zone (Dokka and Travis, 7990;lones,7987;

Carter and others, 1987).
A total of about 50 km of left-lateral slip has occurred
aqoss the Garlock fault (Smith, 1952; Smith and Ketner, 1970;
Carr and others, 1993). Although the fault has not produced
any large earthquakes historically, geologic and geomorphic
evidence for large, prehistoric earthquakes is common along the
fault (Clark, 7970, 1973; Roquemore and others, 1981; Smith,
1975). This paper discusses the Holocene slip rate of the central
Garlock fault and the displacements, magnitudes and
recurrence intervals of recent prehistoric earthquakes on the
fault.
HOLOCENE SLIP RATE OF THE CENTRAL GARLOCK
FAULT: Highway 14 Site (Stop 1)
This site is located on the westem section of the Garlock
fault, about 3 km west of the westem end of the left-step in the
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El Paso Mountains

portion of the Garlock fault. The
twosigma, dendrochronologically
corrected age rante for this sample is

20

70004669 calendar years B.P. This yields
a
maximum slip rate of 10 mm,/yr, using
o
E15
II
calendar years. Of course, the slip rate
o
14.0m
'
aaa
o
could be somewhat higher if significant
=
exc good fair
lateral erosion of the northeastern wall
10
: +r"
of the channel has occured.
; 1,.
g
Trench 4 was excavated across the fault
:li.l
.gs
proor minimum no best
in channel-fill deposits (Qa2) southwest
r-736)-.-;11
estlmate
o
of the modem channel. Trench 4
0
revealed evidence for at least two and
31
33
possibly three faulting events. The oldest
event (event 3) is clearly distinguishable
distance along fault (km)
from the youngest event (event 1) by the
Figure 9. Offset of 24 geomorphic features south of El Paso Mountains plotted as a function of
presence of a filled fissure or fault scarp
distance along strike of the fault, measured eastward from Cantil. Horizontal lines are drawn at
colluvium which is buried by strata that
the offset values around which the offsets cluster (see figure 11) and probably represent the
were
faulted during event 1. Evidence
o
cumulative slip in different numbers of past earthqua-kes. From McGill and Sieh (1991),
for the middle event (event 2) consists of
American Geophysical Union.
upward termination of a single fault
strand above the stratigraphic level of
event 3 but below the stratigraphic level of event 1. This
upward termination of a fault strand may indicate a separate
earthquake horizon, or it may be a fault strand that formed
during event 1 but on which slip terminated below the ground
surface at the time of the event (Bonilla and Lienkaemper,
legend

E

I

ttl

I
I

'E

,.*---i*

1990).

A detrital charcoal sample from the layer below the event 3
horizon has an age of 2534 t 58 radiocarbon years B.P. The
twosigma, dendrochronologically corrected age range for this

)1

\$

sample is 2762-2377 calendar years B.P. This indicates that at
least two faulting events (events 1 and 3) have occurred since
2762 years B.P. Because no large historical earthquakes have
been reported on the Garlock fault, these faulting events must
have occurred prior to the 20th century.
Three samples from strata overlying the event 3 horizon but
underlying the event 2 horizon were also radiocarbon dated.
The ages of these samples are younger than the sample from
below the event 3

t,_/ ) l,-

horizon, but the

yaFl

--{

tl

one-sigma error bars

for these all overlap
with the one-sigma

W)'{,

error for the sample
below the event 3
horizon. Thus, all four
samples may have

bumed in a single fire

=lii*17;
v-

L

and then been
deposited in successive
layers, and the ages of
the samples above the
event 3 horizon do not
Figure 10. Locations of
offset feahrres. Map A is
from the Garlock 7.5minute topographic
quadrangle; map B is from
the El Paso Peaks 7.5minute topographic
quadrangle. Fault location

from Clark (1973).
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strands precisely.
Most trenches across the shoreline revealed moderately
sorted to well+orted, unconsolidated to poorly consolidated,
medium to very coarse sand. The sand pinched out against a

4

of

3

cliff cut into older alluvium, or it interfingered with
colluvium derived from a sea cliff (figures 6 and 7). Other
trenches revealed beach sands truncated by fault strands.
Although the trenches have been filled in, the beach sand is
shll visible in natural channel cuts.
After mapping the trench walls, McGill and Sieh (1993)
excavated by hand along the shoreline to find the precise
intersection of the shoreline angle with most of the maior fault
strands and with many of the minor fault strands. Each
threedimensional excavation was mapped at a scale of 1:10 or
1:5, with control provided by a number of surveyed points

sea

features per m

displacement
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this reason McGill (1992) and McGill and Sieh (1993) excavated
20 backhoe trenches to locate the shoreline and the fault

El Paso Mountains

Number
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,

05
Displacement (m)

Figure 11. HistogramJike plot showing number of geomorphic features
offset various amounts. Each offset is represented by a Gaussian
probability density function with a mean at the best estimate of the
oflset and with a standard deviation equal to onehalf the uncertainty
(i.e., the uncertainties reported in Table 1 are assumed to be t 2-sigma
uncertainties). The probability density functions for the 15 offsets that
are not minima were summed to produce this figure. Each peak
probably represents the cumulative slip associated with a different
number of past earthquakes. The Peak at 33 m is dubious, however,
because it represents on-ly one, poor-quality offset. From McGill and
Sieh (1991), o American Geophysical Union.

within each excavation.
The excavations revealed that the shoreline angle is

left-laterally offset a total of 82-105 m, with a preferred value of
90 m. The shoreline is offset about 37 m (36-38m) across the
southem fault zone, about 46 m (4246m) across the northem
fault zone, and about 7.4 m (3.6-1.8.6 m) across minor faults
between the two major fault zones. A detailed account of how
the offset across each strand was measured is given by McGill

necessarily provide minimum limiting ages on event 3.

Work is still in progress at this site to constrain the slip rate
and ages of prehistoric earthquakes more tightly.
Documentation of the results summarizd here will be
published elsewhere, along with results obtained in the future.
Koehn Lake Site (Stop 2)
A slip rate of 5{ mm/lrC-yr has been determined a this site on
the basis of a Late Pleistocene gravel bar that is left- laterally
offset by the Garlock fault (Clark and laioie, 1974; Clark and
others, 7984; Carter, 1980). This site is discussed in more detail
by Carter (this volume).
Searles Lake Site (stop 15)
At this site, a Iate Pleistocene shoreline of Searles lake has
been offset by the Garlock fault. The location of this site is
shown in figure 4, but access is restricted because the site lies
within the China Lake Naval Air Weapons Station.
Pleistocene Searles Lake was part of a chain of lakes that was
fed by waters from the eastem flank of the Sierra Nevada via
the Or,rrens River (Gale, 1914; Smith, 1979). Lacustrine
sedimentation in Searles Valley began 3.18 m.y. ago/ and lakes
have occupied the valley intermittently since that time (Smith
et al., 1983).
The overflow shoreline of Pleistocene Searles Lake crosses the
Garlock fault in several places. The intersection of this shoreline
and the fault is best preserved near the southwestem comer of
the Slate Range, where the lake overflowed through Pilot Knob
Valley. At this site, an abrasion platform and sea cliff have
been cut by wave action into older alluvium and older
lacustrine sediments. A 0- to 2-m-thick veneer of nearshore,
lacustrine sands was deposited on this platform during the
most recent highstands and pinches out against the sea cliff
(figure 5).
The shoreline angle, the linear feature formed by the
intersection of the sea cliff and the abrasion platform, is offset
in a leftlateral and vertical sense across two subparallel fault
strands (figure 5), but the offset is difficult to measure precisely
because the shoreline angle has been buried by colluvium. For
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Figure 12. Topographic map of an abandoned channel, Qt4, (feahrre 165(1) in Table 1 and figure 9) lefi-laterally faulted away from its source.
The desigration of alluvial deposits in figures 12 and 13 is specific to
each figure. Thus, Qt4 in this figure is not the same age as Qt4 in figure
13. From McGill and Sieh (1991), o American Ceophysical Union.
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(1992), and a briefer summary is given by McGill
and Sieh (1993). As an example, figure 8 shows
the location of the shoreline and strands of the
northem fault zone. The thick solid line shows
the line along which beach sand pinched out at
the base of a sea cliff, as revealed in threedimensional excavations. The shoreline angle was
followed to its precise intersection with the
northern and southern edges of the northern fault
zone. Similar excavations documented the offset
across other fault strands (McGill, 1992; McGill
and Sieh, 1993).
Constraints on the ages of Pleistocene lakes
in Searles Valley are provided by Stuiver and
Smith (1979) and by Benson and others (1990).
The selection of appropriate dates for the
minimum, maximum and preferred age of
abandonment of the offset shoreline of Searles
Lake are discussed by McGill (1992) and by
McGill and Sieh (1993). The resulting slip rate is
estimated to be between 5 and 11 mm/tt-yr
with a preferred value of 5{ mm/laC-yr.
DISPLACEMENTS AND MAGNITUDES
OF RECENT PREHISTORIC EARTHQUAKES:
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Figure 13. Topographic map of an alluvial fan, Qa3, (feature 1-65(2a) in Table 1 and
figure 9) left-laterally offset from its source channel. The riser between the Qt2 terrace
and older deposits to the east is left-laterally offset a lesser amount. Frorn McGill and
Sieh (1991), o American Geophysical Union.

Clark (1970, 1973) was the first to propose
left-lateral displacements of about 3 meters in the
most recent earthquake on the Garlock fault, on
the basis of offset geomorphic features. McGill
and Sieh (1991) measured the offuets of almost
200 geomorphic features offset less than 25 m across the central
and eastem Garlock fault. The offset features included channel
walls, gullies, terrace risers, ridges, debris flows and small
alluvial fans. They found that the offset measurements
clustered around discrete values, which they interpreted to be

the cumulative slip associated with different numbers of
prehistoric earthquakes. For example, the geomorphic features
offset the smallest amounts were inferred to have been offset in
the most recent earthquake, whereas those offset larger
amounts were presumed to be older and to have experienced a
greater number of earthquakes.
McGill and Sieh (1991) concluded that the
abc
most recent large earthquake on the
eastemmost 90 km of the Garlock fault had
involved about 3 meters of slip. Farther west, in
El Paso Mountains, however, the smallest
offsets that they considered reliable were about
7 m. This suggests that the most recent
earthquake along this part of the fault may
have. involved as much as 7 meters of
left-lateral slip. Although it is possible that the
7-meter offsets formed in two earthquakes, it is
Mw = 6.6 to
Mw = 7.5
Mw =
unlikely that no features young enough to be
offset in the most recent earthquake alone
would be preserved in El Paso Mountains.
Table 1 and figure 9 show McGill and
Sieh's (1991) offset measurements in El Paso
Mountains. The locations of the offset features
are shown in figure 10. Figure 11 is a
histogramJike figure showing the number of
features offset different amounts. The peak at 7
m is inferred to represent the amount of slip in
the most recent earthquake. The peaks at 14
and 18 m (each representing only two offsets)
are inferred to represent the cumulative slip in
the past 2 and 3 earthquakes, respectively. The
at 3 m represents only one, poorquality
peak
possible
rupture
pattems
Figure 14. Some
for the Garlock fault and the associated
offset and may be spurious. At stop Z we will
earthquake magnitudes. Porhons of the Garlock fault assumed to slip in each case are

6.9

7.5

."

./

4-

shown in boldface. Magnitudes are probably uncertain by

./

r

,/

0.1 to 0.2.
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